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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
DUE DATE: November 21,2018 

The HlC Criteria for Accreditation, specifically Core Component 4.A, require institutions to maintain a 

"practice of regular program review1" as one component for ensuring the quality of our educational programs 

and evaluating our effectiveness in achieving our stated student learning outcomes. For academic units, 

"Program" means an academic School. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Degree Programs of the School: B.S. Computer Engineering - ABET Accredited 
(indicate which, if any, hold B.S. Electrical Engineering - ABET Accredited 
specialized programmatic B.S. Electrical Engineering Technology - ABET Accredited 
accreditation) B.S. Manufacturing Engineering Technology - ABET Accredited 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering - ABET Accredited 
B.S. Robotics Engineering (Plan to Pursue ABET Accreditation) 
A.S. Electrical Engineering Technology 
A.S. General Engineering 
A.S. General Engineering Technology 
A.S. Manufacturing Engineering Technology 

Academic Program Review November 20, 2018 
Submission Date: 
Dean: Kimberly Muller 

School Chair: Paul Weber 

Names of Faculty Members Jim Devaprasad, Robert Hildebrand, Andrew Jones, David Leach, 
Completing Program Review Report: Paul Weber 

Guidelines for Completing the Academic Program Review 

Questions in Part 1 are focused at the School level, and should reflect School-level data, findings, etc. 

Questions in Part 2 should be completed for each distinct academic degree program in the School. In the cases 

where an academic degree holds specialized programmatic accreditation, Schools can cite the page(s) which 

address the prompt question. In all cases, attach evidence where available using the appendix cover sheet to 

identify how the evidence supports the relevant criteria or prompt. 

1 https;//www,hlcommissioll.org/Policies/criteria-and-core-components.html 
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PART 1: School-Level Review 

For references to ABET self-study reports, the 2018 Computer Engineering Self-Study Report is used an 
example. Similar sections would also be available in the Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering 

reports as well as the past Manufacturing Engineering Technology and Electrical Engineering Technology 

reports, although the specific section numbering and page numbers may vary. 

School Mission and Goals 

1. Provide the School's mission statement and explain its connection to the University mission. 

The School of Engineering & Technology's mission is to "To produce sought-after engineers and 

engineering technologists with multi-disciplinary competence by providing an academically thorough 

education that is both foundational and applied, led by faculty and staff dedicated to undergraduate 

learning." This has been updated some since this summer, but the connection to the University mission 

remains the same as specified in Section 2-A of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. 

2. List the School-level goals and explain how they support and connect to the CAFE Master Goals of 
the Strategic Plan. 
https://www.lssu.edu/ w p-content/ uploads/2018/ 09/ 2018-2023-LSSU-Strategic-Plan.pdf 

SET's goals are to: 

1. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and provides knowledge and skills to be 

successful in professional careers or graduate school. 

2. Provide programs that focus on the applications of fundamental principles of engineering, 

technology, mathematics, science, and computing to benefit society. 

3. Provide courses which incorporate and develop skills in communication, design, ethics, 

teamwork, technology, and capstone experiences relevant to the students' degrees. 

4. Provide an education and opportunities for students with diverse abilities to enhance their 

professional growth and capacity for life-long learning. 

5. Engage in continuous improvement activities through ongoing external and internal reviews. 

6. Enable faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering solutions that support regional 

economic growth and develop intellectual property. 

7. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and effectiveness by supporting enrollment, 

retention, and placement initiatives. 

8. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, and students are recognized as 

essential in the realization of the mission. 

Culture is covered by Goals 5 (C3) and 8 (Cl). 

Academics is covered by Goals 1 (Al), 2 (Al), 3 (A2), and 4 (A3). 
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Finance is covered by Goal 6 (F3). 

Enrollment is covered by Goal 7 (El). 

Explain how the School works to address each of the following questions. For each question 
respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Teaching and Learning Programs Evaluation and Improvement: (CC 4.A) 

3. Explain how faculty determine program and course learning outcomes, course prerequisites, rigor 
of courses, expectations for student achievement, and student access to resources. 

Refer to Sections l-B (Evaluating Student Performance), 1-0 (Advising and Career Guidance), 4-

A.4 (Course Assessment), and 5 (Curriculum) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. 

4. Explain how faculty ensure the equivalence of learning outcomes and achievement in all modes 
and locations where degrees are delivered. Provide examples of course syllabi from multiple 
delivery modes and locations of the same course(s}. 

Presently all courses are taught in a single mode and at the Sault Ste. Marie, MI campus. For 

example, there are presently no online courses taught within SET. 

5. If applicable, attach the most recent report, findings and recommendations from specialized 

programmatic accreditations within the School. 

The ABET reports and findings from the 2016 visits for the B.S. EET and MfgET programs as well 

as the reports from the 2018 visits for the B.S. CE, EE, and ME programs are attached. Please note that 

these reports contain confidential information that should not be posted publicly (e.g. to the LSSU 

website). 

6. Report data from the past two years to show what students are doing after graduation from the 

programs in your School. For example, statistical data should report the numbers of students in 

specific areas (i.e., business, government, education, military, unemployed, pursuing advanced 

degrees, etc.). Attach representative data. 

Data for graduates of SET is attached. 
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Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

Explain how the School uses assessment to promote ongoing growth and improvement. As 

evidence for each question, you may choose to include content from the 'Use of Results' 
column in the 4-Column Program Assessment Report, or provide broader assessment results 
from an alternative source. 

7. School-level goals and their connections to the university's CAFE Master Goals Strategic Plan were 
listed in Question 2 of this report. Select 3-5 of those goals as a focus for the School's 4-Column 
School Assessment Report; add the selected goals to the 4-Column report document, and attach 

the document. 

All SET goals have been uploaded into TracDat/lmprove and a 4-column report is attached. 

8. Describe how results from assessment have been used to improve your School. Include specific 

examples. 

Refer to Section 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study 

Report. 

9. Describe how the School uses assessment results to inform and facilitate better planning and 
budgeting. 

Refer to Sections 4 (Continuous Improvement) and 7-D (Maintenance and Upgrading of 

Facilities) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. Another example would be the 

curricular proposal for the B.S. Robotics Engineering program with the associated budgetary requests 

(attached). 

10. In addition to LSSU's campus-wide programs designed to support retention and degree completion, 

list any additional activities of the School specifically intended to increase retention and degree 

completion. 

SET places a high priority on engaging with students early in their time at LSSU, especially in 

EGNR10l. Within fGNR10l, students: 

• Learn about, and are encouraged to join, student chapters of professional engineering 

organizations (JEEE, SWE, ASME, SAE, etc.). 

• Are guided through the process of accessing online resources; one full lab session is 

dedicated to this. 

• Gain experience finding LSSU resources via a scavenger hunt. 

• Meet advisors from their area, are acclimated to how to find class-related information, 

etc.; one full lecture and one full lab session are dedicated to advising. 
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• Improve time management strategies, attend study skill sessions, have the opportunity 

to ask questions of senior engineering and engineering technology students in a personal 

setting, attend Senior Project scope presentations, and gain insights into different areas 

of engineering via engineering modules. 

Other SET activities related to this include the development of degree plans of study and 

prerequisite charts (attached to individual degrees; ECE is of particular note with the new drafts 

showing flowcharts of courses) and the formation of a retention working group within SET. The 
retention group is presently focused on tailoring the LSSU advising syllabus to meet the needs of SET 

faculty and students so that it can be used in subsequent semesters. 

Resources (CC S.A and CC S.C). 

11. Describe how the School allocates resources to adequately support the mission. Include 

explanations of faculty/staff, fiscal, and infrastructure allocations. For example, describe the 

process used to ensure that each faculty member or instructor in the program is qualified to teach 

the courses they are assigned, as consistent with HLC guidelines. 

(https: /Iwww.hlcommission.org/Publications/ determining-gualified-faculty.html) 

The School ensures that courses within SET cover foundational topics within engineering and 

engineering technology as well as relevant topics so that graduates will have sought-after knowledge 

and skills. Furthermore, classes/concentrations/programs that emphasize systems-level material (e.g. 
robotics, vehicles, energy conversion) have received some additional attention to facilitate multi

disciplinary interactions. Loads for the set of classes are projected via an Excel file (attached), which 

was especially helpful when determining how to hire and incorporate new faculty. 

Budgets are discussed at School meetings. The money from CSSM, course fees, and program 
fees are utilized to purchase basic supplies, lab material, and equipment for SET. A prioritized list of 
budget items is attached as an example from this past year in preparation for FY19. 

Teaching qualifications are determined via the attached spreadsheet, which was set by the 
faculty in collaboration with the dean. Degrees are specified in submitted transcripts. When needed 
faculty can also submit resumes/CVs and memos explaining how work experience has prepared them to 

teach specific courses. Teaching qualifications of all tenure-trackfaculty were reviewed and approved 
within the last year. 
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12. Explain how the School ensures that the curriculum for each program is current. For example, 
evidence may include specialized program accreditation, advisory boards, input from industry, 
discipline standards, previous School reviews or reports, etc. 

Each of the bachelor's degrees is accredited by ABET. We also strongly utilize feedback from our 

Industrial Advisory Board (lAB), alumni, and industrial contacts. An examples of the latter was when we 

constructed the B.s. Robotics Engineering program, a sizeable portion of the Spring 2018 lAB meeting 

was dedicated to discussing trends within industry that will be incorporated into some of the upper 

level classes. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or LSSU EET Self Study Report (2016) 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: EEl-related reports (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABEl ElAC Fall 2016 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the EEl programs as well as the other engineering 

technology programs. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or LSSU MfgT Self Study Report (2016) 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: MfgET-related reports (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2016 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the MfgET programs as well as the other 

engineering technology programs. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or 2018 ABET CE Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: CE-related reports and School-level review (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the CE programs as well as the other engineering 

programs. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or 2018 ABET CE Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: EE-related reports and School-level review (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the EE programs as well as the other engineering 

programs. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu,edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or 2018 ABET ME Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: ME-related reports and School-level review (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the ME programs as well as the other engineering 

programs. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or 2017-18 Seniors and Graduates Job Placement 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: 6 

Briefly summarize the content of This file provides data about job placement of graduates. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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2017-18 Seniors 
Name # Interviews # Offers Employed At Title Site 

Anderson, Andrianna MET 4DSystems Robot Programmer http://4dsysco.com/ 

Archer, Lee ME AMT https://www.appliedmfg.com/ 

Becks, Sarah L. CE 4 3 Nexteer Computer Engineer https://www.nexteer.com/ 

Berkompas, Megan ME Superior Fabrication Design Engineer 

Bular, Garrett S. ME ZF 

Damron, Benjamin R. MET 9 7 R & E Automated http://www.reautomated.com/ 

Dasuqi, Jordan A. CE 3 1 Pro Basketball - Jordan Team https://www.esysautomation.com/ 

Dzedzie, Derrick J. EE 1 1 Honeywell https://www.honeyweILcom/ 

Fernandez De Valderrama, Laura ME Graduate School - U of N Flo 
Gainer, Erich F. ME Continental 

Graham, Joshua T. ME Sault Machine Works 

Greensky, Wayne A. ME December Graduate 

Grover, Jacob D. MET December Graduate 

Hall, Neil J. EE Heliene 

Hamner, Alison L. CE Education Program - Kansas i 

Howe, Christopher C. EE CE Power i 

Kline, Jacob L. ME Nexteer 

Klotz, August ME 1 1 Revolutionary Engineering http://www.revoleng.com/ 

Krieg, Kevin R. ME 3 1 Esys Automation 

Lloyd, Ryan S. ME December Graduate 

Lordson, Robert S. CE December Graduate 

McNamara, Kiegan D. ME-JI.. 3 2 Industrial Air Tech Corp http://indairtech.com/ 

Mongene, Anthony B. ME 1 1 Entrepreneur https://triceratopscustoms.com/ 

Nash, Brian M. MET 2 1R&E http://www.reautomated.com/ 

Pajot, Lindsey M. ME 6 5 Esys Automation https://www.esysautomation.com/ 

Pierce, Kerry S. CE December Graduate 

Purcell, Andrew J. EE 8 7 KUKA https://www.kuka.com/en-us 

Reed, Christopher MET Osprey Tech 

Reed, Michael D. MET Algoma 

Reetz, Derek D. ME ZF 

Russell, Kameron K. MET Lear Corporation 

Schleben, Derek M. ME December Graduate 

Schwartz, Erik H. ME 2 2 Plexus https://www.plexus.com/en-us/ 

Smrcka, Wyatt EET Triton Automation http://www.triton-automation.com/ 

Sutter, Cord M. ME 7 7 Esys Automation Project Engineer https://www.esysautomation.com/ 

Towner, Sheldon G. EE December Graduate 

Valdez, Roberto D. ME KUKA 

Woods, Benjamin B. MET 3 2 Textron 

• 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or 2017 spring graduates 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: 6 

Briefly summarize the content of This file provides data about job placement of graduates. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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2017 Graduate Information Form 
Grad Date First Last Degree Interviews Offers Salary of Accepted Offer Other 

7/28/2017 Aria Alizadeh ME University of Colorado - Boulder Grad School 

12/15/2017 Audrianna Anderson MET 4D Systems 

12/15/2017 Lee Archer ME AMT 

4/28/2017 Aron Baker CE 2 2 LEONI Engineering Producs and Services 

4/28/2017 Daniel Baker MET 2 Kawasaki Robotics 

12/15/2017 Megan Berkompas ME 1 1 Superior Fabrication 15/hour 

4/28/2017 Cole Bertolissi EE 5 2 Essar 

4/28/2017 Adam Birkeland ME 1 1 ZFTRW 73,500 

4/28/2017 Scott Coburn ME 7 4 Recognition Robotics 55,000 

4/28/2017 Phillip Coullard EE 1 1 Cloverland Electric 

4/28/2017 Tyler Fontana ME 4 LEONI Engineering Producs and Services Grad School 

4/28/2017 Jennifer Fredericks EE 3 2 Ford Motor Company 73,000 

4/28/2017 Lauren Graham EE 9 2 ZFTRW 73,500 

4/28/2017 Alexander Guzman ME 1 1 Besser Company 50,000 

4/28/2017 Jordan Huff ME 1 1 Lake Superior State University 52,000 

4/28/2017 Rhett King ME 4 BACA Systems 

12/15/2017 August Klotz ME 2 1 Revolutionary Engineering 14/hour 

4/28/2017 Gary Komora MET Hanon Systems 

4/28/2017 Christopher Kyro ME 2 2 TranTrek 57,500 

4/28/2017 Justin Lagergren MET 2 BACA Systems 

4/28/2017 Matthew Maher MET 6 4 Esys Automation 

4/28/2017 Kyle McKeachnie ME 3 1 Eddy Ongaro Engineering Corporation 

4/28/2017 Sara McKee MET 2 2 Triton Atuomation 58,000 

4/28/2017 Robert Meyers ME 1 1 JR Automation 49,950 

4/28/2017 Grace Morse EE 4 Mac Valves Inc. 

4/28/2017 Isaiah Murray ME 4 1 AMT 

7/28/2017 Matthew Nelson ME 1 1 ACME Manufacturing 1,195/week 

4/28/2017 Henry Palmer CE 2 2 ADD Software 25/hour 

4/28/2017 Phillip Paris MET 4 1 Esys Automation 25/hour 

7/28/2017 Matthew Patmore EET 3 3 JR Automation 25/hour 

4/28/2017 Chance Randall MET 6 5 Esys Automation 25/hour 

4/28/2017 Colton Rausch ME Michigan Tech Grad School 

4/28/2017 Christopher Reed MET Osprey Technologies 

4/28/2017 Matthew Simon ME 2 Soo Foundry and Machine I 

12/15/2017 Wyatt Smrcka EET 4 5 Triton Atuomation 21/hour I 

4/28/2017 Michael Smutny ME 3 2 Esys Automation 25/hour I 

4/28/2017 Maxim St. Pierre MET 2 Heliene, Inc. 

4/28/2017 Micah Stuhldreher CE 2 2 Textron Aviation 58,000 

4/28/2017 Matthew Thomas MET 3 2 Esys Automation 65,000 I 

--'-------- J 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or SET_Goals_Assessment_ Planning Unit Four Column 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 7 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This is the four column report on 3 of the 8 School goals. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Planning Unit Four Column 

School: Planning - Engineering and Technology 

Outcomes 

Current Knowledge and Skills -
Deliver an undergraduate education 
that is current and provides 
knowledge and skills to be successful 
in professional careers or graduate 
school. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: Al. We will cultivate 
continuous academic and co
curricular improvement to provide 
relevant programs and support 
services. 

Application of Fundamental 
Principles - Provide programs that 
focus on the applications of 
fundamental principles of 
engineering, technology, 
mathematics, science, and computing 
to benefit society. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: A1. We will cultivate 
continuous academic and co
curricular improvement to provide 
relevant programs and support 
services. 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

Robust Coursework - Provide courses Strategic - Student Learning - Course Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 

11/20/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: The current course 
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Outcomes 

which incorporate and develop skills 
in communication, design, ethics, 
teamwork, technology, and capstone 
experiences relevant to the students' 
degrees. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: A2. We will cultivate 
student educational experiences 
that add value and allow students to 
reach their full potential. 

Professional Growth and Ufelong 
Learning - Provide an education and 
opportunities for students with 
diverse abilities to enhance their 
professional growth and capacity for 
life-long learning. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: A3. We will cultivate 
programs that support individual 
growth within the curricular, co

curricular, and non-curricular realms 
culminating in degree completion 
and endorsement of lifelong 
learning. 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
outcomes should cover 
communication, design, ethics, 
teamwork, and technology. Students 
should also be required to complete 
a capstone experience. 

Continuous Improvement - Engage in Strategic - Activity or Event - The 
continuous improvement activities School should obtain external 
through ongoing external and internal accreditation for most, if not all, B.S. 
reviews. 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C3. We cultivate 
continuous self-improvement 
through service, assessment, and 
accountability. 

Engineering Solutions - Enable 
faculty, staff, and students to apply 
engineering solutions that support 

programs. 

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 
EGNR491 has course outcomes related to the areas 
discussed. EGNR491 is also the capstone experience. 
(11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and 
Mechanical Engineering B.S. programs all submitted ABET 
self studies and had a site visit in Fall 2018. They are actively 
seeking accreditation. (11/20/2018) 

11/20/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

setup provides valuable 
experience to the students and 
should be continued . 
(11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: Accreditation 
allows LSSU engineering alumni to 
seek professional licensure. This 
process should be maintained. 
(11/20/2018) 
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Outcomes 

regional economic growth and 
develop intellectual property. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: F3. We will cultivate 
viable entrepreneurial efforts to 
efficiently support evolving 
institutional needs, and to support 
new financially-viable, mission
driven opportunities. 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

Enrollment and Retention - Maintain Strategic - Activity or Event - Faculty Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
the School's viability, productivity, should support enrollment by Goal met: Yes 
and effectiveness by supporting coordinating with Admissions to For the vast majority, if not all, of the student tour requests, 
enrollment, retention, and placement provide tours to prospective a faculty member was able to meet with the student. 
initiatives. students. (11/20/2018) 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: El. We will cultivate, 
maintain, and support an enrollment 
management strategic plan that will 
center on programs and activities 
that reach enrollment goals. 

Supportive Environment - Provide a 
supportive environment in which 
faculty, staff, and students are 
recognized as essential in the 
realization of the mission. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: Cl. We cultivate an 
environment of inclusion where all 
members treat others with dignity 
and respect. 

11/20/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: From anecdotal 
feedback, students appreciated 
being able to meet with faculty; 
this is something that 
differentiates a student tour at 
LSSU compared to other 
universities. This process should 
be continued. (11/20/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or B.S. Robotics Engineering program proposal curriculum committee 
Filename (if emailed): forms. 
This documentation is relevant to 9 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This document showcases resource planning (see the appropriate 
the file and its value as evidence subsection of that document). 
supporting program review: 
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[Click on any blue/italicized text helml' to enter data.] Forme 

Date: 2/1212018 

LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

New Program Proposal 
(Applicable for all undergraduate degrees and certificates) 

Proposed Program: Bachelor of Science in Robotics Engineering 

Faculty: Jim Devaprasad. Andrew Jones, Paul Weber, Joe Moening 
School: School of Engineering and Technology 
Upcoming Semester program will be first offered: Fall2018 
Minimum GPA Required for Graduation: 2.0 
Other GP A Requirements: 2.0 
Other Requirements: Other requirements (admission requirements, Jr. standing, etc). 

Catalog Program Description Enter the Program description as it will appear in the Academic 
Catalog - typically 1-3 descriptive paragraphs 

LSSU was the first university in the nation 10 institute an 
accredited B.S. degree program in Robotics Engineering 
Technology in 1985. Since the 1990s, robotics has been offered 
as a concentration or minor within LSSU's engineering and 
engineering technology degree programs. With the maturing of 
robotics technology, the B.S. degree program in Robotics 
Engineering was developed at LSSU to meet the demand for 
engineers to design and implement robotics systems for industrial 
automation. Students in the program will also be introduced to 
mobile robotics technology and its application in warehousing, 
military. health care, and human assistance. 

Similar to other engineering programs, this Robotics Engineering 
program will build upon a solidfoundation of courses in 
mathematics, sciences, English, humanities and the social 
sciences. In addition to the theoretical background presented ill 
the program's courses by full-time faculty members in small class 
settings, the students will also have numerous opportunities to 
work hands-on in lab courses. They will have many 'opportunities 
to work with millions of dollars' worth of industry standard 
equipment including various types of industrial robots, PLCs, 
vision systems, conveying systems, simulation software, end-of
arm tools, and sensors. This facility was recognized by the 
Technology Accreditation Commission of ABET as one of the 
most complete and advanced facilities of its kind in the country. 

For several decades LSSU has been preparing graduates for 
industries involved in the design and implementation of 
automated systems for manufacturing. The demand for LSSU 
graduates with specialization in robotics has been well 
established over multiple decades. Industrial robotics and 
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1. New Proua,m Rationale 

systems integration companies specifically seek out robotics 
engineering talentfrom LSSU Over the years, this has resulted 
in substantially more job offers for the graduates (with nationally 
competitive salaries) than the number of graduates. Robotics 
Engineering graduates are employed in several types of 
industries involving manufacturing, autonomous vehicles, 
prosthetics design and build. or service robotics (hospitals, 
military, healthcare, rehabilitation, etc.) 

There is an explosive growth in the application of robotics in the 
manufacturing industries and in the hznnan service areas. LSSU 
will continue to successfully prepare graduates to meet the 
growing demand f or technical talent in robotics. 

(a) Program Learning Outcomes. (List the principal educational objectives, the learning 
outcomes, of the proposed new academic program. 

Outcome statements should be The School of Engineering and Technology is planning to seek 
measureable statements of student ABET (an engineering accrediting body) accreditationfor this 
achievement or student performance. new Robotics Engineering degree. All ABET accredited 
Outcomes should reflect the level of the engineering programs must meet a series of objectives labeled 
program and appropriate student "A" through ilK". 
development over time. Higher level 
programs shouldfocus more on higher 
level processes. 

ABET Outcomes/or Engineering Programs: 
0) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and 
engineering 
(B) an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to 
analyze and interpret data 
(C) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet 
desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, 
environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability 
(D) an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 
(E) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering 
problems 
(F) an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 
(G) an ability to communicate effectively 
(H) the broad education necessary to understand the impact of 
engineering solutions in a global, economic, environmental, and 
societal context 
(I) a recognition of the needfor, and an ability to engage in life
long learning 
(J) a knowledge of contemporary issues 
(K) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern 
enS?il1eerin~ tools necessary/or en~ineering practice. 
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review/evaluation process used to 
establish the needlbenefit for this 
program. 

particularly hit Michigan hard The growth has been both in 
industrial robotics as well as in service robotics. Here is specific 
data to show evidence that graduates with a degree in Robotics 
Engineering are (and will be) in demand and why LSSU in 
particular is positioned very well to offer such a degree: 

Data related to Market conditions jor Robotics: 

1) The number of robots at work in the USA grew from about 
180,000 units in 2007 to about 280,000 units in 2017. 

2) News release from the Robotics Industries Association 011 Dec. 
12, 2017 titled, "North American Automation Market Shattering 
Records in 2017". Excerptfrom the release - "For the first nine 
months of2017, 27,294 orders of robots valued at approximately 
$1.473 billion were sold in North America, which is the highest 
level ever recorded in any other year during the same time 
period" 

3) From an article in Fortune on Feb. 24, 2016 - "International 
Data Corporation said worldwide spending on robotics and 
related services will hit $135.4 billion in 2019. The reseal'chfcrIn 
said that global robotics spending in 2015 was $71 billion, and is 
set to grow at a compowld annual growth rate qf 17%" 

4) Title of an article from The Robot Report on Oct. 5, 2017 -
"22 research reports forecast sustained robotics industry 
growth. " 

5) Excerpt from a report from a Brookings Institution study - "If 
you believe the great robot takeover has begwl, then Michigan 
appears to be ground zero. Michigan has the nation's highest rate 
of industrial robots as apercentage of workers, and the state's 
factories are now using nearly as many robots as the entire West 
Coast of the United States. " 

6) A third of the industrial robots used in the USA are in the 
Midwest. 

Data on LSSU Robotics and the Need to Offer a B.S. degree in 
Robotics Engineering: 

Even though there has been explosive growth in robotics, the 
enrollment in the current engineering and technology programs 
has only been steady. Within the current programs in the School 
of Engineering and Technology (School of Engineering and 
Technology), the robotics concentration has seen steady growth 
resulting in nearly 213 of all graduates from the School of 
Engineering and Technology graduating with a robotics 
concentration or minor. With the fZrowth in FIRST Robotics 
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programs in high schools as well as with many career centers 
now offering robotics courses for high school students, the 
opportunities to recruit students into a Robotics Engineering 
degree have increased substantially. Here are some specific 
numbers: 

1) For several years in the past, there has been way more job 
offers than the number of graduates with the robotics 
concentration or minor. For example, during the 2017 Fall 
Career Fair at LSSU, 12 of the 33 companies who were here, 
were specifically recruiting graduates with the robotics 
background. There were 3 other companies who also were 
recruiting in robotics in October of 2017. Between the 15 
companies, there were more than 50 job openings for the 22 
graduates. There have been several other companies contacting 
LSSU si11Ce October of2017 for recruiting graduatesfor jobs 
starting in May of2018. 

2) With the data in 1) above, there is obviously ample opportunity 
to recruit more students into a robotics specific program and 
successfully place the graduates in industries that specifically 
seek out LSSU for such graduates. 

3) Numerous companies have expressed interest and support of 
the development of the IWbotics Engineering Degree. They 
include - F ANUC Robotics, JR Automation, 4D Systems, Esys 
Automation, KUKA Robotics, Applied Manufacturing 
Technologies, Acme Manufacturing, Kawasaki Robotics, Triton 
Automation, Edgewater Automation, R&E Automated Systems, 
Textron Aviation, and Recognition Robotics. 

4) In terms of recruitment of students, with a degree in Robotics 
Engineering in place, LSSU should be highly successful in 
recruiting new students seeking a college major in robotics. 

5) A degree in Robotics Engilleering will particularly be useful 
while recruiting high school students who participate in FIRST 
Robotics (FIRST-For Inspiration and Recognition in Science 
and Technology). There are 2700 FIRST teams in the USA with 
90,000 students participating. Michigan has the highest number 
of high schools involved in FIRST in the USA (~500 teams 
involving more than 10,000 students). In 2018 through 2020, 
Detroit will be hosting the FIRST World Championship event in 
Cobo Hall and Ford Field where 600 teams and 60,000 students 
are expected to participate. LSSU is planning to have a booth in 
this event. Further, LSSU also has been hosting a FIRST event 
(3-<1ays) on our campus for the past two years. This year 42 
teams have registeredfor LSSU's FIRST event in April. 

6) A report that was R ublished ill April ol 20l7 based on a study 
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Describe the student achievement and 
learning outcome assessment methods. 
both direct and indirect. the school will 
use to measure and evaluate student 
achievement oj the program outcomes. 

by Brandeis University who tracked about 1300. FIRST students 
over 5 years found that, "amongfirst-year college students, 
FIRST alumni report significantly higher interest in majoring in 
computer science, engineering, and robotics than comparison 
students and are 2.6 times more likely to take an engineering . 
course. " The interest for majoring in robotics for these high 
school students was nearly as high as the interest in studying in 
all a/the engjneeringfields combined. 

7) Through grantfunding and supportfrom various industries, 
LSSU has built a $2-million robotics lab. This in addition to 
existingfaculty and stalf, we are well positioned to move to the 
next level in offering a specific degree in Robotics Engineering. 

8) Already 4 other universities in Michigan have recently started 
a B.S. degree program in robotics engineering. They are 
Oakland University, University of Michigan - Dearborn, 
Lawrence Technological University and University of Detroit
Mercy. 

9) When a Google search is done to find out about undergraduate 
degrees in robotics, LSSU does not make the list in the first page 
(we are about 25"'). With a degree specifically in Robotics 
Engineering. it is anticipated that the search engine results will 
elevate LSSU to the first page. This should also significantly help 
in our efforts to increase enrollment in the School of Engineering 
and Technology and LSSU. 

10) With the One Rate Lake State program in place. this robotics 
engineering program will be attractive to students 110t only in 
Michigan but throughout the Midwest and beyond. This is 
because, unlike other robotics programs in Michigan and in other 
States, this prowam is desi~ned to focus on industrial robotics. 

The School of Engineering and Technology is planning to seek 
ABET (an engineering accrediting body) accreditationfor this 
new Robotics Engineering degree. All ABET accredited 
engineering programs must meet a series of objectives labeled 
"A It through UK". 

A more detailed discussion of the assessment process can be seen 
in the attached documentation (Student Outcome Evaluation of 
BS-RE Program). However, a basic summary is includedfor 
convenience. To assess a given objective. samples of student work 
are collected from a particular assignment from a specific 
course. Faculty members then evaluate the work as it relates to 
that given objective. q there is a concern, faculty members make 
recommendations for changes to the course or program. A 
summary of the evaluation is then discussed with the entire 
faculty and changes are approved and implemented. 
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(c) Mission: 
Describe how the proposed program 
will assist the University in achieving 
its objectives as defined y the Mission 
Statements of the School. College and 
University. 

2. Curriculum. Design 

School of Engineering and Technology (School of Engineering 
and Technology) Mission Statement: 

"To produce sought-after engineers mId technologists by 
providing a rigorous undergraduate learning experience 
characterized by close student-faculty interaction. " 

This Robotics Engineering program will be producing much 
sought after engineers that the robotics industries are in 
desperate need of (as noted in the statistics in 1. b. above). The 
proven track record of the robotics concentration in existing 
engineering mzd engineering technology degrees mzd the 
tremendous growth in the robotics field makes this degree 
program in-line with the mission statement of the School of 
Engineering and Technology. Further, close student-faclllty 
interaction will continue in the courses of this program by 
keeping the student-faculty ratio around 14:1. 

LSSU Mission Statement: 

"We equip our graduates with the knowledge, practical skills and 
inner strength to crqft a life oj meaningful employment, personal 
fulfillment, and generosity of self, all while enhancing the quality 
of life of the Upper Great Lakes region. " 

Similar to other engineering programs, this Robotics Engineering 
program is designed to build upon a solidfoundation of courses 
in mathematics, sciences, hwnanities and the social sciences. The 
graduates will have a well-rounded education to appreciate the 
importmzce of their engineeringfunctions and its relevance and 
impact on society. This degree also addresses a major growth 
area in engineering - namely, robotics. With the maturing of this 
field of study as well as its applications not only in industry but 
also in human service, the graduates should have mmlY decades 
of meaningful employment and personal fulfillment. With a high 
concentration in the use of robotics in the Midwest, our robotics 
engineering graduates should be gainfully employed in the 
Midwest States thereby contributing to the economic growth in 
these Slates as well as adding to the quality oj life in the Upper 
Great Lakes reJrion. 

(a) Submit, as a Word document, the complete degree audit for the new program. 
Include requirements o/the program, cognates, general education requirements, minor-if 
any, graduation requirements, the semester the audit becomes effective for students, and 
the audit revision date The degree audit filename should be descriptive of the program 
name and include the effective date if approved, e.g. BA_Chemistry_PP _Audit_F12.doc 
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(b) Course changes: For each new course developed with this program, include the 
curriculum committee's Fonn B - New Course Proposal, or Fonn A for changes/deletions 

List the new or modifred courses Only one new course, EGRS372 - Mobile Robotics (3, 3) 4, 
required by this program (if any). which will cover mobile robotics is currently needed The new 

course proposal form is provided in the attached documentation 
(FormB EGRS372 New Course Proposal). 

If enrollment in this new program grows significantly in the 
future additional technical elective courses covering other 
aspects of robotics could be added. 

(e) Curriculum Mapping: link obj ectives to measures of student learning 
Provide details (e.g., through narrative, The School of Engineering and Technology is planning to seek 
matrix, etc.) of how the degree ABET (an engineering accrediting body) accreditationfor this 
requirements relate to the program new Robotics Engineering degree. All ABET accredited 
learning outcomes. How will the school engineering programs must meet a series of student outcomes 
demonstrate that all learning outcomes labeled ''A'' through "K". 
are assessed in the program and that 
graduates have achieved those 
outcomes? 

Resources to assist in developing of a 
CUlTiculum map include 
http://manoa.hawaii.edu/assessmentLhow 
to/mapping.htm 

3. Related Programs 

A mapping of courses to the objectives is provided in the attached 
documentation (Student Outcome Evaluation of BS-RE Program). 
The table shows the core robotics courses and how they map to 
the A-K student outcomes. To assess a given outcome, samples of 
student work are collected from a particular assignment from the 
specified course. Faculty members then evaluate the work as it 
relates to that given outcome. If there is a concern, faculty 
members make recommendntions for changes to the course or 
program. A summary of the evaluation is then discussed with the 
entire faculty and chnnges are approved and implemented. 

In addition to the general engineering student outcomes, 
graduates should also have technical knowledge appropriate to 
the specific field of robotics engineering. To this end, the core 
robotics engineering classes include topics on basic robot 
programming and concepts (EGRS215), programmable logic 
controllersfor industrial control (EGRS365), mobile robotics 
(EGRS372), kinematics (EGRS385), machine vision and systems 
integration (EGRS430), manufacturing automation (EGRS435) 
and classical controls (EGRS460). Safety, risk assessment, and 
contemporary topics will also be addressed through a special 
topics course (EGNR490). This set of courses will prepare 
students to work in either industrial automation or service 
robotics. 

(a) Impact on existing LSSU Academic programs: 
Schools 
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faculty. supporting courses, etc.) to the 
proposed program and how would this 
support be provided? 

ii) Resources 
How will additional staff and facilities 
(if any needed) for the proposed 
program strengthen related schools or 
areas at LSSU? What are the projected 
costs for full program 
development/deployment? 

classes outside of engineering will be the same as those in the 
other engineering programs, namely general education courses, 
CHEM115, MATHi51, MATH152, MATH251, MATH308, 
MATH310, PHYS231, and PHYS232. Studel1tsmay also choose 
to take supporting electivesfrom BUSN, CSCI. ECON, MGMI', 
and/or MATH This might result in increased enrollment in these 
courses. 

The projected costs for the full program development/deployment 
are: 

• 3 additional load hours release per semester for 
robotics lab coordinator will be needed for 
continued work on the B. S. in Robotics Engineering; 
exploration of a certificate program; oversight of 
accreditation and marketing of the program; 
collaborations with schools, career centers, 
community colleges, and programs like FIRST and 
VEX robotics; building a social media presence via 
LinkedIn; securing scholarship and recruitment 
support from external sources; expanding senior 
project and co-op opportunities within robotics; 
representing LSSU robotics in national events and 
conferences; leveraging robotics industry 
partnerships to obtain financial, equipment, and 
marketing support for the program. 

• A one-time allotment of 2 hours release time will be 
needed to develop the mobile robots course 
(EGRS372). 

• An 11th faculty member or potentially an additional 
staff member in the School of Engineering and 
Technology will be neededfor Fall20J9 or Fall 
2020. This is because additional sections of 
labs/classes will be needed for those in the robolics 
engineering core. There will also be a need for 
greater access to the robotics lab for students. 
Furthermore, more upper level robotics electives, if· 
they were to be developed, could enhance the 
degree. The expected enrollment growth is estimated 
as roughly 20 students over the first couple years. 

• A 12th facully member will be needed if the School of 
Engineering and Technology grows to 250 students. 
This 1 i h faculty member line should then allow the 
School of Engineering and Technology to grow to 
300 students. 

• $75k in equipment will be neededfor the program 
over the span of the next 3 years. Specifical~ needed 
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iii) Impact 
List any similar/related existing 
programs at LSSU and describe the 
anticipated impact this program may 
have (either positive or negative) on the 
existing programs. 

iv) Affected Areas 

are multiple 'Turtle Bats' or their equivalent 
(~$18, 000), two industrial mobile platforms with 
robot operating system (~$30, 000). Industrial 
Internet of Things (/loT) devices ($~12,OOO) will be 
an enhancement to the current industrial robotics 
lab. Software (~$15, 000) will also need to be 
purchased to support robotics simulations. Lastly, 
the industrial robotics lab will need to be augmented 
with at least one collaborative robot, but this will be 
needed regardless of whether the B.S. in Robotics 
Engineering is offered. 

• In terms offacilities, the only course which will 
require new space is the mobile robotics course 
(EGRS372). For this, a 30 ft. x 35ft. area with open 
spaces along with electrical, mechanical or visual 
cues will be needed for the mobile robotics lab for 
mapping and navigation of the spaces. 

• We would request direct stpportfor the B.S. in 
Robotics Engineering from Marketing, Admissions, 
and the webmaster immediately. As a new degree we 
want to capitalize on upcoming recruiting events (e.g. 
the April district FIRST Robotics Competition at LSSU 
and world FIRST Robotics Competition in Detroit) and 
the opportunity to influence the decisions of any potential 
students/ or the Fall 2018 sem.ester. 

It is possible that incoming students would select the robotics 
degree instead of one of the existing engineering degrees with a 
concentration in robotics. However, this program talres 
advantage of our existing courses as much as possible. As a 
result any incoming students to this program will help populqte 
existing courses. In addition, the intention is to attract students 
who would have otherwise not considered LSSU due to the lack 
of a robotics engineering degree. Thus we think it will have a 
positive impact by increasinf{ enrollment in our existing courses. 

Schools should communicate about proposed changes with affected programs in advance of submitting 
curriculum proposals. Programs needing additional time to respond to proposed changes should seek to 
postpone committee consideration of such items, e.g. agenda changes, motions to table, etc . 

. (b) Similar programs at other Michigan educational institutions: 
i) Other institutions 

What institutions now offer similar 
programs to this proposed program? 

• Lawrence Tech-B.S. in Robotics Engineering 
Oakland University-B.S. in Industrial and Systems 
Engineering 

• 
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ii) Similar Pro,,-ams 
Compare the proposed program with 
programs offered by other institutions. 
For example, what special strengths or 
points of distinction will this program 
offer? 

• University of Detroit Mercy-B.S. in Robotics and 
Mechatronic Systems Engineering 

• University of Michigan Dearborn-B.S.E. in 
Robotics Engineering 

The B.S. Robotics Engineering degree program is common with 
otlter similar programs in the nation as follows: 
1) The program is designed to meet ABET accreditation 
standards and criteria. ABET is the national organization 
responsible for accrediting engineering and engineering 
technology programs. 
2) The courses in mathematics (Calculus 1, II, Ill, Differential 
Equations, and Probability and Statistics), Physics (Calculus 
based Physics I and 11), General Chemistry, English and 
Intellectual Breadth (our general education courses) are similar 
to other engineering programs. 
3) Foundational Engineering courses such as structured 
programming language, control systems, statics, digital 
fundamentals, and robot kinematics are similar. 
4) A senior design project experience in our B.S. degree is also 
compatihle to other similar curricula - although our two-course 
senior project sequence expectations are generally much higher 
than in other universities. 

LSSU's B.S. Robotics Engineering degree wUl be distinctfrom 
other such programs as follows: 
1) The strength and focus of our program is in industrial 
robotics. We offer specific specializations in areas like 
programmable logic controllers, machine vision, industrial 
robotics systems integration, design and simulation ofrohotics 
and mamifacturing systems, and industrial robot safety and risk 
assessment that other programs do not. 
2) We have significant experience, as the only university in the 
nation, in educating students in industrial robotics over the past 3 
decades. This has resulted in a network of employers of 
graduates and suppliers of automation equipment that are 
supportive of LSSU robotics. 
3) The industrial robotics lab at LSSU, with over $ 2-million in 
equipment and software, provides opportunities at the 
undergraduate level that are not typically available at other 
universities. 
4) Overall, in addition to the expected theoretical rigor as 
dictated by ABET accreditation guidelines, our program also has 
a heavy applied focus. Thus, employers have specifically sought 
out LSSU engineering graduates with the robotics concentration, 
indicating that our graduates can "hit the ground running". 
5) Finally, it would make sense to distinguish our program from 
other programs by saying, "We don't make useful robots, we 
make robots useful. " 
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4. Projected Enrollment and Costs 

(a) Need for the proposed program. 
Provide specific data and evidence of Please see the data and information provided in 1 (b) previously. 
local, state, and/or national needfor 
graduates ofthis.progrcim In addition ..... 

"According to Robotic Industries Association (RiA), North 
American companies ordered 31,464 robots, valued at $1.8 
billion in 2015. This marked a 14 percent increase in such units. 

The number of robots shipped to the continent grew by 10 
percent, with 28,049 units worth $1.6 billion coming in. 

These record breaking numbers are in part driven by the rising 
use ojrobotics in the automotive industry, which increased its 
orders over 2015 by 19 percent. " Read more: 
http://www.dailymail.co.uklsciencetechlarticle-3441166IHas
robot-taken-job-New-figures-reveal-America-record-breaking-
260-000-robots-working-factories.html#ixzz57lH286FX 
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter I DailyMail on Facebook 

"In jact, the generation oj career opportunities in North America 
due to robotic manufacturing is not to be viewed in isolation nor 
as a rare case of economic stimulation, as one global study notes 
that robot-driven job creation could reach 1.5 million by the end 
of2016. "https:llwww.robotics.orglcontent
detail.cfm?content_id=6179 

The LSSU School of Engineering and Technology Industrial 
Advisory Board has, for at least two years, identified the need for 
a B.S. Robotics Engineering degree to be added to the School of 
Engineering and Tech1wlogy. 

Individual communications with the employers that routinely hire 
LSSU engineering graduates that have taken the robotics 
concentration have indicated support for the B.S. Robotics 
Engineering program. 

(b) Student interest and recruitment. 
Summarize evidence oj student interest Along with the helping to fill employers demand for engineers 
in the proposed program and describe knowledgeable in robotics, this B.S. in Robotic Engineering is 
methods to be used to recruit students hoping to capitalize on the increasing interest in robotics 
for the program. amongst prospective students. This interest in robotics is almost 

certainly due to the FIRST Robotics (For Inspiration & 
Recognition of Science & Technology) and VEX lWbotics 
competitions, which have exploded in popularity. There are 
thousands of FIRST teams SfJ!ead across the US and the world 
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with 10 's of thousands of students involved 

There are various FIRST programs that cover the entire K-12 
grades. Rangingfrom FIRST Lego League Jr. for grades K-4, 
FIRST Lego League for grades 4-8, FIRST Tech Challenge for 
grades 7-8, up to FIRST Robotics Competition for grades 9-12. 
These programs expose these students to the STEM fields and 
make them particularly interested in robotics. 

In a recent study of FIRST participants it was found that "Among 
first-year college students, FIRST alumni report significantly 
higher interest in majoring in computer science, engineering, and 
robotics that comparison students and are 2.6 times more likely 
to take an engineering course" 
https:1 iwww. /irstinspires.orglsitesldefaultlfilesluploadslresource 
library/impactlfirst-longirudinal-study-summary-year-4.pdf 

FIRST is particularly popular in Michigan which as of 2016 had 
the 410 teams, the most of any state. This has increased to 508 
teamsfor 2018. 
http://www.dbusiness.comidailv-newsIAnnual-2016IFirst
Robotics-Competitions-Expand-in-Michigan-Largest-Chapter-in
America! 
http://frc-districtrankings. firstinspires.org/2018/FIM 

Given the popularity of FIRST especially in Michigan, FIRST 
competitions and other robotics events are perfect recruiting 
opportunities. A FIRST District event is held at LSSU in April 
and will bring over 40 school teams to the LSSU campus. Booths 
will be setup at this event with information about the B.S. in 
Robotics Engineering as well as all other engineering degrees 
(other departments are encouraged to have booths as well). In 
addition to the district even, the FIRST World Championship 
event is being held in Detroit for the next three years. This event 
is once again an opportunity to highlight the B.S. in Robotics 
Engineering, the existing engineering degrees, as well as the 
other degrees offered at LSSU 

Anecdotally, many potential students and their families that tour 
the robotics lab inquire specifically about a "Robotics 
Engineering" degree. The degree is frequently raised as a 
comparison point with other Michigan universities that offer the 
'named'degree in robotics. Having a B.S. in Robotics 
Engineering will help to sway those students who are intent on a 
"Robotics" degree. 

Targeted online advertising will also be used to attract potential 
students such as those that seaJ'chfor "robotics engineering". 
Having a specific degree in Robotics Engineering will also help 
increase our relevance in online search results and thus will help 
expose more students to the program. 
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5. Other Considerations 
(a) Scheduling 

Describe plans for course delivery 

(b) Equipment 
Describe available and needed 
equipment needed for this program 

Students will also be recruited through the development of 
articulation agreements, such as 2+2, with community colleges 
that have pre-engineering prog,.ams. 

This program will be offered in the same mode as the currently 
offered Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Engineering programs. Specialized equipment 
necessitates on-campus delivery o/ laboratory sections. 

The current robotics lab facilities provide students with 
experience in multiple robotics languages, teach pendant 
operation, conveyors, pallet handling, vision, and 
input/output systems. This industrial automation equipment 
will need to be augmented with Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT) and mobile robotic equipment to meet the additional 
lab needs of the B.S. Robotics Engineering program. 

$75k in equipment will be neededfor the program over the 
span of the next 3 years. Specifically needed are multiple 
'Turtle Bots' or their equivalent (~$18, OOO). two industrial 
mobile platforms with robot operating system (~$30} 000). 
IIoT devices ($-12,000) will be an enhancement to the 
current industrial robotics lab. Software (-$15, 000) will 
also need to be purchased to support robotics simulations. 
Lastly, the industrial robotics lab will need to be augmented 
with at least one collaborative robot. However, this will be 
needed regardless ofwhether the B.S in Robotics 
Engineering is offored so it is not included in the $75k 
budg~t. 

(c) Resources: Describe the extent to which existing resources are available and sufficient to 
fulfill the instructional objectives of this program: 

Describe resources (library holdings, This degree program is built upon the strengths of our 
laboratory space, budgets jor industrial robotics concentration. Our existing labs have 
consumabies, computers. etc) needed been recognized in various publications. The existing 
for this progr,:m. q current r~sources industrial robotics and automation equipment combined 
are not suffiCient, then use thiS box to with the courses and over 30 year experience in the robotics 
additional describe specific needs costs . . . 

dfund. + • concentratzon have establzshed a strong reputatzon among 
an mg sources necessary .0. .. 
achieve the instructional objectives. the mdustry employers that consistently hire our graduates 

from the robotics concentration. 

There is adequate scheduling opportunity to provide 
additional laboratory sections. 

13 I New Program Proposal- Revision Date: December, 2013 
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{Click on any blue/italicized text below to enter data.] Forme 

(d) Accreditation 
If this program is eligible for external 
accreditation, describe the 
accreditation requirements, 
costs/benefits to the university and 
identify other accredited programs in 
our state and/or region. 

(e) Faculty 
Describe any specialized requirements, 
expertise or licensurelcertification 
required for faculty associated with this 
program. Identify and project 
faculty/staff requirements necessary for 
the program to meet the stated 
objectives, including practicum 
survision, laboratory managers, etc. 

In terms of facilities, the only course which will require new 
space is the mobile robotics course (EGRS372). For this, a 
30 ft. x 35ft. area with open spaces along with electrical, 
mechanical or visual cues will be needed for the mobile 
robotics lab for mapping and navigation of the spaces. If 
this is new1iy allocated, a set of 8-12 computers will also be 
needed to facilitate student work with the mobile robots, 
including simulation and programming. 

Please see the previous section f or other equipment costs. 

As with existing engineering and engineering tech degrees 
the B.S. Robotics Engineering would be eligible/or ABET 
EAC accreditation. The core coursesfor B.S. Robotics 
Engineering are the existing engineering core and robotics 
concentration courses. The assessment processes and 
procedures needed for the B. S. Robotics Engineering are 
already in place for our ABET accredited B.S Electrical 
Engineering, B.S. Mechanical Engineering, and B.S. 
Computer Engineering. ABET on campus reviews are 
groupedfor the existing programs. The B.S. Robotics 
Engineering program would be eligible for accreditation 
after the first students graduate from the program. For 
more information see the ABET website: 
www.abet.org 

Of the 4 programs listed in Section 3 b i, those at LCll-vrence 
Tech, the University of Detroit Mercy, University of 
Michigan Dearborn, and Oakland University all are ABET 
accredited 

The School of Engineering and Technology Industrial 
Advisory Board has on multiple occasions asserted that 
ABET accreditation was necessary to maintain for our 
programs. 

Growth of the B. S. Robotics Engineering program will 
affect engineering and support courses such as math, 
physics and chemistry but, in particular, lab sections of 
robotics courses. Additional robotics lab sections and the 
increased need for greater lab availability will eventually 
require a dedicated robotics lab attendant staff member to 
supervise the use of the industrial robots and ensure safety. 

14 I New Program Proposal- Revision Date: December, 2013 
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RECORD OF ACTION - Proposal for: Bachelor of Science in Robotics Engineering 

This fonn must be submitted to the Registrar's Office following school approval and concurrence of the dean. 
The Registrar's Office will distribute for the Curriculum Committee. An approved signed copy will be 
re turned th S h 1 'th th .. al k . th It' 'Offi aft final at to e c 00 WI eongm; eptm e eglstrar s Ice, er al'prov . 

Date For Opposed Abstained Absent 
Departmental (Advisory) Vote: 

NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A 
School Faculty Vote: 

2127120 9 0 0 0 
18 /2 """"-

College Dean's Approval: Z/Z1;/.g Signed: 2£~ 
Curriculum Committee Vote: l ,.- o , 

Provost Council (Advisory) 
Vote: 

Provost: 
Signed: 

15 I New Program Proposal-Revision Date: December, 2013 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Robotics Engineering 
Effective Fall 2018 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

StudentID: Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All infOImatioD below should be from the student's most recent transcript and/or tIansfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUlREMENI'S 

Communication (6 credits) 

ENGL110 -3 

ENGL 111 - 3 

Humanities (6 credits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

Elective 

Elective 
----------- --- ----

------------ -- ----
Social Science (6 credits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

Elective 

Elective 
----------- --- ----
----------- --- ----

Mathematics (3 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Natural Sciences (7 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credits; see catalog) 

Elective ------------ -- ----
Communication SkiDs (3 credits) 

COMM101, 201, or 225 COMM __ - __ 

o GEN-ED Requirements met by MTA or 
MACRAO 

Students must satirfy aU oj the following minimum 
requmments for ~on from LSSU: 

D 2.0 ovetall GPA 
D 2.0 General Education GPA 
D 2.0 departmental GPA 
D 124 total credits (minimum for LSSU and this program) 
D 30 credits from Mathematics and Natural Science 
D 30 credits earned at LSSU 
o 24 credits 300/400 level in major earned at LSSU 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENI'S 

Complete the Robotics Engineering Core (81 credits required) 

EGEE125-4 ---- EGRS215 - 2 ---- CHEM115 - 5 ----
EGEE210 - 4 ---- EGRS365-3 ---- MATH151 -4 --
EGEM220-3 --- EGRS372-4 --- MATH152-4 --
EGME141- 3 EGRS385-4 MATH251-4 ---- --- --
EGNR101-2 -- EGRS430-4 -- MATH308-3 ---
EGNR140-2 EGRS435-3 MATH310-3 --- -- ---
EGNR265-3 EGRS460-4 --- PHYS231 -4 --(C or better require~ 

PHYS232 -4 
EGNR340-1 --

---
EGNR490-4 ---

Complete one of the Senior Year Experienus (6-13 credits required) 

Industrial Project Cooperative Project Research Project 

EGNR491 - 3 --- EGNR250-2 -- EGNR260 - 2 --
EGNR495- 3 --- EGNR450-4 -- EGNR460 - 4 --

EGNR451-3 EGNR461-2 -- --
EGNR491-3 ---

Complete the Technical Electives (6 credits minimum required) 

CSCI281 or higher; EGEE250 or higher; EGEM320; EGET310; EGME225 or 
higher; EGMT216; EGNR261 or higher; or EGRS461. 

- -------------- -- --- ------------ -- ---
- -------------- -- ---- ------------- -- ---

Complete the Support Elective (3 credits minimum required) 

BUSN231 or higher; CSCI201 or higher; ECON302 or higher; EGME11 0; 
MATH215 or higher; MGMT280 or higher; or from Technical Electives. 

------------- -- ---

Complete the Free Elective (4 credits minimum required) 

------------- -- ----

27·Feb-18 
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Robotics Engineering 
EXAMPLE STUDENT OUTCOME EVALUATION REPORT 

This report contains: 

1. Summary and Schematic diagram of the assessment process for the Robotics Engineering program 

2. Chart depicting the extent of coverage and expected level of achievement of each student outcome 
in every course in the core of the Robotics Engineering curriculum 

3. list of the Robotics Engineering student outcomes (A-K) 

4. Template for each Robotics Engineering student outcome (A-K): 

• Statement of the related performance indicator(s) 

• Course assignments from which associated student work is evaluated 

• Summaries of the evaluations of student work 

• Survey responses of graduating Robotics Engineering students for the past two years 

• Review of the student outcome results 

• Recommended changes to the Robotics Engineering curriculum 

Summary: 

The School of Engineering & Technology (SET) is planning to seek ABET (an engineering accreditation 
society) accreditation for this new Robotics Engineering degree. All ABET accredited engineering programs 
must meet a series of student outcomes labeled "A" through "K". A schematic diagram seen below provides 
an overview of the assessment process. 

The first step in this process is to determine how each course in the robotics core is related to each of the 
A-K outcomes. A mapping of courses to the objectives is provided in the table below. The table shows the 
core robotics courses and how they map to the A-K student outcomes. 

The next step is select at least one course in which to assess each objective, some objectives will be 
assessed in more than one course. Ideally the objective is assessed in an upper level course in which that" 
objective is a focus of the course. With the courses selected, performance indicators are written for each of 
the selected courses and objectives. The performance indicator is designed to provide a specific example of 
student achievement related to the outcome. Next the assignment that will be used to evaluate the 
students' performance is selected. An example developed for objective A can be seen below. 

Objective (A) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 
Course EGR5-460 
Performance the ability to mathematically characterize a physical system's input-output 
Indicator relationship and use it to predict its response to an input 
Assignment Final exam question on step response of a physical system 

When each course is offered samples of student work from the selected assignments are collected by the 
instructor. The instructor and at least one other faculty member then evaluates the samples of student 

1 
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BS Robotic Engineering - New Program Proposal - Attachment #1 

work only as it pertains to that performance indicator and objective. Faculty members rate each sample 
using a score between 1 and 4 as seen below. 

(1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) Exemplary 

From this evaluation, if there is a concern, the evaluators make recommendations for changes to the course 
or program. Once complete, a summary of the evaluation is then discussed with the entire faculty and any 
changes are discussed and implemented. 

2 
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BS Robotic Engineering - New Program Proposal - Attachment #1 

Core Robotics Engineering Courses 
Extent of Coverage and Expected Achievement of ABET-EAC Student Outcomes 

Course Cores A B c D E F G H J 

EGEE-125 CE,EE,RE 

EGEE-210 CE,EE,ME,RE 

EGEM-220 EE,ME,RE 

EGNR-lOl CE,EE,ME,RE 
./ 

* 
EGNR-140 CE,EE,ME,RE 

EGNR-265 EE,ME,RE 

EGNR-490 RE 

EGNR-491 CE,EE,ME,RE 

EGNR-495 CE,EE,ME,RE 

EGRS-215 RE 

EGRS-365 RE 

EGRS-372 RE 

EGRS-385 RE 

EGRS-430 RE 

EGRS-435 RE 

EGRS-460 EE,ME,RE 

evaluated for RE 
evaluated for EE, CE, and RE 

./ exposure (for instance, one graded assignment) ,. foundational- ready for further development 
././ stress (for instance, one course objective) ** developed - prepared for practical application 

./././ focus (for instance, multiple objectives or course title) *** high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

IP incorporation Into course is "in progress mIMI basic-level (advanced-level) mathematics 
sIS) basic-level (advanced-level) science 
e(E) basic-level (advanced-level) engineering 

(A) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 

(8) an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 

(e) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as 
economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability 

(D) an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 

(E) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

(F) an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 

(G) an ability to communicate effectively 

(H) the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economiC, 
environmental, and societal context 

(Il a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning 

(J) a knowledge of contemporary issues 

(K) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice. 

K 

" 

c', 
", 

" 
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BS Robotic Engineering - New Program Proposal - Attachment #1 

ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (A) 

"an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering" 

Performance Indicator #A1 

the ability to develop control algorithms for a steering mobile robot 

EGRS-372 - final exam question 

EGRS-372 (,r"..".. = stress, MEs = advanced-level math, advanced-level engineering, basic-level science) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) Exemplary 

TBD TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Performance Indicator #A2 

Ave 

TBD 

the ability to mathematically characterize a physical system's input-output relationship and use it to predict its 
response to an input 

EGRS-460 - final exam question on step response of a physical system 

EGRS-460 (,r ".. ".. = focus. MsE = advanced-level math, basic-level science, advanced-level enBlneerlng) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable 

TBD 

(2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective, 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"/ have an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering" 

(l="not at all", 10 = uexcellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

180 TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analvsis and Recommendations {Date} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 

4 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (B) 

"an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data" 

Performance Indicator #Bl 

the ability to develop a valid and reliable experimental procedure that will validate a product 

EGNR-495 - design review on final product testing 

EGNR-495 (Y" or = stress, .. = develDpedl Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) Exemplary 

TBD nfa nfa nfa 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation ofthe objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"I have an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data." 

(l="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations {Date} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

Ave 

nfa 

5 
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BS Robotic Engineering - New Program Proposal - Attachment #1 

ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (C) 

"an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 
constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 

manufacturability, and sustain ability" 

Performance Indicator #C1 

the ability to reformulate implied customer needs as specifications and produce an acceptable design solution 

EGNR-491- product design review 

EGNR-491 C-"-"-"=focus, ... = high) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TSD TBD TSD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Performance Indicator #C2 

the ability to program and configure a mobile robot to perform a practical application 

EGRS-372 - final design project report 

(4) Exemplary 

TSD 

EGRS-372 {II" -" -" = stress. MEs = advanced-level math. advanced·level engineering, basic-level science) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

DB TBD TBD TSD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective • 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TSD 

Ave 

TBD 

HI have an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints 
such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manu/acturability, and 
sustainability. II 

(l="not at all", 10 = uexcellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TSD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TSD TSD 

Analvsis and Recommendations {Date} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

6 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (D) 

"an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams" 

Performance Indicator #01 

the ability to provide constructive criticism of team members 

EGNR-495 - peer evaluations 

EGN R-495 , ............ = focus, .... = high) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation ofthe objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"/ have an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams." 

(1="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations {Date) 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 

7 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (E) 

"an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems» 

Performance Indicator liE! 

the ability to use sensor data to develop a map of the environment and navigate through it 
EGRS-372 - final design project report 

EGRS-372 (01"" = stress. MEs = advanced-level math. advanced-level engineering. basic-level science) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TSD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective . 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Performance Indicator #E2 

the ability to develop a control algorithm that meets the required specifications 

EGRS-460 - final design project report 

EGRS-460 C"= exposure. · = foundational) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective . 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"I have an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems. " 

(1="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations (Date) 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TSD 

Ave 

TBD 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (F) 

Han understanding of professional and ethical responsibilitY' 

Performance Indicator #F1 

the ability to apply perspectives from established ethical philosophies in the analysis of a case study 

EGNR-495 - ethics essay 

EGNR-495 , ............ = focus • •• = developed) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation ofthe objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

HI have an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility." 

(l="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations {Date} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (G) 

Han ability to communicate effectively" 

Performance Indicator #G1 

the ability to make formal engineering presentations 

EGNR-495 - final project presentations 

EGNR-495 (,(,(,( = focus . .... = high) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"/ have an ability to communicate effectively. H 

(1="not at air, 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations (Date) 

Average Response 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (H) 

"the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, 
economic, environmental, and societal context" 

Performance Indicator #Hl 

the ability to describe the possible impacts of service robots 

EGNR-490 - research essays 

EG N R-490 {".. = exposure, • = foundationall Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) Exemplary Ave 

TBD TBD TBD I TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective . 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"/ have the broad education necessary to understand the impact o[ engineering solutions in a grobar, economic, 
environmental, and societal context. N 

(l="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations jDate} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

11 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (I) 

"0 recognition of the need for. and an ability to engage in life-lang learning" 

Performance Indicator #11 

the ability to define and clarify customer needs through technical investigation 

EGNR-491-scope presentation . 

EGNR-491 C.r.r=stress . .... = developed) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable . (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Performance Indicator #12 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

the ability to find and analyze appropriate sources of information about a topic not explicitly covered in the 
course material 

EGNR-490 - research essay 

EGNR-490 (.f .r= stress . ... = developed) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"{ have a recognition of the need for. and an ability to engage in life-long learning. n 

(l="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analvsis and Recommendations {Date) 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (J) 

"a know/edge of contemporary issues" 

Performance Indicator #J1 

the ability to use examples from a realistic case study in making arguments 

EGNR-495 - ethics essay 

EG NR-495 "" = exposu reo • = foundational) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Performance Indicator #J2 

the ability to explain a contemporary robotics topic 

EGNR-490 - research essay 

EGNR490 C';-';-= stress. · .. = developed) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

TBD TBD 1 TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"I have a know/edge of contemporary issues. II 

(l="not at aU", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations {Date} 

Average Response 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 

............. .... . . .... ........ .. ' "to: 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

(4) Exemplary 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 

Ave 

TBD 

13 
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING STUDENT OUTCOME (K) 

"an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 
practice" 

Performance Indicator #K1 

the ability to apply principles of flow line analysis through the use of manufacturing simulation software 

EGRS-435 - Modeling and lab write-up about a manufacturing system and its performance 

EG RS-435 (,(,( = stress . .... = developed) Semester 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) Exemplary Ave 

TBD TBD I TBD I TBD TBD 

Reviewer Comments 

• Comments regarding the evaluation of the objective. 

• Comments regarding the evaluation ofthe objective. 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

"1 have an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice. II 

(l="not at all", 10 = "excellent") 

Semester Number of Students Average Response 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

Analysis and Recommendations {Date} 

• Recommendations as a result of the evaluation of the objective. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSIty 

Engineering & Technology 

To: Curriculum Committee 

From: Paul]. Weber, Chair, School of Engineering & Technology 

Date: March 2, 2018 

Subject: Additional Supporting Evidence for B.S. Robotics Engineering 

Curriculum Committee members, 

'The pw:pose of this memo is to provide additional supportive evidence for your review for the proposed B.S. 
Robotics Engineering degree. This information was compiled after the formal vote at our School of 
Engineering & Technology meeting and gathered in response to questions and discussions with colleagues 
outside the School. 

Thank you for your consideration of the program. 

Sincerdy, 

Paul J. Weber, Chair, School of Engineering & Technology 
on behalf of the School of Engineering & Technology 

Attachments: 

• Enrollment Data for Engineering Degrees at the University of Detroit-Mercy 
• Degree and Assessment Information for Other LSSU Engineering Programs (for Comparison to 

Robotics Engineering Program) 
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University of Detroit Mercy Engineering Enrollment Data 
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' .. :._ .~. :.1._. ':.-. __ ..•...•. 

Degree and Assessment Information for Other LSSU Engineering Programs 

Core Engineering Courses 
Extent of Coverase and Expected Achievement of ABET -EAC Student Outcomes 

[Note: This Is a sample showing primarily classes where work Is selected.) 

Course Cores A B C D E F G H K 

EGEE-125 CE,EE 

EGEE-310 EE 

EGEE-320 CE 

EGEE-330 EE 

EGEE-345 EE 

EGEE-355 CE 

EGEE-370 CE,EE 

EGEE-425 CE 

EGEE-475 EE 

EGEM-220 EE,ME 

EGME-350 ME 

EGME-431 ME 

EGME-432 ME 

EGNR-IOl CE,EE,ME 

EGNR-340 CE , EE, ME 

EGNR-346 CE,EE 

EGNR- 491 CE,EE,ME 

EGNR-495 CE,EE,ME 

EGRS-460 EE,ME 

'" exposure (for instance, one graded assignment) * foundational- ready for further development 
"'.; stress (for Instance, one course obJective) ** developed - prepared for practical application 

.;.;.; focus (for instance, multiple objectives or course title) *** high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

I P I Incorporation into Course is Hin progress mIMI basic-level (advanced-level) mathematics 
sIS) basic-level (advanced-level) science 
e(E) basic-level (advanced-level) engineering 
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ABET-EAC STUDENT OUTCOME (A) 
[Note: There is similar documentation for Outcomes B - K.] 

Nan ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering" 

Computer Engineering 

Performance Indicator HAl 

"the ability to solve a partial differential equation (PDE) numerically" 

EGNR-340 - final exam question on POE's 

Performance Indicator #A2 

"the ability to apply complex mathematics to transform from the discrete time domain to the frequency 
domain" 

EGEE-425 -final exam problem on discrete Fourier transform 

Performance Indicator #A3 

"the ability to mathematically characterize a digital system's input-output relationship and use it to 
predict its response to an input" 

EGEE-320 - final exam question on circuit timing 

Electrical Engineering 

Performance Indicator #Al 

"the ability to solve a partial differential equation (POE) numerically" 

EGNR-340 - final exam question on POE's 

Performance Indicator #A2 

"the ability to mathematically characterize a physical system's input-output relationship and use it to 
predict its response to an Input" 

EGRS-460 - final exam question on step response of a physical system 

Performance Indicator #A3 

lithe ability to apply vector calculus and Maxwell's equations" 

EGEE-345 - final exam problem on analyzing electric field due to ring of charge 

Mechanical Engineering 

Performance Indicator #Al 

"the ability to solve a partial differential equation (POE) numerically" 

EGNR-340 -final exam question on POE's 

Performance Indicator#A2 

lithe ability to mathematically characterize a phYSical system's input-output relationship and use it to 
predict its response to an input" 

EGRS-460 - final exam question on step response of a physical system 

Ii 

I' 
i ~ 
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Performance Indicator #A3 

"the ability to use eigenvalue analysis to analyze critical values of physical systems to predict failure 
points (e.g., resonances, buckling loads, critical shaft speeds, critical vehicle speeds, etc.)" 

EGME-3S0 - buckling exam problem 

I:; 
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,School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Computer Engineering 
(For Students Entering the Program in the 2017-2018 Academic Year) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

StudentID: BCE Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Gtaduation: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All information below should be from the student's most recent transcript and/ or transfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Communication (6 credits requited) 

ENGL110 - 3 

ENGL111 - 3 

Humanities (6 aedits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
----------- -- ---

------- ---
Social Science (6 Cl'edits; diffeJ'en1 disciplines; aee catalog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
--------- - --
--------- --- --

Computational literacy [Mathematics] (3 crediu) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Natunl Science. (1 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credits; see catalog) 

Elective ------ ----
Communication Skills (3 credits) 

COMM101, 201, or 225 COMM ___ -__ _ 

o GEN-ED Requirements met by MTA or MACRAO 

Student! 1111111 Itlli.rfJ ali of the following 1I1ini1l111111 reqlliT'61lJentl 
fo,. graduation: 

[J2.0 overall GPA 
[J2.0 General Education GPA 
[J2.0 departmental GPA 
[J 124 total credits (minimum) 
[J 32 credits from Mathematics (including EGNR340) 

and N amral Science 
[J 30 credits earned at LSSU 
024 credits 300/400 level in major earned at LSSU 

, Theses courses may be offered only every other year 

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Complete the Computer EggineeriAa Core (85 credits required) 

EGEE250-4 -- EGNR346 -1 - '--
EGEE280 -4 MATH151-4 

CHEM115-5 __ 

CSC1105-3 __ 
(C or better required) (C or beller requi~ (C or belter requ~ 

CSCI121 - 4 MATH152-4 
(C or belter require~ 

'EGEE320-4 --
'EGEE355-4 

(C or bEllteir requlre~ 

CSC1201-4 
or 

CSC1221-3 

EGEE370-4 

'EGEE425- 3 

EGNR101 -2 

--
--
---
--

MATH251-4 --
MATH308-3 --
MATH310-3 --
PHYS231 -4 

tCSCI341-4 , 

EGEE125 -4 
(C or better require~ 
EGEE210-4 __ 
(C or better required) 

EGNR140-2 -- (C or better reqUired) 

EGNR340-1 -- PHYS232 -4 --

Complete One of the Senior Yev Experiences (6-13 credits required) 

Industrial ProJect Cooperative Project Research Project 

EGNR491 -3 -- EGNR250-2 -- EGNR260 -2 --
EGNR495 -3 -- EGNR450-4 -- EGNR460-4 --

EGNR451-3 -- EGNR461-2 --
EGNR491-3 --

Complete Technical Elecliyes (13 minimum credits required) 

Technical Elective·· _________ - ______ _ 

Robotics & Automation ConccDtratWP 

Complete all of the following: 

Sustaipable Enerl:)'" Concentration 

Complete all of the following: 

EGRS385-4 .. 

EGRS430-4 

EGRS435-3 

.. 

General Technjcal Electives .. --- --
•• -- --.... --- --
•• 0 - --

EGNR261-3 • 

'EGNR361 -1 
And any two of the four below: 
tEGEE330 - 4 __ • 

'EGEE411-3 

EGEE475-4 

'EGNR362 -3 

• (C or better is required for all courses within a concentration) , 
... CSCI281 or higher, EGEE310 or higher, EGME275 or higher, EGEM220, EGET310, 

EGRS365, EGRS460 or higher, MATH215 or higher, or any course from the 
concentrations. 

23-JlUI-17 

t~ 
t': 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Electrical Engineering 
(For Students Starting in the 2017-2018 Academic Year) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

Student ill: ECE Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All infoanation below should be from the student's most ~ecent transcript and/ or ttan8f~ evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

CommUDication (6 CJ'edits required) 

ENGL110 -3 

ENGL111 - 3 

Humanities (6 Ctedits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

Elective 

Elective 
---------- --- ----

----------- -- ---
Social Science (6 credits; different disciplineR; lIee catalog) 

Elective 

Elective 
------------- ---
------------- ---

Computational Lit:elacy [Mathematics] (3 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

NallUal Sciences (l credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credi .. ; lIee catalog) 

Elective ------------ ---
CommUDication Ski11s (3 credits) 

COMM101,201,or225 COMM ______ _ 

C GEN-ED Requirements met by MTA or MACRAO 

Jtutknfr 11I1IJt satisfy aU of the following minimum reqlliremmts 
jor !ft1duation: 

D 2.0 oveWI. GPA 
02.0 Generu Education GPA 
D 2.0 departmental GPA 
D 124 total credits (minimum) 
D 32 credits from Mathematics (Ulcluding EGNR34Q) and 

Natural Science 
D 30 credits eamed at LSSU 
o 24 credits 300/400 level in major earned at LSSU 

t Theses courses may be offered only every other year 

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Complete the Wectrical Engipeerigg CoR (82 credits required) 

MATH151-4 CHEM115-5 --- EGEE370- 4 --
EGEE125-4 EGEE475 -4 

(C or better require~ 
--- MATH152-4 (C or better requi~ 

EGEM220-3 (C or better require~ 
EGEE210-4 --
(C or better requlrear- EGNR101 -2 - MATH251 -4 --
EGEE250-4 EGNR140 - 2 ---- MATH308-3 -------

EGNR265-3 MATH310 -3 EGEE280-4 
(C or better requl~ (C or better require~ (C or better require~ 

EGNR340 -1 PHYS231 -4 'EGEE310 - 4 ----- (C or better requlr~ 
'EGEE330-4 EGNR346 -1 ------ PHYS232 -4 
'EGEE345-3 EGRS460-4 ------- --

Complete One of the Senior Year herienecs (6-13 credits required) 

Iwma!DlIl E(gjs:g Csi!lllI:(IIDn: ~rQjclO' B.s:&car;IOb l(gjs:g 

EGNR491 -3 --- EGNR250-2 -- EGNR260 - 2 ---
EGNR495 - 3 --- EGNR450-4 -- EGNR460-4 --

EGNR451 -3 --- EGNR461 -2 
~-

EGNR491 - 3 ---
Complete Teclmical WectiycB (13 minimum credits required) 

Technical Elective--_____ - ___ _ __ 

Robotics 8< Auromagon ConcenuatiQn 

Complete the following: 

Sustainable EoellY Coneenuation 

Complete a" of the following: 

EGRS385-4 

EGRS430 -4 

EGRS435-3 

* 

* 

Di&jtal S:y!!kDll Concentratiog 

Complete all of the following: 

tEGEE320 - 4 __ * 

'EGEE355- 4 
tEGEE425 -3 

* 

EGNR261-3 * 
IEGNR361-1 

tEGEE411 -3 * 
And anyone of tire two below: 

tEGNR362 - 3 __ * 
EGME337 -4 * 

General Tecbpica! Weetin:s 

** --------- ---
.* -------- -- ---
.* -------- --- ---
** ------- -- ---

* (C or better is required for all courses within a concentration) 
** EGEE320 or higher, EGME225 or higher, MATH215 or higher, EGRS365, 

EGRS461, EGEM320, EGET310, or any course from the concentrations. 

23-)l1li-17 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
BS Degree in Mechanical Engineering 

(For Freshman Starting Fall 2017 or Earlier by Election) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

Student ill #: ME Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All information recorded below should matcb th~ student's most r~ent transcript and/or tl'aDsrer evaluation, 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Communications 

ENGL 110 - 3 (C or better required) 

ENGL111-3 

Humanities (2 courses, different disciplines; see catalog) 

Elective - __ _ __ 

Elective ---- ----
Social Science (2 courses, different disciplines; see catalog) 

Elective 

Elective 
------ ---
------ ---

Computational Litemcy (fonnerly "Mathematics") 

(fulfilled bydepartmental requirements) 

Natural Sciences 

(fulfil/ed by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credits minimum; see catalog) 

Elective ------
Communications 

COMM101, 201, or 225 COMM-__ _ 

o GEN-ED REQUIREMENTS MET BY MfA or MACRAO 

DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

CHEM115 - (4,3) 5 -- EGNR101 - (1,2) 2 

EGEE210 - (3,2) 4 -- EGNR140 - (1,3) 2 --
EGEM220 - (3,0) 3 -- EGNR265 - (3,0) 3 --(C or better required) 

EGNR340 - (0,2) 1 
EGEM320 - (3,0) 3 -- EGRS460 - (3,3) 4 --EGME110 - (2,3) 3 -- MATH151 - (4,0) 4 --EGME141 - (2,2) ~ -- (C or better required) 

EGME225 - (3,0) 3 -- MATH152 - (4,0) 4 --
EGME275 - (3,0) 3 

(C or better required) 
-- MATH251 - (4,0) 4 

EGME276 - (0,3) 1 ---- MATH308 - (3,0) 3 
EGME337 - (4,0) 4 ---- MATH310 - (3,0) 3 
EGME336 - (3,0) 3 ---- PHYS231 - (3,2) 4 
EGME350 - (3,3) 4 ---- (e or better required) 

EGME431 - (3,0) 3 -- PHYS232 - (3,2) 4 --
EGME432 - (1,3) 2 --

SENIOR CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE 

Indostrial Project Cooperative Project Research Project 

EGNR491 - 3__ EGNR450 - 4__ EGNR260 - 2 __ 

EGNR495 - 3__ EGNR451 - 3__ EGNR460 - 4 __ 

EGNR491 - 3 __ EGNR461 - 2 __ 

TECHNICAL ELEctIVE CONCENTRATION 

Vehicle Systems (VS) 
(C or better required) 

EGME240 - 3 __ 

EGME310 - 2 __ 

EGME415-2 __ 

EGME425 - 4 __ 

EGEE280 - 4 __ 

EGNR362 - 3 __ 

F<eshmanME 
20170< Elrler 

Robotics & Automation (RA) 
(C or better required) 

EGRS365 - 3 __ 

EGRS385 - 4 __ 

EGRS430 - 4 __ 

EGRS435 - 3 __ 

One of the following: 

EGME240-3 or EGNR31 0-3 

or EGMT216-3 or EGEE280-4 

General 

EGME240-3 

9 credits for any courses listed in VS or RA options or EGNR261 or 361 

- -
--~- --- ----,----- -------
___ - _____ , _____ - _____ (total cred: __ ) 

5 credits from any 400-level courses listed in the VS or RA options 
_ __ - _____ , - ______ (total cred: __ ) 

Student! 11fIlIt also !atziff the followingfor gradmztion: 
020 Overall GPA, 2,0 Dept GPA o 124 Total Credits (minimum) 
D 32 credits Math (incl EGNR340)/NaturaI Science D Residency (32 credits earned at LSSU) 
o Residency (50% of 300/400 level credits in major = 24 cr,) 

May 12, 2017 

". ,'. 
". 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or SET Load Distribution v6 - 2018-08-13 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 11 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This is an extremely useful tool for forecasting loads of faculty and 
the file and its value as evidence exploring "what if' scenarios when adjusting which faculty might 
supporting program review: teach particular courses over the course of a 2 year offering 

pattern. 

( 
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ECE Faculty ECE Adjuncts 
NH DB AI JM PW TBD_E JK ECE_A ECE_B Check for unknown Instructor Initials 

Fall 2018 ~ 15.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Spring 2019 11.67 13.00 12.33 15.00 12.67 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 29.24 29.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NH DB AI JM PW TBD_E JK ECE_A ECE_B 

Fall 2019 r - 12.33 12.00 15.00 0.00 r 2.00 l 0.00 0.00 
Spring 2020 14.00 1 13.33 14.00 12.00 15.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 No Issues 

Total 26.33 25.33 29.62 0.00 S.OO 0.00 0.00 

ME Faculty 

DL RH JD MZ ZM TBD_M JH ME_A ME_B Check for unknown instructor Initials 

0.00 '-- 2.00--1 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 

RH JD MZ ZM TBD_M JH ME_A ME_B 

15.83 f 'lY65 l 15.07 0.00 r 2.00 0.00 0.00 

12.00 14.33 12.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No Issues 

27.83 26.38 J 27.07 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 

Summary Summary 
Fall 2018 Spring 2019 Year Total Fall 2019 Spring 2020 Year Total 

ECETotais 75.86 67.67 143.53 78.86 71.33 150.19 
ME Totals 81.23 83.67 164.89 79.23 79.33 158.56 
SET Totals 157.09 151.33 308.42 158.09 150.67 308.75 
Avg. Load 15.71 15.13 30.84 15.81 15.07 30.88 

FTE 13.09 12.61 12.85 13.17 12.56 12.86 
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.. 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Major Equipment List (2018-2019L2018-08-14 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 11 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This Excel file was used to determine spending priorities for the 
the file and its value as evidence program [and course under supplies, etc.] fees that students pay 
supporting program review: when taking EGNR prefixed courses. 
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okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 
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okay 
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okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 
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okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

needed 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

okay 

Software Upgrade for TInius Olson 

Software Upgrade for Dynamometer 

General Lab Supplies (metal, IC chips, etc.) 

'911.~9'.ti"e Rabats 

Mobile robot units/attachments 

Senior Project Budget for Collaborative Robot 

Senior Project Budget for Mobile Robot 

Annual ServICe on 1200ES 3D Printer 

Matlab General License 

Allen Bradley PlC Software 

CREO license 

CarSim 
MA TlAB license for Research 

Wireless Mic and Speaker System 

Microcontroller Boards 

COMSOl Software 

Printer for Machine Shop 

Printer for CAS306 

Computer and Monitor for CAS-I06A - IT covered 

Computer and Monitor for CA5-124 -IT covered' 

Computer and Monitor for CAs-lOS - IT covered? 

Computers and Monitors for Robotics Lab - IT COl 

CNC Plasma Bobcad Software (1 time purchase) 

Tool Holders for HAAS Machine 

Eddy Current Detector 

Chairs 

Printer for CAS304 

Printer for CAS309 

Printer for CASl2S 

Printer for CAS106B 

lab Contingency 

Computer and Monitor for CAS-209 -IT covered? 

Computer and Monitor for CAS-106B - IT covered 

Computer and Monitor for CAS-311 - IT covered? 

Computers and Monitors for Machine Shop - IT cc 

Doc Cam (CAS203) -IT/grant covered? 

Doc Cam/projector (CAS306) -IT/grant covered? 

Programmable loads ("high" power) 

Data Acquisition Module 

Additional mobile robot units/attachments 

PLC hardware (buttons, etc.) 

FPGA 

Power Analyzer 

IV Tracer -(Labview addition?) 

Small solar panels and wind turbines 

Tool Changers for HAAS Machine 

Variable Frequency Drives (VFD) 

Programmable AC Power Source 

Current Probe (for oscilloscope) 

Differential Voltage Probe (for oscilloscope) 

Account/FOPAL 
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123,175 

125,675 

130,675 

135,675 

143,675 

144,575 

145,475 

146,375 

146,375 

156,375 

158,375 

158,375 

167,375 

172,375 

172,375 

172,375 

179,022 

187,022 

212,022 

216,022 

220,022 

220,022 

220,022 

220,222 

220,822 

222,472 

224,472 

230,972 

237,472 

Various labs 

CAS125 - Robotics Lab 

CAS??? - Mobile Robot Lab 

CAS125 - Robotics Lab 

CAS??? - Mobile Robot Lab 

PDC 

SET 

SET 

SET 

SET 

SET 

SET 

CASl25 - Robotics Lab 

CAS304 - Digital Lab 

###FiII m### 

CAS120 - Machine Shop 

CAS306 - Circuits + Energy Lab 

CASI06A - Smash Lab 

CAS124 - Robotics Annex 

CASI05 - Data Acquisition lab 

CAS125 - Robotics lab 

CASl20 - Machine Shop 

CAS120 - Machine Shop 

?? 
CAS209 - SET Computer lab 

CAS304 - Digital lab 

CAS309 - Controls Lab 

CASl25 - Robotics Lab 

CAS120 - Machme Shop 

CAS209 - SET Computer Lab 

CASI06B - Senior Project Cubes 

CAS311 - PlC lab 

CAS120 - Machine Shop 

CAS203 - Conference Room 

CAS306 - Circuits + Energy lab 

CAS 105 - Data Acquisition Lab 

CAS??? - Mobile Robot Lab 

CAS304 - Digital Lab 

CAS304 - Digital Lab 

Responsible 

JK,JH 

JO 
AJ 
JD 

AJ 
JH 

RH 

JK 
JK 
DL 

RH 

MZ 
JD 

AJ 
MZ 
JK 
JK 
RH 

RH 
RH 
JO 
Dl 

Dl 

?? 

PW 

JK 
JK 

JK 

JK 
PW 

JK 
JK 

JM 

Dl 

JK 
JM 

JM 

RH 
AJ 
PW 

PW 

JM 

PW 

PW 

Dl 

JM 

For TInius-Olson 

For Dynamometer 

3K Precision 8600 (l20V, 30A, 150W 

Bruel & Kjaer Photon+ 

DEl-SoC? 

DEl-SoC? 

Tektronix PAlOOO (600V, 20A) 

light sources 

BK Precision 9801 (300V, 3A,45-500H 

Keysight 1146B (100 kHz/I00 A) 

Keysight N2791A (25 MHz/700 V) 

Dynamometer? 
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Areas Items are Used 

171 
171 
Various Labs 

EGRS38S, EGRS430, EGNR490 Note: Purchased in FY18 at a much lower cost than $40k with help from the Perkins grant 

EGRS21S, EGRS372, EGRS430, EGNR490 

EGRS38S, EGRS430, EGNR490 

EGRS21S, EGRS372, EGRS430, EGNR490 

Robotics Lab 

EGEE-25Q-355 

###Fill in### 

EGME-110 

EGME-110 

?11 
711 
111 
EG R5-381-481-285-430-435 

EGME-276 

EGME-276 

SET 

EGME-110 

EGME-110 

EGME-110 

EGME-110 

EGME-110 

SET 

SET 

SET 

EGME-110 

711 

Note: No longer needed with COMSOL 

Note: Purchased from 151171 

EGEE-210-370-475, EGET-llO-175, EGNR-361, EGRS-460 

EGEE-330-370-475 

EGEE-370-425-475, Research 

EGRS-385-430, EGNR-260-491-495 

EGEE-125-32D-425 

EGEE-125-32D-425 

EGEE-210-33Q-37Q-37S, EGNR-361 

EGEE-370, EGET-175 

EGNR-361, EGEE-37Q-475 

EGME-110 

EGEE-330-475 

EGEE-475 

EGEE-330-370-475 

EGEE-330-370-47S 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or SET Course Teaching Qualification Categories_Z018-03-19 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 11 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This document is used to determine teaching qualifications based 
the file and its value as evidence on the categories of courses and degrees within the School of 
supporting program review: Engineering & Technology. 
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School of Engineering Technology Adopted 27-Aprll-2017 by a vote 8-Yes, O-No, O-Abstain, 2-Absent 

DIsciplinary F/e/d/SUbfleld COu .... wfthln this fleld/SUbfleld Minimal Faculty Quallflcalfons Desired Minimum Academic Credenlfals Desired Tested Experience 

Electrical Engineerins EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis One of the following: One of the following: 

EGEE-310 Network Analysis a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in Electrical Engineerfng or 

EGEE-330 Electro-Mechanical Systems discipline or subfield being taught, or closely related discipline, or 

EGEE-345 Fundamentals of Electromagnetics b} Masterls degree with a minimum of 18 graduate b) Master's degree (or higher) In a STEM discipline w~h 

EGEE-370 Electronic Devices semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

EGEE-411 Power Distribution and Transmission being taught, or engineering 
EGEE-475 Power Electronics c) tested elCperience 

Electrical/Computer Engineering EGEE-125 Dlg~1 Fundamentals One of the following: One of the following: 
EGEE-250 Mlcrocontroller Fundamentals a) Master's degree (or higher) In, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in electrical Engineering, 

EGEE-2BO Introduction to Signal Processing discipline or subfield being tii!uJgnt, or Computer Engineering, or closely related discipline, or 

EGEE-320 Digital Design b) Master-s degree with a minimum of 181raduate b) Master's degree (or hilher)In a STEM discipline with 

EGEE-3SS Microcontroller Systems semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the dlsclpline graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

EGEE-425 Digital Signal Processing being taught, or engineering 

c) tested experJence 
Electrical Engineering Technology EGET -110 Applied Electric~ One of the following: One of the following: Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering, Electrk:al 

EGET-17S Applied Electronics a) Master-s degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in Electrical Engineering, Engineering Technology, or closely related discipline plus 

EGET-310 Electronic Manufacturing Processes discipline or subfield being taught, or Electrical Engineering Technology, or closely related three (3) years industrial or academic experience In 

b) Master's decree with ii minimum of 18 graduate discipline, or subject matter. 

semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM diSCipline with 

being taught, or graduate coursework: in an appropriate field of 

cl tested experience en ineerinR 
Mechanical Engineering EGEM-220 Statics On. of the following: One of the following: 

EGEM-320 Dynamics a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in Mechanical Engineerina 

EGME-22S Mechanics of Materials discipline or subfield being taught, or or closely related discipline, or 

EGME-275 Engineering Materials b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 graduate b) Master's degree (or higher) In a STEM discipline with 
EGME-276 Strength of Materiais lab semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

EGME-310 Vehicle Development and Testing being taught, or engineering 

EGM E-337 Thermodynamics c) tested experience 

EGME-338 Fluid Mechanics 

EGME-3SO Machine Design 
EGME-41S Vehicle Dynamics 
EGME-425 Vibf'CItion and Noise Control 

EGME-431 HeotTransfer 

EGME-432 Thermal and Fluids Lab 

Manufacturing Engineering Technology EGME-l10 Manufacturing Processes One of the following: One of the following: Bachelor-s degree in Mechanical Engineering, Mechanical 

EGME-141 Solid Modeling a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Technology, or closely related discipline plus 

EGME-240 Assembly Modeling and GD& T discipline or subfi<!1d being taught, or Manufcicturing Enslneering Techno~, or closely three (3) years industrial or academiC experience in 

EGMT-142 Overview of Solid Modeling Techniques b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 graduate related discipline, or subject matter. 

EGMT-216 CAM with CNC Applications semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM discipline with 

EGMT-22S Statics and Strength of Materials being taught, or graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

c) tested experience engineering 

History of Engineering EGNR-l02 Concepts of History In Engineering One of the following: One of the following: Bachelor's degree in any STEM diSCipline plus 

EGNR-103 Engineering Orientation a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) In any engineering three (3) years relevant experience 

discipline or subfield being taught, or disCipline, or 

b) Master-s degree wrth a minimum of 18 graduate b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM diSCipline with 

semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

being taught, or engineering 

c l tested experience 

, 
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~ 
General Engineering EGNR-IOllntroductlon to Engineering One of the following: One of the following: 

EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Numerical Apps al Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in any engineering 

EGNR-245 Calculus Applications for Technology discipline or subfleld being taught, or discipline, or 

EGNR-260 Engineering Research Methods b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 graduate b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM disoipline w~h 
EGNR-261 Energy Systems and Sustainability semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline graduate coursework in an appropriate fK!kf of 
EGNR-26S C Programming being taught, or engineering 

EGNR-310 Quality Engineering c) tested experience 
EGNR-340 Numerical Methods 
EGNR-346 Probability and Statistics Lab for 
Engineers 
EGNR-361 Energy Systems and Sustainability Lab 
EGNR-362 vehicle Energy Systems 
EGNR-460 Engineering Research Project I 

EGNR-461 Engineering Research Project II 

EGNR-490 Research Projects in EnRineering 

EGRS-460 Control Systems 
EGRS-461 Design of Control Systems 

Engineering Practice EGNR-250 Ccope .. tive Education One of the following: One of the following; Bachelor's degree in any Engineering or closety related 

EGNR-450 Cooperative Education Project I a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's degree (or higher) in any eneineering diSCipline plus three (3) years relevant industrial or 

EGNR-451 Cooperative Education Project II discipline or subfleld beins taught, or diScipline, or acdemlc experience 

EGNR-491 Engineering Design Projects I b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 graduate b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM discipline with 

EGNR-495 Engineering Design Projects II semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

EGNR-496 Senior Directed Project being taught, or engineering I 

c) tested eXperience 
Robotics Engineering EGR5-385 Robotics Engine.ring One of the following: One of tho following: 

EGR5-430 System Intel~tion and Machine Vision a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's deBree (or higher) in Computer Engineering, 

EGRS-435 Automated Manufacturing Systems diSCipline or subfield being taught, or Electrical Eneineering, Mechanical Enelneerins, Robotics 

b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 graduate Engineering, or any closely related discipline, or 

semester credit hours appropriate to, or In, tl1e discipline b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM discipline with 
being taught, or graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

c) tested experience engineerfnl 

Robotics and Automation Technology EGR5-215 Introduction to Robotics One of the following: One of the following: Bachelor's deBree in Computer Engineering, Electrical 

EGRS-365 Programmable LOBic Controllers a) Master's degree (or higher) in, or appropriate to, the a) Master's deBree or higher in Computer Engineering, Engineering.. Mechanical Engineering, Robotics 

EGRS-366 Proc .. mmable Logic Controllers discipline or subfield being taught, or Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Robotics Engineering, Computer Engineerinl Technology, 

EGRS-380 Robotics Technology b) Master's degree with a minimum of 18 gradlJate EngineerinB, Computer Engineering Technology, Electrical Engineering Technology, Mechanical 

EGRS-381 Robotics Technology Lab semester credit hours appropriate to, or in, the discipline Electrical Engineering Technology, Mechanical Engineering Technology, Robotics Engineering 

EGRS-382 Introduction to Robotics Programming being taught, or Engineering Technology, Robotics Engineerins Technology, or any closely related discipline plus three 

EGRS-480 Manufacturing Automation c) tested experience Technologv, or any closely related diSCipline, or 13) years industrial experience 

EGRS-481 Manufacturing Automation Lab b) Master's degree (or higher) in a STEM discipline with 

EGRS-482 Automation and Simulation Lab graduate coursework in an appropriate field of 

engineering 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: B.S. computer Engineering 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

All program outcomes are publicly posted at: https://www.lssu.edu/school-of-enqineerinq-and

technology!accreditation-outcome-reportinq/ 

Refer to Sections 3 (Student Outcomes) and 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Computer 

Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. Also, refer to the 4-column report from Summer 2018. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

Refer to Section 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study 

Report. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

Program-level outcomes are Student Outcomes A-K specified by ABET. Refer to Sections 3 

(Student Outcomes) and 5 (Curriculum) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. A degree 

audit ;s also attached. 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile (DQP) is suggested as a resource for answering the questions about what 

students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

http://degreeprofile.org/wp-content/ u p loads/ 2017/ 03 / DQP-grid-down load-reference-poi nts-FI NAL. pdf 
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Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Refer to 5-A.6 (Major Design Experience) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report; 

this section is written such that it is applicable to all SET bachelor's degrees. Binders with the 
Senior Project work can be found in the CAS203 cabinets in the 2nd cabinet from the right on the 

north wall. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or ABET CE Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: CE-related reports (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the CE program. 
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ABET 

Self·Study Report 

for the 

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 

at 

Lake Superior State University 

Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan 

June 30,2018 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The infonnation supplied in this Self-Study Report is for the confidential use of ABET 
and its authorized agents, and will not be disclosed without authorization of the 
institution concerned, except for summary data not identifiable to a specific institution. 
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Criterion 0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

O-A Contact Information 
Andrew Jones, PhD 
Associate Professor and ECE Program Coordinator 
Lake Superior State University 
650 W. Easterday Ave. 
Sault Ste Marie, MI 49783 
+1 (906)635-2138, FAX (906)635-6663 
aiones@lssu.edu 

O-B Program History 
The Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering is administered by the Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, which is part of the School of Engineering & Technology. 
A brief historical background of the University, the School, and the Computer Engineering 
program follows. 

O-B.1 Lake Superior State University 

To address the needs of returning World War II veterans and to provide opportunities to the 
people of the Eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Lake Superior State University was 
originally founded as a branch of Michigan Technology University (MTU) in 1946. The campus 
gained autonomy from MTU in 1969 and was renamed Lake Superior State College. University 
stCitus was granted in 1987 and the institution was fmally named Lake Superior State University 
(LSSU). 

LSSU is the smallest 4-year public institution of higher learning in the state of Michigan. LSSU 
grants Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees in forty-nine areas, and Associate 
degrees in twenty-four areas. The enrollment as of fall 20 17 was approximately 2,100 students 
(head count; ~1,900 full-time equivalent), of which about 88% were from the state of Michigan 
and about 7% were from the province of Ontario. The number of full-time faculty in the 2017-
2018 academic year was 97. LSSU is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the 
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. 

0-B.2 School of Engineering & Technology 

After gaining autonomy from MTU in 1969, three Bachelor of Science degrees in Engineering 
Technology were eventually introduced. The Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET) 
program was introduced in 1977, the Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) program was 
introduced in 1981, and Manufacturing Engineering Technology (MfgET) program was 
introduced in 1987. The EET and MET programs received continuous TAC of ABET 
accreditation until their discontinuation in 1999. 

In 1994, the engineering technology faculty and constituents (alumni, employers of graduates, 
Industrial Advisory Board, and area educators) reviewed the three engineering technology 
programs and reached the decision to discontinue the EET and MET degrees in favor of 
Electrical Engineering (EE) and Mechanical Engineering (ME) degrees. The decision was based 
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on better serving a larger audience of Michigan's industry and public and on input from alumni. 
In 2000, a Computer Engineering (CE) degree was added. 

The LSSU School of Engineering & Technology now offers Bachelor of Science degrees in 
Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering 
Technology, and Manufacturing Engineering Technology. The School of Engineering & 
Technology has developed a reputation for high quality graduates and for its ability to provide an 
excellent undergraduate education in the area of robotics. In that respect, the School will be 
offering a new Bachelor of Science degree in Robotics Engineering starting fall 2018 which was 
fonnally approved this summer. 

O-B.3 Computer Engineering Program 

A plan to convert the EET degree program to a EE degree program was created in 1995 and 
implementation of the plan began in 1996. Beginning with the 1996 academic year, no EET 
freshmen were admitted and only EE freshmen were admitted. In subsequent years (sophomore, 
junior, senior), new engineering curriculum was put into place as the EET curriculum was 
phased out. By 1999, the completed EE degree program was in place, and the fIrst graduates of 
the new EE degree program occurred in the 2000 academic year. During the conversion process, 
the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering was fonned. 

Responding to the need for a computer engineering curriculum, the CE degree program was 
initiated in 2000. The fIrst graduates of the new CE degree program occurred in the spring of 
2004. Initial accreditation of the Computer Engineering program occurred in 2006. Subsequently 
reaccreditation was awarded most recently in 2013, effective until September 30,2019. 

Major revisions to the Computer Engineering program since the last site visit in Fall 2012 
include the following: 

1. Removed CSCI-122 Programming Tools and Techniques and increased the credits for 
CSCI-121 Principles of Programming from 3 to 4 (Fall 2014). This change was initiated 
by the Math and Computer Science department; the engineering faculty did not have any 
control over this change. 

2. Removed EGEE-345 Electromagnetics from the core of the program in order to enable 
students to take a free technical elective, offering more student choice and flexibility. 

3. Created a Sustainable Energy concentration, replacing the Control Systems 
concentration. This was mentioned in the previous self-study report as it was developed 
before the last visit, but was not approved until after the visit. This required the creation 
of the following courses: 

a. EGNR-261 Energy Systems and Sustainability 
b. EGNR-361 Energy Systems and Sustainability Lab 
c. EGNR-362 Vehicle Energy Systems (modifIcation from an existing course) 
d. EGEE-411 Power Distribution and Transmission 

4. Extended the length of the laboratory from 2 hours to 3 hours for EGEE-210 Circuit 
Analysis in order to provide more troubleshooting opportunities for the students. 

5. Retirement of faculty member Prof. David McDonald (Summer 2017). 
6. Removed, Spring 2013, EGEE280 lab and increased lecture hours from 3 to 4 (3 hours 

lab and 3 hours lecture became 4 hours lecture, weekly). 
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7. Increased, Spring 2013, credit count in EGNR450 from 2 credits to 4 credits, and in 
EGNR451 from 2 to 3 credits (these courses appear in the Cooperative Project alternative 
of the Senior Sequence block). 

8. Replaced the four "program outcome objectives" (employability, societal awareness, 
professionalism, and fundamental technical skills), as described in the 2012 self-study, 
with the eleven Student Outcomes A - K, exactly corresponding to the ABET student 
outcomes. 

9. Split, Spring 2014, the third Program Educational Objective into two (now the third and 
fourth). The third concerns professional growth and development and the fourth concerns 
societally-beneficial activity (see Criterion 3 for complete statements). 

o-c Options 
The Computer Engineering program may be completed, following any of the following technical 
elective concentrations: 

• Robotics & Automation: Robotics Engineering (EGRS-385), Systems Integration & 
Machine Vision (EGRS-430), and Automated Manufacturing Systems (EGRS-435). A 
grade of "C" or better is required in all of the above courses. 

• Sustainable Energy: Energy Systems and Sustainability (EGNR-261), Energy Systems 
and Sustainability Lab (EGNR-361), and two of the following: Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (EGEE-330), Power Distribution and Transmission (EGEE-411), Power 
Electronics (EGEE-475), or Vehicle Energy Systems (EGNR-362). A grade of"C" or 
better is required in all of the above courses that are taken. 

• General: CSCI-281 or higher, EGEE-31 0 or higher, EGME-275 or higher, EGEM-220, 
MATH-215 or higher, EGRS-365, EGRS-460 or higher, EGET-310, or any course from 
the other concentrations. 

O-D Program Delivery Modes 
Courses in the Computer Engineering program are offered during daytime and evening hours, on 
regular weekdays only, and using a traditionallecture/laboratory format (the vast majority of it is 
unavailable at off-campus sites, or through web-based or distance education avenues; presently, 
only General Education courses, are available on-line). A small cooperative education 
component can be used, at the student's option, however, to satisfy a portion of the senior 
capstone course; that, of course, largely takes place at an employer site. 

O-E Program Locations 
The program is available, exclusively, at the main campus of Lake Superior State University, in 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. 

O-F Public Disclosure 
For the Computer Engineering program, the Program Education Objectives (PEOs), Student 
Outcomes (SOs), annual student enrollment and graduation data is available at the URL: 

hUps:/ /www .lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technology/ accreditation-outcome-reportin!!l 
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O-G Deficiencies, Weaknesses or Concerns from Previous 
Evaluation(s) and the Actions Taken to Address Them 

The ABET final statement subsequent to the visit of Fall 2012 resulted in the following citations 
remaining unresolved: 

"Criterion 8. Institutional Support This criterion requires that the resources available to the 
program be sufficient to attract, retain and provide for the continued professional development 
of a qualified faculty. Since the last accreditation visit, the program has experienced a 
significant turnover in the faculty. If the resources available to the program are not adequate 
for the retention and continued professional development of the faculty, there is the potential 
that future compliance with this criterion could be jeopardized." 

Due Process Response: The EAC acknowledges receipt of documentation showing that a 
proposal for additional funding for faculty to attend workshops/conferences and provide 
summer stipends for scholarly endeavors, and to support other professional development 
activities was approved by the LSSU Board of Trustees. However, additional professional 
development funding alone might not be enough to retain qualified faculty. 

The concern remains unresolved. 

The 30-day response from LSSU to ABET was more detailed than as paraphrased above, 
concerning the promised professional development ("PD")/stipend support, reading: 

"Specifically, LSSU Engineering program fees will be raised from $60/semester to 
$70/semester, with 75% of these program fees being returned to Engineering versus the 
current 50% return. These modifications to the Engineering program fees scheme will 
generate -$52,000/yr to be used for professional development activities (-$21,000/yr) and 
summer stipends (-$25,000/yr). A small portion of the generated funds (-$6,000/yr) will be 
used to reimburse the LSSU General Fund for Engineering Program Coordinators being at 
two release hours per semester versus the standard one release hour. This increase of course 
load release will provide additional time to complete administrative duties, particularly those 
related to maintaining ABET accreditation. (1 extra hour/coordinator x 3 
coordinators/semester x 2 semesters/yr x $890/hour = -$6,000/yr). 

"With ten faculty distributed amongst the three accredited engineering programs at LSSU, the 
new funds will provide -$5,000/yr per faculty member for professional development and 
scholarship." 

The ABET finding cites high faculty loads and lack of professional development opportunities as 
background to the turnover problem. The latter will be discussed in terms of the PD funding 
program that sought to address it, below. Concerning the former, faculty load, see Criterion 6-B 
of this report, in which it is noted that high loads have continued (and are, in fact, higher now 
than 6 years ago). 

The latter circumstance, lack of professional development opportunities, may best be discussed 
in terms of the status of the action plan to which reference was made in the fmal statement from 
2012. The funding history of that professional development and stipend program, cited in the due 
process response as a mechanism to abate the turnover problem, is provided in Table 0-1, below. 
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Table 0-1: Funding History of PD I Stipend Funding in Response to 2012 Criterion 8 Weakness 

Fiscal Year 
AcctCode Description 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18* 

Compensation 
6170 Salary 19,486.00 32,637.00 
6710 FICA 1,467.08 2,467.19 
6722 TIAA Retirement 2,338.32 3,916.44 

subtotal 23,291.40 39,020.63 
Supplies and expenses 

7002 Reference Books 670.61 179.92 
7020 Supplies 576.35 255.47 57.25 
7061 Software Licenses 2,994.00 
7070 Non-capital Equipment 6,146.56 87.49 
7340 Memberships 99.00 

subtotal 9,716.91 670.61 534.39 144.74 
Travel, conference fees 

7101 Travel In State 502.58 227.60 
7102 Travel Out of State 480.70 1,386.15 2,032.60 
7112 Conferences 1,150.00 2,000.00 400.00 4,290.00 
7365 Professional Development 1,928.50 5,447.00 2,620.00 

subtotal 1,150.00 1,928.50 7,927.70 4,908.73 6,550.20 

Grand totals 34,158.31 41,619.74 8,462.09 5,053.47 6,550.20 

*as of 6-15-18 Banner query 

As the table shows, the program was substantially active for the first two years at levels only 
somewhat short of the commitment, after which the program declined dramatically, as explained 
below. 

The maximum annual funding peaked at about 80% of the promised ($52 k) figure, during the 
2nd year only, the 1 st year being somewhat close as well, at about two-thirds of the promised 
level. Most faculty in the School of Engineering & Technology (SET) participated during that 
time, and stipends were granted on the order of a few thousand dollars per recipient, as well as 
reimbursements of various other PD-related expenses. 

Thereafter, the Dean stipulated new eligibility requirements for participation, namely that there 
should be direct student benefits from any approved activity, but that there should not be a direct 
connection to any specific course. This change ruled out the faculty specialty-area research 
projects (whereas faculty, widely in academia, would tend to understand the "scholarly 
endeavors" ofthe 2012 due process response to include individual faculty research within 
specialization areas, and not as necessarily implying student participation), effectively confining 
the awards to pedagogy-type research and degree-advancement (tuition/travel/fees expenses 
towards an MS degree); it also ruled out any of the lab-upgrade types of projects, as those were 
regarded as tied to specific courses. It has generally proven too difficult to fmd projects that fall 
between these two limitations, explaining the lack of proj ects (and therefore the lack of funding) 
since, as can be seen in the far lower funding totals for the last 3 years. 

Furthermore, the CFO, at the same time (after 2 years) and since, disallowed any use of the 
funding for stipends or pay of any kind (even though stipends were part of the language of the 
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original commitment), which has made participation significantly less attractive for faculty to 
pursue, even if projects could somehow be found that fit the now very narrow definition of 
eligibility. Accordingly, the program has remained largely inactive, with little to no participation 
in recent years, and funding at levels well below the $52k promised. 

Returning, finally, to the EAC statement, it notes "Additionally, there is a lack of opportunity for 
teaching and/or research during the Summer ... ". As the research aspects have already been 
addressed, so it remains to describe the situation concerning teaching opportunities. The only 
"coursework" offered in Engineering for most Summers has been the Coop-program, with 
between 1 and 3 students enrolled per Summer. There has been no classroom-type coursework 
however. In Technology, two Summer courses (EGRS382 and EGRS482) were offered in 2014, 
taught by the same faculty member to two students, and one Technology course in Summer 2016 
(EGRS381) for three students (same faculty member again). In summary, summertime 
instruction has been an extremely marginal phenomenon, and it can therefore still be said that 
Summer teaching opportunities, practically, do not exist. 
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Criterion 1 STUDENTS 

I-A Student Admissions 
Most students enrolled in the Computer Engineering program are adequately prepared to perform 
well in the demanding curriculum. The average ACT ISAT score of all students enrolled in the 
program is shown below in Table 1-1. In 2015, the state of Michigan selected to use SAT scores 
instead of the ACT scores as in previous years as a standard for high school juniors to take. That 
change took effect in spring of 20 16, hence the reason for illustrating both ACT and SAT. As a 
comparison, the average ACT/SAT score of all students enrolled in any degree program at LSSU 
is also shown in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1: ACT/SAT Scores of Students by Academic Year 

Year 
ACT Scores of SAT Scores of ACT Scores of SAT Scores of 
CE Students CE Students LSSU Students LSSU Students 

2012-2013 23.9 N/A 22.4 1034 

2013-2014 25.5 N/A 22.3 1076 

2014-2015 24.0 N/A 22.2 971 

2015-2016 26.8 N/A 22.2 1012 

2016-2017 26.3 N/A 22.6 1093 

2017-2018 25.0 1280 22.5 1092 

l-A.l Admission of First-Time-in-College Freshmen 

LSSU considers any applicant with 19 credits (19 semester hours, or 29 quarter hours) or less of 
university or college coursework to be a freshman. The following policy applies to them. Those 
applicants with more than 19 credits of university or college coursework are considered to be 
transfer students. 

The academic background of the applicant must demonstrate an ability to meet the requirements 
of an engineering program at LSSU. For those students entering directly from high school, 
admission to the engineering programs is based on high school grade point average and 
ACT ISAT scores. Admissions standards for admittance into Computer Engineering have 
changed over the past six years. Prior to 2017, the standard was a high school GPA of2.75 or 
above, an ACT composite score of 24 or above, or SAT score of at least 1110. Starting in the fall 
of 20 1 7, the current admission standards for the admittance into the program are the following 
criteria (all need to be satisfied): 

1. Acceptance into LSSU. 
2. Placement into MATH-Ill (College Algebra) or higher. Currently an ACT Math 

minimum score of23 or a SAT Math minimum score of 540. 

Applicants not meeting the above criteria but meeting admission requirements for the University 
will be admitted into AS-General Studies-Engineering major, essentially a place-holder major for 
those aspiring to Engineering, but not yet qualified to take most early courses in the program; 
these students receive advising from a liberal arts advisor, as most of their course selections are 
General Education, so long as they remain in this major. 
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l-A.2 Transfer from AS-General Studies-Engineering to Computer Engineering (If 
Necessary) 

In order for a first-time-in-college freshman who is in the AS-General Studies-Engineering major 
( see above) to move into the Computer Engineering program, that student must make good 
academic progress and be prepared to enter Calculus I (MATHI51). Specifically, to be admitted 
to the program, the student must attain a C or better in College Algebra (MATHlll) and a Cor 
better in College Trigonometry (MATH131), and earn an overall GPA of2.0 or higher. 

I-B Evaluating Student Performance 
Student performance in a course is evaluated by the course instructor, who assigns, at the 
completion of the course, a grade on an A-F scale, where F is a failing grade. There are no 
courses in the program graded on a pass-fail basis. The GPA is monitored by the University on a 
semesterly basis in order to insure the student is in good academic standing. 

l-B.l Grading 

Pursuant to concepts of academic freedom, which are affrrmed by the faculty-LSSU collective 
bargaining agreement, the School of Engineering & Technology (SET) does not mandate any 
methodology by which instructors are to arrive at grades, nor any distribution of grades, etc. 
Instead, grading policies are left to the judgment of the individual faculty member; the assurance 
of quality and consistency in grading is therefore not directly enforced by virtue of common 
policies, but rather indirectly attained by virtue of the care taken in the process of making faculty 
appointments to ensure that the faculty candidate has a mastery ofhislher field and is a person of 
judgment. Please Refer to Criterion 6 for discussion of this process. Moreover, the dean prepares 
performance evaluations of facility members, as discussed in Criterion 6, and issues of fairness 
and accuracy of grades could be addressed, and feedback given, if necessary. 

The student can appeal to the instructor of a course for a grade change, but the instructor's grade 
cannot be overruled by the dean, provost, or even president. 

l-B.2 Monitoring of Grades 

To satisfy any course requirement in the Computer Engineering program, or for a course to serve 
as a prerequisite, the student must obtain a passing grade in that course. Additionally, certain 
fundamental courses require a grade of C or better. Furthermore, maintaining an adequate GPA 
(2.0 or better) is a condition for continued enrollment in the program. 

All efforts are made to monitor student performance during, and not merely after, a course in 
order to be in a position to take corrective action, i.e., to encourage better study habits and 
learning approaches, when appropriate. Thus, instructors are encouraged to submit midterm 
grades, which not only apprise a student ofhislher performance midway through a course, but 
also alerts the academic advisor and academic support units of the University when that student 
is not performing well. The IPASS (Individual Plan for Student Success) program, in particular, 
can provide an academic intervention in such a scenario. 

l-B.3 Academic Standing 

For a student to remain in good academic standing at the University, he/she must maintain a 
cumulative GP A of at least 2.0. A student who does not meet this requirement will be placed on 
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probation. Any student who is on probation for two consecutive semesters or a student who has 
more than 19 credits and has a GP A of less than 1.6 will be dismissed from the University. 

Upon dismissal from the University, the student must wait two semesters (summer may be 
counted for one semester) to elapse before re-enrollment or may petition the Scholastic 
Standards Committee for immediate readmission should extenuating circumstances exist. 

1-B.4 Prerequisites 

Each engineering course has prerequisites-usually a list of courses-identifying the necessary 
background a student must have to be successful in said course. The School of Engineering & 
Technology employs two methods to guarantee that student meet the prerequisites. The first 
method results from working diligently with the Registrar's office so that a student will not be 
able to register for a class in the on-line process if they have not satisfied the prerequisites. 
Additionally, after grades for the current semester are verified, if a student failed to satisfy any of 
the prerequisites for an enrolled course, the student is automatically notified and deregistered 
from the course for that future semester. The second method is the prerequisite compliance form. 
At the start of the semester each student completes a prerequisite compliance form for each SET 
course. Samples of these forms are located in Appendix K. The instructor for the course then 
reviews these submissions. Starting in fall 2017, some engineering classes piloted a new 
prerequisite compliance form that not only identifies the prerequisite courses but also the specific 
topics that are needed. Two of these new forms are also found in Appendix K. 

A student may communicate to the instructor of a course and request for an override of a 
course's prerequisite. This occurs many times with transfer students or students that have taken 
classes at other institutions and the credits have not yet transferred. In any case, it is up to the 
instructor's discretion to either allow the student to register by providing an override in the on
line registration process or deny the override. If an override is granted, it is up to the student to 
register for the course. Additionally, at the start of the semester, the student must complete the 
prerequisite compliance form. If the reason for the override has not yet been resolved, the reason 
will be recorded on the form. Based on a student not satisfying the prerequisite, the instructor 
may further discuss the issue with the student and arrive at a solution where either the student 
would prove their understanding of previous topics or the student would be unenrolled from the 
course. The new, piloted prerequisite compliance forms provide a means and space specifically 
to record that solution. 

l-C Transfer Students and Transfer Courses 
Ideally, a student who plans to transfer into the Computer Engineering program at LSSU should 
contact the coordinator of the program. The coordinator assists the student in selecting courses 
that transfer directly into the program (specific courses from specific institutions with a precious 
evaluation history). The coordinator evaluates the courses that potentially transfer and processes 
the paperwork necessary to admit the student into the degree program. 

l-C.l Admission of Transfer Students 

LSSU classifies any applicant as a transfer student if that student has enrolled in a postsecondary 
institution any time after the summer following hislher high school graduation. The following 
policy applies to them. 
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Official university or college transcript(s) should be sent to the Registrar's Office. The results of 
any advanced placement or aptitude tests taken in high school or college should also be sent to 
the Admissions office. 

The academic background of the applicant must demonstrate an ability to meet the requirements 
of an engineering program at LSSU. A minimum GP A of 2.0 on all college level coursework and 
eligibility to return to the former college are required for admittance into the Computer 
Engineering program. Students with grade point averages ofless than 2.0 will be admitted into 
the AS-General Studies-Engineering major. 

1-C.2 Transfer from AS-General Studies-Engineering to Computer Engineering (If 
Necessary) 

In order for a transfer student who is in the AS-General Studies-Engineering major due to not 
meeting initial admission requirements for the Electrical Engineering program, that student must 
make good academic progress (GPA 2.0 or higher) and be prepared to enter College Algebra 
(MATH 11 1). 

1-C.3 Transfer of Courses 

For repeated courses, the grade for the most recent course will be used. Generally, a chemistry 
course, English composition courses, a computer course with "C" as the preferred language, and 
some elective courses in social sciences and humanities transfer into the engineering programs. 
Mathematics courses in differential and integral calculus, differential equations, probability and 
statistics, along with calculus-based general physics also transfer into the engineering programs. 
Sophomore engineering courses may transfer directly into engineering programs if they have 
similar content and prerequisites as LSSU engineering courses. The appropriate chair, or dean, 
determines if a course is transferable into an engineering program. Engineering program 
coordinators will be furnished a copy of the student's transcripts. The chair or academic advisor 
may elect to waive the need for a student to take EGNRI 01, "Introduction to Engineering", if 
he/she has transferred in any 200-level or higher engineering listed coursework, and who are at 
the sophomore-level or higher, by credits. 

1-C.4 MACRAO /MTA Agreement between Michigan Colleges and Universities 

An agreement regarding the transfer of General Education credit exists between participating 
Michigan colleges and universities called the Michigan Transfer Agreement (MTA). Prior to the 
MTA's implementation in the summer of2015, there was a similar mechanism called the 
MACRAO transfer agreement. Since LSSU participated fully and without provision in the 
MACRAO transfer agreement, any transfer student who had completed the General Education 
requirements at any participating institution automatically met all General Education 
requirements at LSSU. This is also the case for the MTA. The details of this agreement are given 
below. 

A minimum of30 semester hours of course work must be taken at one of Michigan's 
participating institutions. The courses needed to satisfy the MT A requirements are as follows: 

• One course in English composition 
• A second course in English composition or one course in communication 
• One course in mathematics 
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• Two courses in social sciences (from two disciplines) 
• Two courses in humanities and fine arts (from two disciplines excluding studio and 

performance classes) 
• Two courses in natural sciences including at least one with laboratory experience (from 

two disciplines) 

Additionally, the student must earn a minimum grade point of2.0 in each of these courses for the 
MT A to be approved. 

I-D Advising and Career Guidance 
The purpose of academic advisement is to provide guidance for students to succeed in their 
academic pursuits. This includes: 

a. Advising students on the sequence of courses that should be completed to finish their 
degree in a timely manner. 

b. Providing information on academic support services available on campus such as 
counseling, preparing resumes, and seeking job opportunities. 

c. Interpreting LSSU' s policies on issues such as dropping courses, taking an "I" grade, 
transferring courses from other institutions, waiving courses, and substituting courses. 

d. Fostering a sense of joint responsibility towards lifelong learning. 
e. Providing resources for students in various appeal processes such as an extension of 

probation or fmancial-aid programs. 
f. Supplying recommendation letters for future student employment, scholarships, graduate 

school, etc. 

The following sections describe the role of engineering faculty in advising and ensuring that 
students remain in good academic standing as they pursue their degree. 

1-0.1 Assignment of Students to Faculty Advisors 

All students admitted into the Computer Engineering program are assigned a faculty advisor who 
teaches courses in their major. The program coordinator or the school chair advises all incoming 
freshmen and all transfer students during their first year. The students are re-assigned a new 
faculty advisor for the remainder of their time. The dean's office maintains updated advisee lists 
and posts them outside the School of Engineering & Technology office. Students may request a 
change of academic advisor, but the coordinator of the program is responsible for the approval of 
all advisor changes. 

New faculty members receive training as part of their orientation allowing them to effectively 
advise their assigned students. Within the School of Engineering & Technology (SET), new 
faculty members are mentored by other experienced SET faculty members in the areas of degree 
audits, substitution waiver form, and advising methodologies. Additionally, staff at LSSU 
provides occasional training of the University's web-based Banner system, transfer evaluations, 
placement tests, financial-aid appeals, and other policies and procedures relevant to student 
advising. 

The faculty receives a list of their advisees and written documents related to the students' 
academic background. Faculty members also have access to the University's web based Banner 
system (Anchor Access) to review the academic records of their advisees. 
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1-D.2 Faculty Advising 

A student and hislher faculty advisor meet a minimum of once per semester. Furthennore: 

a. The faculty advisor and student review the student's success toward meeting program 
requirements and review student progress toward the degree. A degree audit sheet is 
updated every semester. Midtenn grades of courses in progress can also be reviewed. 

b. The faculty advisor and student plan the student's courses for the next semester. The 
faculty advisor ascertains that the student has completed prerequisites and is in good 
scholastic standing before allowing the student to schedule any new courses for the next 
semester. Electronic removal of an advising hold, preventing registration prior to 
advising, serves as the fonnal mechanism to ensure that. 

c. Both the faculty advisor and the SET chair approve all course waivers or substitutions. 

l-E Work in Lieu of Courses 

Besides regular course work, four types of experiences-Dual Enrollment, Departmental 
Examination, Advanced Placement, and College Level Examination Program-may count 
toward a degree in any LSSU program, including the Computer Engineering program. 

1-E.1 Dual Enrollment 

High school juniors and seniors may take classes at Lake Superior State University through the 
High School Dual Enrollment Program. These courses may count toward the Computer 
Engineering program either as a core class (typically MATH-l 5 1 Calculus I, MATH-l 52 
Calculus II, ENGR-lOl Introduction to Engineering, or CHEM-115 General Chemistry I) or as a 
General Education course. Attendance as a High School Dual Enrollee does not constitute 
admission into any four-year degree program at the University. 

Only students who have received endorsements in Mathematics, Science, Reading, and Writing 
are eligible to take courses in those areas. All students are eligible to take courses in other areas. 
Grade point average is not a detennining factor in eligibility to enroll. 

1-E.2 Departmental Examination 

A policy exists for students to "test out" of a course by taking a Departmental Examination. The 
department is free to administer its own examination for any course that it offers. The student 
must have the written approval of the School of Engineering & Technology chair to take the 
examination. The student must receive a grade of C or better on the examination in order to 
receive credit for the course, in which case the credit earned by exam is recorded as transfer 
credit on the student's transcript. 

Although the policy for Departmental Exams exists, there has not been a single instance of its 
usage for an Computer Engineering program core or elective course in the past six years. 

1-E.3 Advanced Placement (AP) 

Course credit is awarded to students who receive a score of3, 4, or 5 on any Advanced 
Placement exam listed in Table 1-2 below. The student will receive credit for the specified 
courses on the chart after being granted unconditional admission to Lake Superior State 
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University. Note that Table 1-2 is not a complete list and only includes those courses which may 
count toward credit in the Computer Engineering program. 

Table 1-2: AP Courses for Computer Engineering Program 

Advanced Placement Exam 

Art - History of Art 

Biology 

Calculus AB 

Calculus BC 

Chemistry 

Computer Science A 

English - Language & Composition 

English - Literature & Composition 

European History 

French Literature 

French Language 

German Language 

Human Geography 

Macroeconomics 

Microeconomics 

Music - Listening & Literature 

Physics C: Mechanics 

Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism 

Physics C 

Psychology 

Spanish Language 

Spanish Literature 

United States Government & Politics 

United States History 

World History 

LSSU Course Equivalent 

ARTS -250, ARTS-251 

BIOL13 1, BI0L132 

MATH-151 

MATH-151, MATH-l 52 

CHEM-ll5 

CSCI-319 

ENGL-IlO, ENGL-lll 

ENGL-I10, ENGL-l11 

HIST-I02 

FREN-355, FREN-356 

FREN-351, FREN-352 

GRMN-24l, GERM-242 

GEOG-201 

ECON-201 

ECON-202 

MUSC-220 

PHYS-231 

PHYS-232 

PHYS-231,PHYS-232 

PSYC-lOl 

SPAN-261, SPAN-262 

SPAN-380, SPAN-381 

POLl-110 

HIST-131, HIST-132 

HIST-101, HIST-102 

Type of Course in CE Curriculum 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Natural Sciences 

Engineering Core 

Engineering Core 

Engineering Core 

Computer Engineering Elective 

General Education - Communications 

General Education - Communications 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

Engineering Core 

Engineering Core 

Engineering Core 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

l-E.4 College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 

Course credit is also awarded to students who receive a passing score on any College Level 
Examination Program (CLEP) subject exam listed in Table 1-3 below. The student will receive 
credit for the specified courses on the chart after being granted unconditional admission to Lake 
Superior State University. These credits are not awarded grades and do not apply towards the 
student's GPA. Note that Table 1-3 is not a complete list and only includes those courses which 
may count toward credit in the Computer Engineering program. 

Table 1-3: CLEP Courses for Computer Engineering Program 

CLEP Exam - Passing Score 

American Government - 50 

Biology- 50 

Calculus - 50 

Chemistry - 50 

LSSU Computer Engineering 

LSSU Course Equivalent Type of Course in CE Curriculum 

POLl-II0 General Education - Social Science 

BIOL-131, BIOL-132 General Education - Natural Sciences 

MA TH-151 Engineering Core 

CHEM115 Engineering Core 
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College Composition - 50 

French Language - 58 

French Language - 66 

History ofthe US I - 50 

History of the US II - 50 

Introductory Psychology - 50 

Introductory Sociology - 50 

Principals of Macroeconomics 

Principals of Microeconomics 

Spanish Language - 58 

Spanish Language - 66 

Western Civilization I - 50 

Western Civilization II - 50 

ENGL-110 

FREN-25 I 

FREN-251, FREN-252 

HIST-131 

HIST-132 

PSYC-IOI 

SOCY-lOl 

ECON-201 

ECON-202 

SPAN-261 

SPAN-261, SPAN-262 

HIST-lOl 

HIST-102 

I-F Graduation Requirements 

General Education - Communications 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

The name of the degree awarded through successful completion of the Computer Engineering 
program is Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering. 

Two semesters before the student plans to complete degree requirements and graduate, he/she 
submits a Degree Audit form and a Declaration of Candidacy for Degree form to the Registrar's 
office. The Degree Audit denotes all previous coursework and lists the courses to be taken during 
the final two semesters. The faculty advisor, program coordinator, and school chair must approve 
the Degree Audit. The Registrar determines the University requirements remaining for 
graduation, and the student is informed in writing of the remaining requirements. Any degree 
requirements not denoted on the Degree Audit are immediately brought to the attention of the 
school chair, program coordinator, and faculty advisor. 

The Degree Audit, which is shown in the Curriculum section (Criterion 5), contains all the 
requirements for the B.S. Computer Engineering degree. However, those requirements are 
summarized in Table 1-4 below. 

Table 1-4: Summary of Requirements for the B.S. Computer Engineering Degree 

Course Requirements 
General Education 

Computer Engineering Core 
Engineering Capstone and Technical Electives 

Other Requirements 
General Education GPA 

Engineering GPA 
Overall GPA 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 
Minimum 300/400 Credits at LSSU 

LSSU Computer Engineering 

24 credits 
82 credits 
19 credits 

125 credits 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

30 credits 
24 credits 
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I-G Transcripts of Recent Graduates 
There have been 21 graduates of the Computer Engineering program over the past six years. A 
list of these students is shown in Table 1-5 below. At LSSU, "program options" are noted as 
"program concentrations." Each student's "concentration" is listed on his/her transcript. The 
three possible concentrations available for a student in Computer Engineering are "Robotics and 
Automation," "Sustainable Energy," and "General." Transcripts for any of these students can be 
provided upon request. 

Table 1-5: Graduates ofthe past six years 

Student LSSUID Graduation 

Laplander, Joshua AOOO03269 Fall 2012 

Pendell, Travis AOOI01777 Spring 2013 

Clark, Jacob AOO176441 Spring 2014 

Stephan, Eric AOO153589 Spring 2014 

Marchetti, Levi AOO022834 Spring 2014 

Lytwynec, Riley AOOI77856 Summer 2014 

Lies, Samantha AOO191593 Spring 2015 

Stacey, Shell AOO190902 Spring 2015 

Dowd, Nikolai AOO148962 Spring 2016 

Dansfield, Blake AOO196957 Spring 2016 

Hill, Trace AOO196705 Spring 2016 

Brown, Dylan AOO162455 Spring 2016 

Frederick, Aaron AOO196240 Spring 2016 

Peyerk, Eugene AOO197317 Spring 2016 

VanSipe, Elizabeth A00221374 Fall 2016 

Baker, Aron A00206814 Spring 2017 

Stuhldreher, Micah A00201136 Spring 2017 

Palmer, Henry AOO198679 Spring 2017 

Hamner, Alison A00209396 Spring 2018 

Becks, Sarah AOO047165 Spring 2018 

Dasuqi, Jordan A00204477 Spring 2018 
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Criterion 2 PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

2-A Mission Statement 
The University-level mission statement reads: 

"We equip our graduates with the knowledge, practical skills and inner strength to craft a life 
of meaningful employment, personal fulfillment, and generosity of self, all while enhancing 
the quality of life of the Upper Great Lakes region. " 

This mission statement is published in the LSSU Catalog and on the University's web-site at the 
following URL: 

https:!/www.lssu.edulpresident!mission-vision! 

The School of Engineering & Technology, as well, has maintained a Mission Statement since 
1996 when the School was formed. The School has reviewed and modified the Mission 
Statement periodically, most recently in Spring 2014, so that it now reads: 

"To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous undergraduate 
learning experience characterized by close student-faculty interaction. " 

This mission statement is published at the School's web page on the following URL: 

https:!/www.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technology! accreditation-outcome-reportingl 

It is apparent by comparing the two mission statements that the mission of the School is 
supportive of that of the University as a whole, and not conflicting in any fashion. 

LSSU's statement dictates that we "equip our graduates ... to craft a life of meaningful 
employment, personal fulfillment, ... ", and the School of Engineering & Technology responds 
by committing itself to a "produces sought after engineers"; evidently, the "meaningful 
employment" is attainable by those who are (by employers) "sought after", after which "personal 
fulfillment" is within reach of those well-enough prepared, by virtue of "a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience". 

The School's mission is, moreover, further clarified by a set of appended School goals (also 
periodically revised, most recently in Spring 2014 as well) as follows: 

A. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and provides knowledge and skills to 
be successful in professional careers or graduate school. 

B. Provide programs that focus on the applications of fundamental principles of engineering, 
technology, mathematics, science, and computing to benefit society. 

C. Provide courses which incorporate and develop skills in communication, design, ethics, 
teamwork, technology, and capstone experiences relevant to the students' degrees. 

D. Provide an education and opportunities for students with diverse abilities to enhance their 
professional growth and capacity for life-long learning. 

E. Engage in continuous improvement activities through ongoing external and internal 
reVIews 

F. Enable faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering solutions that support regional 
economic growth and develop intellectual property. 
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G. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and effectiveness by supporting enrollment, 
retention, and placement initiatives. 

H. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, and students are recognized as 
essential in the realization of the mission 

Again, these clarifications to the School mission are aligned with the LSSU mission. Certainly, 
A through D can be seen as building the students future prospects for "meaningful employment, 
personal fulfillment, and generosity of self'. Moreover, where LSSU endeavors to be "enhancing 
the quality of life of the Upper Great Lakes region", the School, correspondingly, through goal F, 
tries to "apply engineering solutions that support regional economic growth". Thus, the School's 
mission, and its goals, are highly complementary to that of LSSU as a whole. 

These goals also serve as a link between the School's Mission Statement and the Program 
Educational Objectives (PEOs) to be discussed in the following section. 

2-B Program Educational Objectives 
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering has the responsibility, in accordance 
with the School's mission a.nd goals, to educate and prepare its students for meaningful and 
productive careers in engineering. To provide measures of how well this responsibility is met, 
the faculty have developed four Program Educational Objectives (PEOs). 

Program Educational Objectives define the skills and qualities that practicing engineers should 
have after some period of employment. These are based on the needs of our graduates, and of 
employers of our graduates; input from our Industrial Advisory Board (lAB), graduates, and 
employers, as well as the judgment of the faculty applied to the review of such input, guide the 
gradual evolution of these objectives. They specify the expected knowledge, abilities, skills, and 
qualifications of experienced Computer Engineering graduates, i.e., graduates with 
approximately three years of professional experience. The Program Educational Objectives are 
applicable either to working graduates or to graduates pursuing advanced degrees. 

The PEOs for the Computer Engineering program are, moreover, common to the Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineering programs as well. They are published on the website on the following 
URL, 

https:llwww.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technolo gyI accreditation-outcome-reportingl 

and reads as follows: 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering 
programs having three or more years of experience: 

I. will have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their 
professions. 

II. will have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to 
technical, practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

III. will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities. 

IV. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 
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2-C Consistency of the Program Educational Objectives with the 
Mission of the Institution 

The critical focus of the Computer Engineering program is to afford undergraduates of varying 
backgrounds and abilities every opportunity for achieving success as practicing Computer 
Engineers or in their graduate programs. Specific emphasis in the program is given to 
professional and industrial-related engineering practice. The relation between the Program 
Educational Objectives and the School Goals is shown in Figure 2-1 below. 

LSSU Mission 

/ ;ETMiSSion~ 

~------------~ 

School Goal A 
current & professionally

relevant knowledge 

School Goal B 
appl'ns of the 
fundamentals 

PEO II 
design to realistic 

constraints 

PEOI 
apply knowledge to 

problems in profession 

School Goal C 
communic'n, design, 

ethics, tmwork, technology 

1 
PEO III 

professional develop't I 
growth 

PEOIV 
self-learning I societal 

benefit 

School Goal F 
serve regional economic 

growth 

r 

School Goal 0 
serve diverse abilities 

Figure 2-1: Relationship of Program Educational Objectives (in brief paraphrase) to the Mission, through the 
School Goals (paraphrased) 

The Program Educational Objectives directly support the first four School Goals (A through D) 
which are focused upon student skills and abilities. The goals are the link to the mission 
statement for the School (and thence to that of LSSU). The last three School Goals (E through G) 
are only more indirectly relevant to the Program Educational Objectives, since they focus on 
faculty and institutional activities rather than the delivery of the program. Indeed, Goal E relates 
to the assessment process whereby feedback is obtained that redirects some of the ways the 
program is delivered. Goals F and G relate to the School's economic development and other 
activities that make for a healthy environment in which the program is delivered. However, the 
mapping acknowledges that societal benefit could be towards the regional economy in the case 
of some alumni. 
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2-D Program Constituencies 
The School of Engineering & Technology recognizes as its principal constituents, all ofthe 
following: 

• Current Students 

• Alumni 
• Faculty/Staff 
• Employers of graduates 
• Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) 

This is not an exhaustive list that precludes other, perhaps more situational, interest groups; for 
instance, the economic development roles of the College, which the School supports, would 
suggest including entrepreneurial and industrial customers of the Product Development Center, 
and even the wider population of the Eastern Upper Peninsula - Northern Lower Peninsula 
region, which can be regarded as a beneficiary of the economic growth objectives of the School. 
Nevertheless, given the primary mission of the School to focus on offering quality academic 
programs, the list does identify the primary constituents. 

The Industrial Advisory Board (lAB), in particular, was formed in 1985 and currently consists of 
approximately 30 members. lAB members possess a variety of professional experiences in the 
engineering and technology fields. The Board meets twice per year, once at a central Michigan 
location, and once on campus for program review and critique. 

Notice that the PEOs define the attributes expected of alumni, a few years into their careers. 
Accordingly, the alumni's needs are met, and students' needs on track to be met, by the PEOs by 
virtue of their being the recipients of the positive, self-beneficial attributes defined. It is evident, 
after all, that these are traits one widely considers desirable to attain; these stakeholders benefit 
by attaining them (in the present for alumni, and in the future for students). 

The employers, as a stakeholder, have the need for engineers with adequate capabilities; the 
PEOs defmed here imply those kinds of capabilities. The JAB stakeholder group is largely a 
subset of the employers, so that its needs are met by the PEOs in the same fashion. 

2-E Process for Review of the Program Educational Objectives 
It is evident that PEOs represent a goal for the product of a slow process, i.e., an engineering 
professional developed first by a 4-year curriculum and then further by the first few years of a 
professional career. Hence, it is not desirable to make rapid or frequent changes to how the PEOs 
are defmed. The PEOs are best seen as the foundation of a long-term plan for which stability is 
desirable, and are therefore reviewed for currency on a several-year cycle. 

The constituents listed in section D, above, all have, by various mechanisms, a voice in the 
process of establishing and evaluating the continued relevance and attainment of Program 
Educational Objectives. Alumni and their employers have a voice through surveys collected 
from them, or by unsolicited feedback they may provide on other occasions. Students have a 
voice through individual course feedback questionnaires and, finally, through graduate exit 
interviews. The lAB is periodically solicited for feedback on the occasion of its biannual 
meetings; its feedback may either focus upon the relevance of the objectives themselves, or upon 
their degree of accomplishment. 
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Upon review by the faculty every several years, occasion is also provided to redefine the PEOs 
themselves, if necessary. Such redefinition could be motivated by comments obtained from any 
of the constituents mentioned above. It could also be motivated by trends the faculty observe in 
the needs of industry, to which the School is well-attuned thanks to its economic development 
activities, as well as its regular meetings with its Industrial Advisory Board and its involvement 
with senior project sponsoring industries. The faculty of the School, by majority vote, have 
complete discretion over the PEOs. 
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Criterion 3 STUDENT OUTCOMES 

3-A Student Outcomes 
The student outcomes for the LSSU Computer Engineering program are the same as those in 
ABET Criterion 3 (A) through (K). These student outcomes are listed below: 

A. an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering. 
B. an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data. 
C. an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 

constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability. 

D. an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams. 
E. an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems. 
F. an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility. 
G. an ability to communicate effectively. 
H. the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a 

global, economic, environmental, and societal context. 
I. a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning. 
J. a knowledge of contemporary issues. 
K. an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modem engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

The student outcomes are documented, along with School mission statement, School goals, and 
program educational objectives, on the LSSU web site at the following URL: 

hnps:/ /www.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technolog vi accreditation-outcome-reportingl 

3-B Relationship of Student Outcomes to Program Educational 
Objectives 

The program education objectives for the program are listed below. 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering 
programs having three or more years of experience: 

I. will have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their 
professions. 

II. will have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to 
technical, practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

III. will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities. 

IV. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

The eleven student outcomes (A-K) prepare students to attain, later as alumni, the four program 
educational objectives (I, II, III, and IV) through the course work as outlined in Criterion 5. A 
mapping of the student outcomes to each program educational objective is found in Table 3-1. 
The table lists each of the student outcomes and to what degree it supports each of the program 
educational objectives. 
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Table 3-1: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objectives 

PEO-I PEO - II PEO -III PEO-IV 
Apply 

Design to Professional 
Self 

Student Outcome 
Knowledge 

Realistic Development 
Learning { 

to Problems Societal 
in Profession 

Constraints {Growth 
Benefit 

(A) Math, Sci., Eng. High Moderate N/A Moderate 

(B) Experiment Moderate High N/A Moderate 

(C) Design High High N/A High 
(D) Teams Low Low High Moderate 

(E) Problem Solving High High N/A Moderate 

(F) Ethics Low High High High 
(G) Communication Moderate Low Moderate High 

(H) Broader Impacts Low High Moderate High 

(1) Life-Long Learning N/A N/A High High 
(1) Contemporary 

Moderate Moderate High Moderate 
Issues 
(K) Modern Tools High Moderate Moderate Moderate 

3-B.1 Program Educational Objective I 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their professions. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes a, c, e, and k. These outcomes are 
about applying knowledge and skills, designing systems, and solve problems all of which are 
directly needed for graduates to fulfill this objective. There are other outcomes that are not 
directly required but can help students to solve problems in their profession. 

3-B.2 Program Educational Objective II 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to technical, practical, 
ethical, and other societal constraints. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes B, C, E, F, and H. These outcomes are 
about understanding impacts of engineering and ethical responsibilities, interpreting data, solving 
problems, and designing systems within constraints all of which are directly needed for graduates 
to meet this objective. There are other outcomes that are not directly required but can help 
students to design systems given various constraints. 

3-B.3 Program Educational Objective III 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing professional 
development and learning activities. 
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This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes D, F, I, and J. These outcomes are 
about working on teams, understanding ethical responsibilities, knowledge of contemporary 
issues, and recognizing the need for life-long learning all of which are directly needed for 
graduates to meet this objective. There are other outcomes that are not directly required but can 
help students to experience professional growth. 

3-B.4 Program Educational Objective IV 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes C, F, G, H, and 1. These outcomes are 
about understanding ethical responsibilities and the impact of engineering solutions, recognizing 
the need for life-long learning, as well as the ability to design a system and communicate 
effectively all of which are directly needed for graduates to meet this objective. There are other 
outcomes that are not directly required but can help students to make meaningful contributions to 
society. 
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Criterion 4 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

4-A Student Outcomes 
The process for continuous improvement of the program is primarily a combination of student 
outcome and course assessment/evaluation. Assessment and evaluation of the student outcomes 
provides a means of improving the program while course assessment improves each individual 
course. 

4-A.l Overview of the Continuous Improvement Process 

The block diagram shown in Figure 4-1 provides an overview of the continuous improvement 
process. The process starts with the ABET-EAC criteria as well as the missions and goals of the 
University, College, and School. From the criteria and missions the program educational 
objectives (PEOs) and the student outcomes are developed. The program educational objectives, 
in addition to input from the industrial advisory board and employers of our graduates are used to 
inform in determining the program curriculum. From the program curriculum courses and 
individual course objectives are designed. An essential component in this process is regularly 
measuring student performance in both the student outcomes and course objectives. 

In addition to measuring student performance, constituent feedback is a vital part of our 
assessment process. Given our small student population, the sample size for student work is 
rarely statistically significant. The small size can also cause student performance to fluctuate as 
the academic ability of a particularly class varies. This can make it challenging to make 
definitive conclusions about changes made to a course and/or the program. As a result more 
qualitative mechanisms are used in conjunction with student performance. 

Student feedback is an essential component in our assessment. The small student population 
allows the faculty to get to know the students which makes them more comfortable with 
providing meaningful feedback. This includes formal feedback in the form of written and verbal 
from course assessment as well as senior exit surveys and interviews. In addition, informal 
feedback such as conversations with students also plays an important role but is difficult to 
document. Faculty are also in contact with alumni and employers who provide valuable feedback 
to improve courses and the program. 

Faculty regularly evaluate the student performance and constituent feedback. After thorough 
deliberation, recommendations for changes to courses or programs are developed. For minor 
changes, these recommendations are then implemented by course instructors. Larger changes 
may require approval from the University-wide curriculum committee and the Provost. These 
changes are usually initiated by the school chair or program coordinator. 

The process, so described, takes place at the School level (SET) in the case of courses common 
to the Engineering programs (EE, CE, and ME). If the course is specific to the program, then the 
process described takes place at the Department level instead. 
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ABET Criteria 

Employers 

Industrial Advisory 
Board 

Students 

University, College, School 
Mission and Goals 

Program Educational 
Objectives 

.-------------. • • • • • • 
Student Outcomes • 

---------------_., 

Program Curriculum 

Outcome 
Reports 

.. -----, 
• 

Graduates 

: Course 
: Assessment 
• • 

•• 

Exit Surveys 

Figure 4-1: Overview of the Continuous Improvement Process 

4-A.2 Student Outcome Evaluation 

In order to evaluate student perfonnance for each student outcome (A-K), one, two, or three 
perfonnance indicators were established by the department or school. Each perfonnance 
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indicator is associated with a specific assignment/activity in one of the upper-level core courses 
in the curriculum. Student attainment of the performance indicator is evaluated by the instructor 
and, in some cases when practical, another knowledgeable faculty member. Additionally, seniors 
are surveyed regarding their attainment of each student outcome at the end of their final 
semester. Upon completion of the survey the program coordinator conducts an interview with 
each graduate. To determine the attainment of the student outcomes, and hence the efficacy of 
the program, the performance indicators and the senior survey results are evaluated on a three
year cycle. 

To develop the performance indicators for each student outcome, an appropriate course to 
sample student work must be selected. Thus for each engineering course in the curriculum, the 
faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology determined the extent of coverage and 
expected level of attainment for each student outcome. Then upper-level courses with a relatively 
high-level of expected attainment were selected to ensure a summative assessment. Due to the 
relatively small number of students, some of the performance indicators include activities from 
courses that encompass students from the other engineering programs. Next, for each of the 
selected courses, the performance indicators for the selected outcomes were developed. These 
performance indicators are designed to be a specific illustration of the outcome as it relates to the 
selected course. Finally, the specific assignment within the course is selected to assess student 
performance. These assignments are usually final exams or other summative items. 

The performance indicators are evaluated every time a course containing the associated 
assignment is offered. The performance of each student (or for large classes a sample; for lab 
exercises and term projects, these may be from each group rather than each student) on the 
selected assignment is evaluated solely for the capability denoted by the performance indicator. 
Each sample of student work receives a score of 1, 2, 3, or 4 depending on how well the student 
meets the expected capability defmed by the performance indicator. The meaning of the score is 
listed in Table 4-1 below and ranges from unacceptable to exemplary. The evaluation is 
performed by the instructor(s) responsible for teaching the course and, when possible, an 
additional reviewer with expertise in the area. For some student outcomes the industrial advisory 
board (IAB), employers, and alumni score student work. An example of this is outcome G 
(communications) where many IAB members as well as employers and alumni attend the senior 
capstone presentations. 

Table 4-1: Scoring of Student Work for Performance Indicators 

Score 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Meaning 
Unacceptable 

Below Standard 
Meets Standard 

Exemplary 

After individually scoring the student work, the reviewer(s) discuss the results and develop 
recommendations if needed. The results recommendations are reported in the course assessment 
summary report that is written at the conclusion of each course. A sample of an evaluation 
summary can be seen in Figure 4-2. The summary starts with a description of the student 
outcome, the extent of coverage and level of achievement, as well as the performance indicator 
and selected assignment. Next, the student scores and a brief explanation are given. Finally, the 
recommendations for future changes are listed. 
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Evaluation of ABET -EAe Student Outcome A (EGRS-460 Fall 2017) 

ABET Statement 
tlbili~ to applY' knouf/edge rf mathematitJ, stief/ee, and engineering. 

Extent of Coverage in Course 
,/' ,/' t/ = foros 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 
1"f,s, E = higher-leve!lIJathellJatics, basic-ICI'eI samce, higher-Iet!el mgimerillg 

Performance Indicator 
abiliD' to mathematicallY characteriZi! a p~sical {lstem's input-output reiatio11Sbip and lise this to predict its 
response to an input {EE,lYfE} 

Student Work to Evaluate 
EGRf 460 -final exam question coverillg the step response rf a p~sical {lstem. 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated was final exam question #1. 

• The student work was evaluated by David Baumann (instructor). 

• On final exam question #1 the students were given the choice of analyzing a simple mass
spring-damper mechanical system or a simple RLC electric circuit. The students were asked to 
(a) find the differential equation relating input to output, (b) find the transfer function, (c) find 
and (d) sketch the step response. Other than variable names if and x for the mechanical 
systems and tJI and 1'2 for the electrical system), both systems have identical answers to (a), (b), 
(c), and Cd). 

Reviewer (I) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

DB EE-l 

ME-7 ME-7 

(4) Exemplary 

EE-3 

ME-3 

Ave 

3.8 

2.8 

• The "Below Standard" samples mostly included the correct differential equation and transfer 
function, but all took erroneous approaches to formulate the step response. The "Meets 
Standard" samples had only errors in fomlulating and/or sketching the step response. Many 
samples were on the borderline between "Below Standard" and "Meets Standard". 

• In the general, the application of science (setting up either the free-body diagram or 
analyzing the electrical circuit to obtain the differential equation) was quite good. But in many 
cases, the application of math (solving the differential equation) was poor. 

Recommendation for Futurc Relative to Student Outcomc 

• This problem is a decent gauge of the students' ability to mathematically characterize a 
physical system's input-output relationship and usc this to predict its response to an input. 
Continue to use it. 

o For the EE's, there is no cause for concern since all 4 student work samples were "Meets 
Standard" or higher. 

• For the 1\,fE '8, there may be cause for concern since only 10 of 17 student work samples 
were "Meets Standard" or higher, while the coverage is extensive (,/',/' -1 and expectation for 
achievement is high-level for math and engineering CM,s,E). 

Figure 4-2: Sample Student Outcome Evaluation 
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Copies of student work and evaluation summary sheet are placed in the appropriate student 
outcome binder (A-K). Then once every three years the department evaluates each student 
outcome by considering the results of each performance indicator and the results of the senior 
exit surveys (Appendix H) over the previous years. Each objective is examined, and discussed in 
detail if there is cause for concern. The reviewers discuss their fmdings and recommendations. 
Faculty members share their experiences and brainstorm ideas to help improve the student 
performance. These results and any approved changes are then recorded in the student outcome 
evaluation report (sample of which can be seen in Appendix G). Small changes are implemented 
by the instructor(s) of the appropriate course(s), while larger changes are implemented by the 
department or school (with input from the industrial advisory board and approval from the 
curriculum committee where appropriate). The efficacy of these changes are then discussed 
during the next evaluation of the outcome. 

4-A.3 Summary Results of Student Outcome Evaluation 

A summary of the student outcome evaluation results is provided below. The detailed results can 
be found in the student outcome evaluation report in Appendix G. For the sake of completeness 
and clarity, each student outcome is stated below followed by the associated performance 
indicators. Next, the selected course and assignment of student work to be evaluated is given. 
After that, the level of exposure and the expected level performance for the selected assignment 
are listed. Then, the average score of the student work for the most recent assignment is given. 
Finally, a brief summary of the analysis and recommendations (if any) of the outcome are 
included. 

4-A.3.1 Student Outcome rA} 

an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 

Performance Indicator (AI ) 

the ability to solve a partial differential equation (PDE) numerically 
EGNR-340 - final exam question on PDE's 
(././ = stress, Me = advanced-level math, basic-level engineering) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Performance Indicator (A2) 

the ability to apply complex mathematics to transform from the discrete time domain to the 
frequency domain 
EGEE-425 - final exam problem on discrete Fourier transform 
(./././ = focus, Me = advanced-level math, basic-level engineering) 
3.2 average of student work from Spring 2017 

Performance Indicator (A3) 

the ability to mathematically characterize a digital system's input-output relationship and 
use it to predict its response to an input 
EGEE-320 - final exam question on circuit timing 
( ./ ./ = stress, me = basic-level math, basic-level engineering) 
2.3 average of student work from Fall 2016 
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Analysis and recommendations 

There is a concern that student performance in this outcome is not at the expected leveL 
Examples of issues students had meeting this outcome include: 

• Many students have difficulties approaching a problem and only attempt to do so 
on a surface leveL 

• There is a general weakness amongst students while working with complex 
numbers. 

It was recommended that a common procedure for analyzing and solving problems along 
with support material be developed and used across all engineering courses. This common 
procedure will help reinforce the process of solving problems to students. A further 
recommendation is to add additional material on complex numbers to EGNRI40. This 
additional exposure to complex numbers will help students gain more experience and 
become more comfortable using them. 

4-A.3.2 Student Outcome (BJ 

an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 

Performance Indicator (81 ) 

the ability to develop a valid and reliable experimental procedure that will validate a 
product 
EGNR-495 - design review on fmal product testing 
(././ = stress, ** = developed) 
2.8 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Performance Indicator (82 ) 

the ability to produce control charts and use them to monitor an on-going manufacturing 
process 
EGNR-346 - control charts report 
(./ ./ = stress, ** = developed) 
3.0 average of student work from Fa112017 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no concern regarding this outcome. However, because of the small 
number of samples in EGNR346, this performance indicator should be monitored. 

4-A.3.3 Student Outcome (CJ 

an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 
constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability 

Performance Indicator (C1 ) 

the ability to reformulate implied customer needs as specifications and produce an 
acceptable design solution 
EGNR-491 - product design review 
(./././ = focus, *** = high) 
2.8 average of student work from Fa112015 
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Performance Indicator (e2) 

the ability to design a combined software and hardware solution that satisfies specific 
constraints 
EGEE-355 - fmal design project report 
(v'v' = stress, ** = developed) 
3.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no concern regarding this outcome. More design projects and design 
reviews have been integrated into courses at the junior year, namely EGEE320 and 
EGEE355. This has taken time and effort to do but it seems that the students have 
benefited from this; some have noted this verbally in feedback sessions in Senior Projects 
(EGNR491-495). 

4-A.3.4 Student Outcome (D) 

an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 

Performance Indicator (01 ) 

the ability to provide constructive criticism of team members 
EGNR-495 - peer evaluations 
(v' v' v' = focus, *** = high) 
3.6 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no concern regarding this outcome. 

4-A.3.5 Student Outcome (E) 

an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

Performance Indicator (El ) 

the ability to identify a human need and translate it into technical specifications 
EGEE-425 - final design project - identifying a need and proposing a solution 
(v' v' ./ = focus, ** = developed) 
2.5 average of student work from Spring 2017 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern with this outcome. However, it is clear from examining the student 
work that phase response needs to be better emphasized in EGEE425 earlier on. 

4-A.3.6 Student Outcome (F) 

an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 

Performance Indicator (Fl ) 

the ability to apply perspectives from established ethical philosophies in the analysis of a 
case study 
EGNR-495 - ethics essay 
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(./././ = focus, ** = developed) 
2.8 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no cause for concern. 

4-A.3.7 Student Outcome (G) 

an ability to communicate effectively 

Performance Indicator (Gl ) 

the ability to make formal engineering presentations 
EGNR-495 - final project presentations 
(./ ./ ./ = focus, *** = high) 
3.0 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Performance Indicator (G2) 

the ability to write an engineering report 
EGEE-355 - [mal project report 
(./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern, even with the most recent results from EGEE-355 since it is 
reinforced in EGNR-495. It is however recommended that the grading form for Gl be 
modified to better separate the IAB's rating for the team's ability to communicate and that 
of the project outcome. 

4-A.3.B Student Outcome (H) 

the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, 
economic, environmental, and societal context 

Performance Indicator (Hl ) 

the ability to describe the sustainability of a particular design 
EGEE-320 - Sustainability discussion within a videocast about the fmal project 
( ./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
1.8 average of student work from Fall 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

It is very concerning that two teams omitted answers to the sustainability questions 
altogether. Looking ahead to the changing ABET-EAC criteria, F, H, and J will be 
combined into Outcome 4. This new outcome could be appropriately addressed in the 
corresponding sections of the Project Defmition and Plan (PDP) document that all Senior 
Project teams are required to write. While not necessary under the new criteria, the current 
assignment from EGEE320 could be maintained. If it is kept, it might be useful to consider 
implementing the podcast in the form of a pass/fail grade based on whether the students 
cover all topics to ensure that they do not ignore this portion of the project. 
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4-A.3.9 Student Outcome (I) 

a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning 

Performance Indicator (Ii) 

the ability to define and clarify customer needs through technical investigation 
EGNR495 - faculty subjective evaluation for each individual on their respective team 
(./ ./ = stress, ** = developed) 
3.0 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There are no concerns. 

4-A.3.10 Student Outcome (J) 

a knowledge of contemporary issues 

Performance Indicator {Ji } 

the ability to use examples from a realistic case study in making arguments 
EGNR-495 - ethics essay 
(./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
3.2 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. 

4-A.3.1l Student Outcome (K) 

an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 
engineering practice 

Performance Indicator (Kl ) 

the ability to solve a recursive problem by writing a program in a structured programming 
language, implementing the recursion in an iterative loop 
EGNR-340 - exam question on Newton-Raphson root search or on Euler's method for 
solving an ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
(././ ./ = focus, ** = developed) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Performance Indicator (K2 ) 

the ability to apply modern engineering software and techniques to produce and evaluate a 
solution 
EGEE-355 - final design project report - using flowcharts, cross compiler 
(./ ./ = stress, ** = developed) 
3.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. 
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4-A.4 Course Assessment 

Course assessment is another important component of the continuous improvement process. At 
the completion of every engineering course offering, the instructor assesses the course objectives 
as well as student feedback and produces a course assessment summary report (samples of which 
can be seen in Appendix J). The report includes student comments, an analysis of student 
attainment in the course objectives, and an action plan for the next offering. 

During the final two weeks of the semester, students are asked to complete a survey in each of 
their engineering courses. This survey has them rate (1-10) and comment on their abilities in 
each of the course objectives as well as the necessity of prerequisite courses. In addition, faculty 
can include additional questions to obtain specific feedback about the course. Faculty also 
facilitate a discussion with the class to obtain more feedback about objectives and the course. 

Upon completion of the course, the instructor generates a course assessment summary report 
summarizing that course offering. For each course objective, the report includes the instructor's 
subjective score, student's self-rated score, grades of student work, and student comments. The 
instructor then provides a narrative on the performance and comments from students for each 
objective. An example of the objectives section of a report from EGRS-460 can be seen in Figure 
4-3. Next, the summary report provides a brief analysis on the prerequisite courses, which can be 
seen in Figure 4-4. This includes the students rating (1-10) on how well the prerequisite prepared 
them for this class as well as any comments by students. Then the instructor provides their 
comments related to the prerequisite. If the course is used to evaluate any of the student 
outcomes it will contain a summary of the evolution of student work as previously seen in Figure 
4-2. The summary report also provides a list of action plans. This includes a brief analysis of the 
efficacy of the most recent course improvements as seen in Figure 4-5 which shows a portion of 
the previous offerings section of the EGEE-125 report. Finally, a list of the recommended change 
for the next course is included in the summary report. An example of this list can be seen in 
Figure 4-6 which is a portion of the EGEE-125 report. 
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Analysis of Objectives 

1. Develop mathematical representations of the input-output relationship of physical 
(electrical and mechanical) systems in both the time domain and the s domain. 

Student Self Assessment: .................. 87% 
Faculty Grades of Student Work......... 82% 
Faculty Subjective Assessment......... ... 82% 

Student Comments 

• It would be really nice to do one complicated example of each type (mech. and elec.) 
in class. {written} 

• Sometimes struggle with electrical as I am not as familiar. {written} 

• Electrical systems are still a little mugho {written} 

• I slacked off in the beginning of the class. That's my fault. {written} 

• Struggle with electrical systems. {written} 

Facul r.y Comments 

• The faculty grade above was determined by Problem 1 on the final exam. This 
material is a major thrust of the course and gets used repeatedly throughout the 
semester. Nearly all of the students were able to apply physical principles to derive the 
differential equation and transfer function of a system, but many were not able solve the 
differential equation. 

Figure 4-3: Objectives Section of the EGRS-460 Course Assessment Summary Report 

Analysis of Pre-Requisite Courses 

A. How well did EGEE-210 Circuit Analvsis prepare you for this class? 

Student Response: .................. 83% 

Student Comments 

.It was neccssarr for the understanding of electrical portions. {written} 

.1\fore than enough. Necessary for lab skills, and modeling electrical systems. {written} 

• Yes plenty. {written} 
• Needed for modeling electrical systems, ________ relations well. 
{written} 

• Allows you to have background knowledge for lab and early mathematical represent of 
systems. {written} 

• Signal processing was more of a help than circuits. {written} 

Faculty Comments 

• EGEE-210 should definitely remain as a prerequisite. A part of the class involves 
finding the differential equation, the transfer function, and the frequency response of 
electrical circuits. I don't see how this could be done without EGEE-210 as a 
prerequisite. Furthermore, the EGEE-210 lab provides necessary exposure to the 
electronic lab equipment that is used extensively. 

Figure 4-4: Prerequisite Section ofthe EGRS-460 Course Assessment Summary Report 
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Action Plans 

From Previous Offering 

• Discuss having an undergraduate lab assistant for Spring 2016. 
o Done; did not pursue for budget reasons when fellow faculty member was 

denied one in another class. 
• Integrate the DEl-SoC boards, but ensure that compile times are not exceedingly 

large. 

o Not done; decided to focus efforts on re"amping early labs and creating 
videos for the current software, both of which seemed helpful. 

• Record small videos as introductions to the lab software. 
o Done; seemed to help based on student feedback. 

• Ensure the first lab section has the course material background for the respective labs 
and that the pre-lab is available in a timely matter (this should address the lab time 
issue without needing to add another hour). 

o Bettcr this timc. 
• Move debugging discussion earlier in lab (week 2 or 3), discuss more systematic 

ways of debugging (that it is not random) and also discuss error messages with them 
up front for QuartusII and ModeISim-Altera. 

o Done; revamp of early labs seemed helpful w/more practical circuits, too. 

Figure 4-5: Previous Offering Section oftbe EGEE-125 Course Assessment Summary Report 

For Next Offering 

• Reorganize MoodIe by weeks instead of by topics. 

• Have weekly quizzes where every other is a take-home quiz to replace paper 
homework (with possibly even more up-front to get the students going and provide a 

solid foundation). 

• Reinforce Boolean Algebra and K-maps with more problems. 

• Discuss alignment ofETAC and EAC student outcomes. 

• Have more design problems in take-home quizzes. 

• Consider requiring students to keep a three ring binder to help them with 
organization. 

• Add time log and contributions log to OPt and DP2. 

• Label and number new logic analyzers. 

• Inquire about new chairs and organization for CAS304. 

• Either act on pre-req questions from the students or remove them (presently it seems a 

waste of everyone' s time). 

Figure 4-6: Next Offering Section oftbe EGEE-125 Course Assessment Summary Report 
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Each engineering course is then evaluated within the appropriate venue at least once every two 
years. The department evaluates the courses that appear solely in the programs core. Other 
"cross-disciplinary" courses that are also contained in the other engineering program cores are 
evaluated by the school. The senior capstone sequence (EGNR-491 &495) is evaluated by the 
senior project faculty board, which because of our small size constitutes the majority of the 
faculty. The schedule for course evaluation is shown below in Table 4-2 and includes the venue 
in which it is evaluated. This schedule includes all courses offered by the School of Engineering 
& Technology (SET), and is intended to illustrate the regular pattern of course offerings and 
subsequent evaluation. The courses listed for spring of2018 (SI8) and later are the future 
assessment plan as courses are assessed during the subsequent semester at the earliest. 

During evaluation the instructor leads a discussion about the student performance and student 
feedback. Each objective is examined, and discussed in detail if there is cause for concern. This 
provides an opportunity for faculty members to share their experiences and brainstorm ideas to 
help improve the student performance. If additional changes are recommended by the department 
or school they are recorded in the meeting minutes and the course assessment summary report. 
The instructor then implements the changes during the next offering of the course (or if needed, 
initiates a curricular change proposal). The efficacy of these changes are then discussed during 
the next evaluation of the course. 
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4-A.S Summary ofthe Improvement Process 

In summary curricular improvements (at both the course and program level) are made by the 
School of Engineering & Technology faculty using a combination of student outcome and course 
evaluations. While student performance provides the most important indicator of achievement, 
given our small size, constituent (student, lAB, and employer) feedback is also a vital part of 
continuous improvement. All curricular changes are made by the School of Engineering & 
Technology faculty based on the results of these evaluations. Ultimately, the program is 
improved by small changes to courses (course layout, syllabi, grading structure, extent of 
coverage, etc.), changes to content in courses (alteration of objectives, topical content, etc.), and 
large curricular changes (course deletion, course addition, shifting material from one course to 
another, adding new material to the curriculum, etc.). The smaller changes tend to be made at the 
time of course evaluation while the more significant changes tend to be made at the time of 
student outcome evaluation. 

4-B Continuous Improvement 
Continuous improvement is an important part of maintaining a quality program. As such 
assessment is an important part of the School of Engineering & Technology. Below are a few 
examples of changes made within the Computer Engineering program. 

4-B.1 Improvement Example for Student Outcome F 

In the last ABET report (2012) it was mentioned that students indicated that they thought ethics 
(student outcome F) should be removed from senior projects (EGNR-495). The recommended 
action was to create a new General Education course that would cover ethics, economics, and 
sustainability as it applies to the design and use of technology. This course would then allow for 
the removal of that material from senior projects giving student more time to focus on their 
project. 

For a number of reasons, the creation of this class was not possible. However, based on faculty 
discussions and student feedback it was decided to bring in an expert in ethics. Thus, Dr. Jason 
Swedene--a Professor in Department of Humanities & Philosophy who specializes in ethics
began teaching the ethics portion of senior proj ects in the spring of 20 17. 

From the latest student outcome evaluation, there is no concern for outcome F. Student feedback 
regarding the ethics portion has overall been very positive, with students enjoying Dr. Swedene's 
lectures. Some students indicated that they would prefer that ethics be moved to the fall semester 
of senior projects (EGNR-491). The possibility of moving this topic is currently being explored 
and may occur in the future. Overall, it seems that bringing in Dr. Swedene was beneficial to the 
program. 

4-B.2 Improvement Example for Student Outcome C 

Feedback from electrical and computer engineering students in the senior capstone sequence 
(EGNR-491&495) indicated that they felt underprepared for design reviews as compared to 
mechanical engineering students. ME students take EGME-350 Machine Design in their junior 
year which has them do a design review. 

To help correct this it was recommended that a design review be added to a core course ensuring 
that all CE students have that experience. It was later determined that the design review be added 
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to EGEE-320 Digital Design and EGEE-355 Microcontroller Systems as they already had a 
substantial final design project. 

In the latest evaluation of student outcome C it was found that there is no cause for concern in 
this area. Verbal feedback from senior proj ect students indicated that the design reviews in 
EGEE-320 and EGEE-355 were beneficial. Although it is nearly impossible to say conclusively 
that the addition of the design review improved student performance in outcome C; it is thought 
to be a benefit to the students and will continue as a part of these courses. 

4-B.3 Recommendations for Student Outcome A 

During last evaluation of student outcome A, it was determined that there is a slight concern 
regarding students' mathematical ability. Upon further examination of student work, some 
students have difficulties with how to even approach a problem. These students seem to search 
for equations in the book and try to apply it to the problem even if they are unrelated. One could 
describe the issue as often, but not always, a tendency to approach problem-solving very 
superficially. In these cases, the student approaches the situation with a goal of trying to reduce 
almost all problems to the simplistic model of applying whichever equation happens to be readily 
available, with too little concern for its relevance or validity in the circumstances, and always 
expecting to apply it in the fashion of determining an output based on known inputs. 
Understanding of the underlying principles, cognizance of approximating assumptions made, and 
actual meaning of the physical quantities involved, is given little value in this way of thinking. 

This is a complicated issue that will take significant time_ and effort to address. As a frrst step, the 
faculty will develop a common procedure for students to use in analyzing and solving problems. 
This procedure, along with supporting material, will be used for all ECE courses (and possibly 
all engineering courses in general). It is thought that repeatedly using the same steps in analyzing 
and solving problems will help students understand how to approach and solve problems that 
they are not familiar with. This common procedure will be developed in the upcoming academic 
year (2018-2019). This outcome will continue to be monitored and additional changes will be 
made to further improve student performance. 

4-B.4 Future Improvements to the Process 

As discussed, there is a continuous improvement process in place and being used to improve 
both the courses (course assessment) and the program (student outcome evaluation). However, 
the adherence to this process needs to be improved moving forward. There is a very strong 
history of using course assessment as the primary means for improvement of the program (up 
until the last ABET accreditation). As a result programmatic changes are often discussed during 
these course assessment meetings especially for summative courses such as the senior capstone 
sequence (EGNR-491&495). This itself is not an issue. However, the recommendations and 
rationale were not always properly documented and included in the student outcome evaluation 
reports. Thus these reports have not necessarily contained the complete summary. Moving 
forward, the department and school must be more diligent in documenting the assessment and 
evaluation of the student outcomes. This should be easier with the experience gained from going 
through the student outcome evaluation process. 
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4-C Additionallnformation 
Additional infonnation regarding assessment and the student outcomes can be found in: 

• Course Assessment Summary reports (Appendix J) 
• Student Outcome Evaluation report (Appendix G) 
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Criterion 5 CURRICULUM 

5-A Program Curriculum 

5-A.l Plan-of-Study 

For the purpose of planning and evaluating the curriculum, as well as academic advising, the 
ECE department has summarized the full set of course requirements in two complementary 
formats. These are to be found in the Computer Engineering Plan-af-Study document, wherein 
the courses comprising the curriculum are arranged in a suggested temporal semester-by
semester sequence in which students could feasibly take them, and in the Computer Engineering 
Degree Audit Sheet document, wherein the arrangement is instead alphabetical by discipline; the 
latter serves at the University level, moreover, as a kind of check-off sheet for meeting program 
requirements. The most up-do-date versions of these documents (applicable to students starting 
in Fall 2018) are found in Appendix L and Appendix M; versions for earlier years will be 
available as part ofthe display materials at the visit. 

Table 5-1 through Table 5-3, below, collects this information in terms of a list of courses 
(sequential, i.e., as in the first mentioned document, the "plan-of-study"), but also indicating to 
which curricular components they contribute, and providing recent enrollment information. 

Courses are all semester-length where a semester consists of 15 weeks; 14 weeks of instruction 
and 1 week when fmal examinations and other summative activities occur. 
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Table 5-1: Curriculum: CE wlRobotics & Automation Cone. 

computer .t;ngmeermg: KOtlOtlcs (5{, Automation concentration 1..1:,) crean nours lmlmmum pOSSlOle) 

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term ofthe final year. Elective Sciences Design (.J) Education Other Offered was Offered 

pI YEAR: FALL 

CHEM115 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 

CSCIl05 Introduction to Computer Programming R 3 F17/S18 34 

EGNRI0l Introduction to Engineering R 2'/ F161F17 54 

ENGL110 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 

MA TH151 Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 

1'1 YEAR: SPRING 

CSCI121 Principles of Programming R 4 817/S18 24 

EGEE125 Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 

EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/8l8 28 

ENGL III First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/Sl8 24 

MATH152 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 

2nd YEAR: FALL 

CSCI2xx e.g. CSCI221 Computer Networks * SE 3 S17/818 20 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F161F17 16 

MATH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/818 27 

PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 

COMMlOI Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/818 24 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 F17/Sl8 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 S17/S18 40 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCIOI Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 
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ydYEAR:FALL 

CSCI341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science R 4 F14IF16 24 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F16IF17 23 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F16IF17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

Other Tech Elective from List of Alternatives SE 3 F17/S18 13 
e.g., EGRS365 Programmable Logic Controllers* 

yd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE355 Microcontroller Systems R 3 S16/S18 25 

EGRS385 Robotics Engineering SE 4 S17/S18 23 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI01 Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 

4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE320 Digital Design R 4,( F141F16 18 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R I F16IF17 I 8 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 

EGRS430 System Integration & Machine Vision SE 4 F161F17 27 

MATH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F16IF17 28 

4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE425 Digital Signal Processing R 3 S15/S17 12 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

EGRS435 Automated Manufacturing Systems SE 3 S17/S18 16 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 69 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 26% 55% 19% 

Minimum Semester Credit Hours 
32 Hours 48 Hours 

(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) 
Minimum Percentage 

25% 37.5% 
(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) 

*Example courses used for illustratIon. 
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Table 5-2: Curriculum: CE w/Sustainable Energy Cone. 

- ----r ----- --0--------·.0---------- _· -----Q]j ---------------- -- - ------------ '\,--------------- -------

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term ofthe final year. Elective Sciences Design (,.1) Education Other Offered was Offered 

1'1 YEAR: FALL 
CHEM115 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 

CSCIl05 Introduction to Computer Programming R 3 F17/S18 34 

EGNRIOI Introduction to Engineering R 2./ F161F17 54 

ENGL110 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 

MA THIS I Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 

tsIYEAR: SPRING 

CSCI121 Principles of Programming R 4 S17/S18 24 

EGEE 125 Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 

EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/S18 28 

ENGL111 First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATHI52 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 

2nd YEAR: FALL 

CSCI2xx e.g. CSCI221 Computer Networks· SE 3 S17/S18 20 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F161F17 16 

MATH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/S18 27 

PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 

COMMIOI Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 F17/SI8 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 S17/S18 40 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCIOI Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 
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yd YEAR: FALL 

CSCI341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science R 4 F14fF16 24 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F161F17 23 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

EGNR261 Energy Systems and Sustainability SE 3 F151F17 10 

EGNR361 Energy Systems and Sustainability Lab SE 1 F151F17 4 

3rd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE355 Microcontroller Systems R 3 S16/S18 25 

Concentration Elective, e.g. EGEE 411 Power Distribution & Transmission* SE 3 S16/S18 6 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI0l Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 

4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE320 Digital Design R 4,( F14fF16 18 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 F16fF17 8 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F16fF17 39 

Concentration Elective, e.g. EGEE330 Electro-Mechanical Systems* SE 3 F15/F17 11 

MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F16/F17 28 

4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE425 Digital Signal Processing R 3 S15/S17 12 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

General Technical Elective, e.g. EGEM220 Statics* SE 3 F17/S18 14 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 68 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 26% 55% 19% 

Minimum Semester Credit Hours 
32 Hours 48 Hours 

(Total must satisry either credit hours or percentage) 
I 

Minimum Percentage 
25% 37.5% 

(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) 

*Example courses used for illustration. 
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Table 5-3: Curriculum: CE General 

Computer Engineering: General (Le., no named concentration) 124 credit hours (minimum possible) 
(showing here, example technical elective choices that just minimally satisfy the required totals: 13 credits of {CSC1281 or higher} and/or {EGEE31 0 or higher} 
and/or EGEM220 and/or {EGME275 or higher} and/or EGET31 0 and/or {EGRS460 or higher} and/or {MA TH215 or higher} and/or any course from 
- - -- ---------~---

Subiect Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term ofthe final year. Elective Sciences Design (-J) Education Other Offered was Offered 

IS' YEAR: FALL 
CHEMl15 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 
CSCIl05 Introduction to Computer Programming R 3 F17/S18 I 34 
EGNRI01 Introduction to Engineering R 2./ Fl61F17 54 
ENGLII0 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 
MATHl51 Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 
15' YEAR: SPRING 
CSCI121 Principles of Programming R 4 S17/S18 24 
EGEEl2S Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl 'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/S18 28 
ENGL111 First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 
MATH152 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 
2nd YEAR: FALL 
CSCI2xx e.g. CSCI221 Computer Networks * SE 3 S17/S18 20 
EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F161F17 I 16 
MA TH251 Calculus m R 4 F17/S18 27 
PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 
2nd YEAR: SPRING 
COMMI01 Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 
EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 Fl7/S18 22 
MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 
PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 S17/S18 40 
Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI01 Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 

-
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3rd YEAR: FALL 
CSCI341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science R 4 F141F16 I 24 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F161F17 I 23 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

General Technical Elective SE 3 F17/S18 I 13 
e.g., EGRS365 Programmable LOj:>,ic Controllers* 

3rd YEAR: SPRING 
EGEE355 Microcontroller Systems R 3 S16/S18 25 

General Technical Elective, SE 4 S17/S18 23 
e.g. EGRS385 Robotics Engineering* 
Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI0l Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 
4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE320 Digital Design R 4,( F141F16 18 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 F161F17 8 
EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 
General Technical Elective, SE 3 F161F17 27 
e.g. EGRS430 System Integration & Machine Vision* 
MATH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F161F17 28 
4th YEAR: SPRING 
EGEE425 Digital Signal Processing R 3 S15/S17 12 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 
General Technical Elective, SE 3 S16/S18 6 
e.g. EGEE411 Power Distribution & Transmission* 
Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 68 24 --
OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 26% 55% 19% 

Minimum Semester Credit Hours 
32 Hours 48 Hours 

(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) 
Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5% 
(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) , 

"'Example courses used for illustratIOn. 
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5-A.2 Curriculum Alignment to PEOs 

There are four stated educational objectives for the program; these are described in Criterion 2, 
above. The curriculum aligns with and supports these, as explained in the following. 

5-A.2.1 Program Educational Objective I 

The first PEO calls for alumni to apply knowledge from the discipline in solving problems within 
the profession. Most importantly, the curriculum is there to supply the knowledge base which is 
to be applied; secondarily, the curriculum practices problem-solving skills which are 
generalizable to the application of other knowledge that may be later obtained, as well as skills in 
design and software that are tools in professional problem solving. 

The curriculum fulfills the primary function described, furnishing the knowledge base, by its 
development of breadth across the discipline and the engineering sciences. The development of 
problem solving skills, in parallel with subject knowledge, will be evidenced in the course
specific display materials at the time of the visit. 

5-A.2.2 Program Educational Objective /I 

The second PEO requires the practice of design or research within realistic (economic, societal, 
etc.) constraints. The curriculum has a number of courses which impart design experience, 
constrained by realistic specifications; these are expected to develop an early-stage experience in 
the student which should facilitate the transition to design work in the profession. The courses 
checked in Table 5-1 through Table 5-3 have particularly significant design projects. 

5-A.2.3 Program Educational Objective ", 

The third PEO says that alumni set goals, experience professional growth, and engage in on
going learning / professional-development. Accordingly, the curriculum is so constructed as to 
provide the tools and facilitate the development of the attitude necessary to engage in continued 
learning. 

The primary tool is the coherence of knowledge, in the sense that advanced andlor applied 
knowledge (upper-level engineering sciences, and capstone/design experiences) is rooted in 
fundamentals and derived from first principles; the development of first principles (e.g., logic 
gates, Boolean algebra, and programming basics) into advanced principles (e.g., design oflarger 
logic circuits, programming complex systems, and interfacing digital systems with analog 
systems) within the curriculum instills the ability to see the larger picture and interconnectedness 
within the discipline, and the ability to extrapolate and develop competencies that go beyond the 
knowledge obtained directly from the curriculum. The deep prerequisite structure of the 
curriculum, and also the structure and philosophy of individual courses, i.e., emphasizing the 
linkages of "first principles" to advanced results, develops this tool. 

The attitude promoting life-long learning is instilled, especially, by exposure to experiences that 
are interdisciplinary, e.g., the senior (capstone) project and the Introduction to Engineering 
project. The interdisciplinairity is suggestive to the student of how the need can arise, in 
authentic engineering design and development scenarios, to synthesize knowledge beyond that 
obtained directly in the student's own coursework. 
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Concerning professional growth, the EGNR-lOl Introduction to Engineering course introduces 
students to the LSSU student chapters of professional societies, notably the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineerings (IEEE) and the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) for CE 
students especially. Sustained extracurricular involvement in these societies is expected to be a 
factor promoting professional growth, particularly to the extent the association with the 
corresponding national organizations continues after graduation. 

5-A.2.4 Program Educational Objective IV 

The fourth PEO says that alumni will be, furthermore, societally-beneficial as individuals. 

The curriculum contributes to this objective by providing competencies that are of use to society, 
most directly manifested by the various concentration courses which show industry-specific 
applications, to the energy and automation industries in particular (for the Sustainable Energy 
Systems and Robotics & Automation concentrations, respectively). But of course, the broader 
core of Computer Engineering is versatile in its applications to a great many industries, as well 
as to government, academia, and the non-profit sector. 

5-A.3 Curriculum Support of Student Outcomes 

There are eleven Student Outcomes established for the program; these are described in Criterion 
3 above, and coincide exactly with the ABET (A) - (K) criteria. The courses comprising the core 
part of the curriculum support these, as illustrated by the mapping of Table 5-4. 

The table, firstly, serves as a mapping, indicating which courses are intended to contribute in 
some way to attainment of which Student Outcomes, by virtue of cells being filled when that is 
the case at the intersection of the course-row with the objective-column. For instance, in the 
EGEE-355 row, the cell in column C is occupied and that in column F is not; accordingly, 
EGEE-355 can be expected to contribute something to outcome C (design ofa system), but not 
by design (although perhaps incidentally, and inconsistently if so) to outcome F (ethics). 

But the table also provides, secondly, an indication of the degree to which each course 
contributes. The number of check marks, from one to three, increases as contribution increases. 
As the legend below the table shows, a single check mark would suggest a fairly secondary 
contribution, mere "exposure" without any especial stress in the course; this might be the case if, 
for example, a single or few assignments, adding up to a small portion of the course grade and 
effort expended, were to exercise the student outcome concerned. Two checks indicate that the 
student outcome is, instead, stressed in the course, such as would be the case if it corresponded 
to a course objective. Three checks would suggest that the class is largely focused on 
contributing to that objective, for example if multiple course objectives contribute to it. 
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Table 5-4: Mapping of Courses to Student Outcomes 

Course Cores A B C D E F G H I J K 
EGEE-125 CE,EE 

./././ ./ ././ ./ ././ ././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ 
m * * * * * * * * * 

EGEE-210 CE,EE,ME 
././ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

m,S,E * * * * * * 

EGEE-250 CE,EE 
././ ./ ./ ././ ./ ././ 
m * * * * ** 

EGEE-280 CE,EE 
././ ././ ././ 
M * * 

EGEE-320 CE 
././ ./ ./ ./././ ././ ./ ././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ 

m,e ** ** * ** * * * * * ** 

EGEE-355 CE 
././ ./ ././ ./ ././ ./ ./ ./ ././ 
m,e ** ** * *** * * * . * 

EGEE-370 CE,EE 
././ ./ ./ ././ ././ ././ 

m,s,e ** * ** * * 

EGEE-425 CE 
./././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ ././ ./ ./ ./././ 

M,e * * * ** ** * * 
IP ** 

EGNR-IOl CE,EE,ME 
./ ././ ././ ./ ././ ././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ 

e * * * * * * * * * 

EGNR-140 CE,EE,ME 
././ ././ ./ ./././ 

m e * * * 

EGNR-340 CE,EE,ME 
././ ./ ./ ./././ 

Me * ** ** 

EGNR-346 CE,EE 
././ ././ ./ ././ ././ 
M,e .,.. * ** ** 

EGNR-491 CE,EE,ME 
./ ./././ ./././ ./././ ././ ./././ ./ ././ ././ 
E *** ** ** * *** * ** *** 

EGNR-495 CE,EE,ME 
./ ././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ././ ././ ./ ././ 
E ** *** *** ** ** *** ** ** . *** 

evaluated for CE 
evaluated for CE and EE 
evaluated for CE, EE, and ME 

./ exposure (for instance, one graded assignment) * foundational- ready for further development 

././ stress (for instance, one course objective) ** developed - prepared for practical application 

./././ focus (for instance, multiple objectives or course title) *** high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

incorporation into course is "in progress m(M) basic-level (advanced-level) mathematics 

s(S) basic-level (advanced-level) science 

e(E) basic-level (advanced-level) engineering 

(A) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and englOeenng 
(B) an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 
(C) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, 
environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustain ability 
(D) an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 
(E) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 
(F) an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 
(G) an ability to communicate effectively 
(H) the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic, environmental, and 
societal context 
(I) a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning 
(1) a knowledge of contemporary issues 
(K) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice. 
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The table, thirdly, indicates the expected level of development, with regard to that outcome, to be 
displayed by students performing satisfactorily. The number of asterisks, for all outcomes except 
A, correlates to the level of development; for A in particular, the letters m, s, and e are instead 
used to distinguish the math, science, and engineering aspects, respectively, of the outcome, with 
the lower case - upper case distinction to indicate level of development (lower case implying 
lower development and upper case higher). Thus, a single asterisk in B - K means afoundational 
level, i.e., an outcome at the very initial stages of development; two asterisks implies some 
readiness for practice; and three a level comparable to a practicing professional. Lower case m 
indicates the application of basic mathematics (through univariate calculus), and upper case M a 
more advanced mathematics (e.g., multivariate calculus, differential equations); the s vs. S and e 
vs. E distinctions are analogous for application of natural sciences and engineering sciences, 
respectively. 

Fourthly, and finally, the table indicates from which courses evidence is purposefully collected 
in order to assess the attainment of Student Outcomes via the curriculum, i.e., "program 
assessment" evidence. This is understood to be evidence that sheds light on the workings of the 
whole curriculum, not merely the course from which the evidence is extracted, towards the 
outcome concerned. Cells with color highlighting are those indicating an evidentiary source; the 
course corresponding to the cell's row provides evidence of attainment of the objective 
corresponding to the cell's column. The color chosen for highlighting furnishes the additional 
information as to whether any distinction is made, or not, between CE students and other 
Engineering students. Thus, yellow means Computer Engineering students exclusively, whereas 
light green implies grouping with Electrical Engineering students, and orange with all 
Engineering students (ME, EE, CE). 

To return to the EGEE-355 example, the faculty had noted that the circumstance that column C 
was occupied implied some contribution of that course to outcome C (design of a system). In 
fact, the table also tells us, by two checks, that the design component is stressed in the course, 
and the two asterisks that the expectation for students is prepared for practical application in 
their design of a system in that course. Finally, the yellow highlighting means that the 
department collects and evaluates evidence from that course (one would have to consult the 
course or program assessment reports for specifics) for purposes of evaluating the program's 
attainment of outcome C, and that such evidence is (unlike that from, say, EGNR-495 for the 
same objective) not confounded with that of students from other Engineering disciplines. 

Note that the technical electives of the concentrations (or general) also support the Student 
Outcomes, but to varying degrees and varying distribution; accordingly, these are not included in 
the table, but the respective course assessment reports may be consulted for the same kind of 
information for those technical electives as supplied here for the core courses. 

5-A.4 Prerequisite Structure 

Figure 5-1, below, shows direct prerequisite and co-requisite relationships between the core 
courses of the curriculum (omitted are the technical electives in the concentrations, as well as 
those elective general education courses typically requiring no prerequisites). 
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The prerequisite chart, as it is broken down at the course level, is useful to illustrate a few key 
features of the Computer Engineering program: 

• There is a significant depth developed throughout the curriculum; the final capstone 
course, EGNR-495 Senior Design Projects II, is so much as sixth in a chain of 
prerequisites, and there are several courses that are four or five layers deep; 

• Certain courses, such as MATH-152 Calculus II or CSCI-121 Principles of 
Programming, are the knowledge base of a large part of the subsequent core curriculum, 
as can be seen by the divergence of many lines from those courses to the right; 

• Certain other courses, such as EGEE-425 Digital Signal Processing, synthesize 
knowledge obtained from across the discipline, as is evident by the convergence of many 
lines towards them from the left. 

To enforce compliance with the prerequisite structure outlined above, the University's 
registration system is designed to disallow enrollment in courses for which students lack the 
prerequisites or have not already enrolled in co-requisites. In recent years, furthermore, the 
Registrar has also adopted the practice of flagging and dis-enrolling students who could 
preliminarily enroll in a course while in the process of completing a prerequisite course, but who 
then subsequently do not successfully complete that prerequisite requirement (by withdrawing, 
failing, or not attaining a C in cases that require such). To provide some redundancy in ensuring 
compliance, furthermore, students, at the beginning of any course, are also asked by the 
Engineering instructor to complete and sign a statement that testifies to their having satisfactorily 
completed any prerequisite courses, and having enrolled in (or already completed) any co
requisite courses. Waivers for prerequisites must be approved by the ECE Coordinator, and a 
departmental policy statement (Appendix F) exists to provide guidance for frequently-occurring 
cases, while not restricting the discretion of the advisor and coordinator. Appendix K also 
contains example prerequisite forms. 

5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas 

As indicated in Table 5-5, the program consists of at least 125 credits; insofar as these are 
semester credits, this is in accordance with the standard for total semester credits of at least 124. 
The distribution of these credits by subject area is as follows: 

Table 5-5: Component of Curriculum 

Subject Area 
Mathematics 

Instructed by Math Department 

Instructed by School of Engineering & Technology 

Basic Sciences 
General Education 
Engineering Sciences ( core courses) 
Senior Sequence (capstone) 
Technical Electives 

Total 

Credits 
19 

13 
24 
50 

6 min. 
13 min. 

18 

125 min. 

These various components, and their relation to Criterion 5, will be discussed in detail in the 
following subsections. 
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S-A.S.l Mathematics and Basic Sciences 

Criterion 5 requires that the curriculum include a minimum of 32 credits of mathematics and 
basic sciences (or a quarter of the total credits). The program meets that requirement by virtue of 
the courses listed in Table 5-6 below. 

Table 5-6: Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of Curriculum 

Course 
CHEM-115 General Chemistry I 
EGNR-340 Numerical Methods 
MATH-151 Calculus I 
MATH-152 Calculus II 
MATH-251 Calculus III 
MATH-308 Probability and Statistics for Engineers 
MATH-310 Differential Equations 
PHYS-231 Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists I 
PHYS-232 Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists II 

Total 

Credits 
5 
1 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 

32 

Some students entering the Computer Engineering program do not possess a sufficient 
mathematical background to be placed in MATH -151 at the outset. These students are instead 
placed in lower level Mathematics courses, as appropriate to their initial preparation. Academic 
credit at the University is certainly received for such courses (except for any below the 100-
level), and the grade point average does account for them, but they do not apply towards any 
degree requirements of the Computer Engineering program, and stand outside of the program's 
minimum 125 required credits. 

The Engineering-instructed course EGNR-340 Numerical Methods is regarded, for present 
purposes, as essentially a mathematics course rather than an engineering science course. It not 
only introduces numerical methods related to mathematics concepts from other courses (e.g., 
numerical integration, eigenvalue analysis, etc.), but also original mathematics content (e.g., 
partial differential equations) not introduced in the MATH listed courses of the curriculum. 

It is also noteworthy that the program criterion calls not merely for inclusion of the Mathematics 
in the curriculum, but also for its application (" ... to apply ... mathematics"). Accordingly, many 
of the Engineering courses do make application of the Mathematics content, all the way from 
lower mathematics through topics from multivariate calculus and differential equations as the 
criterion specifies. As examples from the core, EGNR-346 Probability and Statistics Lab makes 
use of probability and statistics. Technical elective courses such as EGRS-385 Robotics 
Engineering (using multivariate calculus for kinematic analyses) also contribute substantially to 
the application of mathematics. 

The Mathematics portion of the curriculum, and its use to serve subsequent Engineering Sciences 
courses, is illustrated below in Figure 5-2. Grayed out courses are not formally parts of the 
program, but may be needed by some students before beginning Calculus I, if underprepared in 
mathematics. Note that for Figures 5-2 and 5-3, unlike in Figure 5-1, there is no distinction made 
between prerequisite courses and pre-leo-requisite courses. 
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Figure 5-2: Mathematics Component as Related to Subsequent Courses 

EGNR346 
Probctlilily & Slats. Lab 

Consistent with the criterion 5 requirement that some basic science courses include experimental 
experiences, all three of the courses in natural sciences (CHEM-1l5, PHYS-231, and PHYS-
232) have a laboratory component; these are 3 hours/week for CHEM-115, and 2 hours/week for 
each ofPHYS-231 and PHYS-232. 

The structure of the natural sciences portion of the curriculum and its mathematics prerequisites 
are shown below in Figure 5-3. 

S-A.S.2 

MATH151 
Calculus I 

PHYS231 
Applied Physics I 

CHEM115 
General Chemistry 

PHYS232 
Applied Physics II 

Figure 5-3: Science Component as Related to Subsequent Courses 

Engineering Courses 

Criterion 5 requires 48 credits (one-and-a-half years) of engineering topics, which are comprised 
of engineering science and engineering design. Indeed, the Computer Engineering program at 
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LSSU provides at least 56 such credits and typically 69 such credits when the technical electives 
are considered. 

The core of the program provides 50 credits in engineering topics, as shown below in Table 5-7. 

Table 5-7: Engineering Core Component of Curriculum 

Course 
CSCI-I05 Introduction to Computer Programming 
CSCI-121 Principles of Programming 
CSCI-122 Programming Tools and Techniques 
CSCI-2XX Computer Science Core Elective 
CSCI-341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science 
EGEE-125 Digital Fundamentals 
EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis 
EGEE-250 Micro-Controller Fundamentals 
EGEE-280 Introduction to Signal Processing 
EGEE-320 Digital Design 
EGEE-355 Microcontroller Systems 
EGEE-370 Electronic Devices 
EGEE-425 Digital Signal Processing 
EGNR-I01 Introduction to Engineering 
EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Num. Appl. for Engineers 
EGNR-346 Probability and Statistics Lab for Engineers 

Total 

Credits 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 

50 

Additionally, 6-13 credits of engineering topics are provided through the senior-year capstone 
experience. Most students choose the EGNR-491 &495 Senior Design Projects sequence, which 
has 6 credits of engineering topics, to satisfy the senior-year capstone experience. The other two 
routes are the EGNR-250-450-451-491 Cooperative Education sequence, which has 13 credits of 
engineering topics, and the EGNR-260-460-461 Research Projects sequence, which has 8 credits 
of engineering topics. 

Additional credits of engineering topics are also provided in the options; however, a student may 
choose to take only advanced mathematics courses via the "General" option and earn only 
mathematics credits, although this has never occurred. The number of engineering topics credits 
available through technical electives is 0-13. 

Thus, the total number of engineering topics credits in the program ranges from 56 to 69, 
depending upon which senior-year capstone experience is chosen and which technical electives 
are selected. This is summarized below in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-8: Engineering Topics in the Curriculum 

Engineering Credits 
Curricular Component 

Engineering Core 
Senior-Year Experience 

Engineering Technical Electives 
Total 

LSSU Computer Engineering 

Range 
50 

6-13 
0-13 

56-69 

Typical 
50 
6 
13 
69 
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The EAC criterion 5 notes that "The engineering sciences have their roots in mathematics and 
basic sciences but carry knowledge further toward creative application. These studies provide a 
bridge between mathematics and basic sciences on the one hand and engineering practice on the 
other." It will be evident from a consideration of Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-3, showing 
prerequisite structure, that the Engineering Science courses are indeed based upon foundations in 
Mathematics and the basic Sciences. Finally, the Engineering sciences lead into practice, as is 
highlighted especially by the senior sequence courses (EGNR-491&495). 

5-A.5.3 Advanced Mathematics 

The EAC program criterion for degrees named Computer Engineering specifies, furthermore, 
that the program "must include discrete mathematics." Accordingly, the program contains 
substantial amounts of material in these areas, as tabulated below in Table 5-9. Furthermore, the 
prerequisite structure within these areas is well-developed, giving the depth needed for 
professional work, as illustrated in Figure 5-1 . 

Table 5-9: Advanced Mathematics in Engineering Core Curriculum 

Course 
MATH-310 Differential Equations 

• Laplace transform introduced 

EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis 
• complex numbers used in phasor description of sinusoidal signals and complex 

power 

EGEE-280 Introduction to Signal Processing 
• complex numbers used in phasor description of sinusoidal signals 

• discrete systems covered extensively 

• frequency response through Fourier transfer introduced 

EGEE-425 Digital Signal Processing 
• DFTandFFf 

• implementation of FIR and IIR filters 

• impulse response and frequency response of FIR and IIR filters 

• design of FIR and 1IR filters 

EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Numerical Applications for Engineers 
• linear al~ebra introduced 

EGNR-340 Numerical Methods 
• numeric solutions found to differential equations 

CSCI-341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science 
• recursion 

• parsing 

• Turing machines 

• adaptive algorithms 

5-A.5.4 General Education 

There is a general education component comprising 24 credits (minimum) that are not otherwise 
called out by the degree program. The General Education mission statement reads as follows: 

"In a diverse and changing world, college graduates must be preparedfor a lifetime of 
learning in a variety of fields. In order to meet this challenge, general education requirements 
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foster the development of general skills and knowledge that are further developed throughout 
the curriculum. " 

Note that the LSSU University-level perspective is that the General Education component is 
actually 34 credits minimum, but that defmition of "General Education" also includes 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences courses, which, for present purposes, are not included in what 
is referred to as "General Education" in this report (since they are fulfilled by specific program 
requirements). These are broken into 4 blocks: 

• a Communications block, consisting of two English composition courses (ENGL-II0, 
ENGL-ll1) and a speech course (almost always COMM-101, although alternatives are 
listed which tend to be impractical for Engineering students). The courses have the 
objective that students analyze, develop, and produce rhetorically complex texts, and 
communicate competently in a variety of contexts. 

• a Humanities block, consisting of two course from different disciplines, including 
humanities, fme arts, or languages. These courses have the objective that students 
analyze, evaluate, and explain human aesthetics and its historical development. 

• a Social Sciences block, consisting of two elective courses from areas such as history, 
sociology, psychology, geography, etc. These courses have the objective that students 
think critically and analytically about the causes and consequences of human behavior. 

• a Diversity block, consisting of a single elective course. These courses have the objective 
that students view the world from cultural perspectives other than their own. 

5-A.6 Major Design Experience 

Design is an integral part of the program, and there are numerous courses in the curriculum that 
provide design experiences. Students begin experiencing design activity in their first engineering 
course, EGNR-I01 Introduction to Engineering, and continue to experience it throughout each 
subsequent semester, culminating in a senior (capstone) sequence. Projects, as a rule, require 
proof-of-concept and not mere design, usually implying that a prototype be fabricated and tested. 

There are three possible paths for students to follow for their senior year capstone experience: 
Industrial-path, Coop-path, and Research-path; all of these paths provide a realistic design 
experience in an academic environment. In recent years, most students have chosen the 
Industrial-path, with just a few opting for the Coop path. The research path, while remaining 
available in principle, had been entirely inactive; however, for the first time in many years, three 
students are now pursuing it, having just completed the initial course in the Spring 2018 
semester. 

The industrial-path consists of the senior design course sequence EGNR-49 I &495. The initial 
course, EGNR-491, has a strong emphasis on team and communication skills during the 
definition and proposal phase, and initial design phase, of a multi-disciplinary project. Then, in 
EGNR-495, students continue to work on multidisciplinary teams to implement and engineer, 
i.e., realize, a fmal design for an industrial customer. 

Alternatively, the Cooperative Education path students may substitute an equivalent design 
experience during their Co-op internship for the EGNR-495 course (realization phase). They still 
take the EGNR -491 course for the benefit of its academic content, and also assist one of the full
year (industrial-based) project teams during that semester, in order to gain further project 
experience. While the Co-op internship is in progress, they take the courses EGNR-450&451 , 
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with similar technical writing and oral presentation assignments to those of the industrial path 
courses. 

Finally, the research-path students take, instead, a three-course sequence: EGNR260 - 460 -
461, of which the first (EGNR-260) is largely a literature study and introduction to basic research 
methodologies, taken in the 2nd-semester junior year; the 460 and 461 courses are largely 
coincident with the 491 - 495 courses of the industrial sequence, with the same lectures, and 
participation in the same team / communication skills activities, but the nature of the project 
differs, being rather an academically-oriented research project under the direction of a faculty 
member. Rather than a prototype necessarily, a scientific paper (perhaps complemented by a 
conference presentation or poster display) is the expected tangible outcome. 

The Senior Year Experience for all of these paths requires the application of student knowledge 
and skills acquired in earlier course work to enhance their ability to accomplish required 
objectives. As described above, for most students (industrial path), the senior design experience 
at LSSU involves participating in an intensive design project that spans two semesters. Students 
work on multidisciplinary teams (i.e., typically a mix of students from the disciplines MfgET, 
ME, EE, EET, and CE (Computer Engineering), often 3-7 students depending on the scope. 
They ordinarily design and build a product or process prototype or proof-of-concept for an 
industrial customer; some projects, however, are supported directly by LSSU. Typical project 
budgets are $5,000 - $30,000, but have occasionally fallen out of that range on both ends. 
Examples descriptions of some projects from the past few years which have involved CE 
students are: 

• The design, build, and automation of a prototype CNC milling machine. Team LSA 
upgraded an existing gantry mill which was originally manually operated. This machine 
was designed to work in a wide range of applications, could be mounted and operated 
while in any orientation, and was completely mobile. 

• The design and build of an automated prescription dispensing machine designed to assist 
pharmacy employees. Building off the previous team's proof of concept workeell, Team 
CVS replaced the F ANUC delta robot with a 3D gantry system they designed and built. 
Along with replacing the robot, Team CVS converted a majority ofthe control of the 
system from PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) to Raspberry Pi (mini-computer). 

• Team WIS was tasked with researching and developing a system to automate the 
inspection of automotive rims. The system used an industrial camera and machine vision 
software to capture an image of a rim and analyze it. 

• Team SAGA designed and built a system which utilizes laser measurements to achieve 
alignment between a robot arm and a steering column. The system replaced the previous 
manual method of robot alignment at Nexteer and increased the repeatability and 
accuracy of the testing procedure. The removable system used lasers mounted to the 
steering column and a target mounted to the robot arm. Together, the tools measured the 
robot's position and orientation in order to calculate and execute the required movements 
to achieve proper alignment. 
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• The design and build of a laser measuring system for Mactech, Inc., that had a vision of 
incorporating precision measurement tools alongside its on-site services. It was intended 
to be used to replace traditional dial indicators during the alignment process. The system 
overcame several obstacles frequently encountered with traditional mechanical 
indicators, such as visibility, physical manipulation, and size constraints. The device was 
also modular and wireless so that it could be attached to any machine desired by the 
operator, its linear adjustability made it compatible with cylindrical objects of a given 
diametrical range, and allowed Mactech to observe surface quality before and after 
machining. 

• The design and implementation of a robotics workcell to simulate the dispensing of 
Spikefast, a wood filler product, into railroad ties. A Motoman robot, using custom end of 
arm tooling and a machine vision system, located the positions of spike holes on railroad 
ties as they moved by on a continuous conveyor. This project served as a proof-of
concept for future development of a wood product dispensing system in the railroad 
industry. 

• The research-path group which has just completed EGNR-260 is working on a project 
using surface-wave seismic techniques for either obstacle detection, or for detecting oil 
spills under lake ice layers (of application to the regional problem of monitoring Great 
Lakes pipelines for winter leaks); the exact direction is still developing. 

More information regarding senior design projects, including more extensive descriptions of 
specific projects, can be found on the School's web site at the URL: 

https:llwww .lssu.edulschool-of-encineering-and-technology/senior-proi ects 

The senior design courses are managed by a multidisciplinary team of faculty called the senior 
projects faculty board (SPFB). Figure 5-4 depicts the major activities associated with the senior 
design courses. The display materials available at the time of the visit will also contain portfolios 
of the design projects. 

As is evident from the process illustrated, there are several identifiable phases that put a premium 
on non-technical skills: mUltiple presentations (scope, update, fmal) enhance oral 
communications skills; written documents such as the project proposal ("project definition & 
plan") develop technical writing skills; customer meetings, team meetings, design reviews, etc. 
develop skills in running effective meetings and recording useful minutes; timeline software 
tools, action items and responsibility charts develop skills in time and resource management; all 
of these things as well as the project's design and implementation aspects, and various team 
assignments, all encourage the development of teamwork skills. 
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Figure 5-4: Overview of Senior Design Projects 

Since the projects are technical in nature, they require the application of the engineering skills of 
the student throughout; the required design and implementation tasks are the primary avenues for 
making use of engineering skills. 

Appendix J contains the detailed syllabi for the senior design experience courses EGNR-491 and 
EGNR-495, and attachments to these. 

5-A.7 Cooperative Education 

Cooperative education opportunities exist for the engineering and technology students at LSSU. 
Co-op is not a large part of the curriculum, but the students may use some co-op to replace the 
second course in the senior (capstone) sequence, as described above. The most basic co-op 
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course (EGNR-250), which is 2 credit hours, requires that a student write a business report 
describing their work in the engineering field. They must also complete an evaluation of their 
work experience and submit an evaluation of their work performance from the supervisor. 

Students may also elect to use two upper level co-op classes (EGNR-450 and 451, as discussed 
above with respect to the alternative capstone experience paths) to replace EGNR-495, the 
second semester of senior projects (as described above). In this co-op experience, the students 
must complete a project at the co-op site that requires at least 60% of their time over the course 
of two semesters. The content of the project is approved by the co-op coordinator and the Senior 
Projects Faculty Board (SPFB). The academic requirements for the projects are very similar to 
those of the projects completed by the students in the senior design experience on campus, 
including graded presentations and written reports. The SPFB reviews the major documents 
submitted by the student to fulfill the course requirement. 

5-B Course Syllabi 

For more detailed information on specific courses listed in Table 5-1 through Table 5-3, note that 
all courses have detailed syllabi. Examples of the detailed syllabi of some courses are collected, 
as examples, in Appendix I; such syllabi are updated with each course offering, and electronic 
copies are kept on the Engineering network (y:/ -drive), so that such detailed syllabi, 
comprehensively for all Engineering courses going at least a dozen years back, are available. 

More concise syllabi for all courses in the program are provided in Appendix A. Each of these 
syllabi contain the following elements: 

• Course number and name 
• Credits and contact hours 
• Instructor's / course coordinator's name 
• Text book, title, author, and year, and any other supplemental materials 
• Specific course information 
• Brief description of the content of the course (catalog description) 
• Prerequisites and/or co-requisites 
• Whether a required, elective, or selected elective course in the program 
• Specific goals for the course 
• Specific outcomes of instruction (course objectives) 
• Which of the student outcomes are addressed by the course 
• Brieflist of topics to be covered 
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Criterion 6 FACULTY 

The School of Engineering & Technology (SET) contains positions for ten full-time faculty, two 
laboratory engineers, and a consulting engineers (with one of the lab engineers serving part-time 
as a second consulting engineer). School and program leadership rests with key faculty members 
who perform these functions on a release time basis. The School facu1ty work very well together 
as a combined team on school-related items. For purposes of program direction and planning, the 
School faculty members also meet as two separate departments: 1) Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering (ECE), and 2) Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME). The 
Computer Engineering program is housed within the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, which is comprised of five full-time facu1ty members, one laboratory engineer, and 
one consulting engineer. It should be noted that due to the retirement of one of the ECE faculty 
members, the ECE department has been operating for the 2017-2018 academic year with only 4 
full-time faculty members (and the School has been operating with only 9 full-time faculty 
members. A search is presently in progress to fill the open ECE faculty position. 

Because of its small size, the School of Engineering & Technology offers engineering curricula 
that are significantly impacted by the other engineering disciplines in the School and also receive 
a significant amount of instruction from the faculty in the Department of Math and Computer 
Science. By the time they leave LSSU, Computer Engineering graduates, for example, will have 
taken classes taught (or team-taught) by most ofthe ten-person School of Engineering & 
Technology facu1ty. Furthermore, much of the continuous improvement process occurs at the 
School level, in which the entire School of Engineering & Technology faculty participate. 
Hence, the discussion provided on the faculty in this section will include all members of the 
School faculty; however, special attention will be paid to the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering facu1ty which directly administers the Computer Engineering program. 
Additionally some information will be provided on the faculty members from the Department of 
Math and Computer Science that instruct the computer science courses which are a part of the 
Computer Engineering program. 

LSSU is dedicated to its primary mission as a teaching institution by offering challenging 
undergraduate programs and services to students. In recognition of this mission, all members of 
the LSSU faculty are required by the University contract to devote 50-75% of their efforts during 
the academic year toward student learning activities and an additional 1 0-20% towards 
advising/student support activities. The remaining effort is directed towards scholarly and 
creative activities (5-20%) and service to the institution, profession, and/or general community 
(10-20%). The emphasis on teaching will come out in the subsequent sections, especially in 
Facu1ty Qualifications, Faculty Workload, and Authority and Responsibility of Facu1ty. 

6-A Faculty Qualifications 
The Computer Engineering program at LSSU, like the Electrical Engineering and Mechanical 
Engineering programs, can be characterized as one that emphasizes the fundamentals of 
engineering, traceability of theoretical results to first principles, applications of theory, and a 
heavy laboratory component that coordinates with the theoretical content. The faculty members 
instructing the program, consequently, generally share these philosophical precepts with regards 
to engineering education. 
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Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's philosophy of 
maintaining an applied emphasis in its engineering and technology programs, the evaluation 
process employed in the hiring of new faculty accordingly places a greater emphasis on a 
candidate's philosophy of engineering education, promise as an instructor, and industrial 
experience, than it does on academic research credentials. 

A candidate for the School of Engineering & Technology faculty is generally expected to have 
some teaching experience (either as faculty member or a teaching assistant) and to possess 
excellent communication skills. Each candidate is asked to give a sample lecture (on a topic 
specified by the hiring committee chair and generally kept the same for all visiting candidates) 
during the on-campus interview. This lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty. 
Feedback is thereafter solicited from those in attendance, and is given much weight in the 
subsequent hiring decision. 

6-A.l School of Engineering & Technology Faculty 

As was noted before, the Computer Engineering graduates are affected by nearly all the faculty 
in the SET due to the small size of the School and the interwoven nature of the engineering 
disciplines. Some faculty primarily teach courses that are required for the program, while other 
faculty interact with students through their participation in project-based courses such as EGNR-
101 Introduction to Engineering or the EGNR-491&495 Senior Design Projects I and II capstone 
sequence. Background information is therefore presented for all faculty members in the SET 
below in Table 6-1 with a special note to those that routinely participate in the ECE departmental 
meetings. 

An overview of the nine full-time and four adjunct faculty members of the School of 
Engineering & Technology in Table 6-1 indicates the following: 

• All faculty members have appropriate BS degrees in engineering or engineering 
technology 

• All full-time faculty members have appropriate advanced degrees in CE, EE, or ME to 
teach courses in the respective programs 

• An average of 5.6 years of government and industrial experience 
• An average of 14.9 years of teaching experience 
• 11% of full-time faculty members are licensed Professional Engineers 
• A medium level of professional society involvement 
• A medium-high level of professional development 
• A medium-low level of consulting and other industrial involvement 
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Table 6-1: Faculty Qualifications 

-~----- - ---- ---- - - - - - -- ----------SchoolofE . & Technol 
Years of Level of Activity4 

Experience H,M,orL 

u II) 

·s .~ 
t$ I':< II)N t.s 0 '" ..... ~ Highest Degree Earned - "015 ... 

.~ t;j'QI':< t;j § ...... I':< 
Faculty Name ~II)~ Il-o 8 .g .g t.s II) 01)0 

Field and Year < 8 ~ -d = "P: § 8 .§ ~ ~ 01) . .0 o t.s 
..... 15 ~ I':< '" .~ e ~ . - N . - Po. - Il-o :a I':< ~ . i3 '" 0 

...... 11) ;:::s 0 , _ .. ...... r.f.).....,t+=: "'- ;:::S8"O 
~ I1)O~ t; ;;: u '" ~.~ '- ~ t.s <2:l ~ ~ 8 .9 
~ ~~ ~" ~ ~ 

o 01) 1::: o e.o t c3 ~~ 8 ~ 6 eta 8 i5l .9 
Baumann, David (ECE) PhD, EE, 1992 P T FT 4 25 19 Michigan L L L 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) PhD, ECE, 2002 ASC T FT 0 19 13 M M H 

Moening, Joseph (ECE) PhD, EE, 2010 ASC T FT 0 13 8 M H L I 

Weber, Paul (ECE) PhD, EE (CE), 2006 ASC T FT 1 12 9 M M M 

King, Jeff (ECE) BS, EET, 1996 A NIT PT 4 20 20 L M L 

Becks, Eric (ECE) MS, EE, 1981 A NIT PT 37 8 10 M M H 

Devaprasad, Jim MS, ME,1986 P T FT 1 32 32 H H M 

Hildebrand, Robert PhD, Acoustics, 2001 ASC T FT 4 19 13 M M L 

Leach, David MS, ME,2018 I TT FT 18 7 7 L M H 

Mahmud, Zakaria PhD, ME,2003 ASC TT FT 1 15 4 M M L 

Zarepoor, Masoud PhD,ME,2016 AST TT FT 0 2 2 H H M 

Huff, Jordan BS, ME, 2017 A NTT PT 1 0.5 1 M M H 

Finley, David 
PhD,ChernE, 1996 P NIT FT 7 12 6 Indiana H H L 

(Dean, 2017-2018) 
Muller, Kimberly 

PhD, Mathematics, 2004 P T FT 0 24 14 M H L 
(Dean, StartingFa1l2018) 

1. Code: P = Professor ASC = Associate Professor AST = Assistant Professor I = Instructor A = Adjunct 0 = Other 
2. Code: TT = Tenure Track T = Tenured NIT = Non Tenure Track 
3. FT = Full Time Faculty or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the institution. 
4. The level of activity, high, medium or low, should reflect an average over the three years prior to the visit. 
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6-A.2 Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Faculty 

As will be demonstrated in this section, the ECE faculty is, furthennore, mutually 
complementary in their mix of competencies, and, these span the Computer Engineering and 
Electrical Engineering discipline as traditionally understood. They bring a blend of educational 
and professional experience. Given below is a brief description of each member of the ECE 
faculty, including strengths and the faculty member's relationship to curricular areas. 

6-A.2.1 Dr. David Baumann, P.E. (EeE Professor) 

Dr. Baumann has BS, MS, and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering and an MS degree in 
Statistics from the University Wisconsin. As a graduate student he worked under the direction of 
Dr. R. A. Greiner in the Electro-Acoustics Laboratory. His research involved acoustic 
monitoring of machinery condition and active attenuation of noise in air ducts. He has four 
summers of research experience at the Naval Surface Warfare Center involving active vibration 
control of submerged propellers. He taught for 6 years at Oral Roberts University and has now 
taught for 19 years at LSSU. He has expertise and teaches courses in the areas of 
Electromagnetics, Control Systems, Circuits and Signals, Probability and Statistics, and Power 
Distribution. He served several years as the coordinator of the Senior Projects Faculty Board and 
the coordinator of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and served the past 
six years as the Chair of the School of Engineering & Technology. 

6-A.2.2 Dr. Andrew Jones (EeE Professor) 

Dr. Andrew Jones joined LSSU during the 2005-2006 academic year. He has degrees in 
Electrical Engineering (BS/MS) and in Computer Engineering (PhD). He previously taught at 
Purdue University for three years. Dr. Jones has research experience in digital and micro
controller systems as applicable to mobile robotics systems. He primarily teaches courses in 
robotics, software development, digital electronic and micro-controller areas and was awarded 
with the LSSU Distinguished Teacher Award in 2010. Dr. Jones has also engaged in applied 
research activities with entrepreneurs interested in developing electronic products as well as 
consultations for industrial companies. He is also involved with FIRST with coordinating local 
FLL (FIRST Lego League) tournaments and mentoring the local FRC (FIRST Robotics 
Competition) team. He is the advisor for the LSSU chapter of IEEE. Dr. Jones is the coordinator 
of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

6-A.2.3 Dr. Joseph Moening (EeE Professor) 

Dr. Moening has been at LSSU since the start of the 2010-2011 academic year. He has BS, MS, 
and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of Toledo. His areas of interest 
include power electronics, renewable energies, semiconductor devices, analog electronics and 
micro/nano-device fabrication. He primarily teaches courses related to these areas. He has 
research experience in laser-based micro-structuring of thin films as well as power processing 
systems. His is the co-advisor for the Engineering House. 

6-A.2.4 Dr. Paul Weber (EeE Professor) 

Dr. Weber has a BS in Computer Engineering, and MS and PhD degrees in Electrical 
Engineering from Michigan Technological University. While at Michigan Tech, his primary 
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research was in the area of fault-tolerant distributed control algoritlnns for safety-critical systems 
(e.g. fly-by-wire aircraft control). After finishing graduate school, he taught for three years as a 
Visiting Assistant Professor at University of Minnesota Duluth. During his time there, he also 
developed research in the areas of energy and engineering education, which he has continued 
while at LSSU since joining the faculty in the fall of 2009. Dr. Weber's primary teaching 
expertise is in digital design and embedded systems. He is currently the coordinator for Senior 
Projects and began serving as the Chair for the School of Engineering & Technology during the 
Spring 2018 semester. 

6-A.2.5 Mr. Eric Becks (ECE Consulting Engineer) 

Mr. Becks earned his BS and MS in Electrical Engineering/System Science from Michigan State 
University. Prior to joining the LSSU Product Development Center (PDC), Eric Becks was 
involved in industrial and entrepreneurial activities. His work experience ranges from 
Engineering Manager in a multi-national company to President of a diagnostic equipment 
manufacturing firm. Mr. Becks was involved in the formation of real estate, retail, internet 
marketing and manufacturing businesses as well as negotiating a leveraged buy-out. He has 
designed numerous products including several that have received industry awards. Besides his 
duties at the PDC, Mr. Becks also serves as Director of Intellectual Property & Economic 
Development for LSSU and President & CEO of SSMartSM, Inc., the Sault Ste. Marie/LSSU 
SmartZone. He has also served as a school board member for 14 years; 12 as president. 

6-A.2.6 Mr. Jeff King (ECE Lab Engineer) 

Mr. King is a full-time laboratory engineer for the School of Engineering & Technology. He has 
a BS degree in Electrical Engineering Technology from LSSU, and is pursuing a BS degree in 
Mathematics from LSSU on a part-time basis. He has valuable professional engineering 
experience in industrial electrical controls and PLCs, and is responsible for the School's 
electronic and computer systems. He occasionally teaches as an adjunct in the areas of electrical 
circuits, electronics, and PLC's for the engineering technology programs in the School and has 
instructed sections of the digital fundamentals laboratory. He also assists significantly in the 
senior design projects on the PLC and electrical design and implementation aspects. 

6-A.3 Faculty Composition in Light of Program Criteria 

It will be evident from the descriptions above, that the faculty composition contributes to 
satisfaction of the curriculum aspects of the program criteria stated below: 

A. The structure of the curriculum must provide both breadth and depth across the range of 
engineering topics implied by the title of the program. 

B. The curriculum must include probability and statistics, including applications appropriate 
to the program name; mathematics through differential and integral calculus; sciences 
(defmed as biological, chemical, or physical science); and engineering topics (including 
computer science) necessary to analyze and design complex electrical and electronic 
devices, software, and systems containing hardware and software components. 

C. The curriculum must include discrete mathematics. 

There is extensive professional experience in each of these kinds of activities when the full set of 
ECE faculty is considered, and that is further complemented by experience from the Mechanical 
Engineering and Math and Computer Science faculty (see below). 
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6-A.4 Department of Mechanical Engineering Faculty 

The following faculty members from the ME Department provide teaching and key ancillary 
support for the CE program: 

6-A.4.1 Dr. Robert Hildebrand (ME Professor) 

Dr. Hildebrand has research and publication background in the areas of noise and vibrations, 
vehicle dynamics, and soil dynamics. He has a good mix of industrial, consulting, research and 
teaching experience, often with a particular emphasis on editing and translating work. 
Accordingly, he strongly supports the program's emphasis on applications of fundamentals, on 
laboratory instruction, and on communications. He regularly teaches EGME-275 Engineering 
Materials, EGME-276 Strength of Materials Lab (co-taught), EGME-310 Vehicle Development 
& Testing, EGNR-310 Advanced Quality Engineering, EGEM-320 Dynamics, EGME-350 
Machine Design, EGNR-340 Numerical Methods, EGME-415 Vehicle Dynamics, and EGME-
425 Vibrations & Noise Control, regularly serves as a senior project faculty advisor, and has 
often team-taught MATH-310 Differential Equations. Dr. Hildebrand is the coordinator of the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. 

6-A.4.2 Prof. James Devaprasad (ME/MfgET Professor) 

Prof. Devaprasad has been a professor in the School of Engineering & Technology at LSSU for 
32 years. His areas of teaching emphasis include robotics and automation. He was the 
Coordinator or Chair of Manufacturing Engineering Technology for much of that time, and has 
also served as Chair of the School of Engineering & Technology for a time while the Dean 
position was vacant. He is currently the coordinator of General Engineering and Technology as 
well as the director ofLSSU's Robotics Center. 

Prof. Devaprasad has been the leader in developing the robotics laboratory through industrial 
donations and grants, and has been in key leadership roles nationally in the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers (SME) and the Robotics Industries Association. He normally teaches 
several robotics courses in both the engineering and engineering technology curricula and often 
serves as the advisor or customer for robotics senior projects. He also supports the Robotics 
Technology minor available for the Engineering Technology students and Computer Science 
students. He is a recipient of the Outstanding Young Manufacturing Engineer award from SME 
and the distinguished faculty award from the Michigan Association of Governing Boards of 
universities. He serves as the director of the Women in Technology summer camps and the 
Robotics summer camps that he and his colleague founded over 27 years ago. He also led the 
successful initiative to create a B.S. in Robotics Engineering during the Spring 2018 semester. 

6-A.4.3 Mr. David Leach (ME Instructor) 

Mr. Leach started working for the LSSU Product Development Center in 2008, and became a 
full time faculty member in 2014. He has MS and BS Mechanical Engineering degrees from 
Michigan Technological University, and is currently enrolled in MTU's doctoral mechanical 
engineering program, with an expected start date of Spring 2019. Mr. Leach's areas of interest 
include CNC machining, manufacturing processes, product development, plastics design, lean 
manufacturing, quality systems, and manufacturing sustainability. David primarily teaches 
EGME-141 Solid Modeling, EGME-240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T, EGME-I10 
Manufacturing Processes, EGMT-216 CAM with CNC Applications, EGMT-225 Statics and 
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Strength of Materials, and EGNR-4911495 Senior Projects. He has automotive industry 
experience in product and quality engineering for Class A exterior plastic trim. Mr. Leach is our 
cooperative education coordinator and is responsible for our co-op sequence of courses: EGNR-
250, EGNR-450, and EGNR-451. David is also the faculty advisor for Tau Kappa Epsilon 
(TKE), a service fraternity at LSSU. 

6-A.4.4 Dr. Zakaria Mahmud (ME Professor) 

Dr. Mahmud has a BS in Mechanical Engineering from Bangladesh University of Engineering 
and Technology (Dhaka, Bangladesh), MS in Sustainable Energy Engineering from The Royal 
Institute of Technology (Stockholm, Sweden), and PhD in Engineering Science and Mechanics 
from the University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, Alabama). After graduation, he taught for one year 
in Aerospace Engineering Department at Texas A & M University (College Station, TX). He 
then led NASA SBIR phase II project as Principal Research Engineer at Techsburg Incorporated 
(Blacksburg, VA). Dr. Mahmud then taught in Mechanical Engineering Technology program at 
Georgia Southern University (Statesboro, GA). Before joining in LSSU since Fall 2014, he 
taught for seven years in Mechanical Engineering at North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND). 
His primary research interests are in the areas of experimental aerodynamics and micro-fluidics. 
He regularly teaches the following courses at LSSU: EGNR-101 Introduction to Engineering, 
EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Numerical Applications, EGME-337 Thermodynamics, EGME-
338 Fluid Mechanics, EGME-431 Heat Transfer, and EGME-432 Thermal Fluids Laboratory. 
Dr. Mahmud is serving as a co-advisor for Engineering house and advisor for the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE). 

6-A.4.S Dr. Masoud Zarepoor (ME Professor) 

Dr. Zarepoor received his BS in Mechanical Engineering from Shiraz University. He pursued his 
graduate studies by receiving MS and PhD degrees in Mechanical Engineering from Wright 
State University and Old Dominion University, respectively. His PhD research was focused in 
the areas of vibrations, nonlinear dynamics, bistable structures, and piezoelectric materials. He 
joined LSSU in 2016 as an Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering, where he teaches 
Statics, Mechanics of Materials, Vibrations, and Finite Element Analysis courses. He also 
continues his research works in the area of vibrations and piezoelectric actuation of bistable 
structures at LSSU and serves as the Faculty Advisor for the ASME student chapter at LSSU. 

6-A.4.6 Mr. Jordan Huff (ME Lab Engineer) 

Mr. Huff is a full-time mechanical laboratory engineer for the School of Engineering & 
Technology. He has a BS ME degree from LSSU and has experience in manufacturing as well as 
vehicle development and testing. Prior to earning his bachelor's degree he was self-employed 
and restored vehicles. He supports both mechanical and manufacturing aspects of the program 
and is active in professional groups such as SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers). Mr. Huff 
also provides mechanical engineering support for LSSU's Product Development Center and has 
also served as an adjunct lab instructor for the manufacturing and processes course. 

6-A.S School of Mathematics and Computer Science Faculty 

As will be demonstrated in this section, the Computer Science faculty is qualified to offer 
instruction to support the Computer Engineering program. Given below is a brief description of 
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those members of the Computer Science faculty who regularly teach or soon will be teaching the 
computer science courses which are in the Computer Engineering curriculum. 

6-A.S.l Dr. George Voutsadakis (Mathematics & Computer Science Professor) 

Dr. Voutsadakis has been part of the Mathematics & Computer Science Faculty since 2002. He 
holds a BS in Computer Engineering & Informatics from the University ofPatras (Greece), a MS 
and PhD in Mathematics from Iowa State University, and a PhD in Computer Science from Iowa 
State University. He has primarily taught math courses at LSSU, but will be teaching CSCI341-
Discrete Structures for Computer Science in Fall 2018. His research interests include complexity 
theory, artificial intelligence, and Algebraic logic. 

6-A.S.2 Dr. Evan Schemm (Computer Science Professor) 

Dr. Schemm has been part of the Computer Science Faculty since 2000 and teaches 
programming, computer architecture and assembly language, computer graphics, programming 
languages, and UNIX. He holds a BS in Secondary Education and Computer Science, an MS in 
Computer Science, and a PhD in Computational Science and Engineering, all from Michigan 
Technical University. His professional interest and expertise are in the areas of compiler 
development, computer graphics, and computer security. 

6-A.S.3 Dr. Christopher Smith (Computer Science Professor) 

Dr. Smith has been a faculty in Computer Science since 2012. He holds a BS in Computer and 
Mathematical Sciences from LSSU, an MS in Computer Science and Engineering from the 
University of Michigan, and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Minnesota. 
While at LSSU, he has taught CSCIl05, CSCIl21, CSCI201, and CSCI341. His areas of interest 
are computer vision/image processing, intelligent systems, data analysis, and wireless senor 
networks. 

6-B Faculty Workload 

The faculty member is understood to have duties in instruction (encompassing teaching, office 
hours, advising, and student supportlmentoring), "professional development" (encompassing 
research and scholarly work), and service (to the University-including the School and the 
Department, to the Profession, and/or to the Community as outreach). 

The instructional portion, specifically, is fulfilled by instructing coursework amounting to 24 
contract hours per year (or an average of 12 per semester), where "contract hours" are defined 
below. Although faculty members are considered full time if they teach 24 contract hours per 
year (average of 12 contract hours per semester), professional development and scholarly work 
are duties that fall outside the 24 measured contract hours. 

6-B.l Definition of Contract Hours 

Faculty time commitment is measured contractually in contract hours (also "load hours"), which 
are not identical to credit hours earned by a student. A student earns a credit hour for each hour 
oflecture per week, and an additional credit hour for a 1-3 hour lab. On the other hand, one 
contract or load hour is one hour of lecture or 1.5 hours of lab (i.e., the actual lab time is 
multiplied by 2/3 to generate contract hours). 
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The time distribution of the faculty member's workload (implied based on proportionality to the 
contractually allowable weights given in the supervisory evaluation of the faculty member) is 50-
75% for the student learning activities (corresponding primarily to the 24 load hours per year), 
10-20% "advising/student support activities," 5-20% scholarly and creative activities (including 
research), and 10-20% University/School/DepartmentallCommunity service. In a few cases, such 
as very heavy advising loads and speciallab/research director appointments, contract load may 
be given for activities besides courses. 

6-B.2 Instructional Workload 

The amount of time and energy that faculty are expected to provide to an engineering program 
greatly influences the general strength of the program. Typical indicators of workload include 
contract hours, and student-to-faculty ratios (reflective of typical class and lab enrollments). A 
detailed list of instructional duties of the individual ECE faculty members (the four current full
time ECE faculty members, one ECE laboratory engineer, and one ECE consulting engineer) is 
shown in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3. A broad overview of the instructional workload broken down 
by group (regular faculty, lab engineers, etc.) meanwhile is shown in Table 6-4. 
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Table 6-2: Faculty Workload Summary, Fall Semester 

SchoolofE . -.0--------- & Technol 
PT Program Activity Distribution3 % of Time 

Faculty Member or Classes Taught (Course No.lCredit Hrs.) Term and Year2 
Teaching 

Research or 
Other4 Devoted to 

FT) Scholarship ProgramS 
Baumann, David (ECE) FT F2017: EGEE280 (4), EGNR346 (1), EGRS460 (4) 75% 25% SET Chair 75% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
F2017: EGEE250 (4), EGNRIOI (2) Team, EGNR265 (3), 

92% 8% ECE Coordinator 100% 
EGRS380 (2) 

Moening, Joseph (ECE) FT 
F2017: EGEE210 (4) Lec, EGEE330 (4), EGEE370 (4) Lab, 

100% 100% 
EGRS365 (3) 

Weber, Paul (ECE) FT 
F2017: EGNR261 (3), EGNR361 (I), EGNR49 1 (3) Lec&Crd, 

100% 100% 
EGRS430 (4) 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PT F2017: EGNR49 1 (3) Adv&Lec, EGEE370 (4) Lec 15% 50% PDC Engineer 
85% 35% Assoc Dean 

King, Jeff (ECE) PT F2017: EGNR491 (3) Adv, EGEE210 (4) Lab 10% 90% Lab Engineer 100% 
30% Robotics Center 

Devaprasad, Jim FT 
F2017: EGRS381 (I), EGRS480 (3), EGRS481 (I), EGRS496 (3), 

62% 
Coordinator 

100% 
EGNR491 (3) Adv 8% Eng. Tech. 

Coordinator 

Hildebrand, Robert FT 
F2017: EGNR340 (1), EGNR491 (3) Adv, EGEM320 (3), 

80% 
12% 

8% ME Coordinator 100% 
EGME350 (41 Team Scholarship 

Leach, David FT 
F2017: EGMEllO (3), EGME141 (3), EGNR490 (4) Adv, 

100% 100% 
I EGNR491 (3) Adv 

Mahmud, Zakaria FT 
F2017: EGNRIOI (2) Team, EGNRI40 (2), EGME43 1 (3), 

100% 100% 
EGME432 (2) 

Zarepoor, Masoud FT 
F2017: EGEM220 (3), EGME350 (4) Tm, EGMT225 (4), 

75% 25% 100% 
EGNR495 (3) Adv 

Huff, Jordan PT F2017: None 10% 
70% Lab Engineer 100% 
20% PDC Engineer 

Finley, David 
N/A F20l7: None 0% 

100% Dean and 
25% 

(Dean, 2017-2018) Interim Provost 

Muller, Kimberly 
FT F2017: MATHlll (3), MATH151 (4) 75% 5% 20% Math & CS Chair 0% 

I (Dean, Start: Fall 2018) 
Key: Lec = Lecture Only; Lab = Lab Only; Crd = Coordinator; Tm = Team Taught, Adv = Project AdVisor 
1. FT = Full Time Faculty or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the institution 
2. For the academic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave, etc., under "Other." 
5. Out ofthe total time employed at the institution. 
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Table 6-3: Faculty Workload Summary, Spring Semester 

School of -------- ----- & Technol -
PT Program Activi ty Distribution3 % of Time 

Faculty Member or Classes Taught (Course No.!Credit Hrs.) Term and Year2 
Teaching 

Research or 
Other4 Devoted to 

FTI Scholarship ProgramS 
Baumann, David (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE210 (4), EGEE411 (3), EGNR340 (1 ), EGNR490 (1 ) 87.5% 12.5% Faculty Senate 87.5% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
S2018: EGEE355 (4), EGNR265 (3), EGRS215 (2), EGRS385 (4) 

92% 8% ECE Coordinator 100% Lec 
Moening, Joseph (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE475 (4), EGRS365 (3) 100% 100% 
Weber, Paul (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE125 (4), EGNR495 (3 ) Crd, EGRS385 (4)Lab 75% 25% SET Chair 75% 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PT S2018: EGNR245 (3), EGNR495 (3) Adv 15% 50% PDC Engineer 
85% 35% Assoc Dean 

King, Jeff (ECE) PT S2018: EGNR495 (3) Adv 10% 90% Lab Engineer 100% 
30% Robotics 

Devaprasad, Jim FT S2018: EGRS385 (3) Lab, EGRS435 (3), EGNR495 (3) Adv 62% Center Coord. 100% 
8% Eng. Tech. 

Coordinator 
S2018: EGNR260 (2), EGNR490 (1), EGNR495 (3) Adv, 12% 

Hildebrand, Robert FT EGME275 (3), 80% Scholar- 8% ME Coordinator 100% I 

EGME276 (1 ), EGME425 (4}-Team ship I 

Leach, David FT 
S2018: EGMEllO (3), EGME240 (3), EGNR495 (3), EGMT216 

100% 100% I 

(3) 
Mahmud, Zakaria FT S2018: EGNR140 (2), EGME337 (4), EGME338 (3) 100% 100% 

S2018: EGEM220 (3), EGME225 (3), EGME425 (4) Tm, 
Zarepoor, Masoud FT EGME276 (1), 75% 25% 100% 

EGNR495 (3) Adv, EGME141 (3) 

Huff, Jordan PT S2018: EGMEllO (3) Lab 10% 70% Lab Engineer 100% 
20% PDC Engineer 

Finley, David 
NiA S2018: None 0% 100% Dean and 25% iDean, 2017-2018) Interim Provost 

Muller, Kimberly 
FT S2018: MATH152 (4), MATH207 (3) 75% 5% 20% Math & CS Chair 0% (Dean, Start: Fall 2018) 

Key: Lec = Lecture Only; Lab = Lab Only; Crd = Coordinator; Tm = Team Taught, Adv = Project AdVIsor 
1. FT = Full Time Faculty or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the institution 
2. For the academic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave, etc., under "Other." 
5. Out of the total time employed at the institution. 
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Table 6-4: SET Faculty Workload Overview for 2017-2018 

Instruction Only Instruction + Release 

Instructional Subgroup Load Hours Percentage Load Hours Percentage 

Full-Time Faculty (active) 242.79 89.8% 271.64 90.5% 

Full-Time Faculty (on sabbatical) 0 0% 0 0% 

Lab Engineers 13.39 5.0% 14.14 4.7% 

PDC Engineers 14.03 5.2% 14.43 4.8% 

External Adjuncts 0 0% 0 0% 

Total 270.21 100% 300.21 100% 

Notice that, since most of the courses offered for the Computer Engineering program are 
included in the Electrical Engineering program, for the purposes of constructing Table 6-2 no 
attempt was made to parse faculty time between the two programs in the parenthetical ECE 
notes. Furthermore, due to the highly integrated nature of the School of Engineering & 
Technology the right-most column of Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 indicates the percentage of time 
that each faculty member devotes to the School. 

For the regular faculty, a full-time teaching load is 12 contract hours (or sometimes "load hours") 
per semester, with the option to take on up to 6 additional load hours per semester with 
"overload" compensation at a reduced rate. A faculty member may fall under 12 for a given 
semester, if compensated in the same academic year by an overload in the other semester, such 
that 24 contract hours are performed per year. Single semester loads are limited to 18, and annual 
(excluding summer) loads to 32. 

The average School-wide load for the full-time faculty during the 2017-2018 academic year was 
15.1 load hours per semester (i.e., an average of3.1 hours of overload), and about 90% of the 
instruction was provided by them. Note that the situation was unusual that year, however, 
because a faculty member retired and the position was not filled immediately (as of the time of 
this report, the search for a new faculty member is still on-going). In the 2015-2016 academic 
year, for comparison, the average load had been 13.4 load hours per semester. If the present 
year's load was divided by 10 full-time faculty members instead of9, the average load per 
semester would be 13.6 load hours per semester. Furthermore, the student-faculty ratio for 
courses in the School of Engineering & Technology in the Spring 2018 semester was 
approximately 16: 1. With faculty research commitments less than is traditional in academia, no 
supervision of graduate students, and reasonable limits on other non-instructional activities as 
outlined below, adequate faculty coverage for quality teaching and student interaction is thereby 
assured. 

The teaching load limits, and the general goals of keeping faculty near to the nominal load of 12 
hours per semester and of maintaining a healthy student-to-faculty ratio, are intended to allow 
faculty members time to participate in non-classroom, professional activities as well as provide 
for quality student interaction and class preparation. Thus, beyond the expectations for teaching, 
faculty are also expected to hold regular office hours, and to participate in academic advising, 
student group advising, service activities, and professional development. 
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6-B.3 Office Hours and Advising 

All regular, full-time faculty keep 5 office hours per week, at which they are available to meet 
students; those teaching less than full-time (e.g., the lab and PDC engineers) have numbers of 
office hours that are pro-rated by their respective fractions of a full-time teaching load. These 
office hours permit students to interact with the faculty member to supplement in-class 
instruction. Some courses have recitation sections, for which faculty provide a one-hour 
recitation and are accordingly relieved of an hour of office hour burden. Thus, the standard is 
that the total of recitation hours and office hours add up to 5 per week (note that no faculty 
currently have so far had more than 1 recitation hour per semester, and exceeding 2 recitation 
hours per faculty member per semester will be discouraged should that situation ever arise, in 
order that the number of general office hours will remain adequate). 

Academic advising, in its aspect as a service to students, is described above. Concerning, on the 
other hand, its aspect as a faculty activity and time burden, note that the approximately 180 
students enrolled in the School are divided amongst the 9 fulltime faculty members as advisees, 
so that the average is about 20 advisees per faculty member. The advising duties of the faculty 
member are to meet with each advisee prior to registration, recommend courses for which to 
register, and discuss course selection alternatives from the perspectives of progress to degree 
completion, student interests, and career relevance. As a benchmark, 15 minute advising sessions 
are used for freshmen students in EGNR-lOl Introduction to Engineering (for students in that 
course only, these are scheduled during a specific lab session). Thus, an estimate of 4-5 hours of 
ordinary advising burden per faculty member per semester is reasonable; there is also some 
additional burden on the program coordinators and the school chair, specifically, in handling 
supplemental advising related to course overrides, transfer credit evaluation, and waivers, but 
this phenomenon is compensated through the release time adjustments to the 12-hour full-time 
load. 

Faculty members also advise senior project teams, which provide a substantial amount of 
additional interaction with students and their respective industrial sponsor contacts in a realistic 
professional setting. Certainly, advising of senior projects teams is another time-consuming 
activity for faculty that resembles some of the out-of-classroom student interaction activities 
described above, but in principle, since this activity is compensated by teaching load from the 
EGNR-491 and EGNR-495 courses, it is more properly seen as part ofteam-teaching those 
courses. 

The office hour and academic advising burdens are implied extensions of the instructional 
component of the faculty members' duties; they do not generate additional contract hours with 
the exception of extreme cases where 50 or more advisees are assigned to a single adviser, but 
are rather understood to be a part of the duties inherent in fulfilling the 24 load hours. 

6-B.4 Release Time Assignments 

Certain leadership roles within the School or the Departments (school chair, program 
coordinators) or within team-taught courses (lab section coordinators, senior projects board 
chair) do provide "release time" contract hours which may be counted towards the 24 contract 
hour per year requirement. These assignments are described in detail in Criterion 6-E. 
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6-B.S Non-Instructional Workload 

The 24-load hour requirement, described above, may be understood to comprise (with the 
exception of release time appointments) the instructional part of the faculty member's duties, 
only. Outside of the 24 load hours fall the additional duties of service and scholarship. As noted 
previously, this may be up to 40% of the faculty member's workload (scholarship up to 20%, and 
service up to 20%). This is an adjustment from 6 years ago when 100% of a faculty member's 
time could be devoted to teaching for a given year, although there was always an expectation of 
accomplishment in both the service and the scholarship categories by the time of tenure and 
promotion decisions. 

Professional deVelopment activities, by their nature, vary considerably in kind and scope from 
faculty member to faculty member; the reader is referred to the faculty CVs (Appendix B), for 
specifics. 

Service activities also vary in kind and scope among faculty members, especially with regards to 
service to the general Community. However, many of the other service activities are School
coordinated to such an extent that a rough overview can be given. Faculty members within the 
School regularly serve on University-wide committees (e.g., curriculum, general-education, 
student retention, etc.), serve on School committees (e.g., Engineering scholarship awards 
committee), support the faculty association, and participate in assessment. Each faculty member 
has a unique, measurable, responsible role in the School's assessment program (e.g., assessing a 
performance indicator for a specific student outcome). There are also initiatives within the 
School, and LSSU, to increase new student enrollment, by means such as high school visit and 
lab tours, each of which represent common service activities of the faculty. Faculty members 
serve as advisors to student chapters of national professional organizations, including SME: 
previously the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers, 
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers, IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, and SWE: Society of Women Engineers; serving as such an advisor generally 
involves overseeing that the clubs operate within their bylaws, recruit, fundraise, manage their 
budgets, and participate in regional and national events. Faculty members participate, [mally, in 
summer orientations, although the chair has usually undertaken the majority of this particular 
burden. 

6-C Faculty Size 
As noted above, in Table 6-2, the 10 faculty (even in the absence of one due to retirement) were 
able to cover almost 90% of the instructional burden, and with only a moderate amount of 
overload per semester (3.1 contract hours average) and reasonable class sizes (average around 
16). All of these figures are the same or better when the full set of faculty members are present 
for the full academic year, which is the ordinary situation. 

All faculty maintain at least 5 hours of some combination of office hours and recitations (in 
practice, the latter has never exceeded 1 of the 5 hours for any faculty member). Senior student 
exit surveys consistently support the notion that these interactions are not only sufficient in 
quantity, but also in quality; a consistent theme is that students have excellent and fruitful access 
to faculty members. 

Each student has a faculty member assigned as an academic advisor, and meet with the faculty 
member at least once per semester. As noted above (section 6-B), there is an average of around 
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20 student advisees per faculty member, suggesting a situation in which sufficient attention can 
be given to each. 

University service and professional development activities are discussed in Criterion 6-B and 6-
D, respectively. 

The faculty have, fmally, opportunities to interact with industrial and professional practitioners 
in a variety of contexts, including senior projects and cooperative education projects (see 
Criterion 5-A), PDC-sponsored projects (see Criterion 6-D), lAB meetings (see Criterion 2-D), 
sabbaticals (although in practice this has not been done in this 6 year cycle, and would require 
significant planning given the size of the faculty and teaching loads) and summer internships 
(e.g., see CV for Andrew Jones for the latter). 

6-D Professional Development 
All of the School faculty members have pursued professional development activities over the 
past five years. These include grant writing, consulting, research, publication of scholarly articles 
and texts, conference presentations, and attending teaching development training seminars, but 
the level of these activities is, consistent with the focus of the LSSU mission on teaching, less 
than is traditional elsewhere in academia. The major activities for School of Engineering & 
Technology faculty are listed below in Table 6-5. A detailed list of each faculty member's 
activities can be found in the CV s in Appendix B. 

Table 6-5: Summary of Faculty Development Activities 

Activity 
Number of 

Comments Active Faculty! 

Industrial training, consulting through PDC, 
Industrial Consulting 11 external consulting, Senior Project support for 

external industrial customers 

Journal/Conference Papers 7 Over 25 papers over a six year period. 

Grants and Fundraising 8 Approximately $0.76M over a six year period. 

Research 7 
Internal projects, external projects, and 
government projects. 

Attendance of Conferences 
Over 55 conferences and/or workshops attended 

and/or Professional 12 
Workshops 

over a six year period. 

Peer Review for 
5 

Peer review of sets of papers for over 40 journals 
J ournals/Conferences and/or conferences. 

1 The number of faculty III thIS table can be greater than the present number of faculty III some cases 
due to the fact that some faculty members are counted here that are no longer employed at LSSU but 
worked here within the last 6 years. 

Faculty have also had the opportunity to become involved in consulting projects through the 
Product Development Center (PDC), established in 2008 (see organizational structure in 
Background, section D). "Center" is to be understood here, not so much a facility (although there 
is capital equipment associated, and a building in progress), but as a team of one full-time 
engineer and one part-time engineer that accept a range of consulting projects from industry and 
entrepreneurs to design or improve engineered products. The concept is that the engineers can 
pass on some work to promising student employees, and also more specialized work to faculty as 
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experts. While some members of the faculty have indeed carried out work in such projects, most 
of that was at the end of the previous 6 year cycle with only one faculty member working for an 
external company with the support of the PDC several years ago within this present 6 year cycle. 

Many members of the faculty also regularly serve on the Senior Projects Faculty Board (SPFB). 
The SPFB oversees all senior year experiences within the School of Engineering & Technology. 
As many projects are sponsored by industry, senior projects provide good opportunities for 
faculty to work closely with industry. This interaction has resulted in faculty providing training 
for industrial-based engineers, occasional summer employment opportunities for faculty, and 
general faculty professional development due to the close industrial ties. 

6-E Authority and Responsibility of Faculty 

6-E.l Leadership Structure 

The leadership structure within the School of Engineering & Technology consists of a School 
Chair as well as program coordinators for ECE (EE and CE), ME, and the engineering 
technology programs. All of these fall under the administration of the dean who is, in turn, under 
the provost. The latter two have approval/veto authority. Further information about this can be 
found later in the "Leadership Responsibilities" portion of this subsection. 

6-E.2 Establishing policy 

This subsection addresses the faculty's role, and those of administrators, in defining the 
program's curriculum, continuous improvement process, educational objectives, and student 
outcomes. For all of these areas, it is the faculty that are the primary authority over all of these 
areas and who plan and originate curricular change proposals, but administrators have 
approval/veto authority relative to curriculum, specifically. 

Curricular matters for the program, including prerequisite structure and the detailed course 
requirements comprising the program, are planned at the departmental level. The ECE 
departmental faculty regularly meet (weekly during the academic year), with the ECE 
coordinator setting the agenda. It is in this forum that the curriculum (among other business) is 
addressed in detail, and in which any action to change it originates; Le., administration does not 
generate its own curricular change proposals. The department ordinarily operates by consensus, 
although a formal majority vote is, in principle, required to adopt any change; such a vote could 
be undertaken in the unlikely event there was not clear consensus and a decision could not be 
forestalled. A change so approved by the ECE faculty is then proposed to the entire School 
faculty, and a formal vote taken at that level, usually after discussion in a School faculty meeting 
(discussion may be foregone in the case of minor changes, e.g., prerequisite issues related to 
courses not common to the ME discipline). Upon School faculty approval, the Dean must 
approve, after which the proposal proceeds to a University-wide Curriculum Committee, a 
committee consisting primarily of faculty, but also of administration and student representatives, 
and in which the School is represented by a single voting faculty member. If approved at that 
level, it must, finally, receive approval by the Provost, usually after advisory discussion in the 
Provost Council (a body comprised of the Deans and Associate Provost). 

The student outcomes and PEOs for the program, which are provided in Criterion 2 and Criterion 
3, and the continuous improvement process outlined in Criterion 4, are defined and revised by 
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the entire faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology (i.e., both ECE faculty and ME 
faculty collectively). Regular occasion is provided for this by the meetings which review the 
student outcome and PEO evaluation reports. Of course, external advice, such as that from the 
lAB, Dean, and others may at times be sought as well, but this is always at the initiative of the 
School faculty. The Dean and higher administrative instances (Provost, etc.) have no formal 
approval, veto or other role in the process concerning student outcomes and PEOs, although the 
atmosphere is collaborative and their input is welcomed and respected. 

Thus, all the regular faculty of the entire School has some kind of a role in the program. This 
includes establishing its student outcomes, PEOs, continuous improvement process, and thereby 
the general direction of the program. By virtue of the wide involvement of faculty in the 
assessment process for all of the School's programs, and the similarity in the assessment process 
for all of the engineering programs, the entire School faculty is in a well-informed position 
concerning interpreting assessment results for the Computer Engineering program. Minutes of 
assessment meetings concerning the program student outcomes and PEOs (available for review) 
demonstrate that the entire faculty, regardless of academic rank or other factor, regularly attends 
and participates in the deliberations. They also show that ample time is taken in these 
deliberations such that all perspectives are thoroughly heard and considered, and consensus 
obtained; accordingly, formal votes are unusual. 

In summary, the faculty has autonomy with regard to defining and revising student outcomes, 
PEOs, and continuous improvement. However, the input of other constituents regarding 
curriculum is an important part of the process. The former (student outcomes, PEOs, continuous 
improvement) is addressed by the School faculty collectively, while the latter (curriculum) is 
primarily planned by the Departmental faculty (with later School faculty discussion and 
approval). 

6-E.3 Implementation of Policy 

Implementation of curricular decisions, PEOs, student outcomes, and the continuous 
improvement process is now addressed. 

Curricular decisions, once all approvals are obtained, are ultimately realized by the Registrar (in 
ensuring that a student completes all curricular requirements before awarding a degree) and the 
faculty (by virtue of their offering the courses with the intended, as-approved content, and in an 
effective way). 

PEOs are "implemented" by virtue of their dictating a consistent set of student outcomes that 
support them. The student outcomes, in tum, are implemented by each of the following 
mechanisms: 

• Alignment of the curriculum (i.e., program requirements) to the student outcomes 
• Content in specific courses (e.g., to include a design project in a course) 
• Sponsorship of student organizations 

Regarding the curriculum piece, there must be a process to ensure consistency and quality of the 
courses, and their inclusion of the elements dictated by the student outcomes. That process is 
aided by the mutual consent of the faculty in defming the student outcomes, as discussed above. 
Since all faculty members have had a voice in the student outcomes (which the faculty agreed to 
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align directly with the ABET student outcomes A-K), there is a common commitment to 
including the elements of the student outcomes in the courses. The process itself has two aspects: 

1) Ensuring that each of the qualities specified by the student outcomes is incorporated 
throughout the curriculum, by identifying sets of courses, each of which supports some 
element of a student outcome in some way; 

2) Ensuring that each course, individually, is both well-taught by the faculty member and 
that it adequately addresses its course objectives (which ultimately address some 
elements of the student outcomes, even if indirectly). 

To satisfy point 1) of the process, i.e., to be sure that the student outcomes are reflected 
throughout the curriculum, deliberate planning of the curriculum is necessary; for the Computer 
Engineering program, this is largely the province of the ECE department, and deliberations on 
the curriculum are indeed well-represented in the minutes of that body (available for review). 

As an example of PEO and student outcome implementation, notice that PEO-I calls for, among 
other things, an experienced graduate to " ... solve problems in their professions." Clearly, 
solving problems as a professional requires an ability to identify, formulate, and solve problems. 

Therefore student outcome E supports PEO-I as it specifically calls for "an ability to identify, 
formulate, and solve engineering problems." Student outcome E is then supported by various 
courses within the curriculum that have graded activities related to solving engineering 
problems. The ECE Department regularly reviews a list of courses (available for review) that 
should incorporate such assignments. As each course is also separately assessed, there is an 
opportunity to ensure that such assignments are incorporated into the course syllabus and that 
grade performance respective to the assignments is tracked. In summary, a process of curriculum 
planning, reflected most notably in the minutes of the ECE department, as well as a process of 
course-level assessment, is practiced to satisfy point I). 

To satisfy point 2), a further distinction is necessary between, on the one hand, quality of 
instruction, and, on the other, faithfulness of the course to its objectives (which will somehow, 
however indirectly, support the student outcomes and ultimately the PEOs). 

The process of ensuring quality of instruction (typically referred to as "evaluation" at LSSU) is 
the province of the Dean rather than that of Chairs or other faculty. The Dean, however, does 
utilize faculty members' expertise as peer evaluators during the process of evaluation. The Dean 
evaluates the instructional performance of faculty, taking account of confidential questionnaires 
filled-in by students at the end of a course, by visitations to faculty lectures, and by review of 
samples of course materials. This evaluation is evidently prejudicial for the prospects of the 
faculty concerned in the annual renewal, tenure and promotion processes. 

The process of ensuring faithfulness of the course to its objectives (typically referred to as 
"course assessment" at LSSU, as opposed to "evaluation") is, on the other hand, the province of 
the faculty themselves, but collectively. Thus, the practice amongst the department is that each 
faculty member, during the last week of classes, carries on a discussion with the students about 
their confidence levels in the various course objectives, adequacy of prerequisites, adequacy of 
course materials, and other factors relating to the course save the quality of instruction. The 
students also complete a questionnaire regarding the same topics. The discussion comments and 
questionnaires, together with grade data broken down by course objective, are then tracked for 
each course and serve as a basis to ensure faithfulness of the course to its objectives. 
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Finally, it is worthy of note that yet another factor contributes to quality in the courses (part of 
point 2) - namely, the many team teaching scenarios. These often pair more experienced faculty 
with less experienced ones in the same course, which provides for a kind of informal mentoring 
in teaching that ultimately also contributes to the overall quality of the courses in the program. 

The continuous improvement process is implemented, primarily, through curricular change 
informed by the assessment process and consistent with the student outcomes and PEOs. This 
process, to function, requires some amount of leadership within the School and the Departments. 
This leadership is provided by the coordinator (at the Department level) and the Chair (at the 
School level), and is described in Criterion 8-A. 
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Criterion 7 FACILITIES 

7-A Offices, Classrooms and Laboratories 
The program is housed within the School of Engineering & Technology, which is located 
entirely in the Center for Applied Science and Engineering Technology (CASET) Building. Built 
in 1980, the three-story structure is home to the areas of Engineering, Engineering Technology, 
Mathematics, Computer Science, and Fire Science. Two additional non-academic facilities 
associated with Information Technology are also located in the building: Enterprise Application 
Services and University Support Services. 

The School of Engineering & Technology has approximately 30,000 sq. ft. of usable space, 
which includes offices, storage areas, labs, and work areas. Details of the classrooms, 
laboratories, and offices follow. 

7-A.l Classrooms 

The CASET building has five classrooms and one lecture room that are assigned by the 
Registrar's Office, with engineering, engineering technology, mathematics, computer science, 
and fire science courses receiving the highest priority. Room size and capacity are shown in the 
Table 7-1 below. 

Table 7-1: University-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-119 Classroom 880 48 
CAS-205 Classroom 1,010 40 
CAS-207 Classroom 690 30 
CAS-210 Classroom 1,100 56 
CAS-211 Classroom 585 27 
CAS-212 Lecture Room 1,265 76 

The School of Engineering & Technology also has three dual use laboratories/classrooms for 
additional lecture space when needed. These are shown below in Table 7-2. 

Table 7-2 Engineering-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-I06A Classroom/Lab 1,140 22 
CAS-310 Classroom/Lab 1,320 30 
CAS-311 ClassroomlLab 1,320 24 

All classrooms are equipped with a whiteboard or chalkboard, a computer, a document camera, a 
projector, and a screen. The rooms are arranged in a typical fashion with desk and chairs 
arranged in rows. The lecture room has fixed desks and chairs arranged in a stepped fashion. 
Since most engineering courses have enrollments with less than 40 students, the classroom 
facilities within the building are adequate, and nearly all engineering classes take place in the 
CASET building. Elsewhere on campus, several large classrooms with capacities up to 165 
students are available within a five-minute walk of the engineering facilities. 
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7-A.2 Laboratories 

Laboratory experiences are a central component of the engineering curriculum at LSSU. Most 
technical courses contain labs. The chemistry and physics labs are located in Crawford Hall; the 
remainder of the lab facilities used in the engineering program are located in the CASET 
building. Table 7-3 shows a summary of the lab facilities available to all engineering and 
engineering technology students, with those used within the program are denoted as such. 

Table 7-3: Laboratory Facilities in the School of Engineering & Technology 

Room Name Size (sq. ft.) Capacity CE 
CAS-105 Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 370 12 

CAS-106A Materials Testing Lab 1,140 22 

CAS-106B Engineering Design Center 1,140 
30 

~ 
(6 Teams) 

CAS-106C Thermal Fluids Lab 900 10 
CAS-120 Machine Shop 5,180 20 

CAS-120A&B Welding Lab &Foundry 1,760 10 

CAS-122 
Plastics Molding Lab & 

2,240 20 ~ 
Senior Projects Construction Area 

CAS-124 
Vehicle Testing Lab & 

1,200 8 ~ 
Surface Mount Assembly Lab 

CAS-125 Robotics and Automation Center 2,600 16 ~ 

CAS-209A&B Computer Lab 1,100 28 ~ 

CAS-304 Digital Electronics Lab 1,080 14 ~ 

CAS-306 Analog Electronics I Lab 1,175 16 ~ 

CAS-309 Analog Electronics II Lab 1,175 16 ~ 

CAS-310 Electro-mechanical Systems Lab 1,320 30 ~ 

CAS-310A Rapid Prototype Center 580 4 ~ 

CAS-311 
Programmable Logic Controllers 1,320 24 

~ 
Lab 

The School of Engineering & Technology provides the necessary hardware and software tools 
required in the teaching of engineering and engineering technology students. Unlike more 
research-oriented institutions, LSSU labs are nearly all intended for use by the undergraduate 
engineering and engineering technology students for instructional purposes. All laboratory 
facilities are available to students during regular school hours, when they are not in use for lab 
instruction. Computer labs and some labs with security cameras are available for extended hours. 
Special access arrangements through University Security are regularly used to permit student 
access to labs during evening and late night hours. In general, laboratory section sizes are 
typically 16 students or fewer. If student enrollment in a section exceeds the suitable lab size, 
then multiple lab sections are provided. 

7-A.2.l Data Acquisition / Microscopy Laboratory (CAS-lOS) 

The Data Acquisition / Microscopy lab (CAS-l 05) is contiguous to CAS-l06A, and the two 
often serve together as a single large lab oriented towards various kinds of materials testing. 
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It includes microscopes and photographic equipment to support materials characterization, strain 
gauge mounting and data acquisition equipment, dynamic data collection systems (for acoustic 
and vibration measurement), ultrasonic and other NDT test equipment, and plastics properties 
testing equipment. This lab is used primarily for ME and MfgET courses. Students in the 
relevant courses have access to this lab from 8am-5pm but must be let in by a faculty/staff 
member. 

7-A.2.Z Materials Testing Laboratory (CAS-l06A) 

The Materials Testing Lab (CAS-106A) contains equipment for tensile and compression testing, 
hardness testing, and fatigue testing of materials, as well as for polishing and etching in 
metallographic specimen preparation. Specifically, this laboratory houses a 400,000 lb. Tinius
Olsen compression/tensile testing machine, specimen mounting presses, belt sanders, microscopy 
polishers, and microscopes. This lab is primarily used for ME and MfgET courses. Students in 
the relevant courses have access to this lab from 8am-5pm but can only operate the Tinius-Olsen 
with faculty/staff present. 

7-A.Z.3 Engineering Design Center (CAS-106B) 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS-I 06B) is a carpeted office space containing eight cubicles, 
each equipped with chairs, a computer, a phone, a whiteboard, and typical office desk 
furnishings. The room has a printer common to all cubicles, as well as a large conference table 
and chairs, a projector and screen for practice presentations, and a collection of supplier catalogs. 
All senior project teams are assigned their own cubicle where they work on their projects, keep 
their records, organize their information and make vendor communications (via e-mail or phone). 
The teams typically hold meetings, which may include the company contacts, suppliers and 
faculty advisors, at the conference table. This laboratory provides the Senior Project students 
with office space and conveys the look and feel of working in industry. All typical office 
supplies are provided. This lab is used exclusively for the senior Engineering Design Projects 
sequence EGNR-491 &495. These students have 24-hour access to this lab via LSSU public 
safety. 

7-A.2.4 Thermal Fluids Laboratory (CAS-106C) 

The Thermal Fluids Lab (CAS-I06C) contains equipment for examining thermodynamic 
principles as well as fluid flow. The main equipment are two thermal-fluid trainers with which 
students can explore the operation of turbines, heat exchangers, and centrifugal pumps. One of 
these trainers was updated by a 2017-2018 senior project team to provide more capabilities and 
automate the data acquisition. There is also a wind tunnel, wave tank, and refrigeration cycle 
trainer. This lab is primarily used for ME courses, but frequently serves as an overflow meeting 
room for senior project students as well, particularly since it has a large conference table and a 
telephone set-up for conference calls. Students in the relevant courses have access to this lab 
from 8am-5pm, senior project students can access this room from CAS-I06B after hours. 

7-A.Z.S Machine Shop (CAS-1ZO) 

The Machine Shop (CAS-120) contains a variety of manual manufacturing processing equipment 
(benches, hand tools, vices, drill presses, numerous lathes, mills, grinders, saws) and computer 
automated CNC machines (two lathes, two mills, a plasma torch). An adjacent computer lab is 
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mainly used for CAM software (Creo) programming. The Machine Shop is also connected to 
various labs, a tool room, and other storage space. This lab is primarily used for ME and MfgET 
courses, but also provide facilities that the senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-
491 & 495) can use to fabricate components. Students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm but 
can only operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 

7-A.2.6 Welding Laboratory and Foundry (CAS-120A&B) 

The Welding Lab (CAS-120A) contains arc welders, MIG welders, a TIG welder, Oxy
Acetylene torches, eight arc welding booths, and ten torch welding booths, all of which are well
ventilated. The Foundry (CAS-120B) includes furnaces for melting and heat treating metals, 
mold benches, flasks, a metal pouring bench and numerous hand tools. This lab is primarily used 
for ME and MfgET courses, but also provide facilities that the senior Engineering Design 
Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 495) can use to fabricate components. Students have access to 
this lab from 9am-5pm but can only operate the equipment with faCUlty/staff present. 

7-A.2.7 Plastics Molding Laboratory and Senior Projects Construction Area (CAS-122) 

The Plastics Molding Lab and Senior Projects Construction Area (CAS-122) includes three 
different plastics manufacturing machines, and benches. This room is primarily used as a build 
area for the senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 495), but is also used as 
a work area for the SAE mini baja vehicle. Students have access to this lab from 9am-5pm but 
can only operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. Senior project students assigned to this 
area are given 24-hour access via LSSU public safety. 

7-A.2.B Vehicle Testing Lab & Surface Mount Assembly Laboratory (CAS-124) 

The Vehicle Testing Lab (CAS-124) contains a two-wheel vehicle chassis dynamometer. This 
computer-controlled dynamometer can oppose the drive wheels with up to 268 hp and allows 
continuous operation at up to 100 mph. The data acquisition system allows for measurements of 
the tire torque and rpm as well as access to vehicle CAN network used for vehicle speed-torque 
(or speed-power) mapping, drivetrain vibration studies, vehicle on-board sensor monitoring, 
simulated towing load / drawbar / hill climb studies, etc. The lab contains a comprehensive 
safety interlock system (CO shut down, thermal shut downs, ventilation shortfall shutdowns, 
etc.) along with belt vehicle restraints with chain back-up help ensure safe operation. This lab is 
primarily used for ME courses. For safety reasons, students only have access to this lab with 
faculty/staff present. 

The Surface Mount Assembly Lab (CAS-124) was equipped between 2009 -2010 through a 
Michigan Economic Development Corporation 21 st Century Jobs Fund grant. Additional 
funding through the Michigan Initiative for Innovation and Entrepreneurship grant in 2013 
augmented the facility with the establishment of the Electronic Products Innovation Center 
(EPIC). The lab is outfitted with two Surface Mount Technology robotic assembly machines. 
APS CS40 has a component placement rate of2100 components per hour handling parts down to 
EIA 0603 (0.060" by 0.030") while the APS L40 handles EIA 0201 (0.020" by 0.010") 
components at a rate of 4800 per hour. Both accommodate boards up to 13.5" by 22". Supporting 
equipment includes 2 SPR-25 stencils and GF12HC reflow oven. Other equipment includes 
manual hot air rework stations and fluid dispenser for adhesives and solder paste. This lab is 
primarily used by PDC workers. 
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7-A.2.9 Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) consists of four industrial robotic lines 
estimated to be worth about two million dollars. In all there are 15 industrial robots (equipped 
with multiple end-of-arm tooling options), 2 conveyor lines with pallets, 4 rotary index tables, 1 
linear conveyor system, 4 Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC's), 7 vision systems, 18 
computer stations, as well as numerous sensors and pneumatic devices. Essentially there are four 
types of flow lines with robot systems: 1) a big rotary index table with four F ANUC industrial 
robots with an Allen Bradley PLC and HMI, 2) an oval line that uses a Bosch Rexroth Varioflow 
conveyor, housing 4 Staubli robots integrated with an Allen Bradley PLC, 3) an oval line that 
uses a Bosch pallet transfer conveyor with 4 F ANUC robots integrated with an Allen Bradley 
PLC and HMI, and 4) a work cell that contains 3 KUKA robots and uses a liner conveyor and a 
rotary table integrated with an Allen Bradley PLC and HMI. The oval line with the F ANUC 
robots and the work cell with the KUKA robots have vision systems integrated in all of the 
robots and also different tool change stations and end-of-arm tooling for the robots. 

During the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 academic years, a new robotics work cell was added to the 
lab. This work cell consists of3 Kuka KR5-R1400 robots with multiple end-of-arm tooling 
options, a rotary index table, and a linear conveyor system. In addition it has 3 Cognex 7802 
vision systems along with an Allen Bradley PLC and HMI. This work cell also implements 
safety systems commonly found in industry including 2 Keyence light curtains and a SICK area 
scanner to detect when a person enters the work cell. Students can program the cell via 3 
computer stations. This new system and the rest of the robotics lab will help LSSU maintain the 
industrial robotics niche in its undergraduate engineering and engineering technology programs. 

During the 2015-2016 academic year, the robotics lab went through a major upgrade. The 
F ANUC oval line system was fully updated except for the Bosch conveyor. The oval line system 
incorporates 4 MI0/iA F ANUC robots that run on the latest R30iB controller platform, 4 
FANUC iRVision 2D Vision systems, a FANUC 3DL Vision system, a FANUC force/torque 
system, two robot line tracking systems, an Allen Bradley PLC controller with ethemet 
configuration, 4 SCHUNK robot tool changers, several robot end-of-arm tools (grippers, suction 
cups, etc.), 4 Dell computers, and several sensors. 10 seats of the Roboguide robotics simulation 
software was also purchased. The entire system (engineering, hardware, software and 
installation) is estimated at $750,000. 

During the 2009-2010 academic year, the robotics lab also went through a major upgrade. The 
Staubli oval line system was newly installed. The system incorporates 4 Staubli robots that run 
on the latest CS8 controller platform, a new Bosch conveyor system (Varioflow system with 8 
pallet location stations), 4 Cognex Vision systems, an Allen Bradley PLC5 controller with device 
net configuration, 4 robot tool changers, several robot end-of-arm tools, and several sensors. The 
entire system (engineering, hardware, software and installation) was estimated at $500,000. 

The Robotics and Automation Center is utilized by all Engineering and Engineering Technology 
degrees. Students in the relevant courses have access to this lab from 8am-5pm but can only 
operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 

This lab also used extensively for demonstrations for members from business and industry, K-12 
students, visiting faculty, and the community. The Robotics and Automation Center is also the 
key facility that serves as the home for the summer Robotics Camps and Women in Technology 
programs. These programs that have been offered every summer since 1991 and each year have 
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attracted between 50 to 100 gifted and talented middle school and high school students from 
Michigan, Ontario, and beyond. The programs have served well to attract bright young 
individuals to the engineering and technology fields. 

7-A.2.10 Computer Laboratory (CAS-209B&C) 

The Engineering Computing Labs (CAS-209B-209C) have 33 current PC-type workstations, two 
common printers, full network access, and all software that is taught in the curriculum. 
Computers Dell Optiplex 3020 computers with Intel i5 quad-core CPU, 8GB of RAM, a Quadro 
P600 GPU, and network access. Specialized software installed on these computers includes 
Creo, MA TLAB, RoboGuide, Ansys Fluent, Arduino, and Witness. This lab is the primary 
computing lab for engineering and engineering technology students. Students from programs 
outside of the School of Engineering & Technology are not granted access to this room. Students 
have 24-hour access to this lab via LSSU public safety, except when it is being used for 
instruction (even then, it is divisible into two halves by an accordion wall, and only one half is 
ordinarily used for courses, leaving the other half available for open student use). 

7-A.2.11 Digital Electronics Laboratory (CAS-304) 

The Digital Electronics lab (CAS-304) has a fixed workbench in the center of the room with five 
computers and space for student circuit development. Additionally, this room has eight smaller 
workstations located around the perimeter of the room. Available in the room are, digital multi
meters, digital trainers, logic analyzers, FPGA evaluation boards, and portable oscilloscopes are 
available as needed. In addition, this lab also serves as an alternate computer lab with 13 
computer stations. This lab is primarily used for CE, EE, and EET courses. All engineering and 
engineering technology students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm, students in the relevant 
courses have may receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

7-A.2.12 Analog Electronics I Laboratory (CAS-306) 

The Analog Electronics I Lab (CAS-306) has 8 work stations. Each station contains a power 
supply (AgilentlHP E3620), multimeter (Keithley 2110), signal generator (Keysight 33210A), 
oscilloscope (Keysight DSO-X2004A), and computer with LTSpice. This lab is primarily used 
by the introductory electronics courses for all engineering and engineering technology degrees. 
All engineering and engineering technology students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm, 
students in the relevant courses have may receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

7-A.2.13 Analog Electronics II Laboratory (CAS-309) 

The Analog Electronics II Lab (CAS-309) has 7 work stations. Each station contains two power 
supplies (AgilentIHP E3620 and BK Precision 1665), multimeter (Fluke 8846A), signal 
generator (Keysight 33210A), oscilloscope (Keysight DSO-X2004A), and computer with 
LTSpice. There is an additional "instructor station" that contains additional equipment including 
a programmable power supply (BK Precision 9201), a DC electronic load (BK Precision 8600), 
and a power analyzer (Tektronix PA1000). This lab is primarily used by the advanced electronics 
courses for all engineering degrees. All engineering and engineering technology students have 
access to this lab from 8am-5pm, students in the relevant courses have may receive additional 
after-hours access as needed. 
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7-A.2.l4 Electro-mechanical Systems Laboratory (CAS-3I0) 

The Electro-mechanical Systems Lab (CAS-310) has 5 Hampton electrical machine trainers and 
accessories. These trainers include AC and DC power supplies as well as AC and DC voltage, 
current, and power meters. The accessories include induction machines, synchronous machines, 
wound-rotor machines, single-phase machines, DC machines, resistive load banks, inductive 
load banks, capacitive load banks, torque meters, tachometers, and power analyzers. This lab is 
primarily used by EE and EET courses, some of which are also available to CE students in the 
sustainable energy concentration. For safety students are only allowed to use the equipment 
when faculty/staff are present. The lab is also used as a classroom when needed as it can hold 30 
students. 

7-A.2.IS Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-3l0A) 

The Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-31 OA) is overseen by the Product Development Center (PDC) 
and serves as a laboratory for both PDC projects and Senior Project teams (EGNR-491 and 
EGNR-495). The majority of the equipment in the lab, with the notable exception of the 
Stratasys Dimension RP machine, was purchased by the PDC through a Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation 21 st Century Jobs Fund grant. The equipment purchases occurred 
between 2008 and 2010. 

A Stratasys Dimension 3D printer was purchased in late 2015 with donations largely from the 
lAB. Using ABS+ plastic, the printer can produce parts up to a size of 10"x 1 0"xI2" using Fused 
Deposition Modeling. The printer is used in a variety of engineering courses (notably, making 
sample parts for assembly mock-ups in EGNR-491 and EGNR-495), as well as for projects from 
industry. 

A Roland MDX40, a desktop milling machine, purchased in 2009, is used for many of the same 
activities as the RP machine. It serves as a virtual printer to the 3D CAD software. This device 
can mill woods, plastics, and soft metals other than aircraft aluminum and steel. This has a 
serviceable area of 12x12x4 inches and has a rotary axis as well. Prototype parts requiring 
materials other than ABS can be made on this machine. 

A 2013 Michigan Initiative for Innovation and Entrepreneurship grant provided 10 seats of 
EAGLE Pro Circuit board development software used for creating schematics and printed circuit 
board artworks for electronic projects. Two licenses are in use by PDC and 8 are located in the 
computer LAB 209B. 

A Next Engine 3D HD Laser Scanner purchased in October, 2009 is used to scan existing parts 
into a cloud-of-points and from there to 3D CAD. EGNR-491 and EGNR-495, along with the 
PDC, make use of this machine to scan parts that have no engineering drawing so that 
modifications or documentation can be made. 

These major tools are supplemented by Dremel grinding, drilling and polishing tools and various 
hand tools. Two computer stations which are set up for CAD and engineering activities are also 
located in the lab. This lab is primarily used by the PDC workers. 

7-A.2.I6 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Laboratory (CAS-3Il) 

The Programmable Logic Controller Lab (CAS-311) has eight work stations around the outer 
edge. Each station has a computer, an HMI (Allen Bradley PanelView 600) and a PLC (Allen 
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Bradley ControlLogix L16) training station. There are also project machines (four "mixing 
stations" and four "part checkers") designed to provide students with more intense programming 
experiences similar to what they would encounter in industry. This lab is used primarily by EET, 
MfgET, and ME degrees. The lab is also used as a classroom when needed (mainly for the 
lecture portion of the PLC course). Students in the relevant courses have 24-hour access to this 
lab via LSSU public safety. 

7-A.3 Other Facilities 

The CASET building has 27 dedicated office spaces for use by students, faculty, support staff, 
and the administration. Some of these offices are used to house student engineering groups or for 
storage. Additionally, the Engineering House, a living-learning community for approximately 30 
students, is located about 100 yards from the CASET building and the SSMart Zone building is 
located about 1 mile north of campus. These areas are discussed in the following sections. 

7-A.3.1 School Office 

The School of Engineering & Technology office suite, has four specialty office spaces that 
include reception, conference room, photocopy/scan equipment and supplies, and a storage 
room. 

7-A.3.2 Faculty Offices 

Faculty offices are furnished with standard equipment that includes a desk and chair, additional 
chairs for guests, computer, telephone, bookcase(s), and filing cabinet(s). Offices being used for 
storage are available to house additional faculty members should enrollment and/or 
programmatic growth warrant. 

7-A.3.3 Conference Rooms 

The School of Engineering & Technology utilizes several areas for conference rooms. These 
common areas are used for faculty and student meetings. Four areas, CAS-I06B, CAS-126, 
CAS-203, and CAS-205, are routinely used for conferences. Room sizes vary and can 
accommodate 6-15 people at one time. 

7-A.3.4 Student Club Offices 

Office space has been made available to the engineering student clubs. IEEE is housed in CAS-
316. ASME is housed in CAS-309A. SAE is housed in CAS-II7. SWE is housed in CAS-127. 
The Engineering and Technology Honor society and other student groups meet in the conference 
rooms. 

7-A.3.S Engineering House 

The Engineering House is a residence on campus in which a select group of engineering and 
engineering technology students inhabit. The house is adjacent to a number of other living
learning communities from different academic areas. The house costs the same as traditional 
dorms, but offers many advantages including larger bedrooms, a kitchen, a laundry facility, as 
well as common areas where students are able to congregate. The house is open to all 
engineering and engineering technology students, both male and female (housed on separate 
floors with separate bathrooms). 
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There is a good mix of students at different points in their academic careers (from freshmen to 
senior). Many of the students will be in classes together, allowing them to easily work and study 
together. The upperclassmen will also have taken many of the same classes, and had many of the 
same experiences, making them a great resource for help and advice. 

In exchange for these additional amenities, the students are required to participate in a group 
project above and beyond their normal course work. The subject of the project is decided upon 
by the students themselves, but must be approved by the house advisors. While this project does 
require some additional work, it is an excellent opportunity to gain experience working in an 
engineering team. 

7-A.3.6 SSMart 

LSSU and SSMart, a Michigan Smartzone, have a collaborative use agreement in place that 
provides access to students and SSMart entrepreneurial clients of the combined equipment 
owned by the two entities. Specifically SSMart makes available a CNC Lathe (Haas TL-I), 
a150W Laser cutter/etcher, a consumer grade CUBEX Trio Fused Deposition Modeling 3D 
printer and high resolution OBJET 30 Pro UV Polymer technology 3D printer. 

7-B Computing Resources 
Lake Superior State University provides computer, network, and internet services to members of 
the campus community. These services are intended to assist faculty, staff, and students in the 
accomplishment of their University responsibilities and duties. The computing resources offered 
by the University adequately supplement those offered within the School of Engineering & 
Technology and meet the needs of the students in the program. 

7-B.1 University-wide Computing Resources 

The library hosts three computer labs. Each lab has 24 Dell computers. All computers are 
running Windows 10 Pro and have Microsoft Office 2016 installed. The standard software 
installation is available on all computers. A high-speed black and white LaserJ et printer is 
available in the lab on the main floor. In addition to these labs, the library also provides access to 
33 Dell computers in the general Learning Commons area, 29 of which are connected to both 
color and b/w laser printers. In total, the library provides access to 105 computers for student 
computing use during the hours listed in Table 7-4. 

Table 7-4: Library Hours 

Day 

Monday 
Tuesday 

Wednesday 
Thursday 

Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

Hours 
8am -12am 
8am -12am 
8am -12am 
8am -12am 
8am -7pm 
llam -7pm 
Ipm -12am 

There are 4 Dell computers connected to a black and white laser printer. These computers are 
running Windows 10 Pro and Office 2016 along with the standard software installation. The 
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Rathskellar is located in the Cisler Student Union and is open all operational hours of Cisler 
which vary by time of year and events, generally extending well into evening or beyond 
midnight as demand or events warrant. 

7-B.2 Engineering Computing Resources 

The primary computer labs used by engineering and engineering technology students are the 
Engineering Computing Labs (CAS-209B&C). Combined they have 33 current PC-type 
workstations, two common printers, full network access, and all software that is taught in the 
curriculum. The computers are Dell Optiplex 3020 computers with Intel i5 quad-core CPU, 8GB 
of RAM, a Quadro P600 GPU, and network access. Specialized software installed on these 
computers includes Creo, MA TLAB, RoboGuide, Ansys Fluent, Arduino, and Witness. 

In addition to the Engineering Computer Lab and the two general LSSU computer labs, there are 
various computer resources available to students located throughout the laboratories in the 
CASET building. 

7-8.2.1 Engineering Design Center (CAS-1068) 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS-106B) is equipped with up to eight computers (one for 
each senior project team). The computers placed in this room have full network access, 
engineering software, typically are at least Intel i7 quad-core with at least 12GB of RAM, and 
are served by a common printer. Students enrolled in EGNR-491 & 495 have 24-hour access to 
these computers. 

7-8.2.2 Robotics and Automation Center (CAS125) 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS 1241125) is equipped with 14 computers. The 
computers have full network access, are at least Core 2 Duo with at least 2GB of RAM, and are 
served by a common printer. Numerous software packages and programming languages are used 
in the Robotics and Automation Center. The Fanuc robots are programmed in the Karel 
programming language and Teach Pendant language and the Staubli robots are programmed in 
the V AL3 language. The ladder logic programming for the Allen Bradley PLCs are programmed 
using the Rockwell software RSlogix. The laboratory also provides access to simulation software 
packages including RoboGuide and WITNESS. Students in the relevant courses have access to 
this lab from 8am-5pm, but may receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

7-8.2.3 Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

The Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) is equipped with 13 computers. The computers have full 
network access, are at least Intel i5 quad-core with at least 8GB of RAM, and are served by a 
common printer. Specialized software installed on these computers includes Quartus (digital 
synthesis), GoLogic (logic analyzer), Code Warrior, Arduino, Creo, and Matlab. All engineering 
and engineering technology students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm, students in the 
relevant courses have may receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

7-8.2.4 Analog Electronics Labs (CAS-306 and CAS-309) 

The Analog Electronics Labs (CAS-306 and CAS-309) are each equipped with 8 computers and 
a printer. The computers have full network access, and have at least an i5 quad-core with 8GB of 
RAM. Specialized software installed on these computers includes L TSpice, Arduino, Creo, and 
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Matlab. All engineering and engineering technology students have access to this lab from 8am-
5pm, students in the relevant courses have may receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

7-B.3 Computing Resources for Faculty 

All faculty members have computers and network connections in their offices, and all faculty 
computers are at least at least Intel i5 dual-core with at least 4GB of RAM. The minimum 
software package on these computers includes Windows 7 or Windows 10, Office2010 or later 
and Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, or Firefox. Other software installed on the faculty 
computers is based on the courses that they teach. 

All faculty members have full Internet access as well as Microsoft networking. There is at least 
one networked laser printer on each floor of the engineering building for faculty to use for 
printing. There are also several shared network drives for faculty to exchange information 
amongst themselves and with students. 

Several web based packages are available for both faculty and student use: 

a. MoodIe is a course management system that allows faculty to supplement, or deliver 
wholly, the courses they are teaching. Students enrolled in courses with a MoodIe 
component have access to support materials posted by the instructor (using syllabi and 
assignments), links to Web-based materials, videos, handouts, discussion boards and chat 
rooms, online quizzing, etc. 

b. The 'my.lssu' campus portal is beneficial to staff, students and faculty. It allows for 
single sign-on access to email, calendar, MoodIe, Anchor Access (see item c. below) and 
FASS (student course scheduling systems). It also offers improved e-mail, groups, 
chat/message boards, course studio, file sharing, targeted announcements and 
customizable pages. The portal is role-based, hence users have access to tools and 
announcements related to their role as a student or faculty member. 

c. Faculty and students regularly use Anchor Access, a self-serve computer system, 
accessible through the 'my.lssu' portal. Anchor Access is just one part of Banner, which 
also handles fmance, advancement, financial aid and more. Through it, students are able 
to view and pay bills online, print copies of their schedules and view and print transcripts. 
Automated Graduation Verification has been implemented to assist students and staff in 
confirming the courses needed to complete a program of study. This component is used 
in tandem with paper-based verification. Notably, it allows students and their advisors to 
perform a "what if' analysis to see which courses would be required to complete an 
alternate degree program. 

7-C Guidance 
LSSU takes great pride in the hands-on learning opportunities provided to its students. To ensure 
the safe operation of tools, equipment, computing resources, and laboratories, it is standard 
practice for faculty members to first discuss general safety procedures for a given laboratory in a 
classroom setting. These procedures are reinforced by demonstrations in the appropriate 
laboratory. For a particular laboratory exercise, the basics and theory surrounding a specific 
device or experiment is presented. Best practices for the operation of a particular device are 
subsequently discussed and demonstrated. Students then work under the tutelage of a faculty 
member or technician when operating the device for the first time, during which time they may 
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ask questions or request a review of the procedure. A faculty member or technician remains 
proximate in any laboratory settings where the possibility of bodily harm exists. Once 
rudimentary mastery of a device has been learned, students are then able to use the equipment 
with faculty/staff guidance present throughout the rest of their courses. A more detailed example 
of guidance for a specific settings is provided below. 

Example: Preparation for correctly and safely operating equipment in the Manufacturing Lab 
utilizes the following steps: 

1) The safety procedures are covered in class, and again in lab 
2) The assignment is explained and given in lab 
3) The basics and theory of the experiment or assignment is covered in class (e.g. the 

cutting speed and rpm calculation for 1010 mild steel being cut with a high speed 
cutter), and then it is shown in lab as well 

4) The operation of the equipment and the actual assignment is then demonstrated 
5) The student is then instructed to do the assignment. If the student has any questions, 

they are to ask the instructor for further explanation, and if needed the procedure is 
covered again 

Similarly, preparation to properly and safely utilize equipment in the Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Laboratories is summarized as follows: 

7-C.1 Equipment 

Use of lab equipment is described and demonstrated in the laboratory setting. The students are 
then required to demonstrate their proper use the equipment to a faculty/staff member. If the 
equipment poses a low injury risk student can then use the equipment for the remainder of their 
degree. 

7 -C.2 Software 

LTSpice circuit simulation and Quartus digital design software are both demonstrated in the lab 
setting. The students are then required to use the software packages to solve and design different 
circuits using the software packages. LTSpice software is used in the analog circuits courses. 
Quartus is used throughout the digital course offerings. 

7 -C.3 Laboratories 

The safety procedures are covered in class, and again in lab. In addition, the safety rules for each 
laboratory are posted by the entrance. An example of these rules is shown below: 

• Always assume all circuits are energized unless you know with certainty they are not. 
• If you know or suspect that an accident has occurred, take immediate steps to de-energize 

all affected circuits. 
• Never modify an energized circuit. Tum off the voltage source before modifying the 

circuit. Use one hand to make connections and never work on electrical circuits with wet 
or moist hands. 

• Do not work on a cluttered lab bench. It is important for safety reasons for anyone to 
easily trace out your test circuit. 
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• Think out, ahead of time, the consequences of closing or opening a switch. Do not make 
adjustments to energized equipment unless specified in the lab and you have thought out 
the consequences. In addition, the circuit should only be energized for the time it takes to 
perfonn the measurements. 

• Be sure you understand how to properly operate the equipment before you use it. 
• If you are unsure of anything or have any questions make sure to ask the instructor 

before proceeding with the experiment. 
• Never touch moving parts of machinery, and avoid standing in the plane of rotation of 

sprockets or belts. Do not wear loose fitting clothing or jewelry, that could contact 
electrical circuits and/or moving parts of machinery. 

• Never look directly at electrical arcs; strong ultraviolet radiation can pennanently 
damage your eyes. 

• Never work alone. Always have at least one other person to help in case of an 
emergency. 

7-D Maintenance and Upgrading of Facilities 
The University is committed to continually maintaining and improving the educational 
environment and facilities used to deliver education. Funding for facilities maintenance and 
improvement are contained in the University General Fund. Grants from NSF, MEDC, Perkins, 
and industry, along with donations have been instrumental in acquiring new and replacement 
equipment. 

While there is no annual equipment budget, per se, for the School of Engineering & Technology, 
the laboratories are well equipped and receive adequate funding. The two main sources of 
revenue that support laboratory facilities via the University General Fund are the course fees and 
program fees that come from students taking engineering and engineering technology courses. 
Between the two, approximately $200k is generated per year. Equipment, software, and 
hardware are upgraded on an "as needed" basis, which has been sufficient. 

Most courses have a course fee that depends on the cost of maintaining the equipment and 
software to support the course. In general, courses that have a lab component have higher course 
fees than those that do not. Approximately $54k was generated in course fees last year. All 
courses having the "EG" prefix have a differential tuition of $70 per credit hour called a program 
fee. The portion of program fees allocated to the School of Engineering and Technology last year 
was approximately $144k. 
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7-D.1 Recent Upgrades 

Major acquisitions made within the last six years are noted below. 

7-0.1.1 Microscopy / Data Acquisition Lab (CAS-lOS) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2018 Shore D Durometer testers 2 new 

2017 Shore A Durometer testers 2 new 

2017 Digital camera for microscope 1 new 

2017 Acoustic foam 1 new 

2017 DAQ system (sound & vibrations) with anti-aliasing filter 1 new 

2017 Lab-grade accelerometer (vibrations) & power supply 1 new 

7-0.1.2 Materials Testing Lab (CAS-I06A) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2018 Metallography Mounting Presses 2 new 

7-0.1.3 Engineering Design Center (CAS-I06B) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2014 i7 Desktop Computer 7 new 

7-0.1.4 Thermal Fluids Lab (CAS-I06C) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2018 Thermo-trainers 1 upgrade 

2017 Fin cooling efficiency test stand 1 New 

2016 Fogger for wind tunnel flow visualization 1 new 

2016 Material heat conduction measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Fluid jet force measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Refigeration trainer 1 Upgrade 

2014 Pipe flow loss test stand 1 New 

2014 Wave tank, and tanker vessel roll stability scale model experiment 1 new 

7-0.1.5 Machine Shop (CAS-120) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2015 HASS CNC Lathe 1 new 

2014 HASS CNC Mill 1 new 

7-0.1.6 Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-US) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2012 Staubli RX60 Robot 1 new 

2013 Fanuc LR Mate Robot 2 new 

2013 Fanuc MliA Robot 1 new 

2013 Dell Computers 4 1 yr old 

2013 Allen Bradley Panel View 1 new 

2014 Roboguide Robotics Simulation software 10 new 
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2015 Fanuc M10iA Robot 4 new 

2015 Allen Bradley PlC 1 new 

2015 Fanuc 2d iRVision Systems 4 new 

2016 Roboguide Robotics Simulation Software 5 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics Tool Change System 4 new 

2016 Piab Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 Dell Computers 2 new 

2016 Fanuc 3Dl iRVision System 1 new 

2016 Fanuc line Tracking System 2 new 

2016 Fanuc Force/Torque Sensing System 1 new 

2016 Allen Bradley Panel View 1 new 

2016 Kuka KR5 R1400 Robots 2 new 

2016 Banner Safety PlC 1 new 

2016 SICK 20 Area Scanner 1 new 

2016 Keyence light Curtain 2 new 

2017 Kuka KR5 R1400 Robots 1 new 

2017 Allen Bradley PlC and HMI 1 new 

2017 Cognex 7802 Vision Systems 3 new 

2017 Rotary Index Table 1 new 

2017 Dell Computers 3 new 

7-D.l.7 Computer Lab (CAS-209B&C) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2015 i5 computers 30 new 

2017 i5 Computers 3 new 

2017 256GB SSD 33 new 

2017 Nvidia Quadro P600 GPU 33 new 

7-D.l.8 Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2013 Corobot - mobile robot 1 new 

2013 Optiplex 745 - DEll PC 5 used 

2013 Optiplex 780 - DEll PC 8 used 

2014 Altera DEl-SoC boards 10 new 

2014 Altera Cyclone V GX Starter Kit 1 new 

2014 Acute Tl2118E -logic Analyzers 10 new 

2015 Optiplex 3010 - DEll PC 5 used 

2017 Dell Computers 13 new 

7-D.l.9 Analog Electronics I Lab (CAS-306) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2017 Keysight DSO-X2004A oscilloscope 10 new 

2017 Keithley 2110 Digital Multimeter 10 new 
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2017 Keysight 33210A Function Generator 

2017 Dell Computers 

7-0.1.10 Analog Electronics 1/ Lab (CAS-309) 

Year Item 

2015 Keysight DSO-X2004A oscilloscope 

2017 Dell Computers 

2017 Tektronix PA1000 Power Analyzer 

2017 BK Precision 8600 DC Electronic Load 

2018 BK Precision 9201 DC Power Supply 

7-0.1.11 Electro-mechanical Systems Lab (CAS-310) 

Year Item 

2017 3-Phase Variable Frequency Drives 

7-0.1.12 Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

Year Item 

2013 EAGLE Pro Circuit Board Development Software 

2015 Stratasys Dimension 3D Printer 

7-0.1.13 Programmable Logic Controller Laboratory (CAS-311) 

Year Item 

2013 Core 2 duo computers 

2013 PLC Trainers, Desktop 

2013 Panelview Trainers, Desktop 

2013 Part Checkers 

2013 Mixing Stations 

2016 Additional PLC Trainers, Desktop 

2016 Additional Panelview Trainers, Desktop 

2016 Additional Mixing Station 

2016 Additional Part Checker 

2016 Additional Computer 

7-E Library Services 

10 

8 

Quantity 

10 

7 

1 

1 

1 

Quantity 

2 

Quantity 

10 

1 

Quantity 

8 

10 

6 

3 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

new 

new 

Status 

new 

new 

new 

new 

new 

Status 

new 

Status 

new 

new 

Status 

new 

new 

new 

upgrade 

upgrade 

new 

new 

new 

new 

used 

The Kenneth J. Shouldice Library and Learning Commons provide the core research materials 
needed to support the academic curricula offered by the University. The Library is headed by 
Marc Boucher, Director of Library Services. 

In the fall of 1997, a 35,000 square-foot expansion and remodeling of the existing structure to the 
University Library was formally opened and full resources made available for faculty and 
student use. The facility includes ample space for study; over 32 personal computer stations with 
access to specialized library resource databases and the Internet; small and large study and 
conference rooms; a small art gallery; the campus's center for testing, tutoring, mentoring and 
the Faculty Center for Teaching. 
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7-E.l Collections 

The collection consists of over 140,000 volumes and 850 periodical sUbscriptions (including 
both electronic and print), as well as 75,000 microforms. The library uses Ex Libris' Voyager 
integrated library system for physical item discovery. 

7-E.2 Reference and Instructional Services 

Reference service provided by professional librarians, is available every day and evening the 
Library is open, other than weekends. Information literacy and research instructional sessions are 
not only provided to University students, but local K-12 students, students from Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario, and the surrounding intermediate school district areas such as Paradise, St. Ignace, and 
Pickford. All research databases are accessible to the general public while on campus, and off
campus access restricted databases are provided to all campus students, faculty and staff. 

7-E.3 Resource Sharing 

Resource sharing has always been a prominent aspect of library operations at Lake Superior 
State University. A unique feature of this library is that it is open to the public (on both sides of 
the international border) and also offers users a joint library card that serves as both their 
checkout card for LSSU's library as well as all public libraries in the Eastern Upper Peninsula. 
Our library catalog is shared with Northern Michigan University. Users can locate materials by 
specific library or collectively. If patrons fmd materials that are not available at the campus 
library, library staff will locate it through Interlibrary Loan. 

7-E.4 Resources, Special Facilities, and Services 

Resources available to students include access to the Internet from any of the computers located 
in the Library; but more importantly, over 100 research databases (including Science Direct and 
Applied Science and Technology Full Text) which index thousands of resources, many of which 
provide full text access to scholarly journals. All of these research databases are available off
campus through the library's proxy server. There are many group study rooms located 
throughout the library and the main floor also serves as a space for group interaction through the 
intentional layout of comfortable furniture and accessible technology to enable group 
engagement. Throughout the year the library hosts several lectures that are open to the entire 
campus and community. 

7-E.5 Reserve 

The Library offers both physical and electronic reserves service for faculty to ensure availability 
of materials for their classes. This allows all students to access materials that are of limited 
availability. Faculty determine the loan period (one hour, in library use only, overnight, etc.). In 
most cases, materials are removed from reserve at the end of each semester. 

7-E.6 Government Publications 

The Library is a selective federal government depository library which means it does not receive 
all publications from the Government Printing Office (GPO), but select publications that are 
chosen in addition to those required by the GPO. Currently, the items selected represent about 16 
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percent of the total items available to us as a selective government depository, and are selected 
based on relevance to LSSU's academic programs. 

7-E.7 Information Literacy Instruction 

Library instruction is conducted in a variety of smart classrooms located throughout the Library. 
Students learn how to access and search the many electronic resources available through the 
library in addition to a wide variety of information literacy topics such as copyright, proper 
citations and intellectual property. While general instructional sessions are offered, most 
instruction targets access and databases that directly relate to the faculty members' special class 
needs. When not being used for information literacy instruction, these labs are open for general 
student use. 

7-F Overall Comments on Facilities 
The School of Engineering & Technology currently has the facilities necessary to meet its 
program educational objectives and student outcomes. However, the addition of the Robotics 
Engineering degree program will require additional facilities and equipment when students 
presently entering the program reach the upper-level courses. 
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Criterion 8 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 

8-A Leadership 
As described in Criterion 6-E, decisions on the overall direction of the program are indeed the 
province ofthe entire faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology (SET), but the primary 
responsibility for detailed oversight of the program rests with the five faculty members 
comprising the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

The School of Engineering & Technology is comprised of only ten faculty members and there 
are two departments (ECE and ME) and five programs (CE, EE, ME, EET, and MfgET). As a 
result, the curricula are intertwined and there is considerable overlap in the leadership 
responsibilities for the various programs. Rather than attempting a somewhat artificial distinction 
between the various leadership roles that affect the Computer Engineering program, the de facto 
duties of each the ECE coordinator and the SET chair, relative to the program, are enumerated 
below. It has been practice that the ECE coordinator takes on the following responsibilities: 

• Lead the department in evaluating the student outcomes 
• Coordinate course assessment for engineering courses specific to the program 
• Ensure all students in the program are assigned an advisor from the department 
• Coordinate the mentoring of new department faculty in their advising roles 
• Maintain and update all degree audit forms and plans of study forms for the program 
• Recommend course substitutions, course waivers, and transfer credit evaluations 
• Interview all graduating seniors within the program 
• Oversee the program by setting the agenda for and running departmental meetings 
• Advise the department concerning curricular matters 
• Prepare course or program change proposals and present them at the University level 
• Represent the needs of the program at weekly "Chair" meetings (dean, chair, program 

coordinators) 
• Plan the departmental faculty instructional assignments and load distribution 
• Assist the School chair in course scheduling and assigning instructors 
• Organize and coordinate hiring committees for faculty vacancies in the department 
• Lead discussion relevant to the program at the Industrial Advisory Board meetings 

The SET School Chair has taken on the following responsibilities: 

• Coordinate the overall accreditation efforts for the programs of the School 
• Coordinate evaluation of student outcomes and PEOs 
• Coordinate the periodic review of the PEOs as well as school mission and goals 
• Coordinate course assessment for courses common to engineering programs 
• Serve as an approval authority for course substitutions and waivers, and transfer credit 

evaluations 
• Advise all SET freshman and transfer students at orientation 
• Write "program review" reports for all SET programs on a five-year cycle 
• Establish and maintain transfer equivalency ("articulation") agreements with community 

colleges 
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• Lead discussion relevant to the entire School of Engineering & Technology at the 
Industrial Advisory Board meetings 

• Set the agenda and run the meetings of the School of Engineering & Technology 
• Set the agenda and run weekly "Chair" meetings (dean, school chair, program 

coordinators) 
• Represent the School of Engineering & Technology at monthly "Deans and Chairs 

Leadership Group" meetings 
• Facilitate scheduling of course offerings and assign instructors 
• Provide leadership in School-level long-term planning 
• Prepare, recommend, and administer the School budget 

Collect and provide feedback regarding tenure and promotion decisions (for the School's, not the 
Dean's portion ofthis)Note, furthermore, that in contrast to what may be typical of "chair-level" 
positions at other institutions, duties related to faculty supervision are not part of either of these 
positions. Firstly, in accordance with concepts of academic freedom affirmed by the faculty
LSSU collective bargaining agreement (attached as Appendix N), neither of these positions 
involves supervision of instruction. Secondly, pursuant to that same agreement, since both 
positions are occupied by faculty, and as such, members themselves of the collective bargaining 
unit, neither position may involve responsibility for performance evaluation (besides in an 
advisory role as a peer evaluator) or for personnel decisions regarding other faculty. 

There is a Dean position for the College of Innovation and Solutions of which SET is a part 
(shared with other Schools, as described in Section 8-C below). With respect to the Computer 
Engineering program, this position serves as a fmal approval authority on course scheduling (and 
changes to instructor, time, or room), course substitutions/waivers, and budget matters and 
purchases. The Dean also serves as an approval stage for curricular proposals (new courses, 
course changes, program changes, etc.) prior to submission to the University-wide Curriculum 
Committee and thence the Provost's office for final approval. The Dean is also the formal 
supervisor for all faculty and staff within the SET, carrying out performance evaluations, and 
serving as an approval stage for hiring decisions recommended by Search committees. 

The position of Associate Dean for the College of Innovation and Solutions was put in place for 
the 2017-18 academic year. This action was taken recognizing the additional duties of the Dean 
in serving as interim Provost and VP of Academic Affairs. The Associate Dean performed 
several functions that affected the program such as participation in school meetings, course 
scheduling, course substitutions/waivers, budget matters and purchases, and curricular proposals. 
The Dean, by virtue of his role as interim Provost, retained fmal approval for many of these 
actions. The position of Associate Dean will be discontinued July 1, 2018 as the newly hired 
ProvostIVP AA begins his duties. Please see Appendix D for changes related to this new 
structure. 

8-B Program Budget and Financial Support 
The Chair of SET prepares budgets related to the school and submits them to the Dean. The 
Dean reviews the budgets from the schools within the College of Innovation and Solutions and in 
turn submits a budget for the college to the ProvostIVP of Academic Affairs for approval. 
Ultimately the combined Academic Affairs budget is submitted to the VP of Finance. 
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The Vice President of Finance receives department/school budget requests (one of which is for 
the SET) and prepares the overall General Fund Budget and Auxiliary Budget summaries. 
Recommendations are taken to the Senior Management Team for review and finalization prior to 
presentation to the Board of Trustees for approval. 

Recurring LSSU funding for the School of Engineering & Technology, broken down by source, 
is shown in Table 8-1. 

Table 8-1: Summary of SET Funding, Recent Years 

Allocations 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Base Operation $33,984 $33,984 $33,984 $33,984 
CarryOver $27,332 $89,017 $90,253 $131,390 
Course Fees $47,970 $57,180 $60,255 $54,345 
Program Fees $134,191 $152,216 $154,980 $143,640 

Total Allocation $243,477 $332,396 $339,359 $363,359 

The program receives funding from three University sources (base operation allocations, course 
fees, and program fees), represented by rows in the table. When bona-fide plans for expenditure 
are articulated to the CFO, funds not utilized in the previous academic year are carried over to 
the next year; that amount is also shown as a row. 

CSSM funds are LSSU allocated funds for the basic operation of the unit. These basic operations 
would include paper, phones, office supplies, copying, travel, small office related equipment, and 
other similar items. 

Students enrolled in Engineering or Engineering Technology courses also pay course fees and 
program fees, which the SET receives. The course fees vary from course to course but range 
from $10-$100, with a median of $60 (for those courses that have some course fee); these are set 
for each course considering the extent of that course's usage of laboratory equipment and 
expendables, large-volume printing (handouts), and/or renewable license software. The program 
fee is $70 per credit hour for courses beginning with an EGxx prefix. The School can adjust 
course fees yearly. Program fees and course fees are adjusted in consultation with the Provost, 
and require Board of Trustee approval. 

As is evident from Table 8-1, the Base Operation component has been stable from year-to-year. 
On the other hand, course and program fees received are subject to change based upon 
enrollment. 

As noted earlier, all degree programs are closely related, sharing all resources. Funding is not 
partitioned by program, but the School Chair and Program Coordinators work closely with the 
Dean to review the needs for each program and make appropriate allocations and purchases. 

In addition, not shown in Table 8-1, but consistent enough to regard as "recurring," LSSU is 
annually eligible to receive a Perkins Voc-Ed Grant. Most years, SET receives $lOK; every 
fourth year, however, SET receives $30K. 

Regarding non-recurring, or irregularly recurring, sources of income, there have been equipment 
sell-offs and donations. Over the last several years, a few thousand dollars have been raised by 
selling retired equipment on e-bay. Several pieces of donated equipment have been utilized in 
our labs, including robots for instance. 
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Occasional targeted donations have been received. For instance, a $10k donation in 2013 
donation paid for new PLC trainers. As another example, a fundraising campaign by the IAB in 
2015 paid for a 3D printer. In addition, through a collaboration with the Smartzone, SET houses 
and has access to both a Haas TL-l CNC Lathe and an Objet 30 Pro high resolution 3D printer. 

8-B.l Teaching Support 

Teaching is supported by the occasional use of student assistants, and by the availability of 
teaching workshops, both on-campus and nationally. 

Student class assistants are used, occasionally, in some workshop and computer lab courses. 
Their roles have included assisting students during the labs with accomplishing the lab work 
(EGNR-IOl, EGME-141, EGNR-140, EGEE-125), or in recitation/additional help hours 
(EGNR-265). These would be students who had previously taken the course, and done well 
enough to satisfy the current instructor. 

More exceptionally, two student "graders" were provided in the Spring 2016 offering of the 
lecture course EGME-275 Engineering Materials, which had a large enrollment (38 initially), to 
checkl"pre-grade" homework (give comments and tentative scores to worked problems for the 
instructor's review). This may serve as a precedent henceforth, and the Dean had verbally-stated 
that it would be dependent upon enrollment numbers in courses. To some extent, the student 
workers in EGNR-140 have also reviewed and commented on homework. 

Teaching workshops exist on campus, via the title-III grant-initiated "Faculty Center for 
Teaching"; three current SET faculty members have presented at these workshops but the full 
extent of participation by SET faculty connected with the program has not been monitored. 
There are usually teaching-related workshops during the development week preceding the Fall 
semester; as classes are not yet underway at that time, attendance is relatively straightforward for 
most faculty members. 

External workshops are also supported. Jaskirat Sodhi (2014) (no longer with LSSU) and Zakaria 
Mahmud (2015) each attended the NET! (National Effective Teaching Institute) workshop 
sponsored by ASEE. Andrew Jones attended (2013) "Enhancing Student Success through a 
Model 'Introduction to Engineering' Course", Carson, CA. David Leach (2016) attended an 
ABET IDEAL (Institute for the Development of Excellence in Assessment Leadership) 
workshop. David Baumann and Robert Hildebrand (2013) attended a one-day ABET workshop 
(Program Assessment Workshop). David Leach (2016) and Jordan Huff (2017) attended a NIMS 
(National Institute of Metalworking Skills) CNC training and welding certification. David Leach 
and Joe Moening will be attending the basic NET! workshop in the summer of2018 while 
Zakaria Mahmud will attend the advanced NET! workshop. Masoud Zarepoor is attending an 
engineering education workshop at Bucknell in the summer of2018. 

Finally, in indirect support of teaching, the University maintains a variety of student services, 
including counseling, library, placement, admissions, registrar, a learning center (instructing 
academic success strategies), and tutoring. 

8-8.2 Infrastructure Support 

Both course and program fees are used for major equipment purchases, computers, lab supplies, 
equipment maintenance, software, and other related items. Table 8-2 provides a summary ofthe 
expenses categories denoting how funds have been spent for the last few years. 
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Table 8-2: Expense categories and spending 
-

Actual Actual Actual Actual YTD 

AccountNumber ~cc~~ntDescription 2014 2015 I 2016 2017 2018 
- ---_. 

7001 Supplies-Office 4,198.41 3,622.33 1,134.21
' 

3,022.28 3,328.12 

7002 Reference Books 238.99 905.31 i 624.81 ' 586.29 -----_._-----_. 
,7003 Central Stores . 1,958.()O 1,700.00 2,200.00 1,!~.~~ 1,433.00 _ .. _- .. .. -

18,?54.11 i 7004 Supplies-Lab 22,427.06 2},372.44 2~,058.71 12,507.32 

7005 Supplies-Aud Visual 1,19O.~~ 428.46 14.95 2.00 I 
r- - - - -

7006 Supplies-Photo-Print 

7010 ~war~s-Plaql!es 395.61 493.09 374.45 347.94 789.80 -- - . 
.7015 Sl!pplies-~SU Name-~ogo Items 334.56 1,290.7~ 558.00 2,881.87 1,49,!!.70 

7020 Supplies-Other 5,295.99 16,490.33 5,495.88 19,635.19 31,490.73 

7030 CCJpi~s 13,~.3~ 10,913.56 !,4,878.96 8,79?2,!! 7,709.80 

7031 Printing 1,399.99 1,134.52 3,056.32 2,026.82 2,155.98 

7032 ~hotographic Servic~ 61.60 I 

i?~ PCJs~ge 180.79 1,35~9? 1,!,44.19 199.60 .~~?, ---_. 
,7050 Telephone 4,291.85 5,204.88 4,894.54 4,680.00 3,900.00 

7055 Fax ---
;7060 Software 57.90 5,OOO.~_ 204.16 3,120.00 

·7061 Software Licenses and Maintenance 19,217.45 15,076.84 5,238 .. ClQ 1l,1~5.00 17,321.95 - ._- - . . -- -

~065 C0!!lp_ut~'!:!~cL~~re _ .3,~53.03 3,3~2.87 , ~},237.42 ' 164.84 3,~3:~~ 
7070 Equipment <2500 21,040.30 12,034.77 26,497.60 23,588.26 22,883.23 

·7101 Travel in State ?,356.~ 3,~83.3?, ?,~!!:?7 , 4,!23..:!~ 5,~7!:~ ---- _._._. 
,7102 Travel out of State 5,~33.01 10,891.48 8,750.95 13,633.78 5,382.}? --_._-----
7103 Travel Students 53.00 828.05 8,844.57 

7110 ~eet~~gs:.t:un~h~ons ..?,~28.3? 4,864.81 10,776.89 7,~.!I8.62 12,082.7~ 

:7111 Guest Lodging-Meals 14.73 100.70 775.28 137.80 

,7112 Conferences ~,~~O.OO 5,168.8! ... },~O.OO 2,359.50 3,240.00 

;7130 R~cruitment--E':flpl~y~e 235.05 I 
,7131 Recruitment--Student 302.88 244.19 1,473.30 1,062.06 52.76 

7210 Rental-Media 200.00 

i7211 Rental-Equipment 1,300.00 3,738.60 
...... ~ 

4,338.41 

7225 Rental-Other 2,536.50 
,7230 Pr~d!J~. o.ev~ICJPlTl.ent Center Services 
7252 Honorariums 75.00 53.85 

E5~ Contracted Services -t 200.00 45,000.00 -- . - -
,7261 Eq~il'ment Mtnce alld Rep.air 4,078.26 550.00 10,831:00 3,984.94 

7271 Legal 

.7272 Accreditation i 348.06 
----- . . 

,7290 linen Service 292.50 292.50 265.50 

.7320 License-Permits-Fees 539.50 6,7~.~ . ... - -_ . 
23~ ~~m~e~hips 2,923.00 2,671.00 3,041.04 5,843.44 4,995.00 

.7341 Subscriptio.ns-Magazines 

,7345 ~d~e rt~si!:,g . 77.55 309.00 -
,7365 Professional Development 619.47 1,928.50 5,447.00 5,873.36 550.00 

7395 Miscellaneous 92.08 42.29 90.69 

7520 Haz Material DisPCJs~ 1,406.58 957.27 

7960 Capitalized Equipment Purch 55,900.00 22,470.90 41,990.08 42,787.72 39,876.59 

Grand Total 183,581.64 148,717.18 234,440.25 208,081.33 202,142.78 
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8-B.3 Resource Adequacy for Teaching and Infrastructure 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering & Technology to sufficiently meet the 
teaching needs of the program. Although teaching assistants or graders are rarely used, funding 
has been adequate for the occasional instances in which they were necessary. 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering & Technology to sufficiently meet the 
equipment needs of the program. Although no comprehensive five or ten year equipment 
replacement plan exists, the ECE department has created an equipment need prioritization list 
within the last few years where present and future needs are included to help with planning. This 
document contains budgetary information (e.g. how many devices are needed and at what cost) 
as well as a ranking of the priority as high, medium, or low. Funding has been adequate for 
critical and necessary upgrades as well as needed maintenance activities. 

8-C Staffing 
The staffing of the School of Engineering & Technology is described in the following, in terms 
of compensated positions (full or part time; salaried, release-time, or stipend assignments); 
evidently, as is typical in academia, much additional work is also available in the form of service 
activities by faculty members. All of the positions described have some responsibility, to varying 
degrees, for the program (as well as other programs). 

8-C.l Clerical Staff 

Throughout most of the last 6-year cycle, support staff (for the School of Engineering 
Technology) has included 1-1/2 full-time positions, i.e., a full-time Academic Assistant, and a 
half-time administrative assistant. However, the half-time position discontinued as of June 2016. 

The Academic Assistant provides clerical support to the faculty and Dean, manages day-to-day 
activities in the School's office, processes purchase requisitions and manages faculty cardholder 
accounts, organizes special events (e.g., annual School banquet), provides coordination support 
for Summer programs (camps for high-school-age and younger), and pursues various other 
duties as well. 

The half-time administrative assistant position had provided assistance for marketing and 
recruitment, implementation of Engineering admissions policies, and maintenance of assessment 
and accreditation records. These various duties have been shifted to the full-time Academic 
Assistant and the chair with some duties discontinued at the SET level (e.g. marketing moving to 
the university marketing personnel) or discontinued entirely. 

Furthermore, there has continuously been a part-time student assistant in place to help the 
Academic Assistant, including during the summertime. 

8-C.2 Administrative Staff 

8-C.2.1 Dean 

The School was administered by a Dean (see Criterion 8-A above for the Dean's role) whose 
responsibilities has been divided with the Lukenda School of Business under the auspices of a 
combined college. Beginning July 1 (the date of this report), a reorganization will place the SET 
together with both School of Mathematics and Computer Science and the Lukenda School of 
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Business within the College of Innovation and Solutions under a solitary Dean. The current 
Chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science will assume the role of Dean for the 
College; whether the Dean will continue to also maintain Chair duties for the School of 
Mathematics and Computer Science is yet to be finalized. 

8-C.2.2 Chair 

The Chair (see Criterion 8-A above for hislher role) is a 3-release load hour (1/4-time) 
appointment, plus the equivalent of 3 load hours converted to a stipend each for the fall and 
spring semesters (in the 2012 self-study, these were 3 actual load hours), and a $2,000 Summer 
stipend. That has been consistent during the entire 6-year cycle, except for the Summer stipend, 
which has varied from $1,000 in summer of2012 to $2,000 currently, with Summer 2017 having 
been calculated at 2 load hours (slightly less than $2,000). 

8-C.2.3 Coordinators 

During some early portions of the 6-year cycle, Coordinators (see Criterion 8-A above for their 
respective roles) received 2 release hours (out of 12 for full time) per semester, i.e., these were 
1/6 time assignments. During the majority of the cycle the ME coordinators received 2 release 
hours per semester resulting in 1/6 time assignment and the ECE coordinator (as well as the 
Engineering Technology coordinator) received 1 release hour (l/12-time). Note that the release 
time for the ECE coordinator has been reduced from the 2 release hours mentioned in the 
previous self-study report from 2012. 

8-C.2.4 Director of Robotics 

There is a 3-release hour (1I4-time) assignment for running the Robotics laboratory of the SET. 
Note that courses such as EGRS-215, EGRS-381, EGRS-385, EGRS-430, EGRS-435, and 
EGRS-481 make extensive use of this laboratory. The director develops the robotics laboratory 
through industrial donations and grants, and plays key leadership roles nationally in the Society 
of Manufacturing Engineers and the Robotics Industry Association. 

8-C.3 Academic Staff 

8-C.3.1 Instructional Staff 

The ten full-time faculty positions (all tenured or tenure-track) have already been detailed in 
Criterion 6. 

In addition, some usage is made of adjunct faculty. In particular, the two Laboratory Engineers 
frequently act in this capacity, and the courses they typically instruct (or co-instruct) courses 
including the lab components ofEGET-110 Applied Electricity, EGEE-21O Circuit Analysis, 
EGME-110 Manufacturing Processes, and EGET-175 Applied Electronics, and occasionally 
both the lecture and lab components ofEGRS-365 PIC's. More directly related to the program is 
their role as project advisor in the capstone EGNR-491-495 sequence. 

The PDC (Product Development Center) of the larger College also employs a full-time Engineer, 
and has employed two during the early portion of the 6-year cycle; these have sometimes served 
as adjuncts for EGNR-491-495 sequence course topics and team advising, EGEE-370 Electronic 
Devices, EGME-141 Solid Modeling, EGNR-245 Calculus Applications for Technology, and 
EGET-31O Electronic Manufacturing Processes. 
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8-C.3.2 Technical Staff 

Two-full time Laboratory Engineers are assigned to the School of Engineering & Technology. 
An Electrical/Computer Laboratory Engineer is responsible for the maintenance and operation of 
all electrical and computer equipment in the laboratories. A Mechanical Laboratory Engineer is 
similarly responsible for the maintenance and operation of all mechanical equipment in the 
laboratories. Both Laboratory Engineers design and manufacture equipment for use by faculty in 
the laboratory and/or the classroom. These positions are full-time, twelve month appointments. 

8-C.4 Resource Adequacy for Clerical, Administrative, and Academic Staffing 

The School of Engineering and Technology has had sufficient clerical staffing to meet the 
critical needs of the program. The loss of the half-time administrative assistant in 2016, however, 
has resulted in some diversion of teaching, administrative, and marketing resources away from 
the day-to-day needs of the academic programs. 

Similarly, budgetary allocations are sufficient to meet the immediate administrative staffmg 
needs ofthe program, but may not be sufficient to ensure the long-term sustainability and/or 
growth of the program. Although the School chair receives 25% release time supplemented plus 
the equivalent of 3 load hours converted to a stipend each for the fall and spring semesters and 
the equivalent of 2 load hours in stipend for the summer, that position encompasses 
administrative leadership for all 6 programs in the School; furthermore the release time for the 
ECE departmental coordinator (and the engineering technology program coordinator) has been 
reduced within the last 6 year cycle from 2 load hours per semester to 1 load hour per semester 
such that the amount of release time is not high enough to reflect the amount of time needed to 
fulfill the responsibilities of the position .. 

The School of Engineering and Technology currently has sufficient instructional and technical 
staffmg to meet the needs of the program, provided the ten positions remain filled. Currently 
there is a search to replace the ECE facu1ty member last taught in the spring of2017 (although 
the effective retirement date was December 2017). At the completion of that search the ten 
regular faculty members, supplemented by the aforementioned adjunct instructors, are able to 
deliver all the courses that are required to support the program. Furthermore, the two full-time 
laboratory engineers have the resources to maintain all equipment and facilities used by the 
program. 

8-D Faculty Hiring and Retention 

8-0.1 Faculty Hiring Process 

The reader is referred to Appendix N, the contract between the faculty and the University, 
wherein its Appendix B (Appendix B of the Faculty Agreement within Appendix N of this 
document) provides a detailed description of the procedure for formation and conduct of a 
faculty hiring committee. This is a University-wide procedure to which the School adheres (in 
fact, this procedure for the whole University was modelled after our longer-standing practices in 
the School of Engineering & Technology), but it does not address some of the specific additional 
practices that have developed for, and the philosophy for the conduct of, searches in within the 
School of Engineering & Technology. There is one search in progress conducted to replace a 
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retired ECE faculty member. There have been six searches for ME/MfgET faculty during the 
previous six years. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's philosophy of 
maintaining an applied emphasis in its engineering and technology programs, the evaluation 
process employed in the hiring of new faculty accordingly places a greater emphasis on a 
candidate's promise as an instructor and on industrial experience than it does on academic 
research credentials (although the latter is also a factor oflesser weight). A faculty candidate is 
generally expected to have some teaching experience (either as faculty member or a teaching 
assistant) and to possess excellent communication skills. 

After initial screening of CV s, the search committee typically extends invitations for phone 
interviews to up to a dozen candidates. These are contacted by a committee member, by phone, 
at which time, as a matter of transparency, the salary (presently about $65,000-$70,000 for these 
openings, which is considered low on the market) is related, as well as something of the 
geographical and climatological features of the region (rural and wintery), and the nature ofthe 
position (heavy teaching loads with little research emphasis). One or more of these factors may 
cause some of the candidates to withdraw at this point, saving them and the committee needless 
time expenditure. The remaining phone interview candidates then speak with the entire 
committee on the telephone for about 20 minutes to half-an-hour, at which time the search 
committee questions them on teaching interests, inclinations to teach laboratories, capstone 
projects, etc. Up to 3 of those candidates, whichever are most promising (if enough are), are then 
selected for campus visits. 

During the campus visit, candidates give a sample lecture (on a topic specified by the hiring 
committee chair and generally kept the same for all visiting candidates); this lecture is ordinarily 
given to both students and faculty (including those not participating in the search committee). 
Feedback is thereafter solicited from the students and faculty in attendance, and is given much 
weight in the subsequent hiring decision. Besides the guest lecture, consideration is also given to 
the candidate's performance in an informal research (or professional) presentation, to collegiality 
as observed at interactions throughout the day, including meals and one-on-one interviews 
(including with HR, the Provost, and sometimes the President, who convey their respective 
feedback), and to feedback from the candidates' references. However, it remains the guest 
lecture that most often proves decisive. 

Historically (and into the early phases of the 6-year cycle), the search committee would select the 
best candidate, and also rank the other candidates in case of an offer being declined (as happens 
fairly frequently). The Dean and Provost then had formal authority to negotiate and hire, but 
tended to support the committee decisions. More recently, the search committees have been 
discouraged from selecting and ranking, in favor of merely indicating "qualified" or "not 
qualified. " 

8-D.2 Faculty Retention 

Retention of qualified faculty is partially a matter of correct selection in the search and hiring 
process, i.e., by identifying a "good fit" faculty hire for the SET. The optimal faculty hire, given 
the relatively high instructional load, should be committed to instruction, rather than exclusively 
to research, as well as adaptable to the geographical and climatological particulars of Michigan's 
Eastern Upper Peninsula (i.e., relative remoteness in a wintery setting). Moreover, while such a 
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person may well be a subject matter expert, the willingness to function as a generalist, and with 
bonafide laboratory and project skills, is ideal. Given these attributes, a faculty member is likely 
to fmd a degree of satisfaction in the work that is conducive to retention. 

A School-specific PD fund (beyond that of the University), to bolster faculty retention, has also 
been available during the 6-year cycle, and still continues in a more restricted form. In 2012, 
subsequent to the EAC of ABET visit which had cited the various engineering programs for 
issues of faculty retention, the SET committed to provide a fund for workshops/conferences, 
summer stipends for scholarly endeavors, and other PD activities. Accordingly, for a portion of 
the cycle, these funds have been available for the purposes described, and may be allocated to 
Engineering Technology-related PD just as well as to Engineering-related. In the last three years, 
however, stipends have been discontinued, so that the fund is now limited to travel 
reimbursement and materials/equipment. 

Retention has not been an issue for the ECE Department, having retained all faculty members 
over the past six years aside from the one retirement. However, it has been an issue for the ME 
Department, which has hired and lost six (one due to retirement) faculty members in the past six 
years, and has impacted the ECE faculty workload somewhat. 

8-E Support of Faculty Professional Development 
The "Agreement" (Appendix N) between Lake Superior State University and the Faculty 
Association provides each faculty member with $1000 per academic year for professional 
development; at the beginning of the 6-year cycle (through 2013), this level was at $800, so it 
has undergone a $200 annual increase during the cycle. A faculty member's professional 
development fund can carry over from academic year to academic year, but not to exceed $4,000 
(unchanged). Expenditures from professional development funds must be related to the faculty 
member's professional development or teaching objectives. In addition, faculty members, who 
are officers of professional organizations or presenters at national conferences, have received 
additional support to travel to workshops and conferences from departmental and/or Dean's 
budgets. 

Note also the additional SET PD fund described in Criterion 8-D. For a couple of years during 
the 6-year cycle, this provided stipends for scholarly work, as well as travel and materials 
reimbursement. Although the stipends have been discontinued, the funding continues to exist for 
travel and materials. 

The "Agreement" between Lake Superior State University and the Faculty Association also 
provides a total of up to three semesters of sabbatical leave at full pay per academic year (it had 
been four, through 2013). A tenured faculty member is eligible for a Sabbatical Leave after five 
(5) academic years of employment as a faculty member at the University, so long as s/he has not 
had a Sabbatical Leave within the previous five (5) years. A Sabbatical Leave Committee 
comprised of two Deans, appointed by the Provost, and six faculty members elected by the 
faculty consider the applications for sabbatical leave and make recommendations to the Provost. 
No engineering faculty member has been awarded a sabbatical during the last 6-year cycle. The 
last sabbatical award to an engineering faculty member was a full-time sabbatical for the 2011-
2012 academic year, that being just prior to this 6-year cycle. 
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PROGRAM CRITERIA 

The EAC of ABET program criteria for Computer Engineering programs state that: 

A. The structure of the curriculum must provide both breadth and depth across the range of 
engineering topics implied by the title of the program. 

B. The curriculum must include probability and statistics, including applications appropriate 
to the program name; mathematics through differential and integral calculus; sciences 
(defmed as biological, chemical, or physical science); and engineering topics (including 
computer science) necessary to analyze and design complex electrical and electronic 
devices, software, and systems containing hardware and software components. 

C. [The curriculum] must include advanced mathematics, typically including differential 
equations, linear algebra, complex variables, and discrete mathematics. 

The LSSU Computer Engineering program meets all of these criteria. This has already been 
demonstrated in previous sections of the self-study report. This section will provide the 
appropriate references to those other sections. 

Program Criteria (A) 

That the Computer Engineering curriculum provides breadth and depth across the range of 
computer engineering topics may be seen in Criterion 5-A.4 Prerequisite Structure, particularly 
in Figure 5-1: Prerequisite Structure for the Computer Engineering Curriculum, and in Criterion 
5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas. 

Program Criteria (8) 

That the Computer Engineering curriculum includes probability and statistics, including 
applications appropriate to the program name may be seen in Criterion 5-A.5 Depth in Subject 
Areas, particularly in Table 5-6: Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of Curriculum 
(probability and statistics) and Figure 5-2: Mathematics Component as Related to Subsequent 
Courses (application of probability and statistics). 

That the Computer Engineering curriculum includes mathematics through differential and 
integral calculus may be seen in Criterion 5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas, particularly in Table 
5-6: Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of Curriculum. 

That the Computer Engineering curriculum includes sciences may be seen in Criterion 5-A.5 
Depth in Subject Areas, particularly in Table 5-6: Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of 
Curriculum. 

That the Computer Engineering curriculum includes engineering topics necessary to analyze and 
design complex electrical and electronic devices, software, and systems containing hardware and 
software components may be seen in Criterion 5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas, particularly in 
Table 5-7: Engineering Core Component of Curriculum and Table 5-8: Engineering Topics in 
the Curriculum, and in Criterion 5-A.6 Major Design Experience. 
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Program Criteria (C) 

That the Computer Engineering program includes discrete mathematics topics may be seen in 
Criterion 5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas, particularly in Table 5-9: Advanced Mathematics in 
Engineering Core Curriculum. 
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APPENDICES 

The remainder of the document contains the following appendices: 

Appendix A Course Syllabi 

Appendix B Faculty Vitae 

Appendix C 

Appendix D 

Appendix E 

Appendix F 

Appendix G 

Appendix H 

Appendix I 

Appendix J 
Appendix K 

Appendix L 
Appendix M 

Appendix N 

Equipment 

Institutional Summary 

University Organizational Chart 

Policy for Substitutions and Waivers 

Student Outcome Evaluation Reports 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

Syllabi for Sample Courses 

Course Assessment Summaries for Sample Courses 

Pre-Requisite Forms for Sample Courses 

Plans-of-Study 

Degree Audits 

Faculty Association Contract 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 
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documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Computer Engineering 
(For Students Entering in the 2018-2019 Academic Year) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

Student ID: ECE Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All information below should be from the student's most recent transcript and/ or transfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Communication (6 credits required) 

ENGL110 - 3 

ENGL111-3 

Humanities (6 credits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
----------- -- ----
-------------- ----

Social Science (6 credits; different disciplines; see catalog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
----------- -- ----
----------- --- ----

Computational Literacy [Mathematics] (3 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Natural Sciences (7 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credits; see catalog) 

Elective ------------ -- ----
Communication Skills (3 credits) 

COMM101, 201, or 225 COMM __ -___ _ 

o GEN-ED Requirements met by MTA or MACRAO 

Students must satisfj all of the following minimum requirements 
for graduation: 

02.0 overall GPA 
02.0 General Education GP A 
02.0 departmental GPA 
0124 total credits (minimum) 
032 credits from Mathematics (including EGNR340) 

and Natural Science 
030 credits earned at LSSU 
024 credits 300/400 level in major earned at LSSU 

, Theses courses may be offered only every other year 

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Complete the Computer E ngineering Core (85 credits required) 

CHEM115 - 5 ---- EGEE250 - 4 ---- EGNR346 -1 ----
CSCI105 - 3 EGEE280 - 4 ---- MATH151 - 4 ----
(C or better require~ (C or better required) (C or better required) 

CSCI121 - 4 'EGEE320-4 MATH152 - 4 ----
(C or better requir~ 

tEGEE355 - 4 
(C or better requir~ 

CSCJ201 -4 ---- MATH251 - 4 
EGEE370-4 ----

or ---- ---- MATH308- 3 
CSCI221 - 3 'EGEE425 - 3 -------- MATH310 - 3 
'CSCJ341 - 4 EGNR101 - 2 -------- ---- PHYS231 - 4 
EGEE125 - 4 
(C or better requir~ 

EGNR140 - 2 ---- (C or better requir~ 
EGNR340 -1 --- PHYS232-4 

EGEE210 - 4 ----
(C or better requir~ 

Complete One of the Senior Year Exp eriences (6-13 credits required) 

Indul!trial Project COQll~[llnY~ Proit£l Resea[£h frQi~£l 

EGNR491 - 3 ---- EGNR250 - 2 ---- EGNR260 -2 ----
EGNR495- 3 ---- EGNR450-4 ---- EGNR460 -4 ----

EGNR451 - 3 ---- EGNR461 - 2 ----
EGNR491 - 3 ----

Complete Techni£1l1 Ele£tives (13 minimum credits required) 

Technical Elective** __________ - _____ __ 

Robon£!! & Automation Concentration 

Complete aI/ of the fol/owing: 

Sustainable Entrgy Concentration 

Complete all of the fol/owing: 

EGRS385 - 4 * 
EGRS430 -4 

EGRS435 - 3 

* 

General Technical Electives 

** --- ----
** --- ----
** --- ----
** --- ----

EGNR261 - 3 __ * 

tEGNR361 -1 * 
And any two of the four below: 

'EGEE330 - 4 __ * 

'EGEE411-3 * 

EGEE475 -4 

'EGNR362 - 3 

* 
* 

• (C or better is required for all courses within a concentration) 
•• CSCI281 or higher, EGEE310 or higher, EGME275 or higher, EGEM220, EGET310, 

EGRS365, EGRS460 or higher, MATH215 or higher, or any course from the 
concentrations. 

12-Jun-18 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Computer Engineering 
(For Students Entering the Program in the 2018-2019 Academic Year) 

Freshman Year- Fall Semester 

CHEM-115 General Chemistry (4,3) 

CSCI -1 05 Introduction to Computer ProgrdlIlIDing (2,2) 

EGNR-101 Introduction to Engineering (1,2) 

ENGL-11 0 First-Year Composition I (3,0) 

MATH-15l Calculus I (4,0) 

5 

3 

2 

3 

4 

Freshman Year - Spring Semester 

CSCI-12l Principles of Programming (4,0) 

EGEE-125 Digital Fundamentals (3,2) 

EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Num Methods for Engineers (1,3) 

ENGL-111 First-Year Composition II (3,0) 

MATH-152 Calculus II (4,0) 

4 

4 

2 

3 

4 

17 17 

Sophomore Year - Fall Semester 

CSCI -2xx Computer Science Core Elective 

EGEE-250 Microcontroller Fundamentals (3,2) 

MATH-251 Calculus III (4,0) 

PHYS-23l Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists I (3,2) 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Sophomore Year - Spring Semester 

EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,2) 4 

MATH-310 Differential Equations (3,0) 3 

PHYS-232 Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists II (3,2) 4 

Communication Elective (3,0) 3 

Social Science Elective (3,0) 3 

16 17 

Junior Year - Fall Semester 

'CSCI-341 Discrete Structures for Computer Science (4,0) 

EGEE-2BO Introduction to Signal Processing (4,0) 

EGEE-370 Electronic Devices (3,3) 

EGNR-340 Advanced Numerical Apps for Engineers (0,2) 

ConcentrationlTechnical Elective / Engineering Option 

Junior Year - Spring Semester 

4 'EGEE-355 Microcontroller Systems (3,3) 

4 Concentration/Technical Elective / Engineering Option 

4 Humanities Elective (3 or 4 er) 

I Social Science Elective (3,0) 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

16 15 

Senior Year - Fall Semester 

'EGEE-320 Digital Design (3,3) 

EGNR-491 Engineering Design Project 1(2,3) 

EGNR-346 Probability and Statistics Lab for Engineers (0,2) 

MATH-30B Probability and Mathematical Statistics (3,0) 

Concentration/Technical Elective / Engineering Option 

Senior Year - Spring Semester 

4 'EGEE - 425 Digital Signal Processing (2,2) 

3 EGNR-495 Engineering Design Project II (1,6) 

I Concentration/Technical Elective / Engineering Option 

3 Cultural Diversity Elective (3,0) 

4 Humanities Elective (3,0) 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 15 

TOMI Credits: 128 

Computer Science Core Elective Courses 

CSCI-201 Data Structures and Algorithms (4,0) 4 (Fall) CSCI-22l Computer Networks (2,2) 3 (Spring) 

General Technical Electives (14 cr) 

CSCI-2B1 or higher 

EGEE-310 orhigher 

EGEM-220 

EGME-275 orhigher 

EGET-3l0 

EGRS-460 orhigher 

MATH-2l5 orhigher 

Any course from concentrations 

t=course offered only every other year 

Renewable Energy Concentration (14 cr) 

EGNR-261 Energy Systems (3,0) 

'EGNR-361 Energy Systems Lab (0,3) 

' *EGEE-330 Electro-Mechanical systems (3,2) 

'*EGEE-411 Power Distribution & Trans (3,0) 

*EGEE-4 7 5 Power Electronics (3,3) 

'*EGNR-362 Vehicle Energy Systems (2,3) 

*= must take two of the four 

General Technical Elective 

Robotics & Automation Concentration (14 cr) 

EGRS-3B5 Robotics Engineering (3,3) 

EGRS-430 Sys Integration and Machine Vision (3,3) 

EGRS-435 Automated Manufacturing Systems (2,3) 

General Technical Elective 

25-May-18 
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Computer Engineering 

Core Courses 

See reverse side for 
details about the 
available degree 
concentrations. 

Course 
Semester [CreditJ 

Pre I Co-requisite 

------------------------~ 
Pre-requisite 
(D- or better req uired) 

)0 

Pre-requ isite 
(C or better required) ) 

Courses that are bolded 
and underiined, such as 
EGEE21 D, require a 
grade of C or better to 
graduate. 

This chart assumes you 
have the required 
prerequisites or tested 
into MATH151 Calculus . 

Revised: 13NOV18 

I CHEM115 \ .1 PHYS231 t--lIi PHYS232 I 
Every [5J ' 1 Fall [4J i#ii Spring [4J 

,............ ______ 1--. J, : J, 

I MATH151 1 ..J MATH152 1 ..J MATH251 MATH310 •• -- EGNR340 I - I MATH 308 I 
Every (4) 1 -1 Every [4J r 'I Every )4) Every [3J :_ - Every [1J . Fall [3] 

' I : ~ , , , 
: II I , , .------ ! ' 1 · I 

• t .. : I : ; 
: : ' 

! 
EGNR101 I t1 EGNR140 I EGEE210 L;..LJ EGEE370 I ' -------- --. EGNR346 

Fall [2J . T Every [2J 1 ' Every [4J rr l'1 Fall [4J I ~I Spring [1) 

I ~ 1 ~ I 
- ~ , 

.:. 

I' t t T + I l! 
L----'lIY-l~. 1 EGEE125 t-LJ EGEE250 I, : ~ 1 I EGEE280 I I EGEE355 \ I EGEE320 L \ EGEE425 

.... 1 Spring[4J 1'1 FalI[4J I.' : 1""1 FalI[4J EvenS~ing[4J EvenFall[4J I OddSpring[3J 

I : t;ll' ~ 
: ~. ..L I 

• , , 
r--········ -------.-... ---- •.. -.---_._---.-. " • 1 1 lr----~-------r-----~----------~-----~~~ 

I eSCI105 L~ e~c!121 t P I I ~ CSCI341 I : LH EGNR491 LH EGNR495 
Every [3J II"l Spring [4J Even Fall [4J J I Fal1[3] I Spring [3] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '1<--__ ---' 

.. I Select 1 Course I 
..._-t-lhJ~J CSCI201 .-J CSCI221 II I Technical I I Technica[ I I Technical J I Technical :'1 Fall [4] r'1 Spring [3] r Elective Elective l Elective l Elective I 

L---'-----~~~~~~~r__- ___ I I 

\ 
ENGL110 LH ENGL111 I Comm~cation I I SocialS~ence I I ~~~=~ I 

Fall [3] I Spring 13J Elective Elective Elective 

~ Social Science J I HLI11anities J I HLI11anities 
, . Elective l Elective Elective 

Fall- 1 Spring -1 Fall- 2 Spring - 2 Fall - 3 Spring - 3 Fall- 4 Spring -4 I 

Freshman , Freshman Sophomore Sophom~I8__ Junior __ Junl~_r _ Senior Senior I 
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Computer Engineering 

Core Courses 

Course 
Semester [Credit] 

Pre I Co-requisite 

----- ------"--------.---~ 

Pre-requisite 
(D- or better required) 

• 
Pre-requ isite 

(C or better required) ' " 
7' 

Courses that are bolded 
and underlined, such as 
EGEE2jO, require a 
grade of C or better to 
graduate. 

Iechnjcal Electiye Ust 
CSCI281 or higher 
EGEE310 or higher 
EGEM220 
EGME275 or higher 
EGET310 
EGRS365 
EGRS460 or higher 
MATH215 or higher 
Any course from concentrations 

I C§~ljg5 I 
Every [3] j 

I EGNR140 I 
EveI)' [2] 

-I CSCIj2j ~ Spring [4] •••••••• ______ ._ 

A I-I MAltU52 
Every [4] 

I MATH251 -+ -
EveI)' [4] I .i. - -

I EGEE370 ~ ..... 
Fall [4] 

A. I MATH102 I --------
Every [4] I 

I MATH131 I 
EveI)' [3J 

I CHEM115 ~ 
EveI)' [5] 

I fl:tYS23j I--
Fa/I [4) I 

I EGEE2:1Q 
EveI)' [4) J 

I EGEE2BQ l 
FSII[4] 

Robotics & Automation Concentration (13 cr) 

, 
1 l- .. 

I I Technical I I EGB§385 ~ Y EGB§~ag I I EGB~35 1 Elective Sprtng[4] Fe/I [4] Sprtng[3] 

t i ~ I~ 

I 

I 

-
" 

Sustainable Energy Concentration (13 cr) 
I 

I 11 · - -_ ............ -
I -.: Select 2 Courses I I 

.I EGtlIB2&j _ I Technical I __ EGEEUO II~ EGEE475 j I I Fa/I [3] : Elective Odd Fal [4] Spl1ng [4] 

• I ~~_I_I I ,i. --- •••• 

• 
_uu' .u ..... ~. -i. EGtlIB3&2 1' 

_ .. _____ .f. ______ ...... , .. -... --., ..... ~ • ""J""'] Even Spring [4] I • 
• 

" I t _. I • 

c EGtlIB3i1 I "1] EGEE~jj I 
~ OddFal [1] Tt Even Spring [4] I ; , 

~ 
___ J 

-

" 

" 

General Concentration (13 cr) 

I Technical I 
Elective 

I T echnk:al I 
Elective 

Technk:al I 
Elective 

I Technk:al I 
Elective 

Fall- 3 Sprhv-3 Fall-4 Spra ... -4 
Junior . Jtlnlor Senior ...... 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form . One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Senior Project Posters 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides example(s) of projects involving students in this major. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Project Statement 

Create a semiautomatic alignment process 
using a robot with vision capabilities on a 
steering column and collect minimal 
telescoping effort data. 

Project Objectives 

More accurate data 
Faster data acquisition 
Faster overall process 

Project Motivation 

• Improve Nexteer's process for better testing 
results 

• Reduce non-operation time in the validation 
stage for higher volume of part testing 

• Availability of data to present to OEMs 

SEA Compliance 
Device 

• Use Fanuc 3DL sensor to align tool frame of 
robot to column axis 
Utilize mechanical device to reduce radial 
loading 
Use visual basic code in conjunction with 
LabView to display live data (Force vs 
Distance) 
Minimize axial force distribution data 

• Reduce cycle t ime to under 16 seconds 

7-18 

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING AND 

AUTOMATION 

Team Members 
Sarah Becks, CE 

Scott Lordson, CE 

Roberto Valdez, ME Faculty Advisor: 
Jacob Kline, ME Dr. Masoud Zarepoor 

Industrial Customers: 
Tim Ben Fred Ben!. Dave Prior, Scott White 

~ -- .. -
/

1-_- ~-"-
~ - ~-

i"1 I --~ i' F"-- ----.:- .. ! ~ : \ : . -_ ... .. . - '1 

.w i i 

.... 1 L __ ~·-... "-""-----) 

". . . ~ 

1-<;;1 -.' 

:J., 

i .. 

""'. '1 • 
T ..... ...... 

DAQ Analyzed 
Data 

~ smart vision lights 

ne~!;!lflr 

Customer Bio 

Nexteer Automotive is a leader in the 
automotive industry with a multibillion dollar 
steering and driveline business delivering 
electric and hydraulic steering systems, 
steering and driveline components, 
automated driving, etc. to OEMs around the 
world. Nexteer has over 13,000 employees in 
over 50 countries. Their customers include 
Ford, GM, BMW and others. 

Special Thanks 

• Fanuc 
• Sault Machine Works 
• SmartVision 

• LSSU PDC 
• LSSU Faculty 
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Project Summary 
Team KUKA Roboline Upgrade (KRU) has 
implemented a third KUKA robot to the pre
eXisting two-robot KUKA workcell in LSSU's 
Robotics Lab. In addition to updating the 
workcell's controls, vision, and safety systems, 
Team KRU installed a rotary index table used to 
transport work pieces between two robots, a 
worktable, and end-of-ann tooling for the third 
robot. Team KRU also updated all 
documentation for the workcell and created two 
new lab exercises. Finally. a synchronized 
robotics motion project and a robotic deburring 
project were compLeted to demonstrate the 
capabilities of this workcell. 

The KUKA Robotics Workcell 

The fully completed robotics workcell now contains: 

- 3 KUKA KRS R1400 robots 

- A rotary Index table and a linear conveyor system 

- Multiple end-of-arm tooling for the each robot 

- Automatic tool-change capability 

• Ethernet/IP communications 

- 3 Cognex vision systems 

- Allen Bradley PLC (Programmable Logic 
Controller) with HMI (Human Machine Interface) 

- 3 new computer stations 

- Safety system with a SICK area scanner and 2 
Keyence light curtains (shown below) 

Faculty Advisor 
Jim Devaprasad 

Team KUKA Roboline Upgrade Industrial Contacts 
Jordan Dasuqi (CE) Lindsey Pajot (ME) Enc Becks 
Jake Grover (MfgET) Andrew Purcell(EE) Ron Bergamln 
Kevin Krieg (ME) Ben Woods (MfgET) 

Vision System 
Team KRU installed a Cognex 
7802 vision system for each of the 
three robots. The vision system 
includes several advanced 
capabilities such as auto focus, 
integrated lighting and on-board 
processing. An image of the 
camera can be seen beLow. 

• ~..... . 

Project Benefits 
The main project benefits are: 

1) Addition of a new robotics 
platform to LSSU's Robotics Lab 

2) Future LSSU engineering 
students can get Lab experience 
on KUKA robots and Cognex 
vision software 

3) New project demonstrations 
created to highlight LSSU 
Robotics capabilities to visitors 

4) New platform for future senior 
and research projects 

5) Experience for Team KRU 
members on robotics system 
integration. 

Synchronized Robotic Motion 
Team KRU developed a piano demonstration using 
Autodesk's Maya software in conjunction with the 
Mimic software plugin and KUKA's EntertainTech 
software. Maya is a 3D computer animation 
software that uses time-based programming and 
has been used extensively in the production of 
films and video games. The Mimic plugin allows 
for time-based animation of KUKA Robots. Mimic 
then exports data as a program file which can be 
executed using KUKA's EntertainTech software 
package. These technologies allowed the three 
robots to play two pianos in sync. An image of the 
robots playing the pianos is shown below. 

Robotic Deburring 
Team KRU developed a demonstration that 
simulates the deburrlng process ofmanne boat 
propellers. The process utilizes a deburring tool 
manufactured by ATJ. The RoboTeam software 
package was used to traverse the complicated 
geometry·ofthe propeller blades. RoboTeam has 
many features including program and motion 
synchronization, collision avoidance, and 
operation of multiple robots from a single 
SmartPAD. An image of the robots performing the 
deburnng sequence can be seen below. 

Project Made Possible By: 

I< U KA 
n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U~T ,\TF UN(VE- RS(TY 

3 J iLiLtdIJ tUWW[M 

TEXTRON ~VIATION 
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Ii 
What Is a Collaborative Robot? 

Project Contributors 

CSI\C, 
FAsIENAL~ 

• [!J . 

-0. w. 
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Project Statement 

Along with team Coaveyiag Autommoo Solutioo. (CAS I. 
leam Automatioo Ccmtrols.l!nJineaiDtl (ACE) ""*«I III 
educWODa1 KUKA robotic pillform for "",doDl. II Lae 
Superior State Ullivonity. The DeW robotic plattorm aliowl 
IIIlIdents to familiarize themoelves with KUKA systems and 
also InIiD studeIlIs how In conect\y follow safety ~ 
used in industry today. 

This project features two KUKA KRS R I 400 roboll. Those 
roboll offer new capabilities such u syncbronoua robol 
movemeot. The cell includes. 1iD_Ilide!blt allows the 
robolllO laid iteml between ..... other. The cell alIo 
faIutes lIfoty equipment incIudiaJllighl curWnlllld III 
area SClllller. These teatures ... DOW 10 LSSU', robotics lib 
ad olrer a unique learnini ""perl"""" for IIudnts. This 
ptvject belps keep LSSU'I robotics lib eurrmt with 
IIIIcImoJogy used in iDcIustry today. 

TbeCeIl 

'LC ( ........... ble LeIk C .. CroIIerI 
Team Ace is ...... AU ..... Bndley CompsctLop f'L(' 
IIId also • lIcuJer ufety _11«. '/be PLC II 
mpoolible for all inputs IIld olllpull while Ibe ufety 
CODlJOller is respooaible for Ibe safety aspects oflbe cell. 

lIM! 
For the iIMI ... Allen·Bradley hDelVi ..... Pia 1250 with 
12.1 incb touell ICrIIOIl ~ II utiIizecL 

Senro DrtJaIMotor 
TIle cell featurellll Allen-Bradley Kinetilt 3'0 servo 
OODtroner. lbis coDtrols the movement of the conveyor. 

SalOn 
Primary IeIlSOt'I in the cdl are for ead-or-lllllllOOlm, 
ideotificalion IIId gripper lMIIIOI'I. A limit 1Wi1dl'" ..... 
eod of the COIlVeyor will limit the dilunce the CODVeyor 
CIII uavel. 

IJO Swlidl Bo_ 
lbe swilcb boxes utilize eiaht bale logs1e switcbes ItId 
"sht LED lights for oducalional purpota. 

faculty Adflior 
JeffltiDa. 

I!IoctricaJI Caaputer 
Lsborltory EDaineer 

Auto.ado. Control. 
EaglDeerJDl Team 

Matthew Maber(MfgET) 
Phil Paris (MfgETI 

Matthew i'almorl (EETI 
Wyatt Smrcka (EET) 

Micah Srubldreher (CE) 

__ IIIQII: 

codeto .... _ 
_ ..... projICt. 

KUKA RobeC Feat1lretl 

The K.UKA roboU bav .. t-" ohboUl 1.4"'-" The 
robotiare pI-s m such. way tballlleir wvrI< alvclopos 
sliaJlllY (>verllp. '1'bI. allows the roboll In IJIIeI1K:t with acII 
oo..whca IIIiIiziDt Robo TMII. The KR5 RI400 \lave • 
mu.imam payload of SkI. '/be thrw IIIlClljoint> 00 the 
robot. u.is 1.3.baV .. IIIIllD .... ipleC!of21So'lwhilethe 
three lIUller joints. the «HI oflbe 1l'iiio u.is ~. \lave a 
IIIU_ &peed of over 492°1s, The robot i. vII)' prociJe. 
with. JlOIO ~~ of ,zo.lI4mm. 

• KUKA SmGtPAD 
• KR C4 1IDaII .... colllJOUer 
• Robot colllborotioD soflwae - RDb<>'r-
• ColD'" Vi .... Tec:h 

lbe cell IIIItIdo ..noaa bIrdwIR! 1Ita NqUinI boIII pow« 
ItId mmmmd<:IIiaa wiriIIe, leD ACt! cIMIoped the 
power diltribalioo IDOl COIDIIlDiClllioo required Ibr tile 
cell. 

J.MdoIt ...... 
.IuDcIiGa bolles Ire IIIId tOr cleomIy I'OIIIUIIlitmals 10 the 
PLC. -l1UaJIowl the f'L(' '" ~ _ccmtrol KtiGU 
within !be .ell. 

'1£(' ...... 
"I'M f'LC is iDIIaJled ill die maiD ~ 1118 cabinet 
_ alllIIIiD power disuibtllioa, DetWOlt 

COtIImunic:atiOtll. IIId _I sy_" 
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Rim Quality Inspection via Vision 
Se-nior Project 2016-17 

CE 
ME 

Audrianna Anderson MET 
Tyler Fontana ME 
Christopher Kyro ME 
Jennifer Fredericks EE 

Faculty Advisor: 
David McDonald 

GUllnterface: 

The picture below shows the user interface of the vision system. 
Here, users can set up and run tests on automotive rims. The user 
can acquire an image of the rim via a camera, run a live feed from 
the camera, load a previous test image, reference an ideal image, 
and run the vision algorithm. The GUI will display the results of the 

Team Wheel Inspection Systems (WIS) was 
tasked with researching and developing a system 
to automate the inspection of automotive rims 
using an industrial grade camera and machine 
vision software. 

System Design: 
TIle pictures to the right show Team 
W15's shroud. The shroud is a chamber 
designed to block outside light and to 
scatter light inside the shroud. High
Intensity bar lights, a high resolution 
camera, and a rim are mounted in the 
shroud. This system allows for a 
controlled testiflg area of Vision 
algorithtns on automotive rims 

Project Result: 

------~~~------:a:--:.~I i" I The team researched the effect of different 

lighting positions and intensities on the surface 
of the rims. Based on the research, the team 
was able to create an algorithm using a visions 
system that could inspect automotive rims_ 

Sponsored By: 

Industrial Contact: 
Mark Compton 

Esys Automation is a robotics integration 
company located in Auburn Hills, 
Michigan. The company was established in 
1999, and it specializes in turnkey 
automation for the automotive Industry. 
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LAKE SUPER OR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: B.S. Electrical Engineering 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

All program outcomes are publicly posted at: https:/Iwww.lssu.edul school-of-engineering-and

technology!accreditation-outcome-reporting! 

Refer to Sections 3 (Student Outcomes) and 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Electrical 

Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. Also, refer to the 4-column report from Summer 2018. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

Refer to Section 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Electrical Engineering ABET Self-Study 

Report. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

Program-level outcomes are Student Outcomes A-K specified by ABET. Refer to Sections 3 

(Student Outcomes) and 5 (Curriculum) of the Electrical Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. A degree 

audit is also attached. 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile (DQP) is suggested as a resource for answering the questions about what 

students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

http:// degreeprofi le.o rg/w p-con te nt/ up I oa d s/ 2 0 17/ 03/ DQP-gri d-dow n loa d-refe ren ce-po ints-F I NAL. pdf 

PAGE 1 
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Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Refer to 5-A.6 (Major Design Experience) of the Computer Engineering ABET Self-Study Report; 

this section is written such that it is applicable to all SET bachelor's degrees. Binders with the 
Senior Project work can be found in the CAS203 cabinets in the 2nd cabinet from the right on the 

north wall. 

PAGE 2 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or ABET EE Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: EE-related reports (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, including a variety of information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the EE program. 

PAGE 1 
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ABET 

Self-Study Report 

for the 

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 

at 

Lake Superior State University 

Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan 

June 30, 2018 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The information supplied in this Self-Study Report is for the confidential use of ABET 
and its authorized agents, and will not be disclosed without authorization of the 
institution concerned, except for summary data not identifiable to a specific institution. 
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Criterion 0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

O-A Contact Information 
Andrew Jones, PhD 
Associate Professor and ECE Program Coordinator 
Lake Superior State University 
650 W. Easterday Ave. 
Sault Ste Marie, MI 49783 
+ 1 (906)635-2138, FAX (906)635-6663 
aiones@lssu.edu 

O-B Program History 
The Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering is administered by the Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, which is part of the School of Engineering & Technology. 
A brief historical background of the University, the School, and the Electrical Engineering 
program follows. 

O-B.1 Lake Superior State University 

To address the needs of returning World War II veterans and to provide opportunities to the 
people of the Eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Lake Superior State University was 
originally founded as a branch of Michigan Technology University (MTU) in 1946. The campus 
gained autonomy from MTU in 1969 and was renamed Lake Superior State College. University 
status was granted in 1987 and the institution was finally named Lake Superior State University 
(LSSU). 

LSSU is the smallest 4-year public institution of higher learning in the state of Michigan. LSSU 
grants Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees in forty-nine areas, and Associate 
degrees in twenty-four areas. The enrollment as of fall 2017 was approximately 2,100 students 
(head count; ~1,900 full-time equivalent), of which about 88% were from the state of Michigan 
and about 7% were from the province of Ontario. The number of full-time faculty in the 2017-
2018 academic year was 97. LSSU is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the 
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. 

O-B.2 School of Engineering & Technology 

After gaining autonomy from MTU in 1969, three Bachelor of Science degrees in Engineering 
Technology were eventually introduced. The Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET) 
program was introduced in 1977, the Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) program was 
introduced in 1981, and Manufacturing Engineering Technology (MfgET) program was 
introduced in 1987. The EET and MET programs received continuous TAC of ABET 
accreditation until their discontinuation in 1999. 

In 1994, the engineering technology faculty and constituents (alumni, employers of graduates, 
Industrial Advisory Board, and area educators) reviewed the three engineering technology 
programs and reached the decision to discontinue the EET and MET degrees in favor of 
Electrical Engineering (EE) and Mechanical Engineering (ME) degrees. The decision was based 
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on better serving a larger audience of Michigan's industry and public and on input from alumni. 
In 2000, a Computer Engineering (CE) degree was added. 

The LSSU School of Engineering & Technology now offers Bachelor of Science degrees in 
Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering 
Technology, and Manufacturing Engineering Technology. The School of Engineering & 
Technology has developed a reputation for high quality graduates and for its ability to provide an 
excellent undergraduate education in the area of robotics. In that respect, the School will be 
offering a new Bachelor of Science degree in Robotics Engineering starting fall 2018 which was 
formally approved this summer. 

0-B.3 Electrical Engineering Program 

A plan to convert the EET degree program to an EE degree program was created in 1995 and 
implementation of the plan began in 1996. Beginning with the 1996 academic year, no EET 
freshmen were admitted and only EE freshmen were admitted. In subsequent years (sophomore, 
junior, senior), new engineering curriculum was put into place as the EET curriculum was 
phased out. By 1999, the completed EE degree program was in place, and the fIrst graduates of 
the new EE degree program occurred in the 2000 academic year. During the conversion process, 
the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering was formed. 

Initial accreditation of the Electrical Engineering program occurred in 2000. ABET conducted a 
site visit in Fall 2000, which resulted in accreditation of the Electrical Engineering program 
through September 30, 2003, and a request for an interim report in Fall 2002. The Fall 2002 
interim report resulted in accreditation of the Electrical Engineering program through September 
30,2007. Subsequently reaccreditation was awarded in 2007, and most recently 2013, effective 
until September 30, 2019. 

Major revisions to the Electrical Engineering program since the last site visit in Fall 2012 include 
the following. 

I. Removed the vehicle systems concentration due to low enrollment and to allow the 
creation of a new concentration. 

2. Created a Sustainable Energy concentration, replacing the vehicle systems concentration. 
This was mentioned in the previous self-study report as it was developed before the last 
visit, but was not approved until after the visit. This required the creation of the following 
courses: 

a. EGNR-261 Energy Systems and Sustainability 
b. EGNR-361 Energy Systems and Sustainability Lab 
c. EGNR-362 Vehicle Energy Systems (modifIcation from an existing course) 
d. EGEE-411 Power Distribution and Transmission 

3. Deleted a course EGEE-375 Electronic circuits which was in the EE core. This course 
covered transistor circuit design including discrete transistor amplifIers and integrated 
circuit amplifIers such as opamps. 

4. Created a new course EGEE-475 Power Electronics which replaced EGEE-375 in the EE 
core. This course covers power electronics including rectifIers, DC-DC converters, and 
inverters. 

5. Extended the length of the laboratory from 2 hours to 3 hours for EGEE-210 Circuit 
Analysis in order to provide more troubleshooting opportunities for the students. 
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6. Removed EGRS-461 Design of Control Systems from the core to enable students to take 
a free technical elective, offering more student choice and flexibility. 

7. Retirement of faculty member Prof. David McDonald (Summer 2017) 
8. Removed, Spring 2013, EGEE280 lab and increased lecture hours from 3 to 4 (3 hours 

lab and 3 hours lecture became 4 hours lecture, weekly). 
9. Increased, Spring 2013, credit count in EGNR450 from 2 credits to 4 credits and in 

EGNR451 from 2 to 3 credits (these courses appear in the Cooperative Project alternative 
of the Senior Sequence block). 

10. Replaced the four "program outcome objectives" (employability, societal awareness, 
professionalism, and fundamental technical skills), as described in the 2012 self-study, 
with the eleven Student Outcomes A - K, exactly corresponding to the ABET student 
outcomes. 

11. Split, Spring 2014, the third Program Educational Objective into two (now the third and 
fourth). The third concerns professional growth and development and the fourth concerns 
societally-beneficial activity (see Criterion 3 for complete statements). 

o-c Options 

The Electrical Engineering program may be completed, following any of the following technical 
elective concentrations: 

• Robotics & Automation: Robotics Engineering (EGRS-385), Systems Integration & 
Machine Vision (EGRS-430), and Automated Manufacturing Systems (EGRS-435). A 
grade of "C" or better is required in all of the above courses. 

• Digital Systems: Digital Design (EGEE-320), Microcontroller Systems (EGEE-355), and 
Digital Signal Processing (EGEE-425). A grade of "C" or better is required in all of the 
above courses. 

• Sustainable Energy: Energy Systems and Sustainability (EGNR-261), Energy Systems 
and Sustainability Lab (EGNR-361), Power Distribution and Transmission (EGEE-411), 
and one of the following: Vehicle Energy Systems (EGNR-362) or Thermodynamics 
(EGME-337). A grade of"C" or better is required in all courses that are taken. 

• General: EGEE-320 or higher, EGME-225 or higher, MATH-215 or higher, EGRS-365, 
EGRS-461, EGEM-320, EGET-31O, or any course from the other concentrations. 

O-D Program Delivery Modes 

Courses in the Electrical Engineering program are offered during daytime and evening hours, on 
regular weekdays only, and using a traditionallecture/laboratory format (the vast majority of it is 
unavailable at off-campus sites, or through web-based or distance education avenues; presently, 
only General Education courses, are available on-line). A small cooperative education 
component can be used, at the student's option, however, to satisfy a portion of the senior 
capstone course; that, of course, largely takes place at an employer site. 

O-E Program Locations 

The program is available, exclusively, at the main campus of Lake Superior State University, in 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. 
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O-F Public Disclosure 
For the Electrical Engineering program, the Program Education Objectives (PEOs), Student 
Outcomes (SOs), annual student enrollment and graduation data is available at the URL: 

https://www.1ssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and -technology! accreditation-outcome-reportingj 

O-G Deficiencies, Weaknesses or Concerns from Previous 
Evaluation(s) and the Actions Taken to Address Them 

The ABET final statement subsequent to the visit of Fall 2012 resulted in the following citations 
remaining unresolved: 

"Criterion 8. Institutional Support This criterion requires that the resources available to the 
program be sufficient to attract, retain and provide for the continued professional development 
of a qualified faculty. Since the last accreditation visit, the program has experienced a 
significant turnover in the faculty. lfthe resources available to the program are not adequate 
for the retention and continued professional development of the faculty, there is the potential 
that future compliance with this criterion could be jeopardized." 

Due Process Response: The EAC acknowledges receipt of documentation showing that a 
proposal for additional funding for faculty to attend workshops/conferences and provide 
summer stipends for scholarly endeavors, and to support other professional development 
activities was approved by the LSSU Board of Trustees. However, additional professional 
development funding alone might not be enough to retain qualified faculty. 

The concern remains unresolved. 

The 30-day response from LSSU to ABET was more detailed than as paraphrased above, 
concerning the promised professional development (PD) and stipend support, reading: 

"Specifically, LSSU Engineering program fees will be raised from $60/semester to 
$70/semester, with 75% of these program fees being returned to Engineering versus the 
current 50% return. These modifications to the Engineering program fees scheme will 
generate -$52,OOO/yr to be used for professional development activities (-$21,000/yr) and 
summer stipends (-$25,OOOlyr). A small portion of the generated funds (-$6,000/yr) will be 
used to reimburse the LSSU General Fund for Engineering Program Coordinators being at 
two release hours per semester versus the standard one release hour. This increase of course 
load release will provide additional time to complete administrative duties, particularly those 
related to maintaining ABET accreditation. (l extra hour/coordinator x 3 
coordinators/semester x 2 semesters/yr x $890/hour = -$6,000/yr). 

"With ten faculty distributed amongst the three accredited engineering programs at LSSU, the 
new funds will provide -$5,000/yr per faculty member for professional development and 
scholarship." 

The ABET finding cites high faculty loads and lack of professional development opportunities as 
background to the turnover problem. The latter will be discussed in terms of the PD funding 
program that sought to address it, below. Concerning the former, faculty load, see Criterion 6-B 
of this report, in which it is noted that high loads have continued (and are, in fact, higher now 
than 6 years ago). 
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The latter circumstance, lack of professional development opportunities, may best be discussed 
in terms of the status of the action plan to which reference was made in the final statement from 
2012. The funding history of that professional development and stipend program, cited in the due 
process response as a mechanism to abate the turnover problem, is provided in Table 0-1, below. 

Table 0-1: Funding History ofPD / Stipend Funding in Response to 2012 Criterion 8 Weakness 

Fiscal Year 
AcctCode Description 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18* 

Compensation 
6170 Salary 19,486.00 32,637.00 
6710 FICA 1,467.08 2,467.19 
6722 TIAA Retirement 2,338.32 3,916.44 

subtotal 23,291.40 39,020.63 
Supplies and expenses 

7002 Reference Books 670.61 179.92 
7020 Supplies 576.35 255.47 57.25 
7061 Software Licenses 2,994.00 
7070 Non-capital Equipment 6,146.56 87.49 
7340 Memberships 99.00 

subtotal 9,716.91 670.61 534.39 144.74 

Travel, conference fees 
7101 Travel In State 502.58 227.60 
7102 Travel Out of State 480.70 1,386.15 2,032.60 
7112 Conferences 1,150.00 2,000.00 400.00 4,290.00 
7365 Professional Development 1,928.50 5,447.00 2,620.00 

subtotal 1,150.00 1,928.50 7,927.70 4,908.73 6,550.20 

Grand totals 34,158.31 41,619.74 8,462.09 5,053.47 6,550.20 

*as of6-15-18 Banner query 

As the table shows, the program was substantially active for the first two years at levels only 
'somewhat short of the commitment, after which the program declined dramatically, as explained 
below. 

The maximum annual funding peaked at about 80% of the promised ($52 k) figure, during the 
2nd year only, the 1 st year being somewhat close as well, at about two-thirds of the promised 
level. Most faculty in the School of Engineering & Technology (SET) participated during that 
time, and stipends were granted on the order of a few thousand dollars per recipient, as well as 
reimbursements of various other PD-related expenses. 

Thereafter, the Dean stipulated new eligibility requirements for participation, namely that there 
should be direct student benefits from any approved activity, but that there should not be a direct 
connection to any specific course. This change ruled out the faculty specialty-area research 
projects (whereas faculty, widely in academia, would tend to understand the "scholarly 
endeavors" of the 2012 due process response to include individual faculty research within 
specialization areas, and not as necessarily implying student participation), effectively confining 
the awards to pedagogy-type research and degree-advancement (tuition/travel/fees expenses 
towards an MS degree); it also ruled out any of the lab-upgrade types of projects, as those were 
regarded as tied to specific courses. It has generally proven too difficult to fmd projects that fall 
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between these two limitations, explaining the lack of projects (and therefore the lack of funding) 
since, as can be seen in the far lower funding totals for the last 3 years. 

Furtheffilore, the CFO, at the same time (after 2 years) and since, disallowed any use of the 
funding for stipends or pay of any kind (even though stipends were part of the language of the 
original commitment), which has made participation significantly less attractive for faculty to 
pursue, even if projects could somehow be found that fit the now very narrow definition of 
eligibility. Accordingly, the program has remained largely inactive, with little to no participation 
in recent years, and funding at levels well below the $52k promised. 

Returning, fmally, to the EAC statement, it notes "Additionally, there is a lack of opportunity for 
teaching andlor research during the Summer ... ". As the research aspects have already been 
addressed, so it remains to describe the situation concerning teaching opportunities. The only 
"coursework" offered in Engineering for most Summers has been the Coop-program, with 
between 1 and 3 students enrolled per Summer. There has been no classroom-type coursework 
however. In Technology, two Summer courses (EGRS382 and EGRS482) were offered in 2014, 
taught by the same faculty member to two students, and one Technology course in Summer 2016 
(EGRS381) for three students (same faculty member again). In summary, summertime 
instruction has been an extremely marginal phenomenon, and it can therefore still be said that 
Summer teaching opportunities, practically, do not exist. 
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Criterion 1 STUDENTS 

1-A Student Admissions 
Most students enrolled in the Electrical Engineering program are adequately prepared to perfoITIl 
well in the demanding curriculum. The average ACT/SAT score of all students enrolled in the 
program is shown below in Table 1-1. In 2015, the state of Michigan selected to use SAT scores 
instead of the ACT scores as in previous years as a standard for high school juniors to take. That 
change took effect in spring of2016, hence the reason for illustrating both ACT and SAT. As a 
comparison, the average ACT/SAT score of all students enrolled in any degree program at LSSU 
is also shown in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1: ACT/SAT Scores of Students by Academic Year 

Year 
ACT Scores of SAT Scores of ACT Scores of SAT Scores of 
EE Students EE Students LSSU Students LSSU Students 

2012-2013 27.8 NA 22.4 1034 

2013-2014 24.0 NA 22.3 1076 

2014-2015 23.0 NA 22.2 971 

2015-2016 23.7 NA 22.2 1012 

2016-2017 25.8 NA 22.6 1093 

2017-2018 28.8 1304 22.5 1092 

1-A.1 Admission of First-Time-in-College Freshmen 

LSSU considers any applicant with 19 credits (19 semester hours, or 29 quarter hours) or less of 
university or college coursework to be a freshman. The following policy applies to them. Those 
applicants with more than 19 credits of university or college coursework are considered to be 
transfer students. 

The academic background of the applicant must demonstrate an ability to meet the requirements 
of an engineering program at LSSU. For those students entering directly from high school, 
admission to the engineering programs is based on high school grade point average and 
ACT/SAT scores. Admissions standards for admittance into Electrical Engineering have changed 
over the past six years. Prior to 2017, the standard was a high school GPA of2.75 or above, an 
ACT composite score of 24 or above, or SAT score of at least 1110. Starting in the fall of 2017, 
the current admission standards for the admittance into the program are the following criteria (all 
need to be satisfied): 

1. Acceptance into LSSU. 
2. Placement into MATH-Ill (College Algebra) or higher. Currently an ACT Math 

minimum score of 23 or a SAT Math minimum score of 540. 

Applicants not meeting the above criteria but meeting admission requirements for the University 
will be admitted into AS-General Studies-Engineering major, essentially a place-holder major for 
those aspiring to Engineering, but not yet qualified to take most early courses in the program; 
these students receive advising from a liberal arts advisor, as most of their course selections are 
General Education, so long as they remain in this major. 
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1-A.2 Transfer from AS-General Studies-Engineering to Electrical Engineering (If 
Necessary) 

In order for a frrst-time-in-college freshman who is in the AS-General Studies-Engineering major 
(see above) to move into the Electrical Engineering program, that student must make good 
academic progress and be prepared to enter Calculus I (MATHIS I). Specifically, to be admitted 
to the program, the student must attain a C or better in College Algebra (MATHIIl) and a Cor 
better in College Trigonometry (MATH 13 1), and earn an overall GPA of2.0 or higher. 

1-B Evaluating Student Performance 
Student performance in a course is evaluated by the course instructor, who assigns, at the 
completion ofthe course, a grade on an A-F scale, where F is a failing grade. There are no 
courses in the program graded on a pass-fail basis. The GPA is monitored by the University on a 
semesterly basis in order to insure the student is in good academic standing. 

1-B.l Grading 

Pursuant to concepts of academic freedom, which are affirmed by the faculty-LSSU collective 
bargaining agreement, the School of Engineering & Technology (SET) does not mandate any 
methodology by which instructors are to arrive at grades, nor any distribution of grades, etc. 
Instead, grading policies are left to the judgment of the individual faculty member; the assurance 
of quality and consistency in grading is therefore not directly enforced by virtue of common 
policies, but rather indirectly attained by virtue of the care taken in the process of making faculty 
appointments to ensure that the faculty candidate has a mastery of hislher field and is a person of 
judgment. (please refer to 0 for discussion of this process). Moreover, the dean prepares 
performance evaluations of faculty members, as discussed in 0, and issues of fairness and 
accuracy of grades could be addressed, and feedback given, if necessary. 

The student can appeal to the instructor of a course for a grade change, but the instructor's grade 
cannot be overruled by the dean, provost, or even president. 

1-B.2 Monitoring of Grades 

To satisfy any course requirement in the Electrical Engineering program, or for a course to serve 
as a prerequisite, the student must obtain a passing grade in that course. Additionally, certain 
fundamental courses require a grade of C or better. Furthermore, maintaining an adequate GP A 
(2.0 or better) is a condition for continued enrollment in the program. 

All efforts are made to monitor student performance during, and not merely after, a course in 
order to be in a position to take corrective action, i.e., to encourage better study habits and 
learning approaches, when appropriate. Thus, instructors are encouraged to submit midterm 
grades, which not only apprise a student of his/her performance midway through a course, but 
also alerts the academic advisor and academic support units of the University when that student 
is not performing welL The IP ASS (Individual Plan for Student Success) program, in particular, 
can provide an academic intervention in such a scenario. 

1-B.3 Academic Standing 

For a student to remain in good academic standing at the University, he/she must maintain a 
cumulative GPA of at least 2.0. A student who does not meet this requirement will be placed on 
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probation. Any student who is on probation for two consecutive semesters or a student who has 
more than 19 credits and has a OP A of less than 1.6 will be dismissed from the University. 

Upon dismissal from the University, the student must wait two semesters (summer may be 
counted for one semester) to elapse before re-enrollment or may petition the Scholastic 
Standards Committee for immediate readmission should extenuating circumstances exist. 

l-B.4 Prerequisites 

Each engineering course has prerequisites, usually a list of courses, identifying the necessary 
background a student must have to be successful in said course. The School of Engineering & 
Technology employs two methods to guarantee that student meet the prerequisites. The fIrst 
method results from working diligently with the Registrar's office so that a student will not be 
able to register for a class in the on-line process if they have not satisfied the prerequisites. 
Additionally, after grades for the current semester are verified, if a student failed to satisfy any of 
the prerequisites for an enrolled course, the student is automatically notified and deregistered 
from the course for that future semester. The second method is the prerequisite compliance form. 
At the start of the semester each student completes a prerequisite compliance form for each SET 
course. Samples of these forms are located in Appendix K. The instructor for the course then 
reviews these submissions. Starting in fall 2017, some engineering classes piloted a new 
prerequisite compliance form that not only identifies the prerequisite courses but also the specific 
topics that are needed. Two of these new forms are also found in Appendix K. 

A student may communicate to the instructor of a course and request for an override of a 
course's prerequisite. This occurs many times with transfer students or students that have taken 
classes at other institutions and the credits have not yet transferred. In any case, it is up to the 
instructor's discretion to either allow the student to register by providing an override in the on
line registration process or deny the override. If an override is granted, it is up to the student to 
register for the course. Additionally, at the start of the semester, the student must complete the 
prerequisite compliance form. If the reason for the override has not yet been resolved, the reason 
will be recorded on the form. Based on a student not satisfying the prerequisite, the instructor 
may further discuss the issue with the student and arrive at a solution where either the student 
would prove their understanding of previous topics or the student would be unenrolled from the 
course. The new, piloted prerequisite compliance forms provide a means and space specifically 
to record that solution. 

l-C Transfer Students and Transfer Courses 
Ideally, a student who plans to transfer into the Electrical Engineering program at LSSU should 
contact the coordinator of the program. The coordinator assists the student in selecting courses 
that transfer directly into the program (specific courses from specific institutions with a precious 
evaluation history). The coordinator evaluates the courses that potentially transfer and processes 
the paperwork necessary to admit the student into the degree program. 

l-C.l Admission of Transfer Students 

LSSU classifies any applicant as a transfer student if that student has enrolled in a postsecondary 
institution any time after the summer following hislher high school graduation. The following 
policy applies to them. 
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Official university or college transcript(s) should be sent to the Registrar's Office. The results of 
any advanced placement or aptitude tests taken in high school or college should also be sent to 
the Admissions office. 

The academic background of the applicant must demonstrate an ability to meet the requirements 
of an engineering program at LSSU. A minimum GPA of 2.0 on all college level coursework and 
eligibility to return to the former college are required for admittance into the Electrical 
Engineering program. Students with grade point averages ofless than 2.0 will be admitted into 
the AS-General Studies-Engineering major. 

1-C.2 Transfer from AS-General Studies-Engineering to Electrical Engineering (If 
Necessary) 

In order for a transfer student who is in the AS-General Studies-Engineering major due to not 
meeting initial admission requirements for the Electrical Engineering program, that student must 
make good academic progress (GPA 2.0 or higher) and be prepared to enter College Algebra 
(MATH1!!). 

1-C.3 Transfer of Courses 

For repeated courses, the grade for the most recent course will be used. Generally, a chemistry 
course, English composition courses, a computer course with "C" as the preferred language, and 
some elective courses in social sciences and humanities transfer into the engineering programs. 
Mathematics courses in differential and integral calculus, differential equations, probability and 
statistics, along with calculus-based general physics also transfer into the engineering programs. 
Sophomore engineering courses may transfer directly into engineering programs if they have 
similar content and prerequisites as LSSU engineering courses. The appropriate chair, or dean, 
determines if a course is transferable into an engineering program. Engineering program 
coordinators will be furnished a copy of the student's transcripts. If the student has performed 
academically well in the previous years, the chair and academic advisor may elect to waive the 
need for the student to take EGNRI 01, "Introduction to Engineering". 

1-C.4 MACRAO /MTA Agreement between Michigan Colleges and Universities 

An agreement regarding the transfer of General Education credit exists between participating 
Michigan colleges and universities called the Michigan Transfer Agreement (MTA). Prior to the 
MTA's implementation in the summer of2015, there was a similar mechanism called the 
MACRAO transfer agreement. Since LSSU participated fully and without provision in the 
MACRAO transfer agreement, any transfer student who had completed the General Education 
requirements at any participating institution automatically met all General Education 
requirements at LSSU. This is also the case for the MT A. The details of this agreement are given 
below. 

A minimum of 30 semester hours of coursework must be taken at one of Michigan's 
participating institutions. The courses needed to satisfy the MT A requirements are as follows: 

• One course in English composition 
• A second course in English composition or one course in communication 
• One course in mathematics 
• Two courses in social sciences (from two disciplines) 
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• Two courses in humanities and fme arts (from two disciplines excluding studio and 
performance classes) 

• Two courses in natural sciences including at least one with laboratory experience (from 
two disciplines) 

Additionally, the student must earn a minimum grade point of2.0 in each of these courses for the 
MTA to be approved. 

I-D Advising and Career Guidance 
The purpose of academic advisement is to provide guidance for students to succeed in their 
academic pursuits. This includes: 

a. Advising students on the sequence of courses that should be completed to fmish their 
degree in a timely manner. 

b. Providing information on academic support services available on campus such as 
counseling, preparing resumes and seeking job opportunities. 

c. Interpreting LSSU' s policies on issues such as dropping courses, taking an "I" grade, 
transferring courses from other institutions, waiving courses, and substituting courses. 

d. Fostering a sense of joint responsibility towards lifelong learning. 
e. Providing resources for students in various appeal processes such as an extension of 

probation or fmancial-aid programs. 
f. Supplying recommendation letters for future student employment, scholarships, graduate 

school, etc. 

The following sections describe the role of engineering faculty in advising and ensuring that 
students remain in good academic standing as they pursue their degree. 

1-0.1 Assignment of Students to Faculty Advisors 

All students admitted into the Electrical Engineering program are assigned a faculty advisor who 
teaches courses in their major. The program coordinator or the school chair advises all incoming 
freshmen and all transfer students during their fIrst year. The students are re-assigned a new 
faculty advisor for the remainder of their time. The dean's offIce maintains updated advisee lists 
and posts them outside the School of Engineering & Technology office. Students may request a 
change of academic advisor, but the coordinator of the program is responsible for the approval of 
all advisor changes. 

New faculty members receive training as part of their orientation allowing them to effectively 
advise their assigned students. Within the School of Engineering & Technology (SET), new 
faculty members are mentored by other experienced SET faculty members in the areas of degree 
audits, substitution waiver form, and advising methodologies. Additionally, staff at LSSU 
provides occasional training of the University's web-based Banner system, transfer evaluations, 
placement tests, fInancial-aid appeals, and other policies and procedures relevant to student 
advising. 

The faculty receives a list of their advisees and written documents related to the students' 
academic background. Faculty members also have access to the University's web-based Banner 
system (Anchor Access) to review the academic records of their advisees. 
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1-D.2 Faculty Advising 

A student and hislher faculty advisor meet a minimum of once per semester. Furthermore: 

a. The faculty advisor and student review the student's success toward meeting program 
requirements and review student progress toward the degree. A degree audit sheet is 
updated every semester. Midterm grades of courses in progress can also be reviewed. 

b. The faculty advisor and student plan the student's courses for the next semester. The 
faculty advisor ascertains that the student has completed prerequisites and is in good 
scholastic standing before allowing the student to schedule any new courses for the next 
semester. Electronic removal of an advising hold, preventing registration prior to 
advising, serves as the formal mechanism to ensure that. 

c. Both the faculty advisor and the SET chair approve all course waivers or substitutions. 

l-E Work in Lieu of Courses 
Besides regular course work, four types of experiences, Dual Enrollment, Departmental 
Examination, Advanced Placement, and College Level Examination Program, may count toward 
a degree in any LSSU program, including the Electrical Engineering program. 

1-E.1 Dual Enrollment 

High school juniors and seniors may take classes at Lake Superior State University through the 
High School Dual Enrollment Program. These courses may count toward the Electrical 
Engineering program either as a core class (typically MATH-151 Calculus I, MATH-152 
Calculus II, ENGR-101 Introduction to Engineering, or CHEM-115 General Chemistry I) or as a 
General Education course. Attendance as a High School Dual Enrollee does not constitute 
admission into any four-year degree program at the University. 

Only students who have received endorsements in Mathematics, Science, Reading, and Writing 
are eligible to take courses in those areas. All students are eligible to take courses in other areas. 
Grade point average is not a determining factor in eligibility to enroll. 

1-E.2 Departmental Examination 

A policy exists for students to "test out" of a course by taking a Departmental Examination. The 
department is free to administer its own examination for any course that it offers. The student 
must have the written approval of the School of Engineering & Technology chair to take the 
examination. The student must receive a grade of C or better on the examination in order to 
receive credit for the course, in which case the credit earned by exam is recorded as transfer 
credit on the student's transcript. 

Although the policy for Departmental Exams exists, there has not been a single instance of its 
usage for an Electrical Engineering program core or elective course in the past six years. 

1-E.3 Advanced Placement (AP) 

Course credit is awarded to students who receive a score of3, 4, or 5 on any Advanced 
Placement exam listed in Table 1-2 below. The student will receive credit for the specified 
courses on the chart after being granted unconditional admission to Lake Superior State 
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University. Note that Table 1-2 is not a complete list and only includes those courses which may 
count toward credit in the Electrical Engineering program. 

Table 1-2: AP Courses for Electrical Engineering Program 

Advanced Placement Exam LSSU Course Equivalent Type of Course in CE Curriculum 

Art - History of Art ARTS -250, ARTS-251 General Education - Humanities 

Biology BIOL131, BIOL132 General Education - Natural Sciences 

Calculus AB MATH-151 Engineering Core 

Calculus BC MATH-151, MATH-152 Engineering Core 

Chemistry CHEM-115 Engineering Core 

Computer Science A CSCI-319 Engineering Elective 

English - Language & Composition ENGL-110, ENGL-111 General Education - Communications 

English - Literature & Composition ENGL-110, ENGL-111 General Education - Communications 

European History HIST -102 General Education - Social Science 

French Literature FREN-355, FREN-356 General Education - Humanities 

French Language FREN-351, FREN-352 General Education - Humanities 

German Language GRMN-241, GERM-242 General Education - Humanities 

Human Geography GEOG-20 1 General Education - Social Science 

Macroeconomics ECON-201 General Education - Social Science 

Microeconomics ECON-202 General Education - Social Science 

Music - Listening & Literature MUSC-220 General Education - Humanities 

Physics C: Mechanics PHYS-231 Engineering Core 

Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism PHYS-232 Engineering Core 

Physics C PHYS-231, PHYS-232 Engineering Core 

Psychology PSYC-1 0 1 General Education - Social Science 

Spanish Language SPAN-261, SPAN-262 General Education - Humanities 

Spanish Literature SP AN-380, SP AN-381 General Education - Humanities 

United States Government & Politics POLl-110 General Education - Social Science 

United States History HIST -131, HIS T -13 2 General Education - Social Science 

World History HIST-I01, HIST-102 General Education - Social Science 

l-E.4 College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 

Course credit is also awarded to students who receive a passing score on any College Level 
Examination Program (CLEP) subject exam listed in Table 1-3 below. The student will receive 
credit for the specified courses on the chart after being granted unconditional admission to Lake 
Superior State University. These credits are not awarded grades and do not apply towards the 
student's GPA. Note that Table 1-3 is not a complete list and only includes those courses which 
may count toward credit in the Electrical Engineering program. 
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Table 1-3: CLEP Courses for Electrical Engineering Program 

CLEP Exam - Passing Score LSSU Course Equivalent Type of Course in CE Curriculum 

American Government - 50 POLl-II0 General Education - Social Science 

Biology - 50 BIOL-131, BIOL-132 General Education - Natural Sciences 

Calculus- 50 MATH-lSI Engineering Core 

Chemistry - 50 CHEMl15 Engineering Core 

College Composition - 50 ENGL-II0 General Education - Communications 

French Language - 58 FREN-25I General Education - Humanities 

French Language - 66 FREN-25I, FREN-252 General Education - Humanities 

History of the US I-50 HIST-131 General Education - Social Science 

History of the US II - 50 HIST-132 General Education - Social Science 

Introductory Psychology - 50 PSYC-101 General Education - Social Science 

Introductory Sociology - 50 SOCY -101 General Education - Social Science 

Principals of Macroeconomics EeON -201 General Education - Social Science 

Principals of Microeconomics ECON-202 General Education - Social Science 

Spanish Language - 58 SP AN-26 I General Education - Humanities 

Spanish Language - 66 SPAN-261, SPAN-262 General Education - Humanities 

Western Civilization I - 50 HIST-101 General Education - Social Science 

Western Civilization IT - 50 HIST-I02 General Education - Social Science 

I-F Graduation Requirements 
The name of the degree awarded through successful completion of the Electrical Engineering 
program is Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. 

Two semesters before the student plans to complete degree requirements and graduate, he/she 
submits a Degree Audit form and a Declaration of Candidacy for Degree form to the Registrar's 
office. The Degree Audit denotes all previous coursework and lists the courses to be taken during 
the fmal two semesters. The faculty advisor, program coordinator, and school chair must approve 
the Degree Audit. The Registrar determines the University requirements remaining for 
graduation, and the student is informed in writing of the remaining requirements. Any degree 
requirements not denoted on the Degree Audit are immediately brought to the attention of the 
school chair, program coordinator, and faculty advisor. 

The Degree Audit, which is discussed in the Curriculum section (Criterion 5), contains all the 
requirements for the B.S. Electrical Engineering degree. However, those requirements are 
summarized in Table 1-4 below. 
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Table 1-4: Summary of Requirements for the B.S. Electrical Engineering Degree 

Course Requirements 
General Education 

Electrical Engineering Core 
Engineering Capstone and Technical Electives 

Other Requirements 
General Education GP A 

Engineering GPA 
Overall GPA 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 
Minimum 300/400 Credits at LSSU 

I-G Transcripts of Recent Graduates 

24 credits 
82 credits 
19 credits 

125 credits 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

30 credits 
24 credits 

There have been 32 graduates of the Electrical Engineering program over the past six years. A 
list of these students is shown in Table 1-5 below. At LSSU, "program options" are noted as 
"program concentrations". Each student's "concentration" is listed on hislher transcript. The four 
possible concentrations available for a student in Electrical Engineering are "Robotics and 
Automation", "Digital Systems", "Sustainable Energy", and "General". Transcripts for any of 
these students can be provided upon request. 

Table 1-5: Graduates of the past six years 

Student LSSUID Graduation 

Gignac, Jordan AOO090053 Spring 2012 

Tingle, Ryan A00101813 Spring 2012 

Starks, Bradley AOO085855 Spring 2012 

Miller, Erik AOO169529 Spring 2013 

Newill, Brett AOO083771 Spring 2013 

DeCarlo, Sean AOO030479 Spring 2013 

Douglas, Joseph AOO051179 Spring 2013 

Harris, Kirk AOO144013 Summer 2013 

Biron, Ronald AOO176448 Spring 2014 

Danhof, Kevin AOO171785 Spring 2014 

Jacobs, Steven AOO179912 Spring 2014 

Rutkowski, Danial AOO176691 Spring 2014 

Paradis, Mitchell AOO178741 Spring 2014 

Sadro, Nicholas AOO162820 Spring 2014 

Penrose, Robert AOO089640 Spring 2014 

Shanker, Apurv AOO158490 Spring 2014 

Parkham, Brian AOO155446 Spring 2014 
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Shoudy, Nathan AOO192686 Spring 2014 

Vikken, David AOO178355 Spring 2014 

Davis, Patrick AOO165312 Spring 2015 

Tyer, Jessica A00196028 Spring 2016 

Mulligan, James A00175932 Spring 2016 

Holsinger, Casian AOO184321 Summer 2016 

Coullard, Phillip A00200283 Spring 2017 

Bertolissi, Cole A00206284 Spring 2017 

Fredericks, Jennifer A00200427 Spring 2017 

Graham, Lauren A00225752 Spring 2017 

Morse, Grace AOO178212 Spring 2017 

Purcell, Andrew A00207798 Spring 2018 

Howe, Christopher A00216060 Spring 2018 

Dzedzie, Derrick A00214404 Spring 2018 

Hall, Neil A00202141 Spring 2018 
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Criterion 2 PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

2-A Mission Statement 
The University-level mission statement reads: 

"We equip our graduates with the knowledge, practical skills and inner strength to craft a life 
of meaningful employment, personal fulfillment, and generosity of self, all while enhancing 
the quality of life of the Upper Great Lakes region. " 

This mission statement is published in the LSSU Catalog and on the University's web-site at the 
following URL: 

https:llwww.1ssu.edulpresidentimission-vision/ 

The School of Engineering & Technology, as well, has maintained a Mission Statement since 
1996 when the School was formed. The School has reviewed and modified the Mission 
Statement periodically, most recently in Spring 2014, so that it now reads: 

"To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous undergraduate 
learning experience characterized by close student-faculty interaction. " 

This mission statement is published at the School's web page on the following URL: 

hrtps:llwww.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technologylaccreditation-outcome-reportingl 

It is apparent by comparing the two mission statements that the mission of the School is 
supportive of that of the University as a whole, and not conflicting in any fashion. 

LSSU's statement dictates that we "equip our graduates ... to craft a life of meaningful 
employment, personal fulfillment, ... ", and the School of Engineering & Technology responds 
by committing itself to a "produces sought after engineers"; evidently, the "meaningful 
employment" is attainable by those who are (by employers) "sought after", after which "personal 
fulfillment" is within reach of those well-enough prepared, by virtue of "a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience". 

The School's mission is, moreover, further clarified by a set of appended School goals (also 
periodically revised, most recently in Spring 2014 as well) as follows: 

A. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and provides knowledge and skills to 
be successful in professional careers or graduate school. 

B. Provide programs that focus on the applications of fundamental principles of engineering, 
technology, mathematics, science, and computing to benefit society. 

C. Provide courses which incorporate and develop skills in communication, design, ethics, 
teamwork, technology, and capstone experiences relevant to the students' degrees. 

D. Provide an education and opportunities for students with diverse abilities to enhance their 
professional growth and capacity for life-long learning. 

E. Engage in continuous improvement activities through ongoing external and internal 
reVIews. 

F. Enable faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering solutions that support regional 
economic growth and develop intellectual property. 
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G. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and effectiveness by supporting enrollment, 
retention, and placement initiatives. 

H. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, and students are recognized as 
essential in the realization of the mission. 

Again, these clarifications to the School mission are aligned with the LSSU mission. Certainly, 
A through D can be seen as building the students future prospects for "meaningful employment, 
personal fulfillment, and generosity of self'. Moreover, where LSSU endeavors to be "enhancing 
the quality oflife of the Upper Great Lakes region", the School, correspondingly, through goal F, 
tries to "apply engineering solutions that support regional economic growth". Thus, the School's 
mission, and its goals, are highly complementary to that ofLSSU as a whole. 

These goals also serve as a link between the School's Mission Statement and the Program 
Educational Objectives (PEDs) to be discussed in the following section. 

2-B Program Educational Objectives 
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering has the responsibility, in accordance 
with the School's mission and goals, to educate and prepare its students for meaningful and 
productive careers in engineering. To provide measures of how well this responsibility is met, 
the faculty have developed four Program Educational Objectives (PEDs). 

Program Educational Objectives define the skills and qualities that practicing engineers should 
have after some period of employment. These are based on the needs of our graduates, and of 
employers of our graduates; input from our Industrial Advisory Board (IAB), graduates, and 
employers, as well as the judgment of the faculty applied to the review of such input, guide the 
gradual evolution of these objectives. They specifY the expected knowledge, abilities, skills, and 
qualifications of experienced Electrical Engineering graduates, i.e., graduates with 
approximately three years of professional experience. The Program Educational Objectives are 
applicable either to working graduates or to graduates pursuing advanced degrees. 

The PEDs for the Electrical Engineering program are, moreover, common to the Computer and 
Mechanical Engineering programs as well. They are published on the website on the following 
URL, 

https://www.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and -technology! accreditation-outcome-reportingl 

and reads as follows: 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering 
programs having three or more years of experience: 

I. will have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their 
professions. 

II. will have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to 
technical, practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

III. will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities. 

IV. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 
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2-C Consistency of the Program Educational Objectives with the 
Mission of the Institution 

The critical focus of the Electrical Engineering program is to afford undergraduates of varying 
backgrounds and abilities every opportunity for achieving success as practicing Electrical 
Engineers or in their graduate programs. Specific emphasis in the program is given to 
professional and industrial-related engineering practice. The relation between the Program 
Educational Objectives and the School Goals is shown in Figure 2-1 below. 

LSSU Mission 

/ ;ETMiSSlon~ 

r-------------~ 

School Goal A 
current & professionally

relevant knowledge 

School Goal B 
appl'ns of the 
fundamentals 

School Goal C 
communic'n, design, 

ethics, tmwork, technology 

I 
'----1-- - -1 PEO III 

PEOI 

PEO II 
design to realistic 

constraints 

apply knowledge to 
problems in profession 

PEOIV 

professional develop't / 
growth 

self-learning/ societal 
benefit 

School Goal F 
seIVe regional economic 

growth 

r 

School Goal D 
seIVe diverse abilities 

Figure 2-1: Relationship of Program Educational Objectives (in brief paraphrase) to the Mission, through the 
School Goals (paraphrased) 

The Program Educational Objectives directly support the first four School Goals (A through D) 
which are focused upon student skills and abilities. The goals are the link to the mission 
statement for the School (and thence to that of LSSU). The last three School Goals (E through G) 
are only more indirectly relevant to the Program Educational Objectives, since they focus on 
faculty and institutional activities rather than the delivery of the program. Indeed, Goal E relates 
to the assessment process whereby feedback is obtained that redirects some of the ways the 
program is delivered. Goals F and G relate to the School's economic development and other 
activities that make for a healthy environment in which the program is delivered. However, the 
mapping acknowledges that societal benefit could be towards the regional economy in the case 
of some alumni. 
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2-D Program Constituencies 
The School of Engineering & Technology recognizes as its principal constituents, all of the 
following: 

• Current Students 

• Alumni 
• Faculty/Staff 
• Employers of graduates 
• Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) 

This is not an exhaustive list that precludes other, perhaps more situational, interest groups; for 
instance, the economic development roles of the College, which the School supports, would 
suggest including entrepreneurial and industrial customers of the Product Development Center, 
and even the wider population of the Eastern Upper Peninsula - Northern Lower Peninsula 
region, which can be regarded as a beneficiary of the economic growth objectives of the School. 
Nevertheless, given the primary mission of the School to focus on offering quality academic 
programs, the list does identify the primary constituents. 

The Industrial Advisory Board (lAB), in particular, was formed in 1985 and currently consists of 
approximately 30 members. lAB members possess a variety of professional experiences in the 
engineering and technology fields. The Board meets twice per year, once at a central Michigan 
location, and once on campus for program review and critique. 

Notice that the PEOs define the attributes expected of alumni, a few years into their careers. 
Accordingly, the alumni's needs are met, and students' needs on track to be met, by the PEOs by 
virtue of their being the recipients of the positive, self-beneficial attributes defmed. It is evident, 
after all, that these are traits one widely considers desirable to attain; these stakeholders benefit 
by attaining them (in the present for alumni, and in the future for students). 

The employers, as a stakeholder, have the need for engineers with adequate capabilities; the 
PEOs defined here imply those kinds of capabilities. The lAB stakeholder group is largely a 
subset of the employers, so that its needs are met by the PEOs in the same fashion. 

2-E Process for Review of the Program Educational Objectives 
It is evident that PEOs represent a goal for the product of a slow process, i.e., an engineering 
professional developed first by a 4-year curriculum and then further by the first few years of a 
professional career. Hence, it is not desirable to make rapid or frequent changes to how the PEOs 
are defined. The PEOs are best seen as the foundation of a long-term plan for which stability is 
desirable. 

The constituents listed in section D, above, all have, by various mechanisms, a voice in the 
process of establishing and evaluating the continued relevance and attainment of Program 
Educational Objectives. Alumni and their employers have a voice through surveys collected 
from them, or by unsolicited feedback they may provide on other occasions. Students have a 
voice through individual course feedback questionnaires and, fmally, through graduate exit 
interviews. The lAB is periodically solicited for feedback on the occasion of its biannual 
meetings; its feedback may either focus upon the relevance ofthe objectives themselves, or upon 
their degree of accomplishment. 
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Upon review by the faculty every several years, occasion is also provided to redefine the PEOs 
themselves, if necessary. Such redefinition could be motivated by comments obtained from any 
of the constituents mentioned above. It could also be motivated by trends the faculty observe in 
the needs of industry, to which the School is well-attuned thanks to its economic development 
activities, as well as its regular meetings with its Industrial Advisory Board and its involvement 
with senior project sponsoring industries. The faculty of the School, by majority vote, have 
complete discretion over the PEOs. 
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Criterion 3 STUDENT OUTCOMES 

3-A Student Outcomes 
The student outcomes for the LSSU Electrical Engineering program are the same as those in 
ABET Criterion 3 (A) through (K). These student outcomes are listed below: 

A. an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering. 
B. an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data. 
C. an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 

constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability. 

D. an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams. 
E. an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems. 
F. an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility. 
G. an ability to communicate effectively. 
H. the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a 

global, economic, environmental, and societal context. 
I. a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning. 
J. a knowledge of contemporary issues. 
K. an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modem engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

The student outcomes are documented, along with School mission statement, School goals, and 
program educational objectives, on the LSSU web site at the following URL: 

https:llwww .lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technologyl accreditation-outcome-reporting! 

3-B Relationship of Student Outcomes to Program Educational 
Objectives 

The program education objectives for the program are listed below. 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering 
programs having three or more years of experience: 

I. will have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their 
professions. 

II. will have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to 
technical, practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

III. will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities. 

IV. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

The eleven student outcomes (A-K) prepare students to attain, later as alumni, the four program 
educational objectives (I, II, III, and IV) through the course work as outlined in Criterion 5. A 
mapping of the student outcomes to each program educational objective is found in Table 3-1. 
The table lists each of the student outcomes and to what degree it supports each of the program 
educational objectives. 
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Table 3-1: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objectives 

PEO-I PEO -II PEO - III PEO-IV 
Apply Design to Professional Self-

Student Outcome Knowledge 
Realistic Development 

Learning/ 
to Problems Societal 
in Profession Constraints /Growth Benefit 

(A) Math, Sci., Eng. High Moderate N/A Moderate 
(B) Experiment Moderate High N/A Moderate 
(C) Design High High N/A High 
(D) Teams Low Low High Moderate 
(E) Problem Solving High High N/A Moderate 
(F) Ethics Low High High High 
(G) Communication Moderate Low Moderate High 
(H) Broader Impacts Low High Moderate High 
(I) Life-Long Learning N/A N/A High High 

(J) Contemporary Issues Moderate Moderate High Moderate 
(K) Modern Tools High Moderate Moderate Moderate 

3-B.1 Program Educational Objective I 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their professions. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes A, C, E, and K. These outcomes are 
about applying knowledge and skills, designing systems, and solve problems all of which are 
directly needed for graduates to fulfill this objective. There are other outcomes that are not 
directly required but can help students to solve problems in their profession. 

3-B.2 Program Educational Objective II 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to technical, practical, 
ethical, and other societal constraints. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes B, C, E, F, and H. These outcomes are 
about understanding impacts of engineering and ethical responsibilities, interpreting data, solving 
problems, and designing systems within constraints all of which are directly needed for graduates 
to meet this objective. There are other outcomes that are not directly required but can help 
students to design systems given various constraints. 

3-B.3 Program Educational Objective III 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing professional 
development and learning activities. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes D, F, I, and J. These outcomes are 
about working on teams, understanding ethical responsibilities, knowledge of contemporary 
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issues, and recognizing the need for life-long learning all of which are directly needed for 
graduates to meet this objective. There are other outcomes that are not directly required but can 
help students to experience professional growth. 

3-8.4 Program Educational Objective IV 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering program having three or more years of experience will 
be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes C, F, G, H, and I. These outcomes are 
about understanding ethical responsibilities and the impact of engineering solutions, recognizing 
the need for life-long learning, as well as the ability to design a system and communicate 
effectively all of which are directly needed for graduates to meet this objective. There are other 
outcomes that are not directly required but can help students to make meaningful contributions to 
society. 
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Criterion 4 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

4-A Student Outcomes 
The process for continuous improvement of the program is primarily a combination of student 
outcome and course assessment/evaluation. Assessment and evaluation ofthe student outcomes 
provides a means of improving the program while course assessment improves each individual 
course. 

4-A.l Overview ofthe Continuous Improvement Process 

The block diagram shown in Figure 4-1 provides an overview of the continuous improvement 
process. The process starts with the ABET-EAC criteria as well as the missions and goals of the 
University, College, and School. From the criteria and missions the program educational 
objectives (PEOs) and the student outcomes are developed. The program educational objectives, 
in addition to input from the industrial advisory board and employers of our graduates are used to 
inform in determining the program curriculum. From the program curriculum courses and 
individual course objectives are designed. An essential component in this process is regularly 
measuring student performance in both the student outcomes and course objectives. 

In addition to measuring student performance, constituent feedback is a vital part of our 
assessment process. Given our small student population, the sample size for student work is 
rarely statistically significant. The small size can also cause student performance to fluctuate as 
the academic ability of a particularly class varies. This can make it challenging to make 
definitive conclusions about changes made to a course and/or the program. As a result more 
qualitative mechanisms are used in conjunction with student performance. 

Student feedback is an essential component in our assessment. The small student population 
allows the faculty to get to know the students which makes them more comfortable with 
providing meaningful feedback. This includes formal feedback in the form of written and verbal 
from course assessment as well as senior exit surveys and interviews. In addition, informal 
feedback such as conversations with students also plays an important role but is difficult to 
document. Faculty are also in contact with alumni and employers who provide valuable feedback 
to improve courses and the program. 

Faculty regularly evaluate the student performance and constituent feedback. After thorough 
deliberation, recommendations for changes to courses or programs are developed. For minor 
changes, these recommendations are then implemented by course instructors. Larger changes 
may require approval from the University-wide curriculum committee and the Provost. These 
changes are usually initiated by the school chair or program coordinator. 

The process, so described, takes place at the School level (SET) in the case of courses common 
to the Engineering programs (EE, CE, and ME). If the course is specific to the program, then the 
process described takes place at the Department level instead. 
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-------. 
• 

Graduates 

: Course 
: Assessment 
I 
I 

•• 

Exit Surveys 

Figure 4-1: Overview of the Continuous Improvement Process 

4-A.2 Student Outcome Evaluation 

In order to evaluate student performance for each student outcome (A-K), one, two, or three 
performance indicators were established by the department or school. Each performance 
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indicator is associated with a specific assignment/activity in one of the upper-level core courses 
in the curriculum. Student attainment of the performance indicator is evaluated by the instructor 
and, in some cases when practical, another knowledgeable faculty member. Additionally, seniors 
are surveyed regarding their attainment of each student outcome at the end of their final 
semester. Upon completion of the survey the program coordinator conducts an interview with 
each graduate. To determine the attainment of the student outcomes, and hence the efficacy of 
the program, the performance indicators and the senior survey results are evaluated on a three
year cycle. 

To develop the performance indicators for each student outcome, an appropriate course to 
sample student work must be selected. Thus for each engineering course in the curriculum, the 
faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology determined the extent of coverage and 
expected level of attainment for each student outcome. Then upper-level courses with a relatively 
high-level of expected attainment were selected to ensure a summative assessment. Due to the 
relatively small number of students, some of the performance indicators include activities from 
courses that encompass students from the other engineering programs. Next, for each of the 
selected courses, the performance indicators for the selected outcomes were developed. These 
performance indicators are designed to be a specific illustration of the outcome as it relates to the 
selected course. Finally, the specific assignment within the course is selected to assess student 
performance. These assignments are usually final exams or other summative items. 

The performance indicators are evaluated every time a course containing the associated 
assignment is offered. The performance of each student (or for large classes a sample; for lab 
exercises and term projects, these may be from each group rather than each student) on the 
selected assignment is evaluated solely for the capability denoted by the performance indicator. 
Each sample of student work receives a score of 1, 2, 3, or 4 depending on how well the student 
meets the expected capability defmed by the performance indicator. The meaning of the score is 
listed in Table 4-1 below and ranges from unacceptable to exemplary. The evaluation is 
performed by the instructor(s) responsible for teaching the course and, when possible, an 
additional reviewer with expertise in the area. For some student outcomes the industrial advisory 
board (IAB), employers, and alumni score student work. An example of this is outcome G 
(communications) where many lAB members as well as employers and alumni attend the senior 
capstone presentations. 

Table 4-1: Scoring of Student Work for Performance Indicators 

Score 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Meaning 
Unacceptable 

Below Standard 
Meets Standard 

Exemplary 

After individually scoring the student work, the reviewer( s) discuss the results and develop 
recommendations if needed. The results recommendations are reported in the course assessment 
summary report that is written at the conclusion of each course. A sample of an evaluation 
summary can be seen in Figure 4-2. The summary starts with a description of the student 
outcome, the extent of coverage and level of achievement, as well as the performance indicator 
and selected assignment. Next, the student scores and a brief explanation are given. Finally, the 
recommendations for future changes are listed. 
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Evaluation of ABET-EAC Student Outcome A (EGRS-460 Fall 2017) 

ABET Statement 
ability fo apP/J1 kfloIJlledge oj mathel1/atia, s~iellce, dfld mgil1eeri7lg. 

Extent of Covera~e in Course 
,/' ,/',/' = Jams 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 
lit,s, E = higher-Ievel,"athematics, bask-Iellel ScietlCB, higher-Ie/lei engil1een'IJg 

Performance Indicator 
abi/~!)I to nlathematicallJ' characteriiJ! a pl!Jsical.rySfefll's input-output relationship a1Jd lISe this to predict its 
response to an input {EE,ME} 

Student Work to Evaluate 
EGRS460 -filial exam question covering the step respollsr of a pqysical.rystenJ. 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated was final exam question #1. 
• The student work was evaluated by David Baumann (instructor). 

• On final exam question #1 the students were given the choice of analyzing a simple mass
spring-damper mechanical system or a simple RLC electric circuit. The students were asked to 
(a) find the differential equation relating input to output, (b) find the transfer function, (c) find 
and (d) sketch the step response. Other than variable names if and x for the mechanical 
systems and IiI and /12 for the electrical system), both systems have identical answers to (a), (b), 
(c), and Cd). 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

DB EE-l 

ME-7 ME-7 

(4) Exemplary 

EE-3 

ME-3 

Ave 

3.8 

2.8 

• The "Below Standard" samples mostly included the correct differential equation and transfer 
function, but all took erroneous approaches to formulate the step response. The "Meets 
Standard" samples had only errors in formulating and/or sketching the step response. Many 
samples were on the borderline between "Below Standard" and "Meets Standard". 

• In the general, the application of science (setting up either the free-body diagram or 
analyzing the electrical circwt to obtain the differential equation) was quite good. But in many 
cases, the application of math (solving the differential equation) was poor. 

Recommendation for Future Relativc to Studcnt Outcome 

• This problem is a decent gauge of the students' ability to mathematically characterize a 
physical system's input-output relationship and use this to predict its response to an input. 
Continue to use it. 

• For the EE's, there is no cause for concern since all 4 student work samples were "Meets 
Standard" or higher. 

• For the ME's, there rna" be cause for concern since only 10 of 17 student work samples 
were "Meets Standard" or higher, while the coverage is extensive (,/',/' -1 and expectation for 
achievement is high-level for math and engineering eM,s,E). 

Figure 4-2: Sample Student Outcome Evaluation 
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Copies of student work and evaluation summary sheet are placed in the appropriate student 
outcome binder (A-K). Then once every three years the department evaluates each student 
outcome by considering the results of each performance indicator and the results of the senior 
exit surveys (Appendix H) over the previous years. Each objective is examined, and discussed in 
detail if there is cause for concern. The reviewers discuss their fmdings and recommendations. 
Faculty members share their experiences and brainstorm ideas to help improve the student 
performance. These results and any approved changes are then recorded in the student outcome 
evaluation report (sample of which can be seen in Appendix G). Small changes are implemented 
by the instructor(s) of the appropriate course(s), while larger changes are implemented by the 
department or school (with input from the industrial advisory board and approval from the 
curriculum committee where appropriate). The efficacy of these changes are then discussed 
during the next evaluation of the outcome. 

4-A.3 Summary Results of Student Outcome Evaluation 

A summary of the student outcome evaluation results is provided below. The detailed results can 
be found in the student outcome evaluation report in Appendix G. For the sake of completeness 
and clarity, each student outcome is stated below followed by the associated performance 
indicators. Next, the selected course and assignment of student work to be evaluated is given. 
After that, the level of exposure and the expected level performance for the selected assignment 
are listed. Then, the average score of the student work for the most recent assignment is given. 
Finally, a brief summary of the analysis and recommendations (if any) of the outcome are 
included. 

4-A.3.1 Student Outcome (A) 

an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 

Performance Indicator (Al ) 

the ability to solve a partial differential equation (PDE) numerically 
EGNR-340 - final exam question on PDE's 
( ./ ./ = stress, Me = advanced-level math, basic-level engineering) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Performance Indicator (A2) 

the ability to mathematically characterize a physical system's input-output relationship 
and use it to predict its response to an input 
EGRS-460 - final exam question on step response of a physical system 
( ./ ./ ./ = focus, MsE = advanced-level math, basic-level science, advanced -level 
engineering) 
3.8 average of student work from Fall 2017 

Performance Indicator (A3) 

the ability to apply vector calculus and Maxwell's equations 
EGEE-345 - final exam problem on analyzing electric field due to a ring of charge 
(./././ = focus, MS = advanced-level math, advanced-level science) 
1.5 average of student work from Spring 2017 
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Analysis and recommendations 

There is a concern that student perfonnance in this outcome is not at the expected level. 
Examples of issues students had meeting this outcome include: 

• Many students have difficulties approaching a problem and only attempt to do so 
on a surface level. 

• There is a general weakness amongst students while working with complex 
numbers. 

It was recommended that a common procedure for analyzing and solving problems along 
with support material be developed and used across all engineering courses. This common 
procedure will help reinforce the process of solving problems to students. A further 
recommendation is to add additional material on complex numbers to EGNR-140. This 
additional exposure to complex numbers will help students gain more experience and 
become more comfortable using them. 

4-A.3.2 Student Outcome (8) 

an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 

Performance Indicator (81 ) 

the ability to develop a valid and reliable experimental procedure that will validate a 
product 
EGNR-495 - design review on fmal product testing 
(v'v' = stress, ** = developed) 
2.8 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Performance Indicator (82) 

the ability to produce control charts and use them to monitor an on-going manufacturing 
process 
EGNR-346 - control charts report 
(v'v' = stress, ** = developed) 
3.0 average of student work from Fall 2017 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no concern regarding this outcome. However, because ofthe small 
number of samples in EGNR346, this perfonnance indicator should be monitored. 

4-A.3.3 Student Outcome (C) 

an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 
constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability 

Performance Indicator (el ) 

the ability to reformulate implied customer needs as specifications and produce an 
acceptable design solution 
EGNR-491 - product design review 
(v' v' v' = focus, *** = high) 
2.8 average of student work from Fa112015 
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Performance Indicator (e2) 

the ability to design, construct, and evaluate a high-order filter circuit to meet technical 
specifications 
EGEE-310 - fmal design project report 
("" "" = stress, *** = high) 
2.8 average of student work from Fall 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no concern regarding this outcome. While the average is a little low, 
only one senior project team was below standard and that is likely due to them doing the 
assignment on short notice. All other teams performed at the standard so there is no cause 
for concern at this time. 

4-A.3.4 Student Outcome (D) 

an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 

Performance Indicator (Ol ) 

the ability to provide constructive criticism of team members 
EGNR-495 - peer evaluations 
("" "" "" = focus, *** = high) 
2.6 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is currently no serious concern regarding this outcome given past data. 

4-A.3.S Student Outcome (E) 

an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

Performance Indicator (El ) 

the ability to translate a human need into technical specifications 
EGEE-310 - final design project report 
( ./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
2.3 average of student work from Fall 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is a slight concern that student performance in this outcome is not at the expected 
level. Examples of issues students had meeting this outcome include: 

• It is apparent that the students did not demonstrate that they have the ability to 
translate a human need into a technical specification. With the exception of the one 
group, all of the others went straight from selecting cutoff frequencies to 
determining transfer functions without providing any additional specifications or 
rationale for them. 
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However, there were also difficulties in the assigned problem that made it difficult to 
evaluate. The assignment could be adjusted to make it more board thereby allowing the 
students to better demonstrate their ability to translate. It was recommended that the 
assignment be monitored for one more offering and then determine if a new assignment 
(possibly from a different course is needed). 

4-A.3.6 Student Outcome (F) 

an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 

Performance Indicator (F1 ) 

the ability to apply perspectives from established ethical philosophies in the analysis of a 
case study 
EGNR-495 - ethics essay 
(./ ./ ./ = focus, ** = developed) 
2.8 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no cause for concern. 

4-A.3.7 Student Outcome (G) 

an ability to communicate effectively 

Performance Indicator (61 ) 

the ability to make formal engineering presentations 
EGNR-495 - final project presentations 
(./ ./ ./ = focus, *** = high) 
3.0 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Performance Indicator (62) 

the ability to write prose containing technical information 
EGEE-345 - research essays 
(./ = exposure, ** = developed) 
3.4 average of student work from Spring 2017 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. It is however recommended that the grading form for Gibe modified 
to better separate the IAB' s rating for the team's ability to communicate and that of the 
project outcome. 

4-A.3.B Student Outcome (H) 

the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, 
economic, environmental, and societal context 

Performance Indicator (H1 ) 

the ability to describe the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic, 
environmental, and/or societal context 
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EGEE-345 - research essays 
( ./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2017 

Analysis and recommendations 

Looking ahead to the changing ABET-EAC criteria, F, H, and J will be combined into 
Outcome 4. This new outcome could be appropriately addressed in the corresponding 
sections of the Project Definition and Plan (PDP) document that all Senior Project teams 
are required to write. While not necessary under the new criteria, the current assignment is 
working well in EGEE-345 and could be maintained 

4-A.3.9 Student Outcome (I) 

a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning 

Performance Indicator (Il l 

the ability to define and clarify customer needs through technical investigation 
EGNR495 - faculty subjective evaluation for each individual on their respective team 
( ./ ./ = stress, * * = developed) 
3.5 average of student work from Spring 2018 

Analysis and recommendations 

There are no concerns. 

4-A.3.10 Student Outcome (J) 

a knowledge of contemporary issues 

Performance Indicator (Jl ) 

the ability to use examples from a realistic case study in making arguments 
EGNR-495 - ethics essay 
( ./ = exposure, * = foundational) 
3.2 average of student work from Spring 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. 

4-A.3.11 Student Outcome (K) 

an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 
engineering practice 

Performance Indicator (Kl ) 

the ability to solve a recursive problem by writing a program in a structured programming 
language, implementing the recursion in an iterative loop 
EGNR-340 - exam question on Newton-Raphson root search or on Euler's method for 
solving an ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
(././ ./ = focus, ** = developed) 
2.7 average of student work from Spring 2018 
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Performance Indicator (K2) 

the ability to apply modern engineering software and techniques to produce and evaluate a 
solution 
EGEE-31O - [mal design project report - use of MA TLAB and PSpice 
(../ = exposure, ** = developed) 
3.0 average of student work from Fall 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. 

4-A.4 Course Assessment 

Course assessment is another important component of the continuous improvement process. At 
the completion of every engineering course offering, the instructor assesses the course objectives 
as well as student feedback and produces a course assessment summary report (samples of which 
can be seen in Appendix J). The report includes student comments, an analysis of student 
attainment in the course objectives, and an action plan for the next offering. 

During the [mal two weeks of the semester, students are asked to complete a survey in each of 
their engineering courses. This survey has them rate (1-10) and comment on their abilities in 
each of the course objectives as well as the necessity of prerequisite courses. In addition, faculty 
can include additional questions to obtain specific feedback about the course. Faculty also 
facilitate a discussion with the class to obtain more feedback about objectives and the course. 

Upon completion of the course, the instructor generates a course assessment summary report 
summarizing that course offering. For each course objective, the report includes the instructor's 
SUbjective score, student's self-rated score, grades of student work, and student comments. The 
instructor then provides a narrative on the performance and comments from students for each 
objective. An example of the objectives section ofa report from EGRS-460 can be seen in Figure 
4-3. Next, the summary report provides a brief analysis on the prerequisite courses, which can be 
seen in Figure 4-4. This includes the students rating (1-10) on how well the prerequisite prepared 
them for this class as well as any comments by students. Then the instructor provides their 
comments related to the prerequisite. If the course is used to evaluate any of the student 
outcomes it will contain a summary of the evolution of student work as previously seen in Figure 
4-2. The summary report also provides a list of action plans. This includes a brief analysis of the 
efficacy of the most recent course improvements as seen in Figure 4-5 which shows a portion of 
the previous offerings section ofthe EGEE-125 report. Finally, a list of the recommended change 
for the next course is included in the summary report. An example of this list can be seen in 
Figure 4-6 which is a portion of the EGEE-125 report. 
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Analysis of Objectives 

1. Develop mathematical representations of the input-output relationship of physical 
(electrical and mechanical) systems in both the time domain and the s domain. 

Student Self Assessment: .................. 87% 
Faculty Grades of Student Work.. .... ... 82% 
Faculty Subjective Assessment... .. .... ... 82% 

Student Comments 

• It would be really nice to do one complicated example of each type (mech. and elec.) 
in class. {written} 

• Sometimes struggle with electrical as I am not as familiar. {written} 

• Electrical systems are still a little rough. {written} 

• I slacked off in the beginning of the class. That's my fault. {written} 

• Struggle with electrical systems. {written} 

Facuhy Comments 

• The faculty grade above was determined by Problem 1 on the final exam. This 
material is a major thrust of the course and gets used repeatedly throughout the 
semester. Nearly all of the students were able to apply physical principles to derive the 
differential equation and transfer function of a system, but many were not able solve the 
differential equation. 

Figure 4-3: Objectives Section ofthe EGRS-460 Course Assessment Summary Report 

Analysis of Pre-Requisite Courses 

A. How well did EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis prepare you for this class? 

Student Response: .................. 83% 

Student Comments 

• It was necessary for the understanding of electrical portions. {written} 

.1\fore than enough. Necessary for lab skills, and modeling electrical systems. {written} 

• Yes plenty. {written} 

• Needed for modeling electrical systems, _________ relations well. 
{written} 

• Allows you to have background knowledge for lab and early mathematical represent of 
systems. {written} 

• Signal processing was more of a help than circuits. {written} 

Facultr Comments 

• EGEE-210 should definitely remain as a prerequisite. A part of the class invoh'es 
finding the differential equation, the transfer function, and the frequency response of 
electrical circuits. I don't see how this could be done without EGEE-21O as a 
prere'Juisite. Furthermore, the EGEE-210 lab provides necessary exposure to tlle 
electronic lab equipment that is used extensively. 

Figure 4-4: Prerequisite Section of the EGRS-460 Course Assessment Summary Report 
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Action Plans 

From Previous Offering 

• Discuss having an undergraduate lab assistant for Spring 2016. 
o Done; did not pursue for budget reasons when fellow faculty member was 

denied one in another class. 
• Integrate the DEl-SoC boards, but ensure that compile times are not exceedingly 

large. 

o Not done; decided to focus efforts on revamping early labs and creating 
videos for the current software, both of which seemed helpful. 

• Record small videos as introductions to the lab software. 
o Done; seemed to help based on student feedback. 

• Ensure the first lab section has the course material background for the respective labs 
and that the pre-lab is available in a timely matter (this should address the lab time 
issue without needing to add another hour). 

o Better this time. 
• Move debugging discussion earlier in lab (week 2 or 3), discuss more systematic 

ways of debugging (that it is not random) and also discuss error messages with them 
up front for QuartusII and ModeISim-Altera. 

o Done; revamp of early labs seemed helpful w/more practical circuits, too. 

Figure 4-5: Previous Offering Section ofthe EGEE-125 Course Assessment Summary Report 

For Next Offering 

• Reorganize MoodIe by weeks instead of by topics. 

• Have weekly quizzes where every other is a take-home quiz to replace paper 

homework (with possibly even more up-front to get the students going and provide a 

solid foundation). 

• Reinforce Boolean Algebra and K-maps with more problems. 

• Discuss alignment of ETAC and EAC student outcomes. 

• Have more design problems in take-home quizzes. 

• Consider requiring students to keep a three ring binder to help them with 

organization. 

• Add time log and contributions log to DPI and DP2. 

• Label and number new logic analyzers. 

• Inquire about new chairs and organization for CAS304. 

• Either act on pre-req questions from the students or remove them (presently it seems a 

waste of everyone's time). 

Figure 4-6: Next Offering Section of the EGEE-125 Course Assessment Summary Report 
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Each engineering course is then evaluated within the appropriate venue at least once every two 
years. The department evaluates the courses that appear solely in the programs core. Other 
"cross-disciplinary" courses that are also contained in the other engineering program cores are 
evaluated by the school. The senior capstone sequence (EGNR-491 &495) is evaluated by the 
senior project faculty board, which because of our small size constitutes the majority of the 
faculty. The schedule for course evaluation is shown below in Table 4-2 and includes the venue 
in which it is evaluated. This schedule includes all courses offered by the School of Engineering 
& Technology (SET), and is intended to illustrate the regular pattern of course offerings and 
subsequent evaluation. The courses listed for spring of2018 (SI8) and later are the future 
assessment plan as courses are assessed during the subsequent semester at the earliest. 

During evaluation the instructor leads a discussion about the student performance and student 
feedback. Each objective is examined, and discussed in detail if there is cause for concern. This 
provides an opportunity for faculty members to share their experiences and brainstorm ideas to 
help improve the student performance. If additional changes are recommended by the department 
or school they are recorded in the meeting minutes and the course assessment summary report. 
The instructor then implements the changes during the next offering of the course (or if needed, 
initiates a curricular change proposal). The efficacy of these changes are then discussed during 
the next evaluation of the course. 
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4-A.S Summary of the Improvement Process 

In summary curricular improvements (at both the course and program level) are made by the 
School of Engineering & Technology faculty using a combination of student outcome and course 
evaluations. While student performance provides the most important indicator of achievement, 
given our small size, constituent (student, IAB, and employer) feedback is also a vital part of 
continuous improvement. All curricular changes are made by the School of Engineering & 
Technology faculty based on the results of these evaluations. Ultimately, the program is 
improved by small changes to courses (course layout, syllabi, grading structure, extent of 
coverage, etc.), changes to content in courses (alteration of objectives, topical content, etc.), and 
large curricular changes (course deletion, course addition, shifting material from one course to 
another, adding new material to the curriculum, etc.). The smaller changes tend to be made at the 
time of course evaluation while the more significant changes tend to be made at the time of 
student outcome evaluation. 

4-B Continuous Improvement 
Continuous improvement is an important part of maintaining a quality program. As such 
assessment is an important part of the School of Engineering & Technology. Below are a few 
examples of changes made within the Electrical Engineering program. 

4-8.1 Improvement Example for Student Outcome C 

In the spring semester of2013 the department evaluated student outcome C and determined that 
there was a concern. While the student performance on the selected assignment was reasonable, 
faculty identified that the amount of exposure to design reviews between the various 
concentrations is different. Students pursuing the digital concentration receive more 
opportunities, as design reviews are a component of some of the digital courses (EGEE-320 
Digital Design and EGEE-355 Microcontroller Systems). Students in other concentrations do not 
experience design reviews until senior projects (EGNR-491 &495). Thus there was a concern that 
students outside the digital concentration were underprepared for this outcome. 

To help correct this imbalance it was recommended that a design review be added to a core 
course ensuring that all EE students have that experience. It was later determined that the design 
review be added to EGEE-31 0 Network Analysis as it already had a substantial fmal design 
project. 

During the EGEE-31 0 course assessment the instructor indicated that the design review was 
beneficial and helped students complete the project. In the latest evaluation of student outcome C 
it was found that there is no cause for concern in this area. Verbal feedback from senior project 
students indicated that the design review in EGEE-31 0 was beneficial. Although it is nearly 
impossible to say conclusively that the addition of the design review improved student 
performance in outcome C; it is thought to be a benefit to the students and will continue as a part 
of the course. 

4-8.2 Improvement Example for Student Outcome A 

In the last ABET report (2012) it was mentioned that students were underperforming in the area 
of mathematics, part of student outcome A. It was recommended that a grade of "C or better" for 
MATH -310 Differential Equations be added as a program requirement. It was thought that 
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increasing the minimum acceptable grade would force students to have a better understanding of 
the material. This change was implemented for students starting in the fall of 20 13. 

During last evaluation of student outcome A, it was determined that there is still a slight concern 
regarding students mathematical ability. It appears that "C or better" requirement had no 
significant effect on student performance. Upon further examination of student work, some 
students have difficulties with how to even approach a problem. These students seem to search 
for equations in the book and try to apply it to the problem even if they are unrelated. One could 
describe the issue as often, but not always, a tendency to approach problem-solving very 
superficially. In these cases, the student approaches the situation with a goal of trying to reduce 
almost all problems to the simplistic model of applying whichever equation happens to be readily 
available, with too little concern for its relevance or validity in the circumstances, and always 
expecting to apply it in the fashion of determining an output based on known inputs. 
Understanding of the underlying principles, cognizance of approximating assumptions made, and 
actual meaning of the physical quantities involved, is given little value in this way of thinking. 

This is a complicated issue that will take significant time and effort to address. As a first step, the 
faculty will develop a common procedure for students to use in analyzing and solving problems. 
This procedure, along with supporting material, will be used for all ECE courses (and possibly 
all engineering courses in general). It is thought that repeatedly using the same steps in analyzing 
and solving problems will help students understand how to approach and solve problems that 
they are not familiar with. This common procedure will be developed in the upcoming academic 
year (2018-2019). This outcome will continue to be monitored and additional changes will be 
made to further improve student performance. 

4-B.3 Improvement Example for Student Outcome F 

In the last ABET report (2012) it was mentioned that students indicated that they thought ethics 
(student outcome F) should be removed from senior projects (EGNR-495). The recommended 
action was to create a new General Education course that would cover ethics, economics, and 
sustainability as it applies to the design and use of technology. This course would then allow for 
the removal of that material from senior projects giving student more time to focus on their 
project. 

For a number of reasons, the creation of this class was not possible. However, based on faculty 
discussions and student feedback it was decided to bring in an expert in ethics. Thus, Dr. Jason 
Swedene a Professor in Department of Humanities & Philosophy who specializes in ethics began 
teaching the ethics portion of senior projects in the spring of2017. 

From the latest student outcome evaluation, there is no concern for outcome F. Student feedback 
regarding the ethics portion has overall been very positive, with students enjoying Dr. Swedene's 
lectures. Some students indicated that they would prefer that ethics be moved to the fall semester 
of senior projects (EGNR-491). The possibility of moving this topic is currently being explored 
and may occur in the future. Overall, it seems that bringing in Dr. Swedene was beneficial to the 
program. 

4-B.4 Future Improvements to the Process 

As discussed, there is a continuous improvement process in place and being used to improve 
both the courses (course assessment) and the program (student outcome evaluation). However, 
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the adherence to this process needs to be improved moving forward. There is a very strong 
history of using course assessment as the primary means for improvement of the program (up 
until the last ABET accreditation). As a result programmatic changes are often discussed during 
these course assessment meetings especially for summative courses such as the senior capstone 
sequence (EGNR-491&495). This itself is not an issue. However, the recommendations and 
rationale were not always properly documented and included in the student outcome evaluation 
reports. Thus these reports have not necessarily contained the complete summary. Moving 
forward, the department and school must be more diligent in documenting the assessment and· 
evaluation of the student outcomes. This should be easier with the experience gained from going 
through the student outcome evaluation process. 

4-C Additionallnformation 
Additional information regarding assessment and the student outcomes can be found in: 

• Course Assessment Summary reports (Appendix J) 
• Student Outcome Evaluation report (Appendix G) 
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Criterion 5 CURRICULUM 

5-A Program Curriculum 

5-A.l Plan-of-Study 

For the purpose of planning and evaluating the curriculum, as well as academic advising, the 
EeE department has summarized the full set of course requirements in two complementary 
formats. These are to be found in the Electrical Engineering Plan-of-Study document, wherein 
the courses comprising the curriculum are arranged in a suggested temporal semester-by
semester sequence in which students could feasibly take them, and in the Electrical Engineering 
Degree Audit Sheet document, wherein the arrangement is instead alphabetical by discipline; the 
latter serves at the University level, moreover, as a kind of check-off sheet for meeting program 
requirements. The most up-do-date versions of these documents (applicable to students starting 
in Fall 2018) are found in Appendix L and Appendix M; versions for earlier years will be 
available as part of the display materials at the visit. 

Table 5-1 through Table 5-4, below, collects this information in terms of a list of courses 
(sequential, i.e., as in the first mentioned document, the "plan-of-study"), but also indicating to 
which curricular components they contribute, and providing recent enrollment information. 

Courses are all semester-length where a semester consists of 15 weeks; 14 weeks of instruction 
and 1 week when fmal examinations and other summative activities occur. 
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Table 5-1: Curriculum: EE w/Robotics & Automation Cone. 

Electrical E . 
---- ~-- ------- -------- Robotics & A C 126 credit h ( . . _______ _______________________ __ __________ ,mInImum 'ble) )OSSL __ , 

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term of the final year. Elective Sciences Design <-.J) Education Other Offered was Offered 

1 sl YEAR: FALL 

CHEMII5 General Chemistry R 5 Fl7/S18 75 

EGNRIOI Introduction to Engineering R 2./ FI61F17 54 

ENGL 110 First-Year Composition I R 3 FI7/S18 24 

MATHI51 Calculus I R 4 Fl7/SI8 29 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCIOI Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 FI7/S18 98 

1 sl YEAR: SPRING 

EGEEI25 Digital Fundamentals R 4 SI7/S18 27 

EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/SI8 I 28 

ENGLlII First-Year Composition n R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATHI52 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI0l Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 

2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 Fl61F17 16 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F161F17 23 

MA TH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/S18 27 

PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 Fl7/S18 22 

EGNR265 C Programming R 3 F17/S18 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 Fl7/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists n R 4 SI7/SI8 40 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 
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3rd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE310 Network Analysis R 4 F141F16 8 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 F161F17 8 

MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F161F17 28 

COMMI0l Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

yd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics R 3 S15/S17 11 

EGEE475 Power Electronics R 4 S17/S18 6 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 F17/S18 14 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 

EGRS385 Robotics Engineering SE 4 S17/S18 23 

4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE330 Electro-Mechanical Systems R 4 F151F17 11 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 

EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 

EGRS430 System Integration & Machine Vision SE 4 F161F17 27 

4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 

General Technical Elective, 
SE 3 S16/S18 6 

e.g. EGEE411 Power Distribution & Transmission* 
EGRS435 Automated Manufacturing Systems SE 3 S17/S18 16 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 70 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 25% 56% 19% 

Minimum Semester Credit Hours 
32 Hours 48 Hours 

(Total must satis fy either credit hours or percentage) 
Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5 % 
Total must satis lY either credit hours or percentage) 

*Example courses used for illustratIon. 
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Table 5-2: Curriculum: EE w/Sustainable Energy Cone. 

----------- --- ------ - -- - ------------- ----- ----------~----- --- .---- - ------ .., --------------- ------ -

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term of the final year. Elective Sciences Design (..J) Education Other Offered was Offered 

1 st YEAR: FALL 

CHEMl15 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 

EGNRI0l Introduction to Engineering R 2./ F161F17 54 

ENGL110 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 
MATH151 Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 
Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI0l Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 
1 st YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE125 Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 

EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/S18 28 

ENGL111 First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATH152 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI0l Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 
2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F161F17 16 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F161F17 23 

MATH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/S18 27 

PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 F17/S18 22 

EGNR265 C Programming R 3 F17/S18 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 S17/S18 40 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 
----
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3rd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE310 Network Analysis R 4 F14IF16 8 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 F161F17 8 

MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F161F17 28 I 

EGNR261 Energy Systems and Sustainability SE 3 F15IF17 10 

EGNR361 Energy Systems and Sustainability Lab SE 1 F15IF17 4 

3rd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics R 3 S15/S17 6 

EGEE475 Power Electronics R 4 S17/S18 6 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 F17/S18 14 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 
Concentration Elective, 

SE 3 S16/S18 6 
e.g. EGEE 411 Power Distribution & Transmission* 
4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE330 Electro-Mechanical Systems R 4 F15IF17 11 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 

EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 

COMMIOI Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 

Concentration Elective, 
SE 3 S17/S18 17 

e.g. EGME337 Thermodynamics* 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 69 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 26% 55% 19% 

Minimum Semester Credit Hours 
32 Hours 48 Hours 

(Total must satis fy either credit hours or percentage) 
Minimum Percentage 

25% 37.5 % 
(Tolal must satis'!'y either credit hours or percentage) 

*Example courses used for illustratIon. 
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Table 5-3: Curriculum: EE wlDigital Systems Cone. 

. IE . Di lrital S C ~--- -_ ... _.---- 126 credit h ,,-------------- ------- , 
( .. 'ble) 

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term ofthe final year. Elective Sciences Design (..J) Education Other Offered was Offered 

1 st YEAR: FALL 

CHEM115 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 I 

EGNRI01 Introduction to Engineering R 2./ F16/F17 54 

ENGL 110 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATH151 Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI0l Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 

1 st YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE 125 Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 

EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/S18 28 

ENGLlll First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATH152 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYI0l Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 

2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F16/F17 16 

EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F16/F17 23 

MATH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/S18 27 

PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F16/F17 49 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 F17/S18 22 

EGNR265 C Programming R 3 F17/S18 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists 11 R 4 S17/S18 40 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 61 
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3rd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE310 Network Analysis R 4 F14iF16 8 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 F16iF17 8 

MATH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F161F17 28 

COMMI0l Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

3rd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics R 3 S15/S17 11 

EGEE475 Power Electronics R 4 S17/S18 6 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 F17/S18 14 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 

EGEE355 Microcontroller Systems* SE 4 S16/S18 25 

4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE330 Electro-Mechanical Systems R 4 F151F17 11 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 

EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 

EGEE320 Digital Design* SE 4 F161F17 27 

4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 

EGEE425 Digital Signal Processing* SE 3 S15/S17 12 
General Technical Elective, 

SE 3 S17/S18 23 
e.g. EGRS385 Robotics Engineering* 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 70 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 25% 56% 19% 
Minimum Semester Credit Hours 

32 Hours 48 Hours 
(Total must satis ty either credit hours or p ercentage) 
Minimum Percentage 

25% 37.5 % 
(Total must satisfy either credit hours or p ercentage) 

*Example courses used for illustration. 
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Table 5-4: Curriculum: EE General 

Electrical Engineering: General (i.e., no named concentration) 125 credit hours (minimum possible) 
(showing here, example technical elective choices that just minimally satisfy the required totals: 13 credits of {EGME225 or higher} and/or EGET31 0 and/or 

~. -~- ~ - -~ __ ·o·a_- -_. ~- - -- -- -- -- ---- --------.- ------

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 
Indicate Maximum 
Whether Engineering Section 
Course is Topics Last Two Enrollment 

Course Required, Check if Terms the for the Last 
(Department, Number, Title) Elective or a Math & Contains Course Two Terms 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of first year and Selected Basic Significant General was the Course 
ending with the last term of the final year. Elective Sciences Design C..f) Education Other Offered was Offered 

151 YEAR: FALL 

CHEM115 General Chemistry R 5 F17/S18 75 
EGNRIOI Introduction to Engineering R 2,(" F16/F17 54 
ENGLlI0 First-Year Composition I R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATHI51 Calculus I R 4 F17/S18 29 
Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI01 Intro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 

151 YEAR: SPRING 
EGEE125 Digital Fundamentals R 4 S17/S18 27 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 F17/S18 28 
ENGLlII First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATH152 Calculus II R 4 F17/S18 20 
Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYIOI Intro. to Sociology* SE 3 F17/S18 55 
2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE250 Microcontroller Fundamentals R 4 F16/F17 16 
EGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing R 4 F16/F17 23 
MA TH251 Calculus III R 4 F17/S18 27 
PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists I R 4 F161F17 49 
2nd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 F17/S18 22 

EGNR265 C Programming R 3 Fl7/S18 22 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 S17/S18 40 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 3 F17/S18 I 61 
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3rd YEAR: FALL 

EGEE310 Network Analysis R 4 F141F16 8 

EGEE370 Electronic Devices R 4 F161F17 10 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S18 14 

EGNR346 Probability & Statistics Lab for Engineers R 1 Fl61F17 8 

MATH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F161F17 28 

COMMIOI Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

3rd YEAR: SPRING 

EGEE345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics R 3 S15/S17 11 

EGEE475 Power Electronics R 4 S17/S18 6 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 F17/S18 14 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. SOCY 103 Cultural Diversity* SE 3 F17/S18 48 
General Technical Elective 

SE 3 F17/S18 13 
e.g., EGRS365 Programmable Logic Controllers'" 
4th YEAR: FALL 

EGEE330 Electro-Mechanical Systems R 4 F151F17 11 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3,( F161F17 39 

EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 

General Technical Elective, 
SE 4 F161F17 27 

e.g. EGRS430 System Integration & Machine Vision'" 
4th YEAR: SPRING 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3,( S17/S18 39 

Hum. Elec. e.g., HUMN255 World Mythology* SE 3 S16/S18 93 
General Technical Elective, 

SE 3 S16/S18 6 
e.g. EGEE411 Power Distribution & Transmission* 
General Technical Elective, 

SE 3 S17/S18 23 
e . .[. EGRS385 Robotics Engineering'" 
TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 69 24 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 26% 55% 19% 
Minimum Semester Credit Hours 

32 Hours 48 Hours 
(Total must satisfy either credit hours or percentage) 
Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5% 
(Total must satisry either credit hours or percentage) 

"'Example courses used for illustration. 
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5-A.2 Curriculum Alignment to PEOs 

There are, four stated educational objectives for the programs; these are described in Criterion 2, 
above. The curriculum aligns with and supports these, as explained in the following. 

5-A.2.1 Program Educational Objective I 

The first PEO calls for alumni to apply knowledge from the discipline in solving problems within 
the profession. Most importantly, the curriculum is there to supply the knowledge base which is 
to be applied; secondarily, the curriculum practices problem-solving skills which are 
generalizable to the application of other knowledge that may be later obtained, as well as skills in 
design and software that are tools in professional problem solving. 

The curriculum fulfills the primary function described, furnishing the knowledge base, by its 
development of breadth across the discipline and the engineering sciences. The development of 
problem solving skills, in parallel with subject knowledge, will be evidenced in the course
specific display materials at the time of the visit. 

5-A.2.2 Program Educational Objective /I 

The second PEO requires the practice of design or research within realistic (economic, societal, 
etc.) constraints. The curriculum has a number of courses which impart design experience, 
constrained by realistic specifications; these are expected to develop an early-stage experience in 
the student which should facilitate the transition to design work in the profession. The courses 
checked in Table 5-1 through Table 5-4 have particularly significant design projects. 

5-A.2.3 Program Educational Objective 11/ 

The third PEO says that alumni set goals, experience professional growth, and engage in on
going learning / professional-development. Accordingly, the curriculum is so constructed as to 
provide the tools and facilitate the development of the attitude necessary to engage in continued 
learning. 

The primary tool is the coherence of knowledge, in the sense that advanced and/or applied 
knowledge (upper-level engineering sciences, and capstone/design experiences) is rooted in 
fundamentals and derived from first principles; the development of first principles (e.g., voltage
current relationships for circuit elements, Kirchoff s circuit laws, and Laplace transforms) into 
advanced principles (e.g., design of analog filters and control systems) within the curriculum 
instills the ability to see the larger picture and interconnectedness within the discipline, and the 
ability to extrapolate and develop competencies that go beyond the knowledge obtained directly 
from the curriculum. The deep prerequisite structure of the curriculum, and also the structure and 
philosophy of individual courses, i.e., emphasizing the linkages of "first principles" to advanced 
results, develops this tool. 

The attitude promoting life-long learning is instilled, especially, by exposure to experiences that 
are interdisciplinary, e.g., the senior (capstone) project and the Introduction to Engineering 
project. The interdisciplinairity is suggestive to the student of how the need can arise, in 
authentic engineering design and development scenarios, to synthesize knowledge beyond that 
obtained directly in the student's own coursework. 
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Concerning professional growth, the EGNR-lOl Introduction to Engineering course introduces 
students to the LSSU student chapters of professional societies, notably the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) and the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) for ECE 
students especially. Sustained extracurricular involvement in these societies is expected to be a 
factor promoting professional growth, particularly to the extent the association with the 
corresponding national organizations continues after graduation. 

S-A.2.4 Program Educational Objective IV 

The fourth PEO says that alumni will be, furthermore, societally-beneficial as individuals. 

The curriculum contributes to this objective by providing competencies that are of use to society, 
most directly manifested by the various concentration courses which show industry-specific 
applications, to the energy and automation industries in particular (for the Sustainable Energy 
Systems and Robotics & Automation concentrations, respectively). But of course, the broader 
core of Electrical Engineering is versatile in its applications to a great many industries, as well as 
to government, academia, and the non-profit sector. 

5-A.3 Curriculum Support of Student Outcomes 

There are eleven Student Outcomes established for the program; these are described in Criterion 
3 above, and coincide exactly with the ABET (A) - (K) criteria. The courses comprising the core 
part of the curriculum support these, as illustrated by the mapping of Table 5-5. 

The table, firstly, serves as a mapping, indicating which courses are intended to contribute in 
some way to attainment of which Student Outcomes, by virtue of cells being filled when that is 
the case at the intersection of the course-row with the objective-column. For instance, in the 
EGEE-310 row, the cell in column C is occupied and that in column D is not; accordingly, 
EGEE-310 can be expected to contribute something to outcome C (design of a system), but not 
by design (although perhaps incidentally, and inconsistently if so) to outcome D 
(multidisciplinary teams). 

But the table also provides, secondly, an indication of the degree to which each course 
contributes. The number of check marks, from one to three, increases as contribution increases. 
As the legend below the table shows, a single check mark would suggest a fairly secondary 
contribution, mere "exposure" without any especial stress in the course; this might be the case if, 
for example, a single or few assignments, adding up to a small portion of the course grade and 
effort expended, were to exercise the student outcome concerned. Two checks indicate that the 
student outcome is, instead, stressed in the course, such as would be the case if it corresponded 
to a course objective. Three checks would suggest that the class is largely focused on 
contributing to that objective, for example if multiple course objectives contribute to it. 
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Table 5-5: Mapping of Courses to Student Outcomes 

Course Cores A B C D E F G H I J K 

EGEE-125 CE,EE 
./././ ./ ././ ./ ././ ././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ 

m * * * * * * * * * 

EGEE-210 CE,EE,ME 
././ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

m,S,E * * * * * * 

EGEE-250 CE,EE 
././ ./ ./ ././ ./ ././ 

m * * * * ** 

EGEE-280 CE,EE 
././ ././ ././ 
M * * 

EGEE-31O EE 
./././ .t.t .t ./ ./ 

M,E ••• • ** .. 
EGEE-330 EE 

././ ./ ././ 

m,S,e * ** 

EGEE-345 EE 
./,1./ ./././ .t ./ ./ 

.M.s. ** •• • * 

EGEE-370 CE,EE 
././ ./ ./ ././ ././ ././ 

m,s,e ** * ** * * 

EGEE-475 EE 
././ ./ ./ ././ ././ ./ 

m,s,E * * ** ** IP IP IP ** 

EGEM-220 EE,ME 
./././ ./ ./ 

m,E * * 

EGNR-IOI CE,EE,ME 
./ ././ ././ ./ ././ ././ ./ ./ ./ ./././ 

e * * * * * * * * * 

EGNR-140 CE,EE,ME 
././ ././ ./ ./././ 

m,e * * * 
EGNR-265 EE,ME 

./ ./ ././ ./ ./ ./././ 

m,s ** ** * * ** 

EGNR-340 CE,EE,ME 
././ ./ ./ ./././ 

Me * ** ** 

EGNR-346 CE,EE 
././ ./,/ ./ ././ ././ 

M,e ** * ** ** 

EGNR-491 CE,EE,ME 
./ ./././ ./././ ./././ ././ ./././ ./ ././ ././ 

E *** ** ** * *** * ** *** 

EGNR-495 CE,EE,ME 
./ ././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ./././ ././ ././ ./ ././ 

E ** *** *** ** ** *** ** ** * *** 

EGRS-460 EE,ME 
./././ ./ ./ ./././ ./ ./ 

M,s,E * * *** ** * 

evaluated for EE I I evaluated for EE and ME I 
evaluated for EE and CE I I evaluated for CE, EE, and ME I 

exposure (for instance, one graded assignment) * foundational- ready for further development 

././ stress (for instance, one course objective) ** developed - prepared for practical application 

./././ focus (for instance, mUltiple objectives or course title) *** high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

incorporation into course is "in progress m(M) basic-level (advanced-level) mathematics 

s(S) basic-level (advanced-level) science 

e(E) basic-level (advanced-level) engineering 

(A) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engmeenng 
(B) an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data 
(C) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, 
environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability 
(D) an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 
(E) an ability to identifY, formulate, and solve engineering problems 
(F) an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 
(G) an ability to communicate effectively 
(H) the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic, environmental, and 
societal context 
(I) a recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning 
(J) a knowledge of contemporary issues 
(K) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modem engineering tools necessary for engineering practice. 
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The table, thirdly, indicates the expected level of development, with regard to that outcome, to be 
displayed by students performing satisfactorily. The number of asterisks, for all outcomes except 
A, correlates to the level of development; for A in particular, the letters m, s, and e are instead 
used to distinguish the math, science, and engineering aspects, respectively, of the outcome, with 
the lower case - upper case distinction to indicate level of development (lower case implying 
lower development and upper case higher). Thus, a single asterisk in B - K means afoundational 
level, i.e., an outcome at the very initial stages of development; two asterisks implies some 
readiness for practice; and three a level comparable to a practicing professional. Lower case m 
indicates the application of basic mathematics (through univariate calculus), and upper case M a 
more advanced mathematics (e.g., multivariate calculus, differential equations); the s vs. Sand e 
vs. E distinctions are analogous for application of natural sciences and engineering sciences 
respectively. 

Fourthly, and finally, the table indicates from which courses evidence is purposefully collected 
in order to assess the attainment of Student Outcomes via the curriculum, i.e., "program 
assessment" evidence. This is understood to be evidence that sheds light on the workings of the 
whole curriculum, not merely the course from which the evidence is extracted, towards the 
outcome concerned. Cells with color highlighting are those indicating an evidentiary source; the 
course corresponding to the cell's row provides evidence of attainment of the objective 
corresponding to the cell ' s column. The color chosen for highlighting furnishes the additional 
information as to whether any distinction is made, or not, between EE students and other 
Engineering students. Thus, blue means EE students exclusively, whereas green implies 
grouping with Computer Engineering students, red implies grouping with Mechanical 
Engineering students, and orange with all Engineering students (ME, EE, CE). 

To return to the EGEE-310 example, the faculty had noted that the circumstance that column C 
was occupied implied some contribution of that course to outcome C (design of a system). In 
fact, the table also tells us, by two checks, that the design component is stressed in the course, 
and the three asterisks that the expectation for students is approaching that of a practicing 
engineer in their design of a system in that course. Finally, the blue highlighting means that the 
department collects and evaluates evidence from that course (one would have to consult the 
course or program assessment reports for specifics) for purposes of evaluating the program's 
attainment of outcome C, and that such evidence is (unlike that from, say, EGNR-495 for the 
same objective) not confounded with that of students from other Engineering disciplines. 

Note that the technical electives of the concentrations (or general) also support the Student 
Outcomes, but to varying degrees and varying distribution; accordingly, these are not included in 
the table, but the respective course assessment reports may be consulted for the same kind of 
information for those technical electives as supplied here for the core courses. 

S-A.4 Prerequisite Structure 

Figure 5-1, below, shows direct prerequisite and co-requisite relationships between the core 
courses of the curriculum (omitted are the technical electives in the concentrations, as well as 
those elective general education courses typically requiring no prerequisites). 
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The prerequisite chart, as it is broken down at the course level, is useful to illustrate a few key 
features of the Electrical Engineering program: 

• That there is a significant depth developed throughout the curriculum; the final capstone 
course, EGNR-495 Senior Design Projects II, is so much as sixth in a chain of 
prerequisites, and there are several courses that are four or five layers deep; 

• Certain courses, such as MATH-152 Calculus II or EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis, are the 
knowledge base of a large part of the subsequent core curriculum, as can be seen by the 
divergence of many lines from those courses to the right; 

• Certain other courses, such as EGEE-310 Network Analysis and EGRS-460 Control 
Systems, synthesize knowledge obtained from across the discipline, as is evident by the 
convergence of many lines towards them from the left. 

To enforce compliance with the prerequisite structure outlined above, the University's 
registration system is designed to disallow enrollment in courses for which students lack the 
prerequisites or have not already enrolled in co-requisites. In recent years, furthermore, the 
Registrar has also adopted the practice of flagging and dis-enrolling students who could 
preliminarily enroll in a course while in the process of completing a prerequisite course, but who 
then subsequently do not successfully complete that prerequisite requirement (by withdrawing, 
failing, or not attaining a C in cases that require such). To provide some redundancy in ensuring 
compliance, furthermore, students, at the beginning of any course, are also asked by the 
Engineering instructor to complete and sign a statement that testifies to their having satisfactorily 
completed any prerequisite courses, and having enrolled in (or already completed) any co
requisite courses. Waivers for prerequisites must be approved by the ECE Coordinator, and a 
departmental policy statement (Appendix F) exists to provide guidance for frequently-occurring 
cases, while not restricting the discretion of the advisor and coordinator. Appendix K also 
contains example prerequisite forms. 

5-A.5 Depth in Subject Areas 

As indicated in Table 5-6, the program consists of at least 125 credits; insofar as these are 
semester credits, this is in accordance with the standard for total semester credits of at least 124. 
The distribution of these credits by subject area is as follows: 

Table 5-6: Component of Curriculum 

Subject Area 
Mathematics 

Instructed by Math Department 

Instructed by School of Engineering & Technology 

Basic Sciences 
General Education 
Engineering Sciences (core courses) 
Senior Sequence (capstone) 
Technical Electives 

Total 

Credits 
19 

13 
24 
50 

6 min. 
13 min. 

18 

125 min. 

These various components, and their relation to Criterion 5, will be discussed in detail in the 
following subsections. 
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S-A.S.l Mathematics and Basic Sciences 

Criterion 5 requires that the curriculum include a minimum of 32 credits of mathematics and 
basic sciences (or a quarter of the total credits). The program meets that requirement by virtue of 
the courses listed in Table 5-7 below. 

Table 5-7: Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of Curriculum 

Course 
CHEM-115 General Chemistry I 
EGNR-340 Numerical Methods 
MATH-151 Calculus I 
MATH-152 Calculus II 
MATH-251 Calculus III 
MATH-308 Probability and Statistics for Engineers 
MATH-310 Differential Equations 
PHYS·231 Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists I 
PHYS·232 Applied Physics for Engineers and Scientists II 

Total 

Credits 
5 
1 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
32 

Some students entering the Electrical Engineering program do not possess a sufficient 
mathematical background to be placed in MATH -151 at the outset. These students are instead 
placed in lower level Mathematics courses, as appropriate to their initial preparation. Academic 
credit at the University is certainly received for such courses (except for any below the 100-
level), and the grade point average does account for them, but they do not apply towards any 
degree requirements of the Electrical Engineering program, and stand outside of the program's 
minimum 125 required credits. 

The Engineering-instructed course EGNR-340 Numerical Methods is regarded, for present 
purposes, as essentially a mathematics course rather than an engineering science course. It not 
only introduces numerical methods related to mathematics concepts from other courses (e.g., 
numerical integration, eigenvalue analysis, etc.), but also original mathematics content (e.g., 
partial differential equations) not introduced in the MATH listed courses of the curriculum. 

It is also noteworthy that the program criterion calls not merely for inclusion of the Mathematics 
in the curriculum, but also for its application (" ... to apply ... mathematics"). Accordingly, many 
of the Engineering courses do make application of the Mathematics content, all the way from 
lower mathematics through topics from multivariate calculus and differential equations as the 
criterion specifies. As examples from the core, EGEE-345 Electromagnetics makes use of 
multivariate calculus. Technical elective courses such as EGRS-385 Robotics Engineering (using 
multivariate calculus for kinematic analyses) also contribute substantially to the application of 
mathematics. 

The Mathematics portion of the curriculum, and its use to serve subsequent Engineering Sciences 
courses, is illustrated below in Figure 5-2. Grayed out courses are not formally parts of the 
program, but may be needed by some students before beginning Calculus I, if underprepared in 
mathematics. Note that for Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, unlike in Figure 5-1, there is no distinction 
made between prerequisite courses and pre-/co-requisite courses. 
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Figure 5-2: Mathematics Component as Related to Subsequent Courses 

Consistent with the criterion 5 requirement that some basic science courses include experimental 
experiences, all three of the courses in natural sciences (CHEM-115, PHYS-231, and PHYS-
232) have a laboratory component; these are 3 hours/week for CHEM-115, and 2 hours/week for 
each ofPHYS-231 and PHYS-232. 

The structure of the natural sciences portion of the curriculum, its mathematics prerequisites, and 
the Engineering Sciences courses which it serves are shown below in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3: Science Component as Related to Subsequent Courses 
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S-A.S.2 Engineering Courses 

Criterion 5 requires 48 credits ( one-and-a-half years) of engineering topics, which are comprised 
of engineering science and engineering design. Indeed, the Electrical Engineering program at 
LSSU provides at least 56 such credits and typically 69 such credits when the technical electives 
are considered. 

The core of the program provides 50 credits in engineering topics, as shown below in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-8: Engineering Core Component of Curriculum 

Course 
EGEE-125 Digital Fundamentals 
EGEE-2l0 Circuit Analysis 
EGEE-250 Micro-Controller Fundamentals 
EGEE-280 Introduction to Signal Processing 
EGEE-31 0 Network Analysis I 
EGEE-330 Electro-Mechanical Systems 
EGEE-345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics 
EGEE-370 Electronic Devices 
EGEE-475 Power Electronics 
EGEM-220 Statics 
EGNR -101 Introduction to Engineering 
EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Num Appl for Engineers 
EGNR-265 "c" Programming 
EGNR-346 Probability and Statistics Lab for Engineers 
EGRS-460 Control Systems 

Total 

Credits 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
50 

Additionally, 6-13 credits of engineering topics are provided through the senior-year capstone 
experience. Most students choose the EGNR-49 1 &495 Senior Design Projects sequence, which 
has 6 credits of engineering topics, to satisfy the senior-year capstone experience. The other two 
routes are the EGNR-250-450-451-491 Cooperative Education sequence, which has 13 credits of 
engineering topics, and the EGNR-260-460-461 Research Projects sequence, which has 8 credits 
of engineering topics. 

Additional credits of engineering topics are also provided in the options; however, a student may 
choose to take only advanced mathematics courses via the "General" option and earn only 
mathematics credits, although this has never occurred. The number of engineering topics credits 
available through technical electives is 0-13. 

Thus, the total number of engineering topics credits in the program ranges from 56 to 69, 
depending upon which senior-year capstone experience is chosen and which technical electives 
are selected. This is summarized below in Table 5-9. 
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Table 5-9: Engineering Topics in the Cnrriculum 

Engineering Credits 
Curricular Component 

Engineering Core 
Senior-Year Experience 

Engineering Technical Electives 
Total 

Range 
50 

6-13 
0-13 

56-69 

Typical 
50 
6 
13 
69 

The EAC criterion 5 notes that "The engineering sciences have their roots in mathematics and 
basic sciences but carry knowledge further toward creative application. These studies provide a 
bridge between mathematics and basic sciences on the one hand and engineering practice on the 
other." It will be evident from a consideration of Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-3, showing 
prerequisite structure, that the Engineering Science courses are indeed based upon foundations in 
Mathematics and the basic Sciences. Finally, the Engineering sciences lead into practice, as is 
highlighted especially by the senior sequence courses (EGNR-491&495). 

S-A.S.3 Advanced Mathematics 

The EAC program criterion for degrees named Electrical Engineering specifies, furthermore, that 
the program "must include advanced mathematics, such as differential equations, linear algebra, 
complex variables, and discrete mathematics." Accordingly, the program contains substantial 
amounts of material in these areas, as tabulated below in Table 5-10. Furthermore, the 
prerequisite structure within these areas is well-developed, giving the depth needed for 
professional work, as illustrated in Figure 5-1. 

Table 5-10: Advanced Mathematics in Engineering Core Curriculum 

Course 
MATH-310 Differential Equations 

• Laplace transform introduced 

EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis 
• complex numbers used in phasor description of sinusoidal signals and complex 

power 

EGEE-280 Introduction to Signal Processing 
• complex numbers used in phasor description of sinusoidal signals 

• discrete systems covered extensively 

• frequency response through Fourier transfer introduced 

EGEE-310 Network Analysis 
• Laplace transform of various signals introduced 

• s domain equivalent of differential equations introduced 

• transfer function introduced and used extensively 

• Bode plot approximations oftransfer functions introduced 

EGEE-345 Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics 
• differential equations used to develop wave equations for transmission lines and free 

space 
EGNR-140 Linear Algebra and Numerical Applications for Engineers 

• linear algebra introduced 

EGNR-340 Numerical Methods 
• numeric solutions found to differential equations 
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EGRS-460 Control Systems 
• Laplace transform of various signals introduced 
• s domain equivalent of differential equations introduced 
• transfer function introduced and used extensively 
• Bode plot approximations of transfer functions introduced 
• root locus introduced 

S-A.S.4 General Education 

There is a general education component comprising 24 credits (minimum) that are not otherwise 
called out by the degree program. The General Education mission statement reads as follows: 

"In a diverse and changing world, college graduates must be prepared for a lifetime of 
learning in a variety offields. In order to meet this challenge, general education requirements 
foster the development of general skills and knowledge that are further developed throughout 
the curriculum. " 

Note that the LSSU University-level perspective is that the General Education component is 
actually 34 credits minimum, but that defmition of "General Education" also includes 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences courses, which, for present purposes, are not included in what 
is referred to as "General Education" in this report (since they are fulfilled by specific program 
requirements). These are broken into 4 blocks: 

• Communications block, consisting of two English composition courses (ENGL-IIO, 
ENGL-lll) and a speech course (almost always COMM-lOl, although alternatives are 
listed which tend to be impractical for Engineering students). The courses have the 
objective that students analyze, develop, and produce rhetorically complex texts, and 
communicate competently in a variety of contexts. 

• Humanities block, consisting of two courses from different disciplines, including 
humanities, fine arts, or languages. These courses have the objective that students 
analyze, evaluate, and explain human aesthetics and its historical development. 

• Social Sciences block, consisting of two elective courses from areas such as history, 
sociology, psychology, geography, etc. These courses have the objective that students 
think critically and analytically about the causes and consequences of human behavior. 

• Diversity block, consisting of a single elective course. These courses have the objective 
that students view the world from cultural perspectives other than their own. 

5-A.6 Major Design Experience 

Design is an integral part of the program, and there are numerous courses in the curriculum that 
provide design experiences. Students begin experiencing design activity in their first engineering 
course, EGNR-l 0 1 Introduction to Engineering, and continue to experience it throughout each 
subsequent semester, culminating in a senior (capstone) sequence. Projects, as a rule, require 
proof-of-concept and not mere design, usually implying that a prototype be fabricated and tested. 

There are three possible paths for students to follow for their senior year capstone experience: 
Industrial-path, Coop-path, and Research-path; all of these paths provide a realistic design 
experience in an academic environment. In recent years, most students have chosen the 
Industrial-path, with just a few opting for the Coop path. The research path, while remaining 
available in principle, had been entirely inactive; however, for the first time in many years, three 
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students are now pursuing it, having just completed the initial course in the Spring 2018 
semester. 

The industrial-path consists of the senior design course sequence EGNR-491 &495. The initial 
course, EGNR-491, has a strong emphasis on team and communication skills during the 
definition and proposal phase, and initial design phase, of a multi-disciplinary project. Then, in 
EGNR-495, students continue to work on multidisciplinary teams to implement and engineer, 
i.e., realize, a final design for an industrial customer. 

Alternatively, the Cooperative Education path students may substitute an equivalent design 
experience during their Co-op internship for the EGNR-495 course (realization phase). They still 
take the EGNR -491 course for the benefit of its academic content, and also assist one of the full
year (industrial-based) project teams during that semester, in order to gain further project 
experience. While the Co-op internship is in progress, they take the courses EGNR-450&451, 
with similar technical writing and oral presentation assignments to those of the industrial path 
courses. 

Finally, the research-path students take, instead, a three-course sequence: EGNR260 - 460 -
461, of which the first (EGNR-260) is largely a literature study and introduction to basic research 
methodologies, taken in the 2nd-semester junior year; the 460 and 461 courses are largely 
coincident with the 491- 495 courses of the industrial sequence, with the same lectures, and 
participation in the same team / communication skills activities, but the nature ofthe project 
differs, being rather an academically-oriented research project under the direction of a faculty 
member. Rather than a prototype necessarily, a scientific paper (perhaps complemented by a 
conference presentation or poster display) is the expected tangible outcome. 

The Senior Year Experience for all of these paths requires the application of student knowledge 
and skills acquired in earlier course work to enhance their ability to accomplish required 
objectives. As described above, for most students (industrial path), the senior design experience 
at LSSU involves participating in an intensive design project that spans two semesters. Students 
work on multidisciplinary teams (i.e., typically a mix of students from the disciplines MfgET, 
ME, EE, EET, and CE (Computer Engineering), often 3-7 students depending on the scope. 
They ordinarily design and build a product or process prototype or proof-of-concept for an 
industrial customer; some projects, however, are supported directly by LSSU. Typical project 
budgets are $5,000 - $30,000, but have occasionally fallen out of that range on both ends. 
Examples of some projects from the past few years which have involved EE students are: 

• The design, build, and automation of a prototype CNC milling machine. Team LSA 
upgraded an existing gantry mill which was originally manually operated. This machine 
was designed to work in a wide range of applications, could be mounted and operated 
while in any orientation, and was completely mobile. 

• The design and build of an automated prescription dispensing machine designed to assist 
pharmacy employees. Building off the previous team's proof of concept workcell, Team 
CVS replaced the F ANUC delta robot with a 3D gantry system they designed and built. 
Along with replacing the robot, Team CVS converted a majority of the control ofthe 
system from PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) to Raspberry Pi (mini-computer). 

• Team WIS was tasked with researching and developing a system to automate the 
inspection of automotive rims. The system used an industrial camera and machine vision 
software to capture an image of a rim and analyze it. 
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• Team SAGA designed and built a system which utilizes laser measurements to achieve 
alignment between a robot arm and a steering column. The system replaced the previous 
manual method of robot alignment at N exteer and increased the repeatability and 
accuracy of the testing procedure. The removable system used lasers mounted to the 
steering column and a target mounted to the robot arm. Together, the tools measured the 
robot's position and orientation in order to calculate and execute the required movements 
to achieve proper alignment. 

• The design and build of a laser measuring system for Mactech, Inc., that had a vision of 
incorporating precision measurement tools alongside its on-site services. It was intended 
to be used to replace traditional dial indicators during the alignment process. The system 
overcame several obstacles frequently encountered with traditional mechanical 
indicators, such as visibility, physical manipulation, and size constraints. The device was 
also modular and wireless so that it could be attached to any machine desired by the 
operator, its linear adjustability made it compatible with cylindrical objects of a given 
diametrical range, and allowed Mactech to observe surface quality before and after 
machining. 

• The design and implementation of a robotics workcell to simulate the dispensing of 
Spikefast, a wood filler product, into railroad ties. A Motoman robot, using custom end of 
arm tooling and a machine vision system, located the positions of spike holes on railroad 
ties as they moved by on a continuous conveyor. This project served as a proof-of
concept for future development of a wood product dispensing system in the railroad 
industry. 

• The research-path group which has just completed EGNR260 is working on a project 
using surface-wave seismic techniques for either obstacle detection, or for detecting oil 
spills under lake ice layers (of application to the regional problem of monitoring Great 
Lakes pipelines for winter leaks); the exact direction is still developing. 

More information regarding senior design projects, including more extensive descriptions of 
specific projects, can be found on the School's web site at the URL: 

https:llwww.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technology/senior-pro jects 

The senior design courses are managed by a multidisciplinary team of faculty called the senior 
projects faculty board (SPFB). Figure 5-4 depicts the major activities associated with the senior 
design courses. The display materials available at the time of the visit will also contain portfolios 
of the design projects. 

As is evident from the process illustrated, there are several identifiable phases that put a premium 
on non-technical skills: multiple presentations (scope, update, fmal) enhance oral 
communications skills; written documents such as the project proposal ("project definition & 
plan") develop technical writing skills; customer meetings, team meetings, design reviews, etc. 
develop skills in running effective meetings and recording useful minutes; timeline software 
tools, action items and responsibility charts develop skills in time and resource management; all 
of these things as well as the project's design and implementation aspects, and various team 
assignments, all encourage the development of teamwork skills. 
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Figure 5-4: Overview of Senior Design Projects 

Since, the projects are technical in nature, they require the application of the engineering skills of 
the student throughout; the required design and implementation tasks are the primary avenues for 
making use of engineering skills. 

Appendix J contains the detailed syllabi for the senior design experience courses EGNR-491 and 
EGNR-495, and attachments to these. 

5-A.7 Cooperative Education 

Cooperative education opportunities exist for the engineering and technology students at LSSU. 
Co-op is not a large part of the curriculum, but the students may use some co-op to replace the 
second course in the senior (capstone) sequence, as described above. The most basic co-op 
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course (EGNR-250), which is 2 credit hours, requires that a student write a business report 
describing their work in the engineering field. They must also complete an evaluation of their 
work experience and submit an evaluation of their work performance from the supervisor. 

Students may also elect to use two upper level co-op classes (EGNR-450 and 451, as discussed 
above with respect to the alternative capstone experience paths) to replace EGNR-495, the 
second semester of senior projects (as described above). In this co-op experience, the students 
must complete a project at the co-op site that requires at least 60% of their time over the course 
of two semesters. The content of the project is approved by the co-op coordinator and the Senior 
Projects Faculty Board (SPFB). The academic requirements for the projects are very similar to 
those of the projects completed by the students in the senior design experience on campus, 
including graded presentations and written reports. The SPFB reviews the major documents 
submitted by the student to fulfill the course requirement. 

5-B Course Syllabi 

For more detailed information on specific courses listed in Table 5-1 through Table 5-4, note that 
all courses have detailed syllabi. Examples of the detailed syllabi of some courses are collected, 
as examples, in Appendix I; such syllabi are updated with each course offering, and electronic 
copies are kept on the Engineering network (y:l-drive), so that such detailed syllabi, 
comprehensively for all Engineering courses going at least a dozen years back, are available. 

More concise syllabi for all courses in the program are provided in Appendix A. Each of these 
syllabi contain the following elements: 

• Course number and name 
• Credits and contact hours 
• Instructor's I course coordinator's name 
• Text book, title, author, and year, and any other supplemental materials 
• Specific course information 
• Brief description of the content of the course (catalog description) 
• Prerequisites and/or co-requisites 
• Whether a required, elective, or selected elective course in the program 
• Specific goals for the course 
• Specific outcomes of instruction (course objectives) 
• Which of the student outcomes are addressed by the course 
• Brief list of topics to be covered 
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Criterion 6 FACUL TV 

The School of Engineering & Technology (SET) contains positions for ten full-time faculty, two 
laboratory engineers, and a consulting engineers (with one of the lab engineers serving part-time 
as a second consulting engineer). School and program leadership rests with key faculty members 
who perform these functions on a release time basis. The School faculty work very well together 
as a combined team on school-related items. For purposes of program direction and planning, the 
School faculty members also meet as two separate departments: 1) Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering (ECE), and 2) Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME). The 
Electrical Engineering program is housed within the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, which is comprised of five full-time faculty members, one laboratory engineer, and 
one consulting engineer. It should be noted that due to the retirement of one of the ECE faculty 
members, the ECE department has been operating for the 2017-2018 academic year with only 4 
full-time faculty members (and the School has been operating with only 9 full-time faculty 
members. A search is presently in progress to fill the open ECE faculty position. 

Because of its small size, the School of Engineering & Technology offers engineering curricula 
that are significantly impacted by the other engineering disciplines in the School and also receive 
a significant amount of instruction from the faculty in the Department of Math and Computer 
Science. By the time they leave LSSU, Electrical Engineering graduates, for example, will have 
taken classes taught (or team-taught) by most of the ten-person School of Engineering & 
Technology faculty. Furthermore, much of the continuous improvement process occurs at the 
School level, in which the entire School of Engineering & Technology faculty participate. 
Hence, the discussion provided on the faculty in this section will include all members of the 
School faculty; however, special attention will be paid to the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering faculty which directly administers the Electrical Engineering program. 

LSSU is dedicated to its primary mission as a teaching institution by offering challenging 
undergraduate programs and services to students. In recognition of this mission, all members of 
the LSSU faculty are required by the University contract to devote 50-75% of their efforts during 
the academic year toward student learning activities and an additional 1 0-20% towards 
advising/student support activities. The remaining effort is directed towards scholarly and 
creative activities (5-20%) and service to the institution, profession, and/or general community 
(10-20%). The emphasis on teaching will come out in the subsequent sections, especially in 
Faculty Qualifications, Faculty Workload, and Authority and Responsibility of Faculty. 

6-A Faculty Qualifications 
The Electrical Engineering program at LSSU, like the Computer Engineering and Mechanical 
Engineering programs, can be characterized as one that emphasizes the fundamentals of 
engineering, traceability of theoretical results to first principles, applications of theory, and a 
heavy laboratory component that coordinates with the theoretical content. The faculty members 
instructing the program, consequently, generally share these philosophical precepts with regards 
to engineering education. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's philosophy of 
maintaining an applied emphasis in its engineering and technology programs, the evaluation 
process employed in the hiring of new faculty accordingly places a greater emphasis on a 
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candidate's philosophy of engineering education, promise as an instructor, and industrial 
experience, than it does on academic research credentials. 

A candidate for the School of Engineering & Technology faculty is generally expected to have 
some teaching experience (either as faculty member or a teaching assistant) and to possess 
excellent communication skills. Each candidate is asked to give a sample lecture (on a topic 
specified by the hiring committee chair and generally kept the same for all visiting candidates) 
during the on-campus interview. This lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty. 
Feedback is thereafter solicited from those in attendance, and is given much weight in the 
subsequent hiring decision. 

6-A.l School of Engineering & Technology Faculty 

As was noted before, the Electrical Engineering graduates are affected by nearly all the faculty in 
the SET due to the small size of the School and the interwoven nature of the engineering 
disciplines. Some faculty primarily teach courses that are required for the program, while other 
faculty interact with students through their participation in project-based courses such as EGNR-
101 Introduction to Engineering or the EGNR-491&495 Senior Design Projects I and II capstone 
sequence. Background information is therefore presented for all faculty members in the SET 
below in Table 6-1 with a special note to those that routinely participate in the ECE departmental 
meetings. 

An overview of the nine full-time and four adjunct faculty members of the School of 
Engineering & Technology in Table 6-1 indicates the following: 

• All faculty members have appropriate BS degrees in engineering or engineering 
technology 

• All full-time faculty members have appropriate advanced degrees in CE, EE, or ME to 
teach courses in the respective programs 

• An average of 5.6 years of government and industrial experience 
• An average of 14.9 years of teaching experience 
• 11% of full-time faculty members are licensed Professional Engineers 
• A medium level of professional society involvement 
• A medium-high level of professional development 
• A medium-low level of consulting and other industrial involvement 
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Table 6-1: Faculty Qualifications 

hool ofEne.ineering & Tech 
~ ~-

Years of Level of Activityi 
Experience H, M, or L 

0) 0) 

.§ 0) 

"£ = ..g~ ~ 0 '" lijij .c 
Faculty Name 

Highest Degree Earned -
~ 5 ~ J:>... :; <iJd<= ~ g bOO 

Field and Year :;5 t -0 
~ ~ o,~ Q "C § El .= ~ £ 00 .~ o ',:;j ~ 

.~ .~ ~ c:: 'c;j e: ~ .- 0- ~ Q) fI) - 0 .5 • :.c; ..s rlv.it+= J! § ~~ '3 ~ :I 

"'" Q) 0 t: .... 
~ fI) '0 0 0 '" ~ '~ . - r:; c:: 

~ 
0..0.. S o 1:: o > 
~~f-.;' t 8 ~ o ef 

<3 81 :~ o:~u eto ct8 
Baumann, David (ECE) PhD, EE, 1992 P T IT 4 25 19 Michigan L L L 
Jones, Andrew (ECE) PhD, ECE, 2002 ASC T IT 0 19 13 M M H 
Moening, Joseph (ECE) PhD, EE, 20 10 ASC T FT 0 13 8 M H L 

Weber, Paul (ECE) PhD, EE (CE), 2006 ASC T FI 1 ]2 9 M M M 
King, Jeff (ECE) BS, BET, 1996 A j\rfT PI 4 20 20 L M L 

Becks, Eric (ECE) MS, EE, 1981 A NTT PI 37 8 10 M M H 

Devaprasad, Jim MS,ME. 1986 P T FI J 32 32 H H M 

Hildebrand, Robert PhD, Acoustics, 200 L ASC T FT 4 19 13 M M L 

Leach, David MS, rv1E, 2018 I TT FT 18 7 7 L M H I 

Mahmud, Zakaria PhD, ME, 2003 ASC IT FT 1 15 4 M M L 

~epoor,h1asoud PhD, ME, 2016 AST TI FT 0 2 2 H H M 

Huff, Jordan BS, ME,2017 A NTT PT I 0.5 I M M H 
Finley, David 

PhD, ChernE, 1996 P NIT FT 7 12 6 Indiana H H L (Dcan, 2017-2018) 
Muller, Kimberly 

PhD, Mathematics, 2004 P T FT 0 24 14 M H L 
I 

(Dean, Startinl'( Pall 2018) 
'------ 1-

I. Code: P - Professor ASC = Associate Professor AST - Assistant Professor I = Instructor A = Adjunct 0 = Other 
2. Code: TI = Tenure Track T == Tenured NIT = Non Tenure Track 
3. IT.= Full Time Faculty or PI == Part Time faculty , at the instiMion. 
4 . The level of activity, high, medium or low, should reflect an average OYer the three years prior to the visit. 
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6-A.2 Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Faculty 

As, will be demonstrated in this section, the ECE faculty is, furtheITI1ore, mutually 
complementary in their mix of competencies, and, these span the Computer Engineering and 
Electrical Engineering discipline as traditionally understood. They bring a blend of educational 
and professional experience. Given below is a brief description of each member of the ECE 
faculty, including strengths and the faculty member's relationship to curricular areas. 

6-A.2.1 Dr. Dallid Baumann, P.£' (fef Professor) 

Dr. Baumann has BS, MS, and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering and an MS degree in 
Statistics from the University Wisconsin As a graduate student he worked under the direction of 
Dr. R. A. Greiner in the Electro-Acoustics Laboratory. His research involved acoustic 
monitoring of machinery condition and active attenuation of noise in air ducts. He has four 
summers of research experience at the Naval Smface Warfare Center involving active vibration 
control of submerged propellers. He taught for 6 years at Oral Roberts University and has now 
taught for 19 years at LSSU. He has expertise and teaches courses in the areas of 
Electromagnetics, Control Systems, Circuits and Signals, Probability and Statistics, and Power 
Distribution. He served several years as the coordinator of the Senior Projects Faculty Board and 
the coordinator of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and served the past 
six years as the Chair of the School of Engineering & Technology. 

6-A.2.2 Dr. Andrew Jones (fef Professor) 

Dr. Andrew Jones joined LSSU during the 2005-2006 academic year. He has degrees in 
Electrical Engineering (BSIMS) and in Computer Engineering (PhD). He previously taught at 
Purdue University for three years. Dr. Jones has research experience in digital and rrllcro
controller systems as applicable to mobile robotics systems. He primarily teaches courses in 
robotics, software development, digital electronic and micro-controller areas and was awarded 
with the LSSU Distinguished Teacher Award in 2010. Dr. Jones has also engaged in applied 
research activities with entrepreneurs interested in developing electronic products as well as 
consultations for industrial companies. He is also involved with FIRST with coordinating local 
FLL (FIRST Lego League) tournaments and mentoring the local FRC (FIRST Robotics 
Competition) team. He is the advisor for the LSSU chapter of IEEE. Dr. Jones is the coordinator 
of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

5-A.2.3 Dr. Joseph Moening (fef Professor) 

Dr. Moening has been at LSSU since the start of the 2010-2011 academic year. He has BS, MS, 
and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of Toledo. His areas of interest 
include power electronics, renewable energies, semiconductor devices, analog electronics and 
micro/nano-device fabrication. He primarily teaches courses related to these areas. He has 
research experience in laser-based micro-structuring of thin films as well as power processing 
systems. His is the co-advisor for the Engineering House. 

6-A.2.4 Dr. Paul Weber (EeE Professor) 

Dr. Weber has a BS in Computer Engineering, and MS and PhD degrees in Electrical 
Engineering from Michigan Technological University. While at Michigan Tech, his primary 
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research was area of fault-tolerant distributed control safety-critical systems 
fly-by-wire control). finishing three years as a 

Assistant at University of Minnesota During his there, he 
developed research areas of energy and engineering eQI.lC<ltl which he has continued 
while at since Joming faculty in the of2009. Dr. primary leac:;lllIlg 

expertise is in digital design and embedded systems. He is currently coordinator 
and serving as Chair for the School of Engineering Technology 

2018 semester. 

6-A.2.§ Mr. Eric Becks 

Mr. Becks his BS and MS in Electrical Engineering/System Science from Michigan State 
University. Prior to joining the Product Development Center Eric was 

and entrepreneurial activities. work experience ranges from 
Manager a multi-national company to of a diagnostic equipment 

firm. Mr. was involved the fonnation estate, internet 
as negotiating a has 

several received awards. his 
Becks serves as Director oflntellectual Property & Economic 

Development for and President & of SSMartSM, Inc., the Sault MarielLSSU 
SmartZone. He has also member years; 12 as 

6-A.2.6 Mr. Jeff King Lab Engineer) 

Mr. King is a of has 
a degree in Engineering Technology LSSU. and is m 
Mathematics from on a part-time has valuable professional V1J.J'\,1.1J,",",'< 

experience in industrial controls PLCs, and is responsible for the School's 
electronic computer occasionally teaches as an adjunct in the areas of electrical 

and PLC's for the engineering technology programs the School has 
digital laboratory. He also sigruficantly 

,.. .. ,..",_1'0 on the PLC electrical design implementation ast)ec'ts 

6-A.3 Faculty CompOSition in Light of Program Criteria 

It will be from the descriptions above, that the faculty composition contributes to 
satisfaction of the curriculum aspects of the program criteria stated below: 

The structure the curriculum must provide breadth and depth across the of 
engineering topics implied by the of the program. 

S. probability 
to name; .LU.~'I..U';'HJ':tL!~';:' 
(defined as biological, chemical, or physical ;:,"'" ...... ,1." .... 

computer necessary to analyze and complex 
devices, software, and systems containing hardware and software components. 

curriculum must include advanced mathematics, including differential 
'"1"", .. .<,-"...,." linear complex and discrete mathematics. 
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is extensive professional in each of these kinds 
faculty is considered, and that is further complemented by 

.t;n~pne~ernlg faculty below). 

Department of Mecbanical Engineering Faculty 

when the full set of 
from the Mechanical 

following faculty members 
for the CE program: 

ME Department provide ""'"",V.L.uUJ.,,, key ancillary 

6-A.4.1 Dr. Robert Hildebrond (ME Professor) 

Hildebrand has research publication background in the areas noise and vibrations, 
vehicle dynamics, and soil has a good mix of industrial, consulting, research and 
.Va.'-'LU.llr; experience, often with a particular emphasis on editing translating work. 

he strongly program's emphasis on of fundamentals, on 
uhr ... ",!'1'\ ... , instruction, and on communications. He regularly Engineering 

... T .... " .......... o,EGME-276 Lab (co-taught), 10 Vehicle Development 
EGNR-310 Engineering, EGME-350 

IVlCl.lGllUIC Design, EGNR-340 Methods, EGMB-415 Dynamics, and ..... "-''' .. LI~-
Vibrations & Noise serves as a semor advisor) and has 

team-taught MATH-310 Equations. Dr. is the coordinator of 
Department of Mechanical .t.n~;me~eru 

6-AA.2 Prof. James uI"""rn .. ,.I'J (ME/MfgET Professor) 

Coordinator or Chair 
as Chair 

& Technology at LSSU 
I.Vll.Ul.LJ.VH. He was the 

much of that time, and has 
a time while the Dean 

Technology as 

Devaprasad has developing the robotics laboratory through industrial 
donations and grants, and key leadership roles the Society of 
Manufacturing Robotics Industries He normally ,~ ....... u,'" 

robotics courses engineering and technology curricula and 
serves as the advisor or customer for robotics senior projects. supports the Robotics 
Tecbnology minor available the Engineering Tecbnology and Computer Science 
students. He is a recipient Outstanding Young Engineer award from 

the distinguished faculty the Michigan of Governing Boards of 
universities. He serves as of the Women summer camps and the 
Robotics summer camps colleague over years ago. 
suc:cel~SnJl initiative to create a in Robotics during the Spring 2018 semester. 

6-A.4.3 MI. DtJllid L.etJch Instructor) 

Mr. Leach started LSSU Product Development Center in 2008, 
full time faculty member 2014. has MS and BS Engineering aeg)rees 
Michigan Technological and is currently MTU's doctoral 
engineering program, with an expected start date of 2019. Mr. Leach's areas of 
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elOliJmi:::nt, VHj.<>U.'.,,, design, 
David primarily teaches 

EGME-141 Solid Modeling, EGME-240 Assembly and GD&T, 10 
Manufacturing Processes, EGMT-216 with CNC Applications, and 

of and EGNR-4911495 Projects. has automotive industry 
experience in product and quality engineering Class A exterior plastic Mr. 
cooperative education coordinator and is responsible for our sequence courses: 
250, EGNR-450, and EGNR-451. David is also the faculty advisor for Tau Kappa Epsiloo 

a service fraternity at LSSU. 

6-A,4.4 Dr. laharia Mahmud (ME Professor) 

Dr. Mahmud has a BS Mechani cal from 
and Technology (Dhaka, Bangladesh), MS in Sustainable Energy from The Royal 
Institute of Technology (Stockholm, and in Engineering Science Mechanics 

the University of AJabama (Tuscaloosa, AJabama). After graduation, he taught one year 
V"'lJuvv t:nl?;lJ1leermgDepartment at A & M (College Station, He 

NASA SBIR phase II project as at Incorporated 
VA). Dr. Mahmud taught in Techno logy at 

Georgia University (Statesboro, GA). Fal120J4, he 
for seven years in Mechanical University (Fargo, NO), 

primary research interests are the areas of experimental aerodynamics and micro-fluidics. 
He regularly teaches following courses at LSSU: 01 Introduction to A.JUfY-"~' 
EGNR-140 Linear and Numerical Applications, EGME-337 Thermodynamics, EGME-
338 Fluid EGME-431 Transfer, EGME-432 Thermal Laboratory. 

Mahmud is serving as a co-advisor house and Society of 
Automotive ~~E>~'V~' 

6·A.4.S Dr. Masoud Zarepoor (ME Professor) 

Dr. Zarepoor received his BS in Mechanical Engineering from University, He pursued his 
graduate by MS and degrees Mechanical Engineering Wright 

University and Old Dominion University, His research was focused 
the areas of vibrations, bistable He 
joined LSSU in 2016 a.s an Professor Mechanical JjnJ5IDjeenl11g, 
Statics, Mechanics of Materials, Vibrations, Element Analysis courses. He 
continues research in the area vibrations and piezoelectric actuation of bistable 
structures at LSSU and serves as the Faculty Advisor the ASME student chapter at LSSU. 

6-A..4.6 Mr. Jordan Huff (ME lab Engineer) 

Mr. is a full-time mechanical laboratory for School of & 
Technology, He has a ME degree LSSU and has experience in manufacturing as as 
vehicle development and testing. Prior to eaming his bachelor's he was self-employed 

restored He supports both mechanical manufacturing aspects 
and is active professional such as (Society Automotive ............ """'H .... "'. 
also support LSSU's Development has 
also lab instructor for the processes course. 
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6-B Faculty Workload 

--~'-.J member is understood to have duties in (encompassing teaching, 
and student supportimentoring), development" (encompassing 

~1"""T'('n and scholarly work), and service (to the University-including the School and the 
to the Profession, andior to the as outreach). 

portio~ specifically, is fulfilled by instructing coursework amounting to 24 
contract per year (or an average of 12 per where "contract hours" are defined 

Although faculty members are full time if they teach 24 contract hours 
12 contract hours per development and scholarly work 

fall outside the 24 measured 

Definition of Contract Hours 

time commitment is measured 
H ...... ,LlU"""'-' to credit hours eamed by a Smael1lt, 

week, and an additional credit 
contract or load hour is one hour of lecture or 1,5 

contract hours (also "load hours"), 
SIDaeru earns a credit hour for each 

a 1-3 hour lab. On the other hand, one 
lab the actual lab time is 

by 2/3 to generate contract hours). 

distribution of the faculty member's (implied based on proportionality to 
allowable weights in evaluation of the faculty LlJ.\.I,lllV,"",' 

the student learning activities primarily to the 24 load 
10-20% "advising/student support scholarly and creative activities 

and 10-20% University/SchooVDepartmentai/Community service. In a few cases, such 
beavy advising loads and special director appointments, contract load 

activities besides courses. 

Instructional Workload 

and student-to-faculty 
instructional duties of 

faculty members, one laboratory eni~meer 
in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3. A broad rnr ....... " .. uJ 

by (regular faculty, lab .... ~~"'=...,'"'~", 
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Table 6-2: Faculty WorkJoad Summary, Fall Semester 

SchoolofE . & Technol - ---- - ~ -- -- - ----- -- -

PT Program Activity Distribution3 % of Time 
Faculty Member or Classes Taught (Course No.lCredit Hrs.) Term and Yearl 

Teaching 
Research or 

Other4 
Devoted to 

IT! Scholarship ProgramS 
Baumann, David (ECE) IT F2017: EGEE280 (4), EGNR346 (1), EGRS460 (4) 75% 25% SET Chair 75% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
n017: EGEE250 (4), EGNR1 01 (2) Team, EGNR265 (3), 

92% 8% ECE Coordinator 100% 
EGRS380 (2) 

Moening, Joseph (EeE) FT 
F20]7: EGEE210 (4) Lee, EGEE330 (4), EGEE370 (4) Lab, 

100% 100% 
EGRS36S (3) 

Weber, Paul (EeE) FT 
FlOI7: EGNR261 (3), EGNR361 (1), EGNR491 (3) LeC&Crd, 

100% 100% 
EGRS430 (4) 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PT F20t7: EGNR491 (3) Adv&Lec, EGEE370 (4) Lee 15% 50% PDC Engineer 
85% 35% Assoc Dean 

King, Jeff (ECE) PT F20]7: EGNR491 (3) Adv, EGEE210 (4) Lab 10% 90% Lab Enginoer 100% 
30% Robotics Center 

Devaprasad, Jim IT 
F20l7: EGRS381 (I), EGRS480 (3),EGRS48l (I), EGRS496 (3), 

62% Coordinator 
100% 

EGNR491 (3) Adv 8% Eng. Tech. 
Coordinator 

Hildebrand, Robert FT 
n017: EGNR340 (1), EGNR491 (3) Adv, EGEM320 (3), 

80% 
12% 

8% ME Coordinator 100% 
EGME350 (4) Terun Scholarship 

Leach, David FT 
F2017: EGMEIIO (3), EGME141 (3), EGNR490 (4) Adv, 

100% 100% 
EGNR49J (3) Adv 

Mahmud, Zakaria FT 
F2017: EGNRlOl (2) Team, EGNR140 (2), EGME431 (3), 

lOO% 100% 
EGME432 (2) 

~epoor, Masoud IT 
Fl017: EGEM220 (3), EGME350 (4) Tm, EGMT225 (4), 

75% 25% 100% 
EGNR495 (3) Adv I 

Huff, Jordan PT F20]?: None 10% 
70% Lab Engineer 

100% I 20% PDC En)!ineer 
Finley, David 

N/A F2017: None 0% 
100% Dean and 

25% 
(Dean, 2017-2018) )n{crim Provost 
Muller, Kimberly 

FT F20}7: MATi-IlU (3). MATHI51 (4) 75% 5% 20% Math & CS Chair 0% 
(Dean, Start: Fall 2018) 

- - -

Key: Lec = Lecture Only; Lab = Lab Only; Crd = Coordinator; Tm "" Team Taught, Adv "" Project AdVISor 
1. FT = Full Time Faculty or PI = Part Time Fo.culty, at the institution 
2. For the academic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave. etc., under "Other." 
5. Out of the total time employed at the institution. 
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Table 6-3: Faculty Workload Summary, Spring Semester 

ScboolofE . 
~ - - - - ~ ., - . - & Technol - -ro." 

PT Program Activit)' Distribution) 
Faculty Member or Classes Taugbt (Course No.lCredit I-Irs.) Term and Year 

Teaching 
PT' 

Baumann, David (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE210 (4), EGEE411 (3), EGNRJ40 (tT, EONR490 (1) 87.5% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
S2018: EOEE355 (4), E0NR265 (3), EGRS215 (2), EGRS385 (4) 

92% 
Lee 

Moening, Joseph (EeE) FT S2018: EGEE47S (4), EGRS365(3) 100% 
Weber, Paul (EeE) FT S2018: EOEE125 (4), EGNR495 (3) Crd. EGRS]!!5 (4)Lab 75% 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PT 82018: E0NR245 (3), EGNR495 (3) Adv 15% 

King, Jeff (ECE) PT S2018: EGNR495 (3) Adv 10% 

Devaprasad, Jim FT S2018: EGRS385 (3) Lab, EGRS435 (3), EONR495 (3) Adv 62% 

S2018: EGNR260 (2), EGNR490 (1), EGNR495 (3) Adv, 
Hildebrand, Robert FT EOMEl75 (3), 80% 

EGME276 (1), EGME425 (4)-Team 

Leach, David PT S2018: EGMEI]O (3), EOME240 (3), EGNR495 (3), EGMT216 
100% 

(3) 
Mahmud, Zakaria FT S2018: EGNRl40 (2), EOME337 (4), EGME338( 3) 100% 

S2018: EGEM220 (3), EOME225 (3), EGME425 (4) 1m, 
Zarepoor, Masoud FT EGME276 (1), 75% 

EONR495 (3) Adv, EO~]41 (3) 

Huff, Jordan PT S2018; EOMEI 10 (3) Lab 10% 

Finley, David 
N/A S2018: None 0% 

(Dean., 2017-2018) 
Muller, Kimberly 

FT S2018: MATI-JJ52 (4), MATH207 (3) 75% 
(Dean, ~tart: Pall 20 J 8) 

Key: Lee = Lecture Only; Lab ;0 Lab Only; Crd = Coordinator; Tm = Team Taught, Adv = Project AdVisor 
I . FI = Full Time Faculty or PI = Part Time Faculty, at the institution 
2. For the academic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3 . Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave, etc., under "Other." 
5. Out of the total time employed at tbe institution. 

LSSU Electrical Engineering 

Research or 
Other' 

SchoJarship 

12.5% Faculty Scna.te 

8% ECE Coordinator 

25% SET Chair 

50% PDC Engineer 
35% Assoc Dean 
90% Lab Engineer 

30% Robotics 
Center Coord. 
8% Eng. Tech. 

Coordinator 
12% 

Scbolar- 8% ME Coordinator 
ship 

25% 

70% Lab Engineer 
20% PDC Enj!loecr 

J 00% Dean and 
Interim Provost 

5% 20% Math & CS Chair 

6-10 

% of Time 
Devoted to 
Prog-rams 

87.5% 

100% 

100% 
75% 

85% 

100% 

]00% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

25% 

0% 
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Table 6-4: SET Faculty Workload Overview for 2{)17-2018 

Instruction Only Instruction + Release 

Instructional Subgroup Load Hours Percentage Load Hours Percentage 

Full-Time Faculty (active) 242 .79 89.8% 271.64 90.5% 

Full-Time Faculty (on sabbaticaJ) 0 0% 0 0% 

Lab Engineers 13.39 5.0% 14.14 4.7% 

PDe Engineers 14.03 5.2% 14.43 4.8% 

External Adjuncts 0 0% 0 0% 

Total 270.21 100% 300.21 100% 

Notice that, since most of the cow-ses offered for the Computer Engineering program are 
included in the Electrical Engineering program, for the purposes of constructing Table 6-
2 no attempt was made to parse faculty time between the two programs in the 
parenthetical BCE notes. Furthermore, due to the highly integrated nature of the School 
of Engineering & Technology the right-most column of Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 indicates 
the percentage of time that each faculty member devotes to the School. 

For the regular faculty, a full-time teaching load is 12 contract hours (or sometimes "load 
hours") per semester, with the option to take on up to 6 additional load hours per 
semester with "overload" compensation at a reduced rate. A faculty member may fall 
under 12 for a given semester, if compensated in the same academic year by an overload 
in the other semester, such that 24 contract hours are performed per year. Single semester 
loads are limited to 18, and annual (excluding summer) loads to 32. 

The average School-wide load for the full-time faculty during the 2017-2018 academic 
year was IS.lload hours per semester (i.e., an average of 3.1 hours of overload), and 
about 90% of the instruction was provided by them. Note that the situation was unusual 
that year, however, because a faculty member retired and the position was not filled 
immediately (as of the time of this report, the search for a new faculty member is still on
going) . In the 2015-2016 academic year, for comparison, the average load had been 13.4 
load hours per semester. Tfthe present year's load was divided by 10 full-time faculty 
members instead of9, the average load per semester would be 13.6 load hours per 
semester. Furthennore, the student-faculty ratio for courses in the School of Engineering 
& Technology in the Spring 2018 semester was approximately 16:1. With faculty 
research commitments less than is traditional in academia, no supervision of graduate 
students, and reasonable limits on other non-instructional activities as outlined below, 
adequate faculty coverage for quality teaching and student interaction is thereby assured. 

The teaching load limits, and the general goals of keeping faculty near to the nominal 
load of 12 hours per semester and of maintaining a healthy student-to-faculty ratio, are 
intended to allow faculty members time to participate in non-classroom, professional 
activities as well as provide for quality student interaction and class preparation. Thus, 
beyond the expectations for teaching, faculty are also expected to hold regular office 
hours, and to participate in academic advising, student group advising, service activities, 
and professional development. 
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6-B.3 Office Hours and Advising 

All regular, full-time faculty keep 5 office hours per week, at which they are available to 
meet students; those teaching less than full-time (e.g., the lab and PDC engineers) have 
numbers of office hours that are pTo-rated by their respective fractions of a full-time 
teaching load. These office hours permit students to interact with the facuJty member to 
supplement in-class instruction. Some courses have recitation sections, for which faculty 
provide a one-hour recitation and are accordingly relieved of an hour of office hour 
burden. Thus, the standard is that the total of recitation hours and office hours add up to 5 
per week (note that no faculty currently have so far had more than 1 recitation hour per 
semester, and exceeding 2 recitation hours per faculty member per semester will be 
discouraged should that situation ever arise, in order that the number of general office 
hours will remain adequate). 

Academic advising, in its aspect as a service to students, is described above. Concerning, 
on the other hand, its aspect as a faculty activity and time burden, note that the 
approximately 180 students enrolled in the School are divided amongst the 9 fulltime 
faculty members as advisees, so that the average is about 20 advisees per faculty member. 
The advising duties of the faculty member are to meet with each advisee prior to 
registration, recommend courses for which to register, and discuss course selection 
alternatives from the perspectives ofprogress to degree completion, student interests, and 
career relevance. As a benchmark, 15 minute advising sessions are used for freshmen 
students in EGNR-10l Introduction to Engineering (for students in that course only, 
these are scheduled during a specific lab session). Thus, an estimate of 4-5 hours of 
ordinary advising burden per faculty member per semester is reasonable; there is also 
some additional burden on the program coordinators and the school chair, specifically, in 
handling supplemental advising related to course overrides, transfer credit evaluation, and 
waivers, but this phenomenon is compensated through the release time adjustments to the 
12-hour full-time load. 

Faculty members also advise senior project teams, which provide a substantial amount of 
additional interaction with students and their respective industrial sponsor contacts in a 
realistic professional setting. Certainly, advising of senior projects teams is another time
consuming activity for faculty that resembles some of the out-of-classroom student 
interaction activities described above, but in principle, since this activity is compensated 
by teaching load from the EGNR-491 and EGNR-495 courses, it is more properly seen as 
part oftearn-teaching those courses. 

The office hour and academic advising burdens are implied extensions of the 
instructional component of the faculty members' duties; they do not generate additional 
contract hours with the exception of extreme cases where 50 or more advisees are 
assigned to a single adviser, but are rather understood to be a part of the duties inherent in 
fulfilling the 24 load hours. 

6-B.4 Release Time Assignments 

Certain leadership roles within the School or the Departments (school chair, program 
coordinators) or within team-taught courses (lab section coordinators, senior projects 
board chair) do provide "release time" contract hours which may be counted towards the 
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contract hour 
Criterion O. 

These 

6·B.5 NOD-Instructional Workload 

i""l"lllUJ'VU'" are described in detail 

24-load to comprise (with 
of the faculty 

duries, only. of service and 
scholarship. As noted previously, this may be up to 40% of the faculty member's 
workload (scholarship up to 20%, and service up to 20%). is an adjustment 6 
years ago when J 00% of a faculty member's time could be devoted to teaching a 
given year, although was always an expectation accomplishment in both 
service and the categories by the time tenure and promotion 

Professional by their considerably in kind 
faculty member; the to the faculty 

(Appendix B), for 

Service activities members, especI;auy 
regards to service to many of the other 
activities are to such an extent a rough overview can 
Faculty members School regularly serve on University-wide COID.ITl1tti~es 
curriculum, general-education, student retention, serve on School COlnn:llttl~es 
Engineering committee), support the faculty association, 
participate in assessment. faculty member a unique, measurable, r,,"C1'"1"'r\ 

role in the School's assessment program a performance indicator 
specific student outcome). are also the Schoo~ and to 

i)LUuvl.H .... , ..... 'V'u.u.H .. J.lk'" by means school visit and lab tours, each 
............. ,,"" ... 1" common " .... ,,',-.p. 

advisors to student of national professional organizations, 
previously the of Manufacturing Society of Automotive 
Engineers, Society of Engineers, IEEE: of 
Electrical and Engineers, and SWE: of Women as 
such an advisor involves overseeing the clubs operate within bylaws, 
recruit, fundraise, tbeir budgets, and regional and national events. 
Faculty members finally, in summer orientations, although the has 
usually undertaken majority of this particular burden.. 

6 .. C Faculty 
As noted above, 
retirement) were 
moderate amount 
class sizes 
set of faculty 
situation. 

the lO the absence 
to cover almost 90% of instructional burden) 

per semester 1 contract hours ,,,,,,·,..,,,rt;>\ 
"'rI\,,,nl1 16). All are the same or 

are present for the year, which is 

to 

All faculty maintain at least 5 hours of some combination of office and recitations 
(in pmctice, the latter never exceeded 1 5 hours for any fa.culty member). 
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Senior student exit surveys consistently support the notion that these interactions are not 
only sufficient in quantity, but also in quality; a consistent theme is that students have 
excellent and fruitful access to faculty members. 

Each student has a faculty member assigned as an academic advisor, and meet with the 
faculty member at least once per semester. As noted above (section 6-B), there is an 
average of around 20 student advisees per faculty member, suggesting a situation in 
which sufficient attention can be given to each. 

University service and professional development activities are discussed in Criterion 6-S 
and 6-D, respectively. 

The faculty have, finally, opportunities to interact with industrial and professional 
practitioners in a variety of contexts, including senior projects and cooperative education 
projects (see Criterion 5-A), POC-sponsored projects (see Criterion 6-0), lAB meetings 
(see Criterion 2-D), sabbaticals (although in practice this has not been done in this 6 year 
cycle, and would require significant planning given the size of the faculty and teaching 
loads) and summer internships (e.g., see CV for Andrew Jones for the latter). 

6-D Professional Development 
All of the School faculty members have pursued professional development activities over 
the past five years. These include grant writing, consulting, research, publication of 
scholarly articles and texts, conference presentations, and attending teaching 
development training seminars, but the level of these activities is, consistent with the 
focus of the LSSU mission on teaching, less than is traditional elsewhere in academia. 
The major activities for Scbool of Engineering & Technology faculty are listed below in 
Table 6-5 . A detailed list of each faculty member's activities can be found in the CVs in 
AppendixB. 

Table 6-5: Summary of Faculty Development Activities 

Activity 
Number of 

Comments Active Faculty] 

Industrial training, consulting through PDC, 
Industrial Consulting 11 external consulting, Senior Project support for 

external industrial customers 

Journal/Conference Papers 7 Over 25 papers over a six year period. 

Grants and Fundraising 8 Approximately $O.76M over a six year period. 

Research 7 
Internal projects, external projects, and 
government projects. 

Attendance of Conferences 
Over 55 conferences and/or workshops attended 

and/or Professional 12 
Workshops 

over a six year period. 

Peer Review for 
5 

Peer review of sets of papers for over 40 journals 
Journals/u:mferences and/or conferences. 

I The number of faculty in this table can be greater than the present number of faculty in 
some cases due to the fact that some faculty members are counted here that are no longer 
employed at LSSU but worked here within the last 6 years. 
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Faculty have also had the opportunity to become involved in consulting projects through 
the Product Development (PDC), established in 2008 organizational structure 
in Background, section D). is to be understood not so much a facility 

...... "J, .... "'" there is associated, and a progress), but as a team 
one full-time engmeer of 

....... "" ....... t" from industry to design or .......... , .. ..,"',1> VL"!'ioU-LV...,' 

concept is that the on some work to 
also more specialized as experts. While some iLl"''-UU,",' 

have indeed carried out projects, most of that was at the end of the previous 
6 year cycle with only one faculty member worldng for an company with the 
support of the PDe ago within this present 6 cycle. 

Many members of the also regularly serve on the Proj ects Faculty Board 
(SPFB). The oversees all semor year experiences the School of Engineering 

Technology. As many are sponsored by 1T'1(1'II"n"V senior projects provide 
opportunities for faculty to work closely with industry. has resulted 

providing for industrial-based V.u.F,.u.LVV. 

opportunities for faculty pr()te~.Slainal 
industrial ties. 

6-E Authority and Responsibility of 

6·E.l Leadership 

The leadership structure 
School Chair as well as 
engineering technology 

6-E.2 Establishing policy 

School of Technology consists of a 
coordinators for and CE), ME, and the 

All of these fall under the administration of the 
approvaJJveto authority. 

This subsection faculty's role, and administrators, in 
program's curriculum, continuous improvement educational objectives, 
student outcomes. these areas, it is the faculty that are the primary authority 
over all of these areas who plan and originate change proposals, but 
administrators authority relative to curriculum, specifically. 

including structure and the detailed 
course requirements the program, are at the departmental leveL 
ECE departmental meet academic year), 

coordinator It is in this curriculum 
business) is in which any 
administration does not its own curricular VL'<;uJ.E." 

ordinarily operates consensus, although a formal vote is, in principle, 
required to adopt any change; such a vote could be undertaken in the unlikely event 
was not clear consensus and a decision could not forestalled. A change so approved by 
the EeE fa.culty is proposed to the entire School and a formal vote at 
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that level, usually after discussion in a School faculty meeting (discussion may be 
foregone in the case of minor changes, e.g., prerequisite issues related to courses not 
common to the ME discipline). Upon School faculty approval, the Dean must approve, 
after which the proposal proceeds to a University-wide Curriculum Committee, a 
committee consisting primarily of faculty, but also of administration and student 
representatives, and in which the School is represented by a single voting faculty 
member. If approved at that level, it must, finally, receive approval by the Provost, 
usually after advisory discussion in the Provost Council (a body comprised of the Deans 
and Associate Provost). 

The student outcomes and PEOs for the program, which are provided in Criterion 2 and 
Criterion 3, and the continuous improvement process outlined in Criterion 4, are defined 
and revised by the entire faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology (i.e., both 
EeE faculty and ME faculty collectively). Regular occasion is provided for this by the 
meetings which review the student outcome and PEO evaluation reports. Of course, 
external advice, such as that from the lAB, Dean, and others may at times be sought as 
well, but this is always at the initiative of the School faculty. The Dean and higher 
administrative instances (Provost, etc.) have no formal approval, veto or other role in the 
process concerning student outcomes and PEOs, although the atmosphere is collaborative 
and their input is welcomed and respected. 

Thus, aU the regular faculty of the entire School has some kind of a role in the program. 
This includes establishing its student outcomes, PEOs, continuous improvement process, 
and thereby the general direction of the program. By virtue of the wide involvement of 
faculty in the assessment process for all of the School's programs, and the similarity in 
the assessment process for all of the engineering programs, the entire School faculty is in 
a well-informed position concerning interpreting assessment results for the Computer 
Engineering program. Minutes of assessment meetings concerning the program student 
outcomes and PEOs (available for review) demonstrate that the entire faculty, regardless 
of academic rank or other factor, regularly attends and participates in the deliberations. 
They also show that ample time is taken in these deliberations such that all perspectives 
are thoroughJy heard and considered, and consensus obtained; accordingly, formal votes 
are unusual. 

In summary, the faculty has autonomy with regard to defming and revising student 
outcomes, PEOs, and continuous improvement. However, the input of other constituents 
regarding curriculum is an important part of the process. The former (student outcomes, 
PEOs, continuous improvement) is addressed by the School faculty collectively, while 
the latter (curriculum) is primarily planned by the Departmental faculty (with later School 
faculty discussion and approval). 

6-E.3 Implementation of Policy 

Implementation of curricular decisions, PEOs, student outcomes, and the continuous 
improvement process is now addressed. 

Curricular decisions, once all approvals are obtained, are ultimately realized by the 
Registrar (in ensuring that a student completes all curricular requirements before 
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awarding a the faculty (by 
intended, as-anr,ro'ved corlterlt, and 

PEOs are by virtue 

their offering 
way). 

courses with the 

that support student outcomes, 
f 0 no wing .LU ""ll.GLLU",llJ." 

• 
• 
• 

requirements) to 
to include a design project 

student outcomes 
a course) 

Regarding curriculum piece, must be a process to ensure consistency and 
of the courses, and their inclusion elements dictated by student outcomes. 
process is aided by the mutual consent the faculty in student outcomes, as 
discussed all faculty U • .l\J.LJ."''''''''' have had a voice the student outcomes 
(which the agreed to align with the ABET outcomes A-K), 

to " ....... "j.1L outcomes in the 
courses. 

1) specified by the outcomes is 
by sets of courses, each 

which supports some element student outcome some way; 
2) that each cow-se, individually. is both by the faculty melmO(~r 

and that it adequately addresses course objectives ultimately 
some of the student outcomes, even if indirectly). 

1) of the process, 

As an example PEO and student outcome implementation, that PEO-I calls 
among other things, an experienced graduate to" ... solve problems in their professions." 
Clearly, problems as a requires an ability to identify, fonnulate, 
solve "'.v ...... ,.' ... .., 

Therefore ","11'1"""1' outcome E as it specifically [or "an ability to 
identify, solve outcome E is 
supported by courses within activities related to 
solving problems. The reviews a list of courses 
(available review) that should such AB each course is 
separately there is an opportunity to ensure that assignments are 
incorporated into course sylla.bus that grade performance respective to 

In summary, a process of planning, reflected most 
UUJ.~"'L'~" of as wen as a of course-level 

To satisfy a further distinction is necessary on the one hand, 
instruction, and, on the other, the course to objectives (which will 
somehow, however indirectly, support the student outcomes ultimately the 
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"'''f''I'p.,~c of ensuring quality of instruction (typically rpTJ~""""" to as "evaluation" at 
province of the Dean rather than that of or other faculty. The Dean, 

however, utilize faculty members' expertise as during the process of 
evaluation. The Dean evaluates the instructional of faculty, taking account 
of confidential questionnaires filled-in by students at of a course, by visitations to 
faculty and by review of samples of course evaluation is 

.... V.L'~ .... for the prospects of the faculty COIlceme:a 

""''''''I''t,.,,,, are 

(typically referred to 
other hand, the 

the 
ona 

course to its objectives. 

it is worthy of note that yet another to quality in the courses 
2) - namely. the many team lv(",JJJ..IJLE. C!r'P'n~n( .. <;! These often pair more 

faculty with less experienced ones same course, which provides for a 
of infonnal mentoring in teaching that also contributes to the overall 

the courses in the program. 

improvement process is implemented., primarily, through curricular 
by the assessment process and with the student outcomes and 

process, to function, some amount of leadership within the School 
artnlen1ts. This leadership is (at the Department 

(at the 8-A. 
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Criterion 7 FACILITI ES 

7-A Offices, Classrooms and Laboratories 

The program is housed within the School of Engineering & Technology, which is located 
entirely in the Center for Applied Science and Engineering Technology (CASET) 
Building. Built in 1980, the three-story structure is home to the areas of Engineering, 
Engineering Technology, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Fire Science. Two 
additional non-academic facilities associated with Information Technology are also 
located in the building: Enterprise Application Services and University Support Services. 

The School of Engineering & Technology has approximately 30,000 sq. ft. of usable 
space, which includes offices, storage areas, labs, and work areas. Details of the 
classrooms, laboratories, and offices follow. 

7-A.l Classrooms 

The CASET building has five classrooms and one lecture room that are assigned by the 
Registrar's Office, with engineering, engineering technology, mathematics, computer 
science, and fire science courses receiving the highest priority. Room size and capacity 
are shown in the Table 7-1 below. 

Table 7-1: Univenity-Allocated Clllssrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-119 Classroom 880 48 
CAS-205 Classroom 1,010 40 
CAS-207 Classroom 690 30 
CAS-21 0 Classroom 1,100 56 
CAS-211 Classroom 585 27 
CAS-2l2 Lecture Room 1,265 76 

The School of Engineering & Technology also has three dual use laboratories/classrooms 
fOT additional lecture space when needed. These are shown below in Table 7-2. 

Table 7-2 Engineering-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-106A ClassroomJLab 1,140 22 
CAS-310 Classroom/Lab 1,320 30 
CAS-311 Classroom/Lab 1,320 24 

All classrooms are equipped with a whiteboard or chalkboard, a computer, a document 
camera, a projector, and a screen. The rooms are arranged in it typical fashion with desk 
and chairs arranged in rows. The lecture room has fixed desks and chairs arranged .in a 
stepped fashion. Since most engineering courses have enrollments with less than 40 
students, the classroom facilities within the building are adequate, and nearly all 
engineering classes take place in the CASET building. Elsewhere on campus, several 
large classrooms with capacities up to 165 students are available within a five-minute 
walk of the engineering facilities. 
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7-A.2 Laboratories 

Laboratory experiences are a central component of the engineering cumculum at LSSU. 
Most technical courses contain labs. The chemistry and physics labs are located. in 
Crawford Hall; the remainder of the lab facilities used in the engineering program are 
located in the CASET building. Table 7-3 shows a summary of the lab facilities available 
to all engineering and engineering technology students, with those used within the 
program are denoted as such. 

Table 7-3: Laboratory Facilities in the School of Engineering & Technology 

Room Name Size (sq. ft.) Capacitv EE 
CAS-I 05 Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 370 12 

CAS-I06A Materials Testing Lab 1,140 22 

CAS-I06B Engineering Design Center 1,140 
30 

~ 
(6 Teams) 

CAS-I06C Thermal Fluids Lab 900 10 
CAS-UO Machine Shop 5,180 20 

CAS-120A&B Welding Lab &Foundry 1,760 10 

CAS-122 
Plastics Molding Lab & 

2,240 20 ~ 
Senior Projects Construction Area 

CAS-124 
Vehicle Testing Lab & 

1,200 8 IBJ 
Surface Mount Assembly Lab 

CAS-125 Robotics and Automation Center 2,600 16 IBJ 
CAS-209A&B Computer Lab 1,100 28 ~ 

CAS-304 Digi tal Electronics Lab 1,080 14 ~ 
CAS-306 Analog Electronics I Lab 1,175 16 ~ 
CAS-309 Analog Electronics II Lab 1,175 16 ~ 

CAS-310 Electro-mechanical Systems Lab 1,320 30 ~ 

CAS-310A Rapjd Prototype Center 580 4 00 

CAS-311 
Programmable Logic Controllers 1,320 24 

00 
Lab 

The School of Engineering & Technology provides the necessary hardware and software 
tools required. in the teaching of engineering and engineering technology students. Unlike 
more research-oriented institutions, LSSU labs are nearly all intended for llile by the 
undergraduate engineering and engineering technology students for instructional 
purposes. All laboratory facilities are available to students during regular school hours, 
when they are not in use for lab instruction. Computer labs and some labs with security 
cameras are available for extended hours. Special access arrangements through 
University Security are regularly used to permit student access to labs during evening and 
late night hours . In general, laboratory section sizes are typically 16 students or fewer. If 
student enrollment in a section exceeds the suitable lab size, then multiple lab sections 
are provided.. 
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7-A.2.1 Data Acquisition I Microscopy Laboratory 

The AC:QUlSltIOn I Nllcroscclov (CAS-105) is ..... vu .. "'~"'~ 
two often serve together as a lab oriented rnU/l'ITrl<;: 

testing. 

It includes microscopes and photographic equipment to support materials 
characterization, strain gauge mounting and data acquisition equipment, dynamic data 
collection (for acoustic and vibration measurement), ultrasonic and NDT 

and plastics testing equipment. lab is used 
relevant courses have access to 

7-Al.2 Materials Testing Laboratory (CAS-,106A) 

The Materials Testing Lab (CAS-I06A) contains for tensile and compression 
testing, testing, and testing of materials, as well as for polishing and 
etching rnetallographic preparation. this laboratory houses a 
400,000 lb. Tinius-Olsen compression/tensile testing specimen mounting 
presses, belt microscopy polishers, and This lab is used 
for ME the relevant courses have access to lab from 
8am-5pm Tinius-Olsen 

7-A.2.3 Engineering Design Center (CAS-I06B) 

Design Center (CAS-l 06B) is a office space eight 
equipped with a computer, a phone, a whiteboard, typical office 

room cubicles., as well as a large 
chairs, a and screen 

supplier catalogs. All senior project teams are assigned 
on their keep their their 

make communications (via e-mail or phone). teams typically hold meetings, 
which include the company contacts, suppliers faculty advisors, at the 
conference This laboratory provides the students with office space 
and look and working in industry. All typical office 
provided. lab is used for the Design I-"1'n,l"'(,1I'1:: 

sequence EGNR-491&495. access to this 
public 

7-A.2.4 Thermal Fluids Laboratory (CAS-l06C) 

The Fluids Lab (CAS-I 06C) contains equipment for examining thermodynamic 
principles as well as fluid main equipment are two thermal-fluid trainers with 
which can of exchangers, and centrifugal 

these trainers was updated by a 18 team to provide 
and automate data acquisition. is also a wind wave 

reIlnge:ratlon cycle This lab is used for ME courses, but 
frequently serves as an overflow meeting room for project students as well, 
particularly since it has a conference table and a telephone set-up conference 
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calls. Students in the relevant courses have access to this lab from 8am-Spro, senior 
proj ect students can access this room from CAS-l 06B after hours. 

7-A.2.5 Machine Shop (CAS-12D) 

The Machine Shop (CAS-120) contains a variety of manual manufacturing processing 
equipment (benches, hand tools) vises} drill presses, numerous lathes, mills, grinders, 
saws) and computer automated CNC machines (two lathes, two mills, a plasma torch). 
An adjacent computer lab is mainly used for CAM software (Cree) programming. The 
Machine Shop is also connected to various labs, a tool room, and other storage space. 
This lab is primarily used for ME and MfgET courses, but also provide facilities that the 
senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 495) can use to fabricate 
components. Students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm but can only operate the 
equipment with faculty/staffpresent. 

l-A.2.6 Welding l.al.mratory and Foundry (CAS-120A&B) 

The Welding Lab (CAS-120A) contains arc welders, MIG welders, a TIG welder, Oxy
Acetylene torches, eight arc welding booths, and ten torch welding booths, all of which 
are well-ventilated. The Foundry (CAS-120B) includes furnaces for melting and heat 
treating metals, mold benches, flasks, a metal pouring bench and numerous hand tools. 
This lab is primarily used for:ME and MfgET courses, but also provide facilities that the 
senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 495) can use to fabricate 
components. Students have access to this lab from 9am-Spm but can only operate the 
equipment with faculty/staff present. 

l-A.2.7 Plastics Molding l.aboratory and Senior Projects Construct/on Area (CAS-l22) 

The Plastics Molding Lab and Senior Projects Construction Area (CAS-l22) includes 
three different plastics manufacturing machines, and benches. This room is primarily 
used as a build area for the senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 
495), but is also used as a work area for the SAE mini baja vehicle. Students have access 
to this lab from 9am-5pm but can only operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 
Senior project students assigned to this area are given 24-hour access via LSSU public 
safety. 

]-A.2.B Vehicle Testing Lab & Sur/ace Mount Assembly Laboratory (CAS-124) 

The Vehicle Testing Lab (CAS-124) contains a two-wheel vehicle chassis dynamometer. 
This computer-controlled dynamometer can oppose the drive wheels with up to 268 hp 
and allows continuous operation at up to 100 mph. The data acquisition system allows for 
measurements of the tire torque and rpm as well as access to vehicle CAN network used 
for vehicle speed-torque (or speed-power) mapping, drivetrain vibration studies, vehicle 
on-board sensor monitoring, simulated towing load I drawbar I hill climb studies, etc. The 
lab contains comprehensive safety interlock system (CO shut down, thermal shut downs, 
ventilation shortfall shutdowns, etc) along with belt vehicle restraints with chain back-up 
help ensure safe operation. This lab is primarily used for ME courses. For safety reasons, 
students only have access to this lab with faculty/staffpresen1. 
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The Mount Assembly Lab (CAS-124) was equipped between 2009 -2010 
through a Michigan Development Corporation 21st Century Jobs Fund 
Additional through Michigan for .... ,v'''''''-,I"\n 

aU!l;m<~nt<~ the with establishment Electronic Products 
Center (EPIC). The lab is outfitted Mount Technology 

robotic a.ssembly APS has a placement rate of2100 
components per hour parts down to EIA 0603 ( 0.060 11 by 0.030") while 
APS L40 handles EIA 0201 (0.02011 by 0.010") components at a rate 4800 per hour. 
Both accommodate boards to 13.5 11 by Supporting equipment includes 2 SPR-2S 

and reflow oven. Other includes manual hot rework 
....... ' ... "' ...... and fluid for and paste. is primariJyused by 
PDC workers. 

7-A.2.9 Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) consists of four industrial robotic lines 
to be worth about two million dollars. In all there are 15 industrial robots 

(equipped with multiple end-of-arm tooling options), 2 conveyor with pallets, 4 
rotary tables, 1 conveyor 4 Logic Controllers 
(PLC's),7 systems, 18 computer as numerous sensors and 
pneumatic there are with systems: 1) a 

rotary index with four F Al\TUC an Allen PLC and 
HMI, an oval Rexroth conveyor, housing 4 Staubli 
robots integrated an Allen PLC, 3) an oval line that uses a Bosch 
transfer conveyor with 4 F ANUC robots integrated with an Allen Bradley PLC and HMl, 
and 4) a cell that 3 KUKA and uses a liner conveyor a rotary 
table with an Allen Bradley HMI. The oval line with F ANUC 

KUKA robots vision all of 
end-of-ann tooling for the robots. 

During 2016-2017 and 7-2018 academic years, a new robotics work cell was 
added to lab. This cell consists Kuka 400 robots with multiple 
of-ann tooling options, a rotary index table, a linear conveyor system. addition it 

3 Cognex vision systems along with an Allen Bradley and This 
cell safety commonly in industry 
light and a SICK area scanner to detect a person enters 
Students can program stations. new "~""r ... ,"", 
the robotics lab wm help maintain industrial robotics niche in 

engineering technology ... ,.",~,.,.,,, 

the robotics lab went a major upgrade. 
was fully updated the Bosch conveyor. oval line 

system 4 Ml O/iA F AL'WC robots that run on R30iB f'.nn,\T.n1 

platform, 4 FANUC iRVision 2D Vision systems, a system, a 
force/torque system, two robot tracking an Allen Bradley PLC 

controller with configuration, 4 SCffiJNK robot tool changers, robot 
tools (grippers, suction cups, etc.), 4 computers, and severn} sensors. 10 
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Roboguide robotics simulation software was 
"'ll~'ll"""Ll.ll"". hardware, software and installation) is 

2009-2010 academic year, the robotics lab also went 
line system was newly installed. The 

run on the latest CS8 controller platfonn, a new 
with 8 pallet location stations), 4 ,"-Ul;Uil;,A 

controller with device net '-'V1JLU~'''H 
eru:l-OT-BIID tools, and several sensors. The 

LLJ." .. 'uJe ......... uLJ./ was estimated at $500,000. 

Students in the relevant courses 
can only operate the equipment with 

summer 
have been 

h""~I1J"'(.·n 50 to 1 00 gi fied 

7-A.2.10 Computer Laboratory (CA5-109B&C) 

7-A.l.11 Digital Electronics l.aboratory (CAS-304) 

Ontario, and 
individuals to the 

Electronics lab (CAS-304) has a fixed WCjfKIJerlCn in center of the room 
and space for student Additionally, this room 

smaller workstations located around the the room. Available in the 
room are, multi-meters, digital trainers, evaluation boards, 
and portable oscilloscopes are available as this lab also serves as an 

11' ... ? .... ~1r'" computer lab with 13 computer stations. Tills lab is primarily used for CE, EE, 
courses. All engineering and students have access to 

8am-5pm, students in the relevant courses may receive additional 
rr"'T'_n" .. ',..., access as needed. 
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7-A.2.12 Analog Electronics I Laboratory (CAS-306) 

Analog Electronics I Lab (CAS-306) has 8 stations. 
power supply (Agilen1lHP multimeter (KeitbJey 2110), generator 
(Keysight 33210A), oscilloscope (Keysight DSQ-X2004A), and computer with LTSpice. 
This lab is primarily by the courses for 

All 

7-A.2.1.3 Analog Electronics 1/ Laboratory (CAS-309) 

Analog Electronics II Lab (CAS-309) has 7 work stations. Each station two 
power supplies (Agilent/HP E3620 BK Precision 1665), multimeter 8846A), 

(Keysight 33210A), oscilloscope DSO-X2004A), and 
computer with is an additional that contains 
additional equipment including a power (BK Precision ), a 

load (BK Precision 8600). and a power (Tektronix PAl 000). This 
la.b is primarily used by advanced electronics courses for engineering degrees. 
engineering technology students access to this lab from 8am-Spm, 
students in the relevant courses have may additional access as needed. 

7-A.2.14 Electro-mechanical Svsten1S Laboratory (CAS-31.0) 

Electro-mechanical Systems (CAS-310) 5 machine 
and accessories. trainers include AC and DC supplies as well as AC 
voltage, current, and power meters. The accessories include induction machines, 

synchronous wound-rotor single-phase DC machines, 
"<'<"'<'T"''''' load banks, banks, banks, meters, 
tachometers, This lab is primarily by EE EET courses, 

are also to students the energy concentration. 
students are only allowed to use the when faculty/staff are present 

The lab is al:;o as a classroom when needed as it can hold 30 students. 

7-A..2.15 Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

The Rapid Prototype (CAS-31OA) is overseen by Product 
(PDC) serves as a laboratory for both projects Senior Project teams 

(EGNR-491 and The majority of the equipment lab, with notable 
exception of the Stratasys RP machine, was purchased by the PDC through a 
Michigan Economic Development Corporation 21 8t Century Jobs Fund grant. 
equipment purchases occurred 2008 and 2010. 

3D printer was purchased late 2015 donations largely 
ABS+ the can produce parts to a IO"x 
Deposition Modeling. The printer is used a variety of eIllw.eermg 

courses (notably, sample for assembly mock-ups in I and 
495), as as for projects from industry. 
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A Roland MDX40, a desktop milling machine, purcbased in 2009, is used for many of 
the same activities as the RP machine. It serves as a virtual printer to the 3D CAD 
software. This device can mill woods, plastics, and soft metals other than aircraft 
aluminum and steel. This has a serviceable area of 12x12x4 inches and has a rotary axis 
as well. Prototype parts requiring materials other than ABS can be made on this machine. 

A 2013 Michigan Initiative for Innovation and Entrepreneurship grant provided 10 seats 
of EAGLE Pro Circuit board development software used for creating schematics and 
printed circuit board artworks for electronic projects. Two licenses are in use by PDC and 
8 are located in the computer LAB 209B. 

A Next Engine 3D HD Laser Scanner purchased in October, 2009 is used to scan existing 
parts into a cloud-of-points and from there to 3D CAD. EGNR-491 and EGNR-495, 
along with the POC, make use of this machine to scan parts that have no engineering 
drawing so that modifications or documentation can be made. 

These major tools are supplemented by Dremel grinding, drilling and polishing tools and 
various hand tools. Two computer stations which are set up for CAD and engineering 
activities are also located in the lab. This lab is primarily used by the PDC workers. 

l-A.2.16 Pragrammoble Logic Controller (PtC) Laboratory (CA5-311) 

The Programmable Logic Controller Lab (CAS-311) has eight work stations around the 
outer edge. Each station has a computer, an HM] (Allen Bradley PanelView 600) and a 
PLC (Allen Bradley ControlLogix L16) training station. There are also project machines 
(four "mixing stations" and four "part checkers") designed to provide students with more 
intense progra.rnming experiences similar to what they would encounter in industry. This 
lab is used primarily by BET, MfgET, and ME degrees. The lab is also used as a 
classroom when needed (mainly for the lecture portion of the PLC course). Students in 
the relevant courses have 24-hour access to this lab via LSSU public safety. 

7-A.3 Other Facilities 

The CASET building has 27 dedicated office spaces for use by students, faculty, support 
staff, and the administration. Some of these offices are used to house student engineering 
groups or for storage. Additionally, the Engineering House, a living-learning community 
for approximately 30 students, is located about 100 yards from the CASET building and 
the SSMart Zone building is located about 1 mile north of campus. These areas are 
discussed in the following sections. 

l-A.3.1 School Office 

The School of Engineering & Technology office suite, has four specialty office spaces 
that include reception, conference room, photocopy/scan equipment and supplies, and a 
storage room. 

l-A.3.2 Faculty Offices 

Faculty offices are furnished with standard equipment that includes a desk and chair, 
additional chairs for guests, computer, telephone, bookcase(s), and filing cabinet(s). 
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", ... ",,,",,,£,,.,. are to additional should 
U .. LU"-'''''U,", growth warrant 

7-A.3.3 Conference Rooms 

The School & Technology several areas for rooms. 
These common areas are used for faculty student meetings. Four areas, CAS-I 06B, 
CAS-126, CAS-205, are used for conferences. sizes vary 

can 15 Dro<Ole 

7·A.3.4 Student Club Offices 

Office space made available to the en~unl~erm student clubs. is housed in 
CAS-316. is housed in CAS-309A is housed in CAS-117. is housed in 
CAS-127. The J..;..H!-',ll1 ...... 1ll1):, and Technology Honor society and other "' ....... "' ... groups meet 
in the conference Tooms. 

7-A.3.5 EnI:Jln4eerina House 

The .I..:dlOllJC"''''' 
and 
living-learning from 
traditional dorms, but offers many including larger a kitchen, a 
laundry facility, as well as common areas where students are able to congregate. The 
house is open to all engineering and technology students, both male and 
female (housed on separate floors bathrooms). 

easily 
same ".H:.L.,,,,,",y, 

help and advice. 

careers (from 
them to 
of 

In exchange for additional amenities, the students are to participate in a 
group project above and beyond their course work. The subject of the project is 
decided upon students themselves, must be approved by the house advisors. 
While this work, it is an opportunity to 
gain m an team.. 

7-A3.6 SSMart 

LSSU and a Michigan have a collaborative use agreement in 
that provides access to students and entrepreneurial of the combined 
equipment owned by the two entities. Specifically SSMart available aCNe 
(Haas TL-l), a150W Laser a consumer grade Trio Fused 
Deposition 3D printer and resolution UV Polymer 
technology 
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7-B Computing ."'''"'''' ..... 
Lake Superior State University 
members of the campus ..... '''.,..,....'" ... ''1'.., 
and students in the acoDmJ:H1SJ 
computing resources 
within the School 
program. 

computer, network, and internet 
"",.."n".·" are intended to assist 
University responsibilities 

adequately supplement those OIl:ere:a 
and meet the needs of me " .. .." ... "'u.o 

7-8.1 University-wide Computing Resources 

The library hosts three has 24 Dell computers. All computers are 
running Windows 1 0 Pro and have Microsoft 2016 installed. The standard 
software installation is available on all A high-speed black and 
printer is available in the lab on floor. In addition to these labs, the library 
provides access to 33 Learning Commons area, 29 of 
which are wnnected to both printers. In total, the library provides 
access to 105 computers for student use during the hours listed in Table 

Table 7-4.: Library Hours 

Thursday 
Friday 

Hours 
-12am 

Sam -12am 
Sam 12am 
8am -12am 

12am 

are 4 Dell computers white printer. These ",.., .. " .... ,·,t .... 
are running Windows 1 0 with the standard software 
installation. The Rathskellar is located Union and is open all 
operational hours of Cisler vary of year and events, generally extending 
well into evening or beyond midnight as demand or events warrant. 

7-8.2 Engineering Computing Resources 

The primary computer labs used by emunl~en 
the Engineering Computing Labs 
type workstations, two common prnlters, 
taught in the curriculum. The 1" .... ,T\.,..·Il1" ... r" 

and engineering technology students are 
Combined they have 33 current 

,.,,..l",,,,,,,·v access, and all software that is 

lIWlil-core CPU, 8GB of RAM, a 
""TrUll"r'" installed on these ""T ....... '"t'''·''''' LU'''''',"",",,''''' 

Fluent, Arduino, and Witness. 

Optiplex 3020 computers with Intel 
network access. Specialized 

MA TLAB, RoboGuide, Ansys 

In addition to the Engineering Computer the two general LSSU computer labs, 
there are various computer resources <UJ."'VJ.V to located throughout the 
laboratories in the CASET building. 
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7-S.2.1 Engineering Design Center (CA5-106B) 

Engineering Center t 06B) is equipped up to eight '-'V."IJ' ......... 
for senior project team). The placed in room have full ..,,,,,.,rc,,....,·v 

access, engineering software, typically are at Intel 17 quad-core with at least 
of RAM, are served by a common printer. Students enrolled in EGNR-491 & 
have 24-hour access to these computers, 

7-S.2.2 Robotics and Automation Center (CASUS) 

Robotics and Automation Center 
computers have full network access, are at at 
and are by a common Numerous software packages 
languages are used in the Robotics and Automation The Fanuc are 
programmed in the programming language and Pendant language and the 

robots are in the language. ladder logic for 
Bradley are programmed the Rockwell RSlogix. 

laboratory provides access to simulation RoboGuide 
and WITNESS. Students in the 8am-5pm, 
but may additional 

7-8.2.3 Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-104) 

The ....,."'.Li.<.U 

computers 
(logic Arduino, 

technology students have access to 
courses have may receive OOlllTIOrLal 

7-S.1.4 Analog Electronics Lobs 1....,. .... -" • ..,'" and CAS-lOg) 

Analog (CAS-306 CAS-309) are equipped 
and a printer. computers fun network access, and have at an i5 

quad-core with 8GB of Specialized installed on computers includes 
LTSpice, Creo, and Matlab. All engineering engineering technology 
students have access to this lab 8am-5pm, in the relevant courses have may 

additional access as needed. 

7-B.3 Computing 

All faculty have cornnllte:rs 
faculty are at least at 
minimum software package on 

Lu",,,,,,"ulO or later Internet 
U''''UJH.'U on faculty 

All faculty 
at least one nplU11'l,rLt"f·i'1 

LSSU 

n;O>1l,ut"l1'V connections their offices, all 
with at least of RAM. 

!'u"".lUU.'~ Windows 7 or Windows] 0, 
,",'-''''VLU'''', or Firefox. software 

teach. 

as Microsoft networking. 
vllE;,l.Uv' ...... UJI!'; building for 
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to use for printing. 
information amongst 

shared network to exchange 

web based lJa\,Aa,~v" ""'''''.JJV for both faculty and use: 

a Moodle is a course system SUr)DH~m(=m. or 
deliver wholly, courses are teaching. 
Moodle component access to support materials 
(using syllabi links to Web-based 
discussion boards rooms, online quizzing, etc. 

b. The'my.lssu' portal is beneficial to faculty. It allows 
for single access to email, calendar, Moodle, Access (see item c. 
below) and FASS course scheduling ,",'-''''f'-fT' It also improved e-
mail, groups, boards, course studio, ,;:JJ..Wu.l.llj;, targeted 
announcements pages. The portal is hence users 
have access to announcements related to as a student or faculty 
member. 

c. Faculty and ",,, ......... ..,.u,,,, 
accessible 
which also 

view and 
implemented to 

been 
courses needed to 

complete a of study. This component is 
verification. Notably, it allows students and their 
analysis to see courses would be required to 

, ......... """"" ... with paper-based 
to perfonn a "what i P' 

an alternate degree 
program. 

7-C Guidance 

ensure it is 

are by 
laboratory. For a particular laboratory exercise, the 

standard practice 
given laboratory 
demonstrations in 
basics and theory ......... \JC1.U15 a specific device or experiment is presented. Best practices 
for the operation of a 
Students then work 

device are subsequently and demonstrated. 
tutelage of a faculty or when operating 

during which time they questions or request a 
review of the member or technician 
laboratory settings possibility of bodily 
of a device has been students are then able to use with 
faculty/staff guidance 1"\1""'!~"'T\t throughout the rest their courses. A more detailed 
example of guidance settings is provided 

Example: Preparation and safely 1"\"'''''1"<>'t1Y1 Manufacturing 
Lab utilizes 

1) The are covered in lab 
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and given in lab 2) 
3) experiment or ass:lgtunlent is in class (e.g. 

calculation for 1010 steel being cut with a high 
lab as well 

4) actual is then aelDOlnstlratfXl 
assignment. If student has any 

questions, they are to instructor explanation, and if needed 
the is covered 

Similarly, preparation to properly and utilize equipment in the Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Laboratories is summarized as follows: 

7-C.1 Equipment 

oflab demonstrated laboratory The 
proper use equipment to a faculty/staff 

a low student can use the for 

7-C.2 Software 

circuit simulation and Quartus design are both demonstrated in 
the lab The are then required to use the packages to and 
design ";;f'f" ..... """,+ circuits software LTSpice is used in 
analog courses. Quartus is throughout digital course offerings. 

procedures are covered in again in lab. 1n addition, rules 
for laboratory are by the entrance. example of is shown below: 

• Always assume all are energized you know certainty they are 
not. 

• If you know or suspect that an "''''''''U.I.''-'',XL take immediate to de-
all circui ts. 

• Never modify an energized circuit. source before 
the circuit. one hand to connections never work on 

with wet or moist hands. 
• Do not on a cluttered bench. It is important for safety reasons for anyone 

to easily trace out your test 

• out, ahead the "'V''''ll..I.~ or opening a 
adjustments to energized unless in the you 

_~_""'~_ out the In addition, the only be 
the time it to perform measurements. 

.. Be sure understand to properly equipment 
• If you are unsure of anything or have questions make sure to 

before proceeding with the experiment. 
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.. parts of machinery, and avoid standing in the 
snfOCl<:ets or belts. Do not wear loose fitting clothing or j 

circuits andlor moving parts of machinery. 
.. Never look at electrical arcs; strong ultraviolet radiation can pennanently 

.. alone. Always have at least one other person to help case an 

7-D Maintenance and Upgrading of Facilities 

cOlnmlittf~d to continually maintaining and improving 
to deliver education. Funding facilities u..lCLu..l" .. UU.lt"'v 

corltalltled in the University General Fund. Grants 
along with donations have been "'''t-Mr ........ ·n't<l 

Most courses a course fee that depends on the cost 
to support the course. In general, courses that have a 

course those that do not. Approximately $54k was 
All courses having the "EG" prefix have a differential 

called a program fee. The portion of program fees 
and Technology last year was approximately $144k. 

7-D.1 Upgrades 

Major within the last six years are noted below. 

l~D.l.l Data Acquisition Lab (CAS-1D5) 

Vear Item Status 

2018 Shore D Durometer testers 2 new 

2017 Shore A Durometer testers 2 new 

2017 camera for microscope 1 new 

2017 Acoustic foam 1 new 

2017 DAQ system {sound & vibrations} with filter 1 new 

2017 accelerometer (vibrations) & power supply 1 new 

7-D.1.2 Materials Testing Lab (CAS-106A) 

Vear Item Status 

2018 Metallography Mounting Presses 2 new 
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7-0.1.3 Engineering Design Center (CAS-I06B) 

Year Item Quantltv Status 

2014 i7 Desktop Computer 7 new 

7-D.l.4 Thermal Fluids l.ab (CAS-I06Cj 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2018 Thermo·trai ners 1 upgrade 

2017 Fin cooling efficiency test stand 1 New 

2016 Fogger for wind tunnel flow vlsuall2atlon 1 new 

2016 Material heat conduction measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Fluid jet force measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Refrigeration trainer 1 Upgrade 

2014 Pipe flow loss test stand 1 New 

2014 
Wave tank. and tanker vessel roll stability scale model 

1 new 
experiment 

7-0.1.5 Machine Shop (CA5-120j 

Year Item Quantltv Status 

2015 HASS CNC Lathe 1 new 

2014 HASS CNC Mill 1 new 

7-D.l.6 Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2012 Staubll RX60 Robot 1 new 

2013 Fanuc LR Mate Robot 2 new 

2013 Fanuc M1iA Robot 1 new 

2013 Dell Computers 4 1 yr old 

2013 Allen Bradley Panel View 1 new 

2014 Roboguide Robotics Simulation software 10 new 

2015 Fanuc MI0lA Robot 4 new 

2015 Allen Bradley PLC 1 new 

2015 Fanuc 2d iRVision Systems 4 new 

2016 Roboguide RobotIcs Simulation Software 5 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 SCH UNK Robotics Tool Change System 4 new 

2016 Piab Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 Dell Computers 2 new 

2016 Fanuc 3DL iRVision System 1 new 

2016 Fanuc Line Tracking System 2 new 

2016 Fanuc Force{Torque Sensing System 1 new 

2016 Allen BradJey Panel View 1 new 

2016 Kuka KRS Rl400 Robots 2 new 

2016 Banner Safety PLC 1 new 

2016 SICK 2D Area ScaMer 1 new 

2016 Keyence light Curtain 2 new 
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2017 Kuka KR5 R1400 Robots 1 new 

2017 Allen Brad ley PLC and H MI 1 new 

2017 Cognex 7802 Vision Systems 3 new 

2017 Rotary Index Table 1 new 

2017 Dell Computers 3 new 

]-D.l.7 Computer Lab (CAS-209B&C) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2015 is computers 30 new 

2017 is Compu ters 3 new 

2017 256GB SSD 33 new 

2017 Nvidla Quadro P600 GPU 33 new 

7-D.l.S Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2013 Corobot - mobile robot 1 new 

2013 Opti plex 745 - DELL PC 5 used 

2013 Optiplex 780 - DELL PC 8 used 

2014 Altera DEl-SoC boards 10 new 

2014 Altera Cyclone V GX Starter Kit 1 new 

2014 Acute TL2118E - Logic Analyzers 10 new 

2015 Optiplex 3010 - DELL PC 5 used 

2017 Dell Computers 13 new 

7-D.l.9 Analog Electronics I Lab (CAS-306) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2017 Keysight DSO-X2004A oscilloscope 10 new 

2017 Keithley 2110 Digital Multimeter 10 new 

2017 Keysight 33210A Function Generator 10 new 

2017 Dell Computers 8 new 

7-D.l.10 Analog Electronics II Lab (CAS-309) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2015 Keysight DSO-X2004A oscilloscope 10 new 

2017 Dell Computers 7 new 

2017 Tektronix PA1000 Power Analyzer 1 new 

2017 BK Precision 8600 DC Electronic Load 1 new 

2018 BK Precision 9201 DC Power Supply 1 new 

7-D.l.11 Electro-mechanical Systems Lab (CAS-3l0J 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2017 3-Phase Variable Frequency Drives 2 new 
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7-D.1.12 Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

Year Item 

2013 EAGLE Pro Circuit Board Development Software 

2015 Dimension 3D Printer 

7-D.1.13 Programmable Logic Controller Laboratory (CAS-311) 

Year Item 

2013 Core:2 duo computers 

2013 PLC Trainers, 

2013 PanelView TraIners, 

2013 Part Checkers 

2013 Mixing Stations 

2016 Additional PLC Trainers, Desktop 

2016 Additional PanelView Trainers, 

2016 Additional Mixing Station 

2016 Additional Part Checker 

2016 Additional Computer 

7-E Library Services 

10 
1 

S 

10 
6 

3 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

Status 

new 

neW 

Status 

new 

new 

new 

upgrade 

new 

new 

new 

new 

used 

Kenneth J. Commons provide the core research 
needed to support the curricula offered by University, The Library 

is headed by Marc Boucher, Director of Library 

In the 1997, a square-foot expansion remodeling of existing 
structure to University was opened fujJ resources available 

faculty and use. facility ample for study; over personal 
stations access to specialized library resource and the Internet; 

small and large study and conference rooms; a small art gallery; campus's center for 
testing, tutoring, mentoring and the Faculty Center Teaching. 

Collections 

vV.L"'~O"'" of over 140,000 volumes 850 periodical subscriptions 
as wen as 75,000 library uses Ex 

physical item discovery. 

Reference and Instructional 

provided by professional is every and evening 
is open, other than weekends, Information literacy research instructional 

sessions are not only provided to University students, but local 12 students, students 
from Sault Marie, Ontario, and the surrounding intermediate school district areas 

St. Pickford. research databases are accessible to 
off access are provided 
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Sharing 

has always been a prominent operations at Lake 
University. A unique feature of is that it is open to the public 

(on both of the international border) and wers a joint library card that 
serves as both their checkout card for LSSU's library as well as all public libraries in the 
"'-'w,."' •. u Upper Peninsula. Our library catalog is with Northern Michigan 

can locate materials by or collectively. If patrons fmd 
are not available at the campus library will locate it through 

Resources, Special Facilities, and 

.Ke:sotl.I'c(~ available to students include access to of the 
the Library; but more over 100 r"""'''''-r('h 

","""'.u~,,,, Direct and Applied Science 
of which provide full text access to "'''',1.'''1.,''-' 

databases are available off-campus proxy server. There are 
many group study rooms located throughout main floor also serves as 

for group interaction through the mtc~ntllon:aJ layout of comfortable furniture and 
technology to enable group Throughout the year the library hosts 

lectures that are open to the conununity. 

Reserve 

offers both physical and 
of materials for their 

reserves for faculty to ensure 
all students to access materials that 

availability. Faculty determine the 
etc.). In most cases, materials are 

(one hour, in library use 
from reserve at the end of 

semester. 

Government 

is a selective federal go~{enrunent Uv~'V~j'LVL means it does Dot 
(GPO), but select all publications from the 

....... ,jU".a.u,'-'uo that are chosen in 80ClIYlCIn 

selected represent about 16 .... Pl-l'l'>1r"11 

depository, and are 

by GPO. Currently, the 
available to us as a selective 

'p.v'"'nr· ... to LSSU's academic 

7-E.7 Information Literacy Instruction 

instruction is conducted in a 
Students learn how to access 
the library in addition to a 

proper citations and u ... .,"An' ... 

nnA ...... ro most instruction 

Electrical Engineering 

of smart classrooms located throughout 
the many electronic resources available 

"cn .... Tu of infonnatioo literacy topics as 
nrr\T\"',-n, While general instructional OV'::")J.UJ.I0 

uu,au"",,",,, that directly to 
information literacy 
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7-F Overall Comments on Facilities 

& the to meet 
student outcomes. However, addition of the 

Engineering rI ... "M" .... program require additional facilities and equipment 
when students presently . the program reach the upper-level courses. 
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Criterion 8 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 

8-A Leadership 

As described in Criterion 0, decisions on the overall direction of the program are indeed 
the province of the entire faculty of the School of Engineering & Technology (SET), but 
the primary responsibility for detailed oversight of the program rests with the five faculty 
members comprising the Department ofElectrica1 and Computer Engineering. 

The School of Engineering & Technology is comprised of only ten faculty members and 
there are two departments (BCE and:ME) and five programs (CE, EE, ME, EET, and 
MfgET). As a result, the curricula are intertwined and there is considerable overlap in the 
leadership responsibilities for the various programs. Rather than attempting a somewhat 
artificial distinction between the various leadership roles that affect the Electrical 
Engineering program, the de facto duties of each the BCE coordinator and the SET chair, 
relative to the program, are enumerated below. It has been practice that the ECE 
coordinator takes on the foHowing responsibilities: 

... Lead the department in evaluating the student outcomes 
18 Coordinate course assessment for engineering courses specific to the program 
18 Ensure all students in the program are assigned an advisor from the department 
... Coordinate the mentoring of new department faculty in their advising roles 
... Maintain and update all degree audit forms and plans of study fOnTIS for the 

program 
... Recommend course substitutions, course waivers, and transfer credit evaluations 
... Interview all graduating seniors within the program 
... Oversee the program by setting the agenda for and running departmental meetings 
18 Advise the department concerning curricular matters 
III Prepare course or program change proposals and present them at the University 

level 
18 Represent the needs of the program at weekly "Chair" meetings (dean, chair, 

program coordinators) 
... Plan the departmental faculty instructional assignments and load distribution 
III Assist the Scbool chair in course scheduling and assigning instructors 
III Organize and coordinate hiring committees for faculty vacancies in the 

department 
... Lead discussion relevant to the program at the Industrial Advisory Board 

meetings 

The SET School Chair has taken on the following responsibilities: 

... Coordinate the overall accreditation efforts for the programs of the School 

... Coordinate evaluation of student outcomes and PEOs 

... Coordinate the periodic review of the PEOs as well as school mission and goals 

... Coordinate course assessment for courses common to engineering programs 
18 Serve as an approval authority for course substitutions and waivers. and transfer 

credit evaluations 
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.. Advise aU SET freshman and traru;fer students at orientation 

.. Write "program review" reports for aU SET programs on a five-year cycle 

.. Establish and maintain transfer equivalency ("articulation") agreements with 
community colleges 

.. Lead discussion relevant to the entire School of Engineering & Technology at the 
Industrial Advisory Board meetings 

III Set the agenda and run the meetings of the School of Engineering & Technology 
.. Set the agenda and run weekJy "Chair" meetings (dean, school chair, program 

coordinators) 
III Represent the School of Engineering & Technology at monthly "Deans and 

Chairs Leadership Group" meetings 
411 Facilitate scheduling of course offerings and assign instructors 
.. Provide leadership in School-level long-term planning 
.. Prepare, reconunend, and administer the School budget 
.. Collect and provide feedback regarding tenure and promotion decisiolli> (for the 

School's, not the Dean's portion of this) 

Note, furthermore, that in contrast to what may be typical of "chair-level" positions at 
other institutions, duties related to faculty supervision are not part of either of these 
positions. Firstly, in accordance with concepts of academic freedom affirmed by the 
faculty-LSSU collective bargaining agreement (attached as Appendix N), neither of these 
positions involves supervision of instruction. Secondly, pursuant to that same agreement, 
since both positions are occupied by faculty, and as such, members themselves of the 
collective bargaining unit, neither position may involve responsibility for performance 
evaluation (besides in an advisory role as a peer evaluator) or for personnel decisions 
regarding other faculty. 

There is a Dean position for the College of Innovation and Solutions of which SET is a 
part (shared with other Schools, as described in Section 0 below). With respect to the 
Electrical Engineering program, this position serves as a final approval authority on 
course scheduling (and changes to instructor, time, or room), course 
substitutions/waivers, and, budget matters and purchases. The Dean also serves as an 
approval stage for curricular proposals (new courses, course changes, program changes, 
etc.) prior to submission to the University-wide Curriculum Committee and thence the 
Provost's office for final approvaL The Dean is also the formal supervisor for all faculty 
and staff within the SET, carrying out performance evaluations, and serving as an 
approval stage for hiring decisions recommended by Search committees. 

The position of Associate Dean for the College of Innovation and Solutions was put in 
place for the 2017-18 academic year. This action was taken recognizing the additional 
duties of the Dean in serving as interim Provost and VP of Academic Affairs. The 
Associate Dean performed several functions that affected the program such as 
participation in school meetings, course scheduling, course substitutions/waivers, budget 
matters and purchases, and cumcular proposals. The Dean, by virtue ofhi"s role as 
interim Provost, retained final approval for many of these actions. The position of 
Associate Dean will be discontinued July l, 2018 as the newly hired Pro vo stJVP AA 
begins his duties. Please see Appendix D for changes related to this new structure. 
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8-B Program Budget and Financial Support 

of SET prepares budgets related to the 
reviews the budgets from the schools within the of Innovation and 
and in tum submits a budget for the to ProvostNP of Academic 
approval. Ultimately the combined Acaa<~ffiJlC '-'U.ULU.'" budget is submitted to 

to presentation to the 

funding for the School 
<!n .. r('p. is shown in Table 8-1. 

broken down by 

Table 8-1: Summary of SET YUlIllliD:g, Recent Years 

funds are LSSU allocated funds for 
would include paper, phones, 

and other similar 

2017-18 
$33,984 
$131,390 
$54,345 

sources (base operation allocations, 
the table. When bona-fide plans 

previous academic 
shown as a row. 

operation of the unit. These basic 
supplies, copying, travel, small office 

courses also pay course 
which the course to course 

$10-$100, with a 
are set for each course course's usage of 

laboratory equipment and expendables, (handouts), and/or 
license software. The program credit hour for courses beginning 

an prefix. The School can adjust course yearly. Program fees and course 
are adjusted in consultation with the and require Board of Trustee ",.."..,,..,,,,'> 

is evident from Table 8-1, the component has been stable 
rn_vp<.r On the other hand, course are subject to VLHl.LL!,,'-' 

enrollment. 

earlier, all degree ..... rr'n-rCln'\ 

not partitioned by program, but 
the Dean to review the needs 

Electrical Engineering 

are closely related, sharing all resources. 
Program Coordinators work 

.......... 01""<:1."" and make appropriate au{)CaIL10IlS 
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In addition, not shown in Table 8-1, but consistent enough to 
LSSU is annually eligible to receive a Perkins Voc-Ed Grant. Most 
$lOK; year; however, SET receives $30K. 

or irregularly recurring, sources of Income, 
donations. Over the last years, a 

"'~ .. "~ ... retired equipment on e-bay. ","p,,·prg 

I.AUJ,,,,,,,,y in our labs, including robots 

donations have been received. 
trainers. As another .............. u.I"" .. ' 

printer. In addition, through a 
llV'"''''' .... '' and has access to both a TL-l 

8-B.l _~'~~"AA'" Support 

uv.u .... ""'" in 2013 
V""ClIJUlp,LL by the 

............ ,,,.1.1. .• 0 is by the occasional use of student aSSlstlmtl!i:, by availability 
.. ", ... ,u.U"F. workshops, both on-campus and nationally. 

ssis:tants are used, occasionally, in some 
roles have included assisting ~.~~~u.,., 

(BGNR-lOI, EG.tvfE-141, EGNR-140, 
help hours (EGNR-265). These would 

taken the course, and done well enough to satisfy 

exceptionally, two student "graders" were provided in 2016 offering of 
course EGl\.1E-27S Engineering Materials, which had a large enrollment (38 

to checkJ"pre-grade" homework (give comments tentative scores to worked 
the instructor's review). This may serve as a henceforth, and the 

that it would be 
'"'''''' ..... n. the student workers in EGNR-140 

on campus, 
, current faculty 

extent ofparticipatioo by SET faculty COIJtnec:ted 
are usually teaching-related workshotlS 

Fall semester; as classes are not 
straightfonvard for most faculty ~~,...V'~. 

WOlrKSl1l0pS are also supported. (201 with LSSU) and 
n ... ""LlJ.,.. ....... (2015) each attended the NETI (National Teaching Institute) 

workshop sponsored by ASEE. Andrew Jones attended 13) "Enhancing Student 
through a Model 'Introduction to , Carson, CA. David 

(2016) attended an ABET IDEAL (Institute for Development of Excellence in 
AS!less:mem Leadership) workshop. David Baumann and Robert Hildebrand (2013) 
..... ,,' ............... a one-day ABET workshop (Program Workshop). David Leach 

Huff (2017) attended a NfMS of Metalworking 
and welding certification. David Joe Moening will be 

basic NETI workshop in the summer 0[2018 while Zakaria Mahmud will 
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attend the advanced NETI workshop. Masoud Zarepoor is attending an engineering 
education workshop at Bucknell in the summer of 2018. 

Finally, in indirect support of teaching, the University maintains a variety of student 
services, including counseling, library, placement, ad:missions, registrar, a learning center 
(instructing acadenric success strategies), and tutoring. 

8-B.2 Infrastructure Support 

Both course and program fees are used for major equipment purchases, computers, lab 
supplies, equipment maintenance, software, and other related items. Table 8-2 provides a 
summary of the expenses categories denoting how funds have been spent for the last few 
years. 
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Table 8-2: Expense categories and spending 

Actual Actual Actual Actual YTD 
.. -

AccountNumber _ _ ~u~tDe5cripti~n 2014 2015 2016 2017 201B -- ----- - --- . 
,7001 Supplies-Office 4,198.41 3,622.33 1,134.21 3,02228 3,328.12 

, 70C}.~ Reference Books 238.99 905.31 624.81 586.29 -- -
7003 central Stores 1,958.00 1..700.00 2,200.00 1,184.,2-? 1.433.00 

7004 Suppl ies-Lab ~,42.?q6 2!,3_??~ ~8,~.:.11' 21,0~71 ' 12.~7.32 

,7005 Supp!l.es-Aud Vis~I _. ~,190.2~ 428.46 14.95 2..00 

,7006 Supplles-Photo-P rint 

L7010 Aw.!ros-Plaque! 395.61 493.09 374.45 347.94' 789.80 -
,7015 Supp)les-LSSU Name-Logo Items 334.S6 1,?90.79 558.00 2.881.87, 1,498.70 

,7020 ~p.plies-Oth~! 5,~5.99 ~6,4~:~ 5,495.~ ._~.~~1~ ~}..4~O.7} -
!703O ~ples 13,448.32 1_0,913.:.~~ 14,87!9~ 8!~~28 7,7~.80 

,7031 P.r~!!.ng 1,399.99, 1,!34.52 3.<156.32 2,Q26:8~ 2,!55: 98 
<--- • 
,7CB2 Pho~g(.aphlc ~ervi~ 6L60 
,704() Postage 180.79 1,355.92 1,144.19 199.60 64.47 

7050 Tel.ephone 4,?-9!:8S 5,21J:4 .~ 4,894.,~ 4,~:Q9 ~.~.:.~ 
.7055 Fax 
,7060 Software 57,go 5,(0).00 204.16 3,12~.0C! 
7061 Software LIcenses and Maintenance l;9,2~.~ . 1~,~76.~ 5,.23?.00 11,~?00 17,3?~.95 

. -

~?~ Co~p.!:!~r ~!d~re 3,953.03 3,39~7 13,~7.42 164.84 3,B63.~ 

.7070 Eq~ipment <2500 ~1,~.:.3E ~,~:?! 26,4~7 .. f>Q 23,~~?_ ?2-~._~ 
,7101 Travel in State 6,356.25 3,883.37 5,91l.n 4,323.16 5,671.60 

7102 Travel out of State ?,~3.01 ~0,8~L48. 8,750.~5 13,~~78 S,~~7 - .-
·7103 Travel Students 53.00 828.05 8,~.S7 

,7110 Meeti !lgs-Lu0cheons 5,1_~ .3~ 4,~.81 19,~6.89 7,98~.~2 12,Otg?~ 

7111 ~.~e~ _~dgi ng-,Meals 14.73 100.70 775.28 137.80 
,7112 Conferences 2.710.00 S,!68.87 . 3,270.00 2,359.50 3,249.00 

,7130 ~e_cr~it"!e n~-- ~.~p l,?v~e 235.05 

7131 Recrultment--Stude nt 302.88 244.19 1,473.30 1,062.06 52.76 

·1210 Rental-Media 200.00 
-- - - - --

7211 Re n~~EquJ pment 1,300.00 3,7~60 4,33?~1' - --
7225 Rental · Other 2,536.50 

7230 ~!.od.~~ .Oe.~e I op~e_nt .. S,enter Service.~ 
1252 Honorariums 75.00 53.85 
,nS3 Contracted Services 200.00 45,000.00 
1---

,1261 ,Equipment Mtnce and Repair 4,078.26 550.00 10,831.00 3,984.94 

! ~71 Leg'!,l 

7272 Accreditation 348.06 ---_. - -
,7290 Unen Service 292.50 292.50 265.50 

7320 License-Permits- Fees 539.50 6,748.00 
. - - - -- -

.734() Memberships 2,923.00 2,671.00 3,041.04 5,843.44 4,995.00 

·7341 S~bscrl ptl ons-Magazines 

7345 ~~v~.0,: i ~ng 77.55 309.00 
"' 

,7365 Professl ~>nal D~veI9P_~~n~ 619.47 1,928.50 5,¥7.00 5,f!7B6 550.00 
7395 Misce llaneous 92.08 42.29 90.69 -- .. - - - -

·7520 Haz Material Dispose 1,406.58 957.27 

7960 Capitaliled Equipment Pureh SS,9OQ.OO 22,470.90 41,990.08 42,787.72 39,876.59 

Grand Total 183,581..64- 148,717.18 234,440.25 208, 08L 33 202,.142. 7B 
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8-B.3 Resource Adequacy for Teaching and Infrastructure 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering & Technology to sufficiently 
meet the teaching needs of the program. Although teaching assistants or graders are 
rarely used, funding has been adequate for the occasional instances in which they were 
necessary. 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering & Technology to sufficiently 
meet the equipment needs of the program. Although no comprehensive five or ten year 
equipment replacement plan ex.ists, the ECE department has created an equipment need 
prioritization list within the last few years where present and future needs are included to 
help with planning. This document contains budgetary information (e.g. how many 
devices are needed and at what cost) as well as a ranking of the priority as high, medium, 
or low. Funding has been adequate for critical and necessary upgrades as wen as needed 
maintenance activities. 

8~C Staffing 

The staffmg of the School of Engineering & Technology is described in the following, in 
terms of compensated positions (full or part time; salaried., release-time, or stipend 
assigrunents); evidently, as is typical in academia, much additional work is also available 
in the form of service activities by faculty members. All ofllie positions described have 
some responsibility, to varying degrees, for the program (as wen as other programs). 

8-C.l Clerical Staff 

Throughout most of the last 6-year cycle, support staff (for the School of Engineering 
Technology) has included 1-1/2 full-time positions, i.e., a full-time Academic Assistant, 
and a half-time administrative assistant. However, the half-time position discontinued as 
of June 2016. 

The Academic Assistant provides clerical support to the faculty and Dean, manages day
to-day activities in the School's office, processes purchase requisitions and manages 
faculty cardholder accounts, organizes special events (e.g., annual School banquet), 
provides coordination support for Summer programs (camps for high-schaal-age and 
younger), and pursues various other duties as welL 

The half-time administrative assistant position had provided assistance for marketing and 
recruitment, implementation of Engineering admissions policies, and maintenance of 
assessment and accreditation records. These various duties have been shifted to the full
time Academic Assistant and the chair with some duties discontinued at the SET level 
(e.g. marketing moving to the university marketing personnel) or discontinued entirely. 

Furthennore, there has continuously been a part-time student assistant in place to help the 
Academic Assistant, including during the summertime. 
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8-(,2 Administrative 

8-C.2.1 Deem 

The School was administered by a Dean (see 8·A above 
whose has divided with Lukenda School 

,",/S.u..LL ... A.L/S July 1 (the this report), a 
the with both School of Mathematics and 

Computer Science Lukenda School of within College Innovation 
and Solutions under a solitary Dean. current of the of Mathematics and 
Computer will assume the role of Dean for the CoUege; whether the Dean will 

to also maintain duties for School of Mathematics Computer 
is yet to finalized. 

8-C.2.2 Chair 

Chair above for his/her role) is a 3-release load hour (l/4-time) 
appointment, plus the of 3 converted to a stipend for the fall 

spring semesters (in the 2012 self-study, were 3 actual load hours), and a 
$2,000 Summer stipend. That consistent during 6-year cycle, except 
for the which varied [rom ,000 in summer of 2012 to $2,000 
currently~ 17 having calculated at 2 load (slightly than 
$2,000). 

8-C.2.3 Coordinators 

above for 

coordinator (as I release 
(111 Note that the release coordinator has been reduced from 
2 release mentioned in the previous self-study report 2012. 

8-C.2.4 Director of Robotics 

hour (l/4-time) for Robotics laboratory 
that courses such as EGRS-215, EGRS-381 > EGRS-430, 

435, and 1 extensive use of this laboratory. director develops the 
robotics laboratory through industrial donations grants, and pJays key leadership 

nationally in the of Manufacturing Engineers and Robotics UlU' .... "'U 

8-C.3 Academic Staff 

8-C.3.1 Instructional 

ten full-time faculty 
in Criterion 6, 

(all or lenure:-Tf!lCK have already detailed 
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In addition, some is made of adjunct particular, the two 
Engineers frequently act in this capacity, courses they typically 
instruct) courses including the Jab components ofEGET-llOApplied 
21 0 Circuit Analysis, EGME-II 0 Manufacturing Processes, and 
Electronics, and occasionally both the lecture lab components 
More directly related to program is their as project advisor in 
EGNR-491 

TbePDC 
Engineer, two ......... .LUI:. 

sometimes as adjuncts for EGNR-491 sequence course 
advising, Electronic Devices, ........... 'n.u._141 Solid Modeling, 
Calculus Applicationsfor Technology, and 10 Electronic Manufacturing 
Processes. 

8-C.3.2 Technical 

hn.,.,;:,tf' .... ' Engineer is reSIPorlSlD 
computer equipment 

Lalt)Orato'n Engineer is similarly responsible for the UU..UH' .... ' 

operation of all equipment laboratories. Both Lat)OrlrrtOl:V 
design and equipment for use by faculty in the laboratory 
classroom. positions are full-time, twelve month appointments. 

8-C.4 Resource Adequacy for Clerical, Administrative, and Academic Staffing 

Similarly, allocations are <>"""u"""".-

staffmg needs of the program., but may not sufficient to ensure long-term 
sustainability growth of the program. Although the School chair 25% 
release time supplemented plus the of3 load hours to a stipend each 
for the fall semesters and of 2 load hours the 
summer, that leadersbip all 6 the 
School; release time departmental (and the 
engineering technology program been reduced 6 year 
cycle from 2 hours per semester to 1 hour per semester amount of 
release time is not high enough to reflect amount of time needed to fulfill the 
responsibilities position .. 

and Technology currently bas sufficient ===='-=''''' 
to meet the needs of provided the ten 

faculty 
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support the program 
resources to ma,mtam 

rnemlj)re the two laboratory v.u.F,.u.''''''''u, have the 
facilities used by 

3-D Faculty Hiring and Retention 

B~D.l Faculty Hiring Process 

The reader is to N, the contract between the faculty and the University, 
wherein Appendix B (Appendix B of the Faculty within Appendix N of 

document) provides a detailed description of the procedure for formation and conduct 
of a faculty comm.ittee. This is a University-wide procedure to which the School 
adheres (in this procedure the whole University was modelled after our longer-

practices in School Engineering & Technology), but it does not address 
some the additional that have developed philosophy for 

conduct of, searches within School 
in progress conducted to replace a retired EeE faculty member. 

six searches MElMfgET during the six years. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission teaching, and the School's 
philosophy of maintaining an applied emphasis in engineering and technology 
programs, the evaluation process employed in the of new faculty accordingly 

emphasis on a candidate's promise as an and on u ..... , .... "' .. 

it on (although the is also a 
factor of weight). A faculty expected to have some "'-'<>'\,".1.L'5 

experience (either as faculty assistant) and to possess VA,"',","',U 

communication skills. 

initial of CV s) the committee typic all y invita tions 
phone interviews to up to a dozen candidates. are contacted by a committee 
memlller, by phone, at which as a matter of the salary (presently 
$65,000-$70,000 for is considered low on the market) is 
we]] as of the of the (rural 
wintery), and the nature of the position (heavy teaching loads with little reSI~ar(:n 
emphasis). One or more of these may cause some of the candidates to withdraw 
at this point, saving them and committee needless expenditure. remammg 

.... <J.J..L'I.U' ..... ""'''' then speak the entire committee on the telephone 
LU-U ........... .;;t to half-au-hour} at which time search committee them on 

teaching inclinations to capstone projects, etc. Up to 3 of 
those candidates, wruchever are most (if are then selected for 
campus visits. 

During the campus candidates give a sample lecture (on a specified by 
hiring committee chair and generally kept same for all visiting candidates); this 
lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty (including those not 

the committee). is thereafter from the students 
LIw.u. ... u..Ll" .... , and is weight the decision. Besides 

lecture, consideration is also given to the candidate's perfOImance an informal """"U'''''I'' 
(or professional) presentation, to collegiality as observed at throughout 
day, including meals and one-on-one interviews (including Provost, and 
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sometimes the President, who convey their respective feedback), and to feedback from 
the candidates' references. However, it remains the guest lecture that most often proves 
decisive. 

Historically (and into the early phases of the 6-year cycle), the search committee would 
select the best candidate, and also rank the other candidates in case of an offer being 
declined (as happens fairly frequently). The Dean and Provost then had formal authority 
10 negotiate and hire, but tended to support the committee decisions. More recently, the 
search committees have been discouraged from selecting and ranking, in favor ofmereJy 
indicating "qualified" or "not qualified." 

8·0.2 Faculty Retention 

Retention of qualified faculty is partially a matter of correct selection in the search and 
hiring process, i.e., by identifying a "good fit" faculty hire for the SET. The optimal 
faculty hire, given the relatively high instructional load, should be committed to 
instruction, rather than exclusively to research, as well as adaptable to the geographical 
and climatological particulars of Michigan's Eastern Upper Peninsula (i.e., relative 
remoteness in a wintery setting). Moreover, while such a person may well be a subject 
matter expert, the willingness to function as a generalist, and with bonafide laboratory 
and project skills, is ideal. Given these attributes, a faculty member is likely to find a 
degree of satisfaction in the work that is conducive to retention. 

A School-specific PD fund (beyond that of the University), to bolster faculty retention, 
has also been available during the 6-year cycle, and still continues in more restricted 
fonn. In 2012, subsequent to the EAC of ABET visit which had cited the various 
engineering programs for issues of faculty retention, the SET committed to provide a 
fund for workshops/conferences, summer stipends for scholarly endeavors, and other PD 
activities. Accordingly, for a portion of the cycle, these funds have been available for the 
purposes described, and may be allocated to Engineering Technology-related PD just as 
well as to Engineering-related. In the last three years, however, stipends have been 
discontinued, so that the fund is now limited to travel reimbursement and 
materials! eq uipment. 

Retention has not been an issue for the ECE Department, having retained all faculty 
members over the past six years aside from the one retirement. However, it has been an 
issue for the ME Department, which has hired and lost six (one due to retirement) faculty 
members in the past six years, and has impacted the EeE faculty workload somewhat. 

8-E Support of Faculty Professional Development 

The "Agreement" (Appendix N) between Lake Superior State University and the Faculty 
Association provides each faculty member with $1000 per academic year for professional 
development; at the beginning of the 6-year cycle (through 2013), this level was at $800, 
so it has undergone a $200 annual increase during the cycle. A faculty member's 
professional development fund can carry over from academic year to academic year, but 
not to exceed $4,000 (unchanged). Expenditures from professional development funds 
must be related to the faculty member's professional development or teaching objectives. 
In addition, faculty members, who are officers of professional organizations or presenters 
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at national have received additional support to to workshops and 
conferences departmental budgets. 

Note also additional SET PD descn"bed in Criterion O. a couple 
during the cycle, this provided stipends for scholarly work, as well as 
materials reimbursement. Although stipends have been discontinued, the 
continues to for travel and .LI ........ ...,~Jl.U" 

Faculty The 
also 

State University 
semesters of sabbatical at full pay 

meJmD<~ is eligible for a 
after five (5) aC8jllenJL1C 

University, so as slhe has not 
years. A Sabbatical Leave Committee comprised of two J...,IV<l.U3, 

and six faculty members elected by the faculty consider 
leave and recommendations to the Provost. No ,",U~"UJ.'''''''LH'i''> 
been awarded a sabbatical during 6-year cycle. 

member was a sabbatical 
to this 
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PROGRAM 

The Electrical Engineering programs state that: 

meets aH of these criteria. This has already 
self-study report. This section will provide 

..,r..,nr.,-" to those other sections. 

Program Criteria (A) 

curriculum provides breadth and depth across the range 
~~~~~~~~~~:.2 may be seen in Criterion 5-A.4 Prerequisite Structure, 

Structure for the Electrical Engineering 
5 Depth in Subject Areas. 

Program Criteria (8) 

curriculum includes probability and statistics, including 
.=::;;===~"-==;:..;;.::.=-=""--""""'-""-===-=== may be seen in Criterion 5-A.S Depth in 

LSSU 

Mathematics & Basic Sciences Component of 
statistics) and Figure 5-2: Mathematics Component as 

(application of probability and statistics). 
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Program Criteria (C) 

That the 

LSSU 

advanced mathematics topics may he 
particularly in Table 5-10: Advanced 
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APPENDICES 

The remainder of the document contains the following appendices: 

Appendix A Course Syllabi 

Appendix B Faculty Vitae 

Appendix C Equipment 

Append ix D Institutional Summary 

Appendix E University Organizational Chart 

Appendix F Policy for Substitutions and Waivers 

Appendix G 

Appendix H 

Appendix I 

Appendix J 

Student Outcome Evaluation Reports 

Senior Exit Survey Results 

Syllabi for Sample Courses 

Course Assessment Summaries for Sample Courses 

Appendix K Pre-Requisite Forms for Sample Courses 

Appendix L Plans-of-Study 

Appendix M Degree Audits 

Appendix N Faculty Association Contract 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit Form - BS-EE (F201S) 
Filename (if emalled): Plan of Study Form - BS-EE (F2018) 

Flowchart of EE Courses (New Draft Plan of Study) 
This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of These documents describe the program curriculum and advising 
the file and its value as evidence tools for It. 
supporting program review: 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Electrical Engineering 
(For Students Entering in the 2018-2019 Academic Year) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

Srudent ID: ECE Coordinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of GradWl.tLon: SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All infonnatioD below should be from the srudenr's most recent tr.!nscript and/or transfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Communication (6 credits required) 

ENGL 110 - 3 

ENGL111-3 

Humaniti~ (6 credits; different disciplinesi see cawog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
----------- -- ----

------------ -- ----
Social Science (6 credits; diff(;t"nt disciplioes; see catalog) 

-Elective 

Elective 
----------- -- ----

------------ -- ----
Computational Lilemcy [:Mathematics] (3 credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Narural Sciences (l credits) 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Diversity (3 credits; sce catalog) 

Elective ------------ -- ----
Communication Skills (3 credil3) 

COMM101, 201, or 2:25 COMM __ -___ _ 

o GEN-ED Requirements met by MTA oc MACRAO 

Students must J(1II{fj 0/1 of 'he following minimum requirements 
for graduation: 

02.0 OVeNU GPA 
02.0 General Educ~cioo GPA 
o 2.0 depanmencal GP A 
o 124 r.otal credits (minimum) 
o 32 credirs from Mathematics (rncluding EGNR34<J) and 

Nacuw SCience 
o 30 credirs earned at LSSU 
024 credits 300/400 level in major earned 2.£ L'\SU 

1 Theses courses may be offered only every other year 

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Complete the Electrical E~ineering Core (82 credits required) 

CHEM115 - 5 EGEE37Q - 4 MATH151 - 4 -------- ----
EGEE12S - 4 EGEE475 - 4 

(C or better required) 
---- MATH152 - 4 (C or better reQuir~ 

EGEM220-3 (C or better requl~ 
EGEE210 - 4 ---
(C or better reQuir~ EGNR101 - 2 ---- MATH251 - 4 ----
EGEE250 - 4 EGNR140 - 2 ---- MATH308 - 3 --------

EGNR265- 3 MATH310 - 3 EGEE280 -4 ----
(C or better requir~ (C or better required) (C or better require~ 

EGNR340-1 PHYS231 - 4 'EGEE310 -4 -------- (C or better require~ 
'EGEE330 - 4 EGNR346 -1 ----- PHYS232 - 4 
'EGEE34S - 3 EGRS460 - 4 ---------

Complete One of the Senior Yw ElqlerienccB (6-13 creditB required) 

Indu~Iri~1 ~[Qjs:,' Coop~tivc PtOi~ct RrBea[ch Projcct 

EGNR491 - 3 EGNR250 - 2 EGNR26D -2 --- --- ---
EGNR495 - 3 -- EGNR450 - 4 ---- EGNR460 -4 ----

EGNR451 - 3 ---- EGNR461-2 ----
EGNR491 - 3 ----

Complete Technical EIs:ctim (13 minUnWll crediUl required) 

Technical Elective'· _________ - ______ __ 

Robotic!; & Automation Conccntratiou 

Complete the following: 

Sustainable Energy Coocrntration 

Complete all of the following: 

EGRS385 - 4 

EGRS430 -4 

EGRS435 - 3 

D~jtal SV8tcm8 Canccnttatinn 

Complete all of fila following: 

tEGEE320 - 4 .. 

tEGEE355 - 4 

'EGEE425 - 3 • 

EGNR261 - 3 • 

'EGNR361 -1 

'EGEE411 - 3 
And anyone of the two below: 

'EGNR362 - 3 ~_. 

EGME337 - 4 _. 

General Teciullc:d Ele~ 
... ----------- -- ----... ----------- -- ---... ----------- ~ ~ ... -
--------- - ----

• (C or better is required for all courses within a concentration) 
... EGEE320 or higher, EGME225 or higher, MATH215 or higher. EGRS365, 

EGRS461, EGEM320, EGET310, or any course from the concentrations. 

UJUf)·18 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

BS Degree in Electrical Engineering 
Students Entering the the 2018-2019 Academic Year) 

Frt!!lhllutll Year - FolJ Semeater 

CllEM-l.15 General Chemisll:y (4,3) 

l!lGN"R-l.Ol lntroduction to Engio.eering (l.1) 

l!lNGL-l.lO First-Year Composition I (3,0) 

MA1'1!-lSl Calcu.lus I (4,0) 

Social SciC1ce Elective (3,0) 

Sophomore Year Fall Sem£Sie.r 

EGEE-250 MlcnxoDtroUer FU1\da!:nentals (3,2) 

I!<GRE-290 lntroductioo to Sig;ud Pro<:essing (4,0) 

N1I.TB-251 Calculus ill (4,0) 

PIiYS-2.:n Applied Physics for Englno,,"fS and Scientist! I (3.2) 

Freshman Yeor - Spring Semester 

5 EGEE-125 Digital FWldamentals (3,2) <\ 

2 EGN1I.-140 Linear Algebra and Num M ... iliods for Engln4'1Zl (1,3) 2-
3 ENGL-1l1 First-Year Composi!iofl n (3,O) 3 

4 MATB-1S2 Calculus II [4,0) <\ 

_3 Social Science Elective (3,0) 

17 

" 
" " 
" 

..>t),pn,omore Year - Spring Semester 

!:GEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,2) 

EGN'R-265 C Progrnmming (3,0) 

MATII-310 Diffen::ntlal Equations (3,0) 

I'BYS-232 Applied Phyrucs for Engincus and SCICllUSts n (3.2) 

HtUllallities Elective (3,0) 

16 

4 

3 
3 

4 

16 17 

Junlor Yeor - Fall Semester J/Ulicr Year - Spring Semester 

'EGl!:E-310 Network Analysis (4,0) 

EGEE-:no Electronic Devices (3,3) 

!l:GNR-340 Advanced Numerical Apps for Engineers (O)} 

EGNR-:'I >4 15 Probability and Statistics LIIb for Engineers (0,1) 

MA'rB-308 Probability and Mathematical Statistics (3,0) 

COlllllluniclIUon Elective (3.0) 

Senior Year - FolJ Ssm eater 

IEGEE-330 E1CdIO-Mcclwrieal Sy"tcms (3,2) 

EGN'R-491 Engineering Design ProJcct r (2.3) 

EGRS-450 ControlS~(3) 

ConcentmtionITcchniClll Electi\lc I Engineering Option 

4 
4 

3 

16 

4 

3 
4 

IS 

'l!;GEE-34S Fundamentcls of Engineeril1& EJectromaglle!ios (3,0) 3 

EGEE-475 Power Electronics (3,3) 4 

EGZM-22.0 SllItics (3,0) 3 

Culll.lr1>l Oiversity Bloc!;,,;:: (3,0) :J 

Concc:ntmtiouITechnical Elective I Engineering Oprit>11 4. 

17 

Senwr 

EGNR-495 Engineering Design Project II (1,6) 3 
Humanities Elective (3 or -4 cr) 4 
Cance!ltmtionlT echaical Elective I Engineering Option 4 
ConCe!ltmtiouITc:cbolcal Elective / EnginCl..:ring Opuon 

14 

Ii:GME-225 or higher 
EGIi:T-31Q 

MA!rli-215 Of higher 

EGRS-3!!S Robotic~ Engineering (3.3) EGN1I.-261 EnL"fgy Systems (3.0) 
'ZGNB.-361 Energy SYSt=s Lab (0,3) 
'EGEE-411 Power DistributiOD IX Trans (3,0) 
t"EGN:R-362 Vehicle Energy Sy!V!ms (2)) 

-EGME-331 Thrnnodyoamics (4,0) 

Any cour:;e from c<ll'lcentmtioos 

ZGR.S-430 Sys Integration and Machine Vision (3.3) 

EGRS-435 Automated Manufucturillg Systems (2,3) 

Gc:ncrnl Technical Elective 

'EGEE-320 Digiml Design (3)) 

'EGEE- 355 Microc.ootroller S),!,lems (3,3) 

'EGEB-425 Digital Signal Proc~sing (2,2) 
Genl:fl\l Tl;chnical EJe<:tive 

"= mu:s! lake one of !he two 
Genern1 Technical EIIXtive 
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Electrical Engineering 

Core Courses 

See reverse side for 
details about the 
available degree 
concentrations. 

Course 
Se~sltlf(CtedIJ 

Pre I Co-requisite 
.......................... 

P re-requ isite 
(0- or better required) ,. 
Pre-re qu isite 
(C Or better required) ) 

Courses that are balded 
and underlined, such as 
EGEE21 Q, requ ire a 
grade of C or better to 
graduate. 

This chart assumes you 
have the required 
prerequisites or tested 
into MATH151 Calculus. 

Revised: 13NOV18 

I

e HEM 115 1 ...I PHVS231 L . ..J PHYS232 \ r........ EGEM220 I--If-----, 
EYert (6) 'I F8'lI4J r 7J Sp~ng (4J --:- eve/)' (3) 

· ' . · . · . · . :------ .......... --.--. "'._ ................ _---_. ~, .. --.: 
..... 

~ J, r·"·· .... ~j; ........ ·····1 I, ~ 

1 
MATH161 ~L.liI MATHl62 .~~ 1. MATH251 j IMAnt: 310 I I MATH3081 EGEE345. ·"1EGRS460 1 

~ert (4] f""'7I Every t4] E'lCrt (4J every (JJ Filii 131 OdctSp11'Q (41: Fal1(4) t 

L--~_...J • . . . , ~ ~ : : : ! ... _______ , ........ __ .. 1_. ____ .... _ •• _ .. __ ...... __ ... ~ .. ____ e ... 

: t. __ ~ _____ ~ .............. .. ...... __ ... : : 

: 1': : 
: :: : 
: .!.: 
: - ...... ...:.. 
• I A ~ ~ ............ _ r-~. 1 . 

J. ' . I _ : ' .... 

Ir-E-G-N-R-1-01-'1 EGNR140 ILH EGEe;~ 1 .J EGEn,O Ll ..J EGEE330 1 I !;.GNR346 1 EGEE310 1 
FalI(21 Every (2) II F8I1(41 1 EYery 14J r: "1 Odd Fal (4) Sp~ng 111 ~en Fall (4l 

---, I ~ ± ~ ~ 1c j- i I 
.... :' , "" , 

I {- : I 
," ~: • • • • 

' l 

'----~ .. ~~ EGEE125 l ..J ~GEE250 I - ~~ EGEE370 ~ttlr-E---'GL-E-E-47-5--' I EGNR491 LH IEGNR495j 
r Sp~ng (4)1 1 Fall (4) _ .'1 Fall (~I 1 1'1 Spdng (4) , Fell (:I] I Spdng (3J 

I "' .... l' I t 

••• EGNR340 l. . . _. ,Z........... 1 i ec:hnk:al 
• -~ EVely Il] r I IElective 

I 

I ~ i eGNB265 '. '.0000 00.: Technical 1 Technical 1 I lliec:hnical 
every (3] Elective Elective I IElective 

1 ENF~I~10 ~~ IE~p~;~1 1 I H:e~~ I 1 C<rnsme::uon 1 I 

I 

1 
Sod'" Science 1 Sooel Selercal , ;i~tv~1 1 H .... Mroes 

Eledlve Elect!ve 8 O'cIi~ Y EleCII>'ll 
e W I 

Fall - 1 Spring -1 Fall- 2 Spring - 2 Fall - 3 Spring, - 3 Fall - 4 Spring - 4 
Freshman Freshman Sophomore Soph.omore Junior Junlar Senior Senior 

- --
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Elactrlca I Engineerfng 

Technical Electives 

Cou~ 
Semeoler [Coedil} 

Pre I Co-requisite ..... ~ . .... --..... --.- .. ~ 

P re·re qu isite 
(0- or better required) 

~ 

Pre·requ Isite 
(C or better required) '" , 
Courses that are balded 
and undertined, such as 
EGEE21 D, require a 
grade of C ar better to 
graduate. 

Technical Electiye List 
EGEE320 or higher 
EGEM320 
EGME225 or higher 
EGET310 
EGRS365 
EGRS461 
MATH215 or higher 
Any COLXse from concentrations 

- I EGNR140 I 
8/6", (21 

I EGr-IBZ85 
8ie1Y{31 ~-------- ••••••••••••• - __ • ____ •••• , , , 

J.. 
1-I MATH251 · E"",,,, 141 · · · , , , -- ........ ---I MATHl52 ~ 

E,ery 141 

I I I I EGEE21D 
evcIY14) ~ 

-

l MATH 1 02 t 
8/t,1Y (~I 

~ I MATH131 ~ 

Evory (3) 

I -
~ CHEM115}--

evelY (5) 

I PHYS231 ~ 
Fili i (4) I 

I EGEE28Q I 
Fall (4) 

I EGEE12.61 
Sp~"9(41 

~ EGEE250 
FIIII14J r-

Robotics & Automation Concentration (13 cr) 

H lBS4JO 
! 

Technical I ~ E.gBS~1Hi J- I EGB~iIi Electtve Spring 141 Filii [4) Spong 131 

t l ! t 
I 

Sustainable Energy Concentration (13 Cfi) 

--_ ... ---_ ........ ---.-... -- ..... ~ --.-----.-.------ , 
l 
.. _l 

-...j.r:Gr-.lB2&:1 _ I I Technical Lr ellEE!11 
filii (31 : Elective . ElItln S (:flng (4) , r · r Se~ lCru_' I • • , -i, EGNB362 ' I · , ..&.. , 

.L , 
~--- ---l L rft Eve" Sprlrg 141 I I ____________ •• ___ 

rtf ~1iIf~lIl I t:igL':U~31ij I 
, OddFo' (11 I SpdnS1l4j I 

j- ~---

Digital] Systems Concentration (13 cr) 

:y 

--'" EGEE320 I L 1" EQEE~2& I Technical I I EGEt:i3SD 
TIll e.oe" Fall (4) OddSpr1ng (3] ElectNe E""" Spring (4] 

I 

~ i 

General C.oncB.ntration (13 cr) 

Technical I 
Elective 

~ Technical 
Elective 

I Technical] 
E1ec11ve 

I Technical 
Elective 

Fall- 3 Spri. - 3 Fall-4 Spring -4 
Junior Junior Senior Senior 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 
narratives does not need to be electronica Ily added to this Program Review form . One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided . 

Send email with supporting documentation to; TRACDAT(@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean . 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Senior Project Posters 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides example(s) of projects involving students in this major. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 

I 

I 
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Project Summary 
Team KUKA Roboline Upgrade (lffiU) has 
implemented a third )<UKA robot to the pre· 
existing two-robot KUKA workcell in LSSU's 
Robotics Lab. In addition to updating the 
workcelJ's contruls, vision, and safety systems, 
Team KRU Installed a rotary Index tab le used to 
transport work pieces between two robots, a 
worktable, and end-of-arm tooling for the third 
robot. Team KRU also updated all 
documentation for the workcell and created two 

new lab exercises. fln3IJy, a synchtlJnized 
robotics mOlion project and a robotic deburring 
project were completed to demonstr.lte the 
capabilitIes of this workcell. 

The KUKARobotics Workcell 

The fully completed robotiC'S work.ell hOw contains: 

-3 KUKA KRS R1100 robots 

· II rotary index table and a linear conveyor system 

· Multiple end-of·arm tooling for the each robot 

· Automatic lool<bange capability 

- £lhcrnct/IP commlWlcations 

- 3 Cognex vision sYSlcms 

· Allen Bradley Pl-C [Programmable Logic 
Controller) wllh HMI (Human Machlne Jntcrfacel 

- 3 new computer stadon3 

- Safety system with a SICK area Sc.1nner and 2 
Keyence light curtains (sbown belOW) 

.-.. - '-{1 lv 

Senior Projects 2017·2018 

Faculty AdVisor 
lim Oev::lprasad 

Team KUKA Robollne Upgrade 
Jordan Dasuql (ail Undsey Palot (ME) 
jake Grover (MfgP'TJ Andrew Purct:ll(BE) 
K("Vin Krieg (ME) Ben Woods (MfsET) 

Industria] Contacts 
Eric Becks 

Ron 8ergam(n 

Vision System 

Team f<RU installed a COgIlex 
7802 vision system for each of the 
three robots.. The vision system 
includes several advanced 
capabUitles such as au to focus, 
Integrated lighting and on-board 
processing. An image of the 
camera can be seen below. 

• 

Project Benefits 
The main project benefits are: 

1) Addition of a new robotics 
platform to LSSU's Robotics Lab 

2) Puture LSSU engineering 
students can get Lab experience 
on ({U(<A robots and Cognex 
vision software 

3) New project demonstrations 
created to highlight LSSU 
Robotics capabilities to visitors 

4) New platform for future senior 
and research projects 

5) EXperience for Team KRU 
members on robotics system 
integration. 

Synchronized Robotic Motion 
Team KRU developed a pislIO demonstration using 
Autndesk's Maya software in conjunction with the 
Monle sofiw3re plugin and KUKA's BnterllllnTech 
S()rtwaJ'e. MaY" is a 3D compu!J!r animation 
soltw:lre th~1 USc'S time-based programming and 
has been used exlenslvely in the production of 
films and video games. The Mimic plUgiD allows 
for time-based animlltlon or KUI<J\ RobotS. Mimic 
then e><ports data as a program file whicll can be 
execu!J!d using 1(IJKA's £"~rtainTech su('tw"rc 
package. These t~chno(ogJes allowed the three 
robots to play two pianos In sync. Jln Image of the 
robots playing the pIanos Is shown below. 

Robotic Deburrlng 
Team KRU developed a demons0"3don that 
simulates the deburrlll!l process of mar1ne boat 
pl'Qpellcrs. The process utilizes a dcburring 1001 
manufactured by AT!. The RoboTeam softwnre 
package was USIM to traverse tile complicated 
geometry of the propeller blades. RcboTeam has 
many features Including program and modon 
synchronlzatlon, collisioll ~voldancc, and 
operauon of multiple robots (rom" Single 
SmartPAO, All Image ofrhc rohoes performing the 
dehumng sequence can be seen below. 

Project Made Possible By: 

KUKA hSJ(JldIJ 

n LAKE SUPERIOR COGNEX 
U :f1' ·IT r UN I V [ R S 1 T Y 

TEXTRON ~VIATION 
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Project Contributors 

~SI\C. 
FAs1ENAL~ 

What is a Collaborative Robot? 

-·lnl.I,. 

11 .. t:1110 

11II'el'I:.l1 

ITo •• 'f"'" 

• I!J . 
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R'im Quality' Inspection via Vision 
Senior Project 2016-:17 

Team Members: 
Henry Palmer 
Lee Archer 
Audrianna Anderson 
Tyler Fontana 
Christopher Kyro 
Jennifer Fredericks 

Faculty Advisor: 
David McDonald 

GUllnterface: 

CE 
ME 
MET 
ME 
ME 
EE 

The picture below shows the user interface of the vision system. 
Here, users can set up and run tests on automotive rims. The user 
can acquire an Image of the rim via a camera, run a live feed from 
the camera, load a previous test image, reference an ideal image, 
and run the vision algorithm. The GUI will display the results of the 
t.est. 

Team Wheel Inspection Systems (WIS)' was 
tasked with researching and developing a system 
to automate the inspection of automotive rims 
using an industrial grade camera ,and machine 
vision software. 

System Design: 
The pic.tures to the right show Team 
WIS's shroud. The shroud Is a chamber 
deslgn'ed to blpck outside light and to 
s.catter light inside the shroud. High
iritensity~bar lights, a high resolution 
camera, and ~ rim are mounted in the 
shrpud. This sy~t~m allows fara 
controlled t~stlng area of vision 
algorithms on .automotive rims 

Project Result: 

The team researched the effect of different 
lightIng J)ositions and intensities on the surface 
of the rims. Based on the res.earch, the team 
was abJe to create an algorithm using a visions 
,system that could insflect automotive rims. 

Sponsored By: 

Industrial Contact: 
Mark Compton 

Esys Automation is a robotics Integration 
company located in Auburn Hills, 
Michigan. The company was established in 
1999, and it specializes In turnkey 
automation for the au.tometfve industry. 
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Project Description 

Team lake State Automation has been s!,onlored by Macn.ch On-site 
Machining Solutions to deSign, build, and automate a prototype CNC milling 
machine. ihe proiect came about due to the desire for Increased flexibility 
and functlon.llty of the evrrent machine. The project entails an upgrado on 
an existing gantry mill which was onginally manually operated. This 
IlliIchone is designed to war\< In a Wide range of applications from 5hip 
maintenance to bridge building. It may be mounted and operated while in 
any orientation, and is completely mobile. 

The prototype machine features increased speed, 3 <;t"u racy .fld 
repeatability. New Fanuc hardware has allowed the machine to be operJted 
by software which may be created ofl-site. Automation of the machine h.s 
greatly increased irs capabilities and reduced human labor. The prototype 
design of the CNC milling machine is intended to be repllC<Jted bV Macte<:h 
On-site Machining Solutions in the future Team laKe State Automatton has 
undeffilken this prole<:t (adng a fixed buuget and a need to collaborate with 
mu I tiple ven do rs. 

Fanuc Controls 

HI LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Team Members: 
Kyle McKeachnte (Mechanical Engineer) 
Matthew Simon (Mechanical Engineer) 
Justin Laeereren (Manufacturing Engineering Tech.) 
Daniel Baker (Manufacturing Engineering Tech.) 
Phillip Coullard (Electrical Engineer) 
Grace Morse (Electrical Engineer) 

Faculty Advisors; 
Professor David Leach 
Professor Jon Coullard 

Industrial Contacts (Mactech); 
Mr. Joel Wrttenbraker 
Mr. Chad Peterson 

Mactech On-Site Machining Solutions 
Mactedl was founded III 1974 In order fO prov(d~ po .. abl~ stress 
relieving solutions. The c.ompany expanded In 19S~ In order to provide 
portable rn~ine tools and on-site 5ervkes. Mactech Is a world Ie_de 
In the production of port_ole milChining and heat trea(Ine equipment. 

!iiliii!fi.!ii!ii!!l¥·"" £'11: 

2016 - 2017 CNC Gantry Mill 

iPendant User Interface 

User friendly operation 

• Touch screen interface 

Operate machine from more than 

30 feet away 

Easily load G&M code programs 

via USB 

• Manual and automatic operation 

CNC Gantry Mill 

FANUC 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: B.S. Mechanical Engineering 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results ." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

All program outcomes are publicly posted at: htto~j/www.lssu. edu/school-of-enqjneerin q-and

technoloqv!accreditation -outcome-reportinq/ 

Refer to Sections 3 (Student Outcomes) and 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Mechanical 

Engineering ABET Self-Study Report Alsol refer to the 4-column report from Summer 2018. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

Refer to Section 4 (Continuous Improvement) of the Mechanical Engineering ABET Self-Study 

Report. 

Quality, Resources and Support fCC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

Program-level outcomes are Student Outcomes A-K specified by ABET. Refer to Sections 3 

(Student Outcomes) and 5 (Curriculum) of the Mechanical Engineering ABET Self-Study Report. A degree 

audit is 0/50 attached. 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile [DQP) is suggested as a resource for answering the questions about what 

students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

http:// degreepro fi I e .org/w p-co n ten t/ u ploa ds / 20 17/03/D Qp-gri d-dow n load -refe r en ce-poi n ts-F INA l. pdf 
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Intellectual Inquiry (CC 

16. Explain what program to students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills to the 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Refer to 6 (Major Experience) of Computer Engineering Report; 

this section is written that it is applicable to all SET bachelor's degrees. Binders with the 

Project work can be found in CAS203 cabinets in the cabinet from the right on the 

north wall. 
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n LA E SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu .edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document TItle (If attached) or ABET ME Report - Final 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: ME-related reports (multiple questions) 

Briefly summarize the content of This file contains the self-study report for the ABET ETAC Fall 2018 
the file and its value as evidence visit, Including a variety of Information that is useful for the 
supporting program review: assessment of the ME program. 
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ABET 
Self-Study Report 

for the 

Mechanical ngineering Program 

at 

Lake Superior State University 

Sault Ste Marie, Michigan, USA 

June 29, 2018 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The infonnation supplied in this Report is confidential use of ABET 
and its authorized agents, and will not be disclosed without authorization of the 
institution except summary data not identifiable to a specific mstltutlC)TI. 
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Program L'r"'II-1J 

for 
EAC 

Report 

Reaccreditation of Mechanical Engineering at 
Superior State University, Ste Marie, MI, USA 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. Contact Information 

tllHletnwa PhD 

B. Program History 
u .. v",u,..,'U.Lv", .. Engineering program is administered by the Department of Mechanical 

which is part of the School of Technology. A brief historical 
background the University. the School, program follows. 

Lake University 

of return:i.ng World War II veterans 
Upper Peninsula of "A"'A~!:>~' 

to provide opportunities to the 
State University was 

V.l.Ll5.I.L"""":I .Lv ...... u .... ,"" as a branch of Michigan u......""" (MTIJ) in ] 946. The ... ""''''''' ...... 
MTU in 1969 and was 

status was CJ'1"Q?,fP'l'l 

Superior State College. 
u........,,,~ Lake Superior State 

(LSSU). 

""a,A.u,",,,. 4-year public institution the state or Michigan. 
"' .... UvIVI i"I .. ,.,.,. ... , .. " (Bachelor of in forty-nine areas~ and 

twenty-four areas. The 2017 academic year was 
00 students head count (or about 1,900 equivalent), of which 88% 

were state Michigan and 7% were from the province of Ontario. The number of fuH-
time faculty the 2017 -2 018 academic year was 97. is accredited by the Higher 
Learning '-'U.L1llll1"'.;)lU1.1 of the North Central Association Colleges and Schools. 

School of Engineering and Technology 

After from MTU in 1969, .;) .... l"-'ll'_'" degrees in ~ngrneermg 
evc::ntu.al1} introduced. .I.v ....... "ll<lWJ.v<.U ~Inguleel:mg Technology (MET) 
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program was introduced 1977, the '-'-'.Lf;"'~""''''''.L.<J.!; Technology (EET) program was 
introduced 1981, and Manufacturing Technology (MfgET) program was 

v ........ '"'" received continuous ABET introduced in 1987. The EET and MET 
accreditation until their discontinuation in 1999. 

In 1 the engineering technology faculty and constituents (alum.ni., employers 
Industrial Advisory three technology 

reached the MET in favor 
degrees. decision was based 

on serving a audience of Michigan's industry and public and on from alumni. 
In 2000, a Computer Engineering degree was 

The School of Engineering and Technology now offers Bachelor Science 
Computer Engineering, Engineering. Mechanical Engineering, Electrical ....... .1,.1.,&'-' .... "''' ..... 5 

Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology. School Of .... u,l".aL ....... ~ll.lF. 
developed a for graduates and for ability to provide an 

education the area of With to that, will 
offering a new Bachelor Science Fal12018, which 
was formally approved this summer. 

Mechanical Engineering Program 

MET degree program to an degree was createcl 1995 and 
plan began in 1996. Beginning with the 1996 academic no MET 

freshmen were admitted only ME were admitted. In years (sophomore, 
JUnlor, new curriculum was put into as the MET was 
IJJ..J.<oIO"""" out By 1999, the completed ME program was place, rust graduates of 

new ME program occurred in the 2000 academic year. During the conversion 
nroces:s. the Department of Mechanical Engineering was formed. 

Initial accreditation of the Mechanical Engineering program occurred 
creCllU:l.tlcm was 2007, and most recently 2013, effective 

2019. 

...... ue""'.!;'...,'" to the department program, 
2012, include the following: 

1. faculty composition turnover: 
a. Herescu Janjua 13) 
b. replaced Duesing (S' 14) 
c. replaced (F'14) 
d. Sodhi departed left vacant) l4) 
e. Sinha filled vacant position (8! 15) 
f. Zarepoor replaced Sinha 16) 

Coullard (lab departed 17) 
filled lab position ' 17) 

2013, count in (appears 
3 to 4 (2 lab 2 hours lecture 

weekly). 

2000, and subsequently 
September 30, 

the last visit in Fall 

lecture, 
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3. Increased, Spring 2013, credit count in EGNR450 from 2 cr to 4 cr, and in EGNR451 
from 2 to 3 cr (these courses appear in the Cooperative Project alternative of the Senior 
Sequence block). 

4. Added, Fall 2013, EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T (3 cr) as an elective within 
the Robotics & Automation concentration, i.e., as a 4th alternative in an elective slot from 
which there had already been 3 choices (EGNR31 0, EGEE280, EGME31 0 - this last now 
called EGMT216). At the same time, made EGME240 required in the ME-General, 
where it had been a choice between EGME240 and EGRS365. 

5. Combined, Spring 2014, the two fluid mechanics courses EGME338 (2 cr) and 
EGME339 (1 cr) into a single course EGME338 (3 cr), with the same prerequisites 
(Calculus ill and Differential Equations) as for EGME339 previously, plus EGEM220 
Statics as an additional prerequisite. The course had previously been divided to permit 
technology students to take the fust part (EGl'vffi338 for the first 9 weeks), with lower 
Math prerequisites. However, this was found to overly condense, for the ME students, 
into the last 5 weeks (EGlVtE339), the more mathematically-intensive material, to their 
detriment. 

6. Increased credit count, Fal120l6, ofEGME432 Thermal-Fluids Lab, adding a I-hour 
lecture per week to the 3 hours of lab. The lecture hour permits instruction on statistical 
error analysis in experimentation, and also accommodates the pre-discussion preceding 
labs which had, previously, taken away lab time. Finally, it accommodates some amount 
of group oral presentations summarizing lab results and conclusions. 

7. Added, effective Fall 2018, a recitation to EGME33 8 Fluid Mechanics. 
8. Replaced, effective Fall 2018, EGNR362 Vehicle Energy Systems (3 cr) in the Vehicle 

Systems concentration with a choice of either EG:tv1E442 Finite Element Analysis (3 cr) 
or EGRS461 Design ofeontro! Systems (4 cr). 

9. Replaced the four "program outcome objectives" (employability, societal awareness, 
professionalism, and fundamental technical skills), as described in the 2012 self-study, 
with the eleven Student Outcomes A - K, exactly corresponding to the ABET student 
outcomes. 

10. Split, Spring 2014, the third Program Educational Objective into two (now the third and 
fourth). The third concerns professional growth and development and the fourth 
concerns societally-beneficial activity (see ch. 3 for complete statements). 

C. Concentrations 

The Mechanical Engineering program may be completed, following any of the foHowing 
technical elective concentrations: 

1) ME-General: Assembly Modeling and GD&T (EGME240), plus 14 credits of other 
eligible technical elective courses, of which 5 credits must be at the 400-1evel. Eligible 
are all those courses listed for the other two named concentrations (see below), as well as 
the courses EGNR261 Energy Systems & Sustainability and EGNR361 Energy Systems & 
Sustainability Lab. In the interest of this being the most flexible possible route, but not 
sacrificing rigor, the ME Coordinator is also willing to entertain proposals to substitute 
400-1evel Mathematics or other Engineering courses, upon request of the student and 
advisor, where a coherent theme to the combined set of technical electives can thereby be 
pursued. 
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2) Robotics & Automation Concentration: Programmable Logic Controllers (EGRS365), 
Robotics Engineering (EGRS385), Systems Integration & Machine Vision (EGRS430), 
Automated Manufacturing Systems (EGRS435) and one oftbe following: Quality 
Engineering (EGNR31 0) or CAM with CNC Applications (EOME312) or Signal 
Processing (EGEE280) or Assembly Modeling and GD&T (EGME240). 

3) Vehicle Systems Concentration: Assembly Modelling and GD&T (EGME240), Signal 
Processing (EOEE280), Vehicle Development & Testing (EGME3l 0), Vehicle Dynamics 
(EGME415), Vibrations & Noise Control (EGME425), and one of the following: Finite 
Element Analysis (EGME442) or Design of Control Systems (EGRS461). 

D. Program Delivery Modes 
Courses in the Mechanical Engineering program are offered during daytime and evening hours, 
of regular weekdays only, and using a traditionallecturellaboratory format (the vast majority of 
it is unavailable at off-campus sites, or through web-based or distance education avenues; 
presently, only General Education courses are available on-line). A small cooperative education 
component can be used, at the student's option, however, to satisfy a portion of the senior 
capstone course; that, of course, largely takes place at an employer site. 

E. Program Locations 

The program is available, exclusively, at the main campus of Lake Superior State University, in 
SauJt Ste Marie, Michigan. 

F. Public Disclosure 

For the Mechanical Engineering program, the Program Education Objectives (PEOs), Student 
Outcomes (SOs), annual student enrolhnent and graduation data is available at the URL 

https:l/www .lssu. edulschool-of-engineering-and -technolo gy/ sccredi tation-outcome-re porting! 

G. Deficiencies, Weaknesses or Concerns from Previous Evaluation(s) 
and the Actions Taken to Address Them 

The ABET final statement subsequent to the visit of Fall 2012 resulted in the following findings 
remaining unresolved: 

"Criterion 8. Institutional Support This criterion requires that the resources available to the 
program be sufficient to attract, retain and provide for the continued professional development of 
a qualified faculty. The program faculty members have very high teaching loads with inadequate 
opportunities for professional development. Additionally, there is a lack of opportunity for 
teaching and/or research during the Summer that would address the need for professional 
development. Since 2005, there have been several successive faculty departures and new hires in 
the thermofluids area of the program, with the fifth new faculty member being hired in the Fall 
2012. This significant turnover in faculty has contributed to the lack of systematic maintenance 
of the thennofluids laboratory. The program lacks strength of compliance with this criterion 
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because there do not appear to be adequate resources available to attract and retain faculty 
members and provide for their professional development. 

• Due Process Response: The EAC acknowledges receipt of documentation showing that the 
LSSU Board of Trustees approved a proposal for additional funding for faculty to attend 
workshops/conferences and provide Summer stipends for scholarly endeavors to help ensure 
that the faculty has adequate opportunities for professional development. However, additional 
professional development funding alone might not be enough to retain qualified faculty. 

• The weakness is now cited as a concern." 

The 3D-day response from LSSU to ABET was more detailed than as paraphrased above, 
concerning the promised PD/stipend support, reading: 

"Specifically, LSSU Engineering program fees will be raised from $60/semester to $70/semester, 
with 75% of these program fees being returned to Engineering versus the current 50% return. These 
modifications to the Engineering program fees scheme will generate "'$52,OOO/yr to be used for 
professiona I development activities (~$21,OOO/yr) and summer stipends (~$2S,000jyr). A small 
portion of the generated fu nds (~$6,OOOjyr) will be used to reim bu rse the lSSU Genera I Fund for 
Engineering Program Coordinators being at two release hou rs per semester versus the sta ndard one 
release hour. This increase of course load release will provide additional time to complete 
administrative duties, particularly those related to maintaining ABET accreditation. (1 extra 
hour/coordinator J( 3 coordinators/semester x 2 semesters/yr x $a90/hour = ~$6,OOO/yr). 

"With ten faculty distributed amongst the three accredited engineering programs at lSSU, the new 
funds will provide "'$5,OOO/yr per faculty member for profeSSional development and scholarship." 

Developments Since 2012 Visit: 
Since the 2012 visit, faculty and stafftumover in ME (from 4 total faculty positions, and 1 lab 
engineer position) has continued as follows: 

a. Herescu replaced J anjua (F' 13) 
b. Leach replaced Duesing (S' 14) 
c. Mahmud replaced Herescu (F' 14) 
d. Sodhi departed (position left vacant) (F' 14) 
e. Sinha filled vacant position (S' 15) 
f. Zarepoor replaced Sinha (F' 16) 
g. Coullard (Lab engr) departed (position left vacant) (F' (7) 
h. Huff filled vacant lab engr position (Summer' 17) 

The ABET finding cites high faculty loads and lack of professional development opportunities as 
background to the turnover problem. The latter will be discussed in terms of the PD funding 
program that sought to address it, below. Concerning the fonner, faculty load, see section 6.B of 
this report, in which it is noted that high loads have continued (and are, in fact, higher now than 6 
years ago). 

The latter circumstance, lack of professional development opportunities, may best be discussed 
in terms of the status of the action plan to which reference was made in the fInal statement from 
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2012. The funding history of that professional development ("PD") and stipend program, cited 
in the due process response as a mechanism to abate the turnover problem., is provided in Table 
0-1, below. 

Table 0-1: Funding History of Prof. Develop't / Stipend Funding Promised to ABET in 
Response to 2012 Criterion 8 Weakness. 

Activity Code EPDSR Engineering Professional Development Summer Research 
Fiscal Year 

Acct 2017-
Code Description 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 18* 

Compensation 

6170 Salary 19,486.00 32,637.00 

6710 FICA 1,467.08 2,467.19 

6722 TlAA Retirement 2,338.32 3,916.44 

subtotal 23 ,291.40 39,020.63 - - -
Supplies and expenses 

7002 Reference Books - 670.61 179.92 - -

7020 Supplies 576.35 - 255.47 57.25 -

7061 Software Licenses 2,994.00 - - - -

7070 Non-capital Equipment 6,146.56 - - 87.49 -

7340 Memberships - - 99.00 - -

subtotal 9,716.91 670.61 534.39 144.74 -
Travel, conference fees 

7101 Travel In State - - - 502.58 227.60 

7102 Travel Out of State - - 480.70 1,386.15 2,032.60 

7112 Conferences 1,150.00 - 2,000.00 400.00 4,290.00 

7365 Professional Development - 1,928.50 5,447.00 2,620.00 -

subtotal 1 150.00 1,928.50 7,927.70 4908,73 6,550.20 

Grand totals 34,158.31 41,619.74 8,462.09 5.053.47 6,550.20 

"as of6A 15-18 Banner query 
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As the table shows, the program was substantially active for the first two years at levels only 
somewhat short of the commitment, after which the program declined dramatically. as explained 
below. The maximum annual funding peaked at about 80% of the promised ($52 k) figure, 
during the 2nd year only, the 1st year being somewhat close as wen, at about two-thirds of the 
promised level. Most faculty in SET (School ofEngrg & Teehn) participated during that time, 
and stipends were granted on the order of a few thousand dollars per recipient, as well as 
reimbursements of various other PD-:related expenses. 

Thereafter, the Dean stipulated new eligibility requirements for participation, namely that there 
should be direct student benefits from any approved activity, but that there should not be a direct 
connection to any specific course. This change ruled out the faculty specialty-area research 
projects (whereas faculty, widely in academia, would tend to understand the "scholarly 
endeavors" of the 2012 due process response to include individual faculty research within 
specialization areas, and not of necessity implying student participation), effectively confining 
the awards to pedagogy-type research and degree-advancement (tuition/travel/fees expenses 
towards an MS degree); it also ruled out any of the lab-upgrade types of projects, as those were 
regarded as tied to specific courses. It has generally proven too difficult to fmd projects that fall 
between these two limitations, explaining the lack ofprojects (and therefore the lack offuncling) 
since, as can be seen in the far lower funding totals for the last 3 years. 

Furthermore, the CFO, at the same time (after 2 years) and since, disallowed any use of the 
funding for stipends or pay of any kind (even though stipends were part of the language of the 
original commitment), which has made participation significantly less attractive for faculty to 
pursue, even if projects could somehow be found that fit the now very narrow definition of 
eligibility. Accordingly, the program has remained largely inactive, with little to no participation 
in recent years, and funding at levels wen below the $52k promised. 

Returning, finally, to the EAC statement, it notes "Additionally, there is a lack of opportunity for 
teaching andlor research during the Summer ... ". As the research aspects have already been 
addressed, so it remains to describe the situation concerning teaching opportun.ities. The only 
"coursework" offered in Engineering for most Summers has been the Coop-program, with 
between 1 and 3 students enrolled per Summer (for which there is only a slight facility 
involvement at a distance). There has been no Engineering classroom-type coillsework to be 
taught by the faculty, however. In Technology, two Summer courses (EGRS382 and EGRS482) 
were offered in 2014, taught by the same faculty member to only 2 students (pay prorated 
accordingly), and one Technology course in Sununer 2016 (EGRS381) for only 3 students (same 
faculty member again). In summary, summertime instruction has been an extremely marginal 
phenomenon, and it can therefore still be said that Summer teaching opportunities, practically, do 
not exist. 
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GENERAL CRITERIA 

CRITERION 1. STU NTS 

A. Student Admissions 

Mechanical program are adequately to 
ACT/SAT score of aU enrolled 

below in Table 2015, the state 
scores, instead ACT scores as previously, as a 

juniors to take. change took Spring 6, for which 
reason both ACT and scores are provided. As a comparison, average ACT/SAT score 
of all students enrolled in any program at LSSU is also shown in Table 

Table 1-1: ACT/SAT Scores of ME Students Academic Year 

ACT Scores of 

2012-2013 
2013-2014 
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 
2017-2018 

1. into 

24.95 
23.65 
25.21 
25.1 I 
25.23 
23.00 

SA T Scores of 

1165 
1085 
1080 
1010 
1170 
1 J 05 

2. into MATH1ll (College 
minimum score of 23 or a Math LU .. UA.A..lU 

ACT Scores of SAT Scores of 

22.4 
22.3 
22.2 
22.2 
22.6 
22.5 

1034 
1076 
971 
1012 
1093 
1092 

or 29 quarter hours) or less 
policy applies to Those 

f'l'\l'1"''''''U''''''V are considered to be 

or higher. Currently an 
score of 540. 

Math 
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Applicants not meeting the above criteria but meeting admission requirements for the University 
will be admitted into AS-General Studies-Engineering major, essentially a place-holder major for 
those aspiring to Engineering, but not yet qualified to take most early courses in the program; 
these students receive advising from a liberal arts advisor, as most of their course selections are 
General Education, so long as they remain in this major. 

A.2 Transfer from AS-General Studies-Engineering to Mechanical Engineering (If 
Necessary) 

In order for a first-time-in-college freshman who is in the AS-General Studies-Engineering major 
(see above) to move into the Mechanical Engineering program, that student must make good 
academic progress and be prepared to enter Calculus I (MATHI5l). Specifically, to be admitted 
to the program, the student must attain a C or better in College Algebra (MATHlll) and a C or 
better in College Trigonometry (MA THl31) and earn an overall GPA of 2.0. 

B. Evaluating Student Performance 

Student perfOlmance in a course is evaluated by the course instructor, who assigns, at the 
completion of the course, a grade on an A-F scale, where F is a failing grade. There are no 
courses in the Mechanical Engineering program graded on a pass-fail basis. The GPA is 
monitored by the University on a semesterly basis in order to insure the student is in good 
academic standing. 

B.l Grading 

Pursuant to concepts of academic freedom, which are affirmed by the faculty-LSSU collective 
bargaining agreement, attached as appendix N, the School of Engineenng and Technology (SET) 
does not mandate any methodology by which instructors are to arrive at grades, nor any 
distribution of grades, etc. Instead, grading policies are left to the judgment of the individual 
faculty member; the assurance of quality and consistency in grading is therefore not directly by 
virtue of common policies, but rather indirectly by virtue of the care taken in the process of 
making faculty apJXlintments to ensure that the faculty candidate has a mastery of hislher field 
and is a person of judgment. (Refer to CRITERION 6: Faculty (Section 6) for discussion of this 
process). Moreover, the Dean prepares perfonnance evaluations of faculty members, as 
discussed in Section 6, and issues offaimess and accuracy of grades could be addressed, and 
feedback given, if necessary. 

The student can appeal to the instructor of a course for a grade change, but the instructor's grade 
cannot be overruled by the Dean, Provost, or even President. 

B.2 Monitoring of Grades 

To satisfy any course requirement in the Mechanical Engineering program, or for a course to 
serve as a prerequisite, the student must obtain a passing grade in that course. Additionally, 
certain fundamental courses (e.g., EGEM220 Statics, the first two Calculus courses, etc.) require 
a grade ofC or better. Furthermore, maintaining an adequate GPA (2.0 or better) is a condition 
for continued enrollment in the program. 

All efforts are made to monitor student performance during, and not merely after, a course in 
order to be in a position to take corrective action, i.e., to encourage better study habits and 
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ap~)rO,acl1les, when are """'£'1'\".,..,. 
apprise a 

Advisor and academic support 
is not perfonning well. IP ASS Plan for 
can an academic intervention in such a scenario. 

I"I"\f1rrmn in particular, 

B.3 Academic Standing 

probation. 
more than 19 

Upon dismissal from 

one " .... '11'-....... 

8.4 Prerequisites 

engineering course 

"''''''''rlp.rnl/'. standing at University, must maintain a 
"",,,_u who does not meet this requirement will be 

is on probation two consecutive semesters or a ,nUU"'l'L 

a ofless 1.6 will be from the 

student must two semesters (Summer may 

re-enrollment or may petition Scholastic 
LllJ.JLllv'Lll<l'v readmission should extenuating circumstances 

Vn1N'\11Inrl a student must have to be "'\.L~'''''''.:>" 
,,, .. ,, ... Tr..,,, that "LI..U..."'ll' 

Registrar'S so that a student will not be to 

a class process without having prerequisites. Additionally. 

grades for the current semester are if a student to satisfy prerequisites 

for an student is automatically notified deregistered the course for 

the method is prerequisite compliance fonn. At the start of 

UOJ.I,",""" a prerequisite compliance each SET course. 

JU'-·a.u .. ,\.! in Appendix K. instructor for course then 

in Fa112017, some (not in LVl.~,""'l.l"H.val 

UI-'J:lCll"_'-' form that not only identifies 

......... ,""'-Vl.l. Two of these new forms are 

VL ........ U.J.J adopt practice 

as well, after 

A 

any case, it is 

" .... ,'''''''u .. '''' to the instructor a course 
when /T"',",,'t, ..... " ...... " ..... ' ... u .. ." 

of a course' s 

taken 

In 

an override in the registration or to override, an override is ".,.<>nr,,'" 

it is up to the student to for the course, Additionally, at the start of the the 

student must complete the prerequisite form. reason for the rnl,r->rrlnF 

yet been recorded on Based on a student not 
prerequisite, may discuss the with the <,,,.,...;<>,n 
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where either the student would prove their understanding of previous topics or the student would 

be dis-enrolled from the course. The new, piloted prerequisite compliance fonns (possibly to be 

adopted in ME in the future) will provide a means and space to record that solution. 

c. Transfer Students and Transfer Courses 

Ideally, a student who plans to transfer into the Mechanical Engineering program at LSSU would 

contact the Coordinator of the program. The Coordinator assists the student in selecting courses 

that transfer directly into the program (specific courses from specific institutions with a previous 

evaluation history), evaluates other courses that potentially could transfer, and processes the 

paperwork necessary to admit the student into the degree program. 

C.I Admission of Transfer Students 

LSSU classifies any applicant as a transfer student, if that student has enrolled in a postsecondary 

institution any time after the Summer following his/her high school graduation. The fonowing 

policy applies to such. 

Official university or college transcript(s) should be sent to the Registrar's Office. The results of 

any advanced placement or aptitude tests taken in high school or coUege should also be sent to 
the Admissions office. 

The academic background of the applicant must demonstrate an ability to meet the requirements 

ofan Engineering program at LSSU. A minimum GPA of2.0 on all college level coursework 

and eligibility to return to the former college are required for admittance into the Mechanical 

Engineering program. Students with grade point averages of less than 2.0 will be admitted. into 
the General Engineering program. 

C.2 Transfer from General Engineering to Mechanical Engineering (If Necessary) 

Students transferring into Mechanical Engineering foHow the same process described previously 
in section A-2. 

C.3 Transfer of Courses 

For repeated courses, the grade for the most recent course will be used. Generally, a Chemistry 

course, English composition courses, a computer course with Ole" as the preferred language, and 

some elective courses in social sciences and humanities transfer into the Engineering programs. 

Mathematics courses in differential and integral calculus, differential equations, probability and 

statistics, along with calculus-based general physics also transfer into the Engineering programs. 

Sophomore Engineering courses may transfer directly into Engineering programs if they have 

similar content and prerequisites as LSSU Engineering courses. The appropriate Coordinator, 

Chair, or Dean, determines if a course is transferable into an Engineering program. Engineering 

program Coordinators will be furnished a copy of the student's transcripts. The Chair or 

Academic Advisor may elect to waive the need for a student to take EGNR 101, "Introduction to 
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Engineering" > 

and who are at 

Substitution & 

has transferred in 200-levelor 

sophomore-level or by credits. This 

policy (attached as appendix F). 

CA MACRAOIMTA Agreement between Michigan Colleges and Universities 

implementation in Prior to the 
MACRAO~~n~t~ra~~emeru. 

urnmc,r 2015, there was a" .... ", ......... 
Since participated fully 

MACRAO tr",nQ!-"_ ..... '"'",."L ... ~ student who had '"'" ...... p,'''' .. , ... 

~" ..... y,~v ... , automatically met all Education requirements, at 

requirements at 

given below. 

case for the MT A. u"",<Llli> of this agreement are 

A minimum of of coursework must be taken at one 

institutions. courses needed to MT A requirements are as follows: 

• One course English composition 

.. A second course in English composition or one course communication 

.. One course 

• courses 

courses 
per10nmallce classes) 

two disciplines) 

arts (from two 

• Two courses in natural sciences including at least one with laboratory experience (from 
two disciplines) 

Additionally, 

the MTA to 

must earn a 
approved. 

grade point of2.0 each of these courses for 

D. Advising and Career Guidance 

academic 

R. 

b. 

c. 

acaoetmc advising is to 

This includes: 

on the 

a timely manner. 

guidance for to succeed 

of courses that should be completed to 

on campus 

LSSU's policies on such as dropping courses, taking an 

their 

as 

courses from institutions, waiving and substituting courses. 

d. ostleruJlg a sense of joint reSl)OnSl towards 
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e, Providing resources 

probation 01' 

students in various 

programs. 

f. Supplying recommendation letters for 

scbool, etc. 

following 
students remain in 

D.l Assignment of Students to Faculty Advisors 

processes such as an extenS.lOD of 

employment, scholarships, graduate 

that 

All students admitted into the Mechanical program are a faculty advisor 

who teaches courses in major. The program Coordinator or the school advises all 

incoming freshmen all transfer students upon (usu. at the The students 

are then re-assigned to a new faculty advisor remainder of their at LSSU. The 

office maintains advisee them outside the School of Engineering 
and Technology may request a of Academic but 

Coordinator of the is responsible of all 

r,..,'··...,'",.-, training as to effectively 

advise their Within the School of Engineering and (SET), new 

faculty members are mentored by other faculty areas of degree 

audits, substitution waiver and advising Additionally, at LSSU 

provides occasional of the evaluations, 

placement to student 

advising. In it has been practice that a new faculty the 

Coordinator for dual advising of freshmen EGNR 101 students on the annual 

Fall freshmen evening (a lab session EGNRIOI course); additional discussion of 

the advising place in the rvrE meetings, to new 
faculty with 

The faculty of their advisees 

Faculty members 
\xf .. H'P,,., documents 

access to the 

students' 

web based Banner academic ... "" .. .,. ....... ,," 

system (Anchor 1"'\.'-'-'''''>;) to review the .. ....,"" ..... ""J...I.L'" of their 

D.2 Faculty Advising 

A srudent and h.islher faculty advisor meet a minimum of once per semester. Furthermore: 

a. The faculty advisor and student review 

requirements and review student 

updated semester. Midtenn 

student's success toward meeting program 

toward the degree. audit sheet is 

courses in progress can also reviewed. 

courses next semester. The 
IS good 

new courses for the next 
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semester. Electronic 

advising, serves as 

c. Both the faculty advisor 

substitutions. 

of an advising hold, preventing 

me:cnBIDsm to ensure that. 

must approve 

to 

course U.1>1n, ... " or 

Work in lieu of Courses 

..... "'.:>J. .... 'JOl regular course work, 
'-'A ..... H"" .. "uvu, Advanced 

of experiences, Dual Departmental 
'-'va .... !','" Level Examination t'rC,gr~lDl, may count toward 

any LSSU program, U.V ....... llJ.,5 Mechanical 

Dual Enrollment 

school juniors and seniors may 
School Dual Enrollment ... ,.nl'M'~lm 

classes at Lake Superior ITIH1P',",:1nll through the 

courses may count U\UJ'Qr/'l the Mechanical 

"'.1.0.0'''''"''' (typically MATHIS1 1, MATH152 Calculus 
or CHEMl15 General 1) or as General 

courses. Attendance as a School Dual Enrollee not constitute admission 

four-year degree at University. 

Only students who have 

are eligible to take courses 

average is not a 

Departmental Examination 

A policy exists for students to 
department is free to administer 
must ha.ve the written approval 
examination. The student must 
YP'r"PI\J"P' credit for the course, 

on the student's 

in Mathematics, 

areas. All students are eligible to 

eligibility to 

and Writing 

out" of a course by taking a Departmental Examination. 
own examination for any course that it offers. The student 

School of Engineering and Chair to take the 
a grade of C or better on in order to 

case the credit earned by exam is recorded as transfer 

the policy for exists, in the past is only one 
LU ......... '",,"'of a student taking such an exam Mechanical Engineering (and was unsuccessful; 

exam was for EGEM320 specifically). 

Advanced Placement (AP) 

lac,ement exam listed in 
courses on the chart 

Note that Table] 
count toward credit in the Hn' ... u .................. u tm:g:tn,eer:tn program. 
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Table 1-2: AP Courses for Mechanical Engineering Program 

Advanced Pltu:,emenl Exam 

Art History of Art 

Biology 

Calculus AB 

Calculus Be 

Chemistry 

& Composition 

English Literature & Composition 

History 

French Literature 

French 

German Language 

Human Geography 

Macroeconomics 

Microeconomics 

Music Listening & Uterature 

Physics C: Mechanics 

Phystts C: 'lnd Magnetism 

Physics C 

Psychology 

Spanish literature 

United States Government & Politics 

BIOl132 

MATH-152 

CHEM-l1S 

ENGl-llO, ENGl-ll1 

ENGl-ll0, ENGL-l11 

HIST-102 

rr\l::'''-.:JDJ, FREN-356 

FREN-351,FREN-3S2 

GRMN-241, GERM-242 

GEOG-201 

ECON-20l 

ECON-202 

MUSC·220 

PHYS·231 

PHYS·232 

PSYC·10l 

PHYS-232 

SPAN-262 

SPAN-380, SPAN-3Bl 

pall-liD 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Natural Sciences 

Mechanical EngIneering Core 

Mechanical Core 

Mechanical Core 

General Education - Communications 

General Education - Communications 

General Education Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education Humanities 

General Education - Social ScienCE! 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

Mechanical Core 

Mechanical Engineering Core 

Mechanical Core 

General Education -Social Science 

General Education Humanities 

General Education - HumanIties 

General Education - Social Science 
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United States History HIST-132 General Education - Social Science 

world History HIST-l01, HIST-l02 General Education Social Science 

E.4 CoHege Level Examination ....... , ................ (CLEP) 

credit is also <tu.,·<tr/1 .. n a passing score on any College 
.cX/:IlTI.llltLL1Qin Program subject exam in Table 1-3 below. student wil1 

specified courses on ,.,.,.<> .... 1''''.£1 unconditional 
Superior University_ These and do not 
student's calculated Note mat UU1UI.U"' .... list and only LU .... ' ....... '"" 

program. 

Table 1-3: CLEP Coones for Mechanical Engineering 

CLEP Exam - Passing Score LSSU Course Equivalent 

American Government - 50 POLl-110 r~",'n"~!:lol Education - Social Science 

Biology-50 BIOL131, BIOL132 General Education - Natural Sciences 

Calculus - 50 Mechanical Engineering Core 

Chem -50 CHEM115 Mechanical Engineering Core 

College -SO ENGL-ll0 General Education - Communications 

French La nguage 58 FREN-251 Education - Humanities 

French -66 FREN-2S1,FREN-2S2 General Education - Humanities 

History of the US I SO HIST-131 General Education Social Science 

of the US 11- 50 HIST-132 General EdUcation - Social Science 

Introductory Psychology - 50 PSYC-10l General Education - Social Science 

Introductory -50 SOCY-l01 ~"'n,"'r::" Education Social Science 

Principals of Macroeconomics ECON-201 General Education - Social Science 

Principals of Microeconomics ECON-202 General Education Social Science 

Spanish Language - 58 SPAN-261 General Education - Humanities 
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-66 SPAN-261, SPAN-262 General Education - Humanities 

Western I-50 rUST-lOl General Education - Social Science 

Western Clvtnzation 11- 50 HIST-I02 General Education - Social Science 

F. Graduation Requirements 
completion of the Mechanical Engineering 

Two semesters before the student plans to requirements and graduate, he/she 
Audit form and a Declaration of Candidacy for Degree {onn to the 

Audit denotes all previous coursework and lists the courses to be taken 
faculty Coordinator, and school Chair 

........ 1" ... "'''' requirements not denoted on 
school Chair, ...... ,,('fy<>, ..... 

Audit, which is shown "' ...... 'LiVH (Criterion 5)~ "v." ........... '" all 
~"".~~'~~' .. ~ for the B.S. Mechanical tngmeermg aegree. However, those nreme:m:s are 

in Table 1-4 below. 
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Table 1-4: Summary of Requirements for the B.S. Mechanical Engineering Degree 

Course Requirements 

General Education 

Mechanical Engineering Core (of 

which capstone is 6 cr.) 

Technical Electives 

Other Requirements 

General Education GPA 

Mechanical Engineering GPA 

Overall GPA 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 

24 credits 

88 credits 

17 -19 

credits 

129 -131 

credits 

2.0 

2.0 

2..0 

30 credits 

24 credits 

an automated process been to 
This process cluttered form called the 

. Beginning Fan 2017, an l'ln!,\T"'Vt"r1 version condensed) titled "My Degree 

oec:arrLC available; both resources remain to students and faculty, for the moment. 

. Transcripts of Recent Graduates 

been 66 graduates of the Mechanical program over the past six years. A 
students is shown in Table 1-5 below. "program options" are called 

COlnC~mtlrarllons·. Each student's "concentration" is on his/her transcript The three 
"",,,,,,':"';'''''U'.I.''' concentrations available for a in Engineering are "Robotics and 

, "Vehicle Systems". and . Weare prepared to provide any 
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Table 1-5: Recent Graduates from the Mechanical Engineering Program 

Last Name First Name 10 Number Gl'ilduation Date 

Ross Dennis AOO081302 Fall 2012 

Aimila Henry A001S4223 Fall 2012 

Ho,lbrook Benjaman A00149nS Fall 2012 

Grasch David A00102737 Fall 2012 

Di lworth Theodore AOO086273 Fall 2012 

Roushla Blaine AOO096S26 Spring 2013 

Spencer Jonathan AOOI06208 Spring 2013 

Verdelli Jordan AOO150480 Spring 2013 

Black Jacob A001OI549 Spring 2013 

Wagner Matthew AOO055161 Spring 2013 

Bloty Tar;a A00102808 Summer 2013 

Klein Robert AOO165781 Spring 2014 

Peck Stephanie AOO156795 Spring 2014 

Thomas Spencer AOO174111 Spring 2014 

Houska Josh AOO174775 Spring 2014 

Heath Taylor A0017S188 Spring 2014 

Everest Brandyn AOO157120 Spring 2014 

Nelson Joshua AOO158792 Spring 2014 

Kalinski Robert AOO144818 Spring 2014 

Pavelich Tyler AOO178742 Spring 2014 

Cowley Logan AOO098949 Spring 2014 

Balcom Gregory AOO144369 Spring 2014 

Larsen Karl A00191513 Spring 2014 

Ravn Niels-Erik AOO178888 Summer 2014 

Newland Benjamin AOO046622 Fall 2014 

Krenn Steven A00192609 Fall 2014 

VerStrate Timothy AOO176041 Spring 2015 

Sharum Timothy AOO180541 Spring 2015 

Heselschwerdt Ethan A00167760 Spring 2015 

Fishel Nathan A00178330 Spring 2015 

Letts Nicholas A0017S6S3 Fall 2015 

Maurer Christopher A00161432 Fall 2015 

johnson Casey AOO093937 Spring 2016 

Morehouse Steven A00163066 Spring 2016 

Urbane Scott AOO084663 Spring 2016 

Bussiere David A00188588 Fal12016 

Vollick Taylor A00184910 Fall 2016 

Fontana Tyler A00203425 Spring 2017 

McKeachnie Kyle AOO209235 Spring 2017 

Kyro Christopher AOO202135 Spring 2017 
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Guzman Alexander AOO1944S9 Spring 2017 

Smutny Michael AOO197190 Spring 2017 

Meyers Robert AOO206909 Spring 2017 

Roy Brandon AOOO047S9 Spring 2017 

Huff Jordan AOO164565 Spring 2017 

Coburn Scott AOO1930S8 Spring 2017 

Birkeland Adam AOO193009 Spring 2017 

Simon Matthew A0020S596 Spring 2017 

King Rhett AOOl84408 Spring 2017 

Murrav Isaiah AOO176116 Spring 2017 

Rausch Colton AOO194798 Spring 2017 

Alizadeh Aria AOO210328 Summer 2017 

Nelson Matthew AOO194037 Summer 2017 

Klotz August A00205162 Fall 2017 

Archer lee AOO198683 Fall 2017 

Berkompas Megan A00206861 Fall 2017 

Gainer Erich AOO211439 Spring 2018 

McNamara Kiegan A0020S636 Spring 2018 

Reetz Derek A00204738 Spring 2018 

Fernandez De Valderrama laura A00221587 Spring 2018 

Krieg Kevin AOO200665 Spring 2018 

Schwartz Erik AOO204139 Spring 2018 

Graham Joshua AOO223498 Spring 2018 

Sutter Cord AOO208990 Spring 2018 

Valdez Roberto A00204803 Spring 2018 

Pajot Lindsey AOO212465 Spring 2018 

A general list of material to be available for review by the EAC of ABET team is shown below, 

with bold text indicating items of particular relevance to policies regarding students: 

• Course Binders Containing all Course Infonnation 

o Detailed Course Syllabus 

o Course Assessment Summary 

o Course Prerequisite Form (affidavit students sign testifying to satisfactory 
fulfillment of pre- aod corequisite courses) 

o Course Handouts (possibly lecture notes, supplemental handouts, etc.) 

o Examples of Student Work (homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports and/or 
worksheets, drawings, programs, etc.) 

• Senior Projects Portfolios 

• Student Outcome Reports (most recent) 

• Industrial Advisory Board Information 

• School Meeting Agendas and Minutes 
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• Department Meeting 

• LSSU Catalog (electronic only) 
., Senior exit interviews 
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CRITERION 2. PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

A. Mission Statement 

The University- level mission statement reads: 

"We equip our graduates with the knowledge, practica1 skills and inner strength 
to craft a life of meaningful employment, personal fulfillment, and generosity of 
self, all while enhancing the quality of life of the Upper Great Lakes region." 

This mission statement is published in the LSSU Catalog and on the University's web-site at the 
URL hnps:JJwww.lssu.eduJpresidentimission-vision/ , to which a link is also made via the LSSU 
catalog (www.lssu.eduJcatalog , following the Link A Look at LSSU). 

The School of Engineering and Technology, as well, has maintained a Mission Statement since 
1996 when the School was formed. The School has reviewed and modified the Mission 
Statement periodically, most recently in Spring 2014, so that it now reads: 

"To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience characterized by close student-faculty 
interaction. " 

This mission statement is published at the School's web page hllps:JJwww.lssu.eduJschool-of
engineering-and-technologv/accreditation-outcome-reporting/. 

It is apparent by comparing the two mission statements that the mission of the School is 
supportive of that of the University as a whole, and not conflicting in any fashion. 

LSSU's statement dictates that we "equip our graduates ... to craft a life of meaningful 
employment, personal fulfillment, ... ", and the School of Engineering & Technology responds 
by committing itself to a "produces sought after engineers"; evidently, the "meaningful 
employment" is attainable by those who are (by employers) "sought after", after which "personal 
fulfillment" is within reach of those well-enough prepared, by virtue of "a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience". 

The School's mission is, moreover, further clarified by a set of appended School goals (also 
periodically revised, most recently in Spring 2014 as well) as follows: 
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A. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and provides knowledge 
and skills to be successful in professional careers or graduate school. 

B. Provide programs that focus on the applications of fundamental principles 
of engineering, technology, mathematics, science, and computing to benefit 
society. 

C. Provide courses which incorporate and develop skills in communication, 
design, ethics, teamwork, technology, and capstone experiences relevant to 
the students' degrees. 

D. Provide an education and opportunities for students with diverse abilities to 
enhance their professional growth and capacity for life-long learning. 

E. Engage in continuous improvement activities through ongoing external and 
internal reviews 

F. Enable faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering solutions that 
support regional economic growth and develop intellectual property 

G. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and effectiveness by 
supporting enrollment, retention, and placement initiatives. 

H. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, and students are 
recognized as essential in the realization of the mission 

Again, these clarifications to the School mission are aligned with the LSSU mission. Certainly, 
A through D can be seen as building the students future prospects for "meaningful employment, 
personal fulfillment, and generosity of self'. Moreover, where LSSU endeavors to be 
"enhancing the quality of life of the Upper Great Lakes region", the School, correspondingly, 
through goal F, tries to "apply engineering solutions that support regional economic growth". 
Thus, the School's mission, and its goals, are highly complementary to that ofLSSU as a whole. 

These goals also serve as a link between the School's Mission Statement and the Program 
Educational Objectives (PEOs) to be discussed in the following. 

B. Program Educational Objectives 

The Department of Mechanical Engineering has the responsibility, in accordance with the 
School's mission and goals, to educate and prepare its students for meaningful and productive 
careers in engineering. To provide measures of how well this responsibility is met, the faculty 
have developed four Program Educational Objectives (PEOs). 

Program Educational Objectives define the skills and qualities that practicing engineers should 
have after some period of employment. These are based on the needs of our graduates, and of 
employers of our graduates; input from our Industrial Advisory Board (lAB). graduates, and 
employers, as well as the judgment of the faculty applied to the review of such input, guide the 
gradual evolution of these objectives. They specify the expected knowledge, abilities, skills, and 
qualifications of experienced Mechanical Engineering graduates, i.e., graduates with 
approximately three years ofprofessional experience. The Program Educational Objectives are 
applicable either to working graduates or to graduates pursuing advanced. degrees. 
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The PEO:s for the Mechanical Engineering program are, moreover, common to the Electrical 
and Computer Engineering programs as well. They are published in at the URL 
h t1 ps: / /www.lssu.edulschool-of-engineering-and-technologv/ accreditation-outcome-rcporting/, 
and read as follows: 

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering Program 
Educational Objectives 

Graduates of the Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering 
programs having three or more years of experience: 

J. will have applied engineering knowledge and skills to solve problems in their professions. 

II. ,vill have demonstrated application of design and/ or research principles subject to 
technical, practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

III. -will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities. 

IV. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

C. Consistency of the Program Educational Objectives with the 
Mission of the Institution 

The critical focus of the Mechanical Engineering program is to afford undergraduates of varying 
backgrounds and abilities every opportunity for achieving success as practicing Mechanical 
Engineers or in their graduate programs. Specific emphasis in the Mechanical Engineering 
program is given to professional and industrial related engineering practice. The relation 
between the Program Educational Objectives and the School Goals is shown in Fjgu~.e 2-1 
below. 
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LSSU Mission 

/ 
SET Mission 

/ ~ 
School Goal A School Goal B School Goal C School Goal D 

current & professionalty- appl'ns of the c:ommunic:'n, design, 
serve diverse abilities 

relevant knowledge fundamentals ethics, tmworl<. technology 

1 j 
PEO III 

professional devetop't I 
growth 

PEOn 
design to realistic. " 

constraints PEOIV 
self-learning I societal 

\, benefit 

PEa I I, 
apply knowledge to 

I problems in Profession 

School Goal F 
serve regional economic 

growth 

Figure 2-1_ Relationship of Program Educational Objectives (in brief paraphrase) to 
the Mission, through the School Goals (paraphrased) 

The Program Educational Objectives directly support the first four School Goals (A through D) 
which are focused upon student skills and abilities. The goals are the link to the mission 
statement for the School (and thence to that ofLSSU). The last three School Goals (E through G) 
are only more indirectly relevant to the Program Educational Objectives, since they focus on 
faculty and institutional activities rather than the delivery of the ME or other programs. Indeed, 
Goal E relates to the assessment process whereby feedback is obtained that redirects some of the 
ways the program is delivered. Goals F and G relate to the School's economic development and 
other activities that make for a healthy environment in which the program is delivered. 
However, the mapping acknowledges that societal benefit could be towards the regional 
economy in the case of some alumni. 

D. Program Constituencies 

The School of Engineering & Technology recognizes as its principal constituents, all of the 
following: 

• Current Students 

• Alumni 
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111\ Faculty 

111\ Employers of 

• Industrial Advisory Board (IAB) 

is not an '-'A..LllUu.:> 

msmnce, the economic roles of the ~~ .. ~~ ... _, 
U~I',"'W"" including industrial customers of the Product 
and even the wider of the Eastern Upper - Northern 

which can be as a beneficiary of growth obj,."Tl"' .. " 
Nevertheless, given the primary mission of the School to on offering academic 
programs, the list does primary constituents. 

Industrial Advisory (lAB), in particular, was fonned in 1985 and currently consists of 
approximately 30 members a of professional in the 
engineering and The Board meets per year, once at a Michigan 
location, and once on for program. ,,",V1P.u.r 

that the 
Accordingly, the lUUJrTUll 

a few years 
on track to be 

self-beneficial attributes It is by virtue of their 
evident, after all, that 
benefit by attaining 

are traits one widely corlSldlers desirable to attain; stakeholders 
(in the present for alumni, the future for students). 

The employers, as a stakeholder, have the need for ,",UEO.1U,"",",," with adequate capabilities; the 
PEO:s defined kinds of capabilities. lAB stakeholder group is largely a 

of the so that needs are met by PEO:s in the same 

Process for of the Program 
It is evident that r~~l"nr a goal for the of a process, 
professional developed by a 4-year then further by the 
professional career. it is not desirable to rapid or frequent "LUJI..LLE>'~" 
PEOs are defined. are best seen as foundation of a long-term 
stability is desirable, are therefore reviewed for currency on a several-year 

constituents 
process of vO ............ ,"' ............. E> 

Educational 

D, above, all various mechanisms, a 
evaluating the '"' ........... 1..1 ... -' ............. and attainment 

a voice through and their 
IeeaO"lCK they on other '-''''',",<WJ:V,",,;). 

and, finally, 
feedback on the V~"""OJ'V'-' 

a 
course feedback 

interviews. is periodically solicited 
meetings; its feedback may either focus upon relevance of the objectives themselves, or upon 
their degree of accomplishment. 

U"",(l;).LUU is also to the PEOs 
motivated by comments from any 

faculty observe 
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activities, as wen as meenl1gs with Industrial Advisory Board and its involvement 
with senior project spOins(mn 
complete discretion over 

A genera.llist 
with bold text 

The faculty of the School, by majority vote, have 

by EAC of ABET team is shown below, 

relevance to policies regarding PEOs: 

• Course 
o Detailed 

~"~1'1 all Course Information 
Syllabus 

I) 

• 

• 
• 

a Course J-\sseS,SITl 

o 

a 
o 

Summary 
(affidavit students sign testifying to satisfactory 

corequisite courses) 
(possibly lecture notes, supplemental handouts, etc.) 

(homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports andior 
etc.) 

(most recent) 

Information 

Minutes 
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CRITERION 3. DENT OUTCOMES 

A. Student Outcomes 

student outcomes 
Criterion 3 (a) 

are same as those in 

a. an ability to knowledge of science, and en~~tn(~en 
b. an ability to and conduct as well as to interpret data. 
c. an ability to a system, component, or process to meet I1I"Q'lr .. rt needs within realistic 

constraints as economic, social, political, health and safety, 
manufacturability, and sustainability. 

d. an ability to on J..U"',uuU~\.,,I.}JJ.ll.u"'LJ 
e. an ability to formulate, and engineering 
f. an of professional responsibility. 
g. an ability to effectively. 
h. the broad necessary to un(1eno:tanld the impact 

global, environmental, societal context. 
I. a recognition of the need faT, and an 
J. a knowledge contemporary 
k. an ability to use the techniques, 

student outcomes are aO(~urrlenl:ea., 
program educational objectives, on the 

to engage in 

en~!;m~;:er.lllg solutions in a 

learning. 

tools necessary for 

."' .. JUHJ.ll .... School 

B. Relationship of Student Outcomes to Program 
Objectives 

ucational 

The program vuu' ........ lvaobjectives for the are listed 

Graduates of the 
programs having 

Engineering, Engineering, 

1. will have engineering knowledge and skills to problems in their 

II. principles subj ect to 

Ill. engaged 

IV. U ..... W.VL"" to society. 

The eleven "' ......... vJ,I< outcomes (a-k) students to attain, as alumni, the four 
educational (I, li, III, and IV) through the course as outlined in Criterion 5 
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Section A. A mapping of the student outcomes to each program educational objective is found 
in Table 3-1, below. The table lists each of the student outcomes and to what degree it supports 
each of the program educational objectives. 

Table 3-1: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objectives 

PEOI PEO I[ PEO III PEOIV 
Apply Design to Professional Self Learning / 

Student 
Knowledge to Realistic Development / Societal Benefit 
Problems in Constraints Growth 

Outcome Profession 

A. Appln of Math, High Moderate N/A Moderate 
Sci, Engrg 

8. ExperLment Moderate High N/A Moderate 

C. Design High High N/A High 

D. Teams Low Low High Moderate 

E. Formulation High High N/A Moderate 

F. Ethics low High High High 

G. Communications Moderate low Moderate High 

H. Broader Impacts low High Moderate High 

I. Life-Lone N/A N/A High High 
Learning 

I· Contemporary Moderate Moderate High Moderate 
Issues 

K. Modem Tools High Moderate Moderate Moderate 

B.l Program Educational Objective I 

Graduates of the Mechanical Engineering program having three or more years of experience 
will have applied engineering JalOwledge and skills to solve problems in their professions. 

This objective is supported. primarily by student outcomes a, c, e, and k. These outcomes are 
about applying knowledge and skills, designing systems, and solve problems all of which are 
directly needed for graduates to fulfill this objective. There are other outcomes that are not 
directly required but can help students to solve problems in their profession. 

B.2 Program Educational Objective II 

Graduates of the Mechanical Engineering program having three or more years of experience 
will have demonstrated application of design and/or research principles subject to technical, 
practical, ethical, and other societal constraints. 

I 

I 

This objective is supported primarily by student outcomes b, c, e, f, and h. These outcomes are 
about understanding impacts of engineering and ethical responsibilities, interpreting data, solving 
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problems, systems within all which are directly needed for graduates 
to meet objective. There are other outcomes that are not directly required hut can help 
students to design systems given various constraints. 

D.3 Program Educational Objective III 

Mechanical Engineering program having three or more years of experience 
set professional goals, experienced professional growth, engaged in ongoing 

""·XI"YI,,., development and learning """,.,.n"T.o 

is supported primarily outcomes d, f, i, j. These outcomes are 
VVVJ'fi.U.'''' on teams~ understanding ethical reSl,onSl knowledge of contemporary 

recognizing the need for life-long of which are directly needed 
~auu.,.IJV" to meet this objective. There are outcomes that are not directly required can 

c.i"1l,r'I .. nf"c. to experience professional tM"I'\,,,l'th 

Educational Ob.iective IV 

,ra,(luc.rres of the Mechanical Engineering program having three or more years 
capable self-learners and make contributions to SOciety. 

objective is supported primarily by outcomes c, f, g, h, and i. These outcomes are 
about understanding ethical responsibilities the impact of engineering solutions, 

life-long learning, as well as ability to design a system and communicate 
all of which are directly needed for to meet this objective. 

outcomes that are not directly required but can students to make meaningful to 

of ABET team is 

IJV'''VA'''''''' regarding C)u .... u"-'! ... outcomes: 

.. Binders Containing all 
o Detailed Course 
o Course Assessment 

o Course Prerequisite sign testifying to 
fulfillment of pre- and ,..,...,."""" 

o Course Handouts (possibly notes, supplemental handouts, etc.) 
o Examples of Student Work (homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports and/or 

worksheets, drawings, etc.) 

.. Senior Projects Portfolios 

.. Student Outcome Reports 

.. Advisory Board .unv"." ... ..."vu 

.. School Meeting Agendas and Minutes 

.. Department Meeting .r>.E, .... .u.' .... """ 

.. Catalog (electronic 

.. Senior exit interviews 
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CRITERION 4. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

A. Student Outcomes 

The process for continuous improvement of the program is primarily a combination of student 
outcome and course assessment/evaluation. Assessment and evaluation of the student outcomes 
provides a means of improving the program while course assessment improves each individual 
course. 

A.l Overview of the Continuous Improvement Process 

The block diagram shown in Figure 4-1 provides an overview of the continuous improvement 
process. The process starts with the ABET-EAC criteria as well as the mission and goals of the 
University, College, and School. From the criteria and missions, the program educational 
objectives (PEO:s) and the student outcomes are developed. The program educational 
objectives, in addition to input from the industrial advisory board and employers of our 
graduates, are used to inform in detennining the program curriculum. From the program 
curricul~ courses and individual course objectives are designed. An essential component in 
this process is regularly measuring student performance in both the student outcomes and course 
objectives. 

In addition to measuring student performance, constituent feedback is a vital part of our 
assessment process. Given our small student population, the sample size for student work is 
rarely statistically significant. The small size can also cause student performance to fluctuate as 
the academic ability of a particularly class varies. This can make it challenging to make 
definitive conclusions about changes made to a course and/or the program. As a result, more 
qualitative mechanisms are used in conjunction with student performance. 

Student feedback is an essential component in our assessment. The small student population 
allows the faculty to get to know the students which makes them more comfortable with 
providing meaningful feedback. This includes formal feedback in the form of written comments 
from course assessment questionnaires, as well as graduate exit surveys and interviews. In 
addition, informal feedback, such as conversations with students, also plays an important role but 
is difficult to document. Faculty are also in contact with alumni and employers who provide 
valuable feedback to improve courses and the program. 

Faculty regularly evaluate the student performance and constituent feedback. After thorough 
deliberation, recommendations for changes to courses or programs are developed. For minor 
changes, these recommendations are then implemented by course instructors. Larger changes 
may require approval from the University-wide curriculum committee and the Provost. These 
changes are usually initiated by the school chair or program coordinator. 

The continuous improvement process, so described, takes place at the School level (SET) in the 
case of courses common to the Engineering programs (EE, CE, and .ME). lftbe course is 
specific to the ME program, or at most shared with MfgET, then the process described takes 
place at the ME Department level instead. 
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ABET Criteria 

Employers 

Industrial AdviSOry 
Board 

Students 

Un iversity I Co! lege, School 
Mission and Goals 

.-------------• 

Program Educational 
Objectives 

Student Outcomes 

.- - - - - - .. _ ... _ ..... _ .. -- .. ' 
: Outcome 
• 

Reports 
.--_---.::z~_..., 

Program Curriculum 
n. Exit Surveys 

~U--

Graduates 

_._._. -. 
I 

: Course 

: Assessment 

Figure 4-1: Overview of the Assessment Process 

A.2 Student Outcome Evaluation 

In order to evaluate student performance for each student outcome (A-K), one, two, or three 
performance indicators were established by the Department or School. Each performance 
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COI1QUlctS an interview 
hence the efficacy 

mOIC8t:ars and the student 

each student outcome, an appropriate course from 
Thus for each course in the 

yvJ."VVL of Engineering and detennined the extent of 
each student outcome to which it contributes. 

high-level of were selected to 
relatively small some of the 

from courses that from the other 
the selected courses, indicators for 

performance to be a specific 
illustration of the outcome as it to the selected course. specific assignment 
within the course is selected to assess student performance. assignments are usually final 
exams or other summative items. 

y<U. .......... 1Vll and any recommendations are 
conclusion of each 

course. 

Table 4-1: Seoring of Student Work for Performallce Indicators 

Meaning 
1 Unacceptable 
2 Below Standard 
3 Meets Standard 
4 Exemplary 

every three years, outcome by considering 
results of each performarIce senior exit sUl1leys over the 

Eacb objective is is cause for concern. 
reviewers discuss their and recommendations. members share their ... " ................ ,(' ... " 

brainstorm ideas to help improve the student These results and 
changes are then recorded student outcome evaluation report. Small cbanges are 
implemented by the instructor(s) of the appropriate while larger changes are 
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or school input from the industrial advisory 
committee appropriate). efficacy of these is 

dlSlcussed during the next evaluation of the outcome, 

A.3 Summary of Student Outcome Evaluation 

summary of the ,,. ...... " .... outcome is provided The detailed results can 
found in the outcome evaluation Appendix G. sake 

and clarity, student outcome is stated below followed by the performance 
indicators. the selected course and assignment student work to be evaluated is given. 
After that, of exposure expected level for the assignment 
are listed. score of work for most recent assignment is given. 

a brief of the analysis recommendations outcome are 

Student Outcome fA} 

an ability to knowledge of mathematics, science, 

Performance Indicator {Al} 

ability to solve a differential (PDE) ",,"·,, ... ,'11 

final exam on PDE's 
Me = advanced-level math, engineering) 

in last 3 semesters examined (F' 16. 17, F' 17) 

the ability to mathematically characterize a physical system's input-output relationship 
and use it to predict its response to an input 
EGRS-460 - final exam on step response physical 
(././ ./ =. ::::: math, basic-level advanced-level 
engineering) 

and 3.8 averages, student work most recent two (F' 16, F' 

the ability to use eigenvalue to analyze values of physical to 
predictfailure points (e.g. resonances, buckling loads, critical shaft speeds, critical vehicle 
speeds, etc.). 

V""~"""'U..<F. exam problem (typically exam 2) 
math. advanced-level science, """,a.,.".' 

from student work the most recent two offerings ' 16, 17) 

and recommendations 

is a concern that "tnri ..... '-t perfonnance outcome is not at expected 
Examples issues students meeting this outcome include: 

• Many approaching a and only attempt to do so 
ona 
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III! In particular, greater facility with differential equations would 
desirable. 

It was determined (ref. ME Assessment 4/20/2018) that the department should: 1) 
a fmite difference project for heat conduction, in EGME431 or 
2) implement a grade requirement or the following: MATH251 

MATH310 Differential Equations, EGME225 Mechanics of Materials, 
Statics as a prerequisite to Dynamics (note: EGEM220 already 

a C or better for graduation, and even as a prerequisite to enter "-'''-'' ... ".LI'-' ...... ''' 

a student can enter even a through C- grade 

Student Outcome (8) 

an to design and conduct rnt~ru:ne.'lls. as as to analyze and interpret 

ability to develop a valid and experimental procedure that will VQC,!QQ,U;: a 
product 

- design review on final 
( v' ./ ::::: stress, ** = developed) 

a.vera.ge of student work 2016 

Performance Indicator (82) 

the ability to interpret experimental data with limitations associated with 
uncertainties. 

- experimental drag coefficient of an aerodynamic 

3,2.63, and 2.15 for 
respectively. 

Analysis and recommendations 

is currently no concern 

Student Outcome (C) 

Fall 2016, and 

outcome. 

17, 

an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within y",,,,,,,,,,u 
constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political. ethical, health 
manufacturability, and sustainability 

the ability to reformulate implied customer 
acc:eDltao.le design solution 

- product design 
*** = high) 

average of student work 

as specifications and produce an 
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to select values of design parameters to 
competing priorities, such as between [strength 
nnr.""" bulk andlor cost] 

- final design project report 
*** = high) 

of student work from Fall 2016; 

and recommendations 

is currently no concern regarding outcome. 

Student Outcome (D) 

an on multidisciplinary teams 

10 provide constructive 
peer evaluations 

( ./ ./ ./ = focus) *** = high) 
3.1 of student work from Spring 2016 

Analysis and recommendations 

is currently no CDncern regarding this outcome. 

Outcome (E) 

the desired trade-offbetween 
rigidity] and [product weight 

FaIl20l7. 

an to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

- perfonnance analysis 
** = developed) 
of student work from Fall 

Analysis and recommendations 

is currently no concern 

Student Outcome (F) 

in the context of an 

"'-'.I.,",,",,.,,"" final exam 

3.7 Fail 2017. 

outcome. 

an understanding of professional and ""U'rLL..<.LL responsibility 

ability to apply perspectives from 
case study 

- ethics essay 
( ./ ./ ./ = focus, ** = developed) 

average of student work from 

<<AV·U':Hg", ... ethical philosophies in ofa 
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Analysis and recommendations 

IS no concern regarding this outcome. 

Student Outcome (G) 

an to communicate effectively 

to YfUlke formal engineering presentations 
- final project presentations 

"''''* = high) 
student work from 2016 

to write prose containing teLTtJ'tt(;U 

......, ..... L .. 'J-LJ-,'.J ... - one of the lab reports 
exposure, ** = developed) 

of2.5, 2.75, and 2.69 for Fall 2015, 201 and 2017 respectively . 

...... ,."".,,,. and recommendations 

is no great cause for concern, although are marginal enough to 
warrant special attention going forward. It is nn',"""""T" recommended that the grading 

be modified to better separate the s for the team I s ability to 
COlnrr:lUI11cate and that of the proj oct outcome. 

Student Outcome (H) 

education necessary to understand the 
and context 

the ability to reconcile environmental 
design proj ect: 

world markets); 2) O:>U".L<UJ","'U'H.lL 

..., .... J.J'" ... sourcing. 
** = developed) 

average of student work from Fall 2017 
onwards, so there is no comparable data 
found unsuitable,) 

Analysis and recommendations 

of engineen'ng solutions in a global, 

nn,nn,rrv,' in design work 
on: 1) global viability (regulatory 

energy usage, 

was a new indicator for that semester 
semesters; the old indicator had been 

is currently no concern regardingpeiformance in this outcome, but the amount of 
.... H.p ...... "' ... '" and exposure is very department will be ex.ploring ways to 

Student Outcome (J) 

a rpr'nunlt,inn of the need for, and an to in life-long learning 
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the ability to define and clarify customer 
EGNR495 faculty subjective evaluation 
(././ = ** developed) 

from 

Analysis and reecmmendations 

through technical investigation 
each individual on their team 

There is a slight concern that student performance this outcome is not at 
level. 

expected 

Student Outcome (J) 

a knowledge of contemporary issues 

the ability to use f::XU!mC;lleS a Tt:;'UI':'U(., case study in mLlking arf,;unumts 

EGNR-495 
(./= * 
3.2 average of 

foundational) 
work from 

Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern performance; 
It will be ..... T'"".,..~·n 

Student Outcome (K) 

16 

discussion.. 
what "contemporary issues" might be 

an ability to use techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 
engineering practice 

the ability to a recursive problem a program in a structured programming 
language, implementing the rec,llrsion in an iterative loop 
EGNR-340 exam question on root search or on method for 
solving an differential 
( ./ ./ ./ = developed) 
2.3, 3.0, of student last three (F' 16, S' 1 
F'17). 

Pedormance Indicator (K2) 

the ability to modern engineering 
solution 

Unfortunately> 
17 are awaiting review. 

and techniques to and evaluate a 

door latch mechanism 

6 samples were 
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Analysis and recommendations 

There is no concern. 

A.4 Course Assessment 

At the completion of every course offering, the instructor assesses the course objectives and 
produces a course assessment summary report (samples of which can be seen in Appendix 1). 
The report includes an analysis of student attainment in the course objectives. For each course 
objective, the report includes the score from some graded activity (e.g., exam problem, report, 
etc.) specific to that objective, student's self-rated score, and in some cases the instructor's 
subjective score. The instructor may also provide a narrative commentary on the performance of 
students for each obj ective. Next, the report provides a brief analysis of the efficacy of the most 
recent course improvements. Finally, improvements planned for the next offering are discussed 
in an action plan. 

Each Engineering course assessment is then reviewed at the Department or School at least once 
every two years. The Department evaluates the courses that appear solely in the ME program (or 
shared only with MfgET). All other "cross-disciplinary" courses (shared by ME with the other 
Engineering programs) are evaluated by the School (SET). The schedule for course evaluation is 
shown below in Table 4-2. This schedule includes all courses offered by the School of 
Engineering and Technology, and is intended to illustrate the pattern of course offerings and 
subsequent evaluation. 

The review at the SET level (pertaining to those courses common to both ME and EE and/or CE) 
bas exclusively been conducted in the SET meetings, in which the instructor leads a discussion 
about the student performance. Each objective is examined, and discussed in detail wherever 
there may be cause for concern. This provides an opportunity for faculty members to share their 
experiences and brainstorm ideas to help improve the student performance. If additional changes 
are recommended by the participating School faculty, these are recorded in the meeting minutes 
and the course assessment summary report. The instructor then implements the changes during 
the next offering of the course. The efficacy of these changes are then discussed during the next 
evalU1ltion of the course. 

For review at the ME department level (pertaining to those courses specific to the ME program, 
or at most shared with MfgET), the review may be conducted as described. above, or has, some 
semesters, instead by conducted in writing, by circulating a packet containing the assessment 
reports. In the latter case, comments are written onto the reports. and a single meeting around 
the end of the semester discusses any comments which have been collected; this second approach 
intends to somewhat reduce the meeting time required for the process. 
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A.5 Program and Course Improvements 

In summary curricular improvements (at both the course and program level) are made by the 
School of Engineering and Technology faculty using a combination of student outcome and 
course evaluations. While student performance provides the most important indicator of 
achievement, given our small size, constituent (student, IAB, and employer) feedback is also a 
vital part of continuous improvement. 

All curricular improvements are made by the School of Engineering and Technology faculty 
based on the results of the evaluations, and with advice from the Industrial Advisory Board 
(IAB) and the other stakeholders on larger issues. Ultimately, the program is improved by small 
changes to courses (course layout, syllabi, grading structure, extent of coverage, etc.), changes to 
content in courses (alteration of objectives, topical content, etc.), and large curricular changes 
(course deletion, course addition, shifting material from one course to another, adding new 
material to the curriculum, etc.). The smaller changes tend to be made at the time of course 
evaluation while the more significant changes tend to be made at the time of program evaluation. 

B. Continuous Improvement 

Continuous improvement is an important part of maintaining a quality program. As such 
assessment is an important part of the School of Engineering and Technology. Below are a few 
examples of changes made within the Electrical Engineering program. 

B.llmprovement Example for Student Outcome A 

The most recent evaluation of student outcome A suggests some shortfalls in students' abiHties 
to apply mathematics, science and engineering knowledge; most particularly, but not exclusively, 
this applies to mathematics, notably differential equations. This conclusion was taken based on 
examining several semesters of work, in three different courses. 

One could describe the issue as, often but not always, a tendency to approach problem-solving 
very superficially, with a goal of trying to reduce almost all problems to the simplistic model of 
applying whichever equation happens to be reaclily available, with too little concern for its 
relevance or validity in the circumstances, and always expecting to apply it in the fasbion of 
determining an output based on known inputs; understancling of the underlying principles, 
cognizance of approximating assumptions made, and actual meaning of the physical quantities 
involved, is given little value in this way of thinking. 

It was determined that the situation could possibly be helped by the institution of several Cor 
better requirements. These would be for MA TH25 J Calculus 111, MA TH31 0 Differential 
Equations, EGME225 Mechanics of Materials, and EGEM220 Statics as a prerequisite to 
EGEM320 Dynamics (note: EGEM220 already requires a C or better for graduation, and even as 
a prerequisite to enter EGME225, but presently, a student can enter EGEM320, even with a D
through C- grade in EGEM220). 

These changes have not yet been enacted, having just been adopted in Apri120l8, and will have 
to be pursued through the fonnal University curriculum process, which we will undertake in the 
Fall 2018. 
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Improvement Example for Student Outcome F 

ABET 

a number of reasons, the cre,BtlCm of this class was not However, based on faculty 
discussions and student teeOb,lCK, it was instead decided to an expert in ethics. 

Swedene, a Professor l<>n",rn"...".,,,t- of Humanities & ""' .......... " who specializes in 
ethics, began teaching the of 20 17. 

the latest student outcome evaluation, there is no concern outcome F. Student lee<1tH'l.CK 
regarding the ethics portion overall very positive, with ......... , ..... u''-'> enjoying Dr. ;'\w'em~n 

Some would prefer be moved to the 
). The possibility this topic is 

Overall, it seems in Dr. Swedene was 

B.3 Improvement Example Course Assessment: EG:ME338 Fluid Mechanics 

Many years of course assessment review showed that our old format for offering Fluid 
Mechanics was flawed, to student performance and acruevement of the course 

Course and assessment, in combination, addressed this problem 
4 - 5 to far more 

subject 
cr), followed by 5 weeks 

had very low-level prerequisites (Calculus 1, even the AJ'-""'LU""''' 

Sciences Calculus not on trigonometry), whereas the last-five-week course 
the higher prerequisites Calculus and Differential Equations. The first course was intended 
to serve not only ME students, but also an elective and especially Fire u",,,,u,-,,-, 

students. However, the students suffered poor in the more mathematically-intensive 
of Fluid and differential flow regimes), 

concentrated in a mere at the end of the even as the n0I1-~ng]ne(~nn 
trouble bandling even course; nobody to benefit from this arran~~enle[it. 

the course assessment, several adequately ...,.~ ..... v, .. " 
both via performance-by-objective and through the graduate exit 
contributed further of this problem to Coordinator. 

Accordingly, effective 2014 2015, the two courses were unified into a single course, 
EG:tvIE338, but now at 3 spanning the whole with the upper 
prerequisites. The was abandoned as an non-Engineering 
necessarily, as part of but in exchange, students benefitted a more 
rational distribution the course content over the of the semester. Subsequent 
performance was notably improved. 
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B.4 EGME240 GD&T Course Expansion in ME Program 

As a result of discussions with the Industrial Advisory Board (IAB), 2013, it was determined that 
the program curriculum would benefit from more student competence in Geometric 
Dimensioning and Tolerancing. Accordingly, tbis course was made required in the ME-General 
concentration (where, previously, it had been merely an elective), and allowed as an elective in 
the Robotics & Automation concentration; it had already been, and was retained as, a 
requirement in the Vehicle Systems concentration. This did not, indeed, go quite as far as the 
lAB wished, as it left it merely an elective (one of a choice of 4 courses) in Robotics & 
Automation, but the judgment of the faculty was that it had somewhat less relevance in that field 
than the others . Accordingly, this serves as an example that the departmental faculty are, on the 
one hand, responsive to stakeholder (notably the lAB) feedback, but on the other hand, treat it 
with discretion and judgment, balancing that industry perspective against our perspective, also 
infonned. by trends in academics. 

B.S Update of Vehicle Systems Concentration 

Very recently, and only going into effect fonnally in the 2018-2019 academic year, the 
EGNR362 Vehicle Energy Systems course was replaced in the Vehicle Systems concentration by 
a choice of either of two courses: EGME442 Finite Element Analysis, or EGRS461 Design of 
Control Systems. It's not yet clear on what schedule these will be offered going forward, but for 
Spring 2019 at least, EGME442 will be offered for the first time in many years . Thereafter, at 
least one of these will be offered every other year at the longest; perhaps it will be possible to 
offer both, in alternation. 

Ths decision was undertaken considering a variety of circumstances. 

Firstly, it was clear from Departmental curriculum discussions that the vehicle energy theme was 
rather outside the theme of the rest of the concentration, wbich is focused. on 
dynamics/vibrations/controls; propulsion people are usually a completely different set, within the 
vebicle industries, from vehicle dynamics people. On the other hand, exactly the vehicle 
dynamics people (more or less the type generated by this concentration) are typically charged 
with applying control systems (e.g., antilock brakes or electronic stability control in automobiles, 
suspension lean control in high speed rail, vessel roll stabilization control systems in maritime, 
etc.) and often the same people are active in finite element analysis in various vebicle industries. 
Aspects of the formalized program assessment processes that contributed to this perspective 
include discussions with industry contacts (with lAB and senior projects customers, specifically, 
these are part of the systematic process, although some such discussions were also outside of that 
realm), and feedback obtained in graduate exit interviews. 

Secondly, the long-time instructor ofEGNR362, from Electrical Engineering, retired, and the 
instructional demands upon the ECE Department, particularly with the Schools initiative to add a 
Robotics degree, made it far from certain the replacement would have the necessary expertise to 
offer EGNRJ62 anymore. 

Thirdly, from the ME program Coordinator's perspective, the chance to offer a new course (as 
EGMB442 was tasked to our two newest faculty) may hopefully serve as somewhat of a faculty 
retention initiative as well. 
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B.6 Future Improvements to 

v.J" • ..., ..... ,.,,, ..... , there is a continuous improvement process place and being used to improve 
the courses (course and the program (student outcome evaluation). 

the adherence to this to be improved moving There is a very 
of using course assessment as ofthe program (up 

until the last ABET accreditation). a result, programmatic are often discussed 
course assessment This itself is not an the recommendations and 

, ...... ,vkI ............ were not always documented and included student outcome evaluation 
Thus, these reports summary. Moving 
the department must be more diligent documenting the assessment and 

...... """'U. .... 'll of the student outcomes. This should be experience gained from 
the student outcome process. 

Additional Information 
Additional information assessment and the outcomes can be found 

• Course Assessment Summary reports (Appendix J) 
• Student Outcome Evaluation report (Appendix 

general list of material to 
with bold text indicating 

available for review by 

particular relevance to 

..... .u, ..... "'u, '-'VU\,<U.I.,..LU,6 all Course Information 
Syllabus 

o Course Assessment Summary 

of ABET team is shown 
regarding continuous 

o Course Prerequisite Form (affidavit testifying to satisfactory 
fulfillment of and corequisite courses) 

.. J.aJU ........ 'UL" (possibly lecture supplemental handouts, etc.) 

................ \Vork (homework., quizzes, lab reports and/or 
programs, 

• Senior Projects 

"''''~'''U'", (most recent) 
• Industrial 

ill School LYA'~"'LU.l'l co. ... ' .......... 

Information 
and Minutes 

Agendas and Minutes 
only) 

III Department n."' .... L •. JU. 

• LSSU Catalog 
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CRITERION 5. CURRICULUM 

A. Program Curriculum 

A.I Plan-of-Study 

For the ""1'""""' .... 
department 

are to be 

evaluating the "' .......... J.,,' ...... 

the full set in two complementary kU~.Ui""" 
the Mechanical Plan-oI-Study wherein 

curriculum are arranged in a tempora) (semester-by-
semester) in which students could take and in Mechanical "'"'''/:,,, ...... ''''' 
Audit Sheet document, wherein the arrangement is instead alphabetical by the latter 
serves at University moreover, as a kind of check-off sheet meeting program 

most up-do-date versions these documen1s (applicable to starting 
in appendices L and versions earlier years win be available as part 
at the 

Table 5-1, below, collects this information in terms of a of courses (sequential, i.e., as in 
mentioned document, "plan-of-study"), but indicating to which curricular 

components they contribute, and providing recent enrollment information. 

are all semester-length (15 weeks; i.e., 14 weeks of instruction and 1 for 
~LUAQ~V'"0orother~wLLu"'UH 
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Table 5-1 (a): Curriculum, ME wlRobotics & Automation Cone. 

Mechanical Engineering: Robotics & Automation Concentration 
129 - 130 credit hours 

Sub;ect Area (Credit Hours) 

rndicate 

Whether Course 

is Required, 
Engineering 

Topics 
Course Elective or a Check if 

(Department, Number, Title) Selected Math & Contains 
List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of Elective Basic Significant General 

first ycar and ending with the last term of the final year. Sciences Design C"j) Education Other 

1" YEAR: FALL 
EGME141 Solid Modeling R 3 

EGNR I 0 I Introduction to Engineering R 2./ 

ENGLllO First-Year Composition] R 3 

MATHIS] Calculus I R 4 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. GEOG306 Cultural Geography" SE 3 

1" YEAR: SPRING 

CHEM liS General Chemistry R 5 

EGME II 0 Manufacturing Processes] R 3 

EGNR 140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl 'os for Engineers R 2 

ENGLIl! First-Year Composition II R 3 

MATH 152 Calculus II R 4 
2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 

EGNR165 "c" Programming R 3 

MATH2S1 Calculus III R 4 
PHYS231 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists] R 4 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI 0 I Intm. to Psychology* SE 3 
-r d YEAR: SPRING _.- --

Maximum 
Section 

Enrollment 
for the Last Two 

Last Two Terms the Terms the 
Course was Offered Course was 

Offered 

I 
F17/Sl8 14 

F16IFl7 54 

Fl 7fS 18 24 

FJ7fS18 29 

I 
FI7fSl8 48 

F17fS I 8 75 

F17/S18 26 

F17/S18 28 

F17/S18 24 
FI7/S18 20 

FI7/S18 14 

Fl7/S l8 22 

PI7/S18 27 

FJ6/F17 49 

F17/S18 98 
, . 

. --
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EGME225 Mechanics of Materials R 3 S 17/S18 25 

EGME275 Engineering Materials R 3 S 17/8 18 26 

EGME276 Strength of Materials Lab R 1 Sl7/Sll g ]0 

EGRS365 Programmable Logic Contro)Jers SE 3.1' H7/SU 13 

MA TH310 Differential Equations R 3 F 17/S] 8 24 
PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists II R 4 L S \7/St8 40 

3rd YEAR: FALL I 
EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 Fl7/S18 22 I 

EGEM320 Dynamics R 3 F16fFI7 )19 I 

EGME350 Machine Design R 4.1' F16IFJ7 22 

EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 Fl1/S18 114 

MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F16IFJ7 28 I 
, 

3rt! YEAR: SPRING 

COMM!OI fundaments'ls of Speech Commu-nication R J l F17/S18 24 I 
EGMEH7 Thermodynamics R 4 S]17/S18 17 

EGME338 Fluid Mechanics R 3 S17/S18 20 
EGRS385 Roli1otics Engineering SE 4 S17/518 23 

Other Tech Elective from LisJ of Four Altematives SE 3 SI7/S18 22 
e.~, IWME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T 

4!b YEAR: FALL 

EGME431 Heat Transfer R 3 iF 161F17 18 

EGME432 Thermal Fluids Lab R 2.1' F16IFJ7 19 

EGNR491 Engineering DesLgn Project I R 3.1' F161F17 39 

EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 

EGRS430 System IntegF8tion & Machine Vision SE '* F161F17 27 

4th \,EAR: SPBlNG 

EGNR495 Engineerring Design Project II R 3.1' 817/S18 39 

EGRS'435 Automated Manufacturing Systems SE 3 S.]7/S18 16 

Social Science Elective e.g., SOCY101 intro. to Sociology" SE 3 F17/S18 55 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN25 I rfumanitics lor SE 4 P17/S18 6] 
Hum. Elec. e.g_, PHJL305 Modem Contemporary Philosophy· SE 3 S17/S18 28 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUrREMENTS 32 73 25 
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OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF I 
THE PROGRAM I 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 24.62% 56 .15% 19.23% 

Total must satisfy either 
Minimum Semester Credit Hours 32 Hours 48 Hours 

I 

credit hours or percentage Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5% 
I 

*ExampJe courses used for illustration. 
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Table 5-1 (b): Curriculum, ME wNebicie Systems CODe. 

Mechanical Engineering: Vehicle Systems Concentratjon 
130 - 131 credit hours 

Subject Area (Credit Hours) 

Indicate 

Wbether Course 
is Required, 

Engineering 
Topics 

Course Elective or a Check if 
(Department, Number, Title) Selected Math & Contains 

List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of Elective Basic Significant General 
first year and ending with the last tenn of the final year. Sciences Design (-..1) Education 

-
1,1 YEAR: FALL 

EGMEl41 Solid MO<leling R 3 

EGNR 1 0 I Introduction to Engineering R 2,1 

ENGLIIO First-Year Composition J R 3 

MATHI51 Calculus I R 4 

Cultural Diversity Elective e.g. GEOG306 Cultur1!1 Geogrnpby* SE 3 
-

1"\ YEAR: SPRING 

CHEM 115 General Chemistry R 5 

EGfvtE 110 Manufacturing Processes I R 3 

EGNRI40 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engineers R 2 

ENGLlII First-Year Composition II R 3 

MATH152 Calculus fl R 4 

2nd YEAR: FALL 

EGEM220 Statics R 3 

EGNR26S "C" Programming R 3 
M A. TH251 Calculus 10 R 4 

PHYS23 I Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists J R 4 

Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCIOl [ntto. to Psychology'" SE 3 

2nd YEAR: SPRING 
----- - -~ - --

Maximum 
Section 

Enrollment 
for the Last Two 

Last Two Terms the Terms the 
Course was Offered Course was 

Other Offered 

'F17/S18 14 

F16/F,J7 54 

F17/S18 24 
F17/S18 29 

F17/S18 48 

I 1'17/S)8 75 

F17/S18 26 I 
FJ 7/S18 28 I 
F]7/S18 24 

Fl7/S18 20 

F17/S18 14 

F17/S18 22 I 
FJ7/S18 27 

I PI61F17 49 

Fl7/S 18 98 

- I -~-- -~- - ~~~_I 
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EGME22S Mechanics of Materials R 3 SI7/S18 25 

EGME275 Engineering Materials R 3 S17/S18 26 

iEGME276 Stren.gth ofMate.ia]s Lab R 1 S]7/S18 10 

EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T SE 3'/ I S17/S18 22 

MA TI-I31 0 Differential Equations R 3 FI7/$]8 24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Engineers & Scientists In R 4 S17/S18 40 

3rd YEAR~ FALL 
I 

EG.EE2lO Circuit Analysis R 4 FI7/S]8 22 

lEGEM320 Dynamics R 3 F161FiJ7 19 

iEGME350 Machin.e Design R 4'/ F]61F17 22 

EGNR340 Numericaf Methods for Engineers R 1 FI7/S18 14 

MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 fl61F17 28 
iEGME31 0 Vehicle Development and Testing SE 2 FI4 (as EGM!E300)1F16 18 

3M YEAR: SPRING I 
COMMIOI Fundamentals of Speech Communication, R 3 F17/S18 I 24 

EGME337 Thermodyruunics R 4 S17/S]8 17 

~GME338 Fluid Mechanics R 3 S17/S] 8 20 

lEGME41,5 Vehicle Dynamics SE 2 S15/S17 14 

iEGME442 Finite Element Analysis SE 3 (New: to begin S 19) N/A 

4'~ YEAR: FALL 

iEGEE280 Introduction to Signal Processing SE 4 F16IF] 7 23 

rEGME431 Heat Transfer R 3 F161F]7 18 

lEGME432 Thermalr Fluids Lab R 2'/ FI6IF]7 19 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project r R 3'/ F16IFJ7 39 

lEGRS460 Control Systems R 4 FI61F17 22 
4'~ YEAR: SPRING .-

EGME425 Vibrations and Noise Control SE 4'/ 816/S18 14 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project n R 3'/ SI7/S) 8 39 

Socia1 Science Elective e.g., SOCYJ 0 [ IntTo . to Sociol'ogy* SlE 3 F17/Sl R 55 

~ities Elective e.g., HUMN25 I Humanities J'" SE 4 F17/SJ8 61 

Hum. EJec. e.g., P1·DL305 Modem Contemporary Philosophy'" SE 3 S17/S 18 28 
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TOTALS-ABET BASTC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 74 25 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR CO:MPLETION OF I 
THE PROGRAM 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 24.43% 56.49% 19.08% 

Total must satisfy either 
Minimum Semester Credit Hours 32 Hours 48 Hours 

credit hours or percentage Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5% 

*Example courses used for illustration. 
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Table 5-1 (c): Curriculum, ME General 

Mechanical Engineering: General (i.e., no named concentration) 
(showing, here, example technical elective choices lhatjust minimally satisfy the required totals: EGME240, plus ]4 total other 

credits, of which 5 cr. at the 400 level) 
]29 credit hours (minimum possible, but 130 in this example due to particular Gen Ed elective selection) 

Sub/eel Area (Credit Hours) 

Indicate 

Whether Course 
Engineering 

Maximwn 
Section 

is Required, 
Topics Enrollment 

Course Elective or a Check jf for the Last Two 
(Department, Number, Title) Selected Math & Contains Last Two Terms the Terms the 

List all courses in the program by term starting with first term of Elective Basic Significant General Course was Offered Course was 
first year and ending, wirh the last term of the final year. Sciences Design (--1) Education Other Offered 

1'1 YEAR: FALL j 
EGMEI41 Solid Modeling R 3 FnlS18 14 

EGNRLOI Introduction to Engineering R 2,( FI16tfl7 54 

ENGLlIO First-Year Composition [ R 3 F]7!S18 24 

MATHI51 Calculus 1 R 4 F17/S18 29 
Cultural Diversity E1cctive e.g. GEOG306 Cultural Geography· SE 3 F117/S18 48 

1" YEAR: SPRING I 
CHEMllS General Chemistry R 5 FI'7/S18 75 

EGME 110 Manufacturing Processes I R 3 F17/S18 26 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical AppJ'ns for Engineers R 2 FJ 7/S18 28 

ENGLlll First-Year Composition II R 3 F17/S18 24 

MATHL52 Calculus II R 4 F17/SJ8 20 

2"d YEAR: FALL I 
EGEM220 Statics R 3 iF17/S18 14 

EGNR265 "C" Programming R 3 F17/S18 22 

MATH251 Calculus ill R 4 F17/S18 27 

PHYS23 I Applied Physics for Engineers & ScientistS 1 R 4 F16fF17 49 

I 
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Social Science Elective e.g. PSYCI 0 J Jntro. to Psychology* SE 3 F17/S18 98 

2ftd YEAR: SPRINC , 

EGME225 Mechanics of Materials R 3 S17/S18 25 

EGME275 Engineering Materials R 3 S17/Si8 26 
~ 

EGME276 Strength of Materials Lab R ~ S 17/S18 10 

EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T SE 3,1' S17/818 22 
MA TH31 0 Differential Equations R 3 F17/S18 :24 

PHYS232 Applied Physics for Enginem & Scientists II R 4 SI7/S 18 40 

3rd YEAR: FALL 

I EGEE210 Circuit Analysis R 4 
~ 

F 17/S 18 22 

EGEM320 Dynamics R 3 F16fFI1 7 19 

EGME350 Machine Design R 4,1' F161F17 22 
EGNR340 Numerical Methods for Engineers R 1 F17/S1& 14 

MA TID OS Probability & Mathematical Statistics R 3 F16/F17 28 
EGME.3I,O Vt:hicle Development and Testing R 2 F14(as EGME300)1F16 18 
Jrd YEAR: SPRING 

COMM:lO 1 Fundamentals of Speech Communication R 3 F17/S18 24 

EGMB337 Thermodynamics R 4 Sl7/S18 17 

EGME338 Fluid Mecbanics R 3 S17/S18 20 
EGRS385 Robotics Engineering SE 4 S17/S18 23 
EGME4 15 Vehicle Dynamics SE 2 SI5/S17 14 
41h YEAR: FALL 

EGME431 Heat Trnnsfer R 3 F161F17 18 

I EGME432 Thermal Fluids Lab R 2./ F161F17 19 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project I R 3./ FI61P17 39 
EGRS460 Control Systems R 4 F161F17 22 
WMT216 CAM with CNC Applications 

-

R 3 S17/S18 8 

4jb YEAR: SPRING 
r'" 

EGNR495 Engineering Design Project II R 3./ S17/S18 39 
EGRS435 Automated Manufacturing Systems SE 3 SI7/S18 16 
Social Science Elective e.g., SOCYIOI rntro. LO Sociology· SE 3 FJ7/S18 55 

Humanities Elective e.g., HUMN251 Humanities 1* SE 
L 

4 FI7/S18 61 
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Hum. Elec. e.g., PHIL305 Modern Contemporary Philosophy· I SE 3 S17/S18 28 

TOTALS-ABET BASIC-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 32 70 25 3 
OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION OF I 
THE PROGRAM 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 24.62% 53.85% 19.23% 2.30% 

Total must satisfy either 
Minimum Semester Credit I·lours 32 Hours 48 Hours 

credit hours or percentage Minimum Percentage 25% 37.5 % 

*ExampJe courses used for illustration. 
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A.2 Curriculum Alignment to PROs 

There are, faT Mechanical 
described chapter 2, above, 

four 
with 

vu.,,,,,,,,",u.vual objectives; are 
as explained in 

following. 

PEO l. The PEO calls for to apply knowledge from discipline in solving 
problem8 within the profession. Most the curriculum is there to supply the 

base is to applied; secondarily, the 
are generalizable to the application of other knowledge obtained, 

ill and soft:\vare are tOO)5 professional problem solving. 

curriculum fulfills primary function furnishing lmowledge base, its 
development of breadth across the discipline and engineering (see 5-3 
regarding major curricular components, broad subject areas, addressed in discipline by 
sets of courses), significant depth key areas of thermal-fluids solid Lll"'V1<''''HHJ'' 

figure where structure in 

The of skills, parallel with subject knowledge, will be 
evidenced in the course-specific display materials at the time of the 

of design or research within (economic, 
a number which design 

are expected to develop an early-stage 
m should facilitate to work the profession. 

The courses checked in 1 have particularly significant design projects. 

PEO DI. says alumni set goals, experience professional growth, engage 
in on-going learning / professional-development. Accordingly, curriculum is so constructed 
as to the tools and the attitude necessary to continued learning. 

tool is the sense that and/or G1jJ,Ju ........ 

knowledge (upper-level experiences) rooted in 
fundamentals and derived from principles; the development of flrst principles 
Newton's law or energy balance for example) advanced principles (e.g., Navier-Stokes 
equations, wave equations and speeds of sound, heat laws, within the 
curriculum instills the ability to see the larger and interconnectedness the 
,,l4,,,,,,,,,,,,'LU.Aw. and the ability to extrapolate develop competencies that beyond the lmowledge 
OOlli:l1I1C{l directly from the deep structure curriculum, 
also the structure and philosophy of individual courses, emphasizing the linkages of "first 
principles" to advanced develops tool. 

The attitude promoting life-long learning is instilled, especially, by exposure to "A~J"'J-JL"'.LL''''"'''' that 
are interdisciplinary, the (capstone) project and Introduction to tn:gmeermg 

interdisciplinairity is to the student of how the 
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authentic engineering design and development scenarios, to synthesize knowledge beyond that 
obtained directly in the student's own coursework. 

Concerning professional growth, the EGNRIOI mtroduction to Engineering course introduces 
students to the LSSU student chapters of professional societies, notably including ASME and 
SAE for ME students especially. Sustained extracurricular involvement in these societies is 
expected to be a factor promoting professional growth, particularly to the extent the association 
with the corresponding national organizations continues after graduation. 

PEO IV. The fourth PEO says that alumni will be, furthermore, societally-beneficial as 
individuals. 

The curriculum contributes to tlus objective by providing competencies that are of use to society, 
most directly manifested by the various concentration courses which show industry-specific 
applications, to the transport and automation industries in particular (for the Velticle Systems and 
Robotics & Automation concentrations, respectively). But of course, the broader core of 
Mechanical Engineering is versatile in its applications to a great many industries, as well as to 
govenunent, academia, and the non-profit sector. 

A.3 Curriculum Support of Student Outcomes 

There are, for the ME Program, eleven Student Outcomes established; these are described in 
Chapter 3 above, and coincide exactly with the ABET (a) - (k) criteria. The courses comprising 
the core part of the curriculum support these, as illustrated by the mapping of Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2: Mapping of Counes to Student Outcomes Supported. Color-highlighted cells indicate courses (rows wbere 
highlighted) serving as sources of evidence for attainment of specific student outcomes (columns where highlighted). 

Cl:Iurse ABC D E F G H J K 

EGEE-210 m~:E 
./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ 

EGEM-220 ~~: 
,/ ./ 

EGI!:M-320 M:S~E ./ ././ 

EGME-110 
./ 

e .. 
EGME-ll1 

./ ./ ./ ./ ././ 
e ~ .. 

EGME-225 
././ ./ ./ 

m,s,e * 
EGME-275 

././ ./ 
rn, 8, e -

EGMZ-276 
././ ././ ././ ./ 
g e 

gGME-337 M • ./s./ E 
,/ ,/ ./ 

EGME-338 t/;E 
EGME-339 

././ ,/. 

I<:GME-.350 

EGME-431 

EGME- 432 

EGNR-IOl 

~N 
././ 

I ** 
,/./ ./ 

M, 8 , E .. 
././ ./ ./ 
M,~E ." 

./ ,/./,/./ ./ ././ ./ ./ ,/,/,/ 

e * -
EGNR-140 

././ ././ ,/ ./,/./ 

m" e 

EGNR-265 '/8 
,/ ././ ./ ./ ./././ 

I 

EGNR-j40 ~~ 
./ ./ ,/././ 

EGNR-491 
./ ./././ ./,/./ ./././ ,/,/ ./././ ./ ././ ././ 
E ** * ~ .** 

EGNR-49S 
./ 0/,/ ./././ ./././ ./.1'/ '/;./ .,;././ ./,/ .1./ ,/ ././ 
E "'~ *-. .... .. 

EGRS-460 ;:::E ./ ./ ././,/ ,/ ./ 

• ~* 

evaluated for ME alone I I evaluated In common with q~E and EE I 
I I evaluated In common with E£ 

,/ elCposure (for instance, one graded assignment) * foundational - ready for further develo~m ent 
tion 
neer 

,/./ stress (for Instan,e, one course objective) .. developed - prepared for practical applica 
./././ focus (for instance, multiple objectives or course title) ."'- high - approaching that ,of a practicing engi 

III (1-1) basic-level (advanad -level) mathematics I e(E) I bastc-Ievel (advanced -level) en~\neering 

" (8) baste-level (advanced ·Ievel) science 

(A) an abillly to apply knowledge of mathematl~, scIence, and engmeenng 

(B) an ability to deSign and conduct experIments, as well a5 to analyle and interpret data 

(e) an ability to design a system, component.. or process to meet deSired needs within realistic consiralnts such as economic, environmental, 
social. political, ethical, health and safely, manufacturabillty, and 5ustainability 

(O) an ability to function on multidiSCiplinary teams 

(E) an ability to Ideotlfy, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

If} an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 

(G) an ability to communicate effectively 

(H) the broad education neassary to understand the Impact of engineering solutions in a global, economIc. environmental, and societal cantelfl 

(I) a recognition of the need for. and an ability to engage in life-long learning 

(1) a knowledge of contemporary Issues 

(K) an ability to use the techniques, sKil\5, and modem engineering tools necessary for engineering practice. 
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table, firstly, serves as a mapping, indicating which courses are intended to contribute in 
some way to attainment of which Student Outcomes, by virtue of cells filled when that is 
the case at the of the course-row with objective-column. instance, in the 
EGME432 row, column G is occupied and that in column H is accordingly, 
EGME432 can be to contribute to outcome G (communications), but not by 

ifso) to outcome H (broader impacts). 

But the table also secondly, an the degree to course 
contributes. of check marks, one to three, increases with an increasing such 
contribution. As below the table a single check would suggest a fairly 
secondary contribution, mere "exposure" without any especial stress in course; this might be 
the case if, for example, a single or few assignments, adding up to a small portion of the course 

and effort were to exercise checks 
indicate that outcome is, instead, <i'rrl"<i';:J;'fl 

it corresponded to a course objective. 
focused on to objective, as course ... ""'1"' .... ''11 

The table, thirdly, expected development, with to that outcome, to be 
displayed by perfonning satisfactorily. The number of all outcomes 
except A, correlates to the level of development; for A in particular, letters m, s, and e are 
instead used to distinguish the math, science, engineering aspects, respectively, of the 
outcome, with to indicate level of development (lower 
case implying case higher). Thus, a in B - K means 

some 
Lower case m the application 
upper case M a more advanced mathematics 
the s vs. S and e vs. E distinctions are <U.I.<UVI",VIJ'" 

engineering ,,",VL',",U""'''. 

assessment" 
whole curriculum, not 
outcome concerned. 

table indicates which courses ........ >."''''' is purposefully 
lanlln,ent of Student Outcomes via the "program 

is understood to evidence that on the workings 
which the evidence is ... vt'f"Qrf'PrI towards the 

are those an evidentiary source; 
course corresponding to nrr,v", .. " evidence of attainment of the objective 
corresponding to 
information as to 
Engineering 
grouping with 

CE). 

chosen for highlighting furnishes the additional 
any distinction is made, or not, ME students and 

Thus, red means students exclusively, whereas purple 
Engineering and yellow with all students 

example, we noted that that 
occupied some contribution of course (Thermal-Fluids lab) to outcome 
(communications). fact, the table us, by a that the emphasis on 
corrununications is only minor, and two asterisks that the for students is an 
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intennediate level of development in their oral presentations and technical reports in that course. 
Finally, the red highlighting means that the department collects and evaluates evidence from that 
course (one would have to consult the course or program assessment reports for specifics) for 
purposes of evaluating the program's attainment of outcome G, and that such evidence is (unlike 
that from, say, EGNR495 for the same objective) not confounded with that of students from 
other Engineering disciplines. 

Note that the technical electives of the concentrations (or ME-general) also support the Student 
Outcomes, but to varying degrees and varying distribution; accordingly, these are not included in 
the table, but the respective course assessment reports may be consulted for the same kind of 
infonnation for those technical electives as supplied here for the core courses. 

AA Prerequisite Structure 

Figure 5-1, below, shows direct prerequisite and co-requisite reiationsrups between the core 
courses of the curriculum (omitted are the technical electives in the concentrations, as well as 
those elective general education courses typically requiring no prerequisites). 

Mechanical Engineering, Fall 2018, 
Prerequisite Chart (excl. electives) 

EGNR265 " - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ EGME337 EGME432 

.. , .... ,..... --·-------tMATIi308~7EG~E431 
"'. ! MATH251 '. ~ " , 

"'" / MATH31 0 • ' "",,~/ / , '. 
, \ '. ~/ - / 

"'> EGN~340 .. :~. _ -~ ~ EGME338 

~,TH152 / _,~_ / ",?"" EGRS460 

Y
\ ~ ,-,' /~" (Does not show MATH prereqs 

below MATH151; students with 
lower placement should check 
catalog for such requirements) 

~ ',,-
EGNR140 ~ 

\ ~ , .. ~\( ' ~ \, 
\ ~" \ '. 

, ~\~' "" ' EGEM320 
~ 

EGEM220 

,/ 
/ 

EGME141 ----- / 

~ / 
EGME110 // 

EGNR101 ./ HUMN elec 

ENGL 110 -<::::::: 
ENGL111 

EGME350--- EGNR491 ---- EGNR495 

.............. Co-requisite req'1 

Pre-requisite req"\ 

--- Prereq, C or better 

- - - - - -. Alternative Pre-requisites 

bold text C-or-better req'd. course 

Figure 5.1 Prerequisite Structure for Required Courses. The highlighted vertical columns 
represent layers of depth within the prerequisite structure (courses with equal numbers of 
preceding courses in prerequisite sequence); note that these do not precisely align with 
specific semesters or even academic years within the program. Technical elective courses, 
and generaJ education courses without prerequisite relationships, are omitted. 
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prerequisite chart of fig.5-1, "'rr"'TH ..... " so that courses with the same of prerequisite 
are vertically aligned in columns, is useful to hlll·tNllr ... a few key features 
ME program: 

.. that there is a significant 
course, EGNR495, is so 
courses that are 3 or 4 

ev(aOI)OO throughout the A ...... "'"".~, the final capstone 
as sixth in a chain pre~re(lUl~;lte;s, and there are many 

.. certain courses, such as Calculus II or EGEM220 
base of a large part of subsequent core curriculum, as can 
many lines from those courses to right; 

.. certain other courses, 
1 

widely from across 
them from the 

are the knowledge 
seen by the divergence of 

8 Fluid Mechanics, 
knowledge obtained 

lines 

depth of a course within preceding courses in 
sequence) does not aCataellliC year, but correlates to 

as illustrated by fig.S-2, columns are color highlighting instead 
ll1"ouns same-academic-year courses (corresponding to the rec:onID1eUClea sequencing of the plan
of-study document). 
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Mechanical Engineering, Fall 2018, 
Prerequisite Chart (excl. electives) 

--' 

EGNR265 ,.~---

MA\151 :-... 

.:f 
EGNR140 

GHEM115 

1st Yr 

t:GME141 - // 

~ / 
EGM~110/ 
EGNR101 HUMN elec 

ENGL110~ 
ENGL111 

EGME432 
.1' 

EGME431 

EGRS460 

(Does not show MATH prereqs 
below MATH151; students with 
lower placement snould check 
catalog for such requirements) 

" EGME350- - - EGNR491 ---EGNR495 

Co-requisite req't 

--- Pre-requisite req't 

--- Prereq, C or better 

--- - - ----- Anemetlve Pre-requisites 

red, bold C-or-better req'd_course 

Figure 5.2 Core Prerequisite Structure by Academic Year, The structure is repeated from 
fig.S.l, but with highlighting to show suggested semester in the Plan-of-Study. TechnicaJ 
elective courses, and general education courses without prerequisite relationships, are again 
omitted, 

Aside from these few observations, however, the prerequisite chart broken down at the detailed 
courses level, as in figs. 5-1 and 5-2, is less than ideal for observing the overall structure of the 
curriculum as the series and parallel development of blocks of courses with common themes, 
most notably the solid mechanics and thermal-fluids blocks of courses. Figure 5-3, below, 
breaks down the discipline, below, by these course blocks; on the basis of this breakdown, the 
more manageable and perspicuous prerequisite course structures of the individual blocks are 
thereafter presented in figures 5-4 through 5-6. 
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Intro 
Block 

Mathematics & 
Computing Sequence 

~ 
-- ~ 

Nat Sci ~ 
Sequence 

Circuits & 
Controls 

\. 
Tech Elective 

I 

sequenc: _ ~ 

Thermal - Fluids ME 
Sequence I • Degree 

Solid Mechanics /!, 
Sequence 

~ Senior 
Sequence 

Gen Ed 
Block 

Figure 5.3. ME Program Structure as the Culmination of Coherently-Themed Course Blocks 
(representing branches of ME. and groupings of support subjects). Arrows represent the 

existence (and direction) of prerequisite requirements between course blocks. 
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EGEM2.:>O 

Statics 

"l 
EGl\IlE338 

Thermal - Fluids Sequence 

Mi\TH2S1 L_--'---" Fluid Mecb. ---- l::GM£4"3 t EGME432 
Calc ill ________ - -. Thertil!,l-

EGME3
'>' ..' Hn t ! mnsIer Fluids lab 

.MATHI52 t--------i-+ :> I 

Cold! Ilrenood", h 
EGNR26.5 -- EGNR 140 

MATHISl 

MATH310 

D iffereo.tial 
EquatiOlLS 

CDlel 1----........ --.. .. I.tlt~ 

~JI 
EGNR140 ~ ~' 

Linear Algebra 6; " 
. ~ 

Nmnenc~App~ " 

or. lL-incar AlgebTa &. 
C Programm.i.oll, Numeric.al AWlns 

--------""'" 
" " " " EGEM320 " -.-.;1"------ Dynamjc.~ "-

EGME22S • EGME3.10' 

M ... 1 .... ·'x-;= 
PHYS231 ' 

Appl Physics 
E~6;Sc-i1 

EGME275 __ ..: EGME276 I 
'----'~--~-~~~7 ,..,,' S~bMool' __ _ 

CHEM115 EGME141 

Gf:Il Chemistry Solid Modeling 
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Figure 5.4. Internal Prerequisite Structure: Solid Mechanics & Thermal-Fluids Course Blocks. 
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Fig.S.S Internal Prerequisite Structure ofthe Technical Elective Concentrations. 
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Fig.5.6 Internal Prerequisite Structure of Supporting Subject Course Blocks. 

To enforce compliance with the prereqwsite structure outlined above, the University's 
registration system is designed to disallow enrollment in courses for which students lack the 
prerequisites or have not already enrolled in co-requisites . In recent years, furthermore, the 
Registrar has also adopted the practice of flagging and dis-enrolling students who could 
pre1inlinarily enroll in a course while in the process of completing a prerequisite course, but who 
then subsequently do not successfully complete that prerequisite requirement (by withdrawing, 
failing, or not attaining a C in cases that require such). To provide some redundancy in ensuring 
compliance, furthennore, students, at the beginning of any course, are also asked by the 
Engineering instructor to complete and sign a statement that testifies to their having satisfactorily 
completed any prerequisite courses, and having enrolled in (or already completed) any co
requisite courses. Waivers for prerequisites must be approved by the ME Coordinator, and a 
departmental policy statement (appendix. F) exists to provide guidance for frequently-occurring 
cases, while not restricting the discretion ofthe advisor and Coordinator. Appendix K also 
contains example prerequisite fonus. 

A.5 Oepth in Subject Areas 

As indicated in Table 5-1, the program consists of at least 129 credits; insofar as these are 
semester credits, this is in accordance with the standard for total semester credits of at least 124. 
The distribution of these credits by subject area is as follows: 
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.. 19 
Instructed Math Dep't 
Instructed by School ofEngrg & TeeM 

.. """""'v"'''''''''''''''' (Chemistry, Physics) 

l1li 

.. 
129 

components, and their relation to criterion 5, 

Basic Sciences. Criterion 5 
mattlemaltlcS and basic (or a 

is 32-and-a-fraction, it is 
meets that requirement by 

18 credits 
1 credit 

discussed in detail in the 

u."'u ...... ''" a rrurumum 
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T bJ 5-3 M tb a e ; a . &8 . S' ematics aSlC clences C omponent 0 fC ri ul ur cum. 
Course Credits 

Offered by ]vfathematics Dept. 
MA TH 151 Calculus I 4 
MA THlS2 Calculus II 4 
MATH2S1 Calculus ill 4 
MA TH31 0 DifferentiaL Equations 3 
MA TH308 Probability & Mathematical Statistics 3 

Offered by School of EnKineerinK & Techn%fY 
EGNR340 Numerical Methods 1 

Offered b)1 the Colle~e of Science & the Environment 
CHEM115 General Chemistry I 5 
PHYS231 Appl. Physics for Eng. and Sci . I 4 
PHYS232 Appl. PhYSics for Eng. and Sci . II 4 

Total 32 

Some students entering Mechanical Engineering program do not possess a sufficient 
mathematical background to be placed in MATH 151 at the outset. These students are instead 
placed in lower level Mathematics courses, as appropriate to their initial preparation. Academic 
credit at the University is certainJy awarded for such courses (except for any beLow the 100-
level), and the grade point average does account for them, but they do not apply towards any 
degree requirements of the ME program, and stand outside of the program's minimum 129 
required credits. 

The EAC program criterion for degrees named Mechanical Engineering speCifies, furthermore, 
that the mathematics component must include "multivariate calculus and differential equations". 
This is fuLfilled by MATH25 1 Calculus ill (which addresses multivariate calculus), MATH310 
Differential Equations (which covers ordinary differential equations), and EGNR340 Advanced 
Numerical Methods (which addresses ordinary and partial differential equations). These syllabi 
are provided in appendix A (and a more complete syllabus for EGNR340, specifically, in 
appendix 1). 

The Engineering-instructed course EGNR340 Advanced Numerical Methods is regarded, for 
present purposes, as essentially a mathematics rather than an engineering science course. It not 
only introduces numerical methods related to mathematics concepts from other courses (e.g., 
numerical integration, eigenvalue analysis, etc.), but also originaL mathematics content (e.g., 
partial differential equations) not introduced in the MATH-listed courses of the curriculum. 

It is also noteworthy that the program criterion calls not merely for inclusion of the Mathematics 
in the curriculum, but also for its application (" .. . to apply .. . mathematics"). AccordingLy, many 
of the Engineering courses do make application of the Mathematics content, all the way from 
lower mathematics through topics from multivariate calculus and cJjfferential equations as the 
criterion specifies. As examples from the core, EGME338 Fluid Mechanics makes use of 
multivariate calculus (e.g., Stoke's theorem for open channel flow anaLysis), and EGME350 
Machine Design makes use of differential equations (for beam bending and eigenvalue analysis 
for buckling load and critical rotor speed analyses) . Technical elective courses such as 
EGRS385 Robotics Engineering (using multivariate ca lculus for kinematic analyses) or 
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EGME425 Vibrations & Noise Control (using partial differential equations for resolving Euler
Bernoulli beam resonances), to mention one course from each named concentration, also 
contribute substantially to the application of mathematics. 

The Mathematics portion of the curriculum, and its support of subsequent Engineering Sciences 
courses, is illustrated in figure 5-7; this clarifies the Mathematics-level underlying key 
Engineering courses. 

EGNR 1011ntro E'l9rg 

EGME 141 Solid Modenng 

EGME 110 Mig Pro<; .. s~s 

CHEM 115 a .. n. C~mlstry 

MATH 151 
CalculUS I 

• EGEf210 Ci~ults 

EGME337 ~rmodynamcs 

EGEM320 Dynamics 

• EGME225 Mechanics of Materials 

EGEM220 Statics 

- > EGME275 Engrg M,;:ca=f=.Is _____ • 

MATH 152 
calculus II 

MATH 251 
Calculus III 

H '---,---- -----~. 

MATH 308 I 
PrDb & Math Sti~slics 

MATH 310 

, 
EOME338 Fluid Mech 
EGME4.31 Heat Tra~sle{ 
EGME4.32 ThellT\al-Fluids Lab 

PHYS231 Appj.Physies tOl Engrg & Sci I ---I EGRS4Bo Control SYI ~ 
Dlfferenthd ferns 

PHYS232 AppJ PhysICs tor Engrg & SClll--f---L---~ 

• EGNR140 Urrea' AJgeb,Q /I Num Appll\! N:~~~I ~?h J 

EGNR 265 "C' Programming --- --- ---' 

Figure 5-7. Internal Structure of Mathematics Component, and Relation to Subsequent Science and 
Engineering Courses. Grayed-out courses are not formally part of the ME program, but may be needed 
by some students before beginning Calculus I, ifunderprepared in Mathematics. Some prerequisite 
relations shown are Indirect, but presented to indicate the Math levels of the Science/Engineering 
courses concerned. No distinction is made between pre-requisite and co-requisite arrows in this diagram 
(but that level of detail can be found in section 5.A.4 above). 

Consistent with the criterion 5 requirement tbat some basic science courses include experimental 
experiences, all three of the courses in natural sciences (CHEMl15, PHYS23 1 , and PHYS232) 
have a laboratory component; these are 3 hours/week for CHEMl15, and 2 hours/week for each 
of the two Physics courses. 

Figure 5 -8 illustrates the structure 0 f the natural sciences portion of the curriculum, its 
mathematics prerequisites, and the Engineering Science courses which it serves. 
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MATH 151 Calculus I 

1 
PHYS 231 

Appl Physics for 
Engrgs & Sci I 

PHYS 232 
- - .... Appl Physics for 

Engrgs & Sci II 

~ EGEM 220 Statics 

~ EGME338 Fluid Me,h 

CHEM115 
General Chemistry 

~ EGEM 275 Engrg Materials 

Rest of Solid MechanicsCurriculum 

\ 
EGME350 Machine Design 

Figure 5-8. Internal Structure of Natural Sdences Component, and Relation to 
Subsequent Engineering Courses. 

Engineering Courses. Criterion 5 requires one-and-a-halfyears (48 credits) of engineering 
topics (engineering science and engineering design). Indeed, the core oftbe ME program at 
LSSU provides 50 such credits, as broken down in Table 5-4, below; these are complemented by 
at least 17 additional credits of technical electives (not shown in the table), of which most are 
also Engineering courses (Le., all 18 in the Vehicle Systems concentration, and at least 14 in the Robotics & 
Automation concentration; Robotics & Automation and the ME-General each permit 3 of the credits from a certain 
Engineering Technology course, EGMT216; furthennore, 400-level Math substitutions may also be used in the ME
Geneml, limited to one). 
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a e : ore Qglnee.nng T hi 5-4 C E' c omponent 0 fC . 1 urncu um. 
Course Credits 

General Engineering 
EGNRI 01 Introduction to Engineering 2 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Appl'ns for Engrs 2 
EGNR265 "C" Programming 3 

Electrical Enf;ineerinf; 
EGEE210 Circuit Analysis 4 

Enf;ineerinR Mechanics 
EGEM220 Statics 3 
EGEM320 Dynamics 3 

Mechanical Engineering 
EGME 11 0 Manufacturing Processes 3 
EGME 141 Solid Modeling 3 
EGME225 Mechanics of Materials 3 
EGlv1E275 Engineering Materials 3 
EGME276 Strength of Materials Laboratory 1 
EGME337 Thermodynamics 4 
EGME338 Fluid Mechanics 2 
EGME339 Fund. ofFJuid Mecharucs 1 
EGME350 Machine Design 4 
EGME431 Heat Transfer 3 
EGME432 Thermal and Fluids Lab 2 

Control Systems EngineerinR 
EGRS460 Control Svstems 4 

Total 50 

The EAC criterion 5 notes that "The engineering sciences have their roots in mathematics and basic 
sciences but carry knowledge further toward creative application. These studies provide a bridge 
between mathematics and basic sciences on the one hand and engineering practice on the other.'" It 
will be evident from a consideration of figures 5-4 through 5-6, showing prerequisite structure, as 
well as figure 5-7 highlighting Math levels and 5-8 highlighting usage of the Sciences, that the 
Engineering Science courses are indeed based upon foundations in Mathematics and the basic 
Sciences. Finally, the Engineering sciences lead into practice, as is highlighted. especially by the use 
ofEGME350 Machine Design, which itselfis the culmination of many earlier courses, as a 
prerequisite to EGNR491, the first of the senior sequence courses (conventional route). 

The EAC program criterion for degrees named Mechanical Engineering specifies, furthermore, 
that the program " . .. prepare students to work professionally in either thermal or mechanical 
systems, while requiring topics in each area", Accordingly, the program contains substantial 
amounts of credit in each of those areas, as tabulated in TabJe 5-5; prerequisite structure within 
these areas is well-developed, giving the depth needed for professional work, as illustrated in 
fig.5A, above. 
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T hi 55 B kd a e - : rea own IOto erm - Ul san 01 ec ames u -compooents. Tb at FI 'd d S I'd M h . S b 

Area Credits 

Thermal-Fluids Area 
EGME337 Thermodynamics 4 
EGME338 Fluid Mechanics 3 
EGME431 Heat Transfer 3 
EGME432 Thermal and Fluids Lab 2 

Sub-total 12 
Solid Mechanics Area 

EGEM220 Statics 3 
EGEM320 Dynamics 3 
EGME225 Mechanics of Materials 3 
EGME275 Engineering Materials 3 
EGME276 Strength of Materials Laboratory 1 
EGEM320 Dynamics 3 
EGME350 Machine Design 4 

Sub-total 20 

Modeling, Analysis, Design, Realization. The EAC program criterion for degrees named 
Mechanical Engineering specifies, finally, that the program require students "to model, analyze, 
design, and realize physical systems, components or processes". It is the Engineering portion ofthe 
program, naturally, which accomplishes this task. 

Firstly, as regards design, Table 5-1, above, indicates (by a check mark) those courses which 
contain a substantial design project. 

Secondly, as regards modeling and analysis, these activities are often inseparable from 
corresponding design activities. Jndeed, much design can be regarded as iterative, wherein 
modeling and analysis stages are interspersed to prove out the adequacy of design decisions 
made thusfar. Accordingly, many of the detailed design activities to which reference will be 
made in the course-specific materials will also lead the reader to modeling and analysis 
activities. However, it is worth noting that, in particular, intensive numerical modeling activities, 
involving algorithm writing in the context of physical systems, can be found in EGNR340 
Advanced Numerical Methods, EGME431 Heat Transfer, EGEM320 Dynamics, EGME415 
Vehicle Dynamics (a technical elective), EGME425 Vibrations & Noise Control (a technical 
elective), and EGRS460 Control Systems; less intensive such activities take place in EGEM220 
Statics, EGME225 Mechanics of Materials, and EGME275 Engineering Materials, as well. 
Various other courses involve modeling using commercial software (e.g., FEA in EGME350 
Machine Design, multi-body dynamics in EGME3l0 Vehicle Development and Testing, an 
elective). Manufacturing processes are modelled in EGRS435 Automated Manufacturing 
Systems (a technical elective) using commercial software, as well . Practically all Engineering 
Science courses at the 200-level and above involve analysis using hand calculation, 

Finally, as regards realization, some ME courses require fabrication and testing of a proof-of
concept prototype product as the culmination of a design experience, such as EGME432 
Thennal-Fluids Lab presently (examples of past projects: design & build of a test bench for 
measuring forces of water jets on flat and hemispherical plates; design & build of a test bench to 
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measure thermal conductivities of materials; design & build of a test bench for measuring 
efficiencies of convective cooling fins; etc.). Most notably, however, the senior (capstone) 
sequence courses provide such realization, as described below in section A.6. 

General Education. There is a general education component comprising 24 credits (minimum) 
that are not otherwise called out by the degree program. The General Education mission 
statement reads as follows: 

"In a diverse and changing world, college graduates must be prepared for a 
lifetime of learning in a variety of fields. In order to meet this challenge, general 
education requirements foster the development of general skills and knowledge 
that are further developed throughout the curriculum." 

Note that the LSSU University-level perspective is that the General Education component is 
actually 36 credits minimum, but that definition of "General Education" also includes 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences courses, which, for present purposes, are not included in what 
is referred to as "General Education" in this report (since they are fulfilled by specific program 
requirements). These are broken into 4 blocks: 

.. a Communications block, consisting of two English composition courses (ENGLlIO, 
ENGLlll) and a speech course (almost always COMMlOl, although alternatives are 
listed which tend to be impractical for Engineering students). The courses have the 
obj ective that students analyze, develop, and produce rhetOrically complex texts, and 
communicate competently in a variety 0/ contexts. 

.. a Humanities block, consisting of two elective courses from the humanities, including 
humanities, fine arts, or languages. These courses have the objective that students 
analyze, evaluate, and explain human aesthetics and its historical development. 

.. a Social Sciences block, consisting of two elective courses from areas such as history, 
sociology, psychology, geography, etc. These courses have the objective that students 
think critically and analytically about the causes and consequences o/human behavior. 

.. a Diversity block., consisting of a single elective course. These courses have the objective 
that students view the world from cultural perspectives other than their own. 

A.6 Maj or Design Experience 

As noted above, the EAC program criterion for degrees named Mechanical Engineering specifies 
that the program require students to "to model, analyze, design, and realize physical systems, 
components or processes". Although, as noted above in section A.5, there are many courses that 
provide design and modeling experiences, the senior (capstone) sequence is a particularly 
significant contributor of these, and, above aU, the course which goes fwthest in providing 
realization. Projects, as a rule, require proof-or-concept and not mere design, usually implying 
that a prototype be fabricated and tested. 

There are three possible paths for students to follow for their senior year capstone experience: 
Industrial-path, Coop-path, and Research-path; all of these paths provide a realistic design 
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in an academic environment. recent most have the 
Industrial-path, with just a opting for Coop path. research path, while remaining 
available principle, been inactive; however, the in many years, 
students are now completed the initial course Spring 2018 
semester. 

The course sequence EONR491- EGNR495. 
initial course, > has a on team communication during 
definition and proposal phase, initial phase, of a Then, in 
EGNR495, students continue to work on multidisciplinary teams to implement and Le., 
~v"CUL'v. a final design for an industrial customer. 

Cooperative~U~<lUU'll 
experience Co-op 
take the EGNR491 course for the 

(industrial-based) teams that to 
experience. the Co-op internship is in they take the courses EGNR450 451, 
with similar technical writing oral presentation assignments to those of the industrial path 
courses. 

students sequence: EGNR260 
first (EONR260) is study introduction to 

in the 2nd-semester the 460 courses are largely 
491 - 495 courses with the same lectures, and 

uv"VGl.l"Ull in the same team / communication skills activities, but nature of the project 
rather an academically-oriented project under direction a faculty 

than a prototype necessarily, a scientific (perhaps complemented by a 
or display) is the outcome. 

oroi(lWC:lor prototype or pr()OI-Ol-ccmcept 
customer; some however, are directly LSSU. 

- $30,000, but have occasionally fallen out of that on both 
descriptions some projects, from past few which have involved ME 

• Design and build of two window-based solar Prestige 
Window Film to reflect near infrared onto photovoltaic This not only allows for 
increased power output, but provides room temperature shading control while 

'"'''Tn''' visible through window. The flISt is an improvement on a 
nrr"PI'T and second system is a new 
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• robotics training work celI in LSSU's Robotics Lab to be 
.... L.l.J'>LU."""' ...... " SWiCleIlIS. Summer camps, and demonstrations to 

industrial robots, a linear conveyor used to 
and types of end-of-arm tooling for the 
layout. pallets, fixtures, and other components for 

user manuals, engineering documentation, 
and ACE will present a demonstration project 

of this work cell and the new technologies available 

• Conduct of a VV'''''''''''UJ.J..l'E> 

(Essar») to .. "' .... !"\1"\"'I,"" .... ,.,rl 
"''''"v •• ''''-'' ........... by a major Canadian fully-integrated steel mill 

abatement measures for the benefit of the facility outdoors 
areas. The project involved diagnosis of the noise issues on 

outdoor sound measurements, and source vibration measurements. 

• 

.. 

., 

and Sun:nUI1OOlg 

the 
It 

etc.). 

a ray acoustics outdoor sound model, of the sound 
proposed noise control steps (barriers, stack silencers, 

and conceptual design of an LNG (liquefied natural gas) bunkering 
by a ship-building company (Moran Iron Works), which would refuel an 

vessels operating on LNG fuel. Design efforts focused on 
layout of refueling tanks and equipment, and 
allowing for LNG sloshing in tanks, the latter 

wave tank experiments. 

robot hand arld tutorial guides for the application of advanced 
robotics simulation software called 

hand is capable ofpickiog up two types of automotive 
and applications explored in ROBOGUIDE for the 

capabilities., calibration, robotic path generation, and 3D 
studies allows for the verification of robotics applications in the 

demonstrate some of the advanced features in 
robot in the robotics lab at LSSU. 

an automated brake pedal applier for 
Currently, Continental uses these 

systems, but the system must have a human operator to apply 
unit will be used to automate the brake testing process by controlling the 

and how much force is applied. 
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• Design workcell to simulate dispensing of .... '""""'"~~"'''' 
a wood product, into railroad Motoman robot, custom end of arm 
tooling and a VISIOn the positions holes on railroad as 
they move by on a continuous This project serves as a of concept for 
future of a wood product dispensing system in railroad industry. 

ret:;earch-path 
surface-wave 
lake ice layers (of 

which has just completed EGNR260 is 
techniques for either detection, or 

to the problem 
18 

More information sernor descriptions 
specific projects, can found on the web site at the URL 
httpsjlwww.lssu u/school-of -eng i neeri n 9 -a nd-tech no I ogyJsen iar -p ro jects/. 
design courses are managed by a multidisciplinary team of faculty the senior projects 
faculty board (SPFB). Figure 5-9 below the major activities associated with the 
design courses. display materials at the time of visit will also contain 
portfolios of the projects. 
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Figure 5-9. Overview of Senior Design Projects 

As is evident from the process illustrated, there are several identifiable phases that put a premium 
on non-technical skills: multiple presentations (scope, update, [mal) enhance oral 
comm\ll1ications skills; written documents such as the project proposal ("project definition & 
plan") develop technical writing skills; customer meetings, team meetings, design reviews, etc. 
develop skills in running effective meetings and recording useful minutes; timeline software 
tools, action items and responsibility charts develop skills in time and resource management; all 
of these things as well as the project's design and implementation aspects, and various team 
assignments, all encourage the development of teamwork skills. 
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are technical in nature, they aPl)1H~atl,On of the engineering 

avenues 
throughout; the required design and lf01Plcme:m2m tasks are the primary 

U1QJ\.J.l,llS use of engineering skills. 

A.7 

",v""aUH> the detailed syllabi for the senior ........ "' .• fS'-'> ..,"'~'''''u ... ,''.''..., courses EGNR491 and 
attachments to these . 

..... ".ti'lJ,P Education 

""",,"'w"""',,," opportunities exist for the U"J;,llJ."'''''' technology students at LSSU, 
part of the curriculum, but the SIUiClenlS use some co-op to replace the 

the (capstone) sequence, as most basic co-op 
which is 2 credit hours, rpon'lllr"1l a report 

the engineering field. VV.,U.IUvu,,, an evaluation of their 
submit an evaluation of their the supervisor. 

to use two upper level co-op v .... ,.,., .... ,;) and 451, as discussed 
I"PIl"'P.,·t'to the alternative capstone eXl)enenc:e ""vu;u.".vEGNR495, the second 

semester projects (as described above). In the students must 
,-",.1.,,"1.1.1."""" a project at the co-op site that requires at over the course of two 
semesters. The content of me project is approved by Coordinator and the Senior 

Faculty Board (SPFB). The academic reJllents for the projects are very similar to 
completed by the students experience on campus, 

presentations and written reports. the major documents 
student to fulfill the course 

B. Course Syllabi & Review Materials 
infonnation on specific courses 

Examples of the detailed 
are updated 

........ f' ... ,",1r (y:/-drive), so 
courses going at least a 

in 5-1, note that all courses have 
courses are collected, as examples, in 

and electronic copies are kept on 
comprehensively for all 

review. 

'"'v ... "' ....... syllabi for all courses n.,."O'NI'M'! are Appendix Each 

1. 
2. 

following elements: 

number and nan1e 

3. / course coordinator's name 
4. book, title, author, and year, and 
5. Specific course information 

supplemental materials 

a. brief description of the content of the course (catalog description) 

6. 

b. prerequisites and/or ,.,,-,.-""'" 
c. whether a required, elective, or ""'1.,,,,,,,,;;.\,1 elective course in the program 
"''''~'''HJ''' goals for the course 
a. specific outcomes of instruction 

which of the student outcomes are 
schedule of course 

objectives) 
by the course. 
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A general I ist of material to be available for review by the EAC of ABET team is shown below, 
with bold text for items of particular relevance for demonstrating that the curriculum has the 
elements specified by criterion 5, and that procedures enforce prerequisite sequences: 

.. Course Binders Containing all Course Information 

o Detailed Course Syllabus 

o Course Assessment Summary 

o Course Prerequisite Form (affidavit students sign testifying to satisfactory 
fulfillment of pre- and corequisite courses) 

o Course Handouts (possibly lecture notes, supplemental handouts, etc.) 

o Examples of Student Work (homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports and/or 
worksheets, drawings, programs, etc.) 

• Senior Projects Portfolios 

• Student Outcome Reports (most recent) 

• Industrial Advisory Board Information 

.. School Meeting Agendas and Minutes 

II Department Meeting Agendas and Minutes 

• LSSU Catalog (electronic only) 

.. Senior exit interviews 
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RION 6. FACU 

;:)COlOOl of Engineering and (SET) contains positions ten full-time faculty, 

two laboratory engineers, and a engineer (with one of serving part-

as a second consulting School and program leadership rests with key faculty 

me;mtl,ers who perform these on a release time basis. The School faeul ty work very 

together as a combined team on school-related items. For purposes program direction and 

p13nrung, the School faculty meet as two separate 1) Department of 

and 2) Department Engineering 

program is housed within of Mechanical 
which is t".nTnnlri!:!f~rl 

fimctionally (although not 

full-time faculty one laboratory engineer, 

formally in the a fifth faculty 

l.ll"'.UJ.I.J''''''' who is actually Engineering 

participates in ME .LLLVVY.LA ... " ...... uAbLL.b especially the 
It should be noted due to the retirement of one 

department has the 2017-2018 

facility members, and the School has been operating 

members. A search is presently to fiU the open 

J...><A,"' ..... ,)v of its small size, the School of Engineering and 

but 

facility members, 

with only 4 full-time 

only 9 full-time faculty 

position. 

offers engineering curricula 
School and also r",r .. ,."" 

Ii amount and 

;:)l:lcm.;·c;, By the time they Mechanical Engineering for example, 

taken classes taught (or by most of the School of Engineerin g 

Technology faculty. of the continuous process occurs at 

School level, in which the School of Engineering and faculty participate. 

~AW<~W~. the discussion provided OD the faculty in this section will include all members of the 
School faculty; however, will be paid to of Mechanical 

faculty which administers the Mechanical program. 

is dedicated to mission as a teaching 

undergraduate programs to students. In recognition 

LSSU faculty are ..... "'''11·'''11 by the University contract to of their efforts .......... J.J.J.j<. 

the academic year toward learning activities and an additional 10-20% towards 

advising/student support remammg is towards scholarly 
activities (5-20%) to the institution, pr01tessmn. 

(10-20%). The emphasis on will come out sections, ~I-''''''.'''''''''''''.J 
Faculty Qualifications, Workload, and Authority Responsibility of Faculty. 
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A. Faculty Qualifications 

program at LSSU, like the 

component that coordinates with the 

prc'gI'un, consequently! generally share POllOS,op:IDcal pl,eCt;pLS as regards 

't\ ... """,f-.-t with the institution's primary 

""","H~"c. an applied emphasis in its ~H!""""""".U.La 
au ... ",u\J' .... D'rocesS employed in the hiring of new faculty ",,,,,,,1'\ ... 11',,,, 

School's 

"""l'U"''"''''''' on a candidate's philosophy of engineering educa.tion, ,.nV'L''''_ as an instructor, and 

A.l 

eXI)erleIlCe, than it does on academic research credelltuUS. 

School of Engineering and Technology faculty is 

.,.., .. ",.LL.I..ULp:, "" ..... "'HvJU"',.., (either as faculty member or a L""",u.uLJ; 

skills. Each candidate is to 

interview. This lecture is 

solicited from those in attendance, IS 

Composition. 

the Mechanical ~HE>'-"'~' 

eXl)ecte(1 to have 

and to possess 

(OD a topic 

candidates) 

faculty. 
weight in the 

by nearly all the faculty 

n"pn~"r'\"~'1"l nature of engineering 

~~_'_~'Y primarily teach courses Mechanical 

faculty nn,,,.uou.UVtH .... " ... ,5J..U.v'-.UL5 students through 
to Engineering or 

Senior Design Projects 
is 11-."' .... 1',,... .... '" nrp'lPTl,r"'II for all faculty members 

infonnation 

Table 6-1 with a special note 

to routinely participate in the ME der)a:r1tmcmt:il 

the full ... time and four of the School of 

and Technology in Table 6-1 U1\.1.1'-<l,''''''' 

members have appropriate BS 1'1""TI" ... ,,,~ ...,UE;u..<' ... <.J.lJ..U. b or engineering technology 

.. All full-time faculty members have appropriate :",n':.In"-.. ,, or l\I1E to 

courses in the respective programs 

.. of 5.6 years of government and lIl' Ldu:sm:al 

.. 14.9 years of teaching 

.. 11 full-time faculty members are licensed 
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.. A medium level of professional 

.. A medium-high level 

.. A medium-low level of 
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Table 6-1 : Faculty Qualific.ations 

School of Engineering & Technology 

Years of Experience Level of Activity" (H, M, or LJ 

Faculty Name 

Baumann, David (ECE) 

Jones, Andrew (ECEl 

Moening, Joseph (ECEI 

Weber, Paul (EeE) 

King, Jeff (ECE) 

Becks, Eric (ECE) 

Devaprasad, jim 

Hildebrand , Robert 

Leach, David 

Mahmud, Zakaria 

Zarepoor, Masoud 

Huff, Jordan 

Finley, David 

(Dean. 2017-2018) 

Highest Degree Earned

Field and Year 

PhD, EE, 1992 

PhD, ECE, 2002 

PhD, EE, 2010 

PhD, EE (CE), 2006 

BS, EET, 1995 

MS, EE, 1981 

MS, ME, 1986 

PhD, Acoustics, 2001 

MS, ME, 2018 

PhD, ME, 2003 

PhD, ME, 2016 

8S, ME, 2017 

PhD, ChemE, 1996 

M ulier, Kimberly I PhD, Mathematics, 2004 

(Dean, Starting Fall 2018) 
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of Mecbanical Engineering Manufacturing Engineering Technology 

As will demonstrated in this section, the ME 

of competencies, and, these the iYJ..""'Uu.LLLv<Ll LJH&U"V,",l 

mutually complementary 

discip line as 

... UJ.""vJ .......... y wnae~rSlOOcl. They bring a blend of emlCaIlOlllal 

is a brief description of each member of 

faculty relationship to curricular areas. 

research and publication in the areas of noise and 
Uy:J1a:IJ[llC:S, and soil dynamics. He of industrial, consulting, r .. <l'P"" .... 

• ...,""'"'UJe .. o I"'II'T\Pnll"T'!,'P often with a particular .... .I.lll-'ll'l<).Li> and translating work. 

he strongly supports the program' S "HII-'H~I"I" on applications of fundamentals, on 

laOOnlltory instruction, and on communications. EGME-275 Engineering 

EGME-276 Strength of Materials EGME-310 Vehicle 
& EGNR-310 Quality Engineering, Dynamics, EGME-350 Machine 

EGNR-340 Numerical Methods, 15 Vehic1eDynamics, and 

& Noise Control, regularly serves as a project facu1ty advisor, and 

MA TH-310 Differential Hildebrand is the coordinator of the 

of Mechanical Engineering. 

been a and Technology at for 

areas of teaching vlll~li<"''''' UA'VU ..... V 

,oorQlJl1atlor or Chair of Manufacturing 

as Chair of the School 

was vacant. He is currently the as 

well as director ofLSSU's Robotics 

Devaprasad has been the robotics laboratory through '1"1r1f1,(!1T1 

and grants, and has been key roles nationally in the Society 

Engineers (SME) and the Robotics Industries Association. He normally ,"' ... ' .... .Ll."" 

robotics courses in both the and technology cumcu1a 

serves as the advisor or customer for robotics projects. He also supports the Robotics 

minor available for the T ecbnology students and Computer ~ .. "'V~ .. ,~ 

~''''''VAA~. He is a recipient of the Young Manufacturing Engineer award 

distinguished faculty award from Michigan Association of Governing 
IllVtiIlSlUt:;lS. He serves as the director 

l.'\,uU'U',.'vo summer camps that he and 

in Technology summer 

.... v ........... /:, ...... 10unOtXl over 27 years ago. 
during the , ....... "1'1"1 ... 8 semester. 
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Mr. Leach 

full 

Product Development Center in 2008, and became a 

and Mechanical Engineering degrees from 

and is currently enrolled in MTU' s doctoral mechanical 

of Spring 2019. Mr. Leach's areas of interest 

processes, product development, plastics design, lean 

manufacturing sustainability. David primarily ~va"'H~,;:) 

H'U-, .... .,'v Assembly Modeling and GD&T, EGME-IIO 

CAM with CNC Applications, EGMT-225 \JLa.ULX> 

Senior Projects. He has automotive industry 

enI~c~mg for Class A exterior plastic Mr. is our 

is responsible for our co-op sequence 

250, EGNR-450, David is also the faculty advisor for Tau Kappa ......... '''.Ln.'ll 

(TKE), a 

Or. Mahmud 

and Technology 

Institute 

from 

in Mechanical Engineering from Bangladesh University 

Bangladesh), MS in Sustainable Energy Engineering from 

(Stockholm, Sweden), and PhD in Engineering Science and 

Alabama (Tuscaloosa, Alabama). After graduation, he taught 

Department at Texas A & M University (College 

n proj ect as Principal Research Engineer at 

Mabmud then taught in Mechanical Engineering 

(Statesboro, GA). Before joining 

Engineering at North Dakota State 

the areas of experimental 

courses at LSSU: EGNR 101 Introduction to ...., ..... "' ..... , ......... 

7 

..... v,L1.l..L.I..U. .... ,~J. University) respectively. 

"'k'-'MQ, nonlinear dynamics, bistable structures, and 

2016 as an Assistant Professor in Mechanical ~Lf">.LA"~~. 

Statics, nU.NUC:u..u"" Materials, Vibrations, and Finite Element Analysis courses. 
r<"'l'''l'If'(~n works in the area. of vibrations and piezoelectric actuation continues 

structures at and serves as the faculty Advisor for the ASME 

also 

at 
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Mr. Jordan Huff (ME Lab Engineer) 

Mr. Huff is a full-time mechanical laboratory engineer for the School of Engineering and 

Technology. He has a BS ME degree from LSSU and has experience in manufacturing as well as 

vehicle development and testing. Prior to earning his bachelor's degree, he was self-employed 

and restored vebicles. He supports both mechanical and manufacturing aspects of the program 

and is active in professional groups such as SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers). Mr. Huff 

also provides mechanical engineering support for LSSU's Product Development Center and has 

also served as an adjunct lab instructor for the manufacturing and processes course. 

ME Faculty Composition in Light of ME Program Criteria. It will be evident from the 

descriptions above, that the ME faculty composition contributes to satisfaction of the curriculum 

aspects of the ME program criteria. These call for required content in both thermal and 

mechanical systems; indeed, Dr. Mahmud, especially, provides the required competence in 

thennal systems, and Drs. Hildebrand and Zarepoor, especially, in solid mechanics I mechanical 

systems, each with the ability to provide some level of back-up in the opposite sub-field The 

criterion also ca1ls for application of modeling, analysis, design, and realization; there is a 

breadth of professional experience in each of these kinds of activities when the full set of ME 

faculty is considered, and that is further complemented by experience from the ECE faculty (see 

below). 

Finally, the faculty aspect of the Nffi program criteria calls for maintenance of currency in 

specialty areas by those faculty "responsible for the upper-level professional program". The 

reader can fmd more comprehensive, and detailed, listings offiill professional development 

activities in the CV's in appendix B. However, a few examples are provided here to demonstrate 

PD activities directly connected to the faculty's respective specialty areas: 

• Dr. Zarepoor (participating in the upper level courses EGME350, EGME442, EGME425, 

EGNR491, and EGNR495) has maintained an aggressive publication program since joining 

LSSU in Fall 20 16, with 2 conference papers and a journal article in that time span, and one 

more of each going back an additional year. All of these are in his specialty area of 

vibrations, broadly, smart materials more specifically. 

• Dr. Mahmud (participating in the upper level courses EGME337, EGME338, EGME43] , 

EGME432, and EGME442) has also published ajoumal article in fluid mechanics within 

the last 6-year cycle, and has reviewed a journal article in 2017 . 

• Dr. Hildebrand (participating in the upper level courses EGNR340, EGME350, EGME415, 

EGME425, EGNR491, and EGNR495) has consulted with the Finnish railways on seismic 

survey technique, leading to publication, and has often in recent years served in editorial 

roles in such specialty areas as railway noise, ground vibrations, wave barriers, etc. 

• Prof Devaprasad (participating in the upper level courses EGNR491 and EGNR495) has 

been involved in a wide range of robotics workshops, conferences, tours, and industry 

interaction, fully detailed in his CV, but including for instance: Mechatronics workshop at 
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NYU (2016), Robotics industry forum in Orlando (2017), AUTOMATE 2015 

Chicago, etc. 

1, and 

V'VA'U.U-,"VF>""","-< University, 
doctoral 

certification. 
also attended workshops, Lll"',l"''l.L1.U~ 

• Jordan Huff in the upper level courses EGNR491, and EGNR495) like 

David Leach above, also attended a workshop to NIMS Machining I 

certi ficati on. 

Department of ElIcClJrlC:iU and Computer _~ .... ~, __ . Faculty 

following faculty from the ECE provide teaching and 

support for the 

Engineering and an MS rlp:o-N'f' m 

I 

Dr. Baumann has 
Statistics from the 

R. A. Greiner in 

monitoring of 
summers 

PhD degrees in 
Wisconsin. As a 

Electro-Acoustics Laboratory. 

student he worked direction of 

6 

research involved 

of noise in air 

Center involving vibration 

now 

has expertise and courses in the areas 

EJectromagnetics, Control Systems, Circuits and Probability and and Power 

Board and 

the past 

Distribution. He years as the coordinator the Senior Projects 

the coordinator of the Department ofE!ectrical Computer Engineering and 

six years as the Chair of School of Engineering Technology. 

Dr. Andrew Jones (ECE Professor) 

Andrew Jones 

Electrical hn:g:tD!eerm 
LSSU during the 2005-2006 _~'.~AAA>,", 

(BSIMS) m 

controller systems as aPl)llc:aO.le to mobile 

robotics, software digital 

with the LSSU Teacher Award 

consultations for 
entrepreneurs interested 

companies. He is 
tournaments and 

at 

expenencem 

systems. He 

micro-controller areas 

tealcb(~s courses in 

was awarded 

,",HE."E>~"-' in applied O. Dr. Jones has 

developing electronic products as well as 
involved with FIRST with coordinating local 

the local FRC Robotics 

cnlipII::r of is the coordinator 
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Moening has been at LSSU the start of the 2010-2011 has BS, MS, 

His areas of interest 

and 
teaches courses 

1"":f'!T-n'>I!lf~n micro-structuring of thin r~;e8.Jrch experience in 
""",""",,, His is the co-advisor 

as as processing 

Engineering House. 

Dr. Paul Weber (ECE Professor) 

Weber has a BS in ,-,v'U.,~." andMS 

from Michigan 

was in the area 
""-"All .. "vl""' ...... "-' University. While at Lv.u.'vLUI"'<U.Jl his primary 

fly-by-wire aircraft .... VJ.Jl .... VJlJ. 

Visiting Assistant Professor at 

developed research in the areas 
while at LSSU since IVLUCU.lJ<, 

distnbuted control for safety-critical systems 

finishing graduate school, taught for three years as a 

of Minnesota Duluth. time there, he also 
Pn"'T<nl and engineering OOl.lCanOltl, which has continued 

in the fall 0[2009. primary teaching 

is in digital design and embedded systems. He is currently coordinator for Senior 

tn~pne:enIlg & Technology during the and began as for the School 
" ..... ,ron- 2018 semester. 

Mr. Eric Becks (ECE Consulting Engineer) 

Mr. Becks earned his BS and in Electrical Engineering/System from Michigan State 

Product Development (PDC), Eric Becks was 

from 

ma.:rke1tmg and manu1:actu! 

designed numerous v"', ........ "'." U''-'11.l. ... lli5 

duties at the PDC, Mr. 
Development for LSSU 

SmartZone. He has also as a school boa.:rd member for 14 

.....1"(\1'\"'''""', & Economic 

MarieILSSU 
12 as president. 

Mr. Jeff King (ECE Lab Engineer) 

Mr. King is a full-time 

a BS degree 

" ... I"._t, .... "", V~l"~~i for the School of .... n'rnn,,.,..,..'n and Technology. He 

is pursuing a BS degree J.Jll,&U'''''i.lll5 Technology from 
Mathematics from 

experience in industrial 

electronic and computer SVS'[CmlS. 

rT_MT'r'IP basis. He has 

occasionally teaches as an <>1"1.111'11'1' in tbe areas of electrical 

the engineering technology in the School and circuits, electronics, and 

instructed sections fundamentals laboratory. significantly in the 

senior design projects on and electrical design and aspects. 
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Faculty Workload 

member is understood to duties in instruction teaching, office 

advising, and student support/mentonng), "professional (encompassing 

reSlear<~n and scholarly work), (to the University-including the School and the 
) ........ "1"'hm...,"t to the Profession, to the Community as outreach). 

instructional portion, is fulfilled by instructing amounting to 24 

contract hours per year (or an of per semester), hours" are defined 

Although faculty are considered full at least 24 contract 

(average of 12 or more contract hours per semester), prc)leS;SlOnal development and 

scholarly work are duties that the 24+ measured contract 

Definition of Contract Hours 

time commitment is contractually in contract (also "load hours"), which 

are identical to credit hours by a student. A student earns a credit hour for 

lecture per week, and an additional credit hour for a 1-3 hour lab. On the other hand, one 

contract or load hour is one or 1.5 hours of lab the actual lab time is 

multiplied by 2/3 to contract hours). 

10-20% "advising/student " 5-20% "VLlVU>..l 

and 1 0-20% Urriversity/SchooVDepartmentallCommunity In a few cases, 

as very heavy advising loads special 1 ab/rese arch director appointments, contract load may 

given for activities besides courses. 

B.2 Instructional Workload 

Pnp:rav that faculty are expected to 
"h-r. .... n'th of the program. 

contract hours, and sruoell1-1;Q-]:aCl 

detailed list of instructional 

ME faculty one full 

(reflective 

individual ME 

Engrg Technology 

laboratory engineer/consulting is shown 

instructional workload down by group (regular ~--'-"J 
shown in Table 6-3. 

to an engineering program 

of workload ~L~""''''''' 
lab enrollments). 

(the four current 

member, and one 

A broad overview of the 
lab engineers, etc.) ..... i:>;:On>uh, IS 
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Table 6~2 (({): Faculty Workload Summary, Fall Semester 

SchoolofE . & Technol -0, 

PT Program Activi[y Distribution3 % of Time 
Faculty Member or Classes Taught (Course No.lCredit Hrs.) Term and Yearl 

Teaching 
Research or 

OtherA 
Devoted to 

FTI Scholarship Prof!,rums 

Baumann, David (ECE) FT FlOl7: EGEE280 (4), EGNR346 (1), EGRS460 (4) 75% 25% SET Chair 75% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
FlOl7: EGEE250 (4), EGNR 1 0 I (2) Team. EGl\JR265 (3), 

92% 8% ECE Coordinator 100% 
EGRS380 (2) 

Moening, Joseph (ECE) FT 
FlOt7: EGEE210 (4) Lee, EGEE330 (4), EGEE370 (4) Lab, 

100% 100% 
EGRS365 (3) 

Weber, Paul (ECE) FT 
FlOt7: EGNR261 (3), EGNR361 (1), EGNR491 (3) Lec & Crd, 

100% 100% 
EGRS430 (4) 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PT FlOt7: EGNR491 (3) Adv&Lec, EGEE370 (4) Lec 15% 
50% PDC Engineer 

85% 35% Assoc Dean 
King, Jeff (ECE) PT FlOt7: EGNR49t (3) Adv, EGEEZIO (4) Lab 10% 90% Lab Eogineer 100% 

30% Robotics Center 

Devaprasad, Jim FT 
FlOI7: EGRS381 0), EGRS480 (3), EGRS481 (I), EGRS496 (3). 

62% 
Coordinator 

100% 
EGNR491 (3) Adv 8% Eng. Tech. 

Coordinator 

Hildebrand, Robert FT 
F2017: EGNRJ40 (1), EGNR491 (3) Adv. EGEM320 (3), 

80% 
12% 

8% ME Coordinator 100% 
EGME350 (4) Team Scholarship 

Leach, David FT 
FlOt7: EGMEllO (3), EGMEI41 (3), EGNR.490 (4) Adv, 

100% 100% 
EGNR491 (3) Adv 

Mahmud, Zakaria PT 
F20l7: EGNRIOt (2) Team, EGNRJ 40 (2), EGME43 I (3), 

100% 100% 
EGME432 (2) 

Zarepoor, Masoud FT 
Fl017: EGEM220 (3), EGME350 (4) Tm, EGMT225 (4), 

75% 25% 100% 
EGNR495 (3) Adv 

Huff, Jordan PT FlOt7: None 10% 
70% Lab Engineer 

]00% 20% PDC Engineer 
Finley, David 

N/A FlOt7: None 0% 
lOO% [)can and 

25% (Dean, 2017-2018) lnterirn Provost 
Muller, Kimberly 

FT F2017: MATH111 (3), MATHIS1 (4) 75% 5% 20% Math & CS Chair 0% 
(Dean, Start: Fall 20] 8> 

Key: Lee = Lecture Only; Lab = Lab Only; Crd = Coordinator; Tm = Team Taught, Adv = Project AdVlsor 
I. FT = Full Time Faculty or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the institution 
2. For the academic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave, etc ., under "Other." 
5. Out of the lotal time employed at the instirution . 
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Table 6-2 (b): Faculty Workload Summary, Spring Semester 

School orE . - & Tecl - - ----. -- - - --------

PT Program Activity Distribution) % of Time 
Faculty Member or Classes Taught (Course No./Credit Hrs.) Term and Year 

Teaching 
Research or 

Othe~ 
Devoted to 

FTI Scho lnrship ProgramS 
Baumann, David (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE210 (4), EGEE411 (3), EGNR340 (J), EGNR490 0) 87.5% 12.5% Faculty Senate 87.5% 

Jones, Andrew (ECE) FT 
S2018: EGEE355 (4), EGNR265 (3), EGRS215 (2), EGRS385 (4) 

92% 8% ECE Coordinator 100% 
Lee 

Moening, Joseph (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE475 (4), EGRS365 (3) 100% 100% 
Weber, Paul (ECE) FT S2018: EGEE125 (4), EGl\'R495 (3) Crd, EGRS385 (4)Lab 75% 25% SET Chair 75% 

Becks, Eric (ECE) PI S2018: EGNR245 (3), EGNR495 (3) Adv 15% 50% PDC Engineer 
85% 

35% Assoc Dean 
King, Jeff (ECE) PT S201 8: EGNR495 (3) Adv 10% 90% lab Engineer 100% 

30% Robotics 

Devaprasad, Jim FT S2018: EGRS385 (3) Lab, EGRS435 (3), EGNR495 (3)Adv 62% Center Coord. 100% 
8% Eng. Tech. 

I-
CoordinaloT 

S2018: EGNR260 (2), EGNR490 (I), EGNR495 (3) Adv, 12% 
Hildebrand, Robert FT EGME275 (3), 80% Scholar- 8% ME Coordinator 100% 

EGME276 (I), EGME425 (4}-Team ship 

Leach, David FT 
S2018: EGMEIIO (3), EGME240 (3), EGNR495 (3), EGMT216 

100% 100% I 

(3 ) 
Mahmud, Zakaria FT S2018: EGNR140 (2). EGME337 (4), EGME338 (3) 100% 100% 

S2018: EGEM220 (3), EGME225 (3), EGME425 (4) Tm, 
Zarepoor. Masoud FT EGME276 (1). 75% 25% 100% 

EGNR495 (3) Adv, EGMEI41 (3) 

Huff, Jordan PT S2018: EGMEl1 0 (3) Lab 10% 70% Lab Engineer ]00% 
20% PDC Engineer 

Pinky, David 
N/A S2018: None 0% 

100% Dean and 
25% 

I (Dean, 2017-2018) Tnlerim ProvOSl 

I Muller, Kimberly 
(Dean, Start: Fall 2018) 

FT S2018: MATH152 (4), MATII207 (3) 75% 5% 20% Math & CS Chair 0% 

Key: Lec = Lecture Only; Lab = Lab Only; Crct = Coordinator; Tm = Team Taught, Adv = Project AdVIsor 
1. FT = Pull Time Faculty or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the institution 
2. For the azademic year for which the Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be in percent of effort in the program and should total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave. etc .. under ~Other." 
S. Out of the total time employed at the institution. 
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1. FT::: Full Time or PT = Part Time at the institution 

2. For academic year the Self-Stlldy is 

3. be in oercent in the 

4. 

5. Out 

etc., " 

total time employed at the 
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Table 6-3: SET Faculty Workload Overview for 2017-2018 

Instruction Only Instruction + Release 

In5tructional Subgroup load Hours Percentage Load Hours Percentage 

Full-nme Faculty (active) 242.79 89.8% 271.64 90.5% 

Full-Time Faculty (on sabbatical) 0 0% 0 0% 

Lab Engineers 13.39 5.0% 14.14 4.7% 

poe Engineers 14.03 5.2% 14.43 4.8% 

External Adjuncts 0 0% 0 0% 

Total 270.21 100% 300.21 100% 

For the regular faculty, a full-time teaching load is 12 contract hours (or sometimes "Joad 
hours") per semester, with the option to take on up to 6 additional load hours per 

semester with "overload" compensation at a reduced rate. A faculty member may fall 

under 12 for a given semester, if compensated in the same academic year by an overload 
in the other semester, such that 24 contract hours are perfonned per year. Single 
semester loads are limited to 18, and annual (excluding summer) loads to 32. 

The average School-wide load for the full-time faculty during the 2017-2018 academic 

year was 15.1 load hours per semester (i.e., an average of3.1 hours of overload), and 

about 90% of the instruction was provided by them. Note that the situation was unusual 
that year, however, because a faculty member was retired and was not filled immediately 
(as of the time oftrus report, the search for a new faculty member is still on-going). In 
the 2015-2016 academic year, for comparison, the average load. had been 13.4 load hours 

per semesteT. Furthermore, if the present year's load were divided by 10 full-time faculty 
members, instead of 9, the average load per semester would be 13.6 load hours per 
semester. Furthermore, the student-faculty ratio for courses in the School of Engineering 
and Technology in the Spring 2018 semester was approximately 16: 1. With faculty 
research commitments less than is traditional in academia, no supervision of graduate 

students, and reasonable limits on other non-instructional activities as outlined below, 
adequate faculty coverage for quality teaching and student interaction is thereby assured. 

The teaching load limits, and the geneTal goals of keeping faculty near to the nominal 
load of 12 hours per semester and of maintaining a healthy student-to-faculty ratio, are 
intended to alJow faculty members time to participate in non-classroom, professional 
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as well as provide for quality student and class preparation. Thus, 
n.'",nnifl the expectations for teaching, faculty are also expected to hold regular office 

and to participate in academic advising, group advising, service activities, 

professional development . 

...... u" ...... Hours and Advising 

full-time faculty keep 5 

those teaching less than 

at which they are available to 

lab and PDC engineers) 
.u.UJl..llu .... ~.;) of office hours that are nr,..._r"rp.j"1 

tea(~rurLg load. These office hours I-"~'LLJ.'" ........ '''' .... H ... 

reSDe(~tl\l'e fractions of a full-time 

with the faculty to 

UJ-'vJ.Ui'" instruction. moreover, the University has 
.. ",u""rc."t .. rI recitation sections in some nrClOH:rrIl-SOl courses, which faculty provide 

a recitation and are accordingly 

standard is that the total 
hour of office hour burden. 

office hours add up to 5 per 
(note that no faculty currently so more than 1 recitation hour per 

A __ ' __ .] member per semester will be (!",,.n"~'T"r and exceeding 2 recitation hours 

discouraged should that situation ever 

hours will remain adequate). 

order that the number of general 

advising, in its aspect as a to students, is described above. !""'U1J.I.':c:;J[]] 

on other hand, its aspect as a faculty activity and time burden, note that the 
apy.:,rmOnllate:lj; 180 students enrolled School are divided amongst the 9 ~ .... "' ........... ~ 

19 20 advisees per 

are to meet with each advisee to 

to 

career As a benchmark, 1 sessions are used 

students in EGNR.-IOl introduction to (for students in that course 

are scheduled during a specific Thus, an estimate of 4-5 

ordinary advising burden per faculty semester is reasonable; 

some additional burden on the program coordinators and the school chair, "'1J"'"'U'~'"'(.I..u. 

......... , ....... '-'-'1'. supplemental advising related to course overrides, transfer credit 
but this phenomenon is the release time adjustments to the 

full-time load. 

members also advise 

...... , .......... vu,"'. interaction with students 
"' ...... ,""'v professional setting. 

consuming activity for faculty 

mtl~ac::nCln activities described above, 

by teaching load from the EGNR-491 

of team-teaching those courses. 

which provide a substantial amount 

industrial sponsor contacts a 

since this activity is COlnpl;msatea 

courses, it is more properly seen as 
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.. ,,"' ..... ,JLU .. " advising burdens are implied extensions 

of the faculty members' duties; they do not 

exc:eprlOn of extreme cases where 50 or more are 

are rather understood to be a part of the 

within the School or the Departments (school chair, 

"release time" contract hours which may 

requirement. These assignments are ... H .. ",'"'''." ........ 

Responsibility of Faculty. 

Workload 

The .<....,..·iU';J.U ~''''''''~ ..... , described above., may be to "I'\,mnn the 
time appointments) the instructional part of the 
of me 24 load hours fall the additional 

noted previously, this may be up to 40% of the faculty 

workload up to 20%, and service up to 20%). is an 
when 1 00% of a faculty member's time could be devoted to 

although there was always an expectation of accomplishment 

from 6 
for a 

both the 

scholarship categories by the time of tenure and promotion decisions. 

"""""""'''T activities, by their nature, vary considerably in and scope 

ill to faculty member; the reader is to the 

;:'CJ10CH-COOlra.u1a{(:xt to such an extent 

memCiers within the School regularly serve on 

""V'.J."'~GU-'''''''''v(lUUIJ.., student retention, serve on School COlnrrllm~s 
scholarship awards committee), support the faculty association, and 

pru1:IC!lpB1te in assessment. Each faculty member has a measurable, responsible 

School's assessment program (e.g., """"''',,1.1',," 

................. " outcome). There are also initiatives 
~v,.~,>w new student enrollment, by means such as 

of which common service activities ofllie 

indicator for a 

School, and LSSU, to 

", ........ ".1..1.> chapters of national professional org;aruLZatJOlllS, U.'''',,"'C\.J.LI.JLI''. SAE, 
and SWE; serving as such an advisor overseeing that 

clubs operate within their bylaws, recruit, budgets, and 
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occasionally in regional and national events. 

summer orientations, although 

particular burden. 

usually undertaken the majority 

C. Faculty Size 

noted above, in Table 6-3, the 10 faculty (even in the absence of one due to 

retlreJment) were able to cover almost instructional burden, and with only a 

mOioelate amount of overload semester 1 contract hours average) and 

(average around 16). All are the same or better 

set faculty members are present for academic year, which is the 

~--'-.J maintain at least 5 hours combination of office hours 
the latter has never ex(;ee<lea 1 of the 5 bours for any faculty LUv.Ll..I.vvJ. 

student exit surveys notion that these mtlt':ralcti(ms 

sufficient in quantity, but 

v""",vllvUL and fruitful access to 

student has a faculty as an academic advisor, meets the 

member at least once per semester. noted above (section 6-B), is an 

of around 20 student faculty member, suggesting a in 

wruch sufficient attention can 

yvlVl.llJ''-'JJ.L activities are discussed 

with industrial and oro:tess 
in a variety 

(see criterion Ut;-S100Ilsored projects (see ov" .... "'·u 

LU ... ·"'LlJUM,>!> (see section 2-D 

done in this 6 year cycle, would 

U<LLl'-'''l'' (although, in practice, 
significant planning given 

faculty and teaching loads) and summer 
latter). 

D. Professional Development 

All of the School faculty H.J. ..... LUU ..... 

past five years. These ll< ........ ""'" 

scholarly articles and texts, corlleren(~e 
development training i3V.uCJ.J.ll,.". 

of the LSSU mission on """«"'.J.1..1"'5, 

major activities for ......... 'u""" 

Table 6-4. A detailed list 
appenOlX B. 

(e.g., see CV for Andrew for 
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Tllble 6-4: Summary of Faculty Development Activities 

Attivity 
Number of 

Comments 
Active Faculty 

Industrial training, consulting through PDe, 

Industrial Consulting 11 
external consulting, Senior Project support for 
external industrial customers, developing new 
academic program at different university 

Journal/Conference Papers 6 Approximately 25 papers over a six year period . 

GTants and Fundraising 8 Approximately $1 .86M over a six year period. 

Research 7 
Internal projects, external projects, and 
govenunentprojec~ . 

Attendance of Conferences 
Over 55 conferences andJor workshops attended 

andior Professional 11 
Workshops 

over a six year period. 

Peer Review for 
5 

Peer review of sets of papers for over 40 journals 
J oumals/Conferences and/or conferences. 

Faculty have also had the opportunity to become involved in consulting projects through 
the Product Development Center (PDC), established in 2008 (see organizational structure 
in Background, section D). "Center" is to be understood here, not so much a facility 
(although there is capital equipment associated, and a building in progress), but as a team 
of one full-time engineer and one part-time engineer that accept a range of consulting 
projects from industry and entrepreneurs to design or improve engineered products. The 
concept is that the engineers can pass on some work to prontising student employees, and 
also more specialized work to faculty as experts. While some members of the faculty 
have indeed carried out work in such projects, most of that was at the end of the previous 
6-year cycle with only one faculty member working for an external company with the 
support of the PDC several years ago within this present 6-year cycle. 

Many members of the faculty also regularly serve on the Senior Projects Faculty Board 

(SPFB). The SPFB oversees all senior year experiences within the School of Engineering 

& Technology. As many projects are sponsored by industry, senior projects provide good 
opportunitiesJor Jaculty to work closely with industry. Tills interaction has resulted in 
faculty providing training for industrial-based engineers, occasional summer employment 

opportunities for faculty, and general faculty professional development due to the close 

industrial ties. 

E. Authority and Responsibility of Faculty 

E.! Leadership Structure 

The leadership structure within the School of Engineering & Technology consists of a 

School Chair as well as program Coordinators for {CE and EE}, ME, and the 

Engineering Technology programs. All of these fall under the administration of the Dean 
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who is, in turn, 

infonnation about 

this subsection. 

Provost. The two have approval/veto Further 

can be found later "Leadership Responsibilities" portion of 

subsection .......... u"'~,.,"'" faculty's of 
program's curriculum, continuous improvement ..... 1".,.."',,.,, 
student outcomes ("program outcomes" in parlance). areas, it 

is the faculty that are the primary authority over all of these areas and who plan and 

originate curricular change proposals, but administrators have approval/veto authority 
relative to curriculwn, specifically. 

Curricular matters the Mechanical ~"b~"~~' program, 

rCUlcnus comprising the structure and the ..... "' ......... , .... course 
Departmental L ...... ' ....... .}' regularly meet 

prerequisite 

I\1E coordinator the agenda, and it is 

are planned at the 

during the 
forum that 

other business) is <:It'lt'I.,..P.,C,,"t'I in detail, and 

change it administration not generate its own 

proposals. ordinarily by consensus, 

vote is, in to adopt such a vote 

unlikely event a decision 

change so by is proposed to 

formal vote taken at that level, usually discussion in a '-'''''''VVJ. 

any action to 

change 

a formal majority 

undertaken in the 

not forestalled. A 

School faculty, and a 

(discussion may be foregone in the case minor changes, issues related 

to "ME courses not common to the other disciplines). Upon School faculty approval, the 

Dean must approve, after which the proposal proceeds to a University-wide Curriculum 

Committee, a consisting primarily of faculty, but also of administration and 

student and in which is represented by a voting faculty 
member. finally~ receive ;:I,.. .. , .. """, 

usually ...... ,...",...C!T Council (a 

and Associate I"rr"",,,Y 

The student outcomes and PEOs for Engineering Engineering 

programs, are provided in 2 and 3 above, and 

improvement outlined in chapter 4, are defmed and 

of the School of Engineering and Technology (i.e., both 

coUectively). occasion is for this by the 
student outcome PEO assessment ,. ...... ,'>...r .. 

from 

continuous 

by the entire 

faculty and I\1E faculty 

which review the 

initiative of 
etc.) have no role in the process 
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outcomes PEOs, 

respected. 

all the regular faculty of 

IS 

'-'\.;IJ.'-'<.)'1.. each of which, as 

some kind of a role in the u, ... "-'u"u.u..L ..... ,u Engineering program, also 

is 

establishing its student outcomes and continuous improvement "'LV,,",,","'';>' 

thereby the general direction of the By virtue of the wide 

faculty in the assessment process all oftbe School's programs, and similarity in 
assessment process for all programs, the School facuJty is in 

a well-informed position interpreting assessment Mechanical 

program. Minutes 

assessment reports, concerning 

VCLJ. ..... v ..... for review) and 

assessment meetings or routed, 

Mechanical Engineering program ........... v ..... 

course objectives demonstrate 

or factor, regularly attenas 

these deliberations 

regardless of 

deliberations, and that 

perspectives are thoroughly 

votes are unusuaL 

and consensus ~~"WHA~"'" accordinglYI 

summary, the faculty with regard to defining student 

outcomes, PEOs, and continuous improvement, but does not 

constituents; regarding cunicul~ that autonomy is not complete, insofar as 
administrative approvals are part of the process. The former outcomes, PEOs, 

continuous improvement) is addressed by the School faculty while the latter 

is primarily School faculty 

,"",,<;>V"O""',",'H and approval). 

Implementation of Policy 

Implementation of .... """" ... U ... 'H"', PEOs, student out.comes continuous 

improvement process is now a O(lrelSse,o. 

Curriculum. Curricular .... "'._'''A,UU'''. once all approvals are are ultimately 
effected by the Registrar (in that a student completes all cunicular requirements 

awarding a degree) (by virtue of their the courses with the 
intended, as-approved and in an effective way, that point is elaborated 

upon below, as part of "point in discussion of student outcome implementation in 

section). 

PEOs and Student are "implemented" by 

consistent set of student outcomes that support them, and 

are implemented by mechanisms: 

dictating a 

sruaell! 01lltcOJlJleS, in tum, 

.. alignment oftbe VWLLA"" ......... ,AA (i,e., program course requirements) to the student 

outcomes 
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• content specific courses (e.g., to a project in a course) 

• sponsorship of student organizations 

the curriculum piece, there must be a v''-'''''''''''' to ensure consistency and quality 
1"''''I'''~''''Q and their inclusion of the by student outcomes. That 

by the mutual consent of the faculty defining the student outcomes, as 
since all faculty members 

facu1ty agreed to align directly wifu 

is a common commitment to including fue elements student outcomes in fue 

courses. itself has two 

1) that each of the qualities ""''''VL .... '''''' 

mClomoraled throughout fue 

which supports some element of a 

fuat each course, individually, is 

and that it adequately addresses its course 

some elements offue student outcomes, even 

point). 

,,1"1.1'1 .. ,,1- outcomes is 

'-'''-U.I.'''''=:'"-'' by the facu1ty member 

(which ultimately address 

as noted in the last 

point 1) offue process, i.e., to be sure that 

throughout fue curriculum, deliberate planning 

student outcomes are reflected 

curriculum is necessary; for the 

province of the ME department, and Engineering program, this is largely 

minutes of that body 

U'~~~'H outcome ImjCHe:mentatlo:ll, PEO-I 

other things, an experienced 

problems as a prc)!eSiSlOnal 

will involve formal ",,.,H,,, .. , 

pre)fe:!lS1()llS " 

a process, inevitable 

COlnlImnlcatlOJrrS with others involved. 

"ability to communicate 

cuniculum by more directly 

student outcome (g). And student outcome (g) can be supported by 

incorporating graded activities involving writing or oral presentation into a 

"" ..... u.u. ... , .... subset of the courses in the Mechanical curricu1um, which the 

makes part of its planning. As each course is also separately 

l:L!);:Sc;:-s::s,c;u, there is an opportunity to ensure such assignments are incorporated 

course syllabus and that grade pelformB.lllce resDeC~tl to these communications 

assignments is tracked. In 'V~"""'" planning, most 
as a process of 
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To satisfy point 2), further, a distinction is necessary between, on the one hand, quality of 

instruction, and, on the other, faithfulness of the course to its objectives (which will 

somehow, however indirectly, support the student outcomes and ultimately the PEOs). 

The process of ensuring quality of instruction (typically referred to as "evaluation" at 

LSSU) is the province of the Dean rather than that of Chairs or other faculty. The Dean, 

however, does utilize faculty members' expertise as peer evaluators during the process of 

evaluation. The Dean evaluates the instructional performance of faculty, taking account 

of confidential questionnaires filled-in by students at the end of a course, by visitations to 

faculty lectures, and by review of samples of course materials. This evaluation is 

evidently prejudicial for the prospects of the facul ty concerned in the annual renewal, 

tenure and promotion processes. 

The process of ensuring faithfulness of the course to its objectives (typically referred to 

as "course assessment" at LSSU, as opposed to "evaluation") is, on the other hand, the 
province of the faculty themselves, but collectively. Thus, the practice amongst the ME 

faculty is that each faculty member, during the last week of classes or perhaps after the 

final exam, collects from the students a survey questionnaire on their confidence levels in 

the various course objectives, adequacy of prerequisites, adequacy of course materials, 

and other factors relating to the course, save the quality of instruction. The 

questionnaires, together with grade data broken down by course objective, are then 

tracked for each course, and serve as a basis to ensure faithfulness of the course to its 

objectives. 

Finally, it is worthy of nate that yet another factor contributes to quality in the courses 

(part of point 2) - namely, the many team teaching scenarios. These often pair more 

experienced faculty with less experienced ones in the same course, which provides for a 

kind of informal mentoring in teaching that ultimately also contributes to the overall 

quality of the courses in the program. 

Continuous Improvement. The continuous improvement process is implemented, 

primarily, through curricular change informed by the assessment process and consistent 

with the student outcomes and PEOs. This process, to function, requires some amount of 

leadership within the School and the Departments. This Jeadership is provided by the 

Coordinator (at the Department level) and the Chair (at the School level), and is 

described in the section 8A. 

Leadership Responsibilities. Faculty members with release time assignments having 

some administrative responsibilities relative to the Mechanical Engineering program are 

the ME coordinator, and the SET chair. This leadership encompasses assessment, 

curriculum, scheduling, advising, hiring, and other, matters, but not formal supervision of 

other faculty members. These duties are detailed in section 8A. 
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A general to available for review by the EAC of ABET team is 

below, with bold text items of particular relevance to policies 

" Course 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

II 

II 

.. 

.. 
• 
.. 
II 

'-'VJu •• UJJ..ll.L'& all Course lnfonnation 

Syllabus 
,,, .. ,, ....... ,, .. .u. Summary 

Prerequisite Form (affidavit students sign testifying to satlstelctC)ry 
and corequisite courses) 

Handouts (possibly lecture notes, supplemental handouts, etc.) 

Student Work (homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports and/or 
"""""vv .. ., drawings, programs, etc.) 

Reports (most recent) 

Advisory Board Infonnation 

l1' .... vo;;lJlU~ <""""' .... u'~_'" and Minutes 

"""0- ....... );0 Agendas and Minutes 
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CRITERION 7. FACILITIES 

A. OFFICES! CLASSROOMS AND LABORATORIES 

The program is housed within the School of Engineering and Technology, which is 
located entirely in the Center for Applied Science and Engineering Technology (CASET) 
Building. Built in 1980, the three-story structure is home to the areas of Engineering, 
Engineering Technology, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Fire Science. Two 
additional non-academic facilities associated with Information Technology are also 
located in the building: Enterprise Application Services and University Support Services. 

The School of Engineering and Technology has approximately 30,000 sq. ft. of usable 
space, which includes offices, storage areas, labs., and work areas. Details of the 
classrooms, laboratories, and offices follow. 

A.I Classrooms 

The CASET building has five classrooms and one lecture room that are assigned by the 
Registrar's Office, with engineering, engineering technology, mathematics, computer 
science and fire science courses receiving the highest priority. Room size and capacity 
are shown in Table 7-1 below. 

Table 7-1: University-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-119 Classroom 880 48 
CAS-205 Classroom 1,010 40 
CAS-207 Classroom 690 30 
CAS-2IO Classroom 1 100 56 
CAS-211 Classroom 585 27 
CAS-2l2 Lecture Room 1,265 76 

The School of Engineering and Technology also has three dual use 
laboratories/classrooms for additional lecture space when needed. These are shown below 
in Table 7-2. 

Table 7-2: Engineering-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 
CAS-I06A Classroom/Lab 1,140 22 
CAS-310 Classroom/Lab 1,320 30 
CAS-311 ClassroomJLab 1,320 24 

All classrooms are equipped with a whiteboard or chalkboard, a computer, a document 
camera, a projector, and a screen. The rooms are arranged in a typical fashion with desk 
and chairs arranged in rows. The lecture room has fixed desks and chairs arranged in a 
stepped fashion. Since most engineering courses have enrollments with less than 40 
students, the classroom facilities within the building are adequate, and nearly all 
engineering classes take place in the CASET building. Elsewhere on campus, several 
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large classrooms with capacities up to 165 students are available within a five-minute 
walk of the engineering facilities. 

A.2 Laboratories 

Laboratory experiences are a central component of the engineering curriculum at LSSU. 
Most teclmical courses contain labs. The chemistry and physics labs are located in 
Crawford Hall; the remainder of the lab facilities used in the engineering program are 
located in the CASET building. Table 7-3, below, shows a summary of the lab facilities 
available to all engineering and engineering technology students, with those used within 
the program are denoted. as such. 

Table 7-3: Laboratory Facilities in the School of Engineering and Technology 

Room Name Size (sq. ft.) Capacity ME 
CAS-lOS Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 370 12 

CAS·l06A Materials Testing Lab 1,140 22 

CAS-I06B Engineering Design Center 1,140 
30 

(6 Teams) 
CAS-I06C Thermal Fluids Lab 900 10 
CAS-120 Machine Shop 5,180 20 

CAS· 1 20A&B Welding Lab &Foundry 1,760 10 

CAS-122 
Plastics Molding Lab & 

2,240 20 
Senior Projects Construction Area 

CAS-124 
Vehicle Testing Lab & 

1,200 8 
Surface Mount Assembly Lab 

CAS-l2S Robotics and Automation Center 2,600 16 
CAS-209A&B Computer Lab 1,100 28 

CAS-304 Digital Electronics Lab 1,080 14 
CAS-306 Analog Electronics I Lab 1,175 16 
CAS-309 Analog Electronics II Lab 1,175 16 
CAS-310 Electro-mechanical Systems Lab 1,320 30 

CAS-31OA Rapid Prototype Center 580 4 

CAS-311 
Programmable Logic Controllers 1,320 24 
Lab 

The School of Engineering and Technology provides the necessary hardware and 
software tools required in the teaching of engineering and engineering technology 
students. Unlike more research-oriented institutions, LSSU labs are nearly all intended 
for use by the undergraduate engineering and engineering technology students for 
instructional purposes. All laboratory facilities are available to students during regular 
school hours, when they are not in use for lab instruction. Computer labs and some labs 
with security cameras are available for extended hours. Special access arrangements 
through University Security are regularly used to pennit student access to labs during 
evening and late night hours. In general, laboratory section sizes are typically 16 students 
or fewer. If student enrollment in a section exceeds the suitable lab size, then multiple 
lab sections are provided. 

00 
~ 

~ 

00 
~ 
~ 

~ 

00 

00 
~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

-
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Data Acquisition I Microscopy laborotory (CAS-lOS) 

The Data Acquisition / Microscopy Jab 05) is contiguous with CAS-I 06A, and 
the two often serve together as a lab oriented various kinds of 
materials It includes microscopes and photographic equipment to support 
materials characterizatio~ strain mounting and data a.cquisition equipment, 
dynamic collection systems (for acoustic and vibration measurement), ultrasonic 

test testing This lab is 
primarily 
Students courses 
by a faculty/staff member. 

Materials Testing Laboratory (CAS-l06A) 

The Materials Lab (CAS- contains equipment for tensile and compression 
polishing and metallographic 

laboratory houses a 400,000 lb. Tillius-Olsen 
.... , .... ~ ........... <v, spe:cmlen mounting belt sanders, 

,",V1.u • .<"" ... ",.." with CAS 1 05, many activities 
is primarily used for MfgET courses 

EGlv1E276, and EGME425), Students in the courses have access to 
this lab from 8am-5pm but can only operate the Tirrius-Olsen with faculty/staff present. 

Englfleerlng Center (CAS·106B) 

chairs, a screen for presentations, and a 
supplier catalogs. All project teams are their own cubicle 

where they work on their projects, their records, their information and 
make vendor communications (via or phone). teams typically hold " • ...,"'."'5'" 

which the company suppliers and advisors, at the 
This laboratory the Senior with office 

and feel in industry, office supplies are 
lab is used exclusively the senior Projects 

& 495, students have 24-hour access to this lab via 

Thermal Fluids Laboratory (CAS-106C) 

The Tbermal Fluids Lab (CAS-I06C) contains equipment 
principles as as fluid flow, equipment are two thermal-fluid 

the and 
Up(latf~a by a 2017-2018 project team to 

data acquisition. is also a wind tunnel, wave 
tank, cycle lab is primarily ME courses 
EGME432)~ but frequently serves as an overflow meeting room for senior project 
students as well, particularly it a large conference and a telephone 
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for conference calls. Students in the relevant COillses have access to this lab from 8am
Spm, senior project students can access 1rus room from CAS-I 06B after hours. 

Machine Shop (CAS-120) 

The Machine Shop (CAS-120) contains a variety of manual manufacturing processing 
equipment (benches, hand tools, vices, drill presses, numerous lathes, mills, grinders, 
saws) and computer automated CNC machines (two lathes, two mills, a plasma torch). 
An adjacent computer lab is mainly used for CAM software (CREO) programming. The 
Machine Shop is also connected to various labs, a tool room, and other storage space. 
This Jab is primarily used for ME and MfgET courses (esp. EGMEII0, but occasionally 
others as well), but also provide facilities that the senior Engineering Design Projects 
sequence (EGNR-49I & 495) can use to fabricate components. Students have access to 
this lab from 8am-Spm but can only operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 

Welding laboratory and Foundry (CAS-120A&8) 

The Welding Lab (CAS-120A) contains arc welders, MIG welders, a TIG welder, Oxy
Acetylene torches, eight arc welding booths, and ten torch welding booths, all ofwruch 
are well-ventilated. The Foundry (CAS-120B) includes furnaces for melting and heat 
treating metals, mold benches, flasks, a metal pouring bench and numerous hand tools. 
This lab is primarily used for ME and MfgET courses (esp. EGMEIIO), but also provide 
facilities that the senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 495) can 
use to fabricate components. Students have access to this lab from 9am-Spm but can only 
operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 

Plastics Molding Laboratory Clnd Senior Projects Construction Area (CAS-122) 

The Plastics Molding Lab and Senior Projects Construction Area (CAS-I22) includes 
three different plastics manufacturing macrunes, and benches. This room is primarily 
used as a build area for the senior Engineering Design Projects sequence (EGNR-491 & 
495), but is also used as a work area for the SAE mini baja vehicle. Students have access 
to this lab from 9am-Spm but can only operate the equipment with faculty/staff present. 
Senior project students assigned to this area are given 24-hour access via LSSU public 
safety. 

Vehicle Testing Lab & Surface Mount Assembly laboratory (CAS-124) 

The Vehicle Testing Lab (CAS-124) contains a two-wheel vehicle chassis dynamometer. 
This computer-controlled dynamometer can oppose the drive wheels with up to 268 hp 
and allows continuous operation at up to 100 mph. The data acquisition system allows 
for measurements of the tire torque and rpm as well as access to vehicle CAN network 
used for vehicle speed-torque (or speed-power) mapping, drivetrain vibration studies, 
vehicle on-board sensor monitoring, simulated towing load I drawbar / hill climb studies, 
etc. The lab contains a comprehensive safety interlock system (CO shut down, thenna1 
shut downs, ventilation shortfall shutdowns, etc.) along with belt vehicle restraints with 
chain back-up help ensure safe operation. This lab is primarily used for EGME31 0 
Vehicle Development & Testing. For safety reasons, students only have access to this lab 
wi th facultyl staff present. 
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Lab (CAS-124) was equipped between 2009 0 
...... "'vll~'J..J..LJ.V Development Corporation 21st Century lobs Fund grant. 

the Michigan Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
facility with establishment of the Products 

stencils 

lab is 
Ul,,',lLLU'"''' APS CS40 

stations and fluid '-U"IJ ....... ""' ... d 

PDC workers. 

Robotics ond Automation Center (CAS-US) 

hour . 
.LU""H~"''''''' 2 SPR-25 

The Robotics and Automation Center robotic lines 
estimated to be two million robots 
(equipped end-of-arm tooling 2 conveyor 4 
rotary index "'''''''PTn 4 Programmable 
(PLC's), 7 vision ",,,~'r""" as well as numerous sensors and 

types of flow lines with robot systems: 1) a 

transfer 
and 4) a 
table ",' ,tp(lT"",j 

robots and the 
the robots and different tool change "',..<>,.,,... ... 

robots with an Allen PLC and 

During the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 academic years, a new robotics work cell was 
added to the lab. This work cell consists 3 Kuka KRS-R1400 robots with multiple end-
of-arm tooling options, a rotary index a linear conveyor In addition it 
has 3 Cognex vision systems along an Allen Bradley HMI. This work 
cell also systems in industry .l.u ............ 1J.l 

light when a person enters 
Students can This new 
the robotics robotics 
engineering 

During the 201 16 academic year, the robotics lab went through a upgrade. The 
FANUC oval system was fully updated for the Bosch conveyor. The oval line 
system 4 MIO/iA FANTIC that run on the controller 
platform, 4 F ANUC iRVision 2D Vision a F ANUC 3DL 

",,"".,..,...... two 
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seats of the Roboguide robotics simulation software was also purchased. The entire 
(engineering, hardware, and installation) is at $750,000. 

robotics lab also went ....,.., ....... .,...u 

,~'£.UIJ'll oval line system was newly installed.. The .",.."",' ...... ,.,,.."' ...... "'''"',t .. ,, 
ron on the 

controller with 
robot end-of-arm tools, and 
software and installation) was 

Robotics and Automation 
VV.l.ll.I.\J"VI-., degrees. Students 

can only operate the 

used extensively 
students, 

Center is also the 
"' ............. " and Women 

is utilized by all and Engineering 
relevant courses have access to this lab from 8am

U.I.!-'_U'-,",J" with faculty/staff present. 

summer 
~O",-, • .., that have been 

",tfT"l"r,>J'I ... ,"'"u"'''''''' 50 to 100 gifted 
'","L~'U'''~ middle school and students from Ontario, and 

beyond. The programs have served well to attract bright young individuals to the 
en$~m(eenl!lg and technology fields_ 

Computer Laboratory (CA5-209B&C) 

(CAS-209B-20ge) have 33 current 
network access, 

a Quadro network access. 
on computers includes CREO, MATLAB, RoboGuide, Ansys Arduino, and 
Witness. lab is the primary computing lab for engineering and engjneering 
technology students. Students programs outside of the School Engjneering and 

are not granted access to room. Students access to this lab 
public safety, except it is being used for then, it is 

into two halves by an wail, and only one half is used for 
the other open student 

Digital Electronics Lobaratory fCAS-304} 

Electronics lab 
circuit development this room 

IVI..,g.",.u ~'V~""''''' the perimeter room. Available in the 
logic evaluation boards, 

oscilloscopes are as needed. In addition, this lab also serves as an 
am~rnaLe computer lab with 13 computer stations. This lab is primarily used for eE, EE, 

courses. All engineering engineering technology have access to 
8am-5pm, students relevant courses have may additional 

access as needed. 
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Analog Electronics Il.aboratory (CA5-306) 

P,(\tT'(Yn1,r.O::: I Lab (CAS-306) has 8 work stations, 
E3620)} milltimeter (Keithley 10), 

oscilloscope (Keysight DSO-X2004A), 
by the introductory electronics courses 

" ... (rrP"",(! AJI engineering and en~pnc~erlJlg 
8am-5pm, students in the relevant courses 

access as needed. 

Analog Electronics II Loborotory (CAS-309) 

Elect:ro-mechanical Systems Laboratory (CAS-31D) 

LU" ... 'UUUJ. .... c;u Systems Lab (CAS-310) 
These trainers include AC and DC 

as a ClassrOOJn 

Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

Prototype Center (CAS-3l0A) is overseen by 
and serves as a laboratory for both 

EGNR-495). The majority of the equipment in 
Dimension RP was 

"~'V~J,,-' tCIOnC)IrrlC Development Corporation 21 8t '-'''''u ....... 

...... """""'''.wC> occurred between 2008 and 2010. 

",.,.."""".",,, Dimension 3D printer was purchased 1 5 with donations largely 
IAB. Using ABS+ plastic, the printer can produce to a size of lO"x 
using Fused Deposition Modeling. The a variety of engineering 

courses (notably, making sample parts for assembly in EGNR-491 and EGNR-
495), as well as for projects from industry. 

~'~A_'_ MDX40. a desktop milling machine, pU1cnslSeCl 2009, is used for many of 
as the RP machine. It serves as a ....... ~""' ... to 3D CAD 
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software. This device can 
aluminum and steel. 

woods, plastics, 
has a serviceable area 

requiring materials other 

metals other than "''n~r''TT 
2x4 inches and a rotary axis 

as well. Prototype ABS can be made on this machine. 

Innovation 
development ""t"'"",,, .... 

""T'l1"'If"v1 circuit board <I,...""n-,...,.." for electronic nrn,''''''T<> 

8 are located in the LAB 209B. 

Scanner purchased October, 2009 is used to scan 
from there to CAD. EGNR-491 and EGNR-495, 

use of this machine to scan parts that have no en~!;lIl<~enmg 
"'''''''''.'~''''''''''''''I.?U'' or documentation can be made. 

These major tools are supplemented by Dremel ~._ .. ~.."., drilling and ..,Uiio..u.L.u5 

various hand tools. computer stations are set up for CAD and eng;me;ertn 
activities are also located lab. Tbis lab is used by the 

Programmable Controller (PLe) Laboratory 

The Programmable Controller 11) has eight work 
outer edge. Each (Allen Bradley 
PLC (Allen ControlLogix L16) station. There are also machines 
(four "mixing stations" and four "part checkers") designed to provide students with more 
intense programming experiences similar to they would encounter in industry. This 
lab is used by MfgET and The lab is also 
classroom for of the ill 

Other Facilities 

The CASET UU.1JlY.J..U'l". 

staff, and the 

LSSU 

groups or for Additionally, the House, a 
for approximately 30 students, is located about 1 00 yards from the 
the SSMart building is located about 1 north of campus. 

School Office 

The School 
tha.t include 
storage room. 

Faculty Offices 

sections. 

and Technology suite, has four 
conference room, photocopy/scan equipment 

support 
" .... u .... , .... engineering 

community 
building and 

spaces 
" ..... 'vu'''''''. and a 
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Ctll,fl!l'l!n,~1" Rooms 

School of Engineering and areas for rooms, 
common areas are used for facility student Four areas, CAS-l 
26, CAS-203, and CAS-205, are routinely used for conferences. Room 

can accommodate 6-15 people at one 

StLl!deJ'It Club Offices 

has been made available to 
'-'.<1."'-.... 16. ASME is housed in 

The Engineering 
conference rooms. 

Emlinjeering House 

ensun(~enmg student clubs. IEEE is ",,,,,,,,, ... 1"1 

llVUL<:>1.A.t in CAS-II7. SWE is "'1"\11,,, ... 11 

Engineering House is a residence on in which a select group 
engineering technology students house is adjacent to a number 

.... '6, • ...., ............ "6 communities from acaLClelIDC areas, The house costs 
t-N::i,'hh,r\'n<l dorms, but offers "'-'-< ..... 1">."0 ITiC!1JlOITlg larger bedrooms, a 

facility, as well as common areas are able to 
is open to an engineering and technology students, both 

female (housed on separate floors with bathrooms). 

is a good mix of students at points in their academic careers (from 
to senior). Many of the students will be in classes together, allowing to 

work and study together. will also have taken many 
"''''''''''''''''", and had many of making them a great resource 

these are .. """'n .... ""'1 

project above and course work. The 
upon by the students "'-'~,LU"',"," but must be approved by the house 

While this project does require some <'U."'."I..l.\,n~,<u work, it is an excellent opportunity to 
experience working in an 

SSMan 

and SSMart, a Michigan have a collaborative use agreement 
that provides access to students and SSMart entrepreneurial clients of the combined 
equipment owned by the two SSMart makes available a CNC 

TL-l), a 150W Laser cutter/etcher, a consumer grade CUBEX Trio Fused 
Deposition Modeling 3D printer OBJET 30 Pro UV Polymer 
technology 3D printer. 

B. Computing Resources 
Superior State 

ofthecampuscolnmlurrl~ 
and students in the accomplishment 
computing resources offered by 

network, and ..... ,,,.......,"' .. "'~>MlI{"_ 
"'nJ'II"'''·'' are intended to 
University responsibilities and 

adequately supplement those 
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within the School of Engineering and Technology and meet the needs of the students in 
the program. 

B.1 University-wide Computing Resources 

The library hosts three computer labs. Each lab has 24 Dell computers. All computers are 
running Windows 10 Pro and have Microsoft Office 2016 installed. The standard 
software installation is available on all computers. A high-speed black and white LaserJet 
printer is available in the lab on the main floor. In addition to these labs, the library also 
provides access to 33 Dell computers in the general Learning Commons area, 29 of 
which are connected to both color and b/w laser printers. In total, the library provides 
access to 105 computers for student computing use during the hours listed in Table 7-4. 

Table 7-4: Library Hours 

I Monday I 8am - 12am 
i 

I Tuesday 8am - 12am 
I Wednesday I 8am - 12am 

Thursday I 8am - 12am 

I Friday I 8am -7pm 

I Saturday I l1am -7pm 

I Sunday I lpm - 12am 
-

There are 4 Dell computers connected to a black and white laser printer. These computers 
are running Windows 10 Pro and Office 2016 along with the standard software 
installation. The Rathskellar is located in the Cisler Student Union and is open all 
operational hours of Cisler which vary by time of year and events, generally extending 
well into evening or beyond midnight as demand or events warrant. 

B.2 Engineering Computing Resources 

The primary computer labs used by engineering and engineering technology students are 
the Engineering Computing Labs (CAS-209B&C). Combined they have 33 current PC
type workstations, two common printers, full network access, and all software that is 
taught in the curriculum. The computers are Dell Optiplex 3020 computers with Intel i5 
quad-core CPU, 8GB of RAM, a Quadro P600 GPU, and network access. Specialized 
software installed on these computers includes Cree, MATLAB, RoboGuide, Ansys 
Fluent, Arduino, and Witness. 

In addition to the Engineering Computer Lab and the two general LSSU computer labs, 
there are various computer resources available to students located throughout the 
laboratories in the CASET building. 

Engineering Design Center (CAS-1068) 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS-106B) is equipped with up to eight computers (one 
for each senior project team). The computers placed in this room have full network 
access, engineering software, typically are at least Intel j5 dual-core with at least 4GB of 
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are served by a common 
access to these computers. 

KO£I€.n:.llt'S Qnd Automation Center (CAS12S) 

Electronics lab (CAS-304) 

......... ';;.ll." "'LUVU ... ' .... in EGNR-491 & 495 

Electronics Lab (CAS-304) is with 13 computers. The ""-fLJu..., .... ,,, .... 

full network access. are at least 2 with at least 2GB of RAM, and are 
by a common printer. installed on these computers lll""" ....... '"'' 

(digital synthesis), Code Warrior. All engmee71 
engineering technology students have access to this lab from 8am-5pm, students 

relevant courses have may after-hours access as needed. 

Analog Electronics l..ab5 (CAS-JOG and CAS-309) 

Analog Electronics Labs 

Computing Resources for Faculty 

All members have connections in their offices, 
faculty computers are at with at least 4GB of RAM. 
lDllll!nmn software package on Windows 7 or Windows 10, 
Office2010 or later and Internet Google Chrome, or Firefox. Other ",,,1fTcT'''''''' 

installed on the faculty computers is on the courses that they teach. 

faculty members have full access as well as Microsoft networking. 
one networked laser printer on engineering building 

to use for printing. There are network drives for faculty to ""'''' ............. 5'' 

information amongst ~'VLU~'V' 

", ... ", ... r,. web based packages are faculty and student use: 

a. Moodie is a course ".A~"'U.,E>V.""'J"" 
deliver wholly, the courses 

that allows faculty to or 
Students enrolled in courses a 
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MoodIe component have access to support materials posted by the instructor 
(using syllabi and assignments), links to Web-based materials, videos, handouts, 

cllat online 
b. The 'my.lssu' campus portal is beneficial to students 

for single access to email, Moodle, c. 
and (student course e-

mail, chat/message course 
announcements and customizable pages. portal is role-based, users 
have access to tools announcements related to their as a student or faculty 

c. 

students are able to and pay online, and 
view and transcripts. Automated Graduation Verification has 
implemented to assist and in the courses needed to 
'-AJ1HI-11.".'" a program of study. This component is used in tandem with paper-based 

Notably, it allows students their to a "what 
analysis to see be to complete an degree 
program "what-if' 

C. Guidance 

takes pride the 
ensure the safe operation of tools, 
standard practice faculty members to 
given laboratory a classroom setting. 
demonstrations in 

and 
the 

students. To 

for correctly and equipment the Manufacturing 
following steps: 

1) in lab 
2) 

of the or assignment is covered 
calculation for 1010 cut 

speed cutter), and then it is shown lab as 
4) the equipment and actual assignment is demonstrated 
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5) student is then assignment If the 
for further ex.planation, 

Equipment 

lab equipment is described and demonstrated in the laboratory setting. 
stUllenIS are then required to their proper use the equipment to a faculty/staff 

If the equipment poses a risk student can then use the for 
IJUld.l.lJU<:il of their degree. 

Software 

CAD, Pro-Mechanica 
it in the 2018-2019 aC!llUClDIC 

g)'R1JlUc:al display, and 
COMSOL), LTSpice for LLLLy'tVr:; 

robotics simulation, various aeSl:np'tlOn of 
Room 125 above for a listing 
robots), are all demonstrated in lab 

of 
..... f'I", .. ,O<1 to use the 

packages to pursue projects and homework. 

Laboratories 

procedures are 
each laboratoty are .... ""'T""" 

not. 

• you know or "''-'''1-''"'''"'' 
energize all attlxtf)d 

you know 

occurred, take ,"ULLU",,", 

• Never modify an circuit. Tum off the voltage source 
modifying the circuit. one hand to make connections and never 
electrical circuits wet or hands. 

rules 
below: 

are 

to 

on 

• Do not work on a cluttered lab bench. It is important for safety reasons for anyone 
to easily trace out your test circuit. 

lit Think out, ahead of consequences of closing or opening a switch. Do 
not make adjustments to equipment unless specified lab and you 
have thought out In addition, the circuit .; . .uv .......... 

energized for the ic to perform the measurements. 

• Be sure you understand how to properly operate eqll1plDeJlt before you use it. 

If you are unsure of or have any questions the 
instructor before DrC;Cef~lQ with experiment. 

macmnety and avoid ~'_U_~'I:> plane of 
'-'LV,",..,....'!". or j ewelty~ that 
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.. Never look directly at 
damage your eyes. 

arcs; strong ultraviolet radiation can pe:rmanfmtl}l 

.. Never work alonc. Always 
emergency. 

at one other person to help in case 

Maintenance and Upgrading of Facilities 
University is committed to continually ........ "',LU. ... <LU.J.. ..... O and improving the educational 

UVL.! ..... vUL and facilities used to Funding for facilities 
improvement are contained Fund. Grants from 

Perkins, and industry, been instrumental in 
replacement equipment. 

is no annual se, for the School of Engineering and 
Technology, the laboratories are well and receive adequate funding. two 

sources of revenue that support laboratory facilities via the University General 
course fees and program fees that come students taking engineering and 

.... lll~''"'V1Ul'''' technology courses. Between approximately $200k is ,._ .... ,.",t"'rl 
Equipment, software, and hardware are on an "as needed" basis, which 

sufficient. 

AU courses 
called a program 

was approximately $144k. 

Recent Upgrades 

Major acquisitions made within the last 

IV/Ic;roscopy / Data Acquisition Lab (CAS-IDS) 

Year Item 

2018 Shore D Durometer testers 

2.017 Shore A Durometer testers 

2017 Digital camera for microscope 

2017 Acoustic foam 

2017 DAQ system (sound & vibrations) with 

was generated in course 
dltten::ntial tuition ofS70 per 

allocated to the SET last 

are noted below. 

Quantity Status 

2 new 

2 new 

1 new 

1 new 

filter 1 new 

2017 Lab-grade accelerometer (vibrations) & power supply 1 new 

Materials Testing Lob (CAS-I06A) 

Year Item 

2018 Metallography Mounting Presses 

I:m:llfl~eer,rnCl Design Center (CAS-l068) 

Year Item 

2014 17 Desktop Computer 

Quantity 

2 

Quantity 

7 

Status 

new 

Status 
new 
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Thermal Fluids Lab (CAS-1Ulie) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2018 Thermo-tra i ners 1 upgrade 

2017 Rn test stand 1 New 

2016 for wind tunnel flow vlsuall;zatlon 1 new 

2016 Material heat conduction measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Fluid force measurement test stand 1 New 

2015 Refrigeration trainer 1 Upgrade 

2014 flow loss test stand 1 New 

2014 Wave and tanker vessel roll scale model 1 new 

experiment 

Machine Shop (CAS-120) 

Year Item Status 

2015 HASS CNC lathe 1 new 

2014 HASSCNC Mill 1 new 

Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) 

Year Jtem Status 

2012 Staubti RX60 Robot 1 new 

2013 Fanuc LR Mate Robot 2 new 

2013 Fanuc MliA Robot 1 new 

2013 Dell 4 1 yr old 

2013 1 new 

2014 Robotics Simulation software 10 new 

2015 Fanuc MlOiA Robot 4 new 

2015 Allen BradleV PlC 1 new 

2015 Fanuc 2d iRVision Systems 4 new 

2016 Robotics Simulation Software 5 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics Tool Change 4 new 

2016 Piab Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 Deli Computers 5 new 

2016 Fanuc 3DL iRVisian System 1 new 

2016 Fanuc Line System 2- new 

2016 Fanuc SensIng 1 new 

2016 Allen Panel View 1 new 

2017 Kuka KRS R1400 Robots 3 new 

2017 Allen PLC and HMI 1 new 

2018 Cognex 7802 Vision Systems 3 new 

201B Rotary Table 1 new 

Computer Lab 

Year Item Status 

2015 15 computers 30 new 
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2016 Core 2 duo computers 3 used 

Digital Electronics lab (CAS-304) 

Year Item Status 
2013 Corobot - mobile robot 1 new 

2013 Optiplex 745 - DELL PC 5 used 

2013 Optiplex 780 - DELL PC 8 used 

2014 Altera DEl-SoC boards 10 new 

2014 Altera Cyclone V GX Starter Kit 1 new 

2014 Acute TL2118E Analyzers 10 new 

2015 3010 - DELL PC 5 used 

Analog Electronics I Lab (CAS-3D6) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2017 DSO-X2004A 10 new 

2017 Keithley 2110 Digital Multimeter 10 new 

2017 Keysight 33210A Function Generator 10 new 

Analog Electronics II Lab (CAS-309) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2015 DSO-X2004A oscilloscope 10 new 

2017 Tektronix PA1000 Power Analyzer 1 new 

2017 8K Precision 8600 DC Electronic Load 1 new 

2018 BK Precision 9201 DC Power 1 new 

Electro-mechanical Systems Lab (CAS-3ID) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2017 3-Phase Variable Frequency Drives 2 new 

Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2013 EAGLE Pro Circuit Board Development Software 10 new 

2015 Dimension 3D Printer 1 new 

Programmable Logic Controller Labol'atory (CAS-3U) 

Year Item Quantity Status 

2013 Core 2 duo computers 8 new 

2013 PlC Trainers, Desktop 10 new 

2015 Panelview Desktop 6 new 

2013 Part Checkers 3 

2013 Mixing Stations 3 

2016 Additional PLC Trainers, Desktop 2 new 

2016 Additional PanelviewTrainers, Desktop 2 new 

2016 Additional Mixing Station 1 new 

2016 Additional Part Checker 1 new 
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2016 Additional Computer Llsed 

brary Services 

J. Shouldice Library and Learning Commons provide the core research 
............................ to support the academic curricula by the University. The Library 

uv,~ .. "' .... by Marc Boucher, Director 

of 1997~ a 35,000 square-foot eXJ)anSlOn v~~lV'U.vl.llJ.~ of the existing 
structure to the University Library was formally OOf~nea full resources made available 

student use. The facility LI..O-...,J ......... ,,.,,, study; over 32 personal 
with access to specialized resource databases and the Internet; 

study and conference .vv ........ .,_ a small art gallery; the 
center for testing, tutoring, T"n",nt-r.n Faculty Center for Teaching. 

Collections 

v ........ ...,.....,J.v .. consists of over 140,000 volumes 
both electronic and print), as well as 

Voyager integrated library system 

and Instructional 

periodical subscriptions 
microforms. The library uses 

discovery. 

provided by professional is available every day and 
is open, other than weekends. and research instructional 

are not only provided to University but local K-12 students, students 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, and intermediate school district areas 
as Paradise, St. Ignace, and Pickford. All databases are accessible to the 

public while on campus, and VH-'-<"ll.U~JU<:l access databases is provided 
.... '"'-'-ul"' .. .,. .", ...... ' ... " .. u"'. faculty 

Sharing 

has always operations at 
, ...... , .... ,... ... State University. A is that it is open to the public 

(on both of the international border) users ajornt library card that 
serves as both their checkout card for LSSU's library as well as all public libraries in the 

Upper Peninsula. Our library with Northern Michigan 
University. Users can locate materials by library or collectively. If patrons find 
u..""''''''J'''-'", that are not available at the campus library staff will locate it through 
Interlibrary Loan. 

Resources} Special Facilities, and 

,..<::r\lI..,"'_ available to students access to the Internet from any of the VVIUIJIU. • ...,." 

over I 00 databases 
Direct and Applied Full Text) which index 

'I""<::,"'l1"'1'~Q many of which provide full text access to scholarly journals. All 
rl".<::,"arr'.tJ databases are available through the library's proxy server. are 

group study rooms located library and the main serves as 
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group engagement. 
furniture and 

year the library hosts 
severa] to the entire campus and COlrnnlurU1:)l 

E.S Reserve 

The Library offers physical and electronic reserves faculty to ensure 
availability 
are of limited 
only, 

classes. This allows all to access materials that 
in library use 

reserve at the end of 
each semester. 

E.6 bovel'DD(lelll 

The Library is a government depository means it does not 
receive all publica.tions the Government Printing Office (GPO), but select 
publications that are chosen in addition to those required by the Currently, the 
items selected about 16 percent of the total items to us as a selective 
government depository, and are selected based on relevance to academic 
programs. 

E.7lnformation ,1"", .. """"" Instruction 

Library instruction is a variety of smart classrooms lOC8reo o..u"""',-,,,,,,,,v the 
Library. Students how to access search the many 
through the to a variety of information 
copyright, JLJ..<.-,HV..., ..... 't.u property. While O'PI4iprl'l 1Ds·tru(~t1onal sessions 
are offered, most' access and databases that to the faculty 
members' speciaJ not being used for information instruction, 
these labs are open for ""..,~~v .. ,... student use. 

F. Overall Comments on Facilities 

The School of and Technology currently has the facilities nec:essarv 
its program educational hi ... ·,..f-i,,, ... ,, and student outcomes. However, 
Robotics Engineering npl1rr",,. "' .. ,..,..,.....,..""' will require additional 
when students reach the upper-level courses. 

"'L'-<""L"'"' for review by the team is shown A general list of material to 

below, with bold text ll.l"Ll .... (~LliJlM. 

facilities: 

of particular relevance to I-'V'.J."'''~'' .. " ..... "'T·/'I'T'! 

o 
o Course 

o Course Prerequisite Form (affidavit students sign to satisfactory 
fulfillment and corequisite courses) 

o (possibly lecture notes, supplemental "o> ... "nHTC etc.) 

o Examples Work (homework, exams~ "",,,,,,,""C! and/or 
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programs, etc.) 
iIII 

iIII Student Outcome (most recent) 

iIII Industrial Infonnat'ion 
Agendas and Minutes 

Agendas and Minutes 
only) 
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c ION 8. SUPPORT 

A. Leadership 

It 

a.ecasl~::ms on overall direction of the U.LU=rulH 

the province of the entire 
primary responsibility 

members (and lab 
and the one faculty 1.u"U1UIV1 

School of Engineering and 
of the program rests with 

Department of Mechanical 
ooramaoor of the EET and 

entire School of Engineering is comprised of only ten 
and there are three ME, and ET) and 

ME, EET, and MfgET), 1?'\TP .. TUf1' .... pn and there is 
the leadership programs. Rather 
a somewhat artificial SUllctlon t'lp.-n'lJp.~"" the various leadership 

Mechanical Engineering de facto duties of each, the ME 
and the SET chair} relative to Engineering program are 
below. 

practice that the ME coordinator on the following responsibilities: 

• to coordinate course assessment 

courses wruch are 

MfgET 

• to serve as an approval 

• to coordinate ME 

EGMT, EGNR, and EORS 

program, to the MfgHT 
, ....... ,'"' ...... '" from the EEl CE, or 

assessment the ?vIE 
course substitutions, course 

the ME program; 

• to mentor of the ME faculty in roles; 

• to advise the ME Department corlcel'Tl.lrlg curricular matters; 

• to pursue curriculum and course proposals related to the ME 1"\rn~'rn at 

University level; 

.. to set the agenda for meetllt1gs 

MfgET programs, and 

.. to represent the ME faculty at 

program Coordinators); 

l"""'grh.,...., .. ~ in overseeing the ME 

"Chair" meetings (Dean, School 

• to plan lVIE faculty instructional aSSIgnments load distribution; 

.. to assist the School m SCllled.1Jllrlg and times for course ",tt,...,....,.. 

and assigning instructors, 

*' to pursue necessary updates to 
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• to organize and coordinate hiring committees for faculty vacancies in the ME 
department; 

• to develop, and maintain currency of, advising docwnents and the advising 

spreadsheet tool; 

• to conduct ME graduate exit interviews; 
• to update the lAB on ME departmental matters and curricular development; and, 
• to carry out other duties relative to the ivlE program which are difficult to 

comprehensively specify. 

It has been the practice that the SET School Chair take on the following responsibilities: 

• to coordinate the overall accreditation efforts for the programs oflhe School; 
• to coordinate course assessment (in School faculty meetings) for courses common 

to both the ME and MfgET programs on one hand, and the EE, CE, BET programs 
on the other; 

• to coordinate assessment of student outcomes; 
• to serve as an approval authority, above the coordinator level, for course 

substitutions, course waivers, and transfer credit evaluations; 

• to advise all SET freslunan and transfer students at orientation; 
• to write "program review" reports for all SET programs on a five-year cycle; 
• to set the agenda and lead meetings of the School of Engineering and Technology; 
• to set the agenda and lead weekly "Chair" meetings (dean, School chair, program 

coordinators); 
• to represent the School of Engineering and Technology at monthly "Deans and 

Chairs Leadership Group" meetings; 

• to lead discussion relevant to the entire School of Engineering and Technology at 
the Industrial Advisory Board meetings; 

• to coordinate the scheduling of rooms and times for course offerings; 
• to establish and maintain transfer equivalency ("articulation") agreements with 

community colleges; 

• to provide leadership in School-level long term plarming; 
• to prepare, recommend, and administer the School budget; and, 
• to collect and provide feedback regarding tenure and promotion decisions (for the 

School's, as opposed to the Dean's. portion of this responsibility); 

Note, furthermore, that in contrast to what may be typical of "chair-level" positions at 
other institutions, duties related to faculty supervision are not part of either of these 
positions. Firstly, in accordance with concepts of academic freedom affirmed by the 
faculty-LSSU collective bargaining agreement (attached as Appendix N), neither of these 
positions involves supervision of instruction. Secondly, pursuant to that same agreement, 
since both positions are occupied by faculty, and as such, members themselves of the 
collective bargaining unit, neither position may involve responsibility for performance 
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evaluation in an evaluator) or for ""'~'(U'lTW'l decisions 
regarding other Departmental 

","'LLV",'" of Innovation and Solutions, SET 
in Section below). With to 

serves as a approval authority on 
chllrng(~S to instructor, or room), cow-se 

budget matters purchases. 
for (new courses, course serves as an !!I ....... 'r ........ 1':1 

program changes, etc.) to submission to the University-wide Curriculum committee 
and the Provost's for final approval. The Dean is the formal supervisor 

SET, carrying out performance evaluations, and for all faculty and staff within 
serving as an approval stage for decisions recommended by committees. 

taken VP 

previously outlined that affected program such as participation meetings, 
course scheduling, course substitutions/waivers, budget matters and purchases, Ilrnd 
curricular proposals. Dean, by his role as Provost, final 
approval many of 

The position of Associate G1S'COTILtlTI1lea July L 2018 as the newly hired 
ProvosVVP AA duties. see Appendix D for changes to this new 
organizational structure. 

B. Program Budget and Financial Support 

B.I Budget 

. of SET budgets 
reviews from 

Solutions 
Affairs for 
the VP of 

turn submits budget for to the '-1"I'''''-''''T 
Ultimately the combined Academic Affairs 

receives department/school budget requests 
the SET) and overall Fund Auxiliary 

SmnIILan.es. Recommendations are taken to Team for and 
finalization to to the Board 

LSSU 
sow-ce, is shown in 

for the School of Engineering 
8-1 below. 

Technology, broken down by 
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Table 8-1: Summary of SET Funding, Recent Years 

Allocations 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
Base Operation 33,984 33,984 33,984 33,984 
Carry Over 27,332 89,017 90,253 131,390 
Course Fees 47,970 57,180 60,255 54,345 
Program Fees 134,191 152,216 154,980 143,640 

Total Allocation 243,477 332,396 339,359 363,359 

The program receives funding from three University sources (base operation allocations, 
course fees, and program fees), represented by rows in the table. When bona-fide plans 
for expenditure are articulated to the CFO, funds not utilized in the previous academic 
year are carried over to the next year; that amount is also shown as a row. 

CSSM funds are LSSU allocated funds for the basic operation of the unit. These basic 
operations would include paper, phones, office supplies, copying, travel, small office 
related equipment, and other similar items. 

Students enrolled in Engineering or Engineering Technology courses also pay course fees 
and program fees, which the SET receives. The course fees vary from course to course 
but range from $10-$100, with a median of $60 (for those courses that have some course 
fee); these are set for each course considering the extent of that course's usage of 
laboratory equipment and expendables, large-volume printing (handouts), and/or 
renewable license software. The program fee is $70 per credit hour for courses beginning 
with an EGxx prefIx. The School can adjust course fees yearly. Program fees and course 
fees are adjusted in consultation with the Provost, and require Board of Trustee approval. 

As is evident from Table 8-1, the Base Operation component has been stable from year
to-year. On the other hand, course and program fees received are subject to change based 
upon enrollment. 

As noted earlier, all degree programs are closely related, sharing all resources. Funding is 
not partitioned by program, but the School Chair and Program Coordinators work closely 
with the Dean to review the needs for each program and make appropriate allocations and 
purchases. 

In addition, not shown in Table 8-1, but consistent enough to regard as "recurring", 
LSSU is annually eligible to receive a Perkins Voc-Ed Grant. Most years, SET receives 
$lOK; every fourth year, however, SET receives $3 OK. 

Regarding non-recurring, or irregularly recurring, sources of income, there have been 
equipment sell-offs and donations. Over the last several years, a few thousand dollars 
have been raised by selling retired equipment on e-bay. Several pieces of donated 
equipment have been utilized in our labs, including robots for instance. 
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Uc«:asllon:8.1 targeted donations been received. For instance, a $1 Ok donation in 2013 
donation paid for new PLC trainers. another example, a fundraising campaign by the 
lAB in 2015 paid for a printer. Through a collaboration with Smartzone, 
houses a Haas 1 CNC an Objet 30 high 

B.2 Teaching 'nnn.n't"t" 

T caching is supported by 
of teaching workshops, 

occasional use 
on-campus and nationally. 

by the availability 

'-' ..... 'Uv,,,. class are used.~ occasionally, in some workshop and computer lab 
courses. Their have included. assisting during labs with accomplishing 
the lab (EGNR-IOl, EGME-141, EGNR-140), or in help hours 
(EGNR-265). These would be students who had previously done 

enough to satisfy current 

More exceptionally. two student "graders" were provided in the Spring 2016 offering 
the course Engineering which a large enrollment (38 
initially), to checkl"pre-grade" homework (give comments and tenta.tive scores to worked 
problems the instructor's review). may serve as a precedent henceforth, the 

had that it would dependent enrollment numbers courses. 
student in EGNR140 have reviewed. written 

workshops on campus, via the title-ffi grant-initiated "Faculty Center for 
Teaching"; current faculty members have presented at workshops but the 

ex.tent of participation by faculty with program is are 
worl<snm)S during development week nreCe<JIDI.! 

n£11
a
."I.,."" at that is relatively 

External workshops are also supported. SDdhi (2014) (no longer with and 
Mahmud (2015) each attended the (Nationa! Effective Institute) 

""",-,.11"<11",.,,,, sponsored by ASEE. Jones attended (2013) "Enhancing Student 
through a Model 'Introduction to Engineering', David 

(2016) attended an ABET (Institute the Development of m 
Assessment Leadership) workshop. David Baumann Robert Hildebrand (2013) 
attended a one-day ABET workshop Assessment Workshop). Jordan David 

(2017/2018) attended Nationa1 of Metalworking Skills certification 
-'~"~E>' . David and Joe Moening will attending the basic workshop 

the summer Zakaria Mahrnud attend the advanced workshop. 
Masoud IS an at Bucknell the 
summer 8 .. Jordan Huff(2018) is !'Orr"""!"l1n 

in indirect support of teaching, the University maintains a of student 
services, including counseling, library, placement, admissions, registrar, a leaming center 
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(instructing success strategies), and tutoring. 

B.3 Support 

program fees are used for major equipment purchases, computers, lab 
maintenance, software, and other related provides a 

categories denoting how funds ha.ve been for 
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Table 8-2: Expense categories IlDd spending 

-
AcbJal , Actual Actual Actual YTD 

. AccountNumber .~~~tDeSCl"l ptton 2014 2015 2016 2017 20lB 
----- ---- .. __ ._- -- . - . 

,7001 Supplles·Offl ce 4,198.41 3,622.33 1,134.21: 3,022.28 3,328.11 

, ?~~ Reference Books 238.99 905.31' 624.81 586.29 -
i 700~ Central Stores 1,958.00 1,700.~ 2,200 . .0.0 1, 184. ~5 1,433.00 

;~ S~pp.l ie~· !-ab . - 2?-,~27 .~ ~~,~J?.44 18' 254.11' ~,O58~7~ : 1?,SD7:32 
7005 ~ppll~:~u~ Visual 1,190.25 42.8.46 14.95 2.00 

7006 SuppJI eS-Photo-P rint I 

;701.0 Awa!d_s:£,!a_q~e~ 395.61 493.09 374.45 347.94 789.80 

,7015 Suppll es-LSSU Name-Logo Items 334.56 1,290.79 558.00 2,881.87 1,498.7.0 

7020 Supp}ies,:Other 5,~9~:~ .!..6,~9Q.~ 5,495.88 ~,~..:...19 3},~90-?~ 
,7030 ~pl~s 13,448.~ 1D,9n.~ 14, 878.~6 V~U8 7,709.8/J 

,7031 p~in~0g 1, 399.~ . 1,Bi52 3,Q56}:2 2,.o.~.82 · 2,1~?~ 

eon ~~o~gr~ph.!.~§ervlce 6HD 
,7040 Postage 180.79 1,355.92 1,144.19 199.60 64.47 

.7050 Te lephone 4,29!.~ ?,~.~ 4,&94.~ 4.680.~ . 3,9oo.~ 

17.055 Fax ! I 

7060 Software 57.90 ~,~.5Xl. 204.16 . ~,120.00 - - - -
,7061 Software Ucenses and Maintenance 1~,21?4? 1S, O~6.~ 5,238·09 11,19~.po 17,32~~5 - --.--.... -- - -, - - - - .. 
7065 Co~pl!te r Hardware 3,953.~3 ._~,~2:~7 ~,?7.42 164.84 } ,863.88 
707.0 Equipme~~ ~,040~_~ ~,034.n 26,497.60 _~,5~~§ 22,~3 .23 -. 
71.01 Travel inState 6,356.25 3,8&3.37 5,911.77 4,323.16 5,671.6.0 

71.02 Trave l out of State 5,833; .01 1D,~1:.~ 8,??Q.95 ~, 633.7~ S,~.3? - -- - -
,7103 Travel Students 53.00 828. as .,s,'!44.57 --.- ... - --
711.0 Meetln~- L~nch~ons 5, ~~&~6 ~,8~:~ !0,??6.89 7,~88.62 ~,082·7~ . 

7111 Gu_e..s!!:.O_dging-Me~s 14.73 100.70 775.28 137_80 

7112 Conferences 2,710.00 5,168.87 3,27.0.00 2,359.5.0 3,240.00 

,7130 ~~~u~t~en~-~mp~~yee 235 . .05 

7131 Recruitme nt--5tudent 302.88 244.19 1,473.30 1,062.06 52.76 

721.0 Rental-Media I 200.00 

i 7~.!! Ren_tal-Eq~ 1 pme_"t 1,3.00.()O 3,738.~ 4,338.41 

172?~ Rental·Other 2.~~6. 50 i 
723.0 P~d~ct D.~~~ ~~p~e n! .C~-,~!e~ ~e0!.l~s .. I 

7252 Honorariums 75.00 53.85 

,7253 «)ntracted Services 200.00 45,000.00 '.- .-. 
7261 . ~quip_ment Mtnce and Repair 4,078.26 55.0.00 l.o,~LOO 3,984.94 

7271 Leg~1 

,7272 Accreditat"lon 348.06 

t7290 LI ne n Service 292.50 292.50 265.50 

7320 Ucel1se-Permits-Fees 539.5.0 6,7~:QO 

7340 Memberships 2,923.00 2,671.00 3,041.04 5,843.44 4,995.00 

1 ??4~ Su~~ri ptio~s:~ga~ n~s 

1 7~5. Advertising n.55 309.00 

:7365 Pr~fesslo~a! Development 619.47 1,~~.5O 5,447.00 5,873.36 550.00 

7395 Miscellaneous 92.08 42.29 90.69 

,7520 Haz Material Dispose 1,406.58 957.27 . 

~ 79~ Capi ta! ized Equip-"'!en! Purc~ 55,900.00 22,47.0.90 41,990.08 42,787.72 39,876.59 

Grand Total 183,581.64 148,717.18 234,440.25 208,081.33 202,142.78 
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B.4 Resource Adequacy for Teaching and Infrastructure 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering and Teclmology to sufficiently 
meet the teaching needs of the program. Although teaching assistants or graders are 
rarely used, funding has been adequate for the occasional instances in which they were 
necessary. 

The budget has also allowed the School of Engineering and Technology to sufficiently 
meet the equipment needs of the program. Although no comprehensive five or ten-year 
equipment replacement plan exists, funding has been adequate for critical and necessary 
upgrades as well as needed maintenance activities. 

C. Staffing 
The staffmg oftbe School of Engineering and Technology is described in the following, 
in terms of compensated positions (full or part time; salaried, release-time, or stipend 
assignments); evidently, as is typical in academia, much additional work is also available 
in the fonn of service activities by facuHymembers. All of the positions described have 
some responsibility, to varying degrees, for the program (as well as other programs). 

C.l Clerical Staff 

Throughout the vast majority of the last 6-year cycle, support staff (for the School of 
Engineering Technology) has included 1-1/2 full-time positions, i.e., a full-time 
Academic Assistant, and a half-time administrative assistant. Only very recently (indeed 
June 2016) was the half-time position discontinued. 

The Academic Assistant provides clerical support to the faculty and Dean, manages day
to-day activities in the School's office, processes purchase requisitions and manages 
faculty cardholder accounts, organizes special events (e.g., annual School banquet), 
provides coordination support for Summer programs (camps for high-school-age and 
younger), and pursues various other duties as well. 

The administrative assistant position had provided assistance for marketing and 
recruitment, implementation of Engineering admissions policies, and maintenance of 
assessment and accreditation records . These various duties have been shifted to the full
time Academic Assistant and the chair with some duties discontinued at the SET level 
(e.g. marketing moving to the university marketing personnel) or discontinued entirely. 

Furthennore, there has continuously been a part-time student assistant in place to help the 
Academic Assistant, including during the summertime. 

Col Administrative Staff 

Dean. The School was administered by a Dean (see Criterion 8 Section A above for the 
Dean's role) whose responsibilities have been divided with the Lukenda School of 
Business under the auspices of a combined college. Beginning July I (the date of this 
report), a reorganization will place the SET together with both School of Mathematics 
and Computer Science and the Lukenda School of Business within the College of 
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Innovation and Solutions under a solitary Dean, The current Chair of School of 
Mathematics and Computer Science assume the of Dean for College; 
whether the will to also maintain Chair for the Scbool 
Mathematics fmalized. 

Chair. The Chair 
hour 

hismer role) is a 3-re1ease 
hours to a 

these were 3 actual10ad 
been during 
varied from $1,000 in summer of 20 12 

calculated at 2 load hours (slightly 

Coordinators. During some early portions of the 6-year both Coordinators (see 
Criterion 8 A above roles) received 2 release (out of 12 

full time) per During the of 
the the ME per semester resulting in 116 

Technology coordinator) 

Director of Robotics. There is a 3-release (1/4-time) LL:)C"'Olll.U''''LH 

Robotics laboratory that courses such as (in the 
and I (in the Robotics Technology 

Industry Association. 

C.3 Academic Staff 

Instructional Staff. 
already detailed 

"' .... ,.,.'/'"Qt, ....... , The develops robotics laboratory through 
and plays a key leadership role nationally the Robotics 

ten full-lime faculty positions (all tenured or tenure-track) 
5. 

addition, some is of adjunct In the two 
frequently act in this capacity, the courses they typically instruct 

instruct) courses the lab components of 10 Cinuit Analysis, J..:.'Unu,;,-

110 Manufacturing Processes, and 175 Applied Electronics, 
lecture and lab components ofEGRS-365 PIC's. More directly 

program is of project advising EGNR-491-495 0".." ... "' •• ..,"'. 

The (Product Development College also employs a 
Engineer, and has employed two early portion of the cycle; these have 
sometimes served as adjuncts for EGNR-491-495 sequence course and team 
advising, Electronic Devices, 141 Solid Modeling, 
Calculus Applications for and 10 Electronic Manufacturing 
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Two-full time Laboratory Engineers are to 
Technology. An ElectricaVComputer Laboratory 

maintenance and operation of all 
A Mechanical Laboratory is u.u..uca ....... 

operation of all mechanical equipment 
r."'~IIf('rv tmgl11teeJr8 design and manufacture eqlllplne11t 

classroom. These positions are 

for Clerical, Administrative, and ""' ..... u.vun' ...... _ ...... u.,!; 

'-'Ui!<,H.l"'''J.ll.l~ and Technology had "'''LLU'd'''ll' === ,,.,, .... """.0 

the program. The loss ofthe half-time 
resulted in some diversion of teaching, UUl,.uU""''' 

the day-to-day needs of the acaaerm 

ten 
instructors, are 

""''''',I'rra'''''' Furthermore, the two 
U.Lu.u.L ........ u all equipment and .J.U"'.L.Ll,,,,,,,,, 

D. Ity Hiring and Retention 

1 Faculty Hiring Process 

is referred to appendix N, the contract nl"'n""""'n faculty and the University, 
appendix B (appendix B of the Faculty but appendix N of this 
provides a detailed description of the or()CeOUlre for fonnation and conduct of 

committee. This is a University-wide to which the School 
II/U1P1","" (in fact, this procedure for the whole was modelled after our longer-
struldlrlg p:ractlcl~S in the School but it does not address 

the specific additional practices that for, and philosophy for 
'A ............ '"" of, searches in within the School and Technology. There is 
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one search in progress conducted to replace a retired ECE faculty member. There have 
been six searches for MEIMfgET faculty during the previous six years. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's 
philosophy of maintaining an applied emphasis in its engineering and technology 
programs, the evaluation process employed in the hiring of new faculty accordingly 
places a greater emphasis on a candidate's promise as an instructor and on industrial 
experience than it does on academic research credentials (although the latter is also a 
factor oflesser weight). A faculty candidate is generally expected to have some teaching 
experience (either as faculty member or a teaching assistant) and to possess excellent 
communication skills. 

After initial screening of CVs, the search committee typically extends invitations for 
phone interviews to up to a dozen candidates. These are contacted by a committee 
member, by phone, at which time, as a matter of transparency, the salary (usu. about 
$65,000 for these openings, which is considered low on the market) is related, as wen as 
something of the geographical and climatological features of the region (rural and 
wintery), and the nature of the position (heavy teaching loads with little research 
emphasis). One or more of these factors may cause some of the candidates to withdraw 
at this point, saving them and the committee needless time expenditure. The remaining 
phone interview candidates then speak with the entire committee on the telephone for 
about 20 minutes to half-an-hour, at which time the search committee questions the 
candidate on teaching interests, inclinations to teach laooratories, capstone projects, etc. 
Up to 3 of those candidates, whichever are most promising (if enough are), are then 
selected for campus visits. 

During the campus visit, canclidates give a sample lecture (on a topic specified by the 
hiring committee chair and generally kept the same for all visiting candidates); this 
lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty (including those not participating 
in the search committee). Feedback is thereafter solicited from the students and faculty 
in attendance, and is given much weight in the subsequent hiring decision. Besides the 
guest lecture, consideration is also given to the candidate's performance in an infonnal 
research (or professional) presentation, to collegiality as observed at interactions 
throughout the day, including meals and one-on-one interviews (including with HR, the 
Provost, and sometimes the President, who convey their respective feedback), and to 
feedback from the candidates' references. However, it remains the guest lecture that 
most often proves decisive. 

Historically (and into the early phases of the 6-year cycle), the search committee would 
select the best candidate, and also rank. the other candidates in case of an offer being 
declined (as happens fairly frequently). The Dean and Provost then had formal authority 
to negotiate and hire, but tended to support the committee decisions. More recently, the 
search conunittees have been discouraged from selecting and ranking, in favor of merely 
indicating "qualified" or "not qualified. 
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D.2 Faculty Retention 

Kel:emlon of qualified facility is partially a matter of correct selection in the search 
process, i.e., by identifying a "good faculty hire for the SET. The optimal 

faculty hire, given the relatively high instructional load, shoilid be committed to 
instruction, rather than exclusively to as well as adaptable to the geographical 

climatological particulars of Michigan's Upper Peninsula (I.e., relative 
remoteness in a wintery setting). such a person may well be a 
matter the willingness to nmction as a and with bona fide laboratory 

skills, is ideaL Given a faculty member is likely to a 
satisfaction in the work that 1S to renmtllon. 

PD fund (beyond University), to bolster faculty 
been available during still continues in a more 

In 2012, subsequent to the visit which had cited the 
programs fOT issues of faculty retlmtlon, the SET committed to provide a 

workshops/conferences, summer scholarly endeavors, and 
Accordingly, for a portion funds have been 

described., and may be Technology-related 
as to Engineering-related. In the however, stipends have 

so that the fund is now reimbursement and 
materials! equipment. 

has remained an issue for the 
has hired and lost six (one due to 

Retention has not, ("1"\ ....... ,,1"\ 
faculty 

Support of Faculty 

Department (see section O-G for '-'''"'''<U''''') 

faculty members in the 
an issue for the EeE Department, 

years aside from the one 

Development 

(ref. State 
Association provides with $1000 per academic 

proles~'ion.al development; at the of 6-year cycle (through 2013), this 
was at $800, so it has undergone a $200 annual increase during the cycle. faculty 

professional development fund can carry over from academic year to acalClelnlC 

but not to exceed $4,000 Expenditures from professional 
development funds must be related to faculty member'S professional or 
eva''' ........ 'J; objectives. In addition, who are officers of professional 
'6 .. ", .. ",,'''''.1''0 or presenters at have received additional support to 

to workshops and conferences departmental andlor Dean's budgets. 

also the additional 
greater detail. For a couple 

work, as well as travel 
been discontinued, the 

in Criterion 8 Section D, and ",,,,,,,,",,U'LL 

6-year cycle, this provided "' .... 1--"""" .... 

Although 
for travel and lUQ.LvJ.J";U" 

"Agreement" between Lake University and the Faculty AS:SOC:latlon 
also provides a total of up to three semesters of sabbatical leave at full pay per av<l.' ..... ",," 
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year (it had been four, through 2013). A faculty member is eligible a 
Sabbatical after (5) academic of employment as a faculty member at the 
University, so as slhe not a Sabbatical Leave within the previous (5) 
years. Sabbatical Leave Committee comprised of two appointed by the Provost, 
and faculty by the applications for 
sabbatical leave faculty 

been awarded a the last The last sabbatical 
award to an enlnD<eerm~ 1a. .... ' ...... v member was a full-time sabbatical the 2011-2012 
academic year, that being 6-year cycle. 

A general 
below, 

support: 

of material to available for review by the of ABET team is shown 
r:v"""r: to policies re9;ardmg bold text indicating of particular 

.. Course Binders Containing all Information 
o Detailed Course Syllabus 
o Course Assessment Summary 
o Course (affidavit testifying to satJ.slwctOJ':'j 

of pre- courses) 
o Handouts (possibly lecture supplemental handouts, etc.) 
o Examples of Student Work (homework) exams, quizzes, lab reports andlor 

worksheets, drawings, etc.) 

.. Senior Projec1s Portfolios 

.. Student Outcome recent) 

• Industria) Advisory Board Information 

• School Meeting Agendas and Minutes 

• DeparhnentMeeting and 
.. Catalog (electronic only) 

.. Senior exit interviews 
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PROGRAM CRITERIA 

a on 
5, on pages 5-23 The 
specifically on page 6-7 and 6-8. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean . 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Degree Audit Form - Bs.-ME (F2018) 
Filename (if emaJled): Plan of Study Form - BS-ME !F2018) 
This doctJmentatlon is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

BrIefly summarize the content of These documents describe the program curriculum and advisIng 
the file and its value as evidence tools for it. 
supporting program review: 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
BS Degree in Mechanical Engineering 

(For Freshman Starring Fall 2018 or Earlier by Election) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: 

Student In #: ME Coor.dinator Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation; SET Chair Approval: Date: 

All mfonnatlOfi recorded below should march the srudent's m05t recent transcripl and/or transfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

CommumcatioUB 

ENGL 110 - 3 (C or better required) 

ENGl111 - 3 

Humanities (2 course •• different discipliDe1!; see eatalog) 

Elective 

Electlve 

---

---
-

-

Social Science (2 courses, differenr disciplines; sec C11talog) 

Elective 

Elective 

---- -- ---

------ ---
ComputatioDai Literacy (formerly "Mathematics") 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

Natural Sciences 

(fulfilled by departmental requirements) 

DiVerliity (3 credits minimum; see catalog) 

Elective ---- -- ---

DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

CHEM115 - (4,3) 5 --- EGNR101 - (1,2) 2 ---
EGEE210 - (3,2) 4 --- EGNR140 - (1,3) 2 ---
EGEM220 - (3,0) 3 --- EGNR265 - (3,0) 3 ---
(C or better required) 

EGNR340 - (0,2) 1 
EGEM320 - (3.0) 3 

---
--- EGRS460 - (3,3) 4 ---EGME110 - (2,3) 3 --- MATH151 -(4,0)4 ---

EGME141 - (2,2) 3 --- (C or better required) 

EGME225 - (3,0) 3 --- MATH152 - (4,0) 4 ---
EGME275 - (3.0) 3 

(C or better required) 
--- MATH251 - (4,0) 4 

EGME276 - (0,3) 1 ---
---

MATH308 - (3,0) 3 
EGME337 - (4.0) 4 ------ MATH310 - (3,0) 3 
EGME338 - (3,0) 3 ---

--- PHYS231 - (3,2) 4 
EGME350 - (3,3) 4 ------ (C or better required) 

EGME431 - (3,0) 3 --- PHYS232 - (3,2) 4 ---
EGME432 - (1,3) 2 ---

CommunicariollB SENIOR CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE (complete 1 of these 3 columns) 

COMM1 01.201, or 225 COMM-__ _ 
Industrial Projecl Research Project 

o GEN-ED REQUIREMENTS MET BY ~rrA or MACRAO EGNR491 - 3__ EGNR450 - 4 __ EGNR260 - 2 __ 

Vehicle Syslcms (VS) 
(C or better required) 

EGME240 - 3 ---

EGME310 - 2 ---
EGME415 - 2 ---

EGME425 - 4 ---

EGEE280 - 4 ---

One of the following: 

EGME442 - 3 

or EGRS461-4 

F«lhnun ME 
20180< ~ct 

-

EGNR495 - 3__ EGNR451 - 3 __ 

EGNR491 - 3 _ _ 

EGNR460 - 4 __ 

EGNR461 - 2 __ 

TECHNICAL ELECTIVE CONCENTRATION (complete 1 ofthesc 3 columns) 

Robotics & Automatio .. (RA) Gcneml 
(e or better required) 

EGRS365 - 3 EGME240-3 ---
EGRS385- 4 --- 9 credits for any courses lis1ed in VS or RA options or EGNR261 or 361 

EGRS430 - 4 --- - ---- -- ------' --- -- ---

EGRS435 - 3 --- ___ - __ ------' ___ - _____ ( total cred: __ ) 

One of the following: 5 credits from any 400-level courses listed in the VS or RA options 

EGME240-3 or EGNR31 0-3 ___ - _____ , - _____ (total cred: __ ) 

or EGMT216-3 or EGEE2BO-4 

-----

Students mlls' also satitfy the folloMlIgfor graduatIOn: 
020 Ove.rall CPA, 2.0 Dept. GPA o 124 Total Credits (rruniJllum) 
032 c.r:cdits l>.-bth (inel EGNR340)/Narurul Science a Residency (32 credilS earned at LSSU) 
o Ru.idcncy (50% of 300/ 400 level credits in malor::: 24 cr.) 

Rev M.y 17,2018 
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MAm15 I 

EGME141 

EGNRIOI 

RNGLIIO 

20lS 

MATH251 

PHYS2Jl 

~GNR265 

EGEM220 

2019 

MA11:JJ08 

EGEM320 

r.GME350 

EGEE210 

EGNRJ40 

2020 

EGME43 I 

EGME432 

EGRS<UiO 

2021 

BS Mechanical Engineering for Fall of 2018 
Calculus I 4 

SoUd Modcllng .) 

lntro. to Eagilleerlng 2 

Flrn Year Compo.llion I 3 

Dlverslly Elective J 

TOTAL 15 

Calculus ill 4 

App!. Phy~lcs fo r Eng.. and Sci. I 

"C' Prog:rammio g J 

StatlCfi J 

Soc.I.W Sci I HUIlUlI Comrn J 

TOTAL 17 

Prohllbility and Matll. Statistics J 

Dynamics 3 

MadJlne DCfiign 4 

C1rcw! Annlyds 4 

Numerical Methods for EogiDcers 

Technical Elective 0-2 

TOTAL 15 -17 

Senior Sequence I 3 

Technical Electivc(t) 4 

Heat Tnnsfer :1 

Thernu.I-F1ulds Lah 2 

Control SyStems 4 

TOTAL 16 

MATHIS2 

CHEMllS 

EGMEllO 

EGNR140 

ENGLlll 

2019 

MATlI310 

PHYS212 

E:GME22S 

EGME275 

EGME276 

2020 

E:GME337 

E:GMEBB 

2()21 

2()22 

Caleulu, 1I 

&neral Cbcmiro'y I 

Manuradllring Proceties I 

Lmcar Algebra & Numerical AppllU! 
for Engineen 

First Year ComposItion II 

DLrrerentia.l EqWltjon~ 

Ap!,!. Phy_l"" fo r Eog. All d ScI. n 
Mechanics of Material. 

Engineering Materials 

Strength of Materials Lab 

T cchnical Elective 

Social Sd / Ilumn / Corom 

Tb ermod yo a 011 c, 

Fluid Mechanics 

Technic:tl Electi ve(s) 

S~'Illor Sequence IJ 

Tecbnical Elective(!) 

Social Sci I Humn I COIWD 

Social Sci I HUJOIII Comm 

Social Sd I HUIllo I Comm 

4 

5 

3 

2 

3 

17 32 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

17 34 

3-4 

4 

3 

5-7 

15 -17 32-33 

3 

3-4 

3 

3 

3-4 

16 - 17 32 -33 

129-131 

VEIDCLE SYSTEMS CONCENTRATION. REQUIRED TEOINICAL ELECTIVES 08 -19 cr) 
EGlvrE240 Assembly Modeliog and OD&1' 3 (Spnng) EGME310 Vehicle Development lIod Testing 

F.OME415 Vehicle Dynamics 2 (Spring odd yrs) 

EGEE280 Introductioo 10 SlgnaJ Processing 4 (Fall) 

EGM.EA25 Vlbl1ltions and Noise Cootrol 

EGME442 Finite Element A.oaJy,i£ 
or EGRS461 DesIgn of Control Systems 

ROBOTICS AND AlITQMATIQN CONClrNTRATIQN. REQUIRED T£CHNlCAl. ELECTIVES (J7 - J8 cr) 
EGRS365 Prognunmablc Logic CODll'Ol1= :\ (Spnng) EGRS385 Robotics En.gjoeering 

EGRS430 Systems Integration & Mach. Vision 4 (Pall) EGRS435 Automatoo Manufacturing SysIL"IllS 

Oue of the foUowrng: EGME240 3 (Spring) ~ EGNR310 3 (FaJlo~d yrs) £!. EGMT216 3 (fall) !!! 

GENERAL CONCENTRATION, REOUIRED TECHNICAL ELECTTVES 117 cr) 
EGM£240 Aswobly Moddmg and GO&1' (Spring) 

and 
9 total credus combmcd from any of the followiog: EGNR261 (FaJ!), EGNRJ61 (rail odd yrs), unci the technical 

c!CCt1vC ccur;'<:s allowed in the othel' couceutrations (Veillck Systt:lIlS and RobotiCi & Automatioo, see above). 

Qrnf 

2 (fall eVe:!l yrs) 

4 (Sprrng evCIJ yrs) 

3 (Spring odd Yl"!l) 
4 (Spnng odd yr.) 

4 (Spnng) 

3 (Spriog) 

EGEE2&O 4 (Fall) 

3 

9 

5 lotal credtts of 400-lcvel technical electives from the oth.". coo=t:r:ItJons <n.£l. also ~lID[cd in prcceclrng 9-cr requirement) 

SENlOR SEQUENCE: SELECf mm PATH 

IndustrW Project 

EGNR491 Engincc.-ring D..,;ign l'roject I 3 

CGNR495 Eogmeenng Design Project II 3 

Updaocd S-17-18 

C{H)P ProjllCl 

EGNR450 Cooperative Education Project I 4 

EGNR450 Cooperative Education ProjUI II 3 

SGNR491 Engineering DcstgIl Pro)ecl J 3 

Research ProjeCl 

EGNlU60 Engineering Researcb Methods 2 

EGNR460 Engmeenng Research PrOject I 4 

EGNR461 Engineenng fI.~s=h Project 11 2 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT(@ls5u.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Senior Project Posters 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides example(s) of projects involving students In this major. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 

'. GE 1 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSI T Y 

Project Statement 

Create a semiautomatic alignment process 
using a robot with vision cap~bilit ies on a 

steering column and collect minimal 
telescoping effort dat a. 

Project Objectives 

More accurate data 
Faster data acqu isition 
Faster overall process 

Project Motivation 

Improve Nexteer's process for better testing 
results 

• Reduce non-operation time In the validation 
stage for higher volume of part testing 

• Availability of data to present to OEMs 

SEA Compliance 
Device 

Use Fanuc 30l sensor to align tool frame of 
robot to column axis 
Utilize mechanical device to reduce radial 
load ing 
Use visual basic code In conjunction with 
LabVlew to display live data (Force vs 
Distance) 
Minimize axial force distribution data 

• Reduce cycle time to under 16 seconds 

7-18 

SUPERIOR ENGIN:£.8RING AND 

AuTOMATI ON 

Team Members 
Sarah Becks, CE 
Scott lordson, CE 

Roberto Valdez, ME Faculty Advisor: 
Jacob Ki1ne. ME Dr. Masoud Zarepoor 

Industrial Customers: 
Tim Bennett, Fred Berg, Dave Prior, Scott White 

-lit '- _~!_I~_-

. r ~---. _ "=I 
:11 -~~- I L ~~ ,.. . l 

'"1 

._ I I 
,-------- ) 

"-···::J--:§I I DAQAnaiyzed 
-.,- . Data .. 

i

jj 
~ smart vision lights 

nep~~!" 

Customer 810 

Nexteer AutomotiVe is a leader in the 
automotive Industry with a multibillion dollar 
steering and drlveline business delivering 
electric and hydraulic steering systems, 
steering and driveline components, 
automated driving, etc. to OEMs around the 
world. Nexteer has over 13,000 employees In 
over SO countries. Their customers include 
Ford, GM, BMW and others. 

Special Thanks 

Fanuc 
• Sault MachIne Works 

SmartVlslon 
LSSU poe 

• LSSU Faculty 
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Project Summary 

Team KUKA Robollne Upgrade (KRU) has 
implemented a third KUKA robot to [he pre· 
eKisting two-robot rWKA workceilin LSSU's 
Robotics Lab. In addition to updating the 
workcell's controls, vision, and safety systems, 
Team KRU Installed a rotary Index table used to 
tTansport work pieces between two robots. a 
worktable, and end-of-ann tooling for the third 
robot Teorn KRU also updated ull 
documentation for the workcell and created two 
new lab exercises. Finally, a synchronized 
robotics motion project and a robotic deburrillg 
project were completed to demonstrate the 
capabilities of this wor\<cell 

The KUKA Robotics Workeell 

The fully <ompl<'ted robotics workc .. 11 now contains: 

·3 KUKA KRS R14110 robots 

- A rotary index table and a linear conveyor system 

- Multiple end-of-arm [oollng for the earh robel 

- AutomoUc tool-change c.apnlJlllCY 

· Ethemct/IP communications 

- 3 Cognex vl5!on systems 

· AlI"n Bradley PLC (Programmable Logic 
Controller) with HMI (Hum all Machine Interface] 

· 3 new compucer stations 

· Safety system with a SICK area scanner and 2 
Kcycnce light curtains (shown below) 

.(j 
I'; 

KUKA R.OBOLINe UPGRADe 

Senior Projects 2017~201'8 

FllCulty Advisor 
Jim Dcvaprasad 

Team KUKA Roboline Upgrade 
Jordan Dasuql (eE) Lindsey PaJol (ME) 
Jake Grover (MfgET) Andrew PurcelirEE) 
Kl'Vln Krieg (ME) Ben Woods (MfgETJ 

In.d ustrilll Co Dtacts 
Eric Bcdcs 

Ron S"rganUn 

Vision System 

Team KRU Installed a Cognel( 
7802 vis ion system for each of the 
three robots. The vision system 
includes sever.ll advanced 
capabilities such as auto focus, 
integrated lighting and on-board 
processing. An Image of the 
cameld can be seen below. 

fill .. 

Project Benefits 
The main project benefits are: 

1) Addition ofa new robotics 
platform to LSSU 's Robotics Lab 

2J future LSSU engineering 
students can get lab experience 
on KUKA robots and (ogne>: 
vision software 

3) New project demonstr.ltio ns 
created to highlight LSSU 
RobotiCS capabilities to visitors 

4) New platform for future senior 
and research projects 

5) Experience for Team KRU 
members on robotics system 
lntegr.ltlon 

Synchronized Robotic Motion 
Team KRU developed.a piano demonstr.!Qon using 
Autodesk's Maya software in coojunction with the 
Mimic software plugln and KUKA's EnlertalnTech 
,o(rw.lI-" MaY" Is ,,31) computer animation 
softw.!.r. that uses time-based programming and 
has been ~ed .xtcnslwly in the productlon of 
films and video gamt!S. The Mimic plu&ln allows 
for tlm",based anlmaUon of KU KJ\ Robols. Mimic 
lhen exports <lara as R program file which can be 
executed usl!\{! K.UKA's Elltert;unThch software 
p~ck:Jge. These technolOgies allowed the three 
robots tlll'lay two I'lanos In sync. An Image of the 
robots playlofl the pianos Is shown below. 

Robotic Debunlng 
Team KRU deve loped a demonstration that 
simulates the debumng process of marine boat 
propellers. The process utilizes a deburriog 0001 

manluacturcd by AT!. The RoboTeam software 
package was used 10 traverse Ihe complicated 
geomelry of the propeller blade.<. RoboTeam has 
many feaoJl'CS Including program "nd motion 
synchronlzallon. colliSion avoldanC<l, and 
oper.ltion of multiple robots from a single 
SmartPAD. An image of the robots performing ehe 
deburring sequence can be seen below. 

Project Made Possible By: 

KU KA b§ ilii!ti 

O~~ ~~~~~-t?T~ 

TEXTRON ~VIATION 
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Project Contributors 

eSI\C,~ 
FAsTENAL'· 

• 
:-..--...--

What is a Collaborative Robot? 

• [!J . 

--
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Members (from left to right): Matthew Thomas (MfgET), Sara 
McKee (MfgET). Robert Meyers (ME). Michael Smutny (ME). 
Rhett King (ME). Matthew Nelson (ME) 
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Jim Oevaprasad 
Industrial Contact: Prof. Eric Becks 

Project Statement 
Team Conveying Automation Solutions (CAS). along with Team 
Automation Controls Engineering (ACE). created a new training work 
cell using 2 KUKAKR 5 R1400 robots. 

The new work cell IS used as a platform for student learning. future 
senior projects, and research . The work cell features safety 
equipment. End-of-Arm Tooling, and robotic interaction lhal are 
unique to the LSSU robotics lab. Team CAS was responsible for 
deSigning. manufacturing. and implementing several mechanical 
components of the work cell. 

Sponsors and Industrial Support 
B LAKE SUPERIOR 
~5rATE UNIVERSITY KlUU< 
SCHUNK.~ Jtl~=i 

-;larkar AMT~ •• I~ 

Safety Features 
The safety features include: emergency stop buttons, 
3 light curtains, and an area scanner. All of these 
features are used in conjunction w ith the phySical 
enclosure to ensure the safety of both users and 
observers of the work cell . 

Ught 
Curtains 

End-of-Arm Tooling 
End-of-Arm Tool ing allows the robots to manipulate 
and inleract \Mth their surroundings . The KUKA 
robots have a tool library that includes a centric 3-
finger gripper, a single suction cup gripper, and a 3-
finger expansion gripper. In addition to these End-of
Arm Tools, there is a pallet gripper that will be . ,,;1.'7"'" 

for special proJecls. labs. and demonstrations. 

Suction Cup 
Gripper 

II 
Robot Specifications 

6 axes creating a 4 
foot reach 
5 kg (-11 Ib) payload 
Rotational speed of 218"/s -
492"/s 
170· of rotation about the base 
Capable of safe interaction with 
other KUKA robots 

Special Cell Features 
The work cell features a spring-loaded top 
plate mounted to a work lable that protects 
both the table and the robots from being 
damaged Attached to the table is a linear 
conveyor and specialty tool cribs The tool 
cribs were designed to allow the quick 
exchange of End-of-Arm Tools wrt.hout 
damaging the work cell ccmponents. 

Special Thanks 
Team CAS would like to extend 
special thanks to the following 
Individuals for their support. 
technical expertise. and guidance In 
the completion of this project: 

Ron Bergamin - KUKA 
Jason Markesino - AMT 
Josh Bodell - AMT 
Eric Becks - Ie & LSSU POC 
Gibson Kramer - LSSU poe 

• Nick MacArthur - LSSU PDC 

Ploase scan the QR ~t~l!1 
code to learn more ~~ 
about this projecl f!l~ 
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Ri'm' QualIty rnspection via Vision 
Senior Project 2016.-17 

CE 
ME 

Audrianna Andersen MET 
Tyler Fontana ME 
Christopher Kyro ME 
Jennifer Frede~iCl~ EE 

The picture below shows the user interface of the vision system. 
Here, users can set up and run tests on automotive rims. The user 
can acquire an image of the rim via a camera, run a live feed from 
the camera, load a previaus test image, reference an ideal image, 
and run the vision algorithm. The GUI will display the results of the 
test. 

Team Wheel Inspection Systems (WIS) was 
tasked with researching and developing a system 
to automate the inspection of automotive rims 
using an industrial grade camera and machine 
vision software. 

System Design: 
The pictures to the right show Team 
WIS's shroud. The shroud is a chamber 
designed to block outside light and to 
scatter light inside the shroud. High
intensity bar lights, a high resolution 
camera, and a rim are mounted In the 
shroud. This system allows for a 
controlled testing area of vision 
algorithms on automotive rims 

Project Result: 

The team researched the effect of different 
lighting pasitions and rntensjties on the surface 
of the rims. B_3sed on the research, the tealTl 

was able to creat~ an algorithm using a vi.$iens 
SV$tem that could inspect automo"tlve rlm-s. 

Spon$ore.d By: 

Industrial Contact: 
Mark "Compton 

Esys Automation is a robotics integrat/oll 
rompany lC?cat~d In ·Al,Iburn Hills, 
Michigan. The company wijs established in 
1999 • . ~nd it specializes in turnk~y 
automation far the alltbmotiv~ industry. 
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Project Description 

Team Lake Slate Automation has been sponsored by Maclech On-sire 
Machin ing Solutions to design. build . and automate a protOlype (NC mill ing 
machine_ The project came about due to the desire for Increased nexibiliry 
and functionality of the current machine. The project entails an upgrade on 
an existing gantry mill which was oriGinally manually operated . This 
machine is designed to work in a wide range of application, from ship 
maintenance to bridge building. It may be mounted and operated while in 
arry orientation. and Is cumpletety mobile. 

The prototype machln .. features mcreased speed, aecurac,! and 
repeatability. New Fanu< harDware has allowed the machln€ to be operated 
by software whicn may be created off-Site. Automation of ihe machine has 
great ly Incre<J sed its capabilities and reduced human labo(. The prototype 
design of the CNC milling m;Khine is intended to be rep honed by Macteen 
On-si te Machlnlllg Solu tion s in the future 'rea m La ... State Automation has 
undertaken this projecr facing a fIXed budget and a need to colla borate wit h 
multiple vendors . 

Fanuc Controls 

IIILAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Team Members: 
Kyle McKeachn'e (Mechanical Engineer) 

Matthew Simon (Mechanical Engineer) 

Just in Laecrgren (Manufacwr ing Engineer ing Tech .) 

Daniel Sdker (Manufacturing Engin eering Tech) 

PhillIp (oullard (Electrical Engineerl 

Grace Morse (Electrical Engineerl 

Faculty Advisors : 
Professor David leach 

Professor Jon Coullard 

Industrial Contacts (Mactecn): 
Mr. Joe l Wittenbraker 

Mr Ch~d Peter<;on 

Mactech On-Site Machining Solutions 

'J 

ij 
.-it 

' ~ 

Mactech was rounded in 197'; In order to provide pom ble strcss 
reli eving solutions. The company expanded in 1985 In order to provide 
portable machine tools and on-si te services . Maetech 15 a world leader 
In the produc1 lon of portable machining and heat treating equipment. 

2016 - 2017 CNC Gantry Mill 

iPendant User Interface 
• User friendly operatlo'l 

Touch screen in ter'dcC? 

• Operate machine from more than 

30 feet away 

Easily load G&M code programs 

via USB 

Manual and automatic operation 

CNC Gantry Mill 

FANUC 
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PART Degree-level Review 

Progra m: Manufacturing Engineering Technology (BS) (ABET accredited 2016) 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC and 

Provide that the program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed} including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

14. Explain how results from 

specific examples. 

aS~ies:smen'ts were used to improve the degree program. Include 

Program review and from students indicated that they thought ethics (student outcome I) 

should be removed from senior projects. The recommended action was to create a new General 

Education course that would cover ethics} economics, and sustainability as it applies to the and 

use of technology. This course would then allow for removal of material from projects 

giving more time to focus on their project. For a number of reasons, the creation of this 

was not However, on faculty discussions and student feedback it was decided to bring 

in an expert in ethics. Swedene a Professor in Department of Humanities & Philosophy 

who specializes in ethics began teaching the ethics portion of senior projects in the spring of 2017. 
From the latest student outcome evaluation, there is no concern for outcome I. Student feedback 

regarding ethics portion been indicated that they would 

prefer that be moved to fall semester of senior projects. The possibility moving this 

is cu bei explored and may occur in the future. Overall, it seems bringing In Dr. Swedene 
was beneficial to the program. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

. Explain how program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for program. 

As copied from 2016 ABET Se!f·Study Report, 27, "The initIal student outcomes for the 

MfgET program were determined by the of and faculty based on advice 

given by ABET-EAC site visitation team in Fall and with the approval of the of 

Engineering and Technology Industrial Advisory Board (lAB). student outcomes may be by 
the School of Engineering and Technology faculty with advice from the lAB. The lAB meets twice every 

year, once in April and once In November, and provides advice to the School of Engineering and 

PAGEl 
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Technology faculty at both meetings. student just as program educational 

wi II reviewed by the lAB every three yea rs. Jl 

The MfgET student outcomes are simply the student outcomes (a)-{k). 

(a) an ability to select apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern tools of disciplIne to 

broadly-defined engineering technology activities; 

(b) an ability to select and apply a knowledge of mathematics, engineering, and technology to 

technology problems that uire the applicatIon of principles and applied procedures or 
methodologies; 

(c) an ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and Interpret 
experiments; and to apply experimental results to improve nrnre:.c 

(d) an ability to design systems, or broadly-defined engineering technology 

appropriate to program educational objectives; 

(e) an ability to function effectively as a member or on a technical team; 

(fl an ability to identify, analyze) and solve broadly-defined engineering problems; 

(g) an ability to apply written, oral} graphical communication in both technical and non-technical 

environments; and an ability to identify and use appropriate technical literature; 

(h) an understanding the 

develop m ent; 

for and an ability to engage In self-directed continuing professional 

(I) an understanding of 

a respect for diversity; 

a commitment to address professional and ethical responsibilities including 

Ul a knowledge of the impact of engineering technology 

(k) a commitment to quality, timeliness; continuous 
in a and global 

A sample audit, syllabi, and course assessment summary Is provided on the following 

the following Appendix attachments: 

• Audit for MET-BS 

• Sample Syllabus MT216 CAM with CNC Applications (F2018) 

• Sample Summary EGMT216 CAM with CNC App (S2018) 

Intellectual Inquiry 3.B). 

16. Explain what program does to engage in collecting, analYZing, communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research} projects, creative work. 

PAGE2 
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A high percentage of the courses in the Manufacturing Engineering Technology (BS) plan of study have 

laboratory components as well as student projects. Laboratory experiences engage students in 

collecting and analyzing data, as well as reporting data in laboratory reports. In the EGME276 Strength 

of Materials Lab course, students collect testing data from material testing methods In stress, strain, 

bending, and shear. Data is then analyzed and communicated through detailed laboratory reports. In 

EGME141 Solid Modeling, first year and transfer students engage in a semester-long Human-Centered 

Design (HCD) project. Each student selects a community in need while building empathy, identifying 

important problems, brainstorming product ideas, narrowing down product options, and developing 

concepts. Using their creativity and data collection, students then design a final product using 3D 

parametric CAD software with the end goal of improving the condition of their community. Below are 

student samples of the final poster deliverable in EGME141: 

College Dorm Head-Rest 
Robert carpenter, Lake Superior State Universrt.y 

Students Suffering from Anxiety 
As student\ Transition from studying at a public: 
s<:hool, privare school, or ,home5<'hoo' into 
srudvirlg in a wllege environment, the~e .~ a 
lot that they must face. 8etween all 'of ,the 
academic and $pcia"' responsibilities thaT need 
to be manaaed, many ~ludentS find 
them!oe'ws facjng anJ<lely in ,their everyddY 
li'e. No two i55ue~ are the ~me, and lTIanv of 
them can't be (ompletely resolved. 

How Does It Work? 

Current State of Students 
Many freshmen on carnpu~ ~tudv 
in their dorm rooms in their first 
semester. While the d~ and 
dlillrs prOVided are. useful tor this, 
they do not offer d dE'!>irable 
(omfort for when students should 
rE.'lali. and take a brl!ak from their 
studie~. I attempted to crute a 
phvsical product to Induce a more 
slrE'ss-felievins work envIronment 
since man.,. anl(im:y disordef-$ 
cannal simplv be cured with 
medicinG$. 

The he.ldresr mount is used by .aTl.l,hing the two grey 
bfacli:et~ to the bad of ,the (hair in a dorm. The bta(~E'ts 
ME' {In hinges t....ruch allow the headre~t fO adjust to fit the 
CUrvE'· of the chair.' lhe (ushIQ(1ed, blue pad 'of the 
headrest is adj'ustableto slide up or down WIth the height 
of the studenfs head while sittil1lg, 111 .. cur.ve III the 
YE'lIow ba:se alloWs the product to bend s'ightlvwirh Ihe 
pressure of the student's head. 

.",.. product does nDt "''',nt.. to lit .11Il:I060I, of th ...... 

PAGE3 

How Will This Affect Students? 
I believe thelt this product design will 
encourage c'oflege students living in 
dorms, ('speciallv frE'shmen, to use the 
slud.,.. resource\ in their roon.s, such i!S 

Ihe lhairs and desks, more eIfel livelv. 
With a ~han(e to lean bi!"k and rest 
betwE'i!n periods at academk wo~k. 
smdent\ cao accompllsh mort' and Siylo' 
a greater effort towdrds allowing 
them~e've$ the (I\ .. n(.'c to rela~ inSTead 
of beromE' ov~rwhe'med b~ course 
loads. 
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Water Filter for Flint 
Fnnt. MIchigan 

nlnJ i •• ~ ~trld<en dty SMPtIy 0\Itf" 

4016 01 re<ld"au IlYtd,.lOw "'. po .. rty IIn~. 
making Ih~ die seco<ld-m~t ImptWerished 

'ltV III ~,""rlca. Flint I. wno/SUntlv In tho -Top 
S' lor most daneerou. dUe< In """'ria tlnd 
~ been Nt bofo'e) 111· The suual,n oIt~ 

o'ty ~ Ina~ when. on fabru.ry 26. 
2015, the EPA IIlformed Michlsan 01flcl.1s that 

ct/rrosioII 01 the wlltlo1 pipe< "'11$ eon .. mlnatlrc 
rllnt'. walel 'U~Wlth .... d. Go';emOI $/>y~ 

d«t .. ~ Ht8te of ern.!IJI!IlCY In flint. and 
.upptoes _re Immedlaoely _I to the ~ 

InUJdlng thou_d, 0( ~,of_~ bonJes. 
In JonuOlY o( 2016 P .... lc/ent ObiIN llinod an 
emtl'Jlenev de<laratoon (Of FlInt. and d_~nded 
the Hnional Goord 10 aid tho d.lt.I~ city In 

air( wIlY pcw!l:!le 121, 

The Product 
The O<IJ01n. """tar ellsl, has led Ie the 

d.~nt of t~ts .... b!, Wiler, This devU Uln 
bo ~~ed CQ Ike leucetOf a ItltdIo!n ,Ink. The 

",,"or will run tlltl:l1I8h the pipl", of tho unIt IIIIiO 
the filte< itself, which ·will extract the lead an d 

Qthe, mlnenls from tho mtet. ~Is AWered _r 
is th~n Pl)IJfed "'" oftlle spout, • nd trw user will 

lII.n r.a"" "",,os ID cl .... water, 

luke Blcie 
L11ce Superior State University 

Tho technokJtv ... nhln IIIIs·unit ~lIows the IItt~ 10 ldentUy 
UtIH'" mlneals and """""" them lrom tho "¥Oler. 

Without this Filter 
A/UIoug/l the dlY..wIo;hed back II> DetroIt WIllIr In 
October aI 2015. tile _ Is stUf amtamll\ited. 

floce$ilve A!l\OUIIU 0( Ioed IIwe aI!'Hdy been found in 
(h/ld"",', blood _ will rontInuo to tlrttlncant/y 

aI5Kt youn, people exposed 10 thl. ~, 
LlllPon.u11'lt s dIseaH wNf c;ontinue """""il\8 

~UIIhIi city 121. Flint's ec.Dn<lIllY will "'"IIo\U8 
to plumma\ ., IT'o(#e'ilnd man peoplo try II> IIIOId the 

ploce. Aliz>&etI>«. 'liI>! wi~ Ivw 1o ~ .... Itt yet 

.nOt~111:UIe Ih8t may bt!nllh~· tltv 10 itS kl\4eJ. 

The Future of Flint 
Thll produa" by no ·m .... ns tIle.r>SWet 10 FT"'t~ wab1l 
<risiI. CDntlnUOll'i wor\( II needed on both \lie dty' and 
<We ~IID permanently 001"", IlIh probleM. fo< """" 
till • ... w frIaIt __ gS • ,!'Nt "'''''''''"tV solution. 

rap ........ , can IIOW be IIlt9red, wlllth WVti ~I. from 
~IMIIJ II> col\JIjJntly ptltcl!_ cases 01_ FHnt 
resld<!nb (.On IItInk. brusl> ~llleelh, 00<Ik. .nd 

perform OIlier actions wlthOUl lear 01 _to minalion 
from lead. The dtV wBi have tome hope MId I.I~ d' 

they m;,lce their wr, tl>tOUSh thl. crtsts. 

5ou,«o>, 
tl J~~""'~/""'I~~"oo.'C_~""'-'L.;.~r.-t "i ....... ~ ....... "711'U~~_.-

Temporary Shelter for Disaster Response 
Matthew Bowen, lake SuperIor State UnIversity 

Natural Disasters 
QIf!\I'~ m."'ItIf;' fI'IIV'f~ III,t "toJt"'" fII.N~l'I l ,,"",tlMJoIi DW"f "'" WO'td ~ hll t"l\HllIi:l tI\a( "'" "' ... 4fIa .... ~~r, ~ 
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Goal 
n...~04 l1\iJ~I.&o~fI.<TII.Allpwr~~~ .. · ",...., 
• \4JIlwc:illlr\ 
·c.",w~ · "'",.~"" 
Thl:li d ... 1ct- ~II bt ~*>' .... ~~n.'. 
tt-"_J"k1 'mJll&f1.Ibf:~m..d~.~I"\CI't-..oo~lollt ",M btU 
to'\oO;ll!l.P"\IIC"I:I_III~ (l It~IIIIII'Id)""I."Jrl'dftrt.l" ... 
",11~1II1I,IIo[li\oIQ-W<oI~l;I£bI4.r.rl~...tIiflt~,JlW""~ , 

The Design 
lhllotPol~~"J\.a~ .. t:l/»~~!l 
1D~...mt •• IoIl""'
JNt>lm..,alo.-li~~ !romtl&lrrl i~~nd oO"rtb.m., 
ht)wQC. 
l...,..r4..o, INiI"C.NL!ba 1IoIIIc:r.<rtr1.1~~._ 
."d",J\8\o!£'pwd,,,,"1M ... ,....,.,OM PlIW'I.. 

The Impact 
~4...u~II"".I\ .. H4.ntI"" ,,"d'lloIq-.f:a,Nv 
~~~tM(W'Q(U:tI",:..c.tbl"oIIi"'''' 
dt .... l~ n..ud.oA: .. ...M:\,.t.kflnlcrf_"1IYPti.lb.al,,;w 
1).d'<M""~ M~l:lo4fOrn.abllaldU..ul!r~, 
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Adjustable mounts for schools in Turkey 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Problem 

The ,.~a lhat the co..Jt/y 01 Turi<&y Is """"rilly 
0 .... that otrH>t """ntn81 also 1'18\1\1 a prDIIIem' 
wtth. They hav8ll1alge .~IIon ,Or retiIge 
chid.oo lIlat are CIIITOi'ItIy 'llIcldng an Odueatlol> 
11M tglJ In need of one. Th .. acIlOOl& lIIal WIll 
rKle<l' to be bul~ nead a iltordable !'1ulli·pu.pos:e 
_y 10 mounl de"lce$ to lIle C8i11"9'i and wale 01 
the new se/>ool6. 

Product o<::scnptlOn 
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_ 0100 """"~ ","m,III.~_ 
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Community Wide Impact 
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"'''!'II an~ allOwed far !he sc/Ioois lD put mom 
manGy InlO gecrl"!l moll) advanced laamlng 
nlalWllllL II also Baowad schools 10 pul money 
beck "'(0.111$ CDmmunities ""I1",~erlf/)s an<! 10 help 
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In EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD& T, students work on a final project that culminates a 

semester-long course in assembly modeling and the application of geometric tolerancing and 

dimensioning. Sample final posters of student work are included below: 
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pr0cision and flatness constrain.;. The 
constraints WCIC': ciloscn since rno~f of the 
parIs usee! were aligned along a centrol axis. 
Tile flotness constroints were clsed to 
mInimize the amount of warp!n;) on eocll 
port This was TO prevent gaps Irorn forming 
as well m rnoking 'Sure that the different ports 
sliU aligned properly. 

As part of a senior design experience, students can choose from three multl-course tracks: industrial 

project} research project, or cooperative education project. As taken from the 2016 ABET ET AC Self

Study Report, page, Thus, for most students, the senior design experience at LSSU Involves 

participating in an Intensive design project that spans two semesters. Students work on 

multidisciplinary teams (I.e., typically a mix of students from the disciplines MfgET, EET, ME, EE) and 

CEll often 4-7 students depending on the scope. They normally design and build a product for an 

industrial customer; some projects, however, are supported directly by LSSU. Typical project budgets 

are $5000 - $30,000, but have occaSionally fallen out of that range on both ends. Examples of projects 

from the past few years which have Involved MfgET students are: 

Design and development of a robotics assembly line, incorporating four FANUC robotiCS, and end-af

arm tooling. and including a robotics-playing-tetrls demo, for use In LSSU laboratory courses In 

robotics. Design and implementation of of a robotics workcell to simulate the dispensing of a wood 

filler product into railroad ties. A robot, using custom end of arm tooling and a machine vision system, 

locates the pOSitions of spike holes on railroad ties as they move by on a continuous conveyor, serving 

as a proof-of-concept for future development of a wood product dispensing system in the railroad 

industry. A study of the development of an LNG barge to refuel freighters on the Great Lakes, 

Including the building of a small (lab-scale) wave tank for capsize stabllfty testing with sloshing liquid 

cargo. Design and build of an automated hydraulics control cart for offshore machining operations, 
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and development/implementation a method for hydraulic leak detection. Design, fabrication, and 

validation of an impact testing stand for automotIve steering systems (tIe rod impact). Design and 
development of a stand-alone robotics work to be used by local pharmacists to fill prescriptions. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Four-Column Report 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Evidence that Four-Column Report was completed. 
the file and Its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (CoIS) - Manufacturing Eng Technology BS 
---- ----------

Assessment Contact: Dr. Paul Weber, Chair 

.-.-------.- ._ -- ----.-=.-=---=-=-= -~ - - ---
I Student Learning Assessment Criteria & Assessmen't Results 

I Outcomes __ . ____ . ______ P:ocedures .. __ .. _____ . _______ ._.~. _ _ 
Criterion 3.01 - Students will be able to 

select and apply the knowledge, 
techniques, skills, and modern tools 
of the discipline to broadly-defined 

engineering technology actIvities. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 

Evidence - Students wl1l1dent!fy the 

need for, gather, and accurately 

process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 

answer a complex question or solve 
a comple){ problem_ 

08/30/2018 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Intemal
Assessment of this criterion is 

documented in Appendix. G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance Indjcato~ for Criterion 

3.a. 

Performance Indicator #a1-the 

ability to use an Industrial robot to 

automate a manufacturing process 

in EGR5-381 [Robotics Tecnnology 

Lab] on a project report and robot 

code on setting-up a Staubli robot 
for automating an advanced 

pa!ietil.ation task or a machine 
tending task using VAL3 

programming and I/O 

communications. 

Performance Indicator #a2-the 

ability to describe how to set-up 
G&M code using CAM software to 
machine a given part in EGMT-216 

[CAM with CNC Applications] on the 
final exam question on setting up 

CAM file in CREO. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #al·No data. 
Performance Indicator #a2· 3.13 (08/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator #a1-No data 
Performance Indicator l/a2-2.5 (08/30/2017) 

Generated by Nuventlv~ Improve 

- --~~'J-' 
Use of Res,ufts 

------~--- ------

Use of Result: For EGRS 381, we 

will assess in the Fall of 2018. For 
EGMT 216, we Saw improvement 

over the last two offerings. The 
description/steps needed to meet 
the standard were reviewed 
during every lab lecture and in the 

course lecture. All CAM 
assignments involved the same 

steps in generating CAM files. This 

is a very repetitive exercise, but 

remains a key Indicator for 
understanding the structure of 
CAM programs. We will continue 

to develop a laboratory manua l 

that will document the steps for 

this performance Indicator and 

can be reviewed during each 
laboratory CAM activity. 

(08/30/2018) 

Use of Result: For EGRS 381 we 
will collect data in the Fall of 2018. 

For EGMT 216, there was slight 
improvement over the last 

offering. We will continue to 

develop a laboratory manual that 
will document the steps for this 
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Student Learning 

Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 

Criterion 3.b - Students will be able to Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal-
select and apply a knowledge of 
mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology to engineering 
technology problems that require the 
application of principles and applied 
procedures or methodologies, 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (AnalYZing/Applying) (Bloom] 
Institutional learning: IL03 -
AnalySiS and Synthe~is - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

Criterion 3.c - Students will have the 
ability to conduct standard tests and 
measurements; to conduct, analyre, 

Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.b_ 

Performance Indicator Ubl-the 
ability to apply ca lculus of several 
variables In EGNR-245 [Calculus 
Applications for Technology] on a 
project on derivation of the formula 
for the least-squares line. 

Performance Indicator Itb2-the 
ability to implement an iterative 
solution to a complex problem in 
metallurgy in 
EGME-27S [Engineering Materials) 
on a MATLAB exercise on cold work 
- annealing cycles. 

Criteria Target: 3,0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0, 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator "bl-No data 
Performance Indicator #b2- 2.54 (08/23/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met~ No 
Performance Indicator #bl- no data 
Performance Indicator#b2- The MATLAB data was 
inadvertently lost_ (08/23/2017) 

finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #c1- 3.0 

08/30/2018 Generated bv Nuventlve Improve 

Use of Results 

performance indicator and can be 
reviewed during each laboratory 
CAM activity. (08/30/2.017) 

Use of Result: For EGNR-2.45, we 
will collect data in the Fall of 2018 . 
For EGME 275, the results were 
marginally acceptable overall 
given the small class slle. We will 
need to see how this develops in 
the future before taking any 
decisions. (08/23/2018) 

Use of Result: For EGME 275, 
create a reminder in the grade
book spreadsheet, to retain copies 
of the needed MATLAB exercise, 
( 08/23/2017) 

Use of Result: In EGNR 310, in the 
next offering, emphaslz.e the 
necessity to document and 
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- -_._------
Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

and interpret experiments.; and to ABET report, There are two 
applv experimental results to improve performance indicators for Criterion 
processes. 3.c. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional learning: Il03-
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

Criterion 3.d - Students will have the 
abillty to design systems, 
components, or processes for 
broadly-defined engineering 
technology problems appropriate to 
program educational objectives. 

Periormance Ind1l::ator #tel-the 
ability to develop a valid and reliable 
experimental procedure that will 
validate a product EGNR-495 
[Engineering Design Project III on the 
design review on final product 
testing. 

Performance Indicator flc2-the 
ability to use statistical methods to 
plan an efficient, yet effective, 
program of experimentation, when 
the output variable studied is 
expected to depend on multiple 
input variables in EGNR-310 [Quality 
Engineering] on the term project 
technical report. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance Indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: EGNR 310 is an 
alternate year course. 
1- Unacceptable, 2-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-Exemplary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.d. 

Assessment Results 

Periormance Indicator Itc2- 2.5 (08/23/2018) 

Anding ReportIng Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #c1- No M IT students in this 
offering. 
Performance Indicator 1tc2-Alternate year course 
(08/23/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #dl-3.0 
Performance Indicator #d2· No data (08/23/2018) 

08/30/2018 Generated by N uventille Improve 

Use of ResuJts 

explain methodology for 
construction of the test: 
programme as part of the 
assignment. Although that was 
done verbally this time (in 
response to the same action plan 
after last offering), it needs 
perhaps more emphasIs In the 
handout itself. 

In EGNR 495, given that all teams 
met standard and that there were 
no common weaknesses noted, 
there is no cause for concern. The 
present setup should be 
continued. (08/23/2018) 

Use of Result: For EGRS-48l, we 
witl collect date in the Fall of 
2018. For EGNR 491, 

• All teams met standard 
and there were no common issues 
noted. There were no stand~outs 
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Student Learning 

Outcomes 

Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning; IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 

Criterion 3.e - Students have the 
ability to function effectively as a 
member or leader on a technical 
team. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 
(Extended Thinking) [Webb] 
Institutional learning: IL04 -
Professional Responsibility-

08/30/2D18 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

- -_._._---- ------ - .. ---------···- ---1 

Performance Indicator Itd1-the 
ability to reformulate implied 
customer needs as specifications and 
produce an acceptable design 
solution in EGNR-491 [Engineering 
Design Project I] on the product 
design review. 

Assessment Results Use of Results 

but none were unacceptable 
either; they were all where they 
needed tD be. From the In-person 
semester feerlback, students 
Indicated that most have had 
some experience in other classes 
prior to Senior Projects and the 
Information is further reinforced 
here. 

• ICs attended all deSign 
reviews and theirfeedback was 
positive which provides a little bit 
of external valldation. 
• There Is no cause for 
concern; the present setup should 
be continued. 
(08/23/2018) 

I 

Performance Indicator ttd2-the 
ability to use a discrete event 
manufacturing simulation software 
to analyze and optimally improve 
the throughput of a manufacturing 
system In EGRS-481 [Manufacturing 
Automation Lab] on the lab report of 
Witness simulation of TV 
manufacturer factory. --------------------------

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance Indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-

Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented In Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There is one 
performance indicator for Criterion 
3.e. 

Performance Indicator #e1-the 
ability to provide constructive 
criticism of team members In EGNR-

Finding Reporting Year. 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator J:ld1-3.0 
Performance Indicator #d2-No data (08/23/2.017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance IndIcator #e1- 2.8 (08/23/2018) 

Generated bV Nuventrve Improve 

Use of Result: • No modifications 
needed; almost all students have 
had some experience in other 
classes prior to Senior Projects 
and the information is further 
reinforced here. The current setup 
should continue to be used and all 
team evaluations should be 
collected. 
• There is no cause for concern. 
(08/23/2017) 

Use of Result: Five out six met 
standard. Taking the EGNR 495 
class as a whole, while there are a 
few outliers that were belDw 
standard or unacceptable; 87.5% 
of the students met standard or 
were deemed exemplary. There is 
no cause for concern. The current 
setup should be continued. 
(08/25/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Students will demonstrate the ability 

to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.f - Students have the 

ability to identify, analyze, and solve 

broadly-defined engineering 
technology problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL03 -

Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 

organize and synthesize evidence, 

ideas, or works of imagination to 

answer an open-ended question, 

drawa conclusion, achieve a goal, or 

create a substantial work of art. 

08/30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & Asses;~ent Results . Use of Result~-----l 
Procedures _ 
495 [Engineering Design Project II) 

on peer evaluations 
Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Nates: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course[s), Projects 

Indirect· Report/Audit. Internal

Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 

performance Indicators for Criterion 
3.f. 

Performance Indicator Uf1-the ability 

to identify possible reasons that a 
product or process may fail to 

function well, and categorize these 

in EGNR-310 [Quality Engineering] 

on homework on fishbone chart 

eKercise. 

Performance Indicator #tf2-the ability 

to calculate stress and strain in aKial 

loading of a bar in EGMT-225 on 
exam 3, axial loading problem, 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator ttel-2.9 (08/23/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator Iffl- 2.75 
Performance Indicator #f2- 2,0 (08/23/2018) 

FInding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 

Performance Indicator #f1- Not offered 
Performance Indicator #f2- No data (08/23/2017) 

Generated by Nuvent',ve Improve 

Use of Result: A large majority of 
the responses (35 out of 39) were 
3 or higher, so the average of 2.9 

vs 3.0 does not seem statistically 
Significant. 

• The completion of these 3 times 
during the year seems to help 

reinforce the ability to complete 
such evaluations. There is no need 

for modification. 

• There is no cause for concern. 
(08/23/2017) 

Use of Result: in EGNR 310, there 

were only four students, three of 
whom scored a 3. There are no 
large concerns. However, it was 

noted that we should annotate 

grade roster with highlighting to 
prompt copying and retention of 
the records. In EGMT 22.5, there is 

definitely a cause for concem 
since only two out of seven 

student work samples were 

"Meets Standard" or higher, while 

the coverage is extensive and 

expectation for achievement is 

high. (08/23/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Criterion 3.g - Students are able to 
apply written, oral, and graphical 
communication in both technical and 
non-technical environments; and an 

ability to identify and use appropriate 
technical literature. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Institutional Learning: IL01- Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 

08/30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Schedule/Notes: EGNR-310 and 
EGEE-355 are alternate year courses. 
1- Unacceptable, Z-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criterion Is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABff report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.g. 

Performance Indicator #gl-the 
ability to make formal engineering 
presentations in EGNR-495 
[Engineering Design Project II] on the 
final project presentations. 

Performance Indicator #gZ-the 
ability to write prose containing 
technical information in EGME-276 
[Strength of Materials Lab on the lab 
3 (metallography II) technical report. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 
High Impact Program Pract1ces 1; 
capstone Course(s), Projects 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: Z017-Z018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator Iffl- 3.0 
Performance Indicator #f2- 2.67 (08/23/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance indicator ~gl-3 
Performance indicator #G2-Z.s (08/23/2017) 

GeoerGted by Nuventive Improve 

----·····-----·--1 
Use of R,esu/ts 

Use of Result: For EGME 276, two 
out of the three students in this 
program scored a 3 and the other 
student scored a 2. No corrective 

action is required. 

For EGNR 495, 
• The teams get a lot of 
practice between the scope 
presentation, update 
presentations, and these final 
presentations and it shows. This is 
also externally vallclated to some 
degree by the ratings of the 
external reviewers (e.g. lAB 
members). 

• There is no cause for 
concem. This setup should be 
continued. 

(08/23/2018) 

Use of Result: In EGNR 495, the 
teams get a lot of practice 
between the scope presentation, 
update presentations, and these 
final presentations and it shows. 
There is no cause for concern. In 
EGME 276, three out of the four 
students in this program scored a 
3 and the other student scored a 
1. There will be no actions taken 
at this time, but we will continue 
to monitor this outcome. 
( 08/23/2017) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 
Criterion 3.1l • Students demonstrate 
an understanding of the need for and 
an ability to engage in self-directed 
continuing professional development. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): level 4 
(Extended Thinking) [Webb) 
Institutional learning: Il04 -
Professional Responsibility -
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.1 - Students have an 
understanding of and a commitment 
to address professional and ethical 
responsibilities including a respect for 
diversity. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 
(Extended Thinking) (Webb) 

08/~D/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Indirect - Reportl Audl~ - Internal -
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There is one 
performance indicator for Criterion 
3.h. 

Performance Indicato r "hl-the 
ability to define and clarify customer 
needs through technical 
investigation In 
EGNR-495 (Engineering Design 
Project II) on the FA evaluation of 
each team member at end of 
semester. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator Ithl-2.B (08/23/2018) 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 FInding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable. 2- Goal met: Yes 

Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Ex.emplary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
~pstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented In Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There Is one 
performance indicator for Criterion 
3.1. 

Performance Indicator 1Ii1-the ability 
to apply perspectives from 

Performance Indicator #hl-3 .1 (08/23/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #11- 3.2 (08/23/2018) 

Generated bV Nuvenllve Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: 
Though the average of 

the MET students is slightly below 
3.0, the overall average has been 
slightly over 3.0 (meeting 
standard) for the last two years 
and self-evaluation of this 
outcome has been relatively high 
on the Senior Exit Surveys, so no 
Individua l assignment is deemed 
necessary at present. 
• There is no cause for 
concern. 
[08/25/2018) 

Use of Result: Based on the 
assessment results from the last 
offering, some slides in the first 
lecture were added to provide 
expectations and guidance in this 
area. There was a small 
improvement in the overall 
average rating, but it is difficult to 
discern if there was a causal 
relationShip due to the small 
sample size. If this is an issue in 
the future, an individual 
a5~ignment may be needed. 
There Is no concern. 
(08/23/2017) 

Use of Result: All teams met 
standard or were deemed 
exemplary. There is no cause for 
concern. Students continued to 
report higher levels of 
engagement in the material with 
Dr. Swedene teaching it. The 
present setup with Dr. Swedene 
should be continued. See the 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Institutional Learning: \L04-
Professional Respons.lbility -
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achievIng a goal. 

CrLterion 3-1 - Students have a 
knowledge of the impact of 
engineering technology solutions in a 
societal and global context. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal LeveL (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 
(EKtended Thinking) [Webb] 
Institutional Learning: Il04-
Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
Intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

08/30/2018 

---
Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

established ethical philosophies in 
the analysis of a case study in EGNR-
495 [Engineering Design Project III 
on the ethics essay. 
Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-ExempJary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There is. One 
performance indicator for Criterion 

3-i· 

Performance Indicator Itll-the abllity 
to recognile the impact of 
engineering technology solutions in 
a societal and global context in 
EGME-275 [Engineering Materials] 
on the final exam question on 
plastics recyclability 
Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator ltil-3 .1 (08/23/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator #jl- 2.93 (08/23/2018) 

Generated by NUllenllve Improve 

--- ---_._-- -

Use of Results 

comments in course report for 
minor adjustments. (08/25/2018) 

Use of Result: This year in an 
effort to improve this outcome, 
Dr. Jason K. Swedene, Professor of 
Philosophy and Humanities at 
LSSU, taught the engineering 
ethics portion (which is c.ontalns 
the contemporary topics aspects) 
and it seemed to go well. The 
students found his teaching style 
engaging, which is espedally 
important for a topic that 
students sometimes view as 
peripheral rather than essentiaL 
The outcomes were satisfactory. 
This setup should be continued in 
the fllture. There is no cause for 
concero. 

(08/23/2018) 

lke of Resu It: Out of the 14 
students, 10 met the standard or 
were exemplary. The action item 
from the last offering was to find 
an assignment or worked test 
problem more substantial than 
the simple mUltiple choice 
question used. ThIs should be 
something requiring more in
depth consideration of societal 
impacts of a materia! selection. 
For instance, require a brief 
follow-up essay after the textbook 
problem 11.5, on the impact of 
long-term trends of reduc.ed iron / 
increased aluminum usage in 
automObiles, reducing the 
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._ - -------_.----
Student teaming 
Outcomes 

Criterion 3.k - Students have a 
commitment to quality, timeliness, 
and continuous improvement 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category; Student Learning 

Goal Level (BloomfWebb): Level 2 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb) 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report! Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criteriOn Is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report There is one 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.k. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator njl- Concerns about the assessment 
as written were stated in the course report. (08/23/2017) 

Anding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #kl-3.3 (08/23/2018) 

Anding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

08/30/2018 Generated by Nuveotlve Improve 

--------------------, 

Use of Results 

average mass per vehicle; it would 
be useful to see whether the 
students make a connection to 
such societal impacts as net 
(societal) energy consumption. In 

this offering, the essay assignment 
was developed as described. No 

new action item seems to be 
necessary as the results are good, 
and because this is only a single 
year's data. 

(08/23/2018) 

Use of Result: Find an assignment 
or worked test problem more 
substantial than the simple 
multiple choice question used. 
This should be something 
requiring more In-depth 
consideration of societal impacts 
of a material selection. For 
instance, require a brief follow-up 
essay after the textbook problem 
11.5, on the impact of long-term 
trends of reduced iron / increased 
aluminum usage in automobiles, 
reducing the average mass per 
vehicle; it would be useful to see 
whether the students make a 
connection to such societal 
impacts as net (societal) energy 
consumption. (08/23/2.017) 

Use of Result: Already a subject of 
great emphasis, and no extensive 
problems In performance, so no 
changes recommended. 
(08/2.3/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Institutional Learning: IL04 -
Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 

intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

08/30/2018 

--.- -.- ._-- - ----- - --
Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Performance Indicator #kl-the 
ability to analyze, by methods of 
statistical process control, data 
representing output of a 
continuously monitored 
manufacturing process, In order to 
make early detection of any drift 
away from the target values of the 
output in EGNR-310 [Qua lity 
Engineerlngl on homework 5, 
control charts (statIstical process 
control). 
Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 
Schedule/Notes: £GNR-310 is an 
alternate year course. 
1· Unacceptable, 2-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-Exemplary 

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 

Performance Indicator #kl-Not offered (alternate year 
course) (08/23/2017) 

Generated bv Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results l 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option Is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: ..:..:..:.:~~'-==== with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 
Document Title (If attached) or Degree Audit Form - Manufacturing Engineering Technology - as 
Filename (If emailedJ= 
This documentatlon is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Degree Audit form with required courses listed for program 
the file and its value as evidence completion. 
supporting program review: 
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LSSU - School of Engineering and Technology - DEGREE AUDIT 

B.S. Degree in Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Fall 2018 & Later 

Name: IDit: 

Intended Month/Year of Graduation: 
Advisor Approval Date 

All information below should be from the student's most recent transcript and/or transfer 
evaluation sheet. Attach substitution/waiver forms as necessary. 

GEN-ED REQUIREMENTS (22 CREDITS) 

Oral and Written Communication 
(min. 9 credits) 

E:NGLllO' - 3 

ENGLlll - 3 

COMMIOl,201, or 225 - 3 

Humanities (min. 6 credi ts , 2 
courses from different disciplines I 

Social Science r 7 credi te , 2 
courses from different disciplines) 

ECON302',' - 4 

2nd Soc Sci Course (not ECON) 

Natural Science - (8 credits) 

Fulfilled by Dept. Requirements 

Cultural Diversity (3 credits) 

Computational Literacy (3 credits) 

Fulfilled by Dept. Requirements 

o GEN-ED REQUIREMENTS mat by HTA or 
macrao 

Chair Approval ______________________ __ 

DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (102 CREDITS) 
CHEMI a 8' - 3 EGNR4953 - 3 

CH8MI09' - 1 

ECON302>·' - 4 

EGEE125 - 4 

EGETllO' - 4 

EGETl 75' - 4 

EGMEllO - 3 

EGME141 - 3 

EGME240 - 3 

EGME275 - 3 

E:GME276 - 1 

EGMT216' - 3 

EGMT22S - 4 

EGNRIOI - 2 

EGNRl40 - 2 

EGNR245' - 3 

EGNR265' - 3 

EGNR310- - 3 

EGNR49P - 3 

EGRS380 - 2 

EGRS381 - 1 

EGRS365 - 3 

EGRS480 - 3 

EGRS48l - 1 

MATHI02' -(4) __ _ 

f'rf.ATHlll - 3 

MATH112' - 4 

MATHl3! - 3 

MATH207 - 3 

MGMT360 - 3 

PHYS221' - 4 

Tech. Elec'- 10 

Free Elec. - 3 

2.0 Overall GPA 
2.0 Dept. GPA 
Min. 124 Tot. Credits 
Residency 

(min. 32 LSSU credits 
and min. sot of LSSU 
300/400 courses) 

CoopersUve Educallon (2 credits), or EGRS2151nlroducVon to 
Robotics, or EGEE250 Micro-Controller Fundamentals (4 credfts), or 
EGNR261 Energy SyslemslSu$l81nability (3 credits), or 

1Students placed in MA THt02 should take the social science elective in 
a summer or Jater semester. The MATH102 colJrse credits (4 credits) 
do not apply towards the IDlal credits required for the B.S. degree 
program. 

EGME3tO Vehicle Development & Testing (2 credits), or 
MGMT3710peralfon&lBusintssS Analytics (3 credits), or EGET310 
Bectronic Manufacturing Pr~sses (Jr other technicel CCJurses as 
approved by program advisor. 2These CCJurses may be offered only every other year. 

3For the M!nor In Robot!cs Technology: EGRS430 Systems 
Integration and Machine Vision (4 credits) course end EGNR496 Senior 
Directed Project (3 credits) course ere required lor the technical 
elective. Allowed Technical Electivetl (select 3 credits to complete 
RoboticS Minor, 10 credits Dtherwlse): EGNR250 

4 The Chemistry, Economics, Physics and Math courses Iis/ed satisfy 
the general education and departmental raquirements. 
50ther approved senior project course sequences are: 
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EGNR450 Pro] 1(4), EGNR450 Proj'I(3), and EGNR491(J) 
Ke~;eal'ClI: EGNR200(2), EGNR460(4) Bnd EGNR461(2J 
(j Grade of C or better required. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option Is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu .edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or ABET Report 
Filename (If emailed): 
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Question number: 

-
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ABET 
Self-Study Report 

for the 

Bachelor of Science 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology 

Program 

at 

Lake Superior State University 

Sault Ste Marie., Michigan 

July 1, 2016 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The infonnation supplied in this Self-Study Report is for the confidential use of ABET 
and its authori2ed agents, and not be disclosed without authorization of the 
institution concerned, except for summary not identifiable to a specific institution. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. Contact Information 

Dr. David Finley 
Interim Provost 
Dean: School of Engineering and Technology 
Dean: Lukenda School of Business 
650 West Easterday 
Sault Marie, Ml 49783 
906-635-2211 
906-635-6663 (fax) 

Dr, David Baumann 
Chair: School of Engineering and Technology 
650 West 
Sault Marie, MT 49783 
906-635-2142 
906-635-6663 (fax) 

Robert 
Coordinator: Mechanical 
650 West Easterday 
Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783 
906-635-2139 
906-635-6663 (fax) 

James Devaprasad 
Coordinator: General Engineering and Technology 
Director: Robotics Laboratory 
650 West 
Sault 
906-635-2131 
906-635-6663 (fax) 
idev8prasad@Issu.edu 

B. Program History 

Lake Superior State University (LSSU) was originally founded in 1944 as a branch of what 
is known today as Michigan Technological University, based Houghton, Michigan. In 
1969, Sault Marie autonomy from Michigan Technological 

three bachelor of science were 
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"uu"",,,,u and accredited aa Mechanical Engineering Technology (1977). 
Technology (1981). Manufacturing Engineering (1987). The 

programs received continuous TAC accreditation until 1999, but 
were eventually discontinued in favor of new programs in Mechanical an Electrical 
Engineering (now accredited through 2019, and joined by Computer Engineering). 
MfgET is still place and Is accredited by of ABET through 
2017, is joined by a companion Technology 
(reintroduced; i.e., not a program) which is up for first 
accreditation visit in 2016. 

Since the last general review, have been no major changes to the program curriculum. 
The sequence of courses in the generic plan-or-study has been modestly revised to reflect 
switches of courses between Fall Spring semesters-of-offering, the of technical 
elective has and dropped some courses, have minor 

to individual core courses. EOME276 now requires EGMT225 as a 
U/n.F"r ... ,,., previously it been a 12 course (CAM 

with CNC) is now caHed EGMT216 (change and EGNR140 
course revised its description to reflect content. But, there is no major change 

the curriculum. 

More substantially, "program outcome objectives" (POOs) of the MfgET program, 
previously authored locally by SET faculty, were replaced around 2013 with new 
"student (SOs) that are identical to the ETAC 3, (a) - (k) 

capabilities. (This was at advice of a visiting team in 2012, 
reinforced by impressions obtained by some of the at an ABET program 
assessment workshop in early 2013.) Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) and the 
mission were updated about a year later, in 2014. Finally, there have been numerous 
changes in the faculty members closely connected with of the MfgET 

since last But none these had a upon 
program curriculum as above. 

C. Options 

There are no options or concentrations in the MfgET program at this time, although the 
program offer a significant of technical elective courses. However, students 
can, and do. eam a Robotics TecJmology while pursuing the MfgET 

it can obtained by a judicious selection for MfgET 
but inevitably requires at least one extra course. 

D. Program Delivery Modes 

The MfgET program is delivered predominately as an on-campus program with 
lectures and lab have been weekdays from 10pm, but 
beginning in the 6-2017 academic the Sam classes will be eliminated. Co-operative 
education is encouraged and one of the School faculty members (paul Weber) serves a co-op 
coordinator to assist students who wish to pursue this option. Students may use to 
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semesters of co-op and one senior course (EGNR -491) to satisfy their v(1l-'.:ItVl,l'" 

experience 

few courses had, as recently as 201 been occasionally offered via distance education as 
well as traditional instruction; these were: 

EGNR-31 0: Advanced Quality Engineering 
EGRS-380: Robotics Technology 
EGRS-480: Controls and Automation 
EGMT -225: Strength of Materials 

However, 
mode of 

the discontinuance an unaccredited Engineering Management program, this 
has fallen disuse, and there is no expectation that it will be revived. 

E. Program Locations 

The MfgET program is offered exclusively on the main campus in Sault Ste Marie, 
Michigan. 

F. Public Disclosure 

The Mission, Goals, Program Educational Objectives, and Student Outcomes for the .M£gET 
program are made accessible to the public on LSSU web site at the following URL: 

< http://www.1ssu.eduJeng/mission.php> 

The annual enrollment graduation with the above 
program are made accessible to the public on the LSSU web 

URL: 

< http://www.1ssu.eduleng/SETtransparency.php> 

Deflcuncies, Weaknesses 01' t..-QjrlC:erns Documented from the Previous Evaluation 

to TAe of ABET visit left unresolved a program concem-
7 (facilities), and a couple of observation-level fmdings. 

initial weakness to criterion 4 (continuous improvement) was resolved before the 
flnal statement. The unresolved will be foHowing. 

Concern, criterion 1. The concern-level finding noted that 

" ... The program provides with a wide array of technical equipment, 
and equipment some of the equipment 

is dated and may not reflect what graduates will encounter in industry and 
While the current range of equipment available may be adequate, it is important 
that students be prepared for through exposure to the type of 
equipment they win likely encounter in industry. This finding remains a concern 
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until the program demonstrates that its laboratory equipment is characteristic 
that encountered in the industry and being the program." 

The program with the intention "to student fees in the Fall of2011 to 
fund laboratory over time", to which the final 
repetition the last sentence of the findings, "the finding remains a concern until 

program demonstrates that its laboratory equipment is characteristic of that encountered 
in the industry and practice being served by the program." 

Nevertheless, it was not subsequently found prudent to increases "program 
n"" .. _" ..... ,.. .. differential tuition Engineering Technology (or '-'"I!iLU"'" 

courses. Individual course were, however, with the 
2011 semester. or later, but not systematically. For instance, the course fee for EGME276, a 
major laboratory course in the program, remains in 2016 at the same $70 level as in 
201 O. But EOMEII 0 Manufacturing Processes, also with a laboratory component, 
increased fee from $70 to $80 over that time. 

of the fees (increase or not in any given course)} however, new equipment has 
been provided in laboratories the MfgET other programs. The 
workshop laboratory for 10, for instance (for which it was that fee increased 
by $10) indeed benefited from acquisition ofa new CNC lathe and mill since 
the 2010 As another example. the EGME276 course has benefited from a retrofit, 
performed by our Mechanical Lab of a press for mounting plastic around 

(for which some replacement were purchased), and, for the 
same course, an extensometer upgrade and calibration in Spring 2011. 

Observation, administrative release time. TAC its 20 t 0 final report noted that 

"the department chair and one credit hour of 
reduction in load to the program. While this ammgement 
currently suffice. it appears to be a small reduction in comparison to the additional 
administrative responsibilities. It is suggested teaching and administrative 
responsibilities of the department and program coordinator monitored to 
insure that adequate time is available each component of their workloads." 

The program responded that campus wide policy is currently being developed for 
time assessment". 

It should be the "department chair" position cited 2010 (then a 
and MfgET) was changed to a "coordinator" for ME, alongside the MfgET 

coordinator also referred to in that statement. Since that time, was an initial, brief 
increase to 2 release hours for each position, but then a return to 1 release hour for the 
majority ofthe 6-year cycle, and finally, beginning this year, MfgET coordinator became 
an uncompensated position, and the I hour the ME coordinator was to 
S907-per-semester cash stipend monetary value to 1 hour, if at the 
overload rate, but less than equivalent monetary value at full salary). 
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Observation, dated textbook for Robotics course. 

"the textbOOk EGRS480 ManWactlunrtg 
date of 1987. it is suggested that the program review 
texts are technologically up-to-date." 

its 2010 final report noted that 

a publication 
textbooks to that all 

program responded that it was " ... considering replacing this textbook with a newer 
further noted " ... specific from an updated textbook on the same 

materiaL" were being" ... provided to students through an a.greement with 
publisher". 

Subsequently, the course switched to handouts in lieu of a textbook. The visitors will 
be able to verify at the time of the however, textbooks used the various courses 
comprising the MfgET are quite current; these will available as of the 
display materials. 
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GENERAL CRITERIA 

CRITERIONl. STUDENTS 

A. Student Admissions 

LSSU is an and low standard admission to the 
university. Admission is guaranteed a 2.4 high school GP A a composite ACT 
score of 19 or a total SAT score of 990. However. other factors such as higher 
grades, positive recommendations from counselors or other professionals, or time since 
high school graduation are taken into consideration student does not meet these 
standards. 

From the university web 

Admissions Criteria 
The primary factors used to determine admission are cumulative grade point 
average (GPA), high school course curriculum, and ACTor SAT results. LSSU 
recommends that students follow a college preparatory curriculum mirroring 
the Afichigan Merit middle fifty percent of our entering 
freshman have high school GPA's ranging 2.9 to and ACT 
scores ranging from 22-25. Students should feel free to submit any additional 
materials which may aid the Admissions Office in reviewing unusual 
circumstances which may have impacted high school peiformance. ACT or 
SAT scores will not used in the admissions process if you graduated from 
high school two or more years ago. 

The average ACT score aU students enrolled the MfgET program is shown below 
in Table 1-1. The average ACT score all students enrolled in any program at 
LSSU is also shown for comparison. 

Table 1-1: ACT Scores of MfgET Students Academic Year 
ACT Scores of Scores of 

LSSU Students 

2010-2011 22.6 21.6 

20 I-20l2 22.2 21.7 

2012-2013 20.7 21.8 
2013-20[4 22.3 22.0 

2014·2015 22.3 22.1 

2015-2016 22.2 22.1 
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Until MfgET program beyond 
This resulted in admitted into 

in reading (READ-09 I), English (ENGL-091), and mathematics 
(MA TH-087-088). Such students stood little chance completing the MfgET 

with Fall 16. the standard for admission into the MfgET program will be 
The new admission standard for entry into MfgET program will be: 

be admitted the 
t"rlllr .. n,... a student must 

1. Acceptance into LSSU. 

Manufacturing Engineering Technology degree 
all of the folloWing: 

2. Placement into MATH102 Dr higher (Currently an ACT Math minimum 
score of 21 or an ACT minimum score of 18 and a COMPASS Algebra A 
minimum score of 46). 

3. High school GPA of 2.5 or higher or 19 or more credits of 
university coursework. 

This will in no students needing mathematics remediation being admitted the 
program and far fewer needing reading or English remediation. admitted students 
should all have a decent chance of completing the MigET program. 

B. Evaluating Student Performance 

Student performance in a course is evaluated by course instructor, who assigns, at 
the completion of the course, a on an scale, where F is a failing grade; i.e., no 

MfgET program are graded on a pass-fail basis, except possibly, at the 
free elective 3 credits. 

Pursuant to concepts of academic freedom, which are affrrmed by the faculty-LSSU 
collective bargaining agreement., the School of Engineering and Technology does not 
mandate any methodology by which instructors are to arrive at grades, nor any 
distribution of grades, etc. Instead, grading policies are left to judgment of 
individual faculty member; assurance of quality and in gra.ding is 
therefore not directly by virtue common policies, but rather indirectly by virtue 
care in the process faculty appointments to ensure that the faculty 
candidate a mastery ofhislher and is a person of judgment (refer to section 

discussion of this process). Moreover, the Dean prepares performance evaluations 
of faculty members, as discussed in Criterion and issues of fairness and accuracy of 
grades could be addressed, and feedback given, if necessary. The student can appeal to 
the instructor of a course for a after which there is a well-defined due 
process involving first the Chair, Dean, finally an ad hoc Grade 
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Review Board upper-class students, faculty members, and a dean (each from another 
area on campus), which to the Provost hearing all ni>\I'<O:I"II!"{'.l'IVP. 

WiU1 the noted below in Table 1 for a course to course 
requirement in the MfgET a must obtain a passing grade that 
course. The exceptional courses are considered to foundational further course 
work the program. 

Table 1-2. Exceptions to General Grade Rule 

EGNR-265 "C" Programming C or better 

MA TH· J II Cnllege Algebra C or better 

MA TH-112 CaJculus for Business & Life Sciences C or better 

MA TH-131 C or better 

All efforts are made to monitor student performance during, and not merely after, a 
course order to be in a position to take corrective action, i.e., to better 
study habits and learning approaches, when appropriate. Thus, instructors are 

to submit not only apprise a student ofhislher 
midway a course, but alerts and 

academic support units of the University when welL 
fPASS program (see Criterion 1 Section in particular, can provide an academic 
intervention in such a scenario. 

MfgET curriculum has a amount of prerequisite structure. Thus academic 
advising, as outlined in Criterion 1 Section D, is especially important. There are, 
however, instances in which it is in the student's best interest to be allowed to take a 
course for which the prerequisite requirement has not been met These are handled on a 
case by case basis conjunction with the student, his or her advisor, the course 

assist such cases, the ME Department (under which the MfgET 
•• ,.." ........ <1 ...... is administered) has a written policy non-binding guidelines 
the instructor; usually, if the student has promise to be successful, waiver will 
granted with the student's signed acceptance of the condition to take the prerequisite 
concurrently, maintain a minimum C grade at mid~term, and acknowledge (in writing) 
responsibility for self-learning as far as necessary to compensate prerequisite 
deficiency. Appendix L contains a current statement the departmental policy 
If it is decided to allow the student to the course, instructor, or 
the School of and technology chair, w1i1 override the "'''''',.",,'1, 

for that student for that course on the LSSU registration system. 
Furthermore, during the session of each School of Engineering and Technology 
course, all students are required to complete a "Prerequisite form, and any 
exceptions are noted on the 
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With the exceptions noted below in Table 1-3, for a course to serve as a prerequisite for 
another course in MfgET curriculum, the student must obtain a passing grade in that 
course. 

Table 1-3. Exceptions to General Prerequisfte Rule 

EGRS-380 Robotics Engineering C or better in MATH-Ill 
andMATH!31 

EGRS-480 Automation C or better in MA TH-112 
andEGNR265 

MA TH-131 College Trigonometry 

C or better in MA TH- J ()2 
C or better in MA TIl-Ill 

C or better in MA TIl-Ill 

C. Transfer Students Transfer Courses 

The admissions criteria outlined in Criterion 1 Section A applies equally to transfer 
students. except it is the "or 19 or more earned credits ofuniversity coursework" that 
applies than the "high school GPA 0/2.5 or higher". 

Courses taken elsewhere with grades less C- are not transferable to For 
courses from accredited institutions with grades of at least C-, Admissions Office 
completes transfer credit evaluations to determine whether the course concerned counts 
is equivalent to any lSSU course. The decision on courses transfer credit granted 
may be appealed first to the academic dean and then to the nrl"\'I.It\~T 

It is LSSU policy that if a course taken at another institution is not offered at LSSU, 
elective credit may be granted for that course, Elective credits may be applied toward 
total requirements a degree (124 for the MfgET program) but may not 
be used to any course requirement. For of the MfgET 

there are only 3 credits of free to which credit can be 

The engineering and engineering technology courses required in the MfgET program. or 
applicable to it as electives, may transfer in if content and prerequisites are similar 
in the judgment of the Coordinator of Technology or chair of School of 

and Technology; in cases, the student must an official course 
description from the institution which granted credit. 

MACRAO Agreement Between Michigan Colleges and Universities (being phased out) 

regarding the transfer Education credit between 
Michigan colleges and but is being phased out. is called 

the MACRAO Since LSSU participates fully and without provision 
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in the MACRAO transfer agreement, any transfer who completed the 
General Education requirements at any participating institution automatically meets aLi 
General Education requirements at LSSU. The details of this agreement are given 
below. 

A minimum 30 semester hours of coursework must be 
participating community colleges. The courses needed to 
requirements are as follows: 

English Composition 6 credit hours 

...,~' ..... nJ'" and Math 8 credit hours 

at one of Michigan's 
theMACRAO 

Courses must taken from a minimum of two subject 

Social Science 

Humanities 

areas. At least one science course must include a 
laboratory . 

8 credit hours 
must be taken from a minimum of two subject 

areas. 

8 credit 
must be taken a of two subject 

areas. 

new agreement regarding transfer General credit between 
participating Michigan colleges and universities has now been initiated. This is called 
the Michigan Transfer Agreement (MTA) 

In order to the MTA, students must successfully complete at 
from an approved list at a sending institution with at least a 

course. These credits, which will be certified by a sending institution, should 
completed according to the following distributions: 

One course in English Composition 

A second course English Composition or one course in Communication 

One course in Mathematics 

Two courses in (from two 

Two courses in Humanities and Fine Arts (from two disciplines excluding studio 
and performance classes) 

courses Natural including at least one with laboratory "'vr' ......... ",'· ... 

(from two disciplines) 

Students who complete the MTA and transfer to Lake Superior State University will be 
considered to have met the general education core requirement (oral and written 
communication, computational Literacy. social natural and humanities» 

not the oflhe general education (cultural diversity and an 
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written commWlication elective). Students will still be expected to complete all 
general and as for completion of 

Students who do not complete the entire block of courses required by the MTA will 
receive credit for the courses they do complete on the basis of individual course 
evaluation and established transfer equivalencies. 

D. Advising and Career Guidance 

purpose of academic advisement is to provide guidance for to in thei.r 
academic pursuits. This includes: 

a) Advising students on the sequence courses that should be completed to finish their 
a timely manner. 

>LVllU" .. l'-'" On academic support available on campus as 
resumes seekingjob opportunities. 

c) Interpreting LSSU's policies on such as courses, taking an "I" 
transferring courses from other institutions, waiving courses, and substituting 
courses. 

d) Fostering a sense of joint responsibility to lifelong learning. 

All students admitted into the MfgET program are assigned a faculty advisor who 
teaches courses in their major. Students are notified of assigned faculty advisor 
prior to or during their first semester of residence. The School of Engineering and 
Technology office maintains an updated advisee Itst. Students may request a change of 

advisor, but the School of Engineering and Technology Chair is 
for the approval all advisor changes. 

faculty receives training, in weekly departmental meetings, to allow them to 
effectively their students. Such includes advising methods, 
"",,,,,,"t,,,,. evaluations, audits, placement tests, substitution and waiver 
policies relevant to student advising, use of the LSSU academic 
advising web site, Anchor Access, which is based on Banner. Additionally such 
training has occasionally been offered through an all-day, University-wide advising 
workshop new faculty (there has been one such during the 6-year cycle, at the end of 
2010). 

A hislher advisor meet a minimum once semester. 

a) The faculty advisor and student review the student's success toward meeting 
program objectives and review student progress toward the degree. 
student's pla.n-of-study is updated semester. 
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b) The faculty advisor and student plan the student's courses the next semester. 
The faculty advisor the has completed prerequisites and is 
in good before scheduling into new courses. 

c) School of and Technology chair and dean both approve all 
course waivers or substitutions. 

Career Guidance 

LSSU maintains a 
students 

.. periodic Workshops" and 
throughout the academic year. 

II yearly job fair held on the LSSU campus 

.. career testing and counselling 

career too Is 

support to help 
provided include: 

Exploration Workshops" held 

LSSU also offers several courses that are designed to help students achieve their 
academic goals. in their degrees at the university, and to select 
appropriate careers. courses shown in I which do not count toward 
academic School of and Technology but be helpful to certain 
students, are listed below along with the associated course description tha.t appears in 
the LSSU catalog. Few, if any, MfgET students take these courses. 

Table 1·4. Seminar Courses for Academic and Career Success 

Based on assessment of student inventories, students are provided the opportunity to 
lmrlro\.eilieir skills, methods of time management, modes note-

techniques, and university examination preparation. is placed on making 
the tI'tlnsi1ion to university life by focusing on various strategies and exposing 
students to basic infonnation on LSSU (l,O) I 

Expanding awareness of personal and career option, this course wiI! help 
students make realistic decisions relating to planning and of academic 
and life. (1,0) 1 

Seminar I - This course focuses on academic skills and critical thinking, on of 
the institution and the role and on personal skills for living, which 
together are requisite for student success and lifelong learning. Seminar I - Foundations 
for Success emphasis on incorporation into university culture, time ma:nagemlent, 
use of campus resources, written and oral presentations. development 
skills, and study skills for !i.Cademic guccess. (1,0) I 

Seminar IT - Developing Critical Thinking continues the goals of Seminar I while 
on the of critical skills to the academic A 

anthology is used as the basis for and oral communication and a term 
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research paper. While continuing to apply skills and 
students additionally develop cultural literacy and incorporate usage, 
and explore campus community events and community service. (1,0) 1 

Seminar ill· Thinking about the Discipline a more focused examination of the 
applications of critical thinking to the student's discipline. Each school selects a reading 
antJnOI()gy suitable for and discussion by its majors in order to examine such as 
current social responsibility, ethics and cultural from the 
perspective of the student's discipline. Continuing the activities of earlier seminars this 
course ongoing in community events, application of academic 
success in skills and writing in the (1,0) 1 

Seminar IV - Professional Seminar serves as the fourth and final in the series and focuses 
On introducing the student to their discipline with special emphasis on interviews with 
professional, examinations of career options, and overviews of the literature and research 
of their discipline. This course focuses attention on the skills and knowledge base of the 
profession, features of the work environment, development of resume and career 

activities. (1.0) I 

E. Work in Lieu of Courses 

regular course three types of eX!lenenc;es. Dual Enrollment, 
Examination, Advanced Placement, and College Level Program, may count 
toward a any LSSU including the MfgET ...... ,......,. ... "',,.... 

High school juniors and may take classes at Lake Superior University 
through our High School Dual Enrollment program. These courses may count toward 
the MfgET either as a core (typically MATH-Ill College Algebra or 
MA THa l3l College Trigonometry) or as a General Education course. Attendance as a 
High School Dual Enrollee does not constitute admission into any four-year degree 
program at the University. 

Only who have received in Mathematics, Reading, and 
Writing are eligible to take courses in those areas. All students are eligible to take 
courses in other areas. Grade point average is not a determining factor eligibility to 
enrolL 

A policy exists for students to "test out" of a course by taking a Departmental 
Examination. department is free to administer its own examination for any course 
that it offers. The student must have the written approval School 
and Technology chair to the examination. student must a 
better on the examination in order to credit for the course, which case the 
credit exam is recorded as credit on the student's transcript. 
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Although the policy for Departmental Exams exists, there has not been a single instance 
of its for an MfgET program core or elective course in the past six 

Course credit is awarded to students who receive a score of3-5 on any Advanced 
Placement exam listed in Table 1 below. student will receive credit the 
specified courses on the chart being granted unconditional admission to Lake 
Superior State University. Note that Table 4 is not a complete list and only includes 
those courses which may count toward credit the MfgET program. 

Table 1-5: AP Courses for MfgET Program 

American Govern & Politics 

Art- History of Art 
Calculus AB 

Calculus BC 

--.t>-~,,- & Composition 
English Literarure & 

European History 
French Literature 

French '-'<I.Ii15U"5'" 

Human 

Macroeconomics 

Microeconomics 
Mllilic & Literature 

C: Mechanics 
Psychology 
Spanish Language 

Spanish Literature 

United States Govern & Politics 
United States History 
Warld History 

POLl-lID 

ARTS -250, ARTS-2SI 
MATH-1l2 

MATH-l EGNR-245 

CHEM-I08-I09 
ENGL-llD, ENGL-Ill 

ENGL-l ENGL-III 

HIST-102 
FREN-356 

FREN-3SI, FREN-352 

Gfu'\tfN-241, GERM-242 

GEOG-201 

ECON-lOt 

ECON·202 

MUSC-220 

PHYS-22! 
PSYC-I()I 

SPAN-261, SPAN-262 

SPAN-380, SPAN·38I 

POLI-110 

mST-131, HlST-132 

HlST-IOI, HIST-102 

General Education Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 
MfgETCore 

Core 

Core 
General Education Communications 
General Education - Communications 
General Education - Social Science 
General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 
General Education Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 
GeneraJ Education Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 
Core 

General Education - Social Science 
General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 
General Education - Social Science 
General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

Course credit is awarded to students who receive a passing score on any College 
Level Examination Program (CLEP) subject exam listed in Table 1-6 below. 
student will Teceive credit for the courses on the after granted 
unconditional admission to Lake Superior State University. Note that Table 5 is not a 
complete list and only includes those courses which may count toward credit in 
MfgEr program. 
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Table 1-6: CLEP Counes for MfgET Program 

American Government - 50 

American Literature - 50 
Calculus - 50 

College Composition - 50 

English Literature - 50 

French - 58 

French - 66 
History of the US I-50 

History of the US IT - 50 

Introductory Psychology - 50 
[ntroductory Sociology 50 

Principals of Macroeconomics 

Principals of Microeconomics 
Spanish Language - 58 
Spanish Language - 66 

Western Civilization [ - 50 

Western Civilization II-50 

Graduation Requirements 

POLl-I 10 

ENGL-nO, ENGL-Ill 

MATH-Il2 

ENGL-110 

ENGL-II 0, ENGL-lil 

FREN-25! 
FREN-25!, FREN-252 

mST-L3L 

mST-L32 
PSYC-IOI 

SOCY-IOI 
EeON-20l 

ECON-202 

SPAN-26L 

SPAN-261, SPAN-262 

mST-LOI 
mST-I02 

GeneraJ Education - Social Science 

General Education - Communications 
MfgETCore 
General Education - Communications 
GeneraJ Education - Communications 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 
General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 
General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 
General Education - Social Science 

General &lucation Social Science 
GeneraJ Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 
General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

The name the awarded through successful completion of the program is 
Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing Engineering Technology. 

Two before the plans to and 
he/she submits a Degree Audit form and a Declaration of Candidacy for Degree fonn to the 
registrar's office. The Degree Audit denotes all previous coursework and lists the courses to 
be during the final two semesters. The faculty advisor, program coordinator. and 
school chair must approve the Degree Audit. registrar detennines the University 

rernell1tS remammg graduation, and the is informed in 
requirements. Any degree not denoted on the Audit are 

brought to the attention of the school chair, program coordInator, and faculty 
advisor. 

The Degree Audit, which is shown in the Criterion 5 Section A, contains all the 
requirements for the B.S. MfgET Those requirements are in Table 1-7 
below. 
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Table 1-7: Summary of Requirements fnr the B.S. MfgET Degree 
Course Requirements 

General Education 22 credits 

(exc. as otherwise specified) 

MfgET Math & Basic Sciences 26 cJ'e{!its 

MfgET Disciplinary Topics 

(of which 10 credits technical electives 

and 6 credits of capstone experience) 

Other (incl. free electives, management. 

and economics) 

Other Requirements 

General Eciucation GPA 

MfgETGPA 

Overall GPA 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 

Minimum 300/400 Credits at LSSU 

66 credits 

10 credits 

124 credits 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

32 credits 

13credits 

Recently, an automated process using the web based Banner system has been initiated to 
handle the Degree Audits. This process ensures that aU requirements have been met. The 
Chair and Dean of School of Engineering and Technology have the ability to waive 
requirements and substitute courses. 

G. Transcripts of Recent Graduates 

There have been 19 graduates of the MfgET program within the last 6 year cycle, these 
listed in Table 1-8 below. We are prepared to provide transcripts for these students upon 
request (except as noted). 

Table 1-8: Recent Graduates from tbe MlgET Program 

Student LSSU ID GrAduation Minor 

Bigelow, Brock R A00192208 Dec. 2015 Robotics Technology 

Bodell, Joshua D A00150556 Apr 2013 Robotics Technology 

Brown, Michael A AOO103566 Dec. 2013 None 

DalPra, Christopher M AOO090081 Apr2014 Robotics Technology 

Duffrin., Victor F AOO177318 Apr20lS Robotics Technology 

Gantz, Kyle B AOOI02341 Apr 2016 Robotics Technology 

Hessel, Ben H AOOO94842 Apr 2013 Robotics Technology 

Kelsey, Jonathon J AOOl51785 July 2015 Robotics Technology 

Kurjiaka., Walter J AOO192827 Apr 2015 Robotics Technology 

Leach, Isaac J AOOl94586 Apr 2016 Robotics Technology 
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Livingston, Nolin M AOO193286 Apr 2016 Robotics Technology 

Michael R AOO163525 Dec 2014 None 

MarkC AOO144322 Apr 2011 None 

SanlOse. David W AOO197921 Apr 2016 Robotics Technology 

Solack, Steven A AOOl42731 20JI None 

Szucs, Miccah J AOO183285 Dce20lS Robotics Technology 

Tchock:reff, Dion A AOOlSl664 Apr 2014 Robotics Technology 

Verbanac, Daniel D AOO164401 Apr 2016 Robotics Technology 

White, Derek J AOO069861 Apr 2011 None 

The names of all degrees awarded, and any minors, appear in header information of the 
transcript, along with personal identifying information. the program has no 
options or concentrations, is no applicable In transcript. 
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CRITERION 2. PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

A. Mission Statement 
The University-level mission statement reads: 

"Our mission at Lake Superior State University is to help students 
develop their full potential. We launch students on paths to 
rewarding careers and productive, satisfying lives. We serve the 
regional, state, national and global communities by contributing to 
the growth, dissemination and application of knowledge." 

This mission statement is published in the LSSU Catalog and on the University's web-site at 
the URL www .lssu. edu/president/mission. php, and the University catalog (now 
wholly on-line) links to it. 

The School of Engineering and Technology has maintained a Mission Statement since 1996, 
when the School was formed. The School has reviewed and modified the Mission Statement 
periodically - most recently in February 2014. The Mission of the School of Engineering 
and Technology is: 

"To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing 
a rigorous undergraduate learning experience characterized by 
close student-faculty interaction." 

This mission is published on the Engineering & Teclmology School web page at 
www.lssu.edu/eng/mission.php. 

It is apparent by comparing the two mission statements that the mission ofthe School is 
supportive of that of the University as a whole, and does not conflict in any fashion. LSSU's 
statement calls for us to "help students develop their full potential", and the School of 
Engineering & Technology indicates how we accomplish that, i.e., by "providing a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience characterized by close student-faculty interaction". 

The School's mission is, moreover, further elaborated by a set of appended School goals 
(also periodically revised, most recently in February 2014), as follows: 

A. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and 
provides knowledge and skills to be successful in 
professional careers or graduate school. 

B. Provide programs that focus on the applications of 
fundamental principles of engineering, technology, 
mathematics, science, and computing to benefit society. 

C. Provide courses which incorporate and develop skills in 
communication, design, ethics, teamwork. technology, 
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and capstone experiences relevant to the students' 
degrees. 

D. Provide an education and opportunities for students with 
diverse abilities to enhance their professional growth and 
capacity for life-long learning. 

E. Engage in continuous improvement activities through 
ongoing external and internal reviews . 

F. Enable faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering 
solutions that support regional economic growth and 
develop intellectual property. 

G. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and 
effectiveness by supporting enrollment, retention, and 
placement initiatives. 

H. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, 
and students are recognized as essential in the realization 
of the mission. 

These goals elaborate and clarify the mission, providing a more detailed roadmap to 
accomplishing it, and then serve as a link between the School's Mission Statement and the 
Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) to be discussed in the following. 

B. Program Educational Objectives 
The School of Engineering and Technology, in accordance with its mission and goals, has the 
task to educate and prepare its stUdents for successful professional careers in engineering and 
engineering technology. To provide statements defming what accomplishment of this task 
entails, for Engineering Technology in particular, the faculty have developed three Program 
Educational Objectives (PEOs). These are statements of what we might expect our alumni 
serving as practicing Engineering Technologists to have typically accomplished, or be active 
with, after three years of professional experience. The PEOs are applicable either to working 
graduates or to graduates pursuing advanced degrees. They are common to both the 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology (MfgET) and the Electrical Engineering Technology 
(EET) programs. 

The PEOs are based on the needs of our graduates, as well as those of employers of our 
graduates. Ongoing evaluation by the faculty and input from our Industrial Advisory Board 
(lAB), graduates, and employers guide the continued improvement of these objectives. They 
were most recently revised in March 2014, are published at the School website at URL 
www .lssu. edu/eng/mission. php, and read as follows: 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering Technology and 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology programs having three or 
more years of experience: 
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I. will have demonstrated professional application of technical 
skills and engineering judgment to solve problems in their 
profession subject to technical, practical and societal constraints. 
II. will have set professional goals, experienced professional 
growth, and be engaged in ongoing professional development and 
learning activities. 
III. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful 
contributions to society. 

C. Consistency of the Program Educational Objectives with the Mission o/the 
Institution 
The critical focus of the MfgET program is to afford undergraduates of varying backgrounds 
and abilities every opportunity for achieving success in the MfgET profession. Specific 
emphasis in the MfgET program is given to professional and industrial related engineering 
technology practice. The relations between the Program Educational Objectives and the 
School Goals (and thence to the School and University missions) are depicted in Figure 2-1 
below. 

--~-----------~~---------------------\ 

School Goat A 
Current & Relevant 

Education 

r
· School Goal E 

Continuous Improvemenl 
\-----.~ 

LSSU Mission 

Oevel Students 
to Full Potellt1a1 

Rewarding 
Careers & 
Satisfying Lives 

Serve Larger 
Communities by 
Growth. Dissem'n, 
Apprn of Knowledge 

f 

\ 
SET Missio'n 

Rigorous Pgms PlOduce Soyght. 
After Engr5, TeChnol~lsts. 

School Goal 8 School Goal C School Goa~l 
Serve Diverse MliIties 

School Goal H 
Suppor1i~ Environm·t 

PEO III PEOI 
Professionally Apply 

Technical Knowledge 

PEO" 
Professional, Development Self·learnersl Societally 

BeneficIal 
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School goals link the to the mission statement for the School~ and thereby to that 
Program Educational Objectives most directly correspond to the first four 

School Goals through D) which explicitly address knowledge, skills (both "soft skills" 
technical and abilities by academic and the idea that these 

are imparted to all our their initial Clearly, more the 
program is successful in imparting these attributes to this wide audience, the more propitious 
for alumni to ultimately accomplish the kinds of things, and possess the kinds of 
characteristics, called by the PEOs. 

School Goals (E through H) are more indirectly to the IC'r,...,..,.,.."' ....... 
Objectives, they instead on faculty institutional activities, rather 

than the delivery or Nevertheless. indirect, they are 
quite relevant. Indeed, goal E relates to the assessment process whereby feedback is obtained 
that redirects some of the ways in which the program is constructed and delivered. Goal F 
relates to the School's economic development activities, which contribute to a stimulating 
environment in which the program is delivered. G, specifically its aspect of support for 
placement, can be seen as promoting the opportunities alwnni need to practice, a 
precondition for the PEDs. Goal finally, is explicitly the quality of the 
environment which the program is delivered, good delivery of which is presumably, 
again, a precondition attainment the 

D. Program Constituencies 
The School of Engineering Technology recognizes as its principal constituents, at! of the 
following: 

• Current Students 

• Alumni 

• Faculty 

• 
• 

of graduates 

Advisory Board (lAB) 

This is not an exhaustive list that precludes perhaps more situational, interest groups; 
for instance, the economic development roles of the College, which the School supports 
through goal would suggest including entrepreneurial and industrial customers of the 
Product Development Center, and even the wider population Upper Peninsula 

Northern Lower region, which can be as a beneficiary of the economic 
growth objectives the School. It would include, situationally, project sponsors. 
Nevertheless, given mission of the School to focus on offering quality academic 

the does identify those above as primary constituents. 

Industrial Advisory (rAB), in particular, was formed in 1985 and 
consists of approximately 30 members. IAB members a variety of professional 

the and technology fields. Board meets twice per year, once 
company site, and once on program and critique. 
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E. Process for Review of the Program Educational Objectlves 

It is a for the product of a slow process, an 
technology developed by a curriculum then further 
few of a professional career. it is not to make rapid or frequent 
changes to how the PEOs are dermed. The PEOs are best seen as foundation of a 
term plan for which stability is desirable. Renewing andlor changing them is accordingly 
fairly deliberative; they are reviewed by the faculty on a 3~year cycle, at which time 
decisions to renew, update, or establish new PEOs are undertaken. These decisions take 
account of feedback obtained, by various channels, from constituencies section 
D above, as described in the following. 

The lAB, in particular, is solicited for feedback on the occasion of one of its 
biannual meetings, no frequently than once every three This is documented in the 
minutes of group and represents most focused, PEO-specific form of external 
1'-',""UU'2'-''' that is obtained. 

Alumni and their employers have a voice, partially through the (as many or most of 
lAB members are employers of engineering technology graduates, engineering 
technology alumni, or both), but otherwise by feedback they provide on other occasions 
when not systematically solicited. It should be noted that the faculty has significant 
interaction with project sponsors, and sometimes with industrial clients of 
Prototype Development who are frequently alumni and employers. These 

additional alumni/employers who are not members, or not so that 
yet another communication channel for the alumni and employer constituencies is thereby 
provided. In some instances, their perspectives have shaped our outlook on the 

Students have a voice through individual course feedback questionnaires and, finally, 
through graduate interviews. In neither case are the questions specifically at the 
PEOs, as recent are not a position to accurate ly what kinds 
professional attainment they might have reached a few years, but the information 
provided on what they value in their programs, and especially anything about their career or 
professional aspirations, is nevertheless ultimately linked to the relevance the PEOs. 

faculty of the School, by vote, complete discretion over the PEOs. 

Evidence, related to PEOs, to available review by the ETAC of ABET team is shown 
below: 

• Industrial Advisory Board Minutes 

• School Meeting and Minutes 

.. Fundamentals Engineering Exam n.'"," .... "." 
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CRITERION 3. STUDENT OUTCOMES 

A. Process for Establishing and Revising Student Outcomes 

student outcomes for the MfgET program were detenruned by the School of 
and Technology faculty on advice given by the site 

visitation team in Fall 2012 and with the approval of the School of Engineering 
Technology Industrial Advisory Board (lAB), The student outcomes may be revised by the 
School of Engineering and Technology faculty with advice from the lAB. The IAB meets 
twice every year, once in April and once in November, and provides advice to the School of 
Engineering Technology faculty at both meetings. The student outcomes, just as the 
program educational will be reviewed by the lAB every three 

B. Studem Outcomes 

MfgET student outcomes are simply the student outcomes (a)-(k). 

(a) an ability to select and apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modem tools of 
the discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology activities; 

(b) an ability to select and apply a knowledge of mathematics, science} engineering, and 
technology to engineering technology problems that require the application of principles 
and applied procedures or methodologies; 

(c) an ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret experiments; and to apply experimental results to improve 

(d) an ability to design systems, components, or processes for broadly-defmed 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives; 

(e) an ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical team; 

(j) an ability to and solve broadly-defmed technology 
problems; 

(g) an ability to apply written, oral, graphical communication both technical and 
non-technical and an ability to identify use appropriate technical 
literature; 

(h) an of need for an ability to self-directed ,",VtHLlJ.Y 

professional development; 

(i) an understanding of and a commitment to address professional and ethical 
responsibilities including a respect for diversity; 

(j) a knowledge the impact engineering technology solutions in a societal and 
global context; and, 

(k) a commitment to quality, timeliness, and continuous improvement 
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The MfgET student outcomes are documented, along with School mission statement, School 
goals, and MfgET program educational objectives, on the LSSU web site at the following 
URL: 

< http://wwW.lssu.edu/eng/mission.php> 

C. Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Criteria Outcomes 

The eleven MfgET student outcomes (a-k) are related to the program criteria outcomes (a-d) 
as described in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Mapping of Program Criteria Outcomes to Student Outcomes 

Program Criteria Outcome 
Graduates must demonstrate the ability to apply the following 
to the solution of manufacturtng programs to achieve 
manufacturing competitiveness: 

(a) materials and m(JJjufacturing processes; 

(b) product design process, tooling, and assembly; 

(c) manufacturing systems, automation, and operations; 

(d) statistics, quality and continuous improvement, and 
industrial organization and m£lnagemen/. 

Must have a capstone or integrating expen'ence that 
develops and illustrates student competencies in applying 
both technical and non-technical skills in successfully 
solving manufacturing problems. 

a b 
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D. Relationship of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objectives 

MfgET student outcomes (a-k) prepare student to attain the three MfgET 
educational objectives (f, HI) through course work as outlined in 
5 of student outcomes to 

objective is 3~2, 3-3, and below. 

Graduates of the Manufacturing Engineen'ng Technology program having three or 
more of experience will have demonstrated professional application of technical 

and engineeringjudgment to problems in their profession subject 10 
technical, practical and constraints. 

Table 3-2: Mapping of Stlldent Outcomes to P .. " .... " .... Educational 

(a) to select and the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern tools 
of the discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology activities. 
(b) ability to select and apply Ii knowledge of mathematics , engineering, 
and technology to that require the application 
of and applied procedures or 

ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
and to apply results to improve processes. 

(d) ability to systems, components, or processes for broadly-defined 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives. 

to function as a member or lender on a technical team. 

(f) ability to identity, analyze, and solve engineering technology 

ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both technical 
and non-technical environments; and an ability to identifY and use appropriate 
technical literature. 
(h) understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-directed 
continuing professional development. 
0) understanding of and a commitment to address professional and ethical 

including a respect for diversity. 
(j) of tbe of engineering toohnology solutions in a societal and 
global contexl 
(k) commitment to quality, and continuous improvement. 

high 

high 

fila 
high 

moderate 

n/a 

n/a 

high 

moderate 
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Graduates of the Manufacturing Engineering Technology program having three or 
more years of experience will have set professional goals, experienced professional 
growth, and engaged in ongoing professional development and learning 

Table 3-3: Mapping of StUdent Outcomes to Program Educational Objective II 

(a) to select and apply the knowledge, '"",I,nil1!l 

of the discipline to broadly-defined engineering activities. 
(b) ability to select and apply a knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology to engineering problems that the ",,,,11,...<>11,,,., 
of principles and applied procedures or methodologies. 
(c) ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret and to apply results to improve processes. 
(d) ability to systems, components, or processes for broadly-defined 

technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives. 
(e) ability to function effectively as a member or leader on II technical team. 

(f) ability to identifY, and solve broadly-defmed engineering technology 
problems. 
(g) ability to apply written, oml, and communication in both technical 
and non-technical environments; and an ability to identify and use appropriate 
technical literature. 
(h) understanding ofthe need for and an ability to engage in self-<iirected 
continuing professional development. 
(i) understanding of and a commitment to address professional and ethical 
responsibilities including a for diversity. 
CD knowledge of the impact technology solutions in a societal and 
global context. 
(k) commitment to quality, and continuous Imrlro"em,ent 

nJa 

nJa 

moderate 

roll. 

high 

moderate 

high 

high 
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Graduates of the Manufacturing Engineen"ng Technology program having three or 
more years of experience wili be capable self-learners and make meaningful 
contributions to 

Table 3-4: Mapping of Student Outcomell1 to Program Educational Objective HI 

(a) ability to select and apply the knowledge, and modem tools 
of the discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology activities. 
(b) ability to select and apply a knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology to problems that require the application 

and procedures or methodologies. 
(0) ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret and to apply results to processes. 
(d) ability to components, or processes for broadly-defmed 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives. 
(e) ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical team. 

(f) ability to identify, analyze, and solve broadly-defined technology 
problems. 
(g) ability to apply 
and non-technical emrircmIIlents; 
technical literature. 

and communication in both technical 
an ability to identifY and use 

(h) understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-directed 
professional development. 

0) understanding of and a commitment to address professional and ethical 
responsibilities including a for diversity. 
0) knowledge of the technology solutions in a societal and 
global oontext. 
(k) commitment to quality, "',",um,~, and continuous improvement. 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

nia 

moderate 

moderate 

high 

high 

high 

moderate 

high 
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CRITERION 4. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

A. Process for Continuous Improvement 

The process for continuous improvement of the MfgET program is a combination of student 
outcome assessment and course assessment This is pictured in the Figure 4-1 below. The 
inputs are the ABET-ETAC student outcomes (a-k) for all engineering technology 
programs, the ABET-ETAC requirements for MfgET curricula, and the mission and goals of 
the School of Engineering and Technology (SET). The data are student performance and 
student self-evaluation. 

Figure 4-1: MfgET Program Assessment Process 
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! 
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III 
All decisions are made by the School of Engineering and Technology faculty with advice 
from the Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) on larger issues. Ultimately, tbe MfgET program 
is improved by small changes to courses (course layout, syllabi, grading structure, extent of 
coverage, etc.), changes to content in courses (alteration of objectives, topical content, etc.), 
and large curricuJar changes (course deletion, course addition, shifting material from one 
course to another, adding new material to the curriculum, etc.). The smaller changes tend to 
be made at the time of course evaluation while the more significant changes tend to be made 
at the time of program evaluation. 
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B. Continuous Improvement of Courses (Course Evaluation) 

course that is taught within School of and Technology is assessed every 
offering and evaluated at least once every two years. The schedule for course evaluation is 
shown below in Table l. This schedule includes all courses offered by the School of 
Engineering and Technology, not just those are the MfgET curriculum. It is intended 
to the pattern of course offerings and subsequent 
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Table 4-1: Course Evaluation Schedule 
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At the completion of every offering, the course is assessed by the instructor and results in a 
course assessment summary report The reports from the last two years may be found in 
Appendix G Course Assessment Summary Reports_ In addition to other items, the reports 
include an analysis of students attainment of the course objectives, a brief analysis of the 
efficacy of the most recent course improvements, improvements planned for the next 
offering, and, if applicable, an analysis of any student outcome performance indicators that 
are tied to the course. 
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Each course is evaluated the constituency. Department of Mechanical 
Engineering evaluates the courses that appear solely the ME, andlor MfgET cores. All 
other "crossadisciplinary" courses that are contained in the BE, and/or cores 
are evaluated by the School Engineering and Technology as a whole. 

Continuous Improvement of MfgET Program (Student Outcome Evaluation) 

each student outcome (a·k) of the MfgET one, or 
indicators have been established by the Department of Mechanical ....,U;.;U.l'-' 

performance indicator is an activity in one of the core courses in MfgET curriculwn. 
Student attainment of the performa.nce indicator is evaluated by the instructor and, in some 
cases, another knowledgeable faculty member. Additionally, graduates program 
are surveyed regarding attainment student outcome at the final 
semester. Upon completion of the graduate 

and Technology In 
""UUviAL outcomes, and efficacy of the MfgET performance indicators 

student survey results are to be reviewed on a two-year cycle. 

the core of the MfgET curriculum, the faculty of School of 
has extent and level 

of attainment of each student outcome. This infonnatjon~ which is shown in Table 
was essential to selecting the performance indicators used to assess and evaluate the 

program. 

the relatively number of technology 
students, some of the performance indicators include activities 

both possibly as well. 
indicators for the MfgET were by the of Mechanical 
Engineering if they solely involved MfgET students, or both ME and MfgET students, 
and otherwise by the School of Engineering and Technology if they involved any eE, 

or students. 

The perfonnance indicators the program are shown below. For sake 
completeness clarity, each outcome is for student 
outcome, the associated indicators are listed. the definition 
performance indicator is given then the sample of work to be evaluated 
of that definition is given. 

Outcome (a) 

an ability to select and apply the knowledge, techniques. skills, modern tools of 
the to broadly-defined engineering technology activities 

Performance Indicator (a 1) 
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the ability to use an industrial robot to automate a manufacturing process 

1 - project report and robot code on a Staubli robot for 
automating an advanced palletization or a machine tending task using 
V AL3 programming and 110 communications 

Performance Indicator (al) 
the ability to how to set-up using CAM software to 
machine a given part 
EGMT-216 - final exam question on CAM file 

Student Outcome (b) 

an ability to select and apply a knowledge o/mathematics, science, engineering. 
technology to engineering technology problems that require the application of 

principles and applied procedures or methodologies 

Performance Indicator (b 1 ) 

the ability to apply calculus ,'Pl,'",r'71 variables 

EGNR-245 - project on derivation of the formula for 

Performance Indicator (b2) 

least-squares line 

the ability to implement an iterative solution to a complex problem in 
metallurgy 

EGME-275 - MA TLAB on - annealing 

Student Outcome (c) 

an ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret experiments; and (0 apply experimental results to improve processes 

Performance Indicator (c 1 ) 

the ability to develop a valid and reliable experimental procedure that 
validate a product 

EGNR-495 design review on product testing 
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Performance Indicator 

the ability to use statistical methods to plan an efficient, yet effective, program 
of experimentation, when the output variable studied is expected to depend on 
multiple input variables 

EGNR-310 term project technical report 

Student Outcome (d) 

an ability to systems, components, or broadly-defined 
engineering technology problems appropriate to nY{){TI"nri1 educational objectives 

Performance Indicator (dl) 

the ability to reformulate implied customer needs as specifications and 
produce an acceptable design solution 

EGNR-491 - product design review 

Indicator 

the ability to use a discrete event ma'nu,racrurmf! simulation sofware to 
analyze and improve the throughput manufacturing 

- lab report of Witness simula.tion of TV manufacturer factory 

Outcome (e) 

an ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical team 

l11U''"''''<V1 (e I ) 

ability to provide constructive 

EGNR-495 - peer evaluations 

Student Outcome (f) 

of team memDers 

an ability to identifY, analyze, and solve broadly-defined engineering technology 
problems 

Indicator (fl) 

ability to identify possible reasons that a product or process may fail to 
function well, and categorize 

EGNR-310 - homework on fishbone chart exercise 

Performance Indicator (f2) 

the ability to calculate stress strain in loading Df a bar 

- exam 3, axial loading problem 
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Student Outcome (g) 

an ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication both technical 
and norHechnical environments; and an ability to identify and use appropriate 
technical Jiterature 

Indicator ) 

the ability to make formal engineering presentations 

EGNR495 - final project presentations 

Perfonnance Indicator (g2) 

the ability to write prose containing technical information 

EGME-276 -lab 3 (metallography II) report 

Student Outcome (II) 

an understanding of the needfor and an ability to engage in self-directed 
continuing professional development 

Indicator (h 1) 

the ability to and clarify customer through investigation 

EGNR-495 - FA evaluation each team member at end of semester 

Student Outcome (i) 

an understanding oJ and a commitment to address professional and ethical 
responsibilities including a respect for diversity 

... u .... U"U~ ..... L (i 1) 

the ability to apply perspectives from established ethical philosophies in 
analysis oJ a case study 

EGNR-495 - ethics essay 

Student Outcome CD 
a knowledge of the impact oJ engineering technology solutions in a societal and 
global context 

Performance Indicator (j 1) 

to recognize the impact oJ engineering technology solutions in a 
global context 

- final exam question on plastics recyclability 
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Student Outcome (k) 

a commitment to quality, timeliness, and continuous improvement 

Performance Indicator (kl) , 

ability to by methods of statistical process control, data 
representing output of a continuously monitored manufacturing process, in 
order to make early detection of any drift away from the target values of the 
output 

EGNR-310 - homework 5, control process control) 

Each performance indicator tied to a specific assignment in a course. Each 
student's performance on that assignment is evaluated solely for the capability denoted 
by the performance indicator. Each sample of student work a score of 1, 2, 3, 
or 4 depending on how well the student meets the expected capability defined by the 

indicator. The meaning of the score is listed Table 4-2 below. The 
evaluation is performed either by instructor or instructors responsible teaching 
the course or by them and an additional expert in the area. 

Table 4-2: Scoring of Student Work for Performance Indicators 

1 Unacceptable 

2 Below Standard 

3 Meets Standard 

4 Exemplary 

The performance indicators will be continually evaluated in that every a course 
containing the associated student work is offered, that work will be evaluated. The 

of the evaluation are reported in the course assessment summary that is at 
the conclusion of each course. can found in Appendix G Assessment 
Summary Reports. Additionally, the actual student work that been evaluated will be 

available binders at the of site visit. 

schedule for courses associated with all MfgET student outcomes each 
performance indicator) is shown below in Table 4-3. Since some of the courses are 
offered on an alternating year basis, schedule the two is indicated. 
Note this schedule was only recently, some student work was not 
evaluated the first year. in future all student work associated with all 
performance indicators will be evaluated in the future. 
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Table 4-3: Student Work Samples for Student Outcome Assessmeut (Two Year Cycle) 

Instructor Assignment SWden~ Outcome Status 
"~IA ~;oQ aw tef!11f4 PI ej@.te.Aleel_~Q" ~1'1if; •• ft!&;;I;~ cour'E! not offered 

',aH.\ a.Q AI>! bMlIiI i lB!. 6~ Q~iduiHiiUJ eAaA Qau) •• lil 1lii1aO, hlf8&;;1;1 wurse not offered 

EGtlQ i/-i:fj aM l\81W111 "lullS, Jl8S&relliI<lMii (iI~681 ",Qeilu lin' .... ) k(EE1;J HsQl course not offered 

EGNR-491 SPFB(DBj product design review d[EET,MfgET) not eva lua ted 

EGRS-381 JO project report and robot code on setting-up a Staubll robot a(EET,MfgE11 no! evaluated 

Instructor Assignment Status 
~ A:I *teM 1, ~iU~"'i1'8 aaeiSA,nliliM ~ course nat offered 

EGET·310 EB final e>alm question on Identffying column and row Information a(EETj not evaluated 

EGET-310 fS E!>alm question on materlalldenUncatlon b(EET) not evaluated 

EGET-310 EB lab exercise on obtaining data sheet from web search d(EET) not evaluated 

EGET-310 ED final project g(fETl not evaluated 

E6ET-310 EB final exam question on Impact of engineering practices J(EET) not evaluated 

EGNR-245 DM prolect on derivation of the formula for the least'5quaresllne b{EET,MfgET) not ewluated 

EGNR-495 SPFB(DBj design review on final product testing c(EET,MfgETj not evaluated 

EGNR.-49S SPFB(DBI peer evaluations eIEET,MfgfT) not evaluated 

EGNR-495 SPFB(DBj final project presentations g(EET,MfgfT) evaluated I in bInders 

EGNR-495 SPFB(DBl FA evaluation of each team member hIEET,MfgET) Ilot evah.mted 

EGNR-49S SPFB(DB) ethics essay i(EET,MfgET) not evaluated 

Cla$$ Instructor Assignment Student Outcome ~ 
EGNR-~10 RH term project technical report C(EET,MfgET) evaluated J in binders 

EGNR·310 RH homework 011 f/shbone chart exerciSe f(EET,MfgET) evaluated J In binders 

EGNR·310 RH homework 5, wntrol charts (statistical prlXfss control) k(EET,MfgET) evaluated / in binders 

EGNR-491 $PF9(PWj product design reI/lew dIEET,MfgET) ewluatedJ in binders 

EGR$·il81 10 project report & VAG robot code for setting-up automation process a(EET,MfgfT) evaluated /In binders 

Class Instructor Assignment 
EGEE-3SS AJ exam 1, hardware design problem ev.;luated J In binder 

EGE'T-310 fB I1l1al exam Question on Identifying column and row informat!on a(EETj evaluated / In binder 

fOET-310 £B exam questlol1 on material identificatlon b(E'ETl evaluated J In binder 

&3ET-310 EB lab exercise 011 Obtaining data sneet from web search diEETj el/llllJated /In binder 

fGEl-3I0 £8 final prolect gIEET) ev.;luated J In binder 

£(;ET-31O EB final exa m questloo on J(EETl ewluated /In binder 

EGNR-245 OM project on derivation of the formula for the least-squares line bIEET,MtgET) evaluated /11'1 binders 

EGNR-49S SPFB(PW) desIgn rel/iew on final product. testing c(EET,MfgETj ell;lluated / In binders 

EGNR-495 SPFB(PW) peer evaluatlon~ e(EET,MfgE11 evaluated /111 binders 

EGNR-495 SPFB{PW) final project presentations g(EET.MfgE11 evaluated / in binders 

EG'NR-49S SPFB(PW) FA evaluation of each team member h(£ET,MfgET) evaluated /In binders. 

EGNR-49S SI'FB(PW] ethics essay I(EET,MfgE11 evaluated I in binders 
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Once every two years the Department Mechanical will evaluate each 
MfgET student outcome by considering results of aU performance indicators tied to 
that outcome of the senior exit surveys over the previous two The 
first were held in May 2016. 

Plans for improvement to the MfgET program will made as a result of the student 
outcome evaluation. Details of the most student outcome evaluation can be found in 
MfgET Student Outcome Evaluation report found in Appendix H Student Outcome 
Evaluation Reports. 

the 2015- 16 cycle, the decisions made by 
improve or same indicators (a nat 
using this assessment methodology), rather than substantial changes to the 
or constituent courses. However, under student outcome (f) ("ability to identify, 
analyze, and solve broadly-defined engineering technology it was noted 

could be some cause for concern, given poor student problem-solving skills as 
a combined statics/strength-of-materials topic; however, given that this is 

the first cycle using this indicator, it was as if it would be an to develop 
an action plan when this has only been observed once, and that from a class of only 7 
students. But were it to continue, the thought is that we might make the introductory 
computing course (EGNRI40) a course, forcing it in the curriculum, 
as it should to later problem solving courses. 

A smaller outcome of the assessment cycle was the plan to invite the Universities 
Philosophy professor to participate in our Engineering Ethics instruction. 
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CRITERION 5. CURRICULUM 

A. Program Curriculum 

The MfgET BS curriculum at is both, firstly, to cover subject matters 
called for in ETAC criterion 5 the MfgET program criteria, and, secondly, to provide the 
necessary technical background, as well as experiences developing and 

professional attributes ("soft skills" and self-learning habits), that lay the groundwork for 
graduating students to attain the student outcomes, and alumni to be capable of meeting 

PEOs a few years into their careers. 

Characteristic of the besides laboratory are heavy topical 
emphases on manufacturing automation, design of / traditional production processes for 
ferrous metal components, and applications of programming and CAE software. 

following will fIrst detail the courses comprising that curriculum, and then address 
relation to the aforementioned PEas, student outcomes, and and program 
student outcomes. 

5. A.I Plan-of-Study. Table 5- i, below, depicts the plan-of-study students studentS 
in the MfgET BS program, current as of the Fall 2016 semester; this would only vary 
small details for any other year in the last 6-year cycle. The table constitutes a listing 
courses compnsmg curriculwn, indicating for each nwnber credits, the curricular 
area (mathlscience, engineering technology, gen ed, other) it belongs and the recent 
offering and 

It will evident from table that, while there certainly are some classes (e.g. 
Introduction to Engineering. Chemistry or Physics, each around fifty), they are relatively 
few. The majority of lecture courses outside discipline are in the 15 - 30 range, and 
within the III 10 20 most sections are in the 5 15 range. Over a 
span the Schoo! & Technology has had an class size 
(regardless of instructional mode) of 14. 

Recitations are a very marginal phenomenon at LSSU, 
Engineering courses (some of which are of the 
these are usually (with one or two ex(~epttollS 

section. 

exist exdusively within 
Technology curricula); 

enrollment to the associated 

The MfgET program, moreover, requires 124 overall semester credits, the majority of which 
are specified (i.e., "R"), but allowing for student of specified electives 
("SE") most of general education components, as well as for 1 0 credits within the 

(the so-called "technical electives"). There are also 3 credits free, unrestricted 
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I. Table 5-1 Curriculum 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology Baccalaureate Program, for 2016-17 

·Columns 3-6: Credits reported are semester credits (LSSU is on a semester systetl1) 
"·C<Jluml1 2: Required ooW'Ses !ll'e required of all students in tlJe program, elective coW'Scs are optional for students, 
an dIed I . h IUd akc fro woo se ect e ectIves arc courses w ere g en.ts must t one or more oourscs m a spec !!I'OUp 

Curricular Arsa (C~I Hours}· 

Course Indicate Wbclber 
(Department. Numlx:r. Tillc) Course is 

USI all C<lUrse! in !be prog~ by term starting wilh nrstlertn of the rlIst year and Rolquited . 
ending Mlh the last tCtm oflhe final year. Elccti ve., or Q 

Selective Mathlk. Discipline 
Elective by an~. Basic Specifie Genel1l1 
an Ear an SE Sciences Topics Education 

K'~!e ['If!~~'-d~f I/B.d MIt/!!!:.t:£ill1!. T«hhlll(lfi Preti!1l.J. {qi!J,a~ ~ 'fll:J.~/d.ea!l: 
£O£E - Electrical Er1ginoc:ring; EGET - ElccI1ical EnSutceriDg Tcchnolol!)l; RGMB-

24.S6Mocbanical Enginoori.ng: EGMT·Manuf:acu.uing EOS1necru.g Tcchnology; EONR . 
Gen<ral En ·inocrins; EGRS-RobotiC$ and ContrOl S,.tems 

1st Yr, 1st Semctter 
EGME141 Solid Modeling R 3 
ENGLIIO F'irst-Year Composition r R 3 
EGNRI01 Introduction to Engineering R 2 

MATH207 Principles of Statistical Methods R 3 
1st Yr, 2nd Semester 

ENGLIII First-Year Composition 1I R 3 
MATH I I J College AJgebra R 3 
MA TH131 College Trigonometry R 3 
EGMEI10 Manufacturing Processes R 3 

CHEMI08 Applied Chemistry R 3 
CHEMI09 Applied Chemistry Lab R 1 

Last Two Average 
Terms the Sea ion 

Course was fnrollmem 
Offered: for the Last Two 
Year and, Tel'1mthe 

Semester, Or Course was 
Other Quarter Offered' 

I I 
F' 15, S'16 I II (Iec, lab) 

I F'15,8'16 23.81 
F'14,F'IS 53 .S (tee) 

26.75 (lab) 
i F'lS, S'16 I 22.63 

I 
. F' 15, S'16 36 

F'15, S'16 29 
F'15,S'16 16.67 
F'15,S'16 16.5 (lee) 

8.25 (lab) 
F'15, S' 16 50 
F'IS, S'16 I 12.33 
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Course 
Required, 

I wtTwo 

Avarage 
EleCtive. or Math & Discipline Section 

(Department, Number, Ti(le) Selective Electi ve Basic Specific General Enrollment, 
(R.E,SE) Sciences Tonics Education Other . Terms Offered Last 2 Terms 

2nd Yr, 1st Seme!lter i I 
PHYS221 Elements ofPbysics R 4 I F'14, F'I5 49.5 (lee) 

16.5 (lab) 
MA TIil 12 Calculus for Business and Life Science R 4 F' IS, S' 16 27.75 
ffiNRI40 Unear Algebra & Numerical Applications for Engineers R 2 I F'15, S'16 )0 (lee) 

12 (lab) 

EGNR265 "e" Programming R 3 F'IS, S'I6 1 23.S (Iec) 
15.67 (ree) 

EGETllO Applied Electricity R 4 I F'12, F'14 18 (lee) 
12tlab) 

2nd Yr, 2nd Semester I 
EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T R 3 S'15, S' 16 13.67 (lee, 

lab) 
Communications Elective SE 3 I I 
EGET 175 Applied Electronics R 4 S'I3,S'15 18.5 (lee) 

9.25 (lab) 
EGEE 125 Oigitnl Fundamentals R 4 1 S'15, S'16 26 (lee) 

10.4 (lab) 
EGNR145 Calculus Applical.ions for Technology R 3 S' 15, S' 16 I 11.5 (lee,lab) 

3rd Yr. 1st Semester _ . 

EGMT225 Statics & Strength of Materials R 4 F'14,F"15 9 
EGR.S380 Robotics Technology R 2 I F'14,F'15 1 13 
EORS) 81 Robotics Technology Lab R I F'14, F'15 7.33 
EONRJIO Quality Engineering R 3 F'13, F'15 24.5 

Technical Elective SE 3 F'15, S'16 

Social Science Elective SE 3 F' IS, S' 16 

I 
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Required, 
Ekc(illc, or Averag~ 

Course Selective Muth& Discipline Section 
(Department. Number, Title) Elective (R, E, Basic Specific Genetal Last Two Enrollment, 

SR\ Sciences Topics Education Other Terms OlTered Last 2 Terms 
3rd Yr, 2nd Semester 1 

EGRS365 Progranunable Logic Olntrol\ers R 3 I S'15,S'16 22.5 (lee) 
6.43 (lab) 

£CON302 Managerial Economics R 4 IS'14,S'16 25 
EGMT216 CAM with CNC Applications R 3 S' I5, S'I6 20 (lee) 
(tormerl" listed as EGME3J2 until S'16) 8Qab~ 
EGME275 Engineering Materials R 3 1 S'15, S'16 31 
EGME276 Strength of Materials Lab R I S'15, S'16 8.57 
Free Elective E 3 1 F'15, S' 16 I 

4th Yr, lst Semester I 
I 

EGNR491 Engineering Design Project r R ] F'14, P'I5 21.5 (Icc, Lab) 
EGRS480 Manufacturing Automation R J F' 14, P'15 10.5 
EGRS481 Manufacturing Automation Lab R I F'14,F'15 i 7 
Humanities Elective SE 4 F'15,S'16 

Technical Elective SE 4 F'IS, S'16 

4th Yr, 2nd Seme8tcr 
EGNR495 Engineering Design Project n R ] S'15,S'16 21.5 (lee, lab) 
Cultural Diversity Elective SE ] F'IS, S'16 1 

Technical Elective SE 3 F'15, S'16 

Humanities Elective SE 3 1 F'15, $'1 6 I 

MGMD60 Principles of Management R 3 F'IS, S'1 6 27 

ldd rows as "eeded /() show all courses in I~ curriculum. 

I I 
OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR THE DEGREE 1124 I ' .. ... ~ j 
f'~CENT OF TOT AL 21% 53% 18% 8% I j 
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Curricular Alignment to PEOs. The of the program ch. 2, above) call 
for alumni to have (in shorter paraphrase), after 3 years of practice, professionally applied 
teclmical knowledge of manufacturing (I). remain engaged in professional development (II), and 

(III). The curriculum contributes to each of these 
in various ways. 

concerns professional application of technical knowledge; recall that it 
a career, alumni <to'. will have demonstrated professional application of 

engineering judgement to solve problems in their professions subject to 
technical, practical, and societal " It is from table that some of 
curriculum, 66 semester credits, "discipline-specific, these are primarily 
courses the technical background knowledge that would "technical 
application ... to solve problems is evidently very ample, a total of 
more than 4 semesters of college at 16-credits per semester, if it were all (very improbably) to be 
taken as an isolated block. 

But of application of that ample technical knowledge obtained. 
Indeed, practices skills which are generalizable to the 
application of not only that knowledge! but also other knowledge that may be obtained as a 
professionally-practicing graduate. Towards this end, the capstone courses (EGNR491; 495), as 
well as many other courses with more modest term projects, place the students in situations 
requiring the application of the technical knowledge to real (in the capstone case) or hypothetical 
(mostly othenvise) problems, with constraints the kind described in the 
language. The is referred to the detailed of the capstone experience, below. 

PEO II. The second PEO concerns professional development. Graduates after 3 years" ... will 
have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, and be engaged in ongoing 
professional development and learning activities." 

Again, the course (EGNR491 - 495) is a major contributor, in that it provides 
the kind of large-scate (the projects are such that they an academic year) experience, a 
professional experience all respects except that it is unpaid and managed in an academic 
setting, in which the students have opportunity to discover their own teclmical and managerial 
strengths and and realize the need to compensate the and the 
In other words, in this respect, serves as a motivator professional development. 

IO...,au,:;,v the project more{)ver, pursued the of a advisor industrial 
contact, in project management and "soft skills" (communications, team dynamics, 
time management, etc.) is an ongoing so that an early of professional devetopment 
is undertaken. 

One should also not underestimate smaller contributions here of earljer course term projects, 
which would typically involve team (group management, 
communications, and so forth. 
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The EGNRl 0 1 Introduction to Engineering course also makes a notable contribution here by 
introducing students to the LSSU student chapters of professional societies, such as SAE for 
example. Sustained involvement in is expected to be a factor promoting 

growth. particularly to the extent association with the corresponding 
organizations continues after 

PEO III. Finally, the third concerns self-learning tendencies and societal contribution. 
Graduates after 3 years ..... will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to 
society." There are two aspects here: (1) self-learning tendencies; and, (2) aptness to make 
societal contributions. 

Concerning 
tools and 

first aspect, 
attitude lecessarv 

the curriculum is so constructed as to both 
in the long run. 

The primary tool is coherence of knowledge, in the sense that advanced and/or applied 
knowledge (upper-level engineering technology courses, and capstone/design experiences) is 

in fundamentals and derived from principles; the development of first principles 
Newton) s laws, for example) into principles methods of of structures, 
stresses in beams) etc.) within the curriculum instills the ability to see the larger picture and 
interconnectedness within the discipline, and ability to extrapolate and develop competencies 
that go beyond the knowledge obtained directly from curriculum. The depth of prerequisite 
structure the linkages of"first principles" to advanced results, developing this tool. 

attitude promoting self-leaming is instilled, especially, by exposure to experiences 
that are interdisciplinary, the senior (capstone) project and Introduction to bnlgm'OOn 
project. The interdisciplinarity is suggestive to the student of the need to synthesize knowledge 
beyond that obtained directly in coursework by student. 

Concerning aspect of PEO! contribution, it is clear that and 
scientific know-how imparted the curriculum, through the of disciplinary topics and 

credits of math and science, make one capable of contributing to the betterment of society-as
a-whole, given the predisposition to do so. 

Curricular Alignment to Student Outcomes. The courses are mapped to the (a) (k) 
student outcomes Table 5-2. outcome is served by at one, but usually several, of 

courses in the curriculum. Indeed, the capstone courses EGNR491 and 495, taken together 
(and even just 495 on its own), contribute to all of the outcomes. And it's evident that certain 
other courses, such as EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T, and EGNR3lO Quality 
Engineering, contribute to a majority of outcomes. Some outcomes, notably (a) and (b), are 
served by all courses in the In the student outcomes are well-
jntegrated throughout the curriculum! 
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Table 5-2. Alignment of Curriculum to Student Outcomes. 

Core Engineering Technology Courses 
Extent of Coverage and Expected Ach ievement of ABET·ET AC Stu dent Outcomes 

Course Cores a b d e 8' h k 

EGE£-l25 £ET,lI.tqET ././ ././ .t'.t' .t'./ ./ 
w · · • · 

~GeE:-2S0 Ef;T 
.t' .t' · · 

EGEE-320 EET 
.t'./ ././ .t' "" ".t' .t' · . 7W .. 7' .. . . 

I!GEE-35S EfT 
./.t' ././ .t' .t' " " ./ .t' .. .. . .. . . · 

EGST-HO EET,loItgt:T ".t' ./ · • 
EGET-t15 EZT,MfqET .t'./ .t' ./ 

• • . 
EGET-3LO EeT 

...... 0'''' .. ./.t' ",'" ././ · .. · · · 7 .. 
-

EGM1:-110 MfgET 
.t' " · · 

C: GMt:-14l S:ET, MtqET 
././.t' ./ ./ ./ · · · · 

fGH£-240 MfgE! 
.t'.t'./ ./ ././ ./01 ./ .,1./ ./ '" .. · .. .. · · . . · 

EGMt:-275 !oIfqf;'r ././.,1 ./ ",.,I .t' .. . .. 
E~KE-276 MfgET 

./ ... ./ "././ 0' ... .1./ · . · ... · · . 
EGMi':-312 Mlg"T .. "'''' ././.t' ./'" " ./ ./ ./ ., .. .. · · . · 
EGMT-225 MtgET .t'".t' .t'J' " I •• · . 
EGNR-LOI EET,MfgeT 

.t' .t' ./ I ./ .t' · .. , · . 
EGNR-140 EE'r,MfgZT 

.t',/ .t'.t' 
I 

.t'.t' · · · I 

EGNR-245 EET,Htg!:! "' .... · 
EGNR-26S EET,HlqET ././ ./ ./ · · · 
EGNR-310 SET,MiqEr .t'" .t' ... ./ ... ./ ... ... " .. .. ./.t' .. . . .. ... ., · .. 

-
eGNR-491 EE1', !oIfg£T 

... ./..F .t' ..Fv' ./ ././.t' .t'.t'.t' '/'/..F ./ ./ ./ ... .. ... .. .. ... . . . · 
EGNR-49S EET,I«'1£T 

.t' ... ./ ./ ./ ... ./ ... .t' '/.t'0I ./ ... " ./,/./ ... ... 01 ././ ./ ... .. .. ... ... w" . .. . . .. . . .. 
EGRS-365 EET,MfqET .t'./" .t' ... ./ ... · . .. .. · 
EGRS-3aO gET, KigET 

,/,/ ./ I 01./ ./ .. .. .. . . 
ilGRS-381 EET,HtgE'i 

././ ./ ... ././ ./ .. .. . . · 
EGRS-~eO M{giT 

././ 01 ... ... .. .. .. .. 
EGRS-4n IifgET 

.t'./ "'./ ././ .t'./ .. .. . . .. 

evaluatA!d (or EEl evaluated (or I:ET and MfgET 
evaluated for Mfg£T 

I P I lJ1oorporation Into COUl'5<! Is "in progress 
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S.A.4 Prerequisite Structure. 5-1 depicts the prerequisite structure of the MfgET as 
degree program. Observe that the courses in the figure are arranged in columns that indicate the 
depth of prerequisite layering (the color-shaded regions, in contrast, indicate the courses that 
appear the same year in the plan-of-study, Table 5-1). 

In particular, note the following features of the program that this "'''''''''''1''111 diagram makes 
evident: 

• it builds up to 5 layers of depth (the final capstone course, EGNR495, alone the 5th column, 
but several courses in the 4(~; 

• the senior projects courses (EGNR491 and EGNR495) are indeed capstone courses in 
are at the levels of the prerequisite structures (i.e., they synthesize knowledge 

from various courses throughout curriculum); 

• notably, C-programming (EGNR265) and Trigonometry (MATH 13 1) courses are 
prerequisites to much of the rest of the program (as these are vertices ofrightwards-expanding 
sets lines); 

• other notable parallel chains of prerequisite structure within the curriculum are: 

o the EGME141, EOME II 0 grouping introductory technical courses leads to the 
EGME240, EOMT216 set of higher level technical courses - groupings with a common 

of computer aided design and manufacturing; 

o the MATH207 -EGNR310 
applications to quality control; 

a theme of statistical methods and their 

o the CHEM 108/109 - EGME275 - EGME276 chain builds an understanding of 
"''' ... au .. , .... '', leading to materials and competencies; 

o (MATH131) - PHYS221 EGMT225 - EGME276 develops a theme ofsoIid 
mechanics; 

o the (MATH131 - PHYS22I) EGRS380 EGRS480 chain develops a theme of 
and as applied to 

o the (MA TH131) - EGNR265 - EGRS365 chain develops a theme of programming for 
machine control of manufacturing processes. Furthermore, beginning with EGNR365 
and extending to EGNR491 and a strong with a theme of professionalism 
and project management communications skills is developed. 
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............... EGET17S 
2nd 'f.ear ~ .EGNR245 

/ EGET110 .- /; 
1$1 Year ~_.EGME240 EGRS381 

------// / ~ 
~ //:/ / :' 3rc1 Year 

E~~EI41~~" ///PHYS221 1' ~-EGRS380~ 
EG~El10(' , /./ MATH 112 ' __ _ 

'1 ' ::.; ~ --__ 
.... EGNR140 '-...ECON3.02 EGfS480 

MATH11 t, 
MATHtS1 " EGNR265 ' 

(C or better) ~<" " " . ~ -_ __ " 

'- 1 ~I_ S Teoh Elective 

· ' ... ~
; ..... .... EGEEI25" \-"'~EGRS385 ==- EGRS4a1 

EGNR1,OI ~' ~ \ ~EGNR491 ~ 
MATH207 - ~EGNR310 _____ \ _____ ----- --EGNR495 

'\E"MT216 _-.--:.-,....~-EGMT225~ 

~I 

CHEM108, U '. 

CHEM109 -_______ \. .... EGME276 
---EGME275""- '"' ' 

ENGL110 "'~-------EN(3L111 

'~ 
Free E1e~tive ~ 
Soc Sci Elective "'-"'-

COMM Elective '" 

MGMT360 
Tech Elective 
Tech Elecllve 
Divel'SllyElective 

'" ~ HUMN etectlve 
~UMN elective 

4th Year 

Figure 5-1. Prerequisite Flow Chart for the MfgET Prognlm, effective Fall 20t6. Vertically
aligned columns of courses indicate levels of increasing prerequisite "depth", towards the right. 
Color-shade.:i regions represent sets of courses belonging to the same academic year in the plan-of
study. Grayed-text courses: Cre<lit towards completion of the program is not given for MA THI 02, 
but would be necessary for students that cannot place directly into MATI{ III and MA THl3I . The 
unspecified prerequisites for technical electives are often other courses within the program (for 
example, EGME3 IO is a common technical elective choice; it requires EGMT225 as a co-requisite 
and PHYS221 as a prerequisite, both of which are already required in the degree program); thus, 
there may be some prerequisite structure not apparent from the figure. There are no restrictions on 
the free elective, and conceivably this could be a course with prerequisites outside of the program. 
Solid line segments represent prerequisite sequences, i.e., they imply that the course at the left 
endpoint muSt be satisfactorily completed as a condition of enrollment in the course at the right 
endpoint. Dashe<l line segments represent corequisite sequences, i.e., they imply that the course at 
the left endpoint must either be satisfactorily completed before, or must be enrolled in at tlte same 
time as, the course at the right endpoint, as a condition of enrollment in the latter. 

To enforce compliance with the prerequisite structure provided, the University's registration 
system is designed to disallow enrollment in courses for which students lack the prerequisites. In 
the event of a student failing or dropping a prerequisite course after registration has already taken 
place, the system automatically removes the student from the follow-up course. But as a second 
"line of defense" to these automated solutions, we also require students, at the beginning of any 
course, to complete and sign a statement that testifies to their having completed any prerequisite 
courses, and having enrolled in (or already completed) any co-requisite courses. Waivers of 
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prerequisites are possible at the instructor's discretion, but the ME Department (under which the 
MfgET program is directly administered) has a written policy with guidelines for the instructor; 
usually. if the student has promise to be successful, the waiver will be granted with the student's 
signed acceptance of the condition to take the prerequisite concurrently, maintain a minimum C 
grade at mid-term, and acknowledge (in writing) responsibility for self-learning as far as 
necessary to compensate the prerequisite deficiency. Appendix J contains an example 
prerequisite compliance form, and appendix L a current statement of the departmental policy 
cited. 

SA.S Alignment to ETAC Curricular and Program Criteria. The MfgET BS curriculum 
al igns both to criterion 5 of the ET AC general criteria, and more specifically to the program 
criteria for Manufacturing Engineering Technology, as will discussed, in turn, in the following. 

SA.S.l General Criteria, Criterion 5, Curricular Alignment. ETAC criterion 5 addresses, 
specifically, the curricular areas of mathematics, technical, and physical/natural science. 

5.A.5.1.A Mathematics Component. Table 5-3 summarizes the required mathematics 
courses and their credit counts, roughly in the order that these courses are taken: 

~ bl 5 3 M th ti C fC . I a e - . 8 ema cs omponcnt 0 urncu urn 
Course Credi 

ts 
Offered by Mathematics DellI 

MA TH207 Principles of Statistical Methods 3 
MATH]]] College Algebra 3 
MA TIll J] College Trigonometry 3 
MATH112 Calculus for Business and Life Science 4 

Offered by School of Enw~ & Techn. 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Applications for 2 

Engineers 
EGNR245 Calculus Applications for Technology 3 

Total 18 

Some students entering Manufacturing Engineering Technology do not possess a sufficient 
mathematical background, initially, to be placed directly into MA TH1 I 1 and MA TH131. These 
students are instead placed in MATH 1 02 Intermediate Algebra, or, as appropriate to their level 
of Mathematics preparation, in remedial courses that eventually lead to MA THI 02. This course 
does award 4 college credits, but does not apply toward any degree requirements of the 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology program; any remedial courses below MATH 1 02 
provide no college credit. 

The program requires all students to complete the two-course math sequence, MATH 111 and 
MA TH112, as well as a MA THIll - MATH 131 - EGNR140 - EGNR245 sequence. EGNRl40 
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and EGNR245 cover a variety of mathematical topics applicable to manufacturing engineering 
technologists and training in the use of mathematical software. EGNR245, specifically, expands 
on integral calculus, introducing multiple integrals and solutions to elementary differential 
equations. Students also take MA TH207, a statistics course, which provides the mathematical 
foundation for EGNR31 0 Qual ity Engineering, a technical course in the MfgET program. 

As is evident, the Mathematics component includes algebra (MA THIll), trigonometry 
(MATHl3l), and integral and differential calculus (MATHl12 and EGNR245) 

The Mathematics background thus obtained in the curriculum provides skills necessary to solve 
technical problems in Manufacturing, as criterion 5 requires (" ... the application of ... 
[mathematics beyond trigonometry/algebra] ... appropriate to the student outcomes and program 
educational objectives."). This becomes clear by way of the various technical and other courses 
which use the Math courses as pre or co-requisites, as illustrated by figure 5-2 (no distinction 
between pre- and co-requisites is made here, except between the Math courses themselves). 

-CHEM108 Appl Cheln 

CHEM109 Appl Chern Lab 

-E'GME141 Solid MDdefing 

EGNRfOl Intra Engrg 

MATH 102 

~ ECON302 Managerial Econ 

I EGRS480 Clrl Sys & Aulomn 

r-----'-----_., 

l :neflTle-di3le Algf!bra ,! Co iege Algeb ra 
MATH 112 

Calc for BusJLlle Sci 

MATH 207 MATH 131 
College Trig 

EGNR 140 
LI n AJg & Num Applris 

PHYS221 EJem Physics 1 

EGEE125- Digital fundamenla~ 

EGET'110 Appt ,Electricity 
EGMT216 CAM with CNC 

EGMT225 Stetics & Strength Matis 
EGRS380 Robotics TechnQlogy 

(and othel'3) 

EGNR245 

EGRS430 Sys (ntegm & 
Machine Vision (lach 
elective In RDbolics Minor~ 

Figure 5-2. Internal Strocture of Mathematics Component, and Relation to Technical Courses. The 
dashed lines indicate Mathematics COurses that may be simultaneous (co-requisites) whereas the dashed 
lines indicate that they are taken sequentially (prerequisite sequence), but there is no such distinction made 
in indicating the relationships of the Mathematics courses to the technical courses. 

Importantly, the figure shows how the mathematics content is then applied in following technical courses. 
These technical courses are not comprehensively listed here, but only examples of those directly following 
a given mathematics course (more advanced technical courses following these, of course, have the 
mathematics courses as indirect prerequisites, but are not listed here). 
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As is clear from figure, the technical content of the curriculum makes use mathematics, at 
levels appropriate to the particular technical subjects. These technical courses then, more 
directly, support the student outcomes and PEOs. So, the mathematics, accordingly, is applied in 
support of the student outcomes and PEOs as called for by criterion 5. 

S.A.S.l.B Technical Content Component. core of the discipline is, of course, set 
Engineering Engineering Technology courses themselves. above, amounts to 
53% of the total credits (66 credits) in the falling between the 1/3 and 2/3 limits as 
called for by criterion 5. 
Table below lists these courses and their organized into alphabetical subgroupings by 
4-1etter subject designation, and in increasing numerical order within subgroups. 
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Table 5-4. Technical Component of Curriculum. 

Course Credits 

EGEE125 Digital Fundamentals 4 

EGETlI0 Applied Electricity I 4 
EGET175 Applied Electronics 4 

EGMEII0 Manufacturing Processes I 3 
EGME141 Solid Modeling 3 
EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GD&T 3 
EGlvffi275 Engineering Materials 3 
EGME276 Strength of Materials Lab 1 

EGMT216 CAM with CNC Applications 3 
EGMT225 Statics and Strength of Materials 4 

EGNRIOI Introduction to Engineering 2 
EGNR265 "C" Programming 3 
EGNR310 Quality Engineering 3 
EGNR491 Engineering Design Proiect 1* 3 

,EGNR495 Engineering Design Proiect II* 3 

EGRS365 Programmable Logic Controllers 3 
EGRS380 Robotics Technology 2 
EGRS381 Robotics Technology Lab 1 

EGRS480 Manufacturin g Automation 3 
EGRS481 Manufacturing Automation Lab ] 

Technical Electives 10 

Total 66 

As noted above, the program requires the selection of lO credits of technical electives; the 
allowable technical elective courses are provided below in table 5-5. A Minor in Robotics 
Technology is readily available for a small number (3) of additional credits beyond the 
MfgET program. In that case, the student would select EGRS430 Systems Integration and 
Machine Vision and EGNR496 Senior Directed Project, for 9 of the 10 technical elective 
credits, plus another 4 credits from this list. 
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Table 5-5. Technical Electives. 

Course Credits 
EGEE250 Micro-Controller Fundamentals 4 
EGET310 Electronic Manufacturing Processes 4 
EGME310 Vehicle Development & TestinR 2 
EGNR250 Cooperative Education 2 
EGNR261 Energy Systems/Sustainability 3 
EGRS215 Introduction to Robotics 2 
EGRS430 Systems (ntegration & Machine Vision 4 
EGNR496 Senior Directed Proiect 3 
MGMT371 Business and Operations Analytics 3 

An examination of the subject matter included in technical component, outlined above in tables 
5-4 and 5-5, reveals a broad focus on manufacturing (manufacturing processes course, materials 
course, CNC course, etc) with somewhat of a lean towards automation aspects (note the EGRS 
listed course titles in table 5-4), software (e.g., "c" programming, but also much automation
related software in courses like EGRS381, 365, 481, etc.) and machine control (e.g., EGRS365). 
There are also themes of product improvement (hence courses in assembly modeling, GD&T, 
materials, quality engineering and mechanics for instance), continuous improvement (e.g., 
quality engineering course), and operations (e.g., ECON302 and EGRS480) present in the 
curriculum. 

Importantly, note that criterion 5 calls for "a technical core ... that prepares students for the 
increasingly complex technical specialties [hey will experience later in the curriculum." As a 
comparison table 5-4 with the prerequisite structure from figure 5-1 demonstrates, the "technical 
core" would consist of courses like EGME141 Solid Modeling, EGMEIIO Manufacturing 
Processes, EGETII0 Basic Electricity, or EGNR265 "c" Programming, etc., upon which many 
later courses rely as prerequisites. Then, more advanced technical subjects like EGME240 
Assembly Modeling and GD&T, EGMT216 CAM with CNC, EGRS365 PLCs, EGET175 
Applied Electronics, or the automation courses EGRS380/381/480/481 , all draw on this core. 

The technical component of the curriculum, by way of its many laboratories (note from table 5-1 
which courses have lab activities), exposes the students to the use of the equipment and tools of 
the manufacturing discipline. Some examples are: 

Software 

• CREO Parametric 3.0 (for CAD and CAM applications, and GD&T) in EGMEll 0, 
EGMEI41, EGME240, and EGMT216, as well as BobCAD in EGMEIIO. 

• Roboguide, Witness and other robotics-simulation related software in the EGRS courses 
• CARSIM (vehicle simulation software) in the EGME31 0 tech elective 
• VAL3, TPP, and KAREL for controlling robots 
• Microsoft Visual C# and ATS Smart Vision for machine vision 
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• RS Logix 5000 for programmable logic controllers, and Factorytalk View, for 
programming the panelview, in EGRS365 

• MA TLAB computational software (EGNR 140, EGNR245) 

Hardware. tools. techniques 

• CNC and conventional machining centers, lathes, mills, etc in EGMEIIO, EGMT216 
• Materials testing, ultrasonics, and strain gauge hardware in EGME276 
• Robotics hardware in the EGRS courses 

S.A.S.1.C PhYSical and Natural Sciences Component. The MfgET program requires 
CHEMI08 Applied Chemistry, CHEMI09 Applied Chemistry Lab, and PHYS22I Elements 
of Physics l. 

Additionally. a significant amount of material on electric circuits and eJectromagnetics, normally 
otherwise taught in a second-semester physics course, is covered in two technical courses, 
EGETlIO, Applied Electricity and EGETI75, Applied Electronics. 

The natural sciences component of the curriculwn includes an appropriate laboratory component. 
CHEMI09 is a purely laboratory course that accompanies 108, and PHYS22I has a 2-hour per 
week laboratory component as well. 

Table 5-6 below briefly summarizes these courses and their respective credit counts. 

Table 5-6. Natural Sciences Component of Curriculum. 

Course Credits 
CHEMI08 ApQiied Chemistry 3 
CHEMI09 Applied Chemistry Lab 1 
PHYS22 I Elements of Ph~sics I 4 

Total 8 

Figure 5-3 illustrates how the natural science courses relate to the technical curriculum. As with 
mathematics, it's clear that the technical component of the curriculum is also built upon the 
foundation of the natural sciences. 
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FIgure 5-3. Natural Science Courses and their Relation toTechnicai Courses. 

5.A.S.2 Program Criteria, Curricular Alignment. Besides the capstone experience (to be 
addressed below in section A.6), the program criteria for Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology call for competencies in the following subjects: a) materials / manufacturing 
processes, b) product design / tooling / assembly, c) manufacturing systems / automation / 
operations, and d) statistics / quality / continuous improvement, and industrial organization / 
management. Each of these is addressed, in tum, in the following. 

5.A.S.2.A Program Criterion: Materials and Manufacturing Processes. The curriculum 
introduces these subjects through, firstly, the EGMEll 0 Manufacturing Processes course, and 
then later the Chemistry-based EGME275 Engineering Materials course, accompanied by the lab 
course EGME276 Strength of Materials Lab. 

EGME 11 0 covers a breadth of traditional manufacturing methods at a descriptive level, 
including machining, forging, casting, and joining methods. In the laboratory, it practices 
machining more narrowly, but also sand casting briefly, as weB as welding (joining) . 

EGME275 is a treatment of metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites, but with special 
emphasis on ferrous metallurgy. 

EGME276 provides lab experiences on metals, plastics and NDT (among other topics). Further 
competence is obtained in courses like EGMT216 CAM with CNe, wherein the implications of 
materials for tool selection are studied. Ultimately, material selection, and selection of 
compatible manufacturing processes, is likely to be practiced in the capstone courses, to an 
extent depending on the nature of the project. 
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S.A.S.2.B Program Criterion: Product Design, Tooling and Assembly. Here it would be the 
courses EGMEIIO (introduces tooling), EGMT216 CAM with CNC 
(further on tooling), EGNR31 0 Quality (as the robust design approach is covered, 
and practiced with a tenn design project), and the capstone courses, that constitute the curricular 
contributions. 

S.A.S.2.C Program Criterion: Manufacturing Systems, Automation, Operations. 
Automation is a particular ofLSSU's MfgET program. Courses that contribute are 
EGRS365 Programmable Logic Controllers, covering control of industrial machinery of a 
variety, and then the robotics-focused courses 80/3811480/481. Notably, the latter 
sequence does not merely concern industrial in isolation (although a on 
robots is of it), but places special emphasis on their integration into manufacturing 
processes. 

S.AS.2.D Program Criterion: Statistics & Quality and Industrial Organization. 
EGNR310 Quality Engineering course, on its prerequisite ofMATH207 Principles 
Statistical Methods, applies Statistical approaches, as control hypothesis and 
design-of-experiments methodologies~ to of manufactured product qUality. 

The ECON302 Managerial Economics course. and the Manufacturing Automation 
course, each address management and operations of manufacturing organizations as parts of their 
respective course contents. 

S.A.6 Alignment of Capstone Experience to Student Outcomes. MfgET students usually take 
the senior design course sequence, EGNR49 1 and EGNR495, as indicated in table above; 
detailed syllabi for courses are found in Appendix F. However, there are actually three 
possible paths for to fol1ow for their experience: Industrial-based, 
Co-op, or Research-based. All of these paths a design an 
academic environment All students participate in the same initial course (EGNR49 1), with a 
strong emphasis on team and communication skills during the defmition and proposal phase, and 
initial design phase, of a multi-disciplinary The majority of students then continue to 
work on multidisciplinary teams to implement and engineer, Le., realize, a final design for an 

customer (EGNR495). Alternatively, Cooperative substitute 
an equivalent experience their Co-op the EGNR495 course (realization ,.. .. --~J" 
Finally, a research-based project also be substituted for the industrial-based project 
Research-path students again participate in team/communication skills area of the Senior 
Year Experience (EGNR49 1), but defme and execute an academically-oriented research project 
under the direction of a faculty member. The Senior Experience for all of these paths 

the application student knowledge skills In course work to 
enhance their ability to required objectives. 

In recent years, most students have chosen the 1-495 sequence, with very few opting for 
the Coop - EGNR491 The research option, while available in principle, 
has completely inactive for many 
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Thus, for most students, the senior design experience at LSSU involves participating in an 
intensive design project that spans two semesters. Students work on multidisciplinary teams 
(i.e., typically a mix of students from the disciplines MfgET, EET, ME, EE, and CE). often 4-7 
students depending on the scope. They normally design and build a product for an industrial 
customer; some projects, however, are supported directly by LSSU. Typical project budgets are 
$5000 - $30,000, but have occasionally fallen out of that range on both ends. Examples of 
projects from the past few years which have involved MfgET students are: 

• Design and development of a robotics assembly line, incorporating four FANUC 
robotics, and end-of-arm tooling, and including a robotics-playing-tetris demo, for use 
in LSSU laboratory courses in robotics . 

• Design and implementation of of a robotics workcell to simulate the dispensing of a 
wood filler product into railroad ties. A robot, using custom end of arm tooling and a 
machine vision system, locates the positions of spike holes on railroad ties as they 
move by on a continuous conveyor, serving as a proof-of-concept for future 
development of a wood product dispensing system in the railroad industry. 

• A study of the development of an LNG barge to refuel freighters on the Great Lakes, 
including the building of a small (iab-scale) wave tank for capsize stabi.lity testing with 
sloshing liquid cargo. 

• Design and build of an automated hydraulics control cart for offshore machining 
operations, and developmentlimplementation of a method for hydraulic leak detection. 

• Design, fabrication, and validation of an impact testing stand for automotive steering 
systems (tie rod impact). 

• Design and development of a stand-alone robotics work eel! to be used by local 
phannacists to fil.l prescriptions. 

More information regarding senior design projects, includ.ing more extensive descriptions of 
specific projects, can be found on the School's web site at the URL 
hl!p.:llwww.lssu.edu/eng/seniors/. The senior design courses are managed by a multidisciplinary 
team of faculty called the senior projects faculty board (SPFB). Figure 5-4 below depicts the 
major activities associated with the senior design courses. The display materials available at the 
time of the visit will also contain portfolios of the design projects. 
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Figure 5-4. Overview of Senior Design Projects, 

As is evident from the process illustrated, there are several identifiable phases that put a premium 
on non-technical skills: multiple presentations (scope, update, final) enhance oral 
communications skills; written documents such as the project proposal develop technical writing 
skills; customer meetings, team meetings, design reviews, etc. develop skills in running effective 
meetings and recording useful minutes; timeline software tools, action items and responsibility 
charts develop skills in time and resource management; all of these things as well as the project's 
design and implementation aspects, and various team assignments, all force the development of 
teamwork skills. 
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Evidently, as the projects are technical in nature, they require the application of the technical 
skills of the student throughout; clearly the required design and implementation tasks are 
primary avenues for making use of skills. 

F contain the detailed syllabi the courses EGNR491 and 
EGNR495, and attachments to these. 

S.A.7 Cooperative Education Experience. Cooperative education opportunities exist for the 
engineering technology students at LSSU, although relatively few them. 
The most basic course is the 2·credit EGNR250, which may only used as an elective 
tbe program. This course requires that a student write a business report describing the 

Technology work accomplished at the employer. An evaluation of the work 
experience must also be written, and supervisor's evaluation of the student's work 
performance is to be submitted .. 

are two upper level co-op EGNR450 and 451, 
EGNR495, the semester of the conventional senior n"''',T''f'T''' " ... "''''''''''''' 

(described above in section A.6). In this experience, the students must complete a project 
at the co-op site that requires at least 60% of their over the course of two semesters. The 
content of the project is approved by the co-op coordinator and the Senior Projects Faculty Board 
(SPFB). The academic requirements for the projects are very similar to those of the projects 
completed by the the senior design experience on campus, including graded 

and written reports. The SPFB reviews the major documents submitted by 
:>cu..,.,""n to fulfill the course requirement. 

5.A.8 Display Materials. Pertinent to criterion 5, the following wil1 be made available for 
review by the ETAC of ABET team at the time the visit: 

.. Course Binders Containing all Course Information 

o Detailed Course Syllabus 
o Course Summary Report 
o Course (affidavit student's sign to satisfactory 

fulfillment of pre- and corequisite courses) 
o Course Handouts 

o Examples Work (homework, exams, 
worksheets, drawings, programs, 

• Project Portfolios 

• LSSU Catalog (on-line) 

or 

is of which Student Outcomes are supported by 
curriculum. Given in a student outcome. the set of courses 

consulted, in detail, using the course binders. In particular, those 
courses providing evidence of a.ttainment the student outcomes (shaded T.S·2) will ha.ve 
discussion of particular evidence in their respective course assessment summary (in 
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the course binders), and most relevant samples of work will collected, further, in a binder 
to each student outcome. 

B. Course Syllabi 
Appendix A contains concise-format syllabi for each course used to satisfy the mathematics, 
science, and requirements required by Criterion as well as the 

for Manufacturing Technology. In other is the set 
listed in and 5-6. Alternatively, it is the set of courses listed in Table 5-1 that 
show credit in the third (MathlBasic Sciences) or fourth (Disciplinary) columns. 

More detailed syllabi are provided for certain key courses in Appendix F; for example, the senior 
project capstone courses EGNR49 I and 495 are provided with their full syllabi there, because 
these courses are tied to all ofthe Student Outcomes. 

C. Advisory Committee 

LSSU an Industrial Advisory board (lAB) comprised of approximately 30 members 
representing industries throughout Michigan, Ontario, and Board 
meets twice a year. The spring meeting is held on last day of the Spring coinciding 
with the Senior Design Project presentations. In the one of the member companies hosts the 
meeting on the first Friday in November, or occasionally, this meeting has been shifted to 

The is by an President, by an elected Secretary. 

Sub-committees are as needed when action items been during 
meetings for follow-up at the next meeting. By far, the most active sub-committee in recent years 
has been that for student recruitment. binder was developed under guidance to provide 
reference materials for the Admissions Counselors when they visit high schools including mini
CDs with a presentation that bighlights the programs. Members participate at the various 
MACRAO (college fairs) throughout Michigan, on behalf LSSU & 
Technology. They the Counselors as needed and wear 
they the LSSU engineering technology programs to visiting 
Members have also offered job shadowing to students considering 

In addition to the recruitment efforts, the lAB reviews and provides feedback regarding our 
curriculum. 

projects have often been sponsored by an lAB member companies (although they 
are frequently sponsored by as well). participate viewing, evaluating 

the project presentations. Member companies have also provided opportunities 
internships and cooperative work experiences. 

A great many of the member companies are also final (permanent) employers graduates, 
"~"~"l'> it representative the kinds of organizations served by our graduates, on-tile-whole. 

include Superior Fabrication (heavy duty steel components, Kincheloe, MI), Applied 
Manufacturing Technology (Robotics Automation integrator, Lake Orion, MI), Continental 
Automotive (automotive brake systems, Brimley and Auburn Hills, MI), Essar Steel (Sault Ste 
Marie, Ontario), Nexteer Automotive (automotive steering, Saginaw, MI) and 
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Information about the IAB membership, and meeting minutes, can be found at 
wwwJssu.eduleng/iab. 
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CRITERION 6. FACULTY 

School and Technology is often (currently one is vacant) 
full-time faculty members, two full·time laboratory engineers, and two (currently one is 
vacant) consulting engineers. School, and departmental/program, leadership are discussed 
in detail in g.A, but below the full-time Dean, the immediate leadership is by faculty with 
part-time or zero-time (uncompensated) Chair and Coordinator administrative 
assignments. The School faculty work well together as a combined team on 
related of program direction and the School faculty 
memlJierS also meet as two departments: Department of Mechanical '-'H,"'U'~~~ 
(really an informal ME / MfgET "group" that handles both ME and MfgET program 
curricular matters) and a Department Electrical and Computer The 
MfgET program is most directly the concern of the MEJMfgET grouP. which is 
comprised of five full-time faculty members, one laboratory engineer, and one PDC 
consulting (vacant). 

Because its small size, the School of Engineering and Technology engineering 
curricula that are significantly impacted by other engineering disciplines in 
SchooL the time they leave LSSU, MfgET graduates, for example, will have taken 
"" .... ""..,,, taught (or team-taught) by the entire ten-person School of Engineering and 
Technology faculty, and likely lab possibly PDC as well. 
Furthermore much of the continuous improvement process occurs at the School level~ in 
which the entire School and Technology faculty participate; certainly, this 
is the case any decisions which impact most or all of the programs. Hence, the 
discussion provided on the faculty in this section will include all members of the School 
faculty; however, special attention will paid to the faculty of the Department of 
Mechanical and fact the ME / MfgET group, which most directly 

the MfSET ..... "',.,,..0' ..... 

LSSU is dedicated to its primary mission as a institution by 
undergraduate programs and services to students. In recognition of this uu",,,,,,,,,,, 

of the LSSU faculty are required by the university contract to devote 75% 
oftheir during the year toward teaching. 25-50% is 
apportioned between scholarship, service. The emphasis on teaching will 
come out in the subsequent sections, especially Qualifications, Faculty 
Workload, and Authority and Responsibility of Faculty. 

Faculty Qualifications 

A careful of section will reveal that the faculty have a proper mix 
competencies, that they are mutually complementary in this regard, and that these 
competencies correspond well to the programs offered, and specifically to the 
MfgET program; they ownership the program; they to 
remain professionally competent and invest in students, in own professional 
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development, in supporting other faculty, and in the Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology program. 

The MfgET program can be as having a heavy laboratory component 
that with the content. faculty instructing the 
program, consequently, generally an interest in instructing and further 
developing but not in isolation from theoretical content. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's 
philosophy maintaining an applied emphasis in its Engineering and Engineering 
Technology evaluation process employed in hiring of new faculty 
accordingly a greater on a philosophy 
education, promise as an instructor, and industrial experience, than it does on 
academic research credentials. This is further discussed section 1. 

was noted before, MfgET graduates are affected by nearly all faculty 
in the SET to the the School and interwoven nature of the 

disciplines. Some faculty primarily teach courses that are 
while others interact MfgET students through their 

participation in project-based courses as EGNR-l 01 Introduction to 
Engineering or the EGNR-49 1-495 Senior Design Projects I and II capstone 
sequence, or by way of instructing courses common to multiple disciplines 
EGME275 Engineering Materials, for both MfgET and ME, or L.'U.1't.1'LL."T.J 

Calculus Applicatlons~ for both MfgET and etc). Background information 
is for all faculty in the in Table 1 below. 
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Table 6-1. Faculty Qualifications, Manufacturing Engineering Technology. 

Years of Level of Ac[iv~ 
(J 

EXperience H,M, orL . ~ N~ !:: (i1 c: c 
" i:' "'0 G 1: I::: § .g .g ., 

-;;;c ~ ~ - ~.§:z; 0 -.; c 
~ .,,; " j 

'p .~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
I'l " Foclliry Name Highest Degree Earned- Field and Year <: S • .. E! 6 ";:: ~-o 

~ <.;' ~ 0 ~ .!O! ~ 'So~ 
!:) e 

Ob ·e '-a .;;; ~ . - 0-

~ ~ . ~ ~~ <> .= o " ~ .~ ~~ ·il .:3 o r! 0:1 t:~u ~< I- u e ~ a~ 0(:1.. I- . ~ 
I- ~ ~O "'-A c: 0 

o ~ 
U .. 

David Bawnann PhD - Electrical Eng,ineerinj!. - 1992 P T FT 3 27 17 PE L M M 
Eric Becks MS - Electrical Engineering/System Science 0 NIT FT 

31 5 5 M L H 
-1981 

Jon Coullard BS - Mechanical Engineering Technology- 0 NTT IT 
6 20 20 Patent L L M 

1990 
Jim Deva~rasad MS - Mechanical Enlrineerin~ - 1986 P T PT 1 30 30 H H M 
Robert Hildebrand PhD - Acoustics - 200 I ASe T FT 5 12 11 L M M 
Andrew Jones PhD - Electrical & Computer Engineering - ASe T PT 

3 17 II EIT M M M 
2002 

Jeff King as - Electrical Engineering Technology - 0 NIT FT 
4 18 18 L M M 

1996 
David Leach MS - Mechanical Engineering - 2017 I IT IT 18 3 8 H H L (anticipated) 
Zakaria Mabmud PhD - Mechanical Engineering - 2003 Ase IT IT 1 10 2 H M L 
David McDonald MS - Electrical Enl!,lneering - 1971 P T FT 8 43 43 PE M H H 
Joe Moening PhD - Electrical Engineering - 20 10 ASe T FT i IJ 6 H M L 
SanjivSinha _ rl'!!O - Mechanical Engineering - 1994 AST IT FT 11 8 I H M L 
J}aul Weber PhD - Electrical En,ltineering - 2006 ASe T IT I 9 9 H H M 

I, Code: P = Professor ASC = Associate Professor AST = ASSistant Professor I = instructOr A = Adjunct 0 = Other 
2. Code: ".IT = Tenure Track T = Tenured NIT = Non Tenure Track 
3. At the institution 
4. The level of activity. high, mediwn or low, should reflect an average over the year prior to the visit plus the two previous years. 
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An of the ten full-time adjunct faculty members of the School of 
Engineering Technology in Table 1 the following: 

.. An faculty have appropriate or higher degrees in or 
Engineering Technology 

.. AU full-time members either have or are pursuing appropriate advanced 
in EE, ME, or CE to teach courses in programs, and in 

MfgET and 

.. An of 7 years government industria.! 

.. An average of 16 years ofteachjng experience 

.. 30% of full-time the instructional staff are licensed Professional 

As will demonstrated in section, the ME I MfgET faculty is in 

their rnix competencies, which span the Mechanical and Manufacturing 
Engineering Technology disciplines as traditionally understood, and thereby provide the 
expertise needed to support the MfgET program. They bring a good blend of 
educational and professional experience. Given below is a brief description of each 
member of the along with his strengths and his relationship to 
areas. 

Hildebrand has research and publication background in the areas of noise and 
vibrations, dynamics, and soil dynamics. He has a good mix of industrial, 
conSUlting, and teaching Accordingly, strongly supports the 

emphasis on applications on laboratory instruction, and on 
communications. regularly teaches EGME-275 Materials, EGME-276 
Strength of Materials Lab (co-taughO, 10 Vehicle Development & 
EGNR·310 Advanced Quality Engineering, EGEM#320 Dynamics, EGME-350 
Machine Design, EGNR·340 Advanced Numerical Methods, EGME-415 
Dynamics, and EGME-425 Vibrations & Noise Control, regularly serves as a 
project faculty advisor, and team-teaches MA TH-31 0 Differential Equations with the 
Math department. Hildebrand is the coordinator of the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering. 

Technology at 
His areas of include robotics and automation. 

was Coordinator or Chair Manufacturing Engineering Technology for much of 
that time, and has also as Chair the School Engineering Technology for 
a time while Dean position was vacant is currently the coordinator General 

Technology as well as the director ofLSSU's Center. 
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Prof. Devaprasad has been the leader developing the robotics laboratory through 
industrial donations and gra.nts, and has been key leadership roles nationally in the 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) and the Robotics Industries Association. He 
normally teaches robotics courses in both engineering engineering 
technology and often serves as the or customer for robotics 
nl"t'I",.,-.r", He Technology the 
Technology students Computer Science students. He is a recipient of 
Outstanding Young Manufacturing award 5MB and the distinguished 
faculty award from the Michigan Association of Governing of universities. 
serves as the director of the Women Technology summer camps and Robotics 
summer camps that he and his colleague founded over years ago. 

<>t" .. "t",/'I worldng for the LSSU Product Development Center in 2008, and 
faculty member 2014. He a BS from Michigan 

Technological University, and is currently enroHed in MTU's Graduate School and will 
earn an MS degree in May of 20 17. Mr. Leach primarily teaches solid modeling, 
assembly modeling GD&T, manufacturing processes, CNC with applications, 

and of and assists with senior projects. has automotive 
industry experience product and quality for Class A 
Mr. Leach is advisor LSSU's student of 

Dr. Mahmud has a in Mechanica1 Engineering from Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (Dhaka, Bangladesh), MS in Sustainable Energy 

from Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm, and PhD 
~Clem;e and Mechanics from University of 

Alabama). After he taught 
Department at A & M University Station, 1X). 
ssm phase II project as Principal Research Engineer at Techsburg Incorporated 
(Blacksburg, VA). Dr. Mahmud then taught in Mechanical Engineering Technology 
program at Georgia Southern University (Statesboro, Before joining in LSSU 
since Fall 201 he taught seven years in Mechanical Engineering at North Dakota 
State University (Fargo, NO). His primary research areas of 

aerodynamics and He the following 
courses at LSSU: EGNR 101 Introduction to EGNR-140 Linear Algebra 
and Numerical Applications, EGME-337 Thermodynamics, Fluid 
Mechanics, EGME-431 Heat Transfer, and EGME-432 Thermal Fluids Laboratory. 
Mahmud is serving as a for house and for the Society 
Aumotive (SAE). 

Me. Coullard is a full-time laboratory engineer for the School Engineering and 
from LSSU, and extensive professional 

m and development specialty 
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Before his bachelors degree he was a professional welder. Accordingly, 
strongly supports the traditional manufacturing aspects of the program. and, especially 
from his industrial experience, emphasis on communications and 
professionalism. Mr. Coullard regularly serves as an adjunct instructor courses that 
support the MfgET program. 

The following faculty members from the Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Department provide teaching and key ancillary support for the MfgET program: 

Baumann has MS. and PhD in Electrical Engineering and an MS 
degree in Statistics from the University Wisconsin. a graduate student he worked 
under the direction of Dr. R. A. Greiner in the Electro-Acoustics Laboratory. His 
research involved acoustic monitoring of machinery condition and active attenuation of 

in air ducts. He has four summers of research experience at Naval Surface 
Warfare Center active vibration control of propellers. He 

5 years at Oral Roberts University and now taught 17 years at LSSU. 
expertise and tcaches courses in the areas of Electro magnetics, Control Systems, 
Circuits and Signals, Probability and Statistics, and Power Distribution. He served 
several years as the coordinator the Senior Projects Faculty Board and the 
coordinator Department ofElec1rical and Computer Engineering and now serves 
as the chair the School and Technology. 

Dr. Andrew Jones joined LSSU during the 2005~2006 academic year. has m 
Electrical (BS/MS) and in Engineering (PhD). He previously 
taught at Purdue University for three in digital 
and micro-controller systems as applicable to mobile robotics systems. primarily 
teaches courses robotics, software development, digital electronic and micro
controller areas and was awarded with the U Distinguished Teacher Award in 2010. 
Dr. Jones has also engaged in applied research activities with entrepreneurs interested in 
developing electronic products as as industrial companies. He is 

involved with FIRST with coordinating (FIRST 
tournaments mentoring the local FRC (FrRST Robotics Competition) team. He is 
the advisor the chapter of Jones is coordinator of 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

Prof. David McDonald. P.E. (ECE Professor) 

Prof. McDonald has teaching at LSSU for the Electrical and Computer 
Engineering department. His are in Electrical he has recently 
taken several 500 & 600 courses in Electrical Engineering and Systems 
Engineering. areas of interest include circuit analysis, electrical machines, 
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instrumentation, signal processing, and hybrid/electric vehicle control and power 
also teaches courses in areas addition to serving as a senior 

projects advisor. Prof. McDonald has been very active grant and has "'''''' ... ' ... ,'', .... 
numerous LSSU. He served as a TAC of ABET evaluator and also as 
chair of the department. has done recent as a engineer in the 
electric vehicle industry in the development of testing systems in the controls, test and 
simulation area. 

Dr. Moening been at LSSU since year. He has 
BS, MS, and PhD degrees in Toledo. His 
areas of include power electronics, semiconductor rlP'11f'J·'" 

analog electronics and micro/nano-device fabrication. He primarily courses 
related to these areas. has research experience in laser-based micro-structuring of 
thin films as well as power processing systems. His is the co-advisor for the 
tnjgmeermg House. 

Dr. Weber has a in Computer Engineering. and MS and PhD degrees in Electrical 
Engineering from Michigan Technological University. While at Michigan his 
primary research was in the area of fault-tolerant distributed control algorithms for 
safety-critical systems (e.g. fly-by-wire aircraft control). finishing 
school, he taught for three years as a Visiting Professor at University of 
Minnesota Duluth. During bis he also developed research the areas of 
energy and engineering education, which he has continued while at LSSU since joining 
the faculty in the fall of2009. Dr. Weber's primary teaching expertise is in digital 
design and embedded systems. is currently the coordinator for Senior Projects. 

MS in Electrical Engineering/System Science from 
Michigan State University. to joining the LSSU Product Development Center 
(PDC), Eric was involved in industrial entrepreneurial activities. His work 
experience ranges from Engineering Manager in a multi-national company to President 

a diagnostic equipment manufacturing firm. Mr. Becks was involved in the fonnation 
retail, internet and businesses as well as 

negotiating a buyout. designed numerous products including several 
that have industry awards. Besides his duties at the PDC, Mr. Becks also 
serves as Director of Intellectual Property & Economic Development for LSSU and was 
recently named President & ofSSMarrM

, Inc., the Ste. Marie/LSSU 
SmartZone. He also served as a member 14years; as president. 

Mr. is a full-time laboratory engineer for the School of Engineering and 
Technology. has a BS degree Electrical Engineering Technology from LSSU, and 
[s pursuing a BS degree in Mathematics from LSSU on a basis. He 
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valuable professional engineering experience in industrial electrical controls and PLCs, 
and is responsible for School)s electronic and computer systems. He occasionally 
teaches as an adjunct in the areas of electrical circuits, PLC's for the 

technology in the School and instructed sections the digital 
fundamentals laboratory. also assists significantly in the design projects on 
the PLC and electrical design and implementation aspects. 

B. Faculty Workload 

The faculty member is understood to have duties instruction (encompassing teaching and 
course assessment), advising (encompassing academic advising and student mentonng), 
scholarly activities, service (to the institution, profession, and the community). The 

distribution the faculty member's workload (implied based on proportionality to 
contractually allowable weights given in supervisory evaluation of the faculty member) 
is 50-75% instruction (corresponding to the 24 load hours year), 10-20% 5-
20% scholarly work, and lO-2Q<l1o 

Instruction 

The instructional portion, specifically, is fulfilled by instructing coursework amounting 
to 24 contract hours per year (or an of 12 semester), where hours" 
are defined below. Although faculty members are considered when ."""''''''''''n 

24 contract hours per year (average of contract hours per nevertheless 
advising, scholarly work, and service activities are duties that outside the 24 
measured contract hours (NB: this is contract hours with an 

the raw number of hours class). 

Faculty time commitment is measured contractually in contract hours (also 
interchangeably called "load hours"), which are not identical to credit hours earned by a 
student. A student earns a credit hour for each hour lecture week, and an 
additional credit hour for a 1 hour lab. On the other hand, one contract or load hour 
is one hour lecture or 1,5 hours of lab (Le., actual lab is multiplied by to 

contract hours). 

amount time and energy that faculty are expected to provide to an engineering 
program greatly influences the general strength of the program. Typical indicators of 
workload include contract hours, student-to-faculty ratios (reflective of typical 
and lab enrollments). A broad overview of the workload broken down by 

(regular faculty, lab etc) is shawn below Table 6-2. 
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Tablc 6-2. Faculty Workload Summary 
Manufacturing EngIneering Tecbnology - Fall 2015 

PT 

fllCuiry Membec (nanw) or 
Classes Taught (Course No -credi! Hrs.) Term nnd veal FT' 

David Baumann FT EGNR340-1.3J3, EGNR346-1J33, EGNR49 1-2.0, 
EGNR460-5.0. EGNR101-O.239 

Eric Becks PT EGNR491-O.306 
f-- -

PT EGNR49L-2.LS6 Jon Coullard 
Jim Devaprasad FT EGNR491-2.016, EGRS381-2.0, EGRS480-3.0, 

EGRS48J-4.0 EGNRiOl-0.865 
Robert Hildebrand n EGEM320-3.0, EGNR310-3.0, EGNR340-1.333, 

EGNR49L-2.204 EGME350-5.286 EGNRIOI-0.451 
Andrew Iones FT EGEE250-5.333, EGNRI01-2.002, EGNR265-3 .0 
Jeff Kine PT EGNR491-2.096 
David Leach FT EGMEII04.0, EGME141-6.666 
Zakaria Mahmud IT 8GNRIOI-2.059, EGNRI40-5.0, EGME431-3.0, 

EGM£432-2.0 
David McDonald IT EG8E280-4.0, EGEE330-S.0L EGNR491-2.312 
Joseph Moening IT EOEE210-7.0, EOEE370-S .0, EGNRlOl-0.627 
Sanjiv Sinha IT EOEM220-3.0, EGMT225-4.0, EGME141-3.333, 

EGRS380-2.0, EGME3S0-1.714 
Paul Weber IT EGNR2S0-0.432, EGNR261-3.0, EGNR361-2.0, 

EGNR49 1-0.7 I 8, EGRS430-9.0 
1. fT - Pull Time faculty or PT .. Part Time Faculty, at the UlStttul10n 
2. For the nca<iemlc year for which ilic Self-Study Report is being prepared. 
J. Program activity d~tribution should be in percent afeffort in the progmm lind 5hould total 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbatical leave, etc., under "Oth()f.· 
S. Out of the lotaltimc employed at the institution. 

Pro,::ram Activit\' Disnibutionl % of Time 
Devoted 

R~archor Other' ll) the SfT 
Teaching ScholBl'Ship Prograrnsl .6 

75 0 25 100 

3 0 97 3 
18 0 82 100 

67 0 33 100 

92 0 8 100 

92 0 8 100 
18 0 82 100 
100 0 0 100 

100 0 0 100 

100 0 0 100 
100 0 0 100 

100 0 0 100 

100 0 0 \00 

6. Note iliat no distincriOI\ can straightforwardly, or meaningfully, be made betweel\ time contributions towards the various prognuns (EET, MfgEr, EE. 
CE. ME) since !hey are so intertwined with share<! COUNCS. 
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Manufacturing Engineering Technology - Spring 2016 

Pro~ Activiry Distribution] %ofTime 
IT Devoted 

Faculty Member (name) or 
Classes Taught (Course No./Credil Hrs.) Term \Illd Ye8~ 

Research or Other' to the SET 
fil Teaching Scholarship Prosraml.6 

David Baumann IT EGEE411-3.0. EONR340-1.333, EGNR495-4.254 75 0 25 100 
Eric Becks PT EGET310-5.0. EGRS385-4.0 75 0 25 75 
Jon Coullard PT EGMEIIO-6.0, EGNR495-4.054 88 0 12 100 
Jim Devaprasad IT EONR495-4.081, EGRS385-2.0, EGRS435-6.0 100 0 0 100 
Robert Hildebrand IT EG}\'1R495-4.373, EGME275-3.0, EGME276-4.0, 

100 0 0 100 
EGME425-4.333 

Andrew Jones IT EGEE355-7.0, EGNR265-3.0, EGRS385-3.0, 100 0 0 100 
Jeff Kine PT EGNR495-4.029 34 0 66 100 
David Leach IT EGME312-6.0, EGME24-0-8.0 100 0 0 100 
Zakaria Mahmud FT EONRI40-7.0 EGME337-4.0, EGMElJ8-3 .0 100 0 0 100 
David McDonald FT EGNR495-4.050, EGEE21 0-5.0, EGNR245-3.333 100 0 0 100 
Josepb Moening FT EGEE475-5.0 EGRS365-8.0 100 0 0 100 
Sanjiv Sinha FT EGEM220-3.0, EGME276-4.0, BGMEI41-3.333, 100 0 0 100 

EGME225-3.0 
Paul Weber FT EGEE125-5.666, EGNR260-3.0, BGNR495-0.162 100 0 0 100 -

I. FT ~ Full Time Fl\Cully or PT '" PI1l1 Time Paculty, a.t tru: institution 
2. For the Bcademic year for which the SelC-Study Report is beillg prepared. 
J. Prognun activity di:m-ibution should be in percent of effort in the program and mould tota.! 100%. 
4. Indicate sabbaticalleavc, de.. under "Other: 
5. Out of the total time employed at the institution. 
6 Note thj)1 no distinction can straigbtfo:wwly. or meaningfully. be made between time contributions towards the verious programs (EEl, MfgEr, EE, 

CE, ME) since they are 50 ina:rtwined with shared courses. 
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For the faculty. a full-time load is 12 contract hours 
sometimes "load hours") with the to take on up to 6 
additional load hours per semester with "overload" compensation at a reduced 
rate, which is currently $907 per load hour. A faculty member may fan under 12 
for a given semester, if compensated in the same academic by an overload 
in the other such that 24 contract hours are perfonned per Single 
semester loads are limited to J 8, annual (excluding summer) loads to 32. 

teaching load and the goals of keeping faculty near to 
nominal load 12 hours per semester and a healthy student-to
faculty ratio, are intended to allow faculty time to participate in non-classroom, 
professional activities as well as provide for qual1ty student interaction and class 
preparation. Thus, beyond the expectations for teaching, faculty are also 
... v., ... ,,·t ... .rl to hold office hours, and to participate in academic advising, 
student group advising, service activities, and professional development. 

Advising 

All full-time faculty keep 5 office hours per week, at which they are 
available to meet students; those fun-time (e.g., the lab and 
PDC have numbers of office hours that are pro-rated by their 
respective fractions a full-time teaching load. These office hours permit 
students to interact with the faculty member to supplement instruction. 
The University has reinstated recitation sections in some problem-solving 
courses, for which faculty provide a one-hour recitation and are accordingly 
relieved of an hour of office hour burden. Thus, the standard is that the total of 
recitation and hours add up to 5 week (note no faculty 
currently have so far had more 1 recitation hour and 
ex(~eedIl1lg 2 recitation hours per faculty member semester will be 
discouraged should that situation ever arise, in order that the number of general 
office hours will remain adequate). 

Academic in its to is described above. 
Concerning, on the other hand, its as a faculty activity and time burden, 
note that approximately 220 students enrolled in the School are divided 
amongst the 10 faculty members as advisees, so that the average is 
about advisees per faculty member. advising duties of the faculty 
member are to meet with advisee prior to registration, recommend courses 
for which to register, discuss course selection alternatives from the 
perspectives of progress to degree completion, student interests, and career 
relevance. As a benchmark, 15 minute advising sessions are used freshmen 
students in 01 Introduction to Engineering (for students in that course 
only, are scheduled lab Thus, an estimate of 5-6 
hours of advising per faculty semester is 
reasonable; there is also some additional burden on the program coordinators 
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specifically, in handling supplemental advising related to 
course """' ....... ,,'''' credit evaluation, and 

Most faculty members also advise senior project teams. which provide a 
substantial amount additional interaction with srudents and their respective 
industrial sponsor contacts in a professional setting. Certainly, advising 
of projects teams is time-consuming for that 
resembles some afthe out-of-classroom student interaction 
above, but principle, since this activity is compensated by teaching load from 
the EGNR-491 and EONR-495 courses, it is more properly seen as part of team 
teaching those courses. 

The office hour and academic advising burdens are implied extensions 
instructional component of the faculty duties; they not ",,",,,'-"u'.'" 

additional contract hours, but are understood to be a part the 
inherent in fulfilling the load hours. 

The 24-load hour requirement, described may be understood to comprise 
the instructional part of the faculty member's only. Outside of the 
load hOUIS fall the additional duties of scholarship. As noted above, 
this may be to 40% of the faculty member's workload (scholarship up to 
20%, and service up to 20%). 

Professional development by their nature, vary considerably in kind 
and from faculty to faculty member; the is referred to the 
faculty below, for specific activities. 

Regarding service activities, while these also vary in kind and scope among 
faculty members, many are School-coordinated to such an extent that a rough 
"'''''I'"U' .... , can be given. Faculty within the School regularly serve on 
University-wide committees curriculum, general-education, student 
retention, etc.), serve on School committees (e.g., scholarship 
awards committee), support the faculty association, and participate in 
assessment. There are also initiatives within the School, and LSSU, to increase 
new student enrollment, by means such as high school visits, meeting with 

students, and lab tours, each 00333 which represent common 
of faculty. Faculty members serve as advisors to student 

chapters of nation at professional organizations, including ASME, SAE, 
and SWE; such advisorship generally involves overseeing that clubs operate 
within their bylaws, recruit, fundraise, manage their budgets, and participate in 
regional and national events. Faculty members also in summer 
orientations for incoming although School chair undertaken the 
majority of this particular 
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C. Faculty Size 

A review of instructional assignments over the last two years (an ample cycle to 
capture all courses, including those on an alternating year basis), breaking down the 
total instructional burden (measured in load hours as defined in S.B above) by 
category of instructional personnel, is provided in table 6-3, below. 

Table 6-3. Division of Instructional Load by 
Category of Instructional Personnel 

Regular Intemal External 
Semester Faculty Adjuncts· Adjuncts Total 

Fall 2014 112.66 9.83 0 122.49 

Spring 2015 114.68 20.42 0 135.1 

Fall 2015 123.9 4.56 0 128.46 

Spring 2016 124.92 23.08 4 152 

Total 476.16 57.89 4 538.05 

Percentage 88 11 1 

.. Lab and poe Engineers 

-

The table shows that 99% of aU instruction was carried out by the instructional staff 
listed in Table 6-2, i.e., the ten regular faculty complemented by the lab engineers 
and the PDe consulting engineer(s). Accordingly, only 1% of the instruction was 
carried out by outside adjuncts. In particular, 88% of the instruction was carried out 
by the 10 regular, full-time faculty, specifically. As these are very high proportions, 
it is clear that so long as the 10 positions are filled, there is an adequate faculty size. 

All faculty maintain at least 5 hours of some combination of office hours and 
recitations (in practice, the latter has never exceeded 1 of the 5 hours for any faculty 
member). Senior student exit surveys consistently support the notion that these 
interactions are not only sufficient in quantity, but also in quality; a consistent theme 
is that students have excellent and fruitful access to faculty members. 

Each student has a faculty member assigned as an academic advisor, and meet with 
the faculty member at least once per semester. As noted above (Criterion 6 Section 
B), there is an average of22 student advisees per faculty member, suggesting a 
situation in which sufficient attention can be given to each. 

The faculty have, finally, opportunities to interact with industrial and professional 
practitioners in a variety of contexts, including senior projects, cooperative education 
projects, PDC-sponsored projects, lAB meetings, and summer work. 

D. Professional Development 
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of the School faculty members have pursued professional development activities 
over past years. These include Writing, review of scholarly 
articles and texts, conference presentations, taking and attending 
conferences, but the level of these activities is, consistent with the focus of the LSSU 
mission on teaching, less than is traditional elsewhere in academia. 

Many of the faculty also regularly serve on Board 
(SPFB). The oversees all senior within the School of 

and Technology. As many projects are sponsored by industry, senior 
projects provide good opportunities for faculty to work closely with industry. This 
interaction has resulted in faculty providing training for industrial based engineers, 
summer employment opportunities faculty. and general fuculty professional 
development to the close industrial ties. 

Authority and Responsibility of Faculty 

sub-section addresses the faculty's role, and of administrators, in 
defining the program's curriculum, educational objectives, student outcomes, 
and continuous improvement process. It is the faculty that are the primary 

over all of areas who plan originate curricular change 
but have approval/veto authority to 

curriculum, specifically. 

Curricular matters for the program, including prerequisite structure 
the detailed course requirements comprising program, are planned at the 
Departmental level (the .MElMfgET group). MElMfgET 
faculty regularly meet (weekly during the academic year), with 
coordinator setting the and it is in this forum that the curriculum (among 
other business) is addressed in detail, and in which action to change it 
originates; i.e., administration does not its own curricular change 
proposals. The department ordinarily operates by consensus, although a. fonnal 
majority vote is, principle, required to adopt change~ such a vote could 
undertaken in the unlikely event there were no a aeC;lSlcm 
could not be forestalled. A change so approved by MElMfgET faculty is 
then proposed to the entire School faculty, a formal vote taken at that level, 
usually after discussion in a School faculty meeting (discussion may be foregone 
in the case of minor changes). Upon School faculty approval, the Dean must 
approve, after which the proposal proceeds to a University-wide Curriculum 
Committee, a committee consisting primarily of but also some 
administrators and a student. and in which School is by a single 
voting faculty If approved at that level, it must, finally, receive 
approval by Provost, usually after advisory discussion in Provost Council 
(a body comprised of the Deans and School Chairs). 
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The educational objectives, student outcomes, and continuous 
process for the and other and engineering technology 
programs, which are provided in Criterion 2 Criterion 3 above, and the 
continuous improvement process outlined in Criterion 4, are defined and revised 
by the entire faculty of the School of Engineering and Technology (i.e., both 

ME/MfgET coHectively). The and higher 
administrative (Provost, etc.) have no formal approval, veto or 
role in this process, although input is welcomed. 

Thus, all the regular faculty of the entire School has some kind of a roJe in 
oversight of the MfgET program. virtue of the wide involvement of faculty 
in the assessment process all of School's programs. and similarity in 
the assessment for all of the School is a 
well-informed position assessment results for the 
MfgET program. entire faculty, regardless of academic or other factor, 
regularly attends and participates in the deliberations, and ample time is taken in 
these deliberations such that all perspectives are thoroughly heard and 
considered, and consensus obtained; accordingly, formal votes are unusual. 

Tn summary, the faculty (and of the members equally) has complete 
autonomy with regard to defining and revising educational objectives, 
outcomes, and the continuous improvement but does not despise the 
input other constituents. Regarding curriculum, that autonomy is not 
complete, insofar a.s administrative approvals are part of the process. 
former (educational outcomes, cont.inuous improvement) is 
addressed by the School faculty collectively, while the latter (curriculum) is 

Ulallll~.u by Departmental faculty (with later School faculty 
discussion and approval). 

Faculty some administrative responsibilities relative to the 
MfgET program are the coordinator, the MfgET coordinator, the chair, 
and the Robotics Lab director. The duties coordinators are not officially 
defined, but university does maintain a list of general chair duties (refer to 
Table 6-3 below). For an list of the duties by the ME 
coordinator, the MfgET coordinator, to Criterion 8 
Section 

Table 6-3: Duties Ilnd RespolIsibUities of Chairs 

Provide leadership in and academic 
programs which includes the development, revision, and evaluation of courses, 
programs and curricula. the interests of the SchooVDepartment in 

and University 

Faculty: Promote development such as scholarshlp, excellence in 
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teaching, and University service among faculty. Assist the Dean with recruitment of 
future faculty. 

Schedule: Assist the Dean with the scheduling of classes by providing a draft 
schedule. 

Students: Assist the Dean in the recruitment of future students and provide leadership 
in advising current and students. Approve degree substitutions, 

"""'''15''''', and other documents as allowed (or required) LSSU policy and 
procedures. 

Budget: Assist the Dean in preparation of recommendations for Departmental/School 
budgets. 
Planning: Provide leadership in the development and implementation of strategic 
planning within the SchoolJDepartment. 

Institutional: Participate in the development and review of academic and university 
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CRITERION 7. FACILITIES 

The MfgET program is housed within the School of Engineering and Technology, which 
is located entirely in the Center for Applied Science and Engineering Technology 
(CASET) Building. Built in 1980, the three-story structure is home to the areas of 
Engineering, Engineering Technology, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Education. 
Two additional non-academic facilities associated with Information Technology are also 
located in the building: Enterprise Application Services and University Support Services. 

A. Classrooms, Laboratories, and Other Facilities 

The School of Engineering and Technology has approximately 30,000 sq. ft. of 
usable space, which includes offices, storage areas, labs, and work areas. Details of 
the classrooms, laboratories, and offices follow. 

Classrooms 

The CASET building has ten classrooms and one lecture room that are assigned 
by the Registrar's Office, with engineering, engineering technology, 
mathematics, and computer science courses receiving the highest priority. Room 
size and capacity are shown in the Table 7-1 below. The School of Engineering 
and Technology occasionally uses two laboratories for additional lecture space, 
but these are not shown below. 

Table 7-1. University-Allocated Classroom. In CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 

CAS-107 Classroom 675 28 

CAS-lOS Classroom 575 28 

CAS-119 Classroom 880 48 

CAS-123 Classroom 1,010 50 

CAS-20S Classroom J ,OlD 40 

CAS-207 Classroom 690 30 

CAS·210 Classroom 1,100 56 

CAS·211 Classroom 585 27 

CAS-212 Lecrure Room 1,265 76 

CAS-310 Classroom 1,320 30 

CAS-31! Classroom 1,320 40 

All classrooms are equipped with a whiteboard or chalkboard, a computer, a 
document camera, a projector, and a screen. The rooms are arranged in a typical 
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fashion with desk and chairs arranged in rows. The lecture room has ftxed desks 
chairs arranged in a stepped fashion. Since most engineering courses have 

enrollments with less than 40 the classroom facilities within the 
building' are adequate, and all engineering take place the 
CASET building. Elsewhere campus, large classrooms with 
capacities up to 165 students are available within a ftve-minute walk of the 
engineering facilities. 

Laboratory experiences are a component of the MfgET curriculum at 
Most technical courses either contain labs or are two-course groups with 

one course involving classroom and the second the laboratory EGRS-
380 Robotics Technology and EGRS-381 Robotics Technology Lab); in fact, 
there are only two technical courses without associated labs "c" 
Programming and 1 0 Quality Engineering) either as part of main 
course or as a dedicated accompanying lab course. The chemistry and physics 

are located in Crawford Hall; the of the lab facilities used the 
MfgET are located the CASET building. 7-2 shows a 
summary lab available to engineering and engineering 
technology students, with those used within the MfgET program denoted as 
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Table 7-2: Laborlltory Facilities in the School of Engineering and Technology 

Room Name Size (sq. ft.) Capacity 

CAS-lOS Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 370 12 

CAS-I06A 
Materials Testing Lab 

470 12 
PLCLab 

CAS-I06B Engineering Design Center 1,140 6 Teams 
(30 students) 

CAS-106C Thennal Fluids Lab 780 10 

CAS-120 Machine Shop 5,180 20 

CAS-120A-120B 
Welding Lab 

1,760 10 
Foundry 

CAS-122 Wood Shop 2,240 20 

CAS-124 
Surface Mount Assembly Lab 

1,200 8 
Vehicle Testing Lab 

CAS-125 Robotics and Automation Center 2,600 16 

CAS-209A-209B Computer Lab 1,100 28 

CAS-304 Digital Electronics Lab 1,080 14 

CAS-306 Analog Electronics I Lab 1,175 16 

CAS-309 Analog Electronics II Lab 1,175 16 

CAS·310A Rapid Prototype Center 580 4 

The School of Engineering and Technology provides the necessary hardware 
and software tools required in the teaching of engineering and engineering 
technology students. Unlike more research-oriented institutions, LSSU labs are 
nearly all intended for use by the undergraduate Engineering and Engineering 
Technology students for instructional purposes. All laboratory facilities are 
available to students during regular school hours, when they are not in use for 
lab instruction. Computer labs and some labs with security cameras are 
available for extended hours. Special access arrangements through University 
Security are regularly used to permit student access to labs during evening and 
late night hours. In general, laboratory section sizes are typically 16 students or 
less. If student enrollment in a section exceeds the suitable lab size, then 
multiple lab sections are provided. 

Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 

The Data Acquisition / Microscopy lab (CAS-l 05) is contiguous to CAS-
T 06A, and the two often serve together as a single large lab oriented towards 
various kinds of materials testing. 

MfgET 

(gJ 

@ 

lEI 

f&I 

(!J 

(for 
electives) 

lEI 

@ 

~ 

!BI 

(for 
electives) 
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It includes and photographic equipment to support materials 
characterization, strain gauge mounting and data acquisition equipment, 
dynamic data collection systems (for acoustic and vibration measurement), 
ultrasonic and other NDT test equipment, and plastics properties testing 
equipment. This lab is used primarily by MfgET students in their of 

Lab (EGME-276) IS by for and Noise 

Materials Testing Lab 

Materials Testing Lab (CAS-I 06A) contains equipment tensile and 
compression testing, hardness and fatigue testing of materials, as well 
as for polishing and etching metallographic specimen preparation. 
Specifically, this laboratory houses a 400,000 lb. Tinius-Olsen 

testing machine, mounting 
sanders, microscopy polishers, and microscopes. This lab is used for 
Strength of Material Lab (EGME-276) and Machine (EGME-350), 

Programmable Logic Controller (PtC) Laboratory 

Programmable Controller (PLC) course hardware is presently 
located in 06A. are ten computer stations, each with an HMI 
(Allen Bradley PaneiView) and a (Allen Bradley ControlLogix) training 
station. are also project machines (four "mixing stations" and four 

checkers') to provide students with more 
to what they would encounter industry. 

Programmable Controllers (EGRS-365), 

Engineering Design Center 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS-I 068) is a carpeted office 
containing eight cubicles, equipped with chairs, a computer, a phone, an 
erasable white marker board, typical office The room 
has a printer common to all cubicles, as well as a 
chairs, and a collection of supplier catalogs. All senior project teams are 
assigned their own cubicle where they work on their projects, keep their 
records, organize their information and make vendor communications (via e
mail or phone). The teams typically hold meetings, which may include the 
company suppliers and faculty at the "r\r\T .... ·pr"·,.. 

This laboratory provides the Project with office and 
conveys the look and feel of working in industry. AI! typical supplies 
are provided, This lab is exclusively for the senior Engineering 
Projects EGNR-491 -495. 

The l06C is primarily a laboratory for Mechanical 
courses, but frequently serves as an overflow meeting room 

senior project students as well, particularly since it has a large conference 
table a telephone set-up for calls. 
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Machine Shop 

The Machine Shop (CAS-120) contains a variety of manual manufacturing 
processing equipment (benches, hand tools, vises, drill presses, numerolls 
lathes, mills, grinders, saws) and computer CNC machines (two 
lathes, two mills, a plasma torch). An adjacent computer lab is mainly used 

CAM (Creo) The Machine Shop is also connected 
to various labs, a tool room, and other storage space. freshman year 
curriculum includes a Manufacturing Processes course l..J~"YLLJ-
110) that makes extensive use of this facility. These shops are also used in the 
CNC Manufacturing Processes course (EGME-312) and for preparation of 
material specimens in Strength of Materials Lab (EGME-276). The freshmen 
Introduction to course 01) has a module where 
can understand mechanical engineering and can use the facilities in the 
machine shop. On a more informal level, they provide facilities that some 
student teams use during various design projects, and certainly during their 
Senior Year The typical lab size is 10 students, though there is 
ample room for two different labs to held in this room at one 

Welding Lab and Foundry 

The Welding Lab (CAS-120A) contains arc welders, MIG welders, a 
welder, Oxy-Acetylene torches, eight arc welding booths, and ten torch 
welding booths, all of which are well-ventilated. The Foundry (CAS-120B) 
includes furnaces for melting and hea.t treating metals, mold benches, 
a pouring bench and numerous hand tools. The foundry lab is used 
predominantly for 110, while the Welding Lab is for 10 
and and is available for use by project teams in EGNR-
491-495. 

Plastics Molding Lab and Wood Shop 

The Plastics Lab and Wood Shop (CAS-l22) includes three 
manufacturing machines, benches, countertops, saws, planers and "",r.rl;o'r<:: 

This room is also used as a build area for Senior Projects (EGNR-
491-495). 

Surface Mount Assembly / EPIC Lab 

Surface Mount Assembly Lab (CAS-l was equipped between 2009 -
2010 through a Michigan Economic Development Corporation 21st Century 
Jobs Fund grant. Additional funding through Michigan Initiative for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship 2013 augmented the facility with 
the establishment of the Electronic Products Innovation Center (EPIC). 
lab is with two Mount Technology robotic assembly 

CS40 has a component placement rate of 00 components 
per hour handling parts down to ErA 0603 ( 0.060" by 0.030") while the APS 
L40 handles ETA 0201 (0.020 11 by 0.010") components at a rate of 4800 per 
hour. Both accommodate boards up to 13.5" by . Supporting 
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includes 2 stencils and reflow oven. Other equipment 
includes manual hot air rework stations and fluid dispenser for adhesives and 
solder paste. This lab is primarily used by PDC workers and students in the 
Electronic Manufacturing (EOET -310) course. 

Robotics and Automation Center 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS 125) consists of 13 five or 
axis, industrial robots (equipped with multiple end-of-arm tooling options). 3 
conveyor lines with panets, 4 Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC's), 
numerous sensors and pneumatic devices, 10 vision systems, 
15 Dell computers, and 2 Essentially there are three of flow 
lines with robot I) a big table with four F ANUC 
industrial robots with an Allen Bradley PLC and panel view, 2) an oval line 
that uses a Bosch Rexroth Varia flow conveyor, housing 4 Staubli robots 
integrated with an Allen Bradley PLC, 3) an oval line that uses a Bosch 
pallet transfer conveyor with 4 F ANUC robots integrated with an Allen 
Bradley The oval line with the Staubli robots and the oval line with the 
F ANtlC robots vision systems integrated in all of the and also 
different tool stations and tooling for the It is 
estimated that the worth of the Robotics and Automation center would be 
about 2 million dollars. 

Dwing the 201 academic year, the robotics lab went through a major 
upgrade. The F ANUC oval line system was fully updated except for the 
Bosch conveyor. The oval line now incorporates 4 MIO/iA FANUC 
robots that run on the latest R30iB controller platform, 4 F ANUC iRVision 

Vision a FANUC 3DL Vision system, a FANUC force/torque 
system, two robot line tracking systems, an Allen Bradley controller 
with ethemet configuration, 4 SCHUNK robot tool changers, several robot 

(grippers, suction cups, etc.), 4 Dell computers, and 
sensors. 10 seats of the Roboguide robotics simulation software was also 
purchased. The entire (engineering, hardware, software and 
installation) is estimated at $750,000. new system and the rest the 
robotics will help LSSU maintain the industrial robotics niche in its 
undergraduate engineering and engineering technology programs. 

During 2009-2010 academic year, the robotics lab went through a 
upgrade. Staubli oval system was newly installed. 

incorporates 4 Staubli robots run on the ess controller platform, a 
new Bosch conveyor system (Varioflow system with 8 pallet location 
stations), 4 Cognex Vision systems, an Allen Bra.dley controller with 

net configuration, 4 robot tool robot end-of-arm 
sensors. The entire system l en:gm1een 

software and installation) was estimated at $500,000. 

The Robotics and Automation Center is utilized in numerous courses 
including EGNR-I 01 Introduction to Engineering, EGRS-381 Robotics 
Technology EGRS-430 Systems Integration and Machine Vision, 
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481 Manufacturing Automation Lab, and the EGNR-491-495 Senior Projects 
I II Typically at least one senior project each year is 
undertaken which involves the use of equipment the Robotics and 
Automation of the completed in this Center have 
gained national attention in competitions. 

The Robotics and Automation Center is also used extensively for 
demonstrations for members from business and industry, students, 

faculty, and the community. The Robotics and Automation 
also the key facility that serves as the home far the summer Robotics ,-,CUUIJ'" 

and Women in Technology These programs that have beeI1I"\HP1"I>,n 
every summer 1991 and each year have attracted between 50 to 1 00 
gifted and talented middle school and high school students from Michigan, 
Ontario, and beyond. programs have served well to attract bright young 
individuals to the and technology fields. 

Computer Lab 

Engineering Computing Labs (CASb209B-209C) house 33 current 
type workstations, two common printers, full network aceess and all software 
that is taught in the curriculum. Computers Dell Optiplex 3020 computers 
with Intel is quad-core processors and 8GB of RAM, and network aceess at 
1011 00 MbitJs. CAS-209B-209C is the primary computing lab for 

and technology students. It is available throughout 
the workday when (even it is 
divisible into two halves by an accordion wall, and only one half is ordinarily 
used for courses, leaving other balfavailable for open student use). 
Students from programs outside of the School of Engineering and 
Technology are not granted access to this room. Specialized software 
installed on computers includes (Pro-E), MA TLAB, RoboGuide, 
Ansys Fluent, Arduino, and Witness. 

Digital Electronic9 lab 

The Electronics lab (CAS-304) has a fixed workbench in the center of 
the room with five for student circuit 
AdditionaHy, this room smaller workstations located around the 
perimeter the room. Available the room are portable oscilloscopes, 
digital multi-meters, digital trainers, logic analyzers, and FPGA evaluation 
boards. This lab can accommodate seven student teams (or 14 students) 
working at the central benches or the outer benches. It also serves as an 
alternate Jab with 13 stations and the mobile robot 
location. in this laboratory supports instruction 
Digital Fundamentals, LA.J.L.JJW-L.J 

Digital Design, Microcontroller Systems, and EGNR-260 
Engineering Research Methods. 
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Analog Electronics Labs 

The Analog I Lab (CAS-306) and Analog Electronics II Lab 
(CAS-309) provide the and MfgET students with hands-on experiences 
in two Electrical Technology courses, Applied Electricity 

10), and Applied (EGET-175). Although these are 
predominantly used by students for a number of Electrical 
Engineering courses, they are also used to support the design projects portion 
of Introduction to Engineering (EGNR-l 0 I) and extensively by some senior 
projects in Engineering Design Projects (EGNR-491-495), both of which are 
in the MfgET curriculum. 

Each 16 lab stations (8 in each lab) is with at least one power 
supply (AgilentJHP E3620), a generator (AgilentJHP 33120A), a 
multimeter (Fluke 45 or Fluke 8846A), an osciHoscope (BK Precision 2530B 
or Keysight DSO-X2004A), and a computer with PSpice installed. 

Rapid Prototype Center 

Rapid Prototype lOA) is overseen by the Product 
Development Center (PDC) and serves as a laboratory both PDC projects 
and Senior Project teams (EGNR-491 and EGNR-495). majority of the 
equipment in the lab, with the notable exception the Stratasys Dimension 
RP machine, was purchased by the PDC through a Michigan Economic 
Development Corpora.tion 2 Century Fund grant. The equipment 

vu"..., ... " occurred between 2008 2010. 

A Stratasys Dimension printer was purchased in late 2015 with donations 
largely from the lAB. plastic, the printer can produce parts up to 
a of lO"x 1O"x12" using Fused Deposition Modeling. The printer is used 
in a variety courses (notably, making sample parts 
assembly mock-ups in EGl\TR-491 and EGNR-495), as well as projects 

industry. 

A Roland MDX40, a desktop milling machine, purchased in 2009, is used for 
many of the same activities as the RP machine. It serves as a virtual printer to 
the 3D CAD software. device can mill woods, plastics, and soft metals 
other than aircraft aluminum and steel. This has a serviceable area of 

12x4 and has a axis as wei!. Prototype parts requiring 
other than ABS can made on 

2013 Michigan Initiative for Innovation and Entrepreneurship grant 
provided 10 seats of EAGLE Pro Circuit board development software used 
for creating schematics and printed board artworks electronic 
projects. Two are in use by PDC 8 are in the computer 
LAB 209B. 

Next 3D HD Laser Scanner purchased in October, 2009 is used to 
scan existing parts a cloud-of-points and from there to 3D CAD. EGNR-
491 and EGNR-495, along with the PDC, make use of this machine to scan 
parts that have no engineering so that or 
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documentation can be made. 
Two Dell workstations which are set up for and engineering activities 
are located the lab. 

These major tools are supplemented by Dremel grinding, dritLing and 
polishing tooLs and hand tools. 

building has 27 dedicated office spaces for use by students, faculty, 
staff, and the administration. Some of these offices are used to house 

student groups or for storage. Additionally, the House, 
a community approximately 30 students, is located about 100 
yards from the CASET building and SSMart building is located about 
I mile north of campus. These areas are discussed in the following sections. 

School Office 

School of Engineering and Technology office suite, has four specialty 
spaces that include reception, room, 

equipment and and a room. 

Faculty .offices 

Faculty offices are furnished with standard equipment that includes a 
and chair, additional chairs guests, computer, telephone, bookcase(s), and 

cabinet(s). Many offices for are available to 
additional faculty members should enrollment andior growth 
warrant. 

Conference Rooms 

The of and Technology utilizes areas 
common areas are used for faculty and student 

meetings. Four areas, 106B, CAS· L 06C, CAS-203, and CAS-205, are 
routinely used for conferences. Room sizes vary and can accommodate 6-15 
people at one time. 

Student Club Offices 

Office space made available to the student clubs. 
is housed in CAS-3 ASME is housed in CAS-309A. SAE is housed in 
CAS-] 17. SWE is housed CAS-l03!. The Engineering and Technology 
Honor society and other student groups meet in the rooms. 

Engineering House 

The House is a residence on campus in which a select group of 
engineering and technology students inhabit. The house is adjacent to a 
number of other living-Ieaming communities from different areas. 
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The house costs the same as traditional dorms, but many advantages 
including larger bedrooms, a kitchen, a laundry facility, as well as common 
areas where students are able to congregate. house is open to all 
engineering and technology students, both male and female 
(housed on floors with bathrooms). 

There is a good academic careers 
(from to Many of will in classes 
allowing them to easily work and study together. upperclassmen will 
also have many of the same classes, and had many of same 
experiences, making them a great resource for help and advice. 

In for these additional amenities, the students are required to 
participate in a group project and beyond normal course work. 
The subject of the project is upon by students themselves, but 
must be by the advisors. While this project does some 
additional work, it is an opportunity to working in 
an engineering team. current project is constructing a 3D printer. 

SSMart 

LSSU and SSMart, a Michigan have a coHaborative use 
agreement in place that provides access to students and SSMart 
entrepreneurial clients of the combined equipment owned by two entities. 
Specifically SSMart makes available a CNC Lathe (Haas 1), a150W 
Laser cutter/etcher, a consumer grade CUBEX Trio Fused Deposition 
Modeling 3D printer and high resolution 30 UV Polymer 
technology 3D printer. 

B. Computing Resources 

Lake Superior State University provides computer, network and H'T'~1"T'I ... t 
members of the campus community. These services are intended to faculty, 
staff and in the accomplishment of their University responsibilities and 

computing resources offered by University adequately supplement 
those offered within the School of Engineering and Techno and meet the needs 
of students in the MfgET program. 

lab 39 Dell OX380 computers. 
All computers are running Windows and have Microsoft Office 2007 
installed. Most the software titles used on campus for classes are also 

on these computers. A high-speed black and white laser jet is 
installed the for use. 
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Courseware Lab Hours 
, ·- - --- ----'=1 
I Monday :8am - 12am ! 
r-- -- - --'--·-------, --' 
Tues~a~ __ , _i8am - I-~~~ I 

I ' 
IWednesday ,Sam - 12am [---- -.-, ,--- ;-~-------I 

iThursday :8am - 12am '; 
IFriday'-'--- . , - 18~ ~- 7p~ -I 
- - . I - - - 'I ,.-------r;-;::-.---~-.-

iSaturday III am • 7pm ,--.- =---,:,,----.~~-~.---'-. 

_iSu~day _ /lPITI ~ .. 12_an~ __ j 

The Rathskeller lab has 4 systems that are part of a virtual client platfonn using 
NComputing vSpace L-series thin clients and is located in the Walker Cisler 
Center. All computers are running Windows XP and have Microsoft Office 2007 
installed. Most of the software titles used on campus for classes are also 
installed on these computers. A high-speed black and white laserjet printer is 
also installed in the lab for use. This lab is separated in to two sections. At times 
part of the lab is used for training purposes and may not be available for general 
use. 

Rathskeller Lab Houn .-_._. ""'-'--- ---,---- _ .. 
IMonday llam - 12arn 
r---'---f---'---' 
ITuesday i llam - 12arn 
~--" .. "' - - - - - -- - , 

(Wednesday i1larn • 12am I 
[Thursday __ jllam_- 12am =1 
[Friday IUam - 5pm I 
[Saturday - ---Ti2p~ .. -5pm --'I 
,.---- - · ·· ·-t ·--·-- · ·~ ,--

:Sunday jl2pm - 12am I _ ._ .. ~~ ... .. _______ ...... .. _--.J 

Additional Computing Resources for Students 

Tn addition to the School of Engineering and Technology Computer Lab and the 
two general LSSU computer Jabs, there are various computer resources available 
to MfgET students located throughout the laboratories in the CASET building. 

Engineering Design Center (CAS-106B) 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS~ 106B) is equipped with up to eight 
computers (one for every senior project team). The computers placed in this 
room have full network access at 10/100 Mbit/s, have the necessary 
engineering software installed, typically are at least Intel is duat-core with at 
least 4GB of RAM, and are served by a common printer. Students enrolled in 
EGNR-491-495 have 24 hour access to these computers. 

Robotics and Automation Center (CAS125) 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS124/125) is equipped with 14 
computers. The computers have full network access at 10/100 Mbit/s, are at 
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2 Duo with at least 2GB of RAM, and are served by a common 
printer. Numerous software packages and programming languages are used in 
the Robotics and Autom.ation Center. The Fanuc robots are programmed in 
the Karel programming language and Teach Pendant language and 
StaubH robots are programmed in the V AL3 language. The ladder logic 

for the Allen PLCs are programmed the 
Rockwell software The laboratory also provides access to 
simulation software packages. The RoboGuide robotics simulation software 

is used in Robotics Engineering, and the WITNESS 
discrete event manufacturing software package is used in 81 
Robotics Technoiogy Lab. Students enrolled in the aforementioned courses 
have to these computers from at least 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., but may receive 
additional access as 

Digillli Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

The Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) is equipped with 13 computers. The 
computers have network access at 1O/lOO Mbitls, are at least Core 2 Duo 
with at least 2GB of RAM, and are by a common printer. 
software on computers Quartus (digital synthesis), 
GoLogic (logic analyzer), and Code Warrior. All and 
engineering technology students have access to these computers from at least 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Analog E/ectl'onics Labs (CAS-306 and CAS-309) 

leCDromcs Labs (CAS-306 and CAS-309) are equipped 
with 8 a printer. The have full network access at 
10/100 Mbitls, and are at least Core 2 Duo with at least of RAM. 
Specialized software installed on computers includes ORCAD PSpice. 
All Engineering and Technology students have access to these computers 
from at least 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

All faculty members have computers and network connections in their offices, 
and all faculty computers are at least at least Intel dual-core with at least 4GB 
of RAM. The minimum software package on these computers includes 
Windows 7 or Windows 10, Office2010 or and 
Chrome, or Other installed on the faculty '"'V'''IJ''''''< 

on courses that they teach. 

Network connections are 10/100 Mbits/s. All faculty members bave full Internet 
access as well as Microsoft networking. is at one networked 

on floor ofthe engineering building faculty to use for 
There are several shared faculty to exchange information 
amongst themselves and with students. 

Several web based packages are available for both faculty and student use: 
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C. Guidance 

!!. Blackboard Learn 9.1 is a course management system that allows faculty 
to supplement, or deliver wholly, the courses they are teaching. Students 
enrolled in courses with a Blackboard component have access to support 
materials posted by the (using syllabi and assignments), links 
to Web-based materials, boards and rooms, and online 
qUlzzmg. instructor Blackboard or her course, 
using a variety of lltool8" as mentioned above. Campus-wide, over 40 
faculty members at LSSU use Blackboard more than 100 blended or 
online courses. LSSU has recently transitioned from Blackboard Learn 
9.1 to self-hosted Moodle 3.0 and will shortly transition to Moodie 3.0 

by Moon ami. 

b. The 'my.lssu' campus portal is beneficial to students and faculty. 
It allows for single sign-on access to email, calendar, Blackboard (and 
soon MoodIe), Anchor Access (see c. below) and PASS (student 
course scheduling systems). H also offers improved e-mail, groups, 

atlrnes>SaJ;te boards, course studio, file sharing, targeted announcements 
pages. The portal is users 

access to tools and announcements related to their role as a student or 
faculty member. 

c. Faculty and students regularly use Anchor Access, a computer 
system, accessible through the 'my .lssu' portaL Anchor Access is just 
one part of Banner, which also handles finance, advancement, financial 

and more. Through it, students are able to view and pay bills online, 
print copies of their schedules and view and print Automated 
Graduation Verification has been implemented to assist and 

in confirming the courses needed to complete a program of study. 
This component is used in tandem with paper-based verification. 
Notably, it allows their advisors to a "what 

to see which courses would be required to complete an 
degree 

LSSU takes in hands-on learning opportunities provided to 
To ensure safe operation of tools, equipment, computing resources, 

laboratories, it is standard practice for faculty to first discuss general safety 
procedures a given laboratory in a classroom setting. These procedures are 
reinforced by demonstrations in the appropriate laboratory. For a particular 
laboratory exercise, the basics and theory surrounding a specific device or 
experiment are presented. Best practices for operation of a particular are 
subsequently demonstrated. Students work tutelage of 
a faculty or technician when the device for the time, during 
which they may ask questions or request a review of the procedure. A faculty 
member or technician remains proximate in any laboratory settings where the 
possibility of bodily harm Once rudimentary mastery of a has been 
learned, are then able to use equipment with faculty/adjunct 
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present throughout the rest of their courses. More detailed accounts of guida.nce for 
two settings are provided below. 

Preparation correctly and equipment in Manufacturing Lab 
utilizes the following steps: 

The safety procedures are covered in class, and again in lab 

The assignment is explained given in lab 

1) 

2) 

3) The basics and theory of the experiment or assignment is covered class 
(i.e. the cutting speed and rpm calculation for 10 10 mild steel being cut 
with a high cutter), and then it is shown in lab as well 

4) The operation of the equipment and 
demonstrated 

actual assignment is then 

5) The student is then instructed to do the assignment. lethe student has any 
questions, they are to ask the instructor for further expla.nation, and if 

the procedure is covered again 

The students are encouraged to work together, but are expected to do their own work 
on their assignments, 

Similarly, preparation to properly safely utilize equipment the Electrical and 
Computer Engineen'ng Laboratories is summarized as follows: 

Equipment 

Use of lab equipment is described and demonstrated in the laboratory 
The students are then required to use the equipment with faculty guidance 
throughout the rest of their courses, 

Software 

circuit simulation and Quartus digital software are both 
demonstrated in the lab The students are then required to use the 
software to solve and design different circuitS software 
packages. Cadence software is used in the analog circuits courses. Quartus is 

throughout tbe course offerings. 

Laboratories 

safety are covered in class, 

D. Maintenance and Upgrading of Facilities 

The University is committed to continually maintaining and improving 
educational environment facilities to education. Funding 

maintenance and improvement are contained in the University General 
Fund. Grants from NSF, MEDC, Perkins, and industry, along with donations have 
been instrumental acquiring new and replacement equipment. 
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While is no annual equipment budget,per se, the School of Engineering 
and Technology, the laboratories are well equipped and receive adequate funding. 
The two sources of revenue that laboratory facilities the University 

FWld are course that come taking 
and technology courses. Between two, approximately 

$209,000 is per year. Equipment, software and hardware are upgraded on 
basis, which been sufficient 

Most courses have a course fee depends on the cost of the 
software to support the course. courses that have a lab 

course fees than those that not. Approximately $57,000 
course last All courses having the "EG" prefix have a 

tuition of $70 per credit 
Approximately $152,000 was in program fees (differential tuition) last year. 

Major acquisitions within last six that directly impact the MfgET 
program are noted below. 

Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab (CAS-l 05) 

2015 3010 - DELL PC 5 used 

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Laboratory (CAS-10M) 

2013 Core 2 duo computers 

2013 PLC 

2013 Panel view Trainers, Desktop 

2013 Part Checkers 

2013 Mixing Stations 

2016 Additional PLC 

2016 Additional Panel view 

2016 Additional Part Checker 

2016 Additional Part Checker 

2016 Additional Computer 

Engineering Design (CAS-J06B) 

2014 i7 Desktop 

Machine Shop (CAS-nO) 

Year Item 

2015 Hass TL I CNC Turning Center and Tooling (Actually 
belongs to The SnuJrl Zone but housed here and we use 

Quantity 

8 new 
10 new 
6 new 

3 upgrade 

3 

2 new 

2 new 

new 

Tlew 

2 used 

7 new 

new 
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it) 

2014 Hass VP2 CNC Machining Center and tooling new 

Welding Lab and Foundry (CAS-120A-120B) 

Yt;1ar 

2010 Miller Welder new 

Plastics Molding Lab and Wood Shop (CAS-l22) 

Year Item 

2015 Robotics Cell used 

Sur/ace Mount Assembly I EPIC (CAS-124)}. 

2010 APS CS40 Surface Mount Robotic Assembly new 

2010 SPR-25 stencils 2 new 

2010 OF 12HC reflow oven new 

2011 APS L40 Surface Mount Robotic Assembly new 

Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-l25) 

2011 Staubli RX90 Robot 3 new 

2011 Staubli TX90 1 new 

2011 V At3 Studio (Software 4 new 

20(1 Bosch Rexroth Conveyor System new 

2011 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Arm 4 new 

2011 A Tl Robotics Tool Change System 4 new 

2011 Pisb Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2011 RS PLC Software new 

2011 Dell Computers 4 2 yrs old 

1012 Staubli RX60 Robot 1 new 

2013 Fanue LR Mate Rolxlt 2 new 

2013 Fanue MliA Robol new 

2013 Dell 4 1 yrold 

2013 Allen Bradley Panel View 1 new 

2014 Roboguide Robotics Simulation software 10 new 

2015 Panuc MIOtA Robot 4 new 

1015 Allen Bradley PLC 1 new 

2015 Fanuc 2d JRVision Systems 4 new 

2016 Robotics Simulation Software 5 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics End~of-Arm 4 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics Tool 4 new 

2016 Piab Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 DeB Computers 5 new 

2016 Fanuc 3Dt iRV[sion System new 
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2016 Fanuc Line Tracking System 

2016 Panue 

2016 Allen Bradley Panel View 

Computer Lab (CAS-209A-209B) 

2015 is computers 

2016 Core 2 duo computers 

Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-J04) 

2010 AlteraDEl EVa FPGA boards 

2013 Corobot - mobile robot 

2013 Optiplex 745 - DELL PC 

2013 Opdplex 780 DELL PC 

2014 Alters DEI-SoC boards 

2014 Altera V OX Starter Kit 
2014 Acute TL2I IgE - Logic Analyzers 

2015 OptipJex 3010 - DELL PC 

Analog Electronics Labs 

2011 E3620A power supply 

2011 33120A signal genera~or 

2011 Fluke 8846A multimeter 

20 II BK Precision 2530B oscilloscope 

20 IS Keysight DSO-X2004A osc1lloscope 

Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-JI0A) 

2009 
2009 
2013 

2015 

E. Library Services 

Roland MDX40 Desktop Milling Machine 

Next 3D HD Laser Scanner 

EAGLE Pro Circuit Board Development Software 

Stratasys Dimension 3D Printer 

Kenneth J. Shouldice Library 

2 

Quantity 

30 

3 

10 

5 

8 

10 

1 

10 

5 

20 
20 

10 

20 
to 

10 

1 

new 

new 

new 

new 

used 

new 

new 
used 

used 

new 
new 

new 

used 

new 
new 

new 

new 

new 

new 

new 

new 

new 

The Kenneth 1. Shouldice Library and Learning Commons provide the core research 
materials needed to support the academic curricula offered by the University. The 
Library is headed by Marc Boucher, Director of Library Services. 

the fail of 1997, a 35,000 square-foot expansion and ofthe 
structure to the University Library was fonnally opened and full resources made 
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available for faculty and student use. facility includes ample space for study; 
personal computer stations with access to library resource 

and Internet; small large study and conference rooms; an IT help 
a art the campus's center for tutoring, and the 

Faculty Center for 

CollectWns 

The collection consists of over 140,000 volumes and 850 periodical 
SUbscriptions (including both electronic and print), as well as 75,000 
microforms. The library uses Libris' Voyager integrated library system and 
OeLe's WorldShare as a discovery layer to provide access to both print and 
electronic materials through a single user interface off of the library's Website. 

Reference and Instructional Services 

Reference by professional librarians, is 
the Library is open, other than weekends. Ask Us formerly 

known as the reference desk, now also serves students looking for [T, tutoring, 
or any other academic Information literacy and 

instructional sessions are not only provided to University students, 
12 students Sault Ste. Ontario, and surrounding 
intennediate school district areas as Pickford. All 
research databases are to the public while on and 
campus access restricted databases is provided to all campus students, faculty 
and staff. 

Resource Sharing 

sharing always been a aspect of Library operations at 
Superior State University. feature of this Library is that it is open 

to the public (on both of the international border) and also users a 
joint library card that serves as both their checkout card for LSSU's library as 
well as aU public libraries in Eastern Peninsula. Our library catalog is 

with Northern Michigan University. Users can locate materials 
specific library or collectively. If patrons find materials that are not available at 

campus library, library staff will locate it through Interlibrary Loan. 
at Regional Center direct access to a priority interlibrary 

and are shipped to the students. 

Resources, Special Facilities, and Services 

A"'r .. ',..~"" available to students include access to the Internet from any of the 
computers located in the but more importantly, over 50 ""''''''H''''' 
.... "' .... v"...,..,,, which index thousands resources, many of which provide full text 
access to scholarly journals. All of these databases are available 
... a'lllJ'"'' through library's proxy server. library's home page also 

links to many sites plus additional resource information. There are 
many study rooms located throughout library and the main floor also 
serves as a space for group interaction through the intentional layout of 
comfortable furniture accessible technology to enable 
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engagement. Throughout the year the Library hosts several lectures that are 
open to campus community. 

Reserve 

The Library maintains library reserve materials for faculty to place materials for 
specific classes. This allows all students to access materials that are of limited 
availability. Faculty determine the loan period (one hour, library use only, 
overnight, In most cases, are removed from reserve at end 

semester. 

Government Publications 

The Library is a selective federal government depository library which means it 
does not all publications the Government Printing Office (GPO), 
but select publications that are chosen in addition to those required by the GPO. 

evaluating the depository program a years ago, it was decided to 
reduce the number of titles selected to that most directly serve our 
clientele. Currently, the selected about 16 percent of the 
items available to us as a government depository. 

Special Collections 

Library maintains a small special collections area in secured rooms on the 
third floor of the library. Access is supervised. The collection includes works 
about Upper Peninsula, the Sao Locks, history, Great Lakes 
shipping, and Governor Chase S. Osborn. A special room is dedicated to 
Senator Philip Hart and contains memorabilia of the late senator. While not 
extensive, the uniqueness of these collections has attracted researchers from 
Ontario, Canada, within the state, and occasionally from bordering states. 

Information Literacy Instruction 

Library instruction is conducted in a state-of-the-art room Joc:au;:o 
on the third floor the Library. Students are taught how to access and search 
the many electronic resources available through the Library. While general 
instructional sessions are offered, most often instruction targets access and 

that directly relate to faculty members' special needs. When 
not being used infonnation literacy instruction, room is a access 
lab for all .,~ .... , .. ...,u,...,. 

Overall Comments on Facilities 

noted above, the School has the facilities and resources llCj.;c;:;:;ru to meet 
objectives student outcomes. 

noted in Section detailed instruction on proper and safe equipment use and 
operation is provided to students prior to tbeir utilization of any laboratory 
equipment. Once rudimentary mastery of a device has been learned, students are 

able to use faculty/adjunct present throughout the 
rest their courses. 
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CRITERlON 8. INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 

A. Leadership 

As described in section decisions on the overall direction of the program are indeed 
the province of the entire faculty School of Engineering & Technology, but 
primary responsibility detailed oversight of the program rests with the 
(r presently belonging to either the Mechanical Engineering or the 
Technology Departments, the two of which, while separate in organizational charts, in 
practice regularJy meet and function as a combined Department. In following, 
this will be referred to as the MEtMfgET group (the neutral term "group" is selected in 
order to avoid implying any formal status, as a "department" would have, in the 

structure). 

Implementation of the decisions MElMfgET is coordinated ME 
Coordinator, Robert Hildebrand, and the MfgET CoordinatorJ Prof. James 
Devaprasad. The division labor is roughly as described in the following, although 
these a.re presently to understood as de facto, rather than any formally defmed sets of 
duties with respect to the MfgET program (see below in item 8.C.2.3 concerning the 
reasons this). 

Coordinator typically undertakes the following related to MfgET 
program: 

• to coordinate course assessment all and listed courses which are 
either specific to the MfgET program or common only to the ME and MfgET 
programs (i.e., without students from the EE, eE, or other programs); 

It to coordinate assessment of MfgET student outcomes; 

• to curriculum and course proposats rela.ted to the MfgET at 
the University Jevel; 

It to participate in weekly Chair meetings; 

• to assist the School chair in course scheduling. and instructor assignments, for 
MfgET course offerings; 

It to set the agenda of MBlMfgET group in overseeing the MfgEr 
program; and, 

• to organize and coordinate hiring committees for faculty vacancies in the 
MElMfgET area. 

Coordinator typically undertakes the following tasks related to the 
program: 

• to provide academic advising to most students in the program; 

• to maintain the currency of MfgET advising documents; 
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• to interview all graduating MfgET for assessment 

• to participate in weekly Chair meetings; 

• to serve as an approval authority course substitutions, course waivers, and 
transfer credit for "' .... ' ... "' ... ..., in the MfgET and, 

• to advise MElMfgET group concerning MfgET curricular matters. 

Note) furthermore, that in contrast to what may be typical of departmental leadership 
positions at other institutions, duties related to faculty supervision are not part of either of 
these coordinatorships. 

Above the Coordinators, the Technology (SET) is, in day-to-
day business, administered by a Chair below in 8.C.2.2 for details 
on the release time and compensation available). It has practice for the chair to 
assume the following responsibilities that impact the program: 

• lead discussion relevant to entire School Engineering and Technology at the 
Industrial Advisory Board meetings; 

• coordinate course assessment (in School faculty 
other MfgET ME, i.e., to 

for courses common to 
CE, andlor EET; 

" coordinate common as[lec1ts of student outcome assessment (aspects not unique to 
MElMfgET); 

• serve as a authority for course substitutions and waivers MfgET 

• set and run the meetings ofllie School of and Technology; 

" set the agenda and run weekly "Chair" meetings (des", School chair, program 
coordinators); 

.. represent School of Engineering and Technology at weekly "provost Council" 
meetings; 

• conduct scheduling course offerings, and to the schedule, room 
assignments, and instructor 

" instructors to courses; 

.. advise all SET freshman and transfer students upon arrival; 

., write "program review" reports for all SET programs on a five-year cycle; 

and maintain equivalency ("articulation") with 
community and., 

• delennine equivalencies for all engineering 
transfer courses; 

" other duties, not clearly 

engineering technology related 
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is. also a Dean position C shared with other Schools, as described in item 8. C.2. I , 
below). With respect to the program, this position serves as a final approval authority on 
course scheduling (and changes to instructor, time, or room), course substitions/waivers, 
and, of course, budget matters and purchases. The Dean also serves as an approval stage 
for curricular proposals (new courses, course changes. program changes, etc.) prior to 
., .... tJU'.".,'LVU to the. University-wide Curriculum committee and the Provost's office 
for final approvaL is also the for all faculty staff within 
the SET, carrying out as an approval stage for 
hiring decisions recommended by .... " .. g.!',," 

B. Program Budget and Financial Support 

S.B.l. Budget. LSSU has a Strategic Planning and Budget Committee (SPBC), which is 
an advisory committee charged with assessing, developing, and monitoring the 
University's plan, as well as prioritizing resource needs the 
University. It is a shared governance i.e., has membership 
students, faculty. staff, and administration. The activities of this 
reviewed at ~Y..!Y~~~~~~~S2.!1.!l!!!!'~I.ll!!~~~~~ 

Vice President of Finance receives department/school budget requests (one of which 
is for the SET) and prepares the overall General Fund Budget and Auxiliary Budget 
Summaries for submission to SPBC. The SPBC members, including the Vice 
President of Finance, individual budgets, the General Fund 
and Auxiliary Budgets. Recommendations are taken to President's Cabinet (in June 
each year) review and finalization prior to presentation to the Board of Trustees for 
approval in July. 

Recurring LSSU funding is shown 1, broken down by source 

Table 8-1: Summary of SET Funding, Recent Years 

Base Operation 
Carry Over 
Course Fees 
Program Fees 

T olal Allocation 

2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 
33.984 33,984 33,984 
101675 1,822 27,332 
42JQ40 48,310 47.970 
68,70D 

33,984 
89,017 
57,180 

The program funding from three University sources (Base operation allocations, 
course and program by rows in the table. When bona-fide plans 
for are articulated to the CFO, not utilized the previous .. ..., ........ "" .. HV 

are carried over to next that amount also shown as a row. 
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operation funds are LSSU allocated funds 
basic operations would include paper, phones, office 

related equipment, and other similar items. 

operation of the unit. 
copying, travel, small 

~ruloen(S enrolled in Engineering or Engineering Technology courses also pay course fees 
which the SET The course fees vary from course to course 

but range $10-$100. with a median of$60 (not the zeros); these are for 
each course considering the extent of that of laboratory equipment and 
expendables, large-volume printing (handouts). renewable license software. The 
program fee is $70 per credit hour for courses beginning with EGxx. School can 
adjust course yearly. Program fees and course are adjusted in consultation with 
the Provost, and require Board of Trustee approvaL 

is evident from Table 
to-year. On the other 
year. 

the Operation component has 
course and received 

As noted earlier, all programs are closely-related, sharing all resources. We do not 
out funding program, but the School Chair and Program Coordinators work 

closely with the Dean to review the needs for each program make appropriate 
allocations and purchases. 

In addition, not shown in Table 8-1, but consistent enough to as "recurring". 
LSSU is annually eligible to receive a Perkins Voc-Ed Grant. Most years, SET receives 
$IOK; every fourth however, we S30K. 

Regarding non-recurring, or irregularly 
equipment sell-offs and donations. 

__ '''0> sources of have been 

Over last years, a few thousand dollars have been raised by seHing retired 
SeveraL of donated equipment have been utilized in our labs, 

Occasional targeted donations have received. For instance, a $lOk donation in 2013 
donation paid for new trainers. As another example, a fundraising campaign by the 
lAB in 15 paid for a 3D printer. 

8.B.2. Teaching Support. Teaching is supported by the use 
and the availability workshops, both on-campus 

Student class assistants are used, occasionally, in some workshop and computer lab 
courses. Their roles have included students during the labs with accomplishing 
the lab work (EGNRIOl, EGME141, EGME240, EGNR140, EGRS381, EGRS481), or in 
recitation/additional help hours (EGNR265). These would students who had 
previously taken the course, and done well enough to satisfy the current instructor. 
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More exceptionally, two student "graders" were provided in the Spring 16 offering of 
the course EGME275 Materials, which a enrollment (38 
initially), to checkl"pre-grade" homework (give comments and tentative scores to worked 
problems for the instructor's review). This may serve as a precedent henceforth, and the 
Dean had verbally-stated that it would be dependent upon enrollment numbers in courses. 
To some student workers EGNR140 have reviewed and commented 
homework. 

workshops exist on campus, via the titie-ili grant supported "Faculty Center for 
Teaching"; the extent of participation by faculty connected with the program is 
uncertain. There are also usually teaching-related workshops during the development 
week preceding Fall as classes are not underway at that time, attendance 
is for most faculty members. 

External workshops are also supported. laskirat Sodhi (2014) (no longer with LSSU) and 
Zakaria Mahmud (2015) each attended the (National Effective Teaching Institute) 
workshop sponsored by David Leach (2016) attended an ABET IDEAL (Institute 

the Development of Exceflence Assessment Leadership) workshop. David 
Baumann and Robert Hildebrand (2013) attended an PAW (one-day Program 
AS5;eSSmelrlt Workshop). 

Finally, in indirect support of teaching, the University maintains a variety of student 
services. including counseling, library, placement, admissions, registrar, a learning center 
(instructing academic success strategies), and tutoring. 

8.B.3. Infrastructure Support 

Both course and program fees are used major equipment purchases, computers, lab 
supplies, equipment maintenance, software, and other related items. Table 8-2 provides a 
summary of the expenses categories denoting how funds have been spent the last 
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Table 8-2.. Expense categories and spending 

AccountNumber .. _. - -- - -_ ..... - .. ~~~nt[)escrlptlo_n 

Supplies-Office 7001 

7002 

7003 ",,--_.---
7004 
7005 

7006 

7010 

Reference Books 

. Central Stores 
_. ._--- _ ... ...... ... __ ..... .. ..... ....... ------_ .. -....... -.- . ~ . . ~.-.. , 

__ _ ?_lJ_p.el.i~_~.~~~ ___ .___ _0 . 0 " 

~lJep!lo~!~!':'!~_IJJ~~_al __ 
Sl;! pplles-Photo-P ri nt 

Awards-Plaques 

7015 _~upplies~~~l,J_ "'~ !":l~_:l:080 Ite.ms 
7020 Supplies-Other 

7030 Copies 

7031 Printing 

7040 Postage 

7Q?t:l .. _. _______ ,, __ -!,:I~p~_?n.~ ______ ___ _________ . ___________ _ 
7055 Fax 

7060 

7061 

7065 
7070 
7101 

7102 

7103 
7110 

,7111 
'7-1.12 ---
,,-- ------
7131 
r' 
7211 r - . _ .. __ ... -

7225 
'IDa , 
7253 

-7261 '" .. 
7272 

Software 

'Software Licenses and Maintenance 

CO'I1}.P..l!~~rHard_~~_~ __ 
____ ~g.lJj_e'.1:l~~t <2~00 

: Trave I in State -- . . 
Travel out of State 
Travel Students 

M.e.~.~_i_l1g~:_~~<:~_~c:J _r)~ __ . __ _ 

, §'~e st .. L.()~gl ~_!t_~~_~ls ____ . ___ ____ . _____ _ 
Conferences 

Recruitment--Student 

. ~e_nta_ I.:~_9l! ~ement 
, Rental-Other 

,Pn?duct DevelopmentCenter Services_ 

Contracted Services 

. Equipment Mtnce and Repair 

Accreditation r ----- -- ------- - --- -.- --------- -.. ----------------- -- ,,----,, -- ---

------ ~~~~!~~'l' Actual 

2013 2014 
4,074.16 , 4,.198.41 3,622.33 

91455 : 238.99 905.31 

?:.~~: 7S ! ____ ~~~o:99.L __ __ J:,_z.OQ:~_ 

95.95 f 395.61 : 493.09 

. 4,067 .~~J " 334.56 : ~,~~.?~ 
23!O~:~4. ! 5,295.99. 16,490.33 
12,5~5.20 i 13,44s.32 : 10,91:3.56 
1,227.63 1,399.99 : 1,134.52 

373.46 180.79 i 1,~55.92 

__ .. __ ~.'~~: 12 : _ ... _~~~.~o_~~. J-- ---;;,~~.:~ 

YTD 
2016 

1,134.21 _ 

624.81 

_ ..... !!~9:QQ _ 

14.95 

99.45 
558.00 , 

.1?,5~.99 

14,785.64 

2,558.41 
1,099.59 , 

_ .. ~{!9.~~~_ 
2,05 i __ 0 J __________ _________ o~ _ _ __ _ .. __ _ _ _ 

! 57.90 5,000.00 

12,729.20 i 19,21?:45 i ~,076.84 12,923.00 

93.80 : ~,~?3.03 : __ },?92.87. . ~p37.~~ 

l?,~_EiO~~. 2~!~_}g l _ .12{q~~ 77}~,392: 1_~. 
4,117.76 : .6,356.2? i 3,883.37 4,363.79 : 

6,399.61 ~ 5,833.01 : 10,891.48 5{947.3O 

53.00 ! 
____ ~!..~:~~ ) .. -?--'--~~~:~_~ J __ ~,_~.~~!~ _ _ __ ~9,.?I6..:~9_ 

146.50 : 14. 73 [ 100.70 -

S85·~ __ El9·00_L_:';I. !.~J!?_ -_ . _~, .. ~?~. ' 
958.36 , 302.88 ! 244.19 1,267.l? : 

, 

_____ ____ __ _______ . ______ _______ _ ,, __ 1 __ " ...... .. " .. " ___ 
l,3'?9~OO 

_ _ ?!.53~~_?g 

4,000.00. i . 

2,994.90 i 4,078.26 

6-7.99 

I 

200.00 45,ooo.~ 

550.00 

7290 Unen Service 76.00 i 292.50 292.50 

7320 -__ . ~ :- __ ·_~_~= -~~ : ~_.::-::." ~ ~I1_~~:.~.~~ii~~~~~~ ___ =~~: : ,,:::.:: .... :: ~ , .=jj~;:ClQ J _~~:~_. -_" . _ .-. : _:-~ ~=:~~:=_~ ,..----
7340 ... 
7341 ,..--
7345 

"7365 -.. 
"7395 

7399A 
--- . . --

M~mbershlps . 

Su b~criJ:l .~i<?~~: ~agazi ~'=~ _. 
A~'y'~~i_~_ing __ _ .. ___ . __ __ ____ ,_ 

Professi.on~1 Dev~lopment 

I Miscellaneous 

2,420.00 ; 2,923.00 : .2,671.00 

- _ . ... -
i 77 .. 55 

............. . . _- - .... ... -----;----............... . 
300.00 i 619047 j _~,~28. ;;_~ 

92.08 i 

..•.... . , .... , .. . - -.... ", 
539.50 , 

5,447.qo 

Academic Sase, Carryover and Fees 
r -
;'?_29 __ . _ ___ .. H.~!. o~~te.r!~!"'Qi~p~~~.. S04:QQ._L . _ ..... __ ~ __ .. _. 1,406.58 
7960_ .. _._._ __ ____ ____ c::~pi~l i~~1:1 Eq~ip.~~.I1_t.i) u rch ______ ~~2. 50 .j ... ____ ~?, .. ~oo~,qq L 22,470 .. ~_ .. =:~~J ~i~'~~~~ 
G.~~_I1 _~ .I9.tal ____ __ .. _. ___ ._ __ .... __ .. ____ ; _ . j._~~!~_94.-62 ... ~.~~?~i:~_ J_J:'!8, ~_i?_:~_ ~3, ci3_~}9. _ 
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8.B.4. Equipment I Teaching Support Resource Adequacy 

The budget has allowed Col1ege and the MfgET program to meet current equipment 
and teaching support It does not provide for a comprehensive 5 or 10 year 
equipment replacement plan, but has been and as 
well as needed activities. 

C. Staffing 

The staffing of the School Engineering & Technology is described the following, in 
terms of compensated positions (full or part time; salaried, release-time, or stipend 
assignments); evidently, as is typical academia, much additional work is also available 

of by members. All of the positions described have 
some degrees, for the MfgET program well as 
programs). 

S.C.!. Clerical Staff. Throughout the vast majority of the last 6-year cycle, support staff 
(for the School of Engineering Technology) has included full-time positions, i.e., a 
full-time and a half-time administrative assistant. Only very (indeed 
June 2016) was the half-time position discontinued. 

The Secretary provides clerical support to the faculty and Dean, day-to-day 
activities in the School's office, processes purchase requisitions and manages faculty 
cardholder accounts, organizes special events (e.g., annual School banquet), provides 
coordination support for Summer programs (camps for high-school-age and younger), 
and pursues various other duties as well. The administrative assistant position had 
provided for marketing and implementation of '-'lL.F..lHVV' 

admissions and of assessment and records. Given the 
very recent discontinuance of this position, it's unclear to whom these duties will 
devolve, but undoubtedly, some will be expected to shift to the full-time Secretary, some 
to Chair, some to others, and some may be discontinued. 

,,.;!-'''' .... .,,,,,"',, there has continuously been a partatime student assistant place to the 
Secretary, including Summertime. 

8.C.2 Administrative Staff. includes the Dean and any part-time assignments. 

8.C.2.1 Dean. above in 8.A for Dean's The School was 
administered, at the onset of the 6-year cycle, by its own full-time Dean, but during most 
of cycle the Dean has been divided with Lukenda School of under the 
auspices of a combined college. July 1 (the date this report), a 
reorganization will place the SET together with both Business and Criminal Justice 
within a Division of Professional & Outreach under a (position vacant, 

by the Provost Dr. the Dean & 
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... .,,,,,,,,,, ... by Associate Provost, Dr. Myton, in the interim); that academic unit will 
u .... ".1UIl'. to a Larger Professional Studies. 

8.C.2.2 Chair. The Chair above in section 8.A for hislher role) is a 3-release hour 
(l14-time) appointment, plus 1 stipend per semester, and $2000 Summer stipend; 
that been consistent during the entire 6-year cycle, except for the Summer stipend, 
which has varied 0 to $2000. 

8.C.2.3 Coordinators. During some early portions of 
Coordinators above in a.A for their 
(out 12 full time) semester, were 116 
majority of the they received] hour (lII2-time). 

of January 2016, the MfgET Coordinatorship is henceforth uncompensated, and the 
Coordinatorship had the I-hour release replaced with a $907 stipend (equivalent 

monetary value for i-hour at overload rate, but now as pay, rather than an 
instrument to reduce full-time instructional load, which had a greater 
monetary as 1/12 offulJ salary; the duties are now purely on an 

furthermore, it is understood that ME Coordinator stipend is for duties 
not Accordingly, is not any compensation 

for administrative work specific to the program, the tasks/roles described in 
8.A above could not therefore accurately be as required "duties"; nevertheless, 
they represent who is doing what work for the program, at least on a voluntary 

8.C.2.3 Robotics Director. There is a 3-release hour (1/4-time) assignment for running 
the Robotics laboratory of the Note that courses such as and 481 make 
extensive use of laboratory. The director develops the robotics laboratory through 
industrial donations and grants, and plays key leadership nationally the Society 
Manufacturing Engineers the Robotics Industry 

8.C.3 Instructional Staff. 10 full-time positions (all tenured or tenure-track) 
have been detailed in Chapter 5. 

In addition, some is made of adjunct faculty. In particular, the two Laboratory 
Engineers frequently act in this capacity, and the courses they typically instruct (or co-
instruct) all belong to the MfgET program, the lab component ofEGMEll 0 
Manufacturing project advising in the EGNR491 the 
Electrical courses EGETll 0 175, occasionally the PLC course 
EGRS365. 

PDC (Product Development Center) larger also employs a full-time 
and has employed 2 most of the cycle; these sometimes 

served as adjuncts (notably EGNR245, LAJJ'V1L.. EGME1IO, with some 
lecturing in the capstone courses as well). 
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adjunct is also sometimes used, especially for the lecture component of 
...... 'U.LvH .... I10 Manufacturing and for 41 Solid Modelling. 

8.C.4 Technical Staff. Two-full time Laboratory Engineers are assigned to the School of 
Engineering and Technology. An Electrical/Computer Laboratory Engineer is 
responsible for the and operation of an electrical and computer equipment in 
the laboratories. Mechanical Laboratory is similarly for the 

mechanical the laboratories. Both 
Laboratory and manufacture equipment for use by faculty the 
laboratory, or the classroom. These positions are full-time, twelve month appointments. 

8C.4. Staffing Resource Adequacy 

School of and Technology has had to meet 
the needs of the MfgET program. However, the recent loss of the half-time administrative 
assistant may jeopardize that, or may result in diverting teaching and administrative 
resources away from the day-to-day needs of the academic programs. 

Budgetary a.llocations may not be to meet administrative staffing needs of 
the Although the School chair 25% release time supplemented 
by a $2721 per semester stipend, that position leadership for 
all six programs in the School; furthermore the ME departmental coordinator receives a 
$907 semesterly stipend, but, in principle, earmarked for ME (and only undertaking 
MfgET -related duties on an informal basis) and the MfgET program coordinator receives 
neither time nor a stipend. 

School of and currently has sufficient instructional and 
technical staffing" to meet the needs of the MfgET provided the ten positions 
remain fined. ten regular faculty members, supplemented by the aforementioned 
adjunct instructors, are able to deliver the instruction required to support the MfgET 
program. Furthermore, the two fuH-time laboratory have the resources to 
maintain all and used by the program. 

D. Faculty Hiring and Retention 
S.D.l Faculty Hiring Process. The is to appendix K, "the 
i.e., the contract the faculty and the University, wherein appendix B (i.e., 
appendix B of the Agreement, but appendix K of document) provides a detailed 
description of the procedure for formation and conduct of a faculty hiring committee. 
This is a University-wide procedure to which we adhere (in-fact, procedure for 
whole University was modelled after our longer-standing in the School of 
Engineering Technology), but it does not some additional 

that have developed for, philosophy for the conduct of, searches 1n the 
MElMfgET group. 
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There have 7 (one conducted for ME/MfgET faculty in 
the 6~year cycle, to keep the 5 positions filled, aU but one of which made a new hire; 
thus, there is a very ample basis to speak about well-established "practices" in our 
departmental eve~ jf oot part of the formalized procedures to which reference is 
made above. These committees have almost always (6 times of 7 in the last 6-year 
cycle) been chaired by the Coordinator, Robert Hildebrand. The of the 

has been the other 4 faculty of the MElMfgET together with one 
faculty member from Electrical/Computer (ECE); that has (7 
times out of7) been Dr. David Baumann, the 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's 
philosophy of an applied emphasis in engineering and technology 

the evaluation process employed in hiring of new faculty accordingly 
places a emphasis on a candidate's promise as an and on industrial 
experience than it does on academic research credentials (although the latter is a 

of weight). A faculty candidate is generally to have some teaching 
experience (either as faculty member or a teaching assistant) to possess excelJent 
communication skills. 

initial ofCVs, we typically invitations for phone interviews to up 
to a dozen candidates. These are contacted by a committee member, by phone, at which 
time, as a matter of transparency, salary (usu. about $65,000 for these openings, 
which is considered low on the market) is related, as well as something of the 
geographical and climatological of the region (rural and wintery). and the nature 
of the (heavy loads little research emphasis). One or more of these 
factors may cause some the candidates to withdraw at point, saving them the 
committee needless time expenditure. The phone interview candidates then 
speak with entire committee on the telephone for about 20 minutes to half-an-hour, at 
which time we question them on teacbing interests, inclinations to teach laboratories, 
capstone projects, etc. Up to 3 of those candidates, whichever are most promising 
enough are), are then selected campus visits. 

the campus visit, candidates a sample (on a topic specified by the 
hiring committee chair and generally kept the same for all visiting candidates); this 
lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty (including those not participating 
in the search committee). Feedback is thereafter solicited from the students and faculty 
in attendance, and is given much weight in the subsequent decision. Besides the 

IS given to the candidate's performance an informal 
v ...... ' ....... ,,' (or professional) to collegiality as observed at interactions 

throughout the day, including meals and one-an-one interviews (including with the 
Provost, and sometimes the President, who convey their respective feedback), and to 
feedback from the candidates' However, it remains the guest that 
most often nrAVf'.;;: 

Historically (and into early phases of the 6-year cycle), the search committee would 
select the best candidate, and also rank the other candidates in case of an being 
declined (as happens fairly frequently). The Dean and Provost then had fonnal authority 
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to negotiate and hire, but tended to support committee decisions. More recently, the 
been discouraged from and ranking, in favor of merely 

, ... " .... ~JL" .. "qualified" or "not qualified". 

8.D.2 Faculty Retention. Retention of qualified faculty is partially a matter of correct 
selection in the search and hiring process, by identifying a "good fit" faculty for 
the SET. The optimal faculty hire, given the relatively high instructional load, should be 

to instruction, rather than exclusively to research, as wen as adaptable to the 
V):;'''!-,JlU,",'U and climatological particulars of Michigan's Upper Peninsula 

relative remoteness in a wintery setting). Moreover, while such a person welt be a 
subject matter expert, the willingness to function as a generalist, and with bonafide 
laboratory and project skills, is ideal. Given these attributes, a faculty member is likely to 

a of satisfaction in the work that is conducive to retention. 

School-specific PD fund (beyond that of the University), to bolster faculty retention, 
has also been available during the 6~year and still in more 
fonn. In 2012, subsequent to the of ABET visit which had cited the 
Engineering programs for issues of faculty retention (these being the same faculty who 
cover the Engineering Technology programs), the committed to provide a fund 
workshops/conferences, summer stipends for scholarly endeavors, and other PD 
activities. Accordingly, for a portion of the cycle, these funds have been available for the 

described, and may be allocated to Engineering Technology-related PD as 
well as to In the last however, stipends been 
discontinued, so that fund is now limited to and 
materials/equipment. 

E.Support of Faculty Professional Development 

The "Agreement" (ref. appendix K) between Lake Superior State University and the 
Faculty Association provides each faculty member with $1000 per academic year for 
professional development; in the 6~year cycle (through 2013), this level was at 
$800, so it undergone a $200 annual during the cycle. A faculty member's 
professional development fund can carry over academic year to academic year, but 
not to $4,000 (unchanged). Expenditures from professional development funds 
must be related to the faculty member~s professional development or teaching objectives. 
In addition, faculty members, who are officers of professional organizations or ore~sel1teirs 
at national have received additional support to travel to workshops and 
conferences departmental and/or Dean's budgets. 

Note also the additional PD fund described in 8.D. For a couple of years during the 
6-year cycle, these provided stipends for scholarly work, as well as travel and materials 
reimbursement. Although the stipends have been discontinued, the funding continues to 

travel and materials. 

between Lake Superior 
also provides a total of up to three semesters 

University and the Faculty Association 
sabbatical leave at full pay per academic 
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(it been four, through 2013). A tenured faculty member is eligible for a 
Sabbatical after five (5) academic of employment as a faculty at the 
University, so long as slhe not had a Sabbatical Leave within the previous five (5) 
years. A Sabbatical Leave Committee comprised of two Deans, appointed by the 
Provost, and six faculty members elected by the faculty shall consider the applications for 
sabbatical leave and make recommendations to the Provost. One engineering facully 

._." ..... _. Professor David McDonald of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
department, been a sabbatical the last 6-year cycle; a full-
time sabbatical for the 2011-2012 ... ""u.'uv" 
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PROGRAM CRITERIA 

Adherence to the program criteria is discussed in section 5.A.S.2. 
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Signature Attesting to Compliance 

By signing below, I attest to the following: 

That has conducted an honest assessment of 
compliance and has provided a complete and accurate disclosure of timely information 

compliance with ABET's Criteria/or Accrediting Engineering Technology 
Programs to include the General Criteria and any applicable Program and the 

Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual, 

David R. Finley, Ph.D., P.E. 
Interim Provost, Lake Superior State University 
Dean, School of Engineering and Technology 
Dean, Lukenda School of Business 

July 1,2016 

Date 
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Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Sample Syllabus - EGMT216 CAM with CNC Applications 
Filename (if emalled): 
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Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample syllabus for EGMT216 CAM with CNC Applications showing 
the file and its value as evidence course requirements and learning objectives 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SIJPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

College of Engineering and Technology 
EGMT 216 CAM with CNC Applications 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Prerequisites: EGME1l0, EGME141 and MATH13 I 

Instructor: Mr. David Leach Office: CASET 129 
Phone: 635-2635 desk, 231-881-9953 cell 
E-mail: dleach(a{lssu.edu 

Office Hours: Tentative hours listed below, or by appointment 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
lO-UAM, 9-10AM 9-10AM 9-10AM 

3-4PM 

Required Texts: Course Handouts 

Course 
Description: Writing CNC programs in machine codes, and the setup and trial runs to produce 

parts from these programs. Computer software interfacing between programming 
languages and various industrial machines will be stressed. Computer aided 
manufacturing (CAM) topics and applications of CAM software will be covered. 

Course Objectives: 

At the completion of this course 

1. Students will be able to describe the sequence of operations for a part program. 
2. Students will be able to detennine tools required for machining, calculate speeds and feeds, 

and set-up tools on a CNC machine. 
3. Students will be able to manually develop CNC programs using standardized fonnats to 

produce a part. 
4. Students will be able to use CAM software to produce three dimensional parts. 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGMT 216 CAM with CNC Applica.tions 

30%, Quizzes 10%, Homework 10%, Lab Exercises 30%
, Lab Projects 20% 

Exams/QuizzeslHomework 500 points (50%) 

CAM/CNCLab 

Grading: 
98-100 A+ 
92-97 A 
90-91 A-
88-89 
82-87 B 
80-81 B-
78-79 C+ 

Course Policies: 

Exam 1 100 points (10%) 
Exam 2 100 points (10%) 

Final 1 00 points (10%) 
100 (10%) 

HomeworklHandouts 100 points (10%) 

Lab 

500 points (50%) 
Lab Exercises 300 points (30%) 
Lab Project 1 100 points (10%) 

2 100 points (10%) 

Total: 1000 points (100%) 

70-17 
68-69 
66-67 
62-65 
60-61 
0-59 

C 

D 
D
F 

1. Any form of cheating on exams and quizzes will not be tolerated and will result 

Fall 2018 

the course. It is however, help other on lab and 
projects to promote a learning environment. AU submitted work must be your own. 

2. A lab project grade of at least 60% for Projects 1 2 must be achieved to pass the course. 
3. attendance is you must have instructor's permission for 

It is very difficult, impossible to make up lab "' .... "',"~""-"" 
absence will result in receiving a zero the lab assignment. 

4. Homework be assigned will be mixture oftextoook questions, handouts, and 
worksheets. 

5. This course requires a attitude, and hard 
6. honor code will be used for all situations that involve cheating, copying, 

misrepresentation of student work, and misrepresentation of student information. 
7. Alternative testing/exam accommodations, must be made with instructor in 

8. Instructor has to or modity lecture topics, and lab 
topics. Students will be informed required changes. 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGMT 216 CAM with CNC Applications (2,3) 

The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations 

Fall 2018 

In with Lake Superior State University policies and equal access laws, disability-
ac(;onamo('1:atu)ns or are available to with documented 

If you are a student with a disability and you think you may require accommodations must 
with Disability (DS), which is located in IUS Library, Room 103, (906) 

or on DS will provide you with a of confirmation your 
disability and authorization must 

presented to your instructor before 

Students who desire such services should meet with instructors a timely manner, preferably 
dllring individual disability related Any student who 
feels that an IS on a meet 
instructors privately to discuss 

(Individual Plan Academic Success) 

at mid-term your grades reflect that you are at risk for failing some or all your classes, you 
will contacted by a ofIPASS. IP ASS is designed to belp you gain 
control over your learning through communication goal-setting, the development 
of intentional learning skills and study habits, and personal accountability. You may contact 635-
2887 or email1pass@lssu.edu if you would like to sign up early in the semester or if you have 
any or concerns. 

HONOR 

a student Lake State University, you have 
of the College of & Technology. You will any 

dishonesty or deception such as cheating, stealing, or lying on takehome assignments, 
homework, computer programs, lab reports, quizzes, tests or exams which are Honor Code 
violations. Furthermore, you understand accept the potential consequences of punishable 
behavior. 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGMT 216 CAM with CNC Applications (2,3) 
EGMT216 SPRING 2018 LECTURE SCHEDULE 

Week Date Lecture Topics 
1 8128 1 Course intro, syllabus, coordinate systems 

8/30 2 Coordinate systems 

2 9/4 3 No Class - Video Lecture via Moodie 
-

9/6 4 MACHINING CENTERS 
3 9111 5 Process set-up 

9113 6 Tools and inserts 
4 9/18 7 Speeds and feeds 

9/20 8 Carbide inserts I Canned cycles 
5 9/25 9 Manufacturing systems 

9/27 10 HAAS programming 
6 10/2 11 HAAS pro!rraIlliIlin~ - review for Exam 1 

1014 12 EXAM 1 
7 10/9 No Class - Attend Monday Classes 

10/1 I 13 TURNING CENTERS 
8 10/16 14 Set-uQ and components 

10118 15 Speeds and Feeds 
9 10123 16 Speeds and Feeds 

10/25 17 Tooling 
10 10/30 18 Cycles 

lUI 19 HAAS programming 
11 1116 20 HAAS programming 

1118 21 HAAS programming 
12 11/13 22 HAAS programming 

11115 23 HAAS programmin~ - review for Exam 2 
13 11120 24 EXAM 2 

lU22 No Class - THANKSGIVING 
14 11127 26 Sub programs 

11/29 27 EDM 
15 12/4 26 Additional Topics, Review for Final 

12/6 27 Course Assessment 

EGMT216 FALL 2018 TENTATIVE LAB SCHEDULE 

I LAB I Date I Topics 

Fall 2018 
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College of Engineering and Technology Fall 2018 
EGMT 216 CAM with CNC ApQiications (23) 

1 8/28 CREO ManufacturingNC introduction (Meet in CoooIJuter Lab) 
2 9/4 CREO Manufacturing (Via self-study, no lab sessionl 
3 9/11 HAAS Mill Set-up and probe system (Meet in Shop) 
4 9/18 CREO Manufacturing & HAAS Mill (1'.!eet in Computer Lab) 
5 9125 Project 1 
6 10/2 Proiect 1 
7 10/9 No Lab - Go to Monday Classes 

10/16 HAAS Milling Machine (M_eet in Computer Lab) 
8 10/23 HAAS Mil linK Machine (Meet in Computer Lab) 
9 1116 HAAS Lathe (Meet in Shopllathe set-up 
10 11113 HAAS Lathe {Meet in SboQ} on-screen ~ro![amming 
1 I 11120 HAAS Lathe (lyfeet in ShoQ) on-screen ~rogramming 
12 11/27 Project 2 -
13 12/4 Project 2/ Clean-Up 

12111 Final Exam Week 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Sample Course Assessment - EGMT216 CAM with CNC Applications 
Filename (if emalled): 
This documentation Is relevant to 
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Briefly summarize the content of Sample course assessment summary from EGMT CAM with CNC 
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for Improvement. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Department of Engineering & Technology 

EGMT 216 CAM with CNC Applications (2,3) 3 Credits 
Spring 2018 

COURSE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 

Offering Details 

Lecture Times: TR 10;OOam to 10:50am Lecturer: David Leach 

Lab Times: R 5:30pm co 8:20pm Lab Instructor: David Leach 

Number of Students: 8 Evaluator: David Leach 

Context within Curriculum 

Student Population: ME and MET(requ.ited) 

Previous Courses Required: EGME110, EGME141 

Subsequent Courses: None 

Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

ETACofABET EACofABET 
Srudem Outcomes Student Outcomes 

a ./././ ... 
b .1.1./ •• 
e 
d ././ -
e 
f .I • 
g ./ ~ 

h ./ . 
I 

j 
k ./ ? 

./ = exposure (e.g., one graded a,sitpmmc) • = foundaLional- mady for further developm~o( 

././ = .rre!lS (e.g., on. (OI.>l'1Ie objccciw) ". = developed - prq».n:d for pn.ccicaJ apptiC<.rion 

.1././ = focus (c;.g., multiple objec1ivC&, cO= otic) ~ .. = high - .pproo.ching rhac of a p"u:ticiJ1g engin~r 

EGMT 216 Assessmenr Summary - Spring 2017 Page 1 of8 
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Student Grades 

F D- D D+ C- C C+ B- B B+ A- A A+ 

General Comments 

FacultY Comments 

GPA 

S183.50 
Sf73.17 
516 J.n 
5153.)4 
Sf43.29 

This was our second offering with the new course number EGMT 216 (previously EGMT 312). This 
semester we had 8 students enrolled, with one lab section of 8 students. There were 2 MET (required) 
and 6lvffi (tech elective) students eotolled in the course. Students learned how to set up CNC milling 
and turning processes using both on-screen machine controller-generated code (turning) and G&M 
code computed by CREO 3.0 CAM software and post-processed for specific venical milling machines. 
A significant effon was made to increase the amount of hand-programming for G&M code in the 
lecture content 

Analysis of Objectives 

At the completion of this course: 

(1) Stutknts will be able to ikscn'be the sequence of opcratitms for a pari program, 

Student Self Assessment: ...... . .......... . 
Faculty Grades of Student Work .. .. ... .. 

Srudent Comments 

91.4% 
88.1% 

• We focused more on hand coding and the rypes of code. {written} 

• Need practice. {written} 
• Less so for the lathe codes, but in depth for mills. {written} 

Faculty Comments 

Sequence of operacions was reviewed many rimes in lecture (hand programming) and in every 
lab session (CAM). Students were also required to list operations on exams and as part of their 
paperwork submissions for projects. 

(2) Students will be able to determine tools needed, calculate speeds andfeeds, and set up loolr on 
a CNC machine. 

Student Self Assessment: ............... . . . 
Faculty Grades of Student Work ........ . 

StUdent Comments 

82.8 % 
85.0% 

• Going a little into the theory of where the feeds and speeds come from would be 
ins.igh tfuL {wri tten } 

EGMT 216 Assessment Summary - Spring 2018 Page 2 of 8 
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.. 

.. 

lecture and in lab. Both theoretical and 
and 

parameters, 
For 
fundamentally derived motion. 

(1) Students will be abk to manualtp develop CNC programs unng $undanlizetlfomurl.$ to 
produce a part. 

96.7% 
91.2 % 

to basic programs by hand or CAD/CAM. {written} 
.. More practice. {written} 

have 

.. Excellent mills, lathes ate not at all rl'\r""~t,.. G-Codes from 
one make to another. (HAAS vs Mazak for example). {written} 

• Lathes every manufacturer [s different {oral} 

A significant amount of time, more than previous semesters, was spent on hand 
it really paid the to gain of 

vary on the machine builder, h"·tTr",,m.r and lathe. 
foundation of all progtams is 

The 
In class r presented HAAS and non-HAAS (panue) 

are and in ptogramming comes with 

(4) Students will he able to use CAM software to produCB three dimensiorua parts. 

Student Self Assessment: ................. . 
Faculty of Work ....... .. 

practice. {written} 

94.3 % 
c/o 

• Software capabilities / usability dependent {written} 
" Look into rna terial rem oval simuLltion. {oral} 

• another CAM { oral} 
• should how to files. {oral} 

216 Assessment Summary- Spring 2018 3 oE8 
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The CAi\1 is a repetitive process and students to build confidence 
'-", ......... ,."..... Additional CAM tools and concepts in 

Supplementary Questions 

1. Do you feel comfortable with processes? Explain your response. 

second nllrure fot me at this Mosdy of pdor 
knowledge, but this course helped with hand programming. 

• Yes, level of 10 CNC has over 
the length this course. 

• Yes, I I have enough time operating the machines thac I can a from 
planning and design through completion. 

II Yes, for the most part. 
II are still some in such as mllling window, or mill volume that we 

haven't use as much and I struggle with when my part for the project 
.. The lab helps the students get familiar with machines. 
II The about the 
II by to produced by 

,. Somewhat comfortable I know en<)u~:n to 
get myself out. 

myself in trouble, not to 

• more help esp. feeds/ speeds + references are 
well & good, pushing for speed optimization really gets questionable. 

As in every vU'-'~!J'~, 
maintain a 

customer 

2. Do you have to lllID[C)ve 

,. Mote CAM processes covered. 

,. Upgrade to the latest CREO CAM 
simulation. 

216 2018 

.... Vl.''''"' ..... ~.AW ..... amount of machines 

" .. "",-,,,-uc,, access to 1U"' ...... U'"" remoV2.! 

40£8 
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• Homework or in-class problems for solving speeds as well as progrnmming 
for the lathe (only was in no push to study it: 

class). 
41 Possibly auras 

• It would about other roo, even not 
going to 

• a more 

• it how it 
• More time leaming correct speeds/feeds types of cutS and metals. 

• More. 

a 

Although performing very well overall, and being happy with the of knowledge 
by hand-programming, group of did not go out of way to figure things out as 
I constantly instructed them to do. They keep taOOng about and speeds, even up to the 

course assessment and were dearly explained, along with how 
to find them --- they back to the for a solution. In this 

the students to do some outside research. If work isn't handed to the ",..", ..... p,rve 

out and find it (a trend roday's It would help CO 

have another HAAS mill to double up on work. waiting most of their 
lab to be to run programs. 

Evaluation of ABET-ETAe Student Outcome a (EGMT216 Spring 2018) 

EGMT 216 ,n:>,)t::~1>UIC;J,U Summary- 2018 Page 50f8 
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aJl abi/iD' to sekel and app/J' the k11owledge, /echJlirptes, skilu, and modern foou of the diJcipline to broadIY
defined engineering technology adivitiu 

Extenr of Coverage in Course 
,/ ,/,/ = fOctlS 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 
*** ::: developed - prepand for practical application 

Performance Indicator 
the ability to describe how to set up G&M code u.dng CAM software to OVC machine (] given part {MET} 

Student Work to EvalWlce 
Final Exam qJ(estiOfJ 13 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated was a fmal exam question which required the students to 
describe how they would set up a CAM file in CREO Manufacturing to machine a given part 
in a vertical machining center. (Final Exam question 13) 

• For me assignment, the students were given information about the material type, overaU part 
dlrnensions, and a vlWal representation of the final pare. 

o The student work was evaluated by David Leach (DL). 

Final Exam Question 1 J 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable 

DL 

(2) Below 
Standard 

1 MET 

(3) Meets 
Standard 

1 MET 
4MB 

(4) Exemplary Ave 

2MB 

• There were 2 MET students enrolled in this offering. 1 performed at a below standard level 
for the given performance indicator example, while 1 met the standard. Out of the 6 ME 
students, 4 performed at the standard and 2 performed above the stancb.rd. The overall score 
increased from 2.50 (Sl7) to 3.13 (S18). 

• The description/steps needed to meet the standard were reviewed during ~ lab lecture 
and in the course lecture. All CAM assignments involved the same steps in generating CAM 
files. This is a very repetitive exercise, but remains a key indicaror for understanding the 
structure of CAM programs. 

o The 'below standard' rating was given to the scudentwho scored a 6/10 for the exam 
problem, while missing a few steps and not providing much detail in his response ro the 
question. 

Recommendations for Future Relative to Outcome 

o Continue to develop a laboratory manual that will document the steps for this performance 
indicator and can be reviewed during each laboratory CAlvI acrivity. 

Action Plans 

EGMT 216 Assessment Summary - Spring 2018 Page 6 of 8 
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From Previous Offiring 

III Move the course to Fall semester, to reduce the CNC machine between senior 
CNC The Spring semester is 

:and students tend to perfonn at a mlnlmum level (what is required, but not above and beyand) 
their Moving course to semester will remove the 

to spend on thus improving overall student 
scheduled fot F18 and will stay in the falL] (DL). 

III Introduce Intuitive Programming on HAAS milling [Ibere was not sufficient time 
to add programming ta the milling lab far S18.] 

III Create :it lab manual that covers shop safety, lab schedule, standardized workpiece and tooling 
handours, and grade lab are 

starting to be assembled for introduction during F18.] Forward ta F18. 
III install BobCad V30 CAM software, to used the mill, lathe, and plasma. 

a new hand~out for the CNC which can used for 10. [Bebcad has 
IS a item for18/19 

III the CNC Plasma as an option the final CNC A student ran a CNC 
'"'",,>UJ .... project, with great success, during Spring 17 she could not fwd 
mill, due to issues. BebCad V30 could be [CNC Plasma has 
an option project to Project 2.] Issue Closed. (DL) 

III Purchase more tool holders and insert tooling both the mill and the [This is 
4UI.u"''''''.;.U in yearly budgeting.] Issue ongoing, but will from course assessmenr.. 

(DL). 
... Search for additional milling are slated 

to a HAAS mm from I-'rE·t'15:1rlf1 

... the machine shop lab so students can create CAM next to the 
milling machines labs could pOtentially be run the machine shop (and not in the 
vu • .., ..... " ... , labs on the 20d floor). [This is still open.] 

... Increase the number of homework assignments. 
use of and of 

and in-class activities.] Issue Closed. (DL) 
... Continue to sundardize tooling, mater:l.als 

continue 
UU<;..lill~"'. Our goal is to 

... a for the 4th axis on the 
[This is scheduled to be accomplished through a special topic projecr for F1S.] Still open. 

... additional for key as indicator a. 
[Students were more HAAS-specific handouts worksheets regarding machine 
programming for We will continue and 

LJI..CW .. u.u, as available. Development of a lab is 

For Future Offering: 

216 2018 70f8 
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.. ate fundamentally "'P""T~>r1 using math and 
tool motion. 

e in programming h ... f"Uu· ... n 

are dlfferences, what: the similarities are. 
a programmer, is key here. 

• Add material removal simubtion to CAM labs. 
II Add 'importing .srl files' 3D nY-a",,,,,, 

.. etc. 

2018 Page 8 of8 
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Project Summary 
Team KUKA Robollne Upgrade (KRUl has 
implemented a third KlJKA robot to the pre
existing two-robot KUKA workceilin LSSU's 
Robotics Lab_ In addition to updating the 
worl«:e!l's controls, vision, and safety systems, 
Team KRU Installed a rotary index table used to 
transport work pieces between two robotS, a 
worktable, and cnd-of-arm tooling for the third 
robot. Team KRU also updated oil 
documentation for the wor~1I and created two 
new lab exercises. Finally, a synchronized 
robotics motion project and a robotic debulTing 
project were completed to demonstrate the 
capabiHtles of this workcelL 

The KUKA Robotics Workcell 

The fully compk-tcd robotks worlcccU now conca1ns, 

·3 KUKA KR5 Rl4{)O robots 

- A rotary index table and a linear conveyor system 

- Multiple end-of-arm tooling for the each robot 

- Automatic tool-change capability 

. Ethernet/If' communications 

- 3 Cognex vision syst~ms 

- Allen Bradley PLC (Programmable Loglc 
Concroller) with HMI (Human Machine Interface) 

- 3 new computer stations 

. Safety system with a SICK area scannerand 2 
Keyen~ light curtains (shown below] 

-,,-
•• liJl 

. ' 

Senior Projects 2017-2018 

Faculty Advisor 
11m Devaprasad 

Team KUKA Roboline Upgrade Induso1al Contacts 
Jordan Dasuql (CE) Undsey PaJor (ME) E.ie Becks 
Jake Grover (MfgET) Andrew Purcell(EE) Ron Ilergamin 
Kevin Krieg (ME) 8en Woods (Mfg£11 

Vision System 
Team KRU installed a Cognex 
7802 vision system for each of the 

three robots. The vision system 
Includes several advanced 
capabilities such as autofocu:i, 
Integr3ted lighting and on-board 
processing, An Image of the 
camera can be seen below. 

Project Benefits 

The main project benefits are: 

1) Addition ofa new robotics 
platform to LSSU's Roboocs I..ab 

2) Future LSSU engineering 
students can get lab experIence 
on KU KA robots and Cognex 

vlston software 

3J New project demonstrations 
created to highlight LSSU 
Robotlcs capabilities to visitors 

4J New platform for future senior 
and research projects 

S) Experience for Team [(RU 

members on robotics system 
integration. 

Synchronized Robotic Motion 
Team KRU developed a plano demonstration using 
Autodesk's Maya software in conjunction with the 
Mimic softwllre plugin and I(UKA's BntertainTecll 
software. MaY" is" 3D computer Hnimation 
software Iha\ uses time-based prugr.:lmmjng anti 
has been used extenslyely in the production of 
films and Yldeo b'3mcs. The Mimic plug]n allows 
for time-based nnlmation of KUKA Robots. Mimic 
then exports data as a program file which caD be 
executed USing KUKA's EntertainTecb software 
package. Tbese technologles allowed the three 
robots to play two pianos in sync. An Image of the 
robots playlng the pianos is shown below. 

Robotic Deburring 
Team KRU developed a demonstr.ltion that 
simulates the deburring process of marine boat 
propcUcrs. The proCl'SS utillzes a deburrlng tool 
manufactured by AT!. -rile RoboTe.1<n ooltware 
p"c\<;)ge was used to traverse the complicated 
geometry of the prupeller blades. RoboTeam has 
many feacures Including program and modon 
synchronization, collision avoidance. and 
operation of multiple robo!$ from a single 
Smal1PAD, An Image of the robots perliJrming the 
deburrillg sequence can be seen below. 

Project Made Possible By: 

KUI<A L Hil"" 

1I~~!lX~~?!~ COGNEX 

TEXTRON ~VIATION 
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Members (from left to right): Matthew Thomas (MfgET), Sara 
McKee (MfgET), Robert Meyers (ME), Michael Smutny (ME), 
Rhett King (ME), Matthew Nelson (ME) 
Faculty Advisor. Prof. Jim Oevaprasad 
Industrial Contact: Prof. Eric Becks 

Project Statement 
Te<lm Conveying Automation Solutions (CAS), along with Team 
Automation Controls Engineering (ACE), created a new training work 
cell using 2 KUKA KR 5 R1400 robots. 

The new work cell is used as a platform for student leaming, future 
senior projects, and research. The work cell features safety 
equipment, End-of-Arm Tooling, and robotic interaction that are 
unique to the LSSU robotiCS lab_ Team CAS was responsible for 
designing, manufacturing, and implementing several mechanical 
components of the work cell. 

Sponsors and Industrial Support 
n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~S TATE UNIVERSITY KA 

SCHUNK- '!! Ift:t~~ .,., dl.u.c • 
-P.kar AMT~ YEQINOlOOY_ 

Safety Features 
The safety features include' emergency stop buttons, 
3 light curtains, and an area scanner. All of these 
features are used in conjunction with the physical 
enclosure to ensure the safety of both users and 
observers of the work cell. 

Ligh1 
Curtains 

End-of-Arm Tooling 
End-of-Arm TOOling allows the robots to manipulate 
and interact with their surroundings. The KUKA 
robots have a tool library that includes a centric 3-
finger gripper, a single suction cup gripper, and a 3-
finger expansion gripper. In addition to these End-of-
Arm Tools, there is a pallat gripper that will be ..• a._~,,_ 
for special projects, labs, and demonstrations. 

Suction Cup 
Gripper 

:[6 
Robot Specifications 
• 6 axes creating a 4 

foot reach 
5 kg (-11 Ib) payload 
Rotational speed of 216·/s-
492'/s 
170' of rotation about the base 
Capable of safe interaction with 
other KUKA robots 

Special Cell Features 
The work cell features a spring-loaded top 
plate mounted to a work table that protects 
both the table and the robots from being 
damaged. Attached to the table is a linear 
conveyor and specialty tool cribs. The tool 
cribs were designed \0 allow the Quick 
exchange of End-at-Arm Tools without 
damaging the work cell components 

Special Thanks 
Team CAS would like to extend 
special thanks to the (ollowing 
individuals for their support, 
technical expertise, and guidance in 
th e completion of this project: 

• Ron Bergamin - KUKA 
Jason Markeslno - AMT 
Josh Bodell - AMT 
Eric Becks - IC & lSSU POC 
Gibson Kramer - LSSU POC 

• Nick MacArthur- LSSU POC 

Please scan the QR ~t~[!] 
code to learn more ~~ 
about this proJecL [!]~ 
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Rim Quatity Inspe·.ction via Vision 

Seni'o:r Project 2.016-17 

Cf 
ME 

Audrianna Anderson MET 
Tyler Fontana ME 
Christopher Kyro ME 
Jennifer Fredericks EE 

GUllnterface: 

The picture below shows the user Interface of the vision system. 
Here, users can set up and run tests on automotive rims. The user 
can acquire an image of the rim via a camera, run a live feed from 
the camera, load a previous test image, reference an Ideal image, 
and run the vision algorithm. The GUI will display the results of the 

1--------

Team Wheel Inspection Systems (WIS) wa~s 

tasked with researching and developing a system 
to automate the inspection of automotive rims 
using an industrial grade camera an~ machine 
vision software. 

System Design: 
The pictures·to th-e right show T-e2,m 
WIS's shroud. The shroud Is~ chamber 
deSigned to bto~k outside I~ght and t9 

scatter lIel:lt in.side the shJ'~ud. High
intensity ~ar lights, a high (esQlu,tion 
C\,amera , and a rim ar~me_unted In the
shl"Qud. TniS"fsystem allows for a 
controlled testing area r:lf ·vlsion 
algorithms on automotive rims 

Praject Result: 

The t.eam res_eard,e-d the 'effed'of different 
lighting pbsltlQns arfd infensities on the surfac::e 
cifthe rims. Based on the r~search. the t_Qam 
"'1a-s able to ere ale 'an algElrlthm uslng.a .vfsloJls 
system that could inspect autombtive rims. 

Sponsored By: 

Im:iustrlal Contact: 
Mark Compton 

EsY.$'-Automation is a rob'"otJ~ integration 
oompany locateJ:! in·Auburn Hills. 
Michigan. The l;bmpany was eSt;iblishe.:l in 
19~9.. and It speCi~ltzJ!s in turnkey 
automation fer the autEimotlve Industry. 
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Project Description 

T~arn lake State Automation has been sponsored by Mactech Or.-sire 
Machining Solutions to design, build, and autom<ltl' a prototype CNC milling 
machine. The project came about du e 10 the desire for increosed flexibility 
and fu nctionality of the current machine. The pmi""t .. ntails an upgrade on 
an existing ga nlry mill which was ori~inallv manually op .. ,ated. This 
machine Is desl~ned to work in a wide ranee of applkations from ship 
llIalnl<~nance to bridee buildine. It mav be mounted and operated while in 
any orienta lion, and Is completely mobile 

The prototype roachlne featu,""s increased speed, accuracy and 
repeatab,lity. New Fanuc hardware has allowed the machine to be operated 
by software which moy be created off-site Automation of the machine has 
greatly Increased Its capabilitIes antJ reduced human labor. The prototype 
deSign of the CNC mi lling rnacl,lne Is Inlended to be replicated by Mactech 
On--$ite Machi ning SoluMns In Ihe fulure. Team L.XeStlle Autom~tion has 
undertaken this project facing a fixed budget ;md a need to collaborate with 
m ulll pi e vendol ~. 

Fanuc Controls 

HI LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Team Members: 
Kyle McKeachnie (Mechanical Engineer) 
Matthew Simon (Mechanic,,1 Engineer) 
JUStin Lagergren (Manufacturing Engineering Tech.) 
Daniel Baker (Manufacturing Engineenng Tech.] 
Phillip Coullard (Electrical Engineer) 
Grace Morse (Electrical Engineer) 

Faculty Advisors: 
Professor Oavid Leach 
Professor Jon Couliard 

Industrial Contacts (Mactech): 
Mr. Joel Wittenbraker 
Mr. Chad Peterson 

Mactech On-Site Machining Solutions 
Mactech was founded in 1974 in order to provide portable stress 
relievln~ solutIOns.. Tna company e~panded in 1985 in order 10 provide 
portable machine tools and on-site services Mactech is a world leader 
in the production of portable machining and heal treating equipment. 

l\I4SI!P~:a 

2016 - 2017 CNC Gantry Mill 

iPendant User Interface 

• User friendly operation 

Touch screen interface 

• Operate machine from more than 

30 feet aw;ry 

• Easily load G&M code programs 

via USB 

Manual and automatic operation 

CNC Gantry Mill 

FA uc 
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PART 2: Degree-level Review 

Progra m: BS. Electrical Engineering Technology (ABET Accredited 2016) 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting 

Assessment {CC 4.B and CC 4.Q 

Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

including the "use results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

examples. 

Program review and feedback from students indicated that they thought ethics (student outcome I) 
should be removed from senior recommended action was to create a new Education 

course that would caver ethics, economics) and sustainability as it applies to the deSign and use of technology. 
This course would then allow for the removal of that from senior giving student more time to 

focus on their project. For a number of reasons, the creation of this class was not possible. However, based on 

faculty discussions and student feedback it was to in an in Thus} Dr. Jason Swedene 

a Professor in Department of Humanities & Philosophy who specializes in ethics began teaching the ethics 

portion of senior projects in the spring of 2017. From the latest student outcome evaluationl there is no 

concern for outcome I. Student feedback regarding the ethics portion has overall been very positive. 

students indicated that they would prefer that ethics be moved to the fall semester of senior The 

possibility of moving this topic is currently being explored and may occur in the future. Overall, it seems that 
bringing in Dr. Swedene was beneficial to the program. 

As 1:1 follow up of the 2016 ABET report, based on discussions with students and faculty it was found that 

students were spending the vast majority of their time completing project #2 in to the detriment of 
their other courses (not completing ather assignments, Project #2 contained two operating modes 

"Production" and "Quality". After review, the ilQualiti' was removed as it was determined that there was 
not much additional lea taking but it a significant amount of time to implement. In addition, 

to better prepare students for realistic systems an emergency stop button was added to the machine and 
project requirements. Implementing this in project very little extra work for student 
them experience with practical safety requirements. In discussions with students and faculty there seemed to 

that required for students to the project was Overall, the change was 

beneficial and we will contInue with it. The students are meeting the learning outcome without it 
affecting their' other courses. We stJII plan on looking for additional ways of optimizing student 

learning and reducing the workload. 

P,A,GE 1 
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Quality; Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that ....... "' .. "'.fi program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate Attach including a degree for the program. 

As copied from the 2016, ABET Self-study report, "The initial student outcomes for the 

program were determined by the School of Engineering and Technology faculty based on advice 

by the ABET-EAC visitation team in Fall 2012 and with the approval of the School of Engineering 

Technology Industrial Advisory Board (lAB). The student outcomes may be revised by the School of 

Engineering and Technology faculty with advice from the lAB. The lAB meets twice every year, once in 

April and once in November, and provides advice to the School of Engineering and Technology faculty 

at both meetings. The student outcomes, just as the program educational will be reviewed 

by the lAB every three years/' 

more information regarding Student Learning Outcome alignment see the ABET report. 

For course-level alignment, faculty maIntain course reports that track success in the outcomes, 

student self-assessment, faculty assessment, student assessment of the prerequisites, and if applicable 

assessment of program indicators. Faculty in the school meet regularly to discuss the results and make 

changes as needed. An example of one such report for EGET 310 is attached. More examples are 

available upon request in CAS 203. 

The lumina Foundation's Qualification Profile (DQP) Is sugl~eSt,ea as a resource for the questions about what 
students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

Information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills Integral to the 

program. Attach of projects, and creative work. 

The excerpt below was taken from page 49-50 ofthe 2016 ABET Self-Study Report. Attached to 

this program review are examples of posters from Senior Projects. 

EET students usually take the senior design course sequence, EGNR-491-495, as indiaJted in 

table 5-4 above; detailed syllabi for these courses are found in Appendix F. However, there are 

actually three possible paths for graduates to follow for their senior year capstone 

Industrial-based, Co-op} or Research-based. All of these paths provide a realistic design 

experience in an academic environment. All students participate in the same initial course 
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(EGNR-491l, with a strong emphasis on team and communication skills during the definition 

and proposal phase, and initial design phase, of a multi-disciplinary project. The majority of 

students then continue to work on multidisciplinary teams to implement and engineer, i.e., 

realize, a final design for an industrial customer (EGNR-495). Alternatively, Cooperative 

Education students may substitute an equivalent design experience during their Co-op for the 

EGNR-495 course (realization phase). Finally, a research-based project may also be substituted 

for the industrial-based project. Research-path students again participate In the 

team/communication skills area of the Senior Year Experience (EGNR-491), but define and 

execute an academically-oriented research project under the direction of a faculty member. 

The Senior Year Experience for all of these paths requires the application of student knowledge 

and skills acquired in earlier course work to enhance their ability to accomplish required 

objectives. 

in recent years, most students have chosen the EGNR491-495 sequence, with very few opting 

for the Coop - EGNR491 alternative. The research option, while remaining available in principle, 

has been completely inactive for many years. 

Thus, for most students, the senior design e)(perience at LSSU involves participating in an 

intensive design project that spans two semesters. Students work on multidisciplinary teams 

(Le., typically a mix of students from the disciplines EET, MfgET, CE, EE, and ME), often 4-7 

students depending on the scope. They normally design and build a product for an industrial 

customer; some projects, however, are supported directly by LSSU. Typical project budgets are 

$5,000 - $30,000, but have occasionally fallen out of that range on both ends. Examples of 

projects from the past few years which have involved EEl students are: 

• Design and build of an automated hydraulics control cart for offshore machining operations, 

and development/implementation of a method for hydraulic leak detection. 

• Design and development of a robotics assembly line, incorporating four FANUC robotics, and 

end-of-arm tooling, and including a robotlcs-playing-tetris demo, for use in LSSU laboratory 

courses in robotics. 

• Design and development of a stand-alone robotics work cell to be used by pharmacists to fill 
prescriptions. 

• Design and build of a system which utilizes laser measurements to achieve alignment 

between a robot arm and a steering column. The system replaced a manual method of robot 

alignment and thereby increased the repeatability and accuracy of the steering column testing 

procedure. 

• Design of a multipurpose robot hand and tutorial guides for the application of advanced 

program features in an industry-standard robotics simulation software called ROBOGUIDE. The 

features and applications explored in ROBOGUIDE included machine Vision, calibration, robotic 

path generation, and 3D bin picking. 
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.. Design construction of two robotic workcells using delta type robots suitable for use in 

an educational environment and design of a curriculum for a high school students the 
workcell. 

.. Design and implementation of a robotics workcell to simulate the dispensing of a wood filler 

product into railroad ties. A robot, using custom of arm tooling and a machine vision 

systemj locates the positions of spike holes on railroad as they move by on a continuous 

conveyorj serving as a proof-of-concept for future development of a wood product dispensi 

system in the railroad industry. 

More information senior design projects, including more descriptions of 

specific projectsj can found on the School's web site at the URL 

http://www.lssu.edu/engfseniors/. The senior design courses are managed by a 

multidisciplinary team of faculty called the senior projects faculty board (SPFB). Figure 

below depicts the major activities associated with the senior design courses. The display 
materials available at the time of visit will also contain portfolios of the design projects. 

Additionally, we have included as attachments posters from senior projects involving students 

in this program for the last two years. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Four-Column Report 
Filename (if emalled): 
This documentation is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Evidence that Four-Column Report was completed. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (CoIS) - Electrical Engineering Technology BS 
._----_._-----_ .... _ .. _-----_._ ."._ ... "."" ..... _._ ... _-... _._------_._. ---_.-.---

Program Notes: The student outcomes for the LSSU Electrical Engineering Technology program are the same as those in ABET Criterion 3 (a) through (k). 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Paul Weber, Chair 

Mission Statement: To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous undergraduate learning experience characterized by close student-faculty 
interaction. 

[S;~dentL;~;nin-g----- Assessment Criteria & 

Outcomes Procedures 
---- - .. _._--------_. - ------~-- -.. ----~--

Criterion 3.a - Students will be able to 
select and apply the knowledge, 
techniques, skills, and modern tools 
of the discipline to broadlv-defined 
engineering technology activities. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Mld
Level (Analyzing/ApplYing) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are three 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.a. 

Performance Indicator nal-the 
ability to use an industrial robot to 
automate a manufacturing process 
in 
EGR5·381[Robotics Technology Lab} 
using a project report and robot 
code on setting-up a Staubfl robot 
for automating an advanced 
palletization task or a machine 
tending task using VAL3 
programming and I/O 
com m u nications. 

Performance Indicator lta2-the 
ability to use surface mount 
technology equipment to automate 
placement of electronIc components 
on a printed circuit board in EGET-

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator Ital· no data 
Performance indicator #a2- Spring 1.0 (D8/l0/2017} 

OS/30/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results -] 
Use of Result: For EGRS 381, no 
data was collected this term. Our 
action item is to assess in Fall 
2018. For EGET 310, low sample 
size was an Issue as there was 
only one EEl student in this 
particular offering. There is some 
cause for concern since the EET 
student performed 
"Unacceptable" on a key 
understanding of panelization, 
which is widelv used In Industry. 
it is recommended that more 
panelization example problems be 
added to future lectures. 
(08/10/2017 ) 
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Student Learn;ng 
Outcomes 

Criterion l .b - Students will be able to 
select and apply a knowledge of 
mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology to engineering 
technology problems that require the 
application of principles and applied 
procedures or methodologies. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom) 
Institutional learning': IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of Imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

08/30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

310 [Electronic Manufacturing 
Processes] on the final exam 
question on Identifying column and 
row information for the starting 
point fiducial mark of each board In 
a multi-board panel. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance Indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET 310 is an 
alternate year course. 
1- Unacceptable, 2-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion Is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.b. 

Performance Ind icator #b1-the 
ability to apply calculus of several 
variables in EGNR-245lCalculus 
Applications for Technology] on the 
project on derivation of the formula 
fo r t he least-sq uares line. 

Performance Indicator #b2-applv 
knowledge of energy levels to 
determine whether materials are 
insulator, semiconductor or 
conductor in EGET-310 [Electronic 
Manufacturing Processes] on an 
exam question on material 
identification based on energy level 
diagram and placement of Fermi 
level. 

---------~-- _ ._--

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #bl-No data 
Performance Indicator #b2-Spring, 4.0 (OS/lO/20l7) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

-I 
Use of Results 

Use of Result: For EGNR 245, no 
data was collected in this offering. 
Our action item is to collect data 
In Fall 2018. For EGET 310, there 
was only one EET student in this 
offering. No cause for concern at 
this time. (08/10/2017) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Criterion l.e - Students will have the 
ability to conduct standard tests and 
measurements; to conduct, analyze, 
and interpret experiments; and to 
apply experimental results to improve 
processes. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creatit)gJEvaluating) [Bloom) 
Institutional Learning: IL03-
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
Ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

08(30(2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one periormance indicator, 
With no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET 310 is an 
alternate year course. 
1- Unacceptable, Z-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-Exemplarv 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.c. 

Performance Indicator #tel-the 
ability to develop a valid and reliable 
experimental procedure that will 
validate a product in EGNR-495 
[Engineering Design Project II) on the 
design review on final product 
testing. 

Periorrnance It)dicator neZ-the 
ability to use statistical methods to 
plan an efficient, vet effective, 
program of experimentation, when 
the output variable studied is 
expected to depend on multiple 
input variables in EGNR-310 [Quality 
Engineeringj on the term project 
technical report. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year. 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #c1- Spring 3.0 
Performance Indicator #<:2- Fall 2.5 (08/10/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #cl- Spring 3.3 
Periormance Indicator #cZ- not offered (08/10/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: In EGNR 310 there 
was a low sample size, but some 
concern. Emphasile the necessity 
to document and explain 
methodology for construction of 
the test programm as part of the 
assignment. In EGNR 495, given 
that all teams met standard and 
that there were no common 
weaknesses noted, there is no 
cause for concern. The present 
setup should be continued. 
(08/10/2018) 

Use of Result: All teams whose 
evaluations were recorded met 
the standa rd or were exempla rv . 
No modifications needed; the 
current setup should continue to 
be used. (08/10/2017) 

I 
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.. - , 
I S.tude~t Learning Asses~ment C~i;ria &--.~ Assess~ent Results Use of Results I 

Outcomes Procedures ! 

Criterion 3.d - Students will have the 
ability to design systems, 
components, or processes for 
broadly-defined engineering 
technology problems appropriate to 
program educational objectives. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level [Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a wncJusion, achieve a goal, or 

Schedule/Notes: EGNR 310 is an 
alternate year course. 
1- Unacceptable, 2-Below Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-ElCemplary 

High Impact Program Pt-actlces 1; 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - RepDrt/Audlt -Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There is one 
performance indicator for Criterion 
3.d. 

Performance Indicator #d1-the 
ability to reformulate Implied 
customer needs as speciflcatlons and 
produce an acceptable design 
solution in EGNR-491 [Engineering 
Design Project I} on the product 
design review. 

create a substantial work of art. Criteria Target 3.0 oLJt of 4 on at 

Criterion 3.e - Students have the 
ability to fUnction effectively as a 
member or leader on a technical 
team. 

least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-ExernpJary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course{s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal· 
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There is one 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator Itd1-Fall, 3.0 (08/10/2018) 

FindIng Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator Itd1-Fall. 3.0 (OB/IO/20l7) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #el- There were no EET students in 
this course offering. (08/10/2018) 

08/30/2018 Generated bv Nuv~ntiv~ Improve 

Use of Result: There is no cause 
for concern; the present setup 
should be continued. 
(08/10/2018) 

Use of Result: There is no cause 
for CDncern. (OS/10/2017) 

Use of Result: In the course 
overall. which includes students 
from many different engineering 
majors, while there are a few 
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--------~.-.----- --------. 
Assessment Criteria & [ Student Learning 

Outcomes outliers that were below standard 

Procedures 
Use of Results Assessment Results 

performance indicator for Criterion 

3.e. 
Goal Status: Active 

Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 

(Extended Thinking) [Webb] 
Institutional Learning: IL04-
Professional Responsibillty

Students will demonstrate the ability 

to apply professional ethics and 

intercultural competence when 

answering a question, solving a 
problem, Dr achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.1 - Students have the 

ability to identify, analyze, and solve 
broadly-defined engineering 
technology problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Leamlng 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High

Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom1 
Institutional learning: IL03-

Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 

organize and synthesize evidence, 

ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 

draw a conclUSion, ac.hieve a goal, or 
create a substanflal work of art. 

08/30/2018 

Performance Indicator #tel-the 
ability to provide constructive 
criticism of team members in EGNR-
495 [Engineering Design Project II} 

on peer evaluations 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 

least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 

below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3·Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal

Assessment of thIs criterIon is 
documented in AppendlK G of the 
ABET report. There are two 

performance indicators for Criterion 
3.f. 

Performance Indicator ttfl-the ability 

to identify possible reasons that a 

product Dr process may fail to 
function well, and categorize these 

in EGNR-310 [Quality Engineering] 

on homework on ftshbone chart 
exercise. 

Performance Indicator 1tf2-the ability 

to design an analog amplifier that 
maximizes the resolution of a sensor 
output for an embedded system in 
EGEE-355 [Mlcrocontroller Systems] 
on e.xam 1 on the hardware design 

or unacceptable, 87.5% of the 

students met standard or were 

deemed exemplary. There is no 
cause for concern. The current 
setup should be continued. 

(08/2S/201B) 
._._ ..... . .. ..... -.~ ---,-------_ .... __ . __ ._------_.,. __ . __ ..... __ .,,------

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2.017 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator #e1-Spring, 2.9 (08/10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Performance Indicator #f1- Fall 2..75, 

Performance Indicator #f2- No EET students. (OS/10/2018) 

Use of Result: Continue to 

monitor. While the average was 

slightly below standard, 3S out 39 

assessments were at 'Meets 
Standard' or 'Exemplary'. 

[08/10/2017) 

Use of Result: In EGNR 310, 3 out 
of 4 of the students were at 
"Meets Standard". No immediate 

concern. Continue to monitor. 

(OS/10/20l8) 
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Student Le.arning 

Outcomes 

Criterion 3.£ - Students are able to 
apply written, oral, and graphical 
communication In both technical and 
non-technical environments; and an 
ability to identify and use appropriate 
technical literature. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
InstitutIonal learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather. and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 

08/30{2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

problem. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance Indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: EGNR-310 and 
EGEE-35S are alternate year courses. 
1- Unacceptable, 2-Below Standard, 
3-Meet~ Standard, 4-Exempiary 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of this criterion Is 
documented In Appendix G of the 
ABET report. There are two 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.g. 

Performance Indicator #gl-the 
ability to make formal engineering 
presentations In EGNR-495 
[Engineering Design Project III on the 
final project presentations. 

Performance Indicator Itg2-ability to 
research and use technical 
spedflcation sheets to implement a 
useful design element In EGET-310 
[Electronic Manufacturing Processesl 
on the final project. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance Indicator 
below 2.0. 
Sthedule/Notes: EGET-310 Is an 
alternate year course. 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Coursers), Projects 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator Itg1, 3.0 
Performance Indicator #g2, not offered. (08/10/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #gl, Spring 3.0 
Performance Indicator #g2, Spring 3.0 (08/10/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 
~ 

Use of Result: • The teams get 
a lot of practice between the 
scope presentation, update 
presentations, and these final 
presentations and It shows. This is 
alsD externally validated to some 
degree by the ratings of the 
external reviewers (e.g. lAB 
members). 
• There is no cause for 
concern. This setup should be 
continued. 
(08/25/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns. In 
EGEE 310, move design portion 
earlier in the semester and have a 
greater emphasis on aesthetics . 
(08/10/2017) 
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,-- 
Student Learnlng 
Outcomes 
Criterion 3.h - Students demonstrate 

an understanding of the need for and 

an abillty to engage in self-directed 

continuing professional development. 
Goal Status: Active 

Goal Category: Student learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): level 4 

(Extended Thinking) [Webb] 

InstitutJonal learning: IL04 -
Professional Responsibility -

Students will demonstrate the ability 

to apply professional ethics and 

intercultural competence when 

answering a question, solving a 

problem, or achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.1 - Students have an 

understanding of and a commitment 

to address professional and ethical 

responsibilities including a respect for 

diversity. 

Goal Status: Active 

Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 
(Exiended Thinking) [Webbj 

lnstttutionallearninl: Il04 -
Professional Responsibility

Students will demonstrate the ability 

to apply professional ethics and 
inte(cultural competence when 

08/30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal -

Assessment of this criterion is 

documented in Appendix G of the 

ABET report. There is one 

performance indicator for Criterion 

3.h. 

Performance Indicator "hl-the 

ability to define and clarify customer 

needs through technical 

investigation in 

EGNR-495 [Engineering Design 
Project II] on the FA evaluation of 

each team member at end of 

semester. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 

least one performance Indicator, 

with no performance Indicator 

below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-

Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 

4-Exemplary 

High Impact Program PractiCes 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal

Assessment of this criterion is 

documented in Appendix G of the 

ABET report. There is one 

performance Indicator for Criterion 

3.i. 

Performance Indicator /til-the ability 
to apply perspectives from 

established ethical philosophies In 
the analysis of a case study in EGNR-

495 [Engineering Design Project IIJ 

on the ethics essay. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Ye.ar: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 

Performance Indicator #h1. no EET majors in this offering of 
EGNR 495. (08/10/2018) 

FInding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 

Performance Indicator #hl-Spring, 3.1 (08/10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 

Goal met: Yes 

Performance Indicator #i1-no EET students In this offering. 

(08/10/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

-_ .-' 
Use of Results 

Use of Result: • Although 
there were no EET majors in this 

offering, the overall average ha~ 

been slightly over 3.0 (meeting 
standard) for the last two years 

and self-evaluation of this 

outcome has been relatively high 

on the Senior Exit Surveys, so no 

Indivldual assignment is deemed 

necessary at present. 

• There is no cause for 
concern. 

(08/25/2018) 

Use of Result: There is no 

concern. (08/10/2017) 

Use of Result: This outcome was 

reviewed by Dr. Jason Swedene 

from HumanIties. The overall 

average from the course was 3.2. 

All teams met standard or were 

deemed exemplary. There is no 

cause for concern. Students 

continued to report higher levels 

of engagement in the material 
with Dr. Swedene teaching It. lhe 

present setup with Dr. Swedene 
should be continued. See the 

course report for minor 

adjustments. (08/25/2018) 

I 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

answering a question, solving a 
problem. or achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.j - Students have iI 

knowledge of the impact of 
engineering technology solutions In a 
societal and global context. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 4 
(Extended Thinking) [Webb] 
Institutional learning; IL04 -
Professional ResponslbUity
Students will demonstrate the abilltv 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

Criterion 3.k - Students have a 
commitment to quality, timeliness. 
and continuous improvement. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Level 2 

08(30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on ilt 
least one performance indicator, 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1· Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard. 3-Meets Standard. 
4-Exemplarv 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Coursers), Projects 

Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
Assessment of this criterion is 
documented in Appendix G ofthe 
ABET report. There is one 
performance indiUltorfor Criterion 
3.j. 

Performance Indicator nil-the ability 
to recognize the impact of 
engineering technology solutions in 
a societal and global context in 
EGET-310 [Electronic Manufacturing 
Processes] on the final exam 
question on environmental impact of 
engineering practices. 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance indicator. 
with no performance indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4-Exemplary 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
Assessment of thiS criterion is 
documented in Appendi)( G of the 
ABET report. There is one 
performance indicators for Criterion 
3.k. 

- --- - --- _._ -_._--- ---_ .. _----_. __ ... -

Assessment Results 

Anding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance I nd Icato r iii I-Spring, 3.1 (08/10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator #ljl-Spring, 4.0 (08/10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Performance Indicator ilkl- Fall, 3.3 (08/10/2018) 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: There is no 

concern. (08/10/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at thIs 
time. (08/10/2017) 

Use of Result Already a subject of 
great emphasis, and no extensive 
problems In performance, so no 
changes recommended. 
(08/10/2018) 

Generated by NUllentive Improve Page 8 of 9 
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Student Learning Assessment Criteria & 
Outcomes Pro c.edu res 

(Skills and Concepts) [Webb] 
Institutional learning: IL04 -
Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply profession~1 ethics and 
Intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

Performance Indlcator #kl-the 
ability to analyze, by methods of 
statistical process control, data 
representing output of a 
continuously monitored 
manufacturing process, in order to 
make early detection of any drift 
away from the target values of the 
output in EGNR-310 [Quality 
Engineering) on homework 5, 
control cham (statistical process 
control). 

Criteria Target: 3.0 out of 4 on at 
least one performance Indicator, 
with no performance Indicator 
below 2.0. 
Schedule/Notes: EGNR-310 is an 
alternate year course. 

-----_ .----- --- ---_.. ~-------

Assessment R'esu/ts 

1- Unacceptable, 2-8elow Standard, 
3-Meets Standard, 4-EKemplary 

08/30/2018 Generated by NUllentive Improlle 

--.-- .---- - - -. 

Use of Results • 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet f9r each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does nor need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or ABET Report 
Filename (if emailed): 

-

This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Main body of abet report. All appendices and supporting 
the file and its value as evidence documents are available In CAS 203. 
supporting program review: 
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B.S. Electrica.l Engineering Technology 
Self-Study Report 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. Contact Information 

Dr. David R. Finley, P.E. 
Interim Provost 

for 
ETACofABET 
Accreditation 

Dean: School of Engineering Technology 
Lukenda School 

650 West Easterday 
Sault Ste. Marie, M1 49783 
906-635-2211 
906-635-6663 (fax) 

Dr. David ,-" ... un ... 

Chair: School of and Technology 
650 West Easterday 
Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783 
906-635-2142 
906-635-6663 

Mr. James Devaprasad 
Coordinator: General LWw'wJ.U.JLFo and Technology 
Director: Robotics Laboratory 
650 West Easterday 
Sault Marie, MI 49783 
906-635-2138 
906-635-6663 (fax) 

B. Program History 

University (LSSU) was originally founded in 1944 as a branch of what 
is known today as Michigan Technological University, based in Houghton, Michigan. In 
1969, Sault Sainte Marie campus gained autonomy from Michigan Technological 
University. Over time, three of rn were 
introduced accredited -- Technology (1977), Electrical 

Technology (198l), Manufacturing Technology (1987). The 
and MET programs received continuous TAe of ABET accreditation until I but 
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were discontinued several years prior to that as noted below. program is still 
place and is currently accredited of ABET through 2017. 

In 1994 the Engineering Technology faculty and constituents (alumni, employers of 
graduates, Industrial Advisory Board, and area educators) underwent a review process and 

'-' ..... ill'" .... the decision to discontinue and MET programs in favor of electrical 
"' ... "' ........ Vvu-'-.c"'"' (BE) mechanical (ME). The was based input 
from alumni and designed to better serve a of Michigan's industry and 
public. Subsequently a computer (CE) program was added. All three oftbese 
engineering programs are now accredited by EAC of ABET through 2019. 

2009 electrical was re-introduced and began accepting new 
students into the Fall 2010. The to the EET 
program was based on offering an electrical-based option for students who otherwise enter 
the program and providing an opportunity for our students who desired a less 
mathematically intensive program. The first graduate of the program was May 2014, 
and there been 4 additional graduates since then. students were 
enrolled EET program. are now seeking the BET program 
on the same cycle as our already MfgET Y'lr£'lOT'l'l'm 

Options 

There are no options in the program at this however, students can, and often do, 
earn a minor Robotics Technology while pursuing this degree. program does offer a 
significant of courses. 

D. Program Delivery Modes 

The program is delivered predominately as an on-campus program with face-to-face 
lectures and labs. Lecture and lab times have been weekdays from 8am through lOpm, but 
beginning the 2016-2017 academic year, the 8am classes will be Co-operative 
education is one of the School faculty (paul Weber) serves a 
coordinator to assist students who to pursue this option. Students may use up to three 
semesters of co-op and one senior project course (EGNR -491) to satisfy their capstone 
experience requirements. 

A few courses had, as recently as 2013, been ...... "" ... ,,"v 

well as traditional instruction; 

EGNR-31 0: Advanced Quality Engineering 
EGRS-380: Robotics Technology 

Strength of Materials 

via education as 

However, with the discontinuance an unaccredited Management program, 
this mode of delivery has fallen into disuse, and there is no expectation that it will be 
revived. 

2 
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E. Program Locations 

program is offered exclusively on the main campus Sault Marie, 
Michigan. 

F. Public Disclosure 

The Mission, Goals, Program hCl'ucBlttonal Objectives, and Student Outcomes for the 
are to on LSSU web at the foHowing URL: 

< http://www.lssu.eduJeng/mission.php> 

annual enrollment and graduation data, along the above information, for EET 
program are made accessible to the public on the LSSU web site at the following URL: 

< http://www.1ssu.eduJeng/SETtransparency.php> 

G. Deficiencies, Weaknesses or Concerns Documented from the Previous Evaluation 

This is initial accreditation for the program. 

3 
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CRITERION L STUDENTS 

A. Student Admissions 

LSSU is an "access institution" and a relatively low standard admission to the 
university. Admission is guaranteed with a 2.4 school GPA and a composite ACT 
score of 19 or a total revised SAT score of990. However, other factors such as 

positive recommendations from counselors or other professionals, or since 
school graduation are consideration jf the student does not meet these 

standards. 

From the university web site: 

Admissions Criteria 
The primary factors used to determine admission are cumulative grade point 

(GPA), high school course curriculum. and or SAT LSSU 
recommends that follow a college preparatory curriculum mirroring 
the Michigan Merit Curriculum. The middle fifty percent of our entering 
freshman class have high school GPA's ranging from 2.9 to 3.6 and ACT 
scores ranging from Students should feel free to submit any additional 
materials which may aid the Admissions Office in reviewing unusual 
circumstances which may have impacted high school performance. ACT or 
SAT scores will not in the admissions if you graduated from 
high school two or more years 

The average ACT score of all students enrolled in the program is shown below in 
Table 1-1 The average ACT score of all students enrolled in any program at 
LSSU is also shown for comparison. 

Table 1-1: ACT Scores of EET Studenti by Academic Year 

ACT Scores of ACT Scores of 

201D-lOll 24.0 21.6 

20[1-2012 22.0 21.7 

2012-2013 21.2 21.8 

2013-2014 22,2 22.0 

2014-2015 20.8 22.1 

20L5-2016 21.3 22.1 

Until 2016, there was no standard admission into the program beyond 
admission into the university. This resulted in students being admitted into the program 
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needing remediation reading (READ-091), English (ENGL-091), 
(MATH-087-088). Such students stood little chance of completing the 

,PegmnU1iK with Fall 2016, the standard for admission into the program will be 
new admission standard for into the program will be: 

To be admitted into the B.S Electrical Engineering Technology degree 
program, a student must have all of the following; 

1. into 

2. into MATH102 or higher (Currently an ACT Math minimum 
score oj 21 or an ACT minimum score oj and a COMPASS Algebra A 
minimum score of 46). 

3. High school GPA 2.5 or higher or 19 or more earned credits of 
university coursework. 

This will result in no needing mathematics remediation being admitted into 
IJ''"''''''"''"~ and reading or English These 
all have a decent chance of completing the BET ",,..t\nr<>.n-I 

Evaluating Student Performance 

Student performance in a course is evaluated by the course who assigns, at 
the completion of the course, a grade on an A-F scale, where F is a failing grade; i.e., no 
courses in program are graded on a pass-fail basis, except possibly, at 
student's discretion, the free 3 credits. 

academic which are by the faculty-LSSU 
s .......... "'E> agreement, the School of and Technology does not 

mandate any methodology by which instructors are to arrive at grades, nor any 
distribution of grades, etc. Instead, grading policies are to the judgment of the 
individual faculty member; the assurance of quality and consistency in grading is 
hPrl",.trll"'" not directly by virtue of cammon policies, but indirectly by of the 

care the appointments to ensure that the faculty 
candidate has a mastery ofhislher field and is a person of judgment (refer to Criterion 8 
Section D for discussion of this process). Moreover, the Dean prepares performance 
evaluations of facuity members, as discussed in Criterion 6, and issues of fairness and 

of grades be if The ;'C\.IU";"H 

can appeal to the instructor of a coW'se for a which there is a welI-
defined due process procedW'e involving first Chair, then Dean, and finally an 
hoc Grade Review Board of upper-class students, faculty members, and a dean (each 

5 
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from another area on campus). which recommends to the Provost 
perspectives. 

all 

With the exceptions noted below in Table 1-2, for a course to satisfy any course 
the program, a student must obtain a passing in that course. 

courses are considered to foundational 

Table 1·2: Exceptions to General Grade Rule 

EGEB-125 Digital Fundamentals 

EGET-IIO Applied 

EGET-175 Electronics 

MATH-lll Algebra 

PHYS-222 Principals of Physics II 

C or better 

C or better 

C or better 
C or better 

C or better 

All are to monitor student performance during, and not 
course in order to in a position to take corrective to en(~ouraj;;e 
study habits and when instructors are 
encouraged to which not only a student of hisJher 
performance midway through a course, but also alerts the academic advisor and 
academic support units of the University when that student is not performing well. The 
[PASS program Criterion 1 Section D), in particular, can provide an academic 

in such a scenario. 

EET curriculum has a fairly rigid prerequisite structure. Thus academic advising, as 
outlined in Criterion 1 D, is especially important. There are, however, instances 
in whicb it is in the student's to allowed to take a course which the 

~'i'~~~'''' requirement has not been met. These are handled on a case by case basis in 
conjunction with the student, or her advisor, and course instructor. If it is 
decided to a.llow student to take the course, the instructor, or in his absence the 
School and technology chair, will the prerequisite 
for that student that course on the registration system. 
the School Technology 

a «Prerequisite Compliance" fonn, and any exceptions are noted 

With the exceptions below in Table 1-3, a course to serve as a prerequisite for 
another course in the the student must obtain a passing in that 
course. The exceptional courses are notably taught outside of School of 

and Technology, the are established by them. 

6 
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Table 1-3. Exceptions to General Prerequisite Rule 

MA TH-112 Calculus for Business & Life 
Science 

MATH-13] College Trigonometry 

PHYS·222 Principals of Physics n 

Transfer Students and Transfer Courses 

C or better in MATH-t02 
C or better in MATH-II I 

C or better in MATH-lil 

C or better in PHYS-221 

The admissions criteria outlined in Criterion 1 Section applies equally to transfer 
students, except it is the "or 19 or more earned credits o/university coursework" that 
applies rather than the "high school 0/2.5 or higher ", 

Courses elsewhere with less than C- are not to LSSU. For 
courses from accredited institutions with of at least Co, the Admissions Office 
completes transfer credit evaluations to determine whether the course concerned counts 
is equivalent to any LSSU course. decision on courses and 

be appealed first to the dean and then to provost. 

It is LSSU policy that a course at another institution is not offered at 
elective credit may be granted for that course. Elective credits may be applied toward 
total credit requirements a degree (124 credits for the program) but may not be 
used to satisfy any specific course requirement. For purposes program, 

are only 3 credits elective to which credit can be applied. 

The engineering technology courses required the program, or 
applicable to it as electives, may transfer in if the content and prerequisites are similar 
in the judgment the coordinator of the department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering or the chair of School of Engineering and Technology; in such cases, the 
student must furnish an official course description from the institution which granted 

agreement regarding the credit exists 
participating Michigan phased out. This is called 
the MACRAO transfer LSSU participates fully and without provision 

the MACRAO transfer agreement, any transfer student who has completed the 
General Education requirements at any participating institution automatically meets all 
General Education requirements at LSSU. details of this are 
below. 

7 
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A minimum of30 semester hours of course work must be at one of Michigan's 
,...,,,,.",,u..., community colleges, The courses needed to satisfy the MACRAO 

requirements are as follows: 

English Composition 6 credit hours 

Science and Math 8 
Courses must taken a minimum of two subject 
areas. At least one science course must include a 
laboratory. 

Social Science 8 hours 
Courses must be taken from a minimum of two subject 
areas. 

Humanities 8 credit hours 
must be taken from a minimum of two subject 

areas. 

A new agreement regarding the transfer of General Education credit between 
participating Michigan colleges and universities has now been initiated. This is called 
the Michigan Agreement (MT A) 

In order to MTA, must successfully complete at 30 
from an approved list of courses at a institution with at least a grade of2.0 

course. These credits, which will be certified by a sending institution, should be 
completed according to the following distributions: 

One course in English Composition 

A second course in English Composition or one course in Communication 

One course in 

Two courses in Social Sciences (from two disciplines) 

Two courses in Humanities and Arts (from two disciplines excluding studio 
and performance classes) 

Two courses Natural including at least one with laboratory 
(from two 

Students who complete the MT A and transfer to Superior State University will be 
considered to have met the general education core requirement (oral written 
communication, computational literacy, social science, natural science, and humanities), 
but not remainder of the general education requirement (cultural diversity an 
oral and written elective). will still be expected to complete all 
other requirements as required the completion of their 
program. 
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Students who do not complete the block of courses required by the MTA will 
recei ve credit for the courses they do complete on the basis of individual course 
evaluation and established transfer equivalencies. 

D. Advising and Guidance 

The purpose of advisement is to provide for students to in their 
academic pursuits. This includes: 

a) Advising students on sequence of courses that should completed to finish their 
degree in a timely manner. 

b) Providing infonnation on academic support services available on campus such as 
vv.""-"'>'.!uJ'E' preparing and seeking job opportunities. 

on as dropping courses, taking an "I" c) Interpreting LSSU's 
transferring courses 
courses. 

other institutions~ waiving courses, and substituting 

d) Fostering a sense of joint responsibility to lifelong learning. 

All students admitted into the program are assigned a faculty advisor who teaches 
courses their major. Students are notified of their assigned faculty advisor prior to or 
during their first semester of residence. The School of and Technology 

maintains an updated advisee list. Students may request a change of academic 
the School of Engineering Technology chair is responsible for the 

of all advisor '"'u ...... 'E.""" 

The faculty receives training to allow them to effectively advise their students. 
Such training includes advising methods, transfer evaluations, audits, placement 
tests, substitution waiver forms, policies and procedures relevant to student 
advising, use of the LSSU academic advising web site, Anchor Access, which is 

on Banner. 

student and hislher faculty advisor meet a minimum of once per semester. 

a) faculty advisor and student review the student's success toward meeting 
program objectives and student progress toward the The 

plan-of-study is updated every semester. 

b) faculty and student the student's courses for the next semester. 
The faculty advisor that the student has completed prerequisites and is 

good scholastic standing before scheduling into any new courses. 

c) The School of Engineering and Technology chair and dean both approve all 
course or substitutions. 
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Career Guidance 

maintains a that provides 
students decide and meet their career goals. Some of 

support designed to help 
services provided include: 

,. periodic "Resume Workshops" and "Career Workshops" held 
throughout academic year. 

,. yearly job fair held on the LSSU campus 

.. career .... "u.u,j;:, and counseHing 

• on-line career tools 

LSSU also offers several courses that are designed to help students achieve their 
academic goals, succeed pursuing their degrees at the university, and to select 
appropriate careers. courses shown in 1 which do not count toward 

School Technology degree but be helpful to " .. >1;", .. " 

students, are listed below with associated course 
LSSU catalog. Few, if any, students these courses. 

Table ]-4. Sem.il'lar Courses for AClldem.ic and Career Success 

Based on assessment of student inventories, sruden18 are provided the opportunity to 
their study methods of time management, modes of memorization, 

note,uuuIlg techniques, and examination is placed 
on making the transition to university life by focusing on various academic 

and exposing students to basic infonnntton on LSSU programs, polici~ 
nro,cealllrcs (1,0) 1 

Expanding awareness strength and career option, this course will help 
students make realistic decisions relating to planning and implementation of 
academic and life. (1,0) I 

Seminar I This course focuses on academic skills and critical thinking, on 
knowledge of the institution and the role of higher education, and on personal skills 
for living. which together are requisite for student success and lifelong 
Seminar I - Foundations for Success emphasis on incorporation into 
university culture, time management, use of campus resources, written and oral 
presentations, development of critical thinking skills, and strengthening study skills 
for academic success. (l,0) 1 
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continues the goals of Seminar r while 
emphasis on the appllcation of critical skills to the academic 
A reading is used as the basis for regular and oral 

communication and a tenn research paper. While continuing to apply skills and 
____ " ___ used in Seminar I, students additionally develop cultural and 

incorporate greater computer usage, and explore campus community 
events and community service. (I,O) 1 

Seminar III - Thinking about the Discipline begins Ii more focused examlne.tion of 
the applications of critical to the student's Each school selects a 
reading anthology suitable for analysis and discussion by its in order to 
examine such as current critical issues, social responsibility, ethics and cultural 
diversity from the perspective of the student's discipline. Continuing the activities of 
earlier seminars this course promotes ongoing participation in events, 
application ofacademio success in skills and writing in the (1,0) 1 

Seminar rv -Professional Seminar serves as the fourth and final in the series and 
focuses on introducing the student to their discipline with special emphasis on 
interviews with professional, examinations of career and overviews of the 
literature and research of their discipline. This course attention on the skills 
and knowledge base ofthe profession, features ofthe work environment, 
development of resume and career developing activities. (1,0) 1 

Work in Lieu of Courses 

course work, three types of Dual Enrollment, Departmental 
Examination, Advanced Placement, 
toward a in any LSSU program, including the 

Dual Enrollment 

~""".--, may count 
program. 

juniOrs State 
through our School Dual courses may count toward 
the program either as a core class (typically MATH-Ill College Algebra or 
MATH-I3! College Trigonometry) or as a General Education course. Attendance as a 
High School Dual Enrollee does not constitute admission into any four~year degree 
program at the University. 

",.UCU.W.UL.3 who have received in Mathematics, Reading, and 
are eligible to courses in those areas. All studentS are eligible to take 

courses in other areas. Grade point average is not a detennining factor in eligibility to 
enroll. 

A policy exists for students to "test out" of a course by taking a Departmental 
Examination. The department is to administer its own examlnation any course 
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that it offers. The student must have the written approval the School of Engineering 
and Technology chair to take the examination. The student must I"Pr.F>nJ'1" 

better on examination order to receive credit for the course, 
by exam is recorded as credit on the student's transcript. 

Although the policy 
its usage for an 

Departmental Exams exists. there 
program core or elective course in 

instance 

credit is awarded to students who a score of on any Advanced 
Placement exam listed in Table 1·5 below. The will receive credit for the 
specified courses on the chart after granted unconditional admission to 
Superior State University. Note that Table 4 is not a complete list and only includes 
those courses which may count toward credit in the Engineering program. 

Table 1-5: AP Courses for EET Program 

American Govern & Politics 

Art - History of Art 
Calculus AB 

Calculus BC 
Chemistry - Score on 
Computer Science A 

Computer Science AB 

~'5U."'l!>'" & Composition 

- Literature & COlmp()SltJ 

European 

French Literature 

French ~"O~~bV 
German Language 

Human Vvul'i''''lJe,y 

Macroeconomics 

Microeconomics 

Music Listening & Literature 

Physics C: Mechanics 

C: and Magnetism 

Physics C 

Psychology 

Spanish Language 

Spanish Literature 

United States Govern & Politics 

United States 

World 

LSSU Course £qu.ivalent 

POLI-ltO 

ARTS -2S0, ARTS-25I 

MATH-lSI 

MATH- MATH-I 52 

CHEM-108-109 

CSCI-319 
CSCI-I2I, CSCI-201 

ENGL-llO, ENOL-Ill 

ENGL-IIO, ENOL-Ill 

HlST-I02 

FREN-355, FREN-356 

FREN-351, FR£N-352 

GRMN-241, GERM-242 

GROG-20 I 
ECON-20] 

ECON-202 

MUSC-nO 

PHYS-221 

PHYS-222 

PHYS-222 

PSYC-IOl 

SPAN-262 

SPAN-380, SPAN-381 
POLI-II0 

HIST-132 
HIST-I01, HIST-I02 

12 

Tvpe of Course in EET Curriculum 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

Eledrical Core 

Electrical ... u~;;..u"'Vu"'5 Core 
EETCore 

EET Tech Elective 
EET Core and Tech Elective 

Genera.! Education - Communications 

General Education Communications 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education Humanities 

General Education Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education Humanities 

EET Core 
EET Core 

EETCore 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 
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Course is also awarded to srudents who a score on any ,-,uu,,~,'" 
Level Examination (CLEP) subject exam listed in Table 1 below. The 
student will credit for specified courses on the chart after being granted 
unconditional admission to Lake Superior State University. Note that Table 5 is not a 
complete list only includes courses which count toward credit the EET 
program. 

American Government 50 

American Literature - 50 

Calculus - 50 

College Composition - 50 

Literature - 50 

French S8 

French -66 
History of the US I-50 

History of the US H - 50 

Introductory Psychology - 50 

Introductory Sociology 50 

Principals of Macroeconomics 

Principals of Microeconomics 

Language - 58 

Spanish -66 

Western Civilization I 50 

Western Civilization n 50 

F. Graduation Requireme,rts 

Table 1-6: CLEP Courses for EET Program 

POU-IIO 

ENGL-lIO, ENGL-III 

MATH-I 12 

ENGL-ltO 

ENGL-llO, ENGL-Ill 

F~-251 

FREN-25I, FREN-252 

HTST-131 

mST-l32 

PSYC-IOI 

SOCY-lOl 

ECON-201 

ECON-202 

SPAN-261 

SPAN-26\, SPAN-262 

HIST-J 01 

HIST-102 

General Education Social Science 

General Education - Communications 

EETCore 

General Education - Communications 

General Education - Communications 

General Education Humanities 

General Education - Humaniries 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Educatlon - Social Science 

General Education - Socia! Science 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Humanities 

General Education - Social Science 

General Education - Social Science 

program is 

the student plans to complete degree requirements and graduate, 
Audit a.nd a Declaration of Candidacy Jor fonn to the 

Audit denotes all coursework courses to 
be taken during the two semesters, The faculty advisor, coordinator, and 
school chair must approve the Audit. registrar determines the University 
requirements remaining graduation, and the student is informed in writing of the 

,,;.ul:LLU.~ requirements. not denoted on Audit are 
immediately to the attention ofllie school faculty 
advisor. 
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The Degree Audit, which is shown in the Criterion 5 Section A, contains all the 

below. 
for the degree. are Table 1-7 

Table 1·7: Summary of llirjemf~nt!l for the B.S. EET Degree 

General Education 
EETCore 

EET Technical Electives 

EET l."i1I.l'l>lUIIC 

Free Electives 

General Education GP A 
EETGPA 

Overall OPA 

Minimum Credits at LSSU 

Minimum 300/400 Credits at LSSU 

21 credits 

82 credits 

12 credits 

6 credits 

3 credits 

2.0 

2.0 

2,0 

32 credits 

22 credits 

Recently, an automated using the web based has been initiated to 
handle the Audits. This process ensures all requirements have been met. The 
chair and dean of School and Technology have the ability to waive 
requirements and substitute courses. 

Transcripts of Recent Graduates 

There have been 4 graduates of the program since its inception five years A list of 
these students is shown in Table 1-8 below. We are prepared to provide transcripts for alJ of 
these students. 

Table 1-8: Recent Graduates from the EET Program 

Randy AOOI92208 May 2014 

Doyle, Thomas A00174473 May2015 

Paul AOOl43835 May 2015 

Steven A00151615 Dec 2015 
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CRITERION 2. PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

A. KlSsion Statement 

The University-level mission statement reads: 

University Mission Statement 

Our mission at Lake Superior State University is to help students develop 
their full potential. We launch students on paths to rewarding careers and 
productive, satisfying lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global 
communities by contributing to the growth, dissemination and application oj 
knowledge. 

This mission statement is published in the LSSU Catalog and on the University's web-site at 
the URL <www.lssu.edulpresidentlrnission.php>, and the University catalog (now wholly 
on-line) links to it. 

The School of Engineering and Technology has maintained a Mission Statement since 1996, 
when the School was fanned. The School has reviewed and modified the Mission Statement 
periodically - most recently in Febrwuy 2014. The Mission of the School of Engineering 
and Technology is: 

SET Mission Statement 

To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous 
undergraduate learning experience characterized by close student-faculty 
interaction 

This mission is published on the Engineering & Technology School web page at 
<www.lssu.edulenglmission.php>. 

It is apparent by comparing the two mission statements that the mission of the School is 
supportive of that of the University as a whole, and does not conflict in any fashion. 
LSSU's statement caUs for us to ''help students develop their full potential", and the School 
of Engineering & Technology indicates how we accomplish that, i.e., by "providing a 
rigorous undergraduate learning experience characterized by close student-faculty 
in teraction". 

The School's mission is, moreover, further elaborated by a set of appended School goals 
(also periodically revised, most recently in February 2014), as follows: 
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A. Deliver an undergraduate education that is current and provides 
knowledge and skills to be successfoi professional careers or rrTnul",.,#o 

school. 

Provide programs that focus on the applications of fundamental principles 
of engineering, technology, mathematics, and computing to benefit 
society. 

C. Provide courses which incorpOP'ate and develop skills in communication, 
design, ethics, teamwork, technology, and capstone experiences relevant to the 
students' degrees. 

D. Provide an education and opportunities for students with diverse 
to enhance their professional growth and capacity for life-long learning. 

E. in continuous improvement activities through ongoing external and 
internal reviews. 

faculty, staff, and students to apply engineering solutions that 
'"liT'''''''' regional economic growth and intellectual property, 

G. Maintain the School's viability, productivity, and by 
supporting enrollment, retention, and placement initiatives. 

H. Provide a supportive environment in which faculty, staff, and students are 
recognized as essential in the realization of the mission. 

These goars elaborate and clarify the mission, providing a more detailed roadmap to 
accomplishing it, and then serve as a link between the School's Mission Statement and the 
Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) to be discussed in following. 

Program Educational Objectives 

The School Engineering Technology, in accordance with its mission and goals, ha.s 
the task to educate and prepare its students for successful professional careers in engineering 
and technology. provide statements what accomplishment 

..,LU-<,u .. ,,", for Technology in particular, facu1ty developed 
Program Educational Objectives (PEOs). These are statements of what we might expect our 
alumni serving as practicing Engineering Technologists to have typically accomplished, or 
be active with, after three years of professional experience. PEOs are applica.ble 
to working graduates or to pursuing advanced They are common to both 
the Engineering Technology (EET) and 
Technology (MfgET) ...... ""rr« ...... 

The PEOs are based on the needs of our graduates, as well as those of employers of OUI 

graduates. Ongoing evaluation by faculty and input from OUI Industrial Advisory Board 
(IAB), graduates, and employers continued of these objectives. 
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They were most recently revised in March 2014, are published at the School website at URL 
www.lssu.eduJeng/mission.php, and read as follows : 

EET Program Educational Objectives 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering Technology and Manufacturing 
Engineering Technology programs having three or more years of expen'ence: 

1. will have demonstrated professional application of technical skills and 
engineering judgment to solve problems in their profession subject to 
technical, practical and societal constraints, 

II. will have set professional goals, experienced professional growth, and be 
engaged in ongoing professional development and learning activities, 

Ill. will be capable self-learners and make meaningful contributions to society. 

C. Consistency of Program Educational Objectives with the Mission of the Institution 

The critical focus of the EET program is to afford undergraduates of varying backgrounds 
and abilities every opportunity for achieving success in the EET profession. Specific 
emphasis in the EET program is given to professional and industrial related engineering 
technology practice, The relations between the Program Educational Objectives and the 
School Goals (and thence to the School and University missions) are depicted in Figure 2-1 
below. 
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The School goals link the to the mission statement the School, to that 
of LSSU. Program Educational Objectives most directly correspond to the first four 
School Goals (A through D) which explicitly address knowledge, skills (both "soft skills" 
and technical skills) and abilities imparted by the academic programs, and the idea that these 
are imparted to all our students, whatever initial abilities. Clearly, the more 

is in these to this wide more propitious 
for alumni to ultimately accomplish the kinds of things., and the kinds 
characteristics, called for by the 

The last four School Goals (E through H) are more indirectly related to the Program 
t!.Q111CllltJonal Objectives, instead on faculty and institutional activities, 
than the delivery EET or other programs. Nevertheless, although they are 
quite relevant. Indeed, goal E to the assessment feedback is 
obtained that redirects some of the ways in which the program is constructed and delivered. 
Goal F relates to the School's economic development a.ctivities, which contribute to a 
stimulating environment in which the program is delivered. Goal specifically its aspect 
of support for placement, can he seen as promoting opportunities alumni need to 
practice, i.e., a precondition for meeting the PEOs. And Goal H, finally, is explicitly about 
the quality of environment in program is good delivery of which 
is presumably, a for the attainment of the PEOs. 

D. Program Constituencies 

The School of r<.nOCl"p,F'nn & Technology as its principal constituents, all of 
following: 

.. Current Students 

.. Alumni 

• Faculty 

• Employers of 

• Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) 

This is not an exhaustive list that precludes other, perhaps more situational, interest groups; 
for instance, the economic development roles the College, which the School supports 
through goal F, would suggest including entrepreneurial industrial customers of 
Product Development Center, even the wider population of the Upper Peninsula 
- Northern region, which can be as a of the economic 
growth objectives of the SchooL It would also include, situ.ationally, senior project sponsors. 
Nevertheless, the primary mission the School to focus on quality academic 
programs, the does identify those listed as primary constituents. 

The Industrial Board (IAB), in particular, was fonned 1 currently 
consists of approximately 30 lAB a variety of professional 

in the and technology fields. The Board meets twice per year, once 
at a member company site, and once on campus for program review and critique. 
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E. Process for Review o/the Program Educational Objectives 

It is evident that PEOs represent a goal for the product of a slow process, an engineering 
technology professional developed first by a 4-year curriculum and then further by the first 
few years a professional career. Hence, it is not desirable to make rapid or frequent 
changes to PEOs are defmed. The PEOs are best seen as foundation a long-
term plan for which stability is desirable. Renewing and/or changing them is accordingly 
fairly they are reviewed by faculty on a at which 
decisions to renew I update, or establish new are 
account of feedback obtained, by various channels, from 

above, as described in the following. 

The lAB, particular, is solicited PEO-specific feedback on the occasion of one of its 
biannual meetings, no less frequently than once every This is documented 
LAAJ,' ..... _'." of that group and surely the most focused, PEG-specific fonn of vA ..... W". 

feedback that is obtained. 

Alumni and their employers have a voice, partially through the (as many or most of the 
IAB members are employers of engineering technology graduates, engineering 
technology alumni, or both), but otherwise by feedback they provide on 

not systematically It should also be that the faculty has 
interaction with and with industrial clients 
Prototype Development Center, who again are frequently alumni and employers. These 
groups include additional alumni/employers who are not IAB members, or not active, so that 
yet another communication channel for the alumni and employer constituencies is thereby 
provided. In some instances, their have shaped our outlook on PEOs. 

a voice through individual course and, finally, 
through exit interviews. In neither case are the questions directed specifically at the 

as recent graduates are not in a good position to accurately predict what kinds of 
professional attainment they might have reached after a but iofonnation 
provided on what they value in their programs, and especially anything about their career or 
professional aspirations, is nevertheless ultimately linked to the of the PEDs. 

The faculty of School, by majority vote, have complete discretion over the PEDs. 

Evidence, related to PEOs, to be available for review by the ETAC of ABET team is shown 
below: 

.. Board Minutes 

II School Meeting Ag;enllas and Minutes 

.. Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Results 
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CRITERION 3. STUDENT OUTCOMES 

A. Process fat' Estllhlishing and Revising Student Outcomes 

initial student outcomes for program were determined by School 
and Technology on advice given the ABET-EAC site 

visitation team in Fall 2012 and with the of the School 
Technology Industrial Advisory Board (lAB). The student outcomes be revised by the 
School Engineering and Technology faculty with advice from the lAB. The lAB meets 

year. once in April and once in November, and provides advice to the School of 
and Technology faculty at both meetings. The student outcomes, just as the 

program educational objectives, will be by LAB 

B. Student Outcomes 

student outcomes are simply the student outcomes (a)-(k). 

(a) an ability to and apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern tools of 
the discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology 

(b) an ability to select and apply a knowledge o/mathematics, science, engineering, and 
technology to engineering technology problems that require the application of 
principles and applied procedures or methodologie~ 

(e) an ability 10 conduct standard tests and measurements, to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret experiments,' and to apply experimental results to improve processes 

(d) an ability to design systems, components, or processesfor broadly~defined 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives 

(e) an ability to junction effectively as a member or leader on a technical team 

(f) an ability to identify, analyze, solve broadly-defined technology 
problems 

(g) an ability to apply written, oral, and graphical in both technical and 
non-technical environments; and an to identify and use appropriate technical 
literature 

(h) an of the need jar and an ability to in 
professional development 

(I) an understanding of and a commitment to addres:s professional and #":1.Jl,'LU.l 

responsibilities including a diversity 

0) a knowledge o/the impact 0/ engineering technology solutions in a societal 
global conte."t 

(k) a commitment to quality, timeliness, and continuous improvement 
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The EET student outcomes are documented, along with School mission statement, School 
goals, and EET program educational objectives, on the LSSU web site at the following 
URL: 

< http://www.lssu.eduleng/mission.ph]2> 

C. Mapping 0/ Student Outcomes to Program Criteria Outcomes 

The eleven EET student outcomes (a-k) are related to the program criteria outcomes (a-e) as 
described in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Mapping of Program Criteria Outcomes to Student Outcomes 

Proeram Criteria Outcome Student Ou(Comes 

Graduates must demonstrate knowledge and hands-on abc d e f g h J k 
competence appropriate to the objectives o(the program in; 

(a) the application of circuit analysis and design, computer 
programming, associated software, analog and digilal 
electronics, and microcomputers, and engineering standards 
10 the building, testing, operation, and maintenance of 
electricallelectronic(s) systems 

(b) the application of natural sciences and matMmafics at or 
above the level of algebra and trigonometry to the bUilding, 
testing, operation. and maintenance of 
electricallelectronic(s) systems 

(c) the ability 10 analyze, design, and implement one or more 
of the following: control systems, iI/SIn/mentation systems, 
communication systems, computer systems, or power systems 

(d) the abilily to apply project management techniques 10 
electrical/eiectronic(s)syslems 

(e) lhe ability to utilize differential and integral calculus, as 
a minimum, 10 characterize the performance of 
electricallelectronic(s) system.s 

)(. 

)( 

l( " 

)( 

)( " 

)( 

)( 

D. RelationShip of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objectives 

)( 

The eleven BET student outcomes (a-k) prepare student to attain the three EET program 
educational objectives (I, Il, and III) through the course work as outlined in Criterion 5 
Section A. A mapping of the student outcomes to each program educational objective is 
found in Tables 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 below. 
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Graduates of the Electrical Engineering Technology program having three or more 
years of experience will have demonstrated professional application of technical skills 
and engineeringjudgment to solve problems in their profession to technical, 
practical and societal 

Table 3-2: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objeetive 1 

Student Outcome 

(a) ability to select and apply the knowledge, . __ ._ ... ___ , skills, and modem tools 
of the discipline to broadly-defined activities. 

(b) abllity to select and apply a of mathematics, ,,,, .. ,,nr:,., e!lgll:1een 
and technology to engineering technology problems that 

and applied procedures or methodologies. 

ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, and 
interpret and to apply eXperimental results to improve processes. 

(d) ability to components, or processes for broadly-defined 
engineering ''''''''.IHV11.} problems to progtanl educational """"',. ..... ,, 

(e) ability to function effectively as II member or leader on a technical team. 

ability to 
problems. 

and solve broadly-defined en'nn(~enlng 

(g) ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both technical 
and non-technical environments; and an ability to identify a.nd use appropriate 
technical literature. 

(h) understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-dlrected 
development 

(i) understanding of and a commitment to address and ethical 
responsibilities including a respect for 

G) knowledge afthe impact of engineering technology solutions in a societal and 
global context. 

(k) co:mm:itment to quality, and continuous mnm~I"'m 
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irClrdu'atE~S of the Electrical Engineering Technology program having three or more 
of experience will set professional goals, experienced professional growth, 

and be engaged in ongoing professional development and learning activities. 

Ta.ble 3-3: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objective n 

(a) ability to select and apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern 
tools of the discipline to broadly-defined engineering activities. 

(b) ability to select and apply a 
and technology to problems that 

reqllire the application of principles and applied procedures or 
methodologies. , 

(c) ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, 
and interpret experiments; and to apply results to improve 
processes. 

nla 

nJa 

moderate 

systems, components, or processes for broadly-defmed nla 
problems to program educational 

objectives. 

(e) ability to function ,..tt,&I"t'1'",.,!v as a member or leader on a technical team. 

(f) to 
technology problems. 

(g) ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both 
technical and non-technical and an ability to identify and use 
appropriate teclmicallit:erature. 

(h) understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-directed 
orCiIeS,!llOnHl development. 

(i) understanding of and .a commitment to address professional and ethical 
including a respect for rli",~""ihJ 

(j) Irnnwlet1u", of the 
societal and global contexl 

(k) commitment to quality, 

technology solutions in a 

and continuous improvement. 
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Program Educational Ob iective III 

Graduates of the Electrical Engineering Technology program having three or more 
years of experience will be capable selflearners and make meaningful contributions to 
society. 

Table 3-4: Mapping of Student Outcomes to Program Educational Objective III 

Student Outcome Level of Support 

(a) ability to select and apply the knowledge, techniques. skills, and modem moderate 
tools of the discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology activities. 

(b) ability to select and apply a knowledge of mathematics, science, moderate 
engineering, and technology [0 engineering technology problems that 
require the Il.pplication of principles and applied procedures or 
methodologies. 

(c) ability to conduct standard tests and measurements; to conduct, analyze, moderate 
and interpret experiments; and to apply experimental results to improve 
processes. 

(d) ability to design systems, components, or processes for broadly-<lefined 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational 
objectives. 

(e) ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical team. 

(f) ability to identify, analyze, and solve broadly-t1efUled engineering 
technology problems. 

(g) ability to apply written., oral, and graphical communication in both 
technical and non-technical environments; and an ability to identify and use 
appropriate technical literature. 

(h) understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-directed 
rontinuing professional development. 

(i) undersumding of and a commitment to address professional and ethical 
responsjbilities including a respect for div~rsity . 

(j) knowledge of the impact of engineering technology solutions in a 
societal and global context. 

(k) commitment to quality, timeliness, and continuous improvement. 
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CRITERION 4. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

A. Process for Continuous Improvement 

The process for continuous improvement of the EET program is a combination of student 
outcome assessment and course assessment. This is pictured in the Figure 4-1 below. The 
inputs are the ABET -ETAC student outcomes (a-k) for all engineering technology 
programs, the ABET-BTAe requirements for BET curricula, and the mission and goals of 
the School of Engineering and Technology (SET). The data are student performance and 
student self-evaluation. 

G
-·· -------.... --;;] 

ABfH.TAC 
f\e'1ujremems for Hi OJrrto.lI:1 -- T--

- '-" '---' 
«- I 

1 "'IPIItrIL."'£4I~ I 

Figure 4-1: EET Program Assessment Process 

r---------··-·· .. --.------- .. J. 
I Aa,HAC 
I Studt-ru Out(.am c,; 
L ___ . ___ .• •.•. . _ • ____ ~._ 

All decisions are made by the School of Engineering and Technology faculty with advice 
from the Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) on larger issues. Ultimately, the EET program is 
improved by small changes to courses (course layout, syllabi, grading structure, extent of 
coverage, etc.), changes to content in courses (alteration of objectives, topical content, etc.), 
and large curricular changes (course deletion, course addition., shifting material from oue 
course to another, adding new material to the curriculum, etc.). The smaller changes tend to 
be made at the time of course evaluation while the more significant changes tend to be made 
at the time of program evaluation. 
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B. Continuous Improvement of Courses (Course Evaluation) 

Each course that is taught within School of Engineering and Technology is assessed every 
offering and evaluated at least once every two years. The schedule for course evaluation is 
shown below in Table 4-1. This schedule includes all courses offered by the School of 
Engineering and Technology, not just those that are in the EET curriculum. It is intended to 
illustrate the pattern of course offerings and subsequent evaluation. 
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Table 4-1: Course Evaluation Schedule 
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At the completion of every offering, course is by the 
course assessment The reports the most recent offerings may 
in Appendix F Course Assessment Reports. addition to 
include an analysis students attainment the course objectives, a brief analysis of the 
~"""'--'-J of the most recent course improvements, improvements planned for the next 

and, if applicable, an analysis of any student outcome performance indicators 
are tied to the course. 

Each course is evaluated by the appropriate constituency. Department Electrical and 
Computer Engineering evaluates the courses that appear solely in the CE, EE, and/or 
cores. All other "cross-discipIinari' courses that are also contained the ME andlor MfgET 
cores are evaluated by School of and Technology as a whole. 

C. Continuous Improvement of EET Program (Student Outcome Evaluation) 

For each student outcome (a-k) of the program, one, two, or performance 
indicators have been established by the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
Each performance indicator is an activity in one of the core courses in the curriculum. 

attainment of the performance indicator is evaluated by the instructor 
...... ,J'-U''''~ knowledgeable member. Additionally. are 

surveyed their of each student outcome at the end 
semester. Upon completion of me survey, each graduate an exit interview with 
General and Technology coordinator. In order to evaluate attainment 
student outcomes, and hence the efficacy of the program, the performance indicators 
and the survey are to be on a two-year cycle. 

For each course the core of the EET curriculum, the faculty of School of 
Engineering Technology determined extent of expected level 
of attainment of outcome. This information, which is shown in 5 
Section A, was the indicators used to assess 
evaluate the 

Because of relatively small number of engineering technology (BET and MfgET) 
students, some of the performance indicators include that include students 
from both programs. The performance indicators for the program were established 

the Department and Computer if they solely involved 
students and by the School of and Technology if they involved both 
and students. 

The performance indicators for the program are shown below. For the sake 
leu:ne:ss and student outcome is then, for each student 

outcome, the associated indicators are listed. First the definition of the 
performance indicator is given then the sample of student work to be evaluated in light 
of that definition is given. 
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Student Outcome (3.) 

an ability to select and apply 
the discipline to 

Perfonnance Indicator (a 1 ) 

skills, and modern tools of 
{F1Y!."vr,,,,,, technology activities 

the ability to use an industrial robot to automate a manufacturing process 

EGRS-381 - project report and robot code on setting-up a Staubli robot for 
automating an advanced palletization task or a machine tending 
V AL3 programming I/O communications 

v", ... 1',-,.,., ...... o,,,,,,,, Indicator (a2) 

the ability to use surface mount technology equipment to automate placement 
of electronic components on a printed circuit board 

final exam question on identifying column and row infonnation 
point fiducial a multi-board panel 

Student Outcome (b) 

an ability to select and apply a knowledge a/mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology to engineering technology problems that require the application 0/ 
principles and applied procedures or methodologies 

Perfonnance Indicator (b 1) 

ability to of several variables 

EGNR-245 - project on derivation ofthe formula for the least-squares 

Perfonnance Indicator (b2) 

apply knowledge of energy levels to determine whether materials are insulator, 
semiconductor or conductor 

0- exam question on identification on ......... IT" level 
diagram and of Fermi level 
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Student Outcome (c) 

an ability to conduct standard tests measurements,' to conduct, 
interpret experiments,' and to apply experimental results to improve processes 

Performance Indicator (c1) 

the ability to develop a valid 
VUtl,U;U;I~t:: a product 

reliable experimental procedure that will 

EGNR-495 - on final product """H"UF. 

Performance Indicator (c2) 

the ability to use statistical methods to plan an efficient, yet effective, program 
of experimentation, when the output variable studied is expected to depend on 
multiple input variables 

EGNR-310 term project report 

Student Outcome (d) 

an ability to design systems, components, or broadly-defined 
engineering technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives 

Performance Indicator (dl) 

the ability to refonnulate implied customer needs as specifications and 
produce an acceptable solution 

- product design review 

Performance Indicator (d2) 

the ability to design library objects linking the symbolic schematic 
representation to physical package and contact locations for creation of circuit 
board artwork 

o - lab "VP''''''''~P' on obtaining data sheet from web search 

Student Outcome (e) 

an ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical team 

lDrnlCati:Jr (e 1 ) 

ability to provide criticism of team members 

EGNR-495 - evaluations 
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Student Outcome (f) 

an ability to identify) analyze, and solve broadly-defined engineering technology 
problems 

Perfonnance Indicator (fl) 

the ability to identify possible reasons that a product or process may fail to 
function and rHI.YUrl 

EGNR-310 homework on chart 

Perfonnance Indicator (£2) 

the ability to design an analog amplifier that maximizes the resolution of a 
sensor outputfor an embedded .rystem 

EGEE-3SS - exam 1, hardware design problem 

Student Outcome 

an ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both technical 
and non-technical environments,' and an ability to identify and use appropriate 
technical literature 

Performance (g 1) 

ability to mak£ formal engineering presentations 

- final project presentations 

Perfonnance Indicator (g2) 

ability to research and use technical specification sheets to implement a useful 

10 - project 

Student Outcome (h) 

an understanding of the need for and an ability to engage in self-directed 
continuing professional development 

Indicator (h I) 

the ability to define and clarify customer needs through technical investigation 

EGNR-495- evaluation of each team member at end of semester 

Student Outcome (i) 

an of and a commitment to profession.al and ethical 
responsibilities including a respect for diversity 

Performance Indicator (i 1) 

the ability to apply perspectives from established ethical philosophies in the 
analysis of a case study 
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EGNR-495- essay 

Student Outcome (j) 

a knowledge of the impact 0/ engineering technology solutions in a societal and 
global context 

Performance Indicator (j 1) 

the ability to the impact of engineering ecr.!nOlOPV solutions in a 

societal and global context 

10 - final exam question on environmental impact of engineering 
practices 

Student Outcome (k) 

a commitment to quality, ""0""'.1>"'''' and continuous improvement 

fJ''''''I''Tnrrnlll."",.. Indicator (k 1) 

the ability to analyze, by methods of statistical process control, data 
representing output of a continuously monitored manufacturing process, in 
order to make early detection of any drift away from the target values of the 
output 

EONR -310 - homework 5, control (statistical control) 

Evaluation of Performance Indicators 

a specific course. 
on is solely the capability denoted 

by the performance indicator. Each sample of student work receives a score of IJ 2, 3, 
or 4 depending on how well the student meets the expected capability defrned by the 
performance indicator. The meaning of the score is listed in Table 4-2 below. The 
evaluation is either by the instructor or instructors responsible teaching 
the course or by them and an additional expert in the area. 

Table 4-2: Scoring of Student Work for Performance lndicators 

1 Unacceptable 

2 Below Standard 

3 Meets Standard 

4 Exemplary 

The performance will be continually evaluated. that 
containing the associated student work is offered, that work will 
results the evaluation are reported in course assessment summary that is written at 
the conclusion of each course. These can found in Appendix G Course Assessment 
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Summary Reports. Additionally, the actual student work that has been. 
made available binders at time of site visit. 

schedule for the courses associated with 
performance indicator) is shown below Table some the courses are 
offered on an alternating year basis, schedule for the past two years is indicated. 
Note that since this schedule was only initiated recently, some student work was not 
evaluated in the first However, in future all student work associated with all 
performance indicators will be evaluated in future. 
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Table 4·3: Student Work Samples for EET Student Outcome Auessment (Two Year Cycle) 

Fall2Q14 

Class Instructor Assignment Student Outcome Spit us 

!;G~.II iUQ ~ 'e.w. Jlllieje&i lelih"'NI FetMM @!iii, ~ '1@1i=I'1 course not offered 

e~mR ~U~ RH ~alllu!uI8 .. h tiM fish08Ae C~illi& eNeFej8e ft'~14!eliil course not offered 

~.A iI«l AU ~QM@' " I: 5, C8~"8~dI8:rt8 (.llatls81"fjf988S§ taft,polt II!EE1'7t 1(!H'l course not offered 

EGNR-491 SPFB(DB) product design review d(EET,MfgET) not evaluated 

EGR5-381 JD project report and robot code on setting-up a Staubfi robot aIEET,M(gET) not evaluated 

Spring 2015 

Cla~s Ingructor Assignment Student Outcome Status 

~ "" et<:8m i, ~BU' 1118118 deS)SA Iire.,I@,n ~ course not offerC(j 

EGET-310 EB final elQm Cluesrlon on identifyIng column and row Information a(EET! not evaluated 

EGET-310 EB exam question on mdterlalldentificatJon b(EET) not evaluated 

EGET-310 ES lab exercise on obtaining data sheet from web search dIEET) not evaluated 

EGET-310 fa flnal project g(m) not evaluated 

EGET-310 EB rlllal exam question on impact of engineering practices JlEET) not evaluated 

EGNR-24S OM project on derivation of me formula for the least-squares line b(EET,MfgET) not evaluated 

fGNR-495 SPFB(D8) deSign review on flnal product testing c(EET,MfgET) not evaluated 

EGNR-495 SPfB(OB) peer e.valuations e(EET,MfgET) not evaluated 

fGNR-49S SPFB(OS) final project presentltions g(EET,MfgET) evaluate<! / In binders 

EGNR-"95 SPfB(DS) FA evaluatlon of each team member h(EET,MfgET) no! evaluated 

EGNR-49S SPFB(OSI ethics essay i(EET.MfgETI not evaluated 

Fa ll 2015 

Class Ingructor AsSignment Studect Outcome Status 

EGNR-310 RH term proJect technical report c(EET,MfgETJ evaluated / in binders 

fGNR-310 RH homework on fish bone chart exercise f(EET,MfgET) evaluated / in binders 

EGNR-310 RH homework 5, control charts (statistical process control) k(EET,MfgET/ evaluated / in binders 

EGNR-491 SPf8{PW) product design review d(EET,MfgET} eva luated / In binders 

EGRS-381 JD project report & VAL3 robot code for setting-up automation process a/EfT,MfgET) evaluated / in binders 

Spring 2016 

Class Instructor Assignment Student Out!jome Status 

EGEE-3SS AJ exam 1, hardware design problem f(EET) evaluated / In binder 

EGET-310 fS flnal exam question on identrfylng column and row Information a(EET) evaluated / In binder 

EG8"-310 fB exam question on material identificatIon bIEET) evaluated / In binder 

EGET-310 fS lab exerdse on obtaining data sheet from we.b search d/EET) evaluated / in binder 

EGET-310 ES final project g(EET] evaluated / In binder 

EGET-310 EB flnai exam question on impact of engineering practices HEET) evaluated / in binder 

EGNR-24S DM project on derivatIon of the formula for the least-squares line b(EET,M(gETl evaluated / In binders 

EGNR-49S SPF8IPW) destsn review on final product testJ"g c(EET,MfgETI evalua1ed / in binders 

EGNR-49S SPFB(PW) peer evaluations e(EET,MfgET) evaluated / in binders 

EGNR-495 SPFS(PW) final project presentations g(EET,MfgETl evaluated / in binders 

EGNR-495 SPFB(PW) FA evaluation of each team member h(EET,MfgElJ evaluated / In billders 

EGNR-495 SPF8{pWI elhics~ I(EET,MfgET) evaluated / In binders 
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Once every two years the Department of Electrical and Computer wili 
evaluate each student outcome by considering the results of all performance 
indicators tied to that outcome and results of the senior exit surveys over 
previous two such of meetings were held in May 2016. 

improvement to the will be as a result 
outcome evaluation. Details of most student outcome evaluation can found in 

Student Outcome Evaluation report found in Appendix H Student Outcome 
Evaluation Reports. A summary ofthe most recent action plans, which were determined 
in May 2016, are shown below in Table 4.4. 

Table 4-4: Summary of EET Student Outcome Evaluation Results 

1. We should consIder adding a lOO-level course in basic wiring, troubleshootin& 
laboratory safety, wirIng basic codes and standards, etc. 

2. We should consider adding a SOD-level course that extends the concepts learned in 
EGET-ll0-17S and reinforces calCtJlus. 

3. We may need to beef up the content of EGET-ll0-175. {This become as a 
result of (f)} 

4, to MTU, Wayne and our EET curriculum goes deeper into 
robotics and, perhaps, digital electronics, but lacks the breadth, especially in analog 
electronics. 

5. develop a common simple handout that would be distributed in courses across 
the curriculum, for example on the topiC of "troubleshooting" or "problem 
decomposItion"? 

6. We hope to reduce the time students spend In open-ended projects 
they wllf have adequate time to spend on their other classes, 

so 

7. We may need to bolster instrumentation within the curriculum. EET need to 
understand how to identify, utilize, and synthesize multiple types of equipment, includIng 
automated data acquisition. {This came about as a result of evaluating outcomes and 
(c).} 

8. We may need to add more troubleshooting to the curriculum. EET graduates need the 
abIHty to reduce a problem into smaller ones and the ability to determine how to 
demonstrate how a system Is functioning properly. They also need to experience more 
open-ended labs. {This came about as a result of evaluating outcomes {al and {fl.} 

9, We may need to Increase expectations in presenting and correctly interpreting data In all 
pertinent courses. For €xample, the EET students need to thoroughly label and describe 
results and to communicate the aspect of the results that are needed by the audience. 
{This came about as a result of evaluating outcome (k).} 

10. Seek ABET advice during the Fall 2016 site visit. 
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CRITERION 5. CURRICULUM 

A. Program Curriculum 

BET both, frrstly, to cover subject matters called for 
in ET AC criterion 5 secondly, to provide the """""\.N.,';''' 
technical background, as well as judgment 
professional ("soft skills" and habits), lay groundwork for 
graduating students to attain the student outcomes, and for alumni to be capable of meeting 
the PEOs by a few years into careers. 

The following will detail 
'''' .. ,,''''''' to aforementioned "",""...,vi" outcomes, 
student outcomes. 

Table 1. be1ow, dep1cts the curriculum for students for students in program, 
current as of the Fall 2016 this would only vary small details for 
previous. a listing of 
indicating for the number of the area (math/science, uUE,~~"'" 
technology, general education, other) it belongs to, and the recent offering schedule 
class sizes. 

It will be evident while certainly are some large (e.g. 
Introduction to Chemistry or each over 50 students), they are 
relatively few. The majority of lecture courses outside the discipline are 15 -
student range, within the discipline in the 10 - 20 student range; most lab sections 
are in 8 - 16 student range. Over a span of years, the School of ' .. JJ.>.",.~.~V1 
Technology has had an size (regardless of instructional mode) of 14 

Recitations are a very exclusively within 
courses (some of which are parts of Technology 

curricula); these are usually (with one or two exceptions) identical in enrollment to 
associated lecture section. 

The EET program, moreover, 124 overall semester credits, majority 
which are (i.e., required, "R"), but allowing student choice of specified 
electives for most of the general education components, as well as for 1 credits 
within the discipline (the so-called "technical There are also 3 credits 
free, 
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Table 5~1: EET Curriculum for 2016~2017 

Curricular Area /Credit HOlln,- Averago SecnOD 

COUTOC Enrollment 

(Depanmcnt, Number, Tirle) Rbquin:d (R), Last Two fer !he Last Two 
Elective (E), or a M~th& Discipline Semesters the Semesters the 

Selective Basic Specific General Course was Course was 
Elective (SEl' :kieru;es Teoics Educalioo Other Offered: Offeroo l 

Kel'lO En!?inetrlnr. fln<i E~'li!1Y.rInl: TecJ1I2%(!1' Prt/lxes /otlre!l ~eJ[-Mdenll: 
EO BE - Eh:ctdcaJ Engioeering; 
EOET - Electrical Engineering T cchaology; 
EGME-MechuDic~1 Engineering; 
EGMT·Manufacruriog EogiDeering Tedllloiogy; 
EO NR - Genera I En gj n"Cring; 
EGRS-Robotics aDd Control Systems 

lsi YellT, 1st Se melter I 
EOMEI4! Solid Modeling R 3 11'15,5'16 II (lee, lab) 

EGNR I 0 I introduction 10 Engineering R 2 F'14, F'I5 54 (lee) 
27 (lab) 

ENOUIO First-Year Composition I R J F'IS,5'I6 24 

MATH III College Algebra R 3 F'IS, S'J6 29 

SociAl Science Elective SE 3 F'IS, S'J6 

1st Vear, 2nd Scmeller 

CHEM I 08 Applied Cbemil<lry R 3 F'\S, S'I6 I 50 

CHEM109 Applied CbemiSTry Lab R I f.'IS, S'I6 12 

EOEEI2S Digital Fundamentals R 4 S'15, S'I6 
I 

26 (Iec) 
10 (lllbt 

ENOL 1\1 Pirst-Year Composition" R 3 F'IS, S'16 I 36 

MATH l31 College TrigonelJletry ~ 3 1"15,5'16 11 

CUltural Div"TSity Eloctive SE 3 F'I5, S' 16 i 
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A vcrage Section 
Enrollment 

Required (R), Last Two for the Last Two 
Course Eleaive (E), or a Marh& Disdpline SemestLr! tbe I Sem.stcrs the 

(Department, Number, Title) S<;leclive Basic Specific GCtlcral Course was Course was 
Elective (8E)' Scionces Topics Education Other Offered: Offered' 

2nd Year, ht SemC$ter 

Communications Elective SE J 

[GETlIO Applied Electricity R 4 P'l2, F'14 18 (Icc) 
12 (Iabl 

£GNR t 40 Lineae Algebrn &; Numerical Applications for Engineers R 2 P'IS, S ' I6 30 (lec) 
12l1ab) 

MATH I 12 CalcullLo for Business and Life Science R 4 F' IS, S' I6 I 28 

PHYSllI Elemenls of Physics I R 4 F'14, F'IS 
I 

SO (lee) 
17 (Lab) 

2nd Year, 2nd Seme .... r I I 
eGET17S Applied Electronics R 4 S'13. S'IS 19(1ce} 

I 9 (lsb) 
EGNR245 Calculus Appliestio"" for Technology R 3 S'IS, S'16 I I t (lcc.lab) 

~GNR265 "C' Programming R 3 P'IS, S' I6 24 (tcc) 
16 (rec) 

PHYS222 Elemenls of T'b)'1ics II R 4 S'15, S' 16 

I 
29 (lec) 
IS (lab) 

fl.X:hmcal Elective S6 J F'15 , S'16 I 
3rd Year, IJt Semester I 

EGf.E 250 MicrocoJ)lrol/u Fundamentals R 4 F'14, F'15 35 (Iec) 
91111bl 

EGRS380 Robotics T .. ,chnology R 2 F'14, F'IS 13 

EGRS381 Robotics Tc:dUlology Uib R I F'I4, F'I5 7 

MATH207 Principlc~ ofSlatistical Methods R 3 P' IS. S'I6 I 2.1 

Humanities Elecdve SE 4 F'IS, S' 16 I 
Technical Elective SF. .1 (> ' 15, S' 16 I 
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Averngc Section 
Enrollment 

RllQuired (R). LnsITwo for the Last Two 
Course Elective (E). or 8 Math & Dlscipune Seme!llCl"li the Semes'<-..:s the 

(Departmellt, Numbor, Title) Selective Basic Specific General Course was Course was 
Elective (SE), Sciences Topics Education Other Offered: Offi:rcd' 

)Td Year, 2nd Scme£tu 

EOEE3SS MicroC<lntrollcr SystelTUS R 4 , S'14, S'I6 21 (lee) 
10 (lab) 

EGED I 0 Electronic Manufucturing ProCCSSeli R 4 S'I5,5'I6 
I 

13 (lee) 
13 i\ab) 

EGRS365 Programmable Logic Controllers R J S'\5, S'I6 2) (Icc) 
611ab) 

MGMT371 Business and Operations Analylics R 3 F' 15, S'16 22 

Free Elective E 3 F'lS, 3'\6 

41h Year, lot Semester I 
EOEI::)20 Digit.al De.ign R 4 F'14, P'J6 16 (lee) 

1011ab)_ 
EGNR491 Eogineering Design Project I R 3 F'l4, [0')5 I 22 (!co,lab) 

EGNRJI0 Qualily Engineering R 3 F'll, P'IS I 25 

T echn ica I Elcctlve SE 4 p'I5, S'I6 

4th Year,lud Semester I 
ECON302 Managcnxl Economics R 4 S' \4, $'\6 I 25 

EGNR495 Engineerins Design Project II R 3 S'15, S'16 22 (Icc, lab) 

Humaniti~ Elective SE 3 F'IS, 5'16 

Technical Elective SE 3 P'IS,5 ' \6 

OVERALL TOTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR TRE DEGREE 11 24 I ( 

PERCENT OF' TOTAL 24% 51 % 18% ~.A, I 
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PEOs of the EET program (refer to Criterion 2, above) alumni to have (in 
shorter paraphrase), 3 years of practice, professionally applied technical 
knowledge of engineering technology (I), remain engaged professional 
development (IT), and be (III). The curriculum 
contributes to each of these objectives 

PEO L The concerns the professional application of technical knowledge; 
recall that it states that 3 years into a career, alumni" ... will have demonstrated 
professional application technical skills and engineering judgement to solve problems 
10 professions subject to technical, practical, and societal constraints." It is 
aPl)arlent from Table 5-1 that some 50% of the curriculum, 63 semester 
constitutes "discipline-specific , these are primarily courses imparting the 
technical background knowledge that would later undergo "technical application ... to 
solve problems (etc.)". is very ample, a total almost 5 
semesters of college at 14-credits per semester, if it were all to be taken as an isolated 
block. 

But there is also the aspect of application of that ample technical 
obtained. Indeed, the curriculum practices skills which are 
generaliza.ble to the application of not only that knowledge, but also other knowledge 
that may be later obtained as a professionally-practicing graduate. Towards this end, 
capstone courses (EGNR ~491-495), as well as many other courses with more mQlael~ 
tenn place in situations the application of the 
knowledge to (in the capstone or hypothetical (mostly electrical 
engineering technology problems, with constraints of the kind described the PEO 
language. The reader is referred to the detailed description of the capstone experience, 
below. 

PEO II. The second PEO concerns professional development. 
" ... will bave set professional experienced professional growth, and be in 
ongoing professional devel?pment and activities." 

Again, the capstone course sequence (EGNR-491-495) is a major contributor, that it 
provides the kind of large-scale (the projects are such that they span an year) 
... AI ....... 1"' .... .." a professional experience all except that it is unpaid 

an which opportunity to discover 
their own technical and managerial strengths and weaknesses and realize the need to 
compensate the latter and maximize fonner. In other words, in this respect, the 
program serves as a motivator for professional development Because the project 
moreover, pursued guidance a faculty 

in project management and "soft: skills" (communications, team dynamics, 
time management, etc.) is an ongoing process, so that an early sta.ge of professional 
development is undertaken. 
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One should also not underestimate the smaller contributions here of earlier course term 
projects, which would also typically involve team dynamics (group work), time 
management, communications, so forth. 

01 Introduction to Engineering course also makes a notable contribution 
here by introducing students to the LSSU student chapters ofprofessional societies, 
such as for example. Sustained involvement in societies is expected to be a 
factor promoting professional growth, particularly to the extent association with the 
corresponding national organizations continues after graduation. 

PEO III. Finally, the third concerns tendencies and SOC:lelW 
contribution. Graduates after 3 years" ... will be capable and make 
meaningful contributions to society." There are two aspects here: (1) self-learning 
tendencies; and, (2) to make societal contributions. 

Concerning first aspect, self-learning, the curriculum is so 
both the tools and the attitude sustained run. 

The primary tool is the coherence of knowledge, in the sense that advanced and/or 
applied knowledge (upper-level engineering technology courses, and capstone/design 
experiences) is rooted fundamentals and derived from principles; the 
development of principles (e.g., Kirchhoffs laws) into advanced principles 
methods of analysis and electronic manufacturing) within the curriculum 
instills the to see the and within the discipline, 
and the ability to extrapolate and develop competencies that beyond the knowledge 
obtained directly from the curriculum. The depth of prerequisite structure emphasizes 
the linkages of "first principles" to advanced results, developing this tool. 

The attitude sustained is instilled, especially, by to 
experiences are interdisciplinary, the (capstone) and the 
Introduction to Engineering project. The interdisciplinarity is suggestive to the student 
of the need to synthesize knowledge beyond that obtained directly in coursework by 

·n ..... I"I'>1"1"I1n, ... the aspect of PEO, societal contribution, it is clear that the 
technical and scientific know-how imparted by the curriculum, through the 66 credits 
disciplinary topics and 25 credits of math and science, make one capable contributing 
to the betterment society-as-a-whole, given the predisposition to do so. 

The courses are mapped to the - (1<) student outcomes Table 5-2. Each outcome is 
served by at least one, but usuaUy of the courses in the curriculum. Indeed, the 
capstone courses EGNR-491 EGNR-495, taken together (and evenjust 
on own), contribute to of the outcomes. And it's evident that certain other 

such as 10 Manufacturing and EGNR-31 0 
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Quality Engineering, contribute to a majority of the outcomes, Some outcomes, notably 
(a) and (b), are served by almost all courses in the curriculum, In summary, the student 
outcomes are well-integrated throughout the curriculum, for the most part. 

Table 5-2: Alignment of Curriculum to Student Outcnmes 

Course Cores a b c d e k 

&G££-125 ttT,MigET 
,/,/ .1./ ,/,/ .,f,f ./ · · - · · 

~GEE-250 EST ./ .I · · 
I\G£E-)20 EE'I 

,f,f ,/,/ ,/ .1.1 ,f,f ,/ .- .. .. .. h h 

EGEE-3SS E~T 
,/,/ ,/,/ ,/ ,/ ./ ,/ .I ,/ .. . , . · .. .. • 

EGET-110 -;;£1', MfgET 
'/.1 ,/ 

· · 
EGZT-i.75 EEl",Hrg8T 

,/,/ .I ,/ .. · • 
EOET-310 £ET 

";./.1 .r,/ ;/ .1.1 ,/.r .I.,f , .. w · , . 
EGMI::-110 MfgE'f 

,/ ,/ .. · 
EGM£-141 £E1',HfgET 

,/.,;,/ .I .I .r 

* · · · 
~GMi:-?40 Mig!!T 

.,f.,f"; .I ,/,/ .1.1 ,/ .r.,f .,f ,/ .. · .. .. • .. , , 

EGME-275 MfgEr ~:: ,/ ,/.r .I 
• .. . 

EGME-276 MfgET 
./.,; .I .,f,/.1 .I ,/./.,f .. · ... · .. 

EGME-H2 MfgET 
./././ ,/,/,/ .1'/ .,f ,/ .I .I . . h .. • · . · 

~GHl'-22S Mig£! 
,/,/,/ '/./.1 
o. .. 

EONR-lOl EET,MfgE'I' 
0/ ,/ .r ,/ ./ 
• 0 · ~ . 

EG~-t40 EE'C,MtgET 
,/,/ ,/,/ .1./ · · · 

EGlffi -245 E£T,MfgET 
.,f./o./ · 

EGNR-26S EET,MtgET 
,/,/ ,/ .,; 

· • · - .. 
EGNR-JlO EE'i,MfgET 

.,;.,; ,/,/ ,/./ .I" .r ",/ "Jo/ .. .. .. .. -, · ,,< 

EGNR-491 eeT,M(q2'r 
,/,/,/ .,; ,/.1./ ,/,/,/ .,f.,f,/ ,/.,;,/ ./ ./ ./ 
.u .. ... " .. .. w._ .. . · 

£GNR-495 £&1:, MfgE'r 
,/,/,/ .; '/,0/ 

i 
.,fo./'/ 0/0/,/ 0/,/,/ ";'/0' ./ "" ./,/ ,/ ... .. .. 0" ... . ... it,," .. .. . . . . 

-
EGRS-J65 EET,MfqS'r 

,/./ ,/ ,/ ./,/ ,/ .. .. ' .. · 
EGR5-380 EET,Mfg~T 

../,/ ,/ .././ ,/ .. 'k .. .. 
EGRS-381 ££T,MCgET 

.1./ ,/,/ ././ ./ 
r- .. .. · 

EGRS-HO MigET 
./,/ ., ./ ,/ .. .. .. ~ . 

I:'GR5-481 IlfgET 
././ ././ .r./ ./,/ .. .. .. . . 

~~ ____ ~~~'7'U~3~te~d~'o~r~E78~~ _____ J 
~ waluated for MfgET ] 

L-=:: I evalu.ted for EfT and MfgET 
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Prerequisite Structure 

Figure 5-1 below depicts the prerequisite structure of the EET degree program. A line 
terminated with an arrow depicts a prerequisite, while a line terminated by a dot depicts 
a corequisite. The courses that comprise the Robotic Technology minor are shown; 
however BGNR-49l Senior Design Projects I is not shown even though it is in the core 
of the EET program. 
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In particular, note the following features the program that this prerequisite diagram 
makes evident: 

• The electronic processes grouping has four layers of 
(MATH-131 -+ EGET-ll0 -+ EGET-175 -+ 10); 

• The digital electronics grouping 
(MATH-l I 1 -+ 125 -+ 

• The Robotics Technology minor has four layers of depth 
(MATH-Ill -+ PHYS-221 -+ EGRS-380 -+ EGRS-430); 

;I The MA TH-207 -+ EGNR-31 0 sequence develops a theme of statistical methods 
and their applications to quality control; 

;I MATH-207 -+ MGMT-371 sequence a of statistical methods 
and their manal~en[1erli; 

• MATH-DI -+ EGNR-265 -+ EGRS-365 sequence develops a theme of 
programming for machine control of manufacturing processes. Furthennore, 
beginning with EGNR-365 and extending to EGNR-491 and EGNR-495, a 
strong chain with a and project management and 
communication skills is developed. 

enforce compliance with the prerequisite structure provided, the University's 
registration system is designed to disallow enrollment in courses for which students lack 

prerequisites. the event a student failing or dropping a prerequisite course after 
already place. the system automatically removes 

the fallaw-up course. as a second "Hne of defense" to these automated solutions~ we 
also require students, at the of any course, to complete and a statement 
that testifies to their having completed any prerequisite courses, and enrolled 
(or already completed) any co-requisite courses. Waivers prerequisites are possible at 

discretion; usually, if the student has promise to be successful, the 
ar,;;,nrl'·.1'l with the of the condition to take 

maintain a minimum C grade at acknowledge 
(in writing) responsibility for self-learning as far as necessary to compensate the 
prerequisite deficiency. Appendix J contains an example prerequisite compliance fonn. 

Mathematics Component 

Table required <L"~''''''''''''''V'' courses their credit counts, roughly 
in order that these courses are taken: 
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Table 5-3: Mathematics Component ofEET Curriculum 

Course Credits 
Offered by Mathematics Dept. 

MA TH207 Principles of Statistical Methods 3 
MATHI!1 College Algebra 3 
MATH131 College Tri,gonometry 3 
MATH 112 Calculus for Business and Li fe Science 4 

Offered hI' School of Engjneen'ng (lJ1.d Technologr. 
EGNR140 Linear Algebra & Numerical Applications for Engi_ueers 2 
BGNR245 Calculus Ap~licatjons for Technology 3 

Total 18 

Some students entering the EET program do not possess a sufficient mathematical 
background, initially, to be placed directly into MATH-Ill and MATH-l 31. These 
students are instead placed in MATH-I 02 JntermediateAlgebra, or, as appropriate to 
their level of Mathematics preparation, in remedial courses that eventually lead to 
MATH-l 02. This course does award 4 college credits, but does not apply toward any 
degree requirements of the EET program; any remedial courses below MATH -102 
provide no college credit. 

The program requires all students to complete the two-course math sequence, MATH
III and MATH-I 12, as well as a MATH-Ill - MATH~131 - 8GNR-140 - EGNR-245 
sequence, EGNR-140 and EGNR.-245 cover a variety of mathematical topics applicable 
to manufacturing engineering technologists and training in the use of mathematical 
software. EGNR-245, specifically, expands on integral calculus, introducing multiple 
integrals and solutions to elementary differential equations. Students also take MA TH-
207, a statistics course, which provides the mathematical foundation for EGNR-310 
Quality Engineering, a technical course in the EET program. 

As is evident. the Mathematics component includes algebra (MATH-Ill), trigonometry 
(MATH-I31), and integral and differential calculus (MATH-112 and EGNR-245) 

The Mathematics background thus obtained in the curriculum provides skills necessary 
to solve technical problems in electrical engineering technology, as criterion 5 requires 
(" . .. the application of ... [mathematics beyond trigonometry/algebra] ... appropriate to 
the student outcomes and program educational objectives."). This becomes clear by way 
oftbe various technical and other courses which use the Math courses as pre or co
requisites, as illustrated by Figure 5-2 (no distinction between pre- and co-requisites is 
made here, except between the Math courses themselves). 
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Figure 5.2: Mathematics Courses and their Relation to Technical Courses 

CHEM loa Appl Chern 

CHEM109Appl Chem LSD 

EGME 14 1 &lid Modeling 

EGNRtOl inro En!l'rTI 

ECON302 Managerial EcIln 

• ECAS480 Ctr1 Sys & AllolM 
(tech eledive In Roborics M:MI) 

, MATH 102 1 
, "'kuf,edi al~ A~ebr. ) 

MATH 112 
C!I!c lor Busllire Sd 

PHYS221 Elem P~cs I 

EG£1' 11 0 AWied ElectriciLy 
EGNR18S C PrOglllrmUllg 

EGRS3BO Robotics Teclioology 

EGRS430 Sys lriegm &. 
Madllnc VIsion ~eCll 
eledfw in RoI:c~cs MIIlOf) 

The dashed lines indicate Mathematics courses that may be simultaneous (co-requisites) 
whereas the dashed lines indicate that they are taken sequentially (prerequisite 
sequence), but there is no such distinction made in indicating the relationships of the 
Mathematics courses to the technical courses. 

Importantly, the figure shows how the mathematics content is then applied in following 
technical courses. These technical courses are not comprehensively listed here, but only 
examples of those directly following a given mathematics course (more advanced 
technical courses following these, of course, have the mathematics courses as indirect 
prerequisites, but are not listed here) . 

As is clear from the figure, the technical content of the curriculum makes use of 
mathematics, at levels appropriate to the particular technical subjects. These technical 
courses then, more directly, support the student outcomes and PEOs. So, the 
mathematics, accordingly, is applied in support of the student outcomes and PEOs as 
called for by criterion 5. 

Science Component 

Table 5-4 summarizes the required science courses and their credit counts, roughly in 
the order that these courses are taken. 

Table 5-4: Science Component of RET Curriculum. 

Course Credits 
CHEM 1 08 Applied Chemiscry 3 
CHEMI09 AQQlied Chemislry Lab 1 
PHYS22 I Elements of Physics I 4 
PHYS222 Elements of Physics II 4 

Total 12 
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Figure 5-3 illustrates how the science courses relate to tbe technical cumculum. As 
with mathematics, it's clear that the technical component oftbe curriculum is also built 
upon the foundation of the natural sciences. 

Figure 5.3: Science Courses and their Relation to Technical Courses 

l'-;~P ~ -~ ................. , ... , ~ ... -~ _ ...... .. .... _ .. -_ ...... -.... -_ ............... _ ......... --_ .... -_ ............ --....... ... ....... .. ............ --- .. --- ..... -.. _ ..... -.. ........................ -... _ .............. ' .... ~ 

i CHEM 108 ::::::, Apptlsd Chemisby 

PHYS221 PHYS222 
Elements of Physics I Elements of Physics II 

...... _____ __ __ ...... __ .... ... _ ..... _ ... ___ ~ ....... __ _ ....... . _____ .. ______ .. A ___ • __ .... r • _____ ~ .. .. ______ .. ______ • _. __ .0 ..... . _____ ••••• __ ...... ____ .... ;' 

Technical Component 

L--__ EGRS 4S0 Manul Autom'n 

EGRS 380 Robotics Techn 
I , , 
• 

EGRS 36 t Robotics Techn Lab 

(in Robotics minor) , , , 
• 

EGRS 481loAsnufAulom'n Lsb 

The core of the discipline is, of course, the set of engineering and engineering 
technology courses themselves. As noted above, this amounts to 50% of the total credits 
(63 credits) in the curriculum, falling between the 113 and 2/3 limits as called for by 
criterion 5. 

Table 5-5 below lists these courses and their credits, organized into alphabetical 
subgroupings by 4-letter subject designation, and in increasing numerical order within 
subgroups. 
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Table 5-4: Technical Component of Curriculum 

Course Credits 

EGEE--125 Digital Fundamentals 4 
EGEE-250 Microcontrol\er Fundamentals 4 
EGEE-320 Digital Desi.e;o 4 
EGEE-355 Microcontroller Systems 4 

EGET -110 Applied Electricity 4 
EGE1- 175 Applied Electronics 4 
EGET -310 Electronic Manufacturing Processes 4 

EGME-141 Solid Modeling 3 

£GNR-IO I Introduction to Engineering 2 
EGNR-265 "e" Pro.e;ramming 3 
EGNR-310 Quality Engjneering 3 
EGNR-491 Engineering Desigll Prolect 1* 3 
EGNR-495 Engineering Design Prolect II· 3 

EGRS-365 Programmable Logic Controllers 3 
EGRS-380 Robotics Technology 2 
EGRS-38J Robotics Technology Lab I 

Technical Electives 12 

Total 63 

As noted above, the program requires the selection of 12 credits of technical electives; 
recommended technical elective courses include those shown in below in Table 5-5 
below. A Minor in Robotics Technology is readily available using the technical elective 
credits in the EET program, In that case, the student would select EGRS-215 Robotics 
Technology I, EGRS-430 Systems Integration and Machine Vision, EGRS-480 
Manufactun'ng Automation, and EGRS-481 Manufacturing Automation Lab for 10 of 
the 12 technical elective credits, plus another course from this list, 
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Table 5-5: Recommended Technical ElecUves 

Course Credits 
CSCI-163 Troubleshooting and Repair ofPC's 3 
EGME-IlO Manufacturing Processes 3 
EGME-240 Assemblv Modelin~ and GD&T 3 
EGME-27S Engineerin& Materials 3 
EGME-276 Strength of Materials Lab 1 
EGME-3! 0 Vehicle Development and Testing 2 
EGMT-216 CAM with CNC Applications 3 
EGMT-225 Statics and Strength of MateriaIs 4 
EGNR-250 Coo~erative Education 2 
EGNR-261 Energy SystemsiSustainabitity 3 
EGNR-362 Vehicle Energy Systems 3 
EGRS-215 Introduction to Robotics 2 
EGRS-430 Systems Integration & Machine Vision 4 
EGRS-480 Manufacturing Automation 3 
EGRS-481 Manufacturing Automation Lab I 
MA TH-2l5 or bigher 3-4 

An examination of the subject matter included in technical component, outlined above 
in Tables 5-4 and 5-5, reveals a broad focus on control of manufacturing processes and 
embedded digital systems. There is also a theme of quality engineering and 
management. 

Importantly, note that criterion 5 calls for "a technical core ... that prepares students for 
the increasingly complex technical specialties they will experience later in the 
cuniculum." As a comparison Table 5-4 with the prerequisite structure from Figure 5-1 
demonstrates, the "technical core" would consist of courses I ike EGET -110 Applied 
Electricity, EGEE- J 25 Digital Fundamentals, or EGNR-265 "C JJ Programming, etc., 
upon which many later courses rely as prerequisites. Then, more advanced technical 
subjects like EGET -310 Electronics Design Processes, EGEE-355 Mjcrocontroller 
Systems, EGRS365 PLCs, or the automation courses EGRS380/3811480/481, all draw 
on this core. 

The technical component of the curriculum, by way of its many laboratories (note from 
Table 5-1 which courses have lab activities), exposes the students to the use of the 
software and tools of the electrical engineering technology discipline. Some examples 
are: 

Software 

• Roboguide, Witness and other robotics-simulation related software (EGRS-
380-381) 

• VAL3, TPP, and KAREL robotic control software (EGRS-380-381) 

• Microsoft Visual C# and ATS Smart Vision for machine vision (EGRS-430) 

• RS Logix 5000 for programmable logic controllers, and Factorytalk View, for 
programming the paneLview (EGRS-365) 
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.. Quartus (digital synthesis), GoLogie (logic analyzer), 
system development (EGEE~125, EGEE-250), 

.. MATLAB computational software (EGNR~140, EGNR-245) 

.. (Pro-E) solid software (EGME-141) 

III Oscilloscopes, function generators, supplies, and multimeters 
110, 175) 

.. mount robotic assembly machines, stencils, and ovens (EGET -310) 

II Robotics (EGRS courses) 

Managerial Component 

The ECON-302 Managen'al Economics course and the MGMT-371 Business and 
Operations course, address management and operations 
organizations as parts of course contents. 

EET students usually the senior course sequence, EGNR-491 
indicated in table above; detailed syllabi for courses are found 
However, there are actually possible for to follow for 
year capstone Industrial-based, Co-op, or All of these 
paths provide a realistic design experience in an academic environment. All students 
participate in the same initial course (EGNR-491), with a strong emphasis on team and 
communication skills during definition and proposal phase, and initial design phase, 
of a multi-disciplinary project. majority of students then continue to 
multidisciplinary tearns to realize, a 
industrial customer (EGNR-495), Alternatively, Cooperative 
substitute an equivalent experience during their Co-op the EGNR-495 course 
(realization phase). Final1y, a research-based project may also be substituted for the 

project. students III 

teamlcommunication skills area of the (EGNR-491). define 
and execute an academically-oriented research project under the direction of a faculty 
member. The Senior Year Experience for all of these paths requires application of 
student knowledge and skills acquired in earlier course work to enhance their ability to 
accomplish objectives. 

In recent most chosen the EGNR491 with very 
for Coop - EGNR491 alternative. The research option, while remaining 

available in principle, has been completely inactive for many years. 

Thus, most students, senior experience at LSSU involves participating in 
an intensive design project spans two semesters. Students work on 
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multidisciplinary teams typically a mix of students from the disciplines EET, 
MfgET, CE, depenrnng on scope. They nonnally 
design and build a product for an industrial some projects, however, are 
supported directly by LSSU. Typical project budgets are $5,000 $30,000, but have 
occasionally fallen out of that on both ends. Examples ofprojects from the past 

years which have involved students are: 

• Design and build of an automated hydraulics control cart offshore machining 
operations, and development/implementation of a method for hydraulic leak 
detection. 

• Design development of a robotics line, incorporating four F ANUC 
robotics, end-of-arm tooling, and including a robotics-playing-tetris 
for use in LSSU laboratory courses in robotics . 

.. Design development of a stand-alone robotics work cell to be used 
to fill prescriptions. 

.. Design and build of a system which measurements to lOl\J'"""',,--
alignment between a robot arm and a steering column. The replaced a 
manual method of robot alignment and thereby increased the repeatability and 
accuracy of the steering column testing procedure. 

.. of a multipurpose robot hand and tutorial guides for the application of 
advanced in an industry-standard robotics simulation 
called ROBOGUIDE. The features and explored ROBOGU1DE 
included machine vision, calibration, robotic path and 3D bin 
picking. 

lit Design and construction of two robotic work cells using delta type robots suitable 
for use an educational environment and design of a curriculum for a high 
school students using the workcell. 

.. Design and a workcell to the of a 
wood filler product into railroad ties. A robot, using custom of ann tooling 
and a machine vision system, locates the positions of spike holes on railroad ties 
as they move by on a continuous conveyor, serving as a proof-of-concept for 

development a product system the railroad 

More information senior design projects, including more extensive 
descriptions of specific projects, can be found on the School's web site at the URL 
http://www.lssu.eduJeng/seniorsl. The senior design courses are managed by a 
multidisciplinary team of faculty called the senior projects board (SPFB). 

below the major activities associated witb the courses. 
The display available at of the will also contain portfolios the 
design projects. 
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Figure 5-4: Overview of Senior Design Projects 
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As is evident from the process illustrated, there are several identifiable phases that put a 
premium on non-technical skills: multiple presentations (scope, update, fmal) enhance 
oral comrnurucations skills; written documents such as the project proposal develop 
technical writing skills; customer meetings, team meetings, design reviews, etc. develop 
skills in running effective meetings and recording useful minutes; timeline software 
tools, action items and responsibility charts develop skills in time and resource 
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management; all of these things as well as the project's design and implementation 
aspects, and various team assignments, all force the development of teamwork skills. 

projects are technical nature, they require the application of the 
the throughout; clearly the required design and 

implementation tasks are the primary avenues for making use skills. 

Cooperative opportunities exist for and students 
at LSSU, although relatively students pursue 
the 2-credit EGNR-250. which may only be as an elective in the program. 

course requires that a student write a business report describing the Engineering 
Technology work accomplished at the employer. An evaluation of the work experience 
must also be written, and supervisor's evaluation of the student's work performance 
is to be submitted. 

are also two upper level co-op courses, and EGNR-451, totaling 7 
credits, which may replace the second semester the conventional senior 
projects capstone experience (described above in section A.6). In this co-op experience, 
the students must complete a project at the co-op site that requires at least 60% of their 
time over course of two semesters. The content of the project is approved by co-
op coordinator and Senior Projects Facility Board (SPFB). academic 

the projects are simHar to those of the projects completed by the 
students in the senior experience on campus, including graded presentations and 
written reports. The SPFB reviews the documents submitted by the student to 
fulfill tbe course requirement. 

Advisory Committee 

LSSU has an active fndustrial Advisory board (IAB) comprised approximately 30 
members representing various industries throughout the Michigan, Ontario. and 
elsewhere. The Board meets twice a year. spring meeting is held on the last day of 

Spring coinciding with Senior Design Project In the 
Fall, one companies hosts the on the in November, 
or occasionally, this meeting has been to campus. The lAB is led by an elected 
President, assisted by an elected Secretary. 

Sub-committees are designated as needed when action have been delegated 
during meetings for foHow-up at next By most active 
committee in recent has been that for student binder was developed 
under its guidance to provide for the Admissions Counselors when 

visit high schools including with a presentation that highlights the 
programs. Members participate at the various MACRAO evenings (college fairs) 
throughout Michigan, on behalf ofLSSU Engineering & Teclmology. 
Admissions as needed wear company as they promote the 
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LSSU engineering technology 
have also offered job to students 

addition to the recruitment efforts, 
our curriculum. 

f'\rn"o"""/"rc: Members 
and Technology. 

provides feedback regarding 

Senior design projects bave often sponsored by an lAB member companies 
(although are frequently sponsored by others, as weU). Members participate in 
viewing, evaluating grading the project presentations. Member companies 

provided opportunities for and cooperative work experiences. 
A great many member companies are also (permanent) employers of 

","""U',,"""'''', ..................... 1'> it representative of the of by our 
graduates, on-the-whole. include Superior (heavy duty steel 
components, Kincheloe, MI), Manufacturing Technology (Robotics and 
Automation integrator, Lake Orion, MI), Continental Automotive (automotive brake 
systems, Brimley and Auburn MI). Essar (Sault Ste Marie, Ontario), 
Nexteer (automotive MI) 

Information about the lAB membership, and meeting minutes, can found at 
<www.Issu.eduJeng/iab> 
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CRITERION 6. FACULTY 

School and Technology is comprised (currently one is vacant) fuU-
time faculty members, two laboratory engineers, and two (currently one is vacant) 
consulting School leadership rests with One faculty who receives 

and a per semester stipend to School chair. Departmental leadership rests with 
melmo(~r who receives no release time and no compensation to be coordinator of the 

Department Electrical Computer Engineering, one faculty member who no 
release and $907 per semester to coordinator of the of Mechanical 
Engineering, and one faculty member who receives no release time and no compensation to be 
coordinator of the Department and Technology. The School faculty very 

together as a combined team on school related items. purposes of program direction and 
planning, School faculty also meet as two separate departments: Department 

Computer and of Mechanical Engineering. The 
is housed within Department of Computer whicb is 

comprised offive full-time faculty one laboratory 

of its small size, the School of Engineering and Technology offers engineering curricula 
that are significantly impacted by the other engineering disciplines in School. time 
they leave LSSU, EET example, will classes taught (or team-taught) by 

School Technology faculty. Furthermore much of 
continuous process occurs at Schoo! level, in which the entire School of 
Engineering and Technology faculty participate. Hence, the provided on the faculty in 

section will include all members the School faculty; however, special attention will 
to Department and Computer Engineering faculty which directly 

administers 

LSSU is dedicated to primary mission as a institution by offering challenging 
undergraduate programs and services to students. recognition of this mission, members of 
the LSSU faculty are required by the university contract to devote 50- 75% of their efforts during 
the year toward The remaining 25-50% is apportioned between 
scholarship, service, The on will come out in the 

Faculty Qualifications, Faculty Workload, Authority and Responsibility of 
Faculty. 

A. Faculty Qualifications 

of this section will reveal the faculty a proper of 
they are mutually complementary this and 

competencies correspond well to the programs offered, and specifically to EET program; 
they demonstrate ownership of the program; and they endeavor to remain professionally 
competent invest in the students, in their own professional development, in supporting 

faculty, and in the 
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The program can be characterized as one that emphasizes design of digital and 
application of industrial control with a heavy laboratory component that 
coordinates with the theoretical content. faculty members instructing program, 
generally share view of emphasis BET program. 

Consistent with the institution's primary mission 
maintaining an applied its technology programs, 
the evaluation process employed in the hiring of new faculty accordingly places a greater 
emphasis on a candidate's philosophy of engineering education, promise as an instructor, 
and industrial experience, than it does on academic research credentials. 

A candidate for the School of Engineering Technology faculty is generally to 
some (either as faculty member or a teaching 

possess excellent communication skills. Each candidate is asked to a sample lecture 
a topic specified by the committee chair and generally kept the same for aU visiting 
candidates) during on-campus This is ordinarily given to both students 
and Feedback is attendance, and is given much 
weight 

was noted before, the EET graduates are affected nearly all the faculty in the 
to small of the Schoo! and the interwoven nature of 

disciplines. Some faculty primarily teach courses that are required 
faculty with students through in project-

based courses such as EGNR-lOllntroduction to or the EGNR-491 
Senior Design Projects I and 11 capstone sequence. Background infonnation is therefore 
presented all faculty members in SET in Table 6-1 below. 
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Table 6-1: Faculty Quallflcatlon. 

Y tIllS of El<perienoc " Level of ACliviry 
0 H. M,crL 

'a~~ 
'r> 

1- Il ~ c "Ci:' - -0 " 'e c ·So·g - ~ - E ~~ 8 § .,. 0 
~ B ~ ." ~ 0 ~ ... Faculty Nome Higbesl Degree eamed- Field and Year 

~ -< S - .. J: .. a .J] 0 

~ .... ~ 0-" ]1 '0 '0 I: t -d 'fl .~ !l !'5:- .~ U «I-< .@ ~ .s ~li ~.9 
.~ .e £g e !; <I"'" 

~ ~ "'0 o ... 

<:) I. U~ 
David Baumann PhD - Electrical ErwinecriD~ - 1992 P T PT 3 27 17 PB L M M 
Eric Becks MS - Electrical Eogi~rolgiSv,~m Scie:nce - 1981 0 NIT fIT 31 5 5 M L .~ 
Jon Coullard BS - McchMical Elh:.inE)erin~ Te<:hnolo\l.Y - 1990 0 NIT FT 6 20 20 Petent L L I M 
J irn Dc va prasad MS - Mechanical EnWtloc:rin~ - 1986 P T FT I 30 30 H H M 
Robert HUdebnmd PhD - AcOUSlics - 200 1 ASe T FT 5 12 II L M M 
Andrew Jones PIill- Ele<;trical &. Con1plltcr EDgineeri.n~ - 2002 ASe T fIT 3 17 II EIT M M M 
]effKin~ BS - Electrical Engineering Technology - 1996 0 NIT FT 4 18 18 L M M 
David Lcae:h MS - Mechanical Snginc~rinl( - 2017 (anticipated) I 'IT FT 18 3 8 H H L 
Zakaria Mahmud PhD - Mcclr.aDical EnJ:ineerin~ - 2003 ASe TI FT 1 10 2 H M L 
David McDonald MS - Electrical Engin~rin!! - 1971 P T IT 8 43 43 PE M H H 
Joc Moening PhD - 81eetrical En/:inoerin g - 20 I 0 ASC T FT II 6 H M L 

sanjiY Sinha PhD - Mechanical Engineering - 1994 AST IT !'T II 8 I H M L 
Pa.ul Weber PhD - Electrical En !(ineering - 2006 ASe T IT I 9 9 H H M 

I. Code:: P = Profc::ssor ASC = J\sS()ciatc Professor AST = Assistant Professor T = [OSlruclor A = Adjunct 0 = Other 
2. Code: 11 = Tenure Track T = Tenured NTT = Non Tenu:re Tn.ck 
3. AI the institution 
4. The levd of ~ctjvilY. high. medium or low, should reflect lID average over th~ year prior to the visit pill! IhD two previou. years. 
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An overview of ten full-time and four adjunct faculty ofllie School 
Engineering and Technology in Table 6-1 indicates the following: 

'" All faculty members have appropriate or higher degrees in engineering or 
engineering technology 

II All facu1ty members either have or are pursuing appropriate advanced 
ME, or to courses in respective programs 

'" An of government experience 

'" An average 16 years teaching experience 

II 30% of full-time faculty members are licensed Professional ...... u;;.<Jl'"'"Jl" 

II A medium level of professional society involvement 

II A of professional 

II A low/medium level of consulting other involvement 

will be demonstrated in this section, the ECE faculty is complementary in 
competencies, which span computer '-.LLI:;.lll,,,,,,,k,LllI". 

as traditionally understood subsequently the to 
support the bring a blend of educational and professional 
experience. Given below is a brief description of each member of the faculty~ 
along with his strengths and his relationship to curricu1ar areas. 

PhD degrees Electrical....,.,.,"'""', ... "" 
... nl'l»rC:,hrWisconsin. a he worked 

~rp1n"",. in the Electro-Acoustics Laboratory. 
research involved acoustic monitoring of machinery condition and active attenuation 
of ducts. He has four summers of research experience at the Naval Surface 

involving control of submerged propellers. He taught 
at Oral Roberts University now 17 at 

has expertise and teaches courses in areas of Etectromagnetics, Cootrol Systems, 
Circuits and Signals, Probability and Statistics, and Power Distribution. served 
several years as coordinator of Senior Faculty Board the 
coordinator of Electrical and Computer now 
serves as the chair of School and Technology. 

Andrew Jones joined LSSU during 2005-2006 academic year. degrees 
in Electrical Engineering (BS/MS) in Computer (PhD). He 
taught at Purdue University Dr. 
digital and micro-controI1er as applicable to robotics systems. He 

teaches courses robotics, development., digital electronic and 
micro-controller areas and was awarded with Distinguished Teacher Award 
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2010. Dr. has applied research with entJreOl,en!~u 
interested developing products as well as consultations for industrial 
companies. is involved with FIRST with local FLL (FIRST 

League) tournaments and mentoring the (FIRST Robotics 
Competition) team. is advisor for LSSU chapter Dr. Jones is the 
coordinator of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

Prof. McDonald has been teaching at 
Computer department. His are in 
bas several 500 & 600 level courses in 
Systems areas of include electrical 
machines, instrumentation, signal processing, bybrid/electric vehicle control and 
power systems. He teaches courses these areas in addition to serving as a senior 

advisor. Prof McDonald has been very active grant and has secured 
numerous grants for LSSU. has as aT AC of evaluator also as 

of BCE done recent consulting as a SVS[enlS 

the electric vehicle industry in development of testing in the 
and simulation area. 

Dr. Moening has been at LSSU since the start 2010-2011 academic 
BS, PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University 
His areas include electronics, renewable semiconductor 

analog and 
courses related to these areas. He 
sfructuring a f thin films as 
the Engineering House. 

a BS in Computer MS and degrees 
from Michigan Technological University. While at Michigan his 

primary research was in the area of fault-tolerant distributed control algorithms for 
safety-critical systems (e.g. fly-by-wire aircraft control). finishing graduate 
school, he taught for three years as a Visiting Professor at University of 
Minnesota Duluth. During there, developed in areas of 

VUl,>Ull"",,,,ll,.IJ.; education, has continued while at LSSU since 
joining the faculty in fall of2009. Dr. Weber's primary teaching expertise is in 
digital and embedded systems. is currently the coordinator Senior 
Projects. 

Mr. Eric Becks (ECE Consnltlng Engineer) 

Mr. eamed rus and MS in 
Michigan State Prior to Center 
(PDC), Becks was involved in industrial and entrepreneurial activities. work 

ranges from Manager in a multi-national company to 
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President of a equipment Mr. Becks was involved in 
formation of real estate, internet manufacturing businesses as 

well as negotiating a leveraged buyout. has designed numerous products including 
several that have received industry awards. Besides rus duties at the PDC, Mr. Becks 
also selVes as Director of Intellectual Property & Economic Development for LSSU 
and was recently named & CEO of SSMartSM

, Sault Ste. 
MarielLSSU SroartZone. has also as a school board member for 14years; 12 
as president. 

is a full-time laboratory ~u"".~~~L 
has a BS degree in 

and is pursuing a BS degree Mathematics from on a part-time basis. He has 
valuable engineering experience industrial electrical controls and 
PLCs, and is responsible the School's electronic and computer systems. He 
occasionally teaches as an adjunct in the areas of electrical circuits, electronics, and 
PLC's for the engineering technology programs in the School and has instructed 
sections ofthe digital laboratory. also assists significantly the 

design projects on the PLC and implementation <I",.,l'Al""te 

The following faculty members from the ME Department provide teaching and key 
ancillary support EET program: 

Dr. Hildebrand has research and pUblication background in tbe areas of and 
vibrations, vehicle dynamics, and soil dynamics. has a good mix of industrial, 
consulting; research and teaching Accordingly, he strongly supports 

emphasis on applications of fundamentals, on laboratory instruction, and on 
communications. EGME-275 Materials, EGME-276 
Strength of Materials Lab (co-taught), 10 Vehicle Development & Testing, 
EGNR-3 Advanced Quality Engineering, EGEM-320 Dynamics, 
Machine Design, EGNR-340 Advanced Numerical Methods, EGME-415 Vehicle 
Dyn,amics, and EGME-425 Vibrations Noise Control, regularly SOlVes as a 

and MA TH-31 0 Differential Equations. 
Department of Mechanical 

Prof. Devaprasad has been a professor in the School of Engineering and Technology at 
LSSU for 30 His areas of teaching robotics 

was the Coordinator or Technology for much 
of that time, also as Chair of School of and 
Technology for a time while the Dean position was vacant. He is currently the 
coordinator of General and Technology as well as the director ofLSSU's 
Robotics Center. 
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Prof. Devaprasad bas been the leader in developing the robotics laboratory through 
industrial donations and grants, and has been in key leadership roles nationally in 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SMB) and Robotics Industries Association. 

normally several courses in hoth the and engineering 
technology and often serves as the advisor or customer robotics senior 
projects. also supports the Robotics Technology minor available for 
Engineering Technology students Computer Science students. He is a recipient of 
the Outstanding Young Manufacturing Engineer award from and 
distinguished faculty award from the Michigan Association Governing Boards of 
universities. serves as of Women Technology summer 
and Robotics summer and his colleague founded over ago. 

Mr. Leach started working for the LSSU Product Development Center in 2008, and 
became a full time faculty member 2014. He has a BS ME degree Michigan 
Technological University, is currently enrolled in MTU's Graduate School and 
will earn an MS ME degree May 0[2017. Mr. Leach primarily solid 
modeling, assembly modeling and processes, CNC with CAM 
applications, statics and strength of materials, and with senior projects. has 
automotive industry experience in product and quality engineering for Class A exterior 
plastic trim. Leach is the advisor for LSSU's student chapter of ASME. 

Dr. Zakaria Mahmud (ME Professor) 

Dr. Mahmud a BS Mechanical from Bangladesh University of 
and Technology (Dhaka, Bangladesh), MS in Sustainable 

Engineering from The Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm, Sweden), and PhD 
in Engineering Science and Mechanics from the University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama). After graduation, for one Engineering 
Department at & University (College then NASA 
SBIR II project as Principal Research at TechsbUIg Incorporated 
(Blacksburg, VA). Dr. Mahmud then taught in Mechanical Technology 
program at Georgia Southern University (Statesboro. GA). Before joining in LSSU 
since Fall 2014, taught seven years in Mechanical at North Dakota 
State University (Fargo, NO). primary are 

L<LU,LU'"'' and micro-fluidics. He regularly "~_WL"A> 
courses at LSSU: EGNR 101 Introduction to 140 Linear Algebra 
and Numerical Applications, Thermodynamics, EGME-338 Fluid 
Mechanics, EGM&431 Heat Transfer, and EGME-432 Thennal Fluids Laboratory. 
Dr. Mahmud is serving as a co-advisor for house advisor 
Society of A umotive (SAB). 

Mr. CouUard is a full-time laboratory engineer for the School of Engineering and 
Technology. He has a degree from LSSU, and extensive professional 
engineering experience in manufacturing the development of specialty 
Before earning degree was a professional welder. Accordingly. he 
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strongly supports the traditional manufacturing aspects of the program, and, especially 
from long industrial experience, its emphasis on communications and 
professionalism. Coullard regularly serves as an adjunct instructor courses that 

MfgET program. 

B. Faculty Workload 

faculty member is understood to have instruction (encompassing teaching 
and course assessment), advising (encompassing academic advising and student 
mentoring). scholarly activities, and service (to the institution, profession, and the 
community). The time distribution of the faculty member's workload (implied on 
proportionality to the contractually allowable weights in evaluation 
of faculty member) is 50-75% instruction (corresponding to the 24 
year), 10-20% advising, 5-20% scholarly work, 10-20% service. 

Instruction 

The portion, specifically, is fulfilled by instructing coursework 
amounting to contract hours (or an of 12 per "'-''''4''''''''' 

"contract hours" are defined below. faculty 
they teach 24 contract hours year (average of 

semester), scholarly work, and service 
the measured contract hours. 

time commitment is measured contractually 
"load hours"), to credit hours 
earns a hour of lecture per week, 

contract hours called 
by a student A 

an additional 
a 1 hour lab. On other hand, one contract or is one hour oflecture or 
1.5 hours of lab (i.e., lab is multiplied by 2/3 to O,""UJ •• 1.", ... contract hours). 

amount of time and energy that faculty are expected to provide to an engineering 
program influences tbe strength of the program. indicators of 
workload and student-to-faculty (reflective typical 
class lab A broad overview of instructional workload broken 
down by group (regular faculty, engineers, etc) is shown below Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2a: SET Faculty Wor"kload Summsry- FIl1l201S 

PCOJV1m Activitv Distributioo' % of Tune 
PT Devoted 

Faculty Member (!WIle) 
or C1ass~ Taught (Com..., No.-Credit & .) Term and Year' Research or Other' to the SET 

IT' T~chinl& SGbolllrShip Pr(lgnlml>'- 6 

David Baumann IT EGNR340-1.333, EGNR346-L331, EONR49 1-2.0, EGNR46()"'5.0, 
75 0 25 100 

EGNRtOI-O.239 
Eric Beck! P1' EGNR491:9 _~9_(, 3 0 97 3 --.: 
Jon Coullard PT EGNR491-2.156 18 0 82 100 
Jim Oevaprasad IT EGl'-'R49II -2 .0 16, EOR-S381-Z.0, EGRS480-3.0, EGRS4S 1-4.0, 67 0 33 100 

EGNR 101-0.865 
Robert Hilde hrzmd FT EGEM320-3.0, EGNJU IO·M, EGNR340-1.333, EGNR49 1-2.204. 92 0 8 100 

EOME3S0-S.2S6. IEGI'.-:a,LO 1-0.451 
Andrew Jooes IT £08E250-5.333, EGNR 101-2.002. EGNRl6S-J.O 92 0 8 100 
Jeff King J>T EGNR49 1-2.096 18 0 82 100 
David Leach FT EGMEII04.0. EGMEI41-6.666 100 0 0 100 
Zalcaria Mahmud IT EGl'lRIOI-2.059. EGNRI40-5.0, EGM£431-3.0 EGME432-2.0 100 0 0 100 
Ir.1vid McDoJUlld IT EGEE280-4.0 EGE.EHO-S.O, EGNR491-2.312 100 0 0 ,100 
Jooeph Moenin~ IT EGEF.2!0-7.0, 130138370-5.0, EGNRI01.{).627 JOO 0 0 100 
Sanjiv Sinh~ FT EGEM220-3.0, EGMT225-4,0. EGMEI41-3.J33, EGRSJ&0-2.0, 

100 0 0 100 
J::GMS350-1. 7 14 

Paul Weber FT EGNR250-0.432. EGNR.261-3,O, EGNR361-2.0, EGNR491-O.718, 
100 0 0 100 

EGRS430·9.0 

I. IT = Full Time F~cuJ[}' or PT = Part Time Faculty, at the instiruuon 
2. For t~\e academic year {Of which the Self-Srudy Report is- being prepared. 
3. Program activity distribution should be ill percellt ofcfl'ort in the program and sbould total 100%. 
4. Indicak sabbaticalleavc., etc., under "Other." 
5. Out of tlte IOml time omployed at (he iIUtillJrion. 
6. Not~ d,at no distinctioo can straightforwardly, or mem>iogfully, he made betwee~ time contributions towards the various programs (EfT, MfgET, EE. CE, 

ME) since thoyare 90 intcrtwinoo with .hared courses. 
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Tmblc 6-2b: SET Faculty Workload Summary - SprlllJl 2016 

Program Aclivirv Distributionl % of Time 
IT Devoted 

Faculty Member (namc) or Classes Taught (Course No.lCredic Mrs.) Term and Y ca.-l Research or O!hor' to the SeT 
fT' Tevelling ScholaWtip ?rognun'" 

Davjd Baumann FT EGEEAII-3.0, EGNR340-1.33J, EGNR495-4.254 75 0 25 100 
Eric Becks PT EOETII 0-5.0, EGRS38S-4.0 75 0 25 7S 
Joo Coull81d PT EGMEI 10-G.O, EONR49S-4 054 88 0 12 100 
Jim Devavrnszd fT EGNR495-4.08l EGRS38S-2.0, EORS435·6,O 100 0 0 100 
Robert HiJ.JebraDd fT EGNR495-4.J73, EGME275-3.0, EGME276-4.0, EOME425-4J33 100 0 0 100 
Aodrew looes FT EG5E355-7.0, F.GNR265-3.0, EGRS385·3.0, 100 0 0 100 
Jeff King PT EGNR495-4.029 34 0 66 100 
David Leach .fT EGMB312·6.0, EGME240-8.0 lOa 0 a lao 
Zakaria Malunud IT EGNRI4C·l .0, EGME331-4.0, EGME338-3.0 100 0 0 100 
David McDonald IT EGNR495-4.050, EGEE21 0-5.0, EONR245·3.333 100 0 0 100 
Joseph Moening PT £GBE415·5.0 EClRS36S-8.0 100 0 0 100 
Saniiv Sinb. IT EOEM220-3.0 EGME276-4.0, EGMEI41·3.333, EQME225-3.0 100 0 0 100 
Paul Weber FT £GEEI25·5.666, EONR260·3.0, EONR495-0.l62 100 0 0 100 

I F'T ~ Full Time Faculey oc PT = Part Time Faculty, at the iJUllitucion 
2. For the academic year (or wh.ich !he Self·Study Report is being prepared. 
3. Progr.uo ~Clivjty distribution should be in percent of effort in the progr81ll and should total 100%. 
4. lodicate sabbalitalieave, etc., under "Other." 
S. Out of the cotaitirne employed at the illBtirutioo. 
6. Now tltat no distinction cao smoightforwardly, or meaningfully, be /Illlde between time contributions toward! the various programs (EET. MfgET, Ell, CE, 

ME) since they arc so intertwinud with sbared courses. 
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For the regular faculty, a full-time teaching load is 12 contract hours (or sometimes 
"load hours") semester, with the option to take on up to 6 additional load hours per 
semester with "overload" compensation at a reduced rate, which is currently $907 
load A may under for a given if compensated 

the same academic an overload in the other such that 24 contract 
hours are performed per year. Single semester loads are limited to 18, and annual 
(excluding summer) loads to 

The teaching and the goals of keeping faculty near to 
load of 12 hours per semester and of maintaining a healthy student-to-faculty ratio, are 
intended to allow faculty time to participate in non-classroom, professional activities 
as well as provide quality student interaction and class preparation. Thus, beyond 
the expectations for teaching, faculty are also expected to hold regular office hours, 
and to participate in academic advising, student group advising, service activities, and 

development 

AU regular, full-time faculty keep 5 office hours per week, at which they are available 
to meet students; those teaching than fun-time the lab and engineers) 
have numbers of office hours that are pro-rated by their respective fractions of a full-

~",,,,VLUU-<B load. office hours permit students to interact the faculty 
member to supplement in-class instruction. University has relIlstaLted 
sections in some problem-solving for faculty provide a one-hour 
recitation and are accordingly relieved of an hour of office hour burden. Thus, the 
standard is that the total of recitation hours and office hours add up to 5 per week (note 
that no faculty currently have so far had more than 1 recitation hour per semester, 
exceeding 2 per faculty member per semester be ....."."" ...... 
should that situation ever in order that number of office hours will 
remain adequate). 

Academic advising. its as a service to students, is described above. 
Concerning, on the other hand, aspect as a faculty activity burden, note 
that the 220 enrolled Scbool are divided amongst the 10 
..... .,' .. ~AV faculty members as advisees, so that the is about advisees per 
faculty member. The advising duties of the faculty member are to meet with each 
advisee prior to registration, recommend courses for which to register, and discuss 
course selection alternatives from the perspectives of progress to completion, 
student interests, and career relevance. As a benchmark, 15 minute advising 
are used in EGNR-I01 Introduction to Engineering (for students 

that course only, these are scheduled during a specific lab an 
estimate of 5-6 hours ordinary advising burden faculty member per semester is 
reasonable; there is also some additional burden on the program coordinators and the 
school chair, specifically, handling supplemental advising to course 
overrides, transfer and 
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Most faculty also advise senior project teams, provide a substantial 
amount additional with students and industrial sponsor 
contacts in a realistic professional Certainly, advising of senior projects teams 
is another time-consuming activity for faculty that resembles some the out-of
classroom student interaction activities described above, but in principle, since this 
activity is compensated by teaching load from the EGNR-491 and EGNR-495 courses, 
it is more properly seen as part oHearn teaching those courses. 

hour and burdens are implied extensions of the 
instructional of the faculty duties; they do not 
additional contract bours, but are understood to be a of 
in fulfilling 24 load hours. 

The hour requirement, described above, may be u'!(1_~,tl'\r\rI 

instructional part of the duties, only. 
fall the additional duties and scholarship. As noted above, this may be up to 
40% of the faculty member's workload (scholarship up to 20%, and service to 
20%). 

Professional development activities, by nature, 
scope from faculty to faculty member; the 
CVs below) for specific activities. 

considerably in kind and 
1S to the faculty 

service activities, while also vary in kind and scope faculty 
members, many are School-coordinated to such an extent a rough overview can be 

Faculty members within the School regularly serve on University-wide 
committees (e.g., curric1JIUll1> general-education, student retention, etc.), serve on 
School committees Engineering scholarship awards committee), support the 
faculty association, and participate in assessment. There are also initiatives within the 
School, and LSSU, to new student enrollment, by means such as school 

prospective students, lab tours, of represent 
cornman activities of the Faculty to student 
chapters of national professional including SAB, and 
SWE; such advisorship generally involves overseeing that clubs operate within 

bylaws, recruit, fundraise, manage their budgets, and participate in regional 
national events. Faculty members also participate in summer orientations 

students, although the School chair undertaken the majority of this 
particular burden. 

C. Faculty Size 

A of instructional last two ample to all 
including those on an year basis), breaking down the total instructional 

burden (measured in load hours as defined S.B above) by category of instructional 
personnel, is provided Table 6-3 below. 
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Table 6-3: Instructional Load by Faculty Type 

Regular Internal External 
Semester Faculty AdJuncts* Adjuncts Total 

Fall 2014 112.66 9.83 0 122.49 

Spring 2015 114.68 20.42 0 135.1 

Fal2015 123.9 4.56 0 128.46 

Spring 2016 124.92 23.08 4 152 

Total 476.16 57.89 4 538.05 

Percentage 88 11 1 

• Lab and PDC Engineers 

The table shows that 99% of all instruction was carried out by the instructional staff listed 
in Table 6-2, i.e., the ten regular faculty complemented by the lab engineers and the PDC 
consulting engineer(s). Accordingly, only 1 % of the instruction was carried out by outside 
adjuncts. In particular, 88% of the instruction was camed out by the 10 regular, full-time 
faculty, specifically. As these are very high proportions, it is clear that so long as the 10 
positions are filled, there is an adequate faculty size. 

All faculty maintain at least 5 hours of some combination of office hours and recitations 
(in practice, the latter has never exceeded 1 of the 5 hours for any faculty member). Senior 
student exit surveys consistently support the notion that these interactions are not only 
sufficient in quantity, but also in quality, a consistent theme is that students have excellent 
and fruitful access to faculty members. 

Each student has a faculty member assigned as an academic advisor, and meet with the 
faculty member at least once per semester. As noted above (Criterion 6 Section B), there is 
an average of22 student advisees per faculty member, suggesting a situation in which 
sufficient attention can be given to each. 

The faculty have, finally, opportunities to interact with industrial and professional 
practitioners in a variety of contexts, including senior projects, cooperative education 
projects, POC-sponsored projects, IAB meetings, and summer work. 

D. Professional Development 

All of the School faculty members have pursued professional development activities over 
the past five years. These include grant writing, consulting, review of scholarly articles 
and texts, conference presentations, taking classes, and attending conferences, but the level 
of these activities is, consistent with the focus of the LSSU mission on teaching, less than 
is traditional elsewhere in academia. 

Many ofllie SET faculty members also regularly serve on the Senior Projects Faculty 
Board (SPFB). The SPFB oversees all senior year experiences within the School of 
Engineering and Technology. As many projects are sponsored by industry, senior projects 
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provide good opportunities for faculty to work closely with industry. This interaction has 
resulted in faculty providing training for industrial based engineers, summer employment 
opportunities for faculty, and general faculty professional development due to the close 
industrial ties. 

E. Authority and Responsibility of Faculty 

Establishing policy 

Tills sub-section addresses the faculty's role, and that of administrators, in defming the 
program's curriculum, educational objectives, student outcomes, and continuous 
improvement process. It is the faculty that are the primary authority over all of these 
areas and who plan and originate curricular change proposals, but administrators 
have approval/veto authority relative to curriculum, specifically. 

Curricular matters for the EET program, including prerequisite structure and the 
detailed course requirements comprising the program, are planned at the Departmental 
level. The ECE departmental faculty regularly meet (weekly during the academic 
year), with the ECE coordinator setting the agenda, and it is in this forum that the 
curriculum (among other bUSiness) is addressed in detail, and in which any action to 
change it originates; Le., administration does not generate its own curricular change 
proposals. The department ordinarily operates by consensus, although a formal 
majority vote is, in principle, required to adopt any change; such a vote could be 
undertaken in the unlikely event there were no clear consensus and a decision could 
not be forestalled. A change so approved by the ECE faculty is then proposed to the 
entire School faculty, and a fonnal vote taken at that level, usually after discussion in a 
School faculty meeting (discussion may be foregone in the case of minor changes, 
e.g., prerequisite issues related to courses not common to the MfgET discipline). Upon 
School faculty approval, the Dean must approve, after which the proposal proceeds to 
a University-wide Curriculum Committee, a committee consisting primarily of faculty, 
hut also of an administrator and a student, and in which the School is represented by a 
single voting faculty member. If approved at that level, it must, finally, receive 
approval by the Provost, usually after advisory discussion in the Provost Council (a 
body comprised of the Deans and School Chairs). 

The educational objectives, student outcomes, and continuous improvement process 
for the EET and other engineering and engineering tecMology programs, which are 
provided in Criterion 2 and Criterion 3 above, and the continuous improvement 
process outlined in Criterion 4, are defined and revised by the entire faculty of the 
School of Engineering and Technology (i .e., both ECE faculty and ME faculty 
collectively). Tbe Dean and higher administrative instances (Provost, etc.) have no 
formal approval, veto or other role in this process, although their input is welcomed. 

Thus, all the regular faculty of the entire School has some kind of a role in the 
oversight of the EET program. By virtue of the wide involvement of faculty in the 
assessment process for all of the School's programs, and the similarity in the 
assessment process for all of these programs, the entire School faculty is in a weIl
infonned position concerning interpreting assessment results for the EET program. 
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The faculty, regardless of academic rank or other attends and 
participates in the deliberations, and that ample time is taken in deliberations 
such that all perspectives are thoroughly heard and CQosidered, and consensus 
obtained; accordingly, formal votes are unusual. 

In faculty equally) has 
autonomy with educational student 
outcomes, and the continuous improvement process, but does not despise the input of 
other constituents. that autonomy is not CQrnplete, insofar as 
administrative approvals are part ofllie process. The former (educational objectives, 
student outcomes, CQntinuous improvement) is by the School faculty 
collectively, while the latter (curriculum) is primarily planned by the Departmental 
faculty (with later Scbool faculty discussion and 

Faculty having some administrative responsibilities relative to 
program are the coordinator, coordinator, SET chair, the Robotics 

The duties the coordinators are not officially defmed, but the 
maintain a list of chair duties (refer to Table below). For 

an list the performed by coordinator, the 
coordinator, the SET chair, please to Criterion 8 A. 

Note, furthermore, that contrast to what may be typical of "chair-level" positions at 
other institutions, duties related. to faculty supervision are not part of either of these 
positions. Firstly, accordance with of academic freedom affirmed. the 
LSSU faculty bargaining agreement Appendix KFaculty Agreement), 
neither positions involves supervision of instruction. Secondly, pursuant to 

same agreement, both are occupied by as 
members themselves of the collective bargaining neither position may 
responsibility for evaluation or personnel decisions regarding other 
Departmental 
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Table 6-3: Duties and Responsibilities of Chairs 

!l:!~iY!l!'.Q;IIT1J;;ID.Jb!J.n: Provide leadership in planning and academic programs 
which includes the and evaluation of courses, programs and 
curricula. Represent the unique interests of the School/Department in College and 

...... ~.I-. Promote development such as excellence in and 
University service among faculty. Assist the Dean with recruitment of future faculty. 

~""""""","",,, Assist the Dean with the scheduling of classes by providing a draft schedule . 

.::ml~!liJi: Assist the Dean in the recruitment of future students and provide in 
advising current and students. Approve degree audits, waivers, substitutions, degree 
changes, and otber documents as allowed (or required) by LSSU policy and procedures. 

Assist the Dean in 
budgets. 

"'v."''''vu of recommendations for 

~=~. Provide leadership in the development and implementation of strategic planning 
within the School/DepartmenL 

~~~~. Participate in the development and review of academic and 
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CRITERION 7. FACILITIES 

The BET program is housed within the School of Engineering and Technology, which is 
located entirely in the Center for Applied Science and Engineering Technology (CASET) 
Building. Built in 1980, the three-story structure is home to the areas of Engineering, 
Engineering Technology, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Education. Two additional 
non-academic facilities associated with Information Technology are also located in the 
building: Enterprise Application Services and University Support SeIVices. 

A. Classrooms, Laboratories, and Other Facilities 

The School of Engineering and Technology has approximately 30,000 sq. ft . of usable 
space, which includes offices, storage areas, labs, and work areas. Details of the 
classrooms, laboratories, and offices follow. 

Classrooms 

The CASET building has ten classrooms and one lecture room that are assigned by the 
Registrar's Office, with engineering, engineering technology, mathematics, and 
computer science courses receiving the highest priority. Room size and capacity are 
shown in the Table 7-1 below. The School of Engineering and Technology 
occasionally uses two laboratories for additional lecture space, but these are not shown 
below. 

Table ,.1. UnIversity-Allocated Classrooms in CASET Building 

Room Type Size (sq.ft.) Capacity 

CAS-107 Classroom 675 28 

CAS-lOS Classroom 575 28 

CAS-J 19 Class mom 880 48 

CAS-J23 Classroom L,OlO 50 

CAS-205 CLassroom 1,0 10 40 

CAS-207 Classroom 690 30 

CAS-210 Classroom 1,100 56 

CAS-211 Classroom 585 27 

CAS-212 Lecture Room 1,265 76 

CAS-310 Classroom 1.320 30 

CAS-3lt Classroom 1,320 40 

All classrooms are equipped with a whiteboard or chalkboard, a computer, a document 
camera, a projector, and a screen. The rooms are arranged in a typical fashion with 
desk and chairs arranged in rows. The lecture room has fixed desks and chairs 
arranged in a stepped fashion. Since most engineering courses have enrollments with 
less than 40 students, the classroom facilities within the building are adequate, and 
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nearly all engineering classes take place in the CASET building. Elsewhere in 
campus, several large classrooms with capacities up to 165 students are available 
within a five-minute walk of the engineering facilities. 

Laboratories 

Laboratory experiences are a central component of the EET curriculum at LSSU. 
Most technical courses either contain labs or are two-course groups with one course 
involving the classroom and the second the laboratory (e.g. EGRS-380 Robotics 
Technology and EGRS-381 Robotics Technology Lab); in fact, there are only two 
technical courses without labs (EGNR-265 C Programming and EGNR-31 0 Quality 
Engineering) either as part of the main course or as a dedicated accompanying lab 
course. The chemistry and physics labs are located in Crawford Hall; the remainder of 
the tab facilities used in the EET program are located in the CASET building. Table 7-
2 shows a summary of the lab facilities available to all engineering and engineering 
technology students, with those used within the EET program denoted as such. 

Table 7-2: Laboratory Facilities in the School of Engineering and Technology 

Room Name Si2e (sq. ft.) Capacity EET 

CAS-lOS Data Acquisition / Microscopy Lab 370 12 

CAS-10M 
Materials Testing Lab 

470 12 ~ 
PLC Lab 

CAS-106B Engineering Design Center 1,140 
6 Teams 

IE 
(30 students) 

CAS-I06C Thermal Fluids Lab 780 10 

CAS-l20 Machine Shop 5,180 20 

CAS-120A-120B 
Welding Lab 

1,760 10 
Foundry 

CAS-122 Wood Shop 2,240 20 

CAS-124 
Surface Mount Assembly Lab 

1,200 8 IE 
Vehicle Testing Lab 

CAS-l 25 Robotics and Automation Center 2,600 16 t&I 

CAS-209A-209B Computer Lab 1,100 28 IBl 

CAS-304 Digital Electronics Lab 1,080 14 I!l 

CAS-306 Analog Electronics I Lab 1,175 16 IE 

CAS-309 Analog Electronics IT Lab 1,175 16 I!l 

CAS-310A Rapid Prototype Center 580 4 IBl 

The School of Engineering and Technology provides the necessary hardware and 
software tools required in the teaching of engineering and engineering technology 
students. Unlike more research-oriented institutions, LSSU labs are nearly all 
intended for use by the undergraduate engineering and engineering technology 
students for instructional purposes. All laboratory facilities are available to students 
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during regular school hours, when they are not in use for lab instruction. Computer 
labs and some with cameras are for extended hours. Special 
access through University used to permIt ",I'1,£1 .. ,,,t 
access to labs evening and late laboratory 
are typically 16 students or If student enrollment a section exceeds 
lab size, then multiple lab sections are provided. 

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Laboratory 

The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) course hardware is presently located in 
06A. are ten computer stations, each with an HMI (Allen Bradley 

(Allen Bradley ControlLogix) training station. 
project (four "mixing stations" and four "part checkers") to 

provide students with more intense to what they 
would encounter industry. This hardware is used in Programmable 
Controllers (EGRS-36S). 

Engineering Design Center 

Center (CAS-l 06B) is a carpeted office space containing 
cubicles, equipped with chairs, a computer, a phone, an white 

marker board, and typical office desk furnishings. The room a printer common 
to all cubicles, as as a. large conference table chairs, and a collection of 
supplier catalogs. All senior project teams are assigned their own cubicle where 

on their projects, keep records, organize their information and make 
vendor communications (via or phone). teams typically hold 
which may include the contacts, suppliers and advisors, at 
conference table. This laboratory provides the Project students with office 
space conveys the look and feel in industry. AU typical office 
supplies are provided. This lab is used exclusively for the senior Engineering 
Design Projects sequence EGNR-491 -495. 

The adjacent 06C is primarily a. laboratory Mechanical Engineering 
courses, frequently serves as an overflow melenIllg room for senior project 
"' .... , .. vu.., as well, it a table and a telephone 

Plastics Molding Lab and Wood Shop 

The Lab and Wood Shop (CAS-I22) includes three different 
manufacturing machines, benches, countertops, saws, planers sanders. This 
room is also as a build area for Senior Design (EGNR-491-495). 

Surface Mount Assembly / EPIC Lab 

The Surface Mount Assembly Lab (CAS-124) was equipped between 2009 -2010 
tltrough a Michigan Economic Development Corporation 21 st Centwy Jobs 

Additional through the Michigan Initiative Innovation and 
grant in 2013 the with establishment of the 

Electronic Products (EPIC). lab is outfitted with two 
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Surface Mount robotic assembly machines. APS CS40 bas a 
component placement rate of21 00 components per hour handling parts down to 

0603 ( 0.060" by 0.030") tbe APS LAO handles EIA (0.020" 
0.010") components at a rate of 4800 per hour. Both accommodate boards up to 
13 by includes 2 stencils and GF12HC 
reflow oven. Other equipment includes hot air rework fluid 
dispenser for adhesives and solder lab is primarily PDC 
workers and students in Electronic Manufacturing Processes (EGET-31 0) 
course. 

Robotics and Automation Center 

and Automation 125) 13 five or 
robots (equipped with multiple end-of-arm tooling options), 3 conveyor 

lines with pallets, 4 (PLC's), numerous 
sensors and devices, 10 vision systems, 15 

computers, and 2 printers. Essentially there are three types flow lines with robot 
systems: 1) a big index table with four F ANUC industrial robots with an 
Allen Bradley PLC and panel view, 2) an that uses a Bosch Rexroth 

conveyor, housing 4 Staubli robots integrated with an Allen Bradley 
and 3) an oval line uses a Bosch pallet transfer with 4 FANUC 

with an Bradley line with Staubli 
with the F ANUC robots have vision integrated all of 

also different tool change stations and tooling the 
robots. It is that the worth the and Automation center would 
be about 2 mlllion dollars, 

During 16 robotics lab went 
upgrade. The F ANUC oval was fully updated 
conveyor. The line now incorporates 4 MIO/iA FANUC robots that 
run on the latest R30iB platform, 4 F ANUC iRVision 2D Vision 
systems, a F ANUC 3DL Vision system} a F ANUC force/torque system, two robot 
line tracking systems, an Allen Bradley PLC controller with ethemet configuration, 
4 robot tool robot end-of-arm tools suction 
cups, etc.), 4 Dell computers, several sensors. 10 seats of the Roboguide 
robotics simulation was also purchased. system 
hardware, and at $750,000. This new system 

rest of the robotics lab will help maintain the industrial robotics niche in 
its undergraduate engineering and engineering technology programs. 

the 2009-2010 academic year, the robotics lab went through a major 
upgrade. The Staub!i oval line installed. The 
4 Staubli robots that run on the latest controller platform, a new 

(Varioflow system with 8 pallet stations)} 4 Cognex 
Bradley PLC5 net configuration, 4 

robot tool several robot tools, several sensors. The entire 
system (engineering, hardware, software and installation) was estimated at 
$500,000. 
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The Robotics and Automation Center is utilized numerous courses including 
EGNR-IOI Introduction to Engineering, 1 Robotics Technology 
EGRS-430 Integration and Vision, EGRS-481 Manufacturing 
Automation Lab, and the EGNR-491-495 Projects I and IT sequence. 
Typically at least one senior project each year is undertaken which involves the use 
of the equipment in the Robotics and Automation Center. Several of the projects 
completed in this Center have gained national attention in competitions. 

Robotics and Automation is also used extensively for demonstrations 
for members and students, faculty, and the 
community. Center is the key that serves 
as the home for summer Robotics Camps and Women in Technology programs. 

programs that have been offered every summer since 1991 and each year 
have attracted 50 to 100 gifted and talented middle school and high school 

from Michigan, Ontario, and beyond. programs have well to 
young individuals to the technology fields. 

Computer Lab 

The Engineering Computing Labs (CAS-209B-209C) house current PC-type 
workstations, two common printers, full network access and a.ll software that is 
taught in the curriculum. Computers Dell Optiplex 3020 computers with Intel is 

processors and 8GB of RAM, and access at 10/100 Mhitls. 
CAS-209B-209C is the primary lab and 
technology students. It is available throughout workday 
when used for instruction (even then, it is divisible into two halves by an accordion 
wall, and only one half is ordinarily used for courses, leaving other half 
available open student use). Students from programs outside of the School 
Engineering and Technology are not granted access to this room. Specialized 
software installed on includes (Pro-E), MATLAB, 
RoboGuide, Ansys Fluent, and Witness. 

Digital Electronics Lab 

The Electronics lab (CAS-304) has a center ofthe 
room with and space student development. Additionally, 
this room has smaller workstations located around the perimeter of the room. 
Available in room are portable oscilloscopes, digital multi-meters, digital 
trainers, logic analyzers, and evaluation boards. This lab can accommodate 
seven student teams (or 14 students) working at either the central benches or 
outer benches. It also serves as an computer lab with 13 and the 
mobile robot location. Equipment laboratory 
instruction of 125 Digital Microcontroller 
Fundamentals, Digital Design, MicTocontroller Systems, 
and EGNR-260 Engineering Research Methods. 

Analog Electronics Labs 

The Analog Electronics r (CAS·306) and Analog IT (CAS-
309) provide the and MfgET students with hands-on experiences in two 
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Technology courses, Applied 10), 
Applied Electronics (EOET-175). Although labs are predominantly used 

students for a number of courses, are also 
used to support the design portion of Introduction to Engineering (EGNR-
(01) and extensively some senior projects Engineering Projects 
(EGNR-491-495), both of which are in EET curriculum. 

Each of the 16 lab stations (8 in each lab) is equipped with at least one power 
supply (AgilentlJ:iP E3620), a signal generator (AgilentIHP 33120A), a multimeter 
(Fluke or 8846A), an oscilloscope 2530B or 
DSO-X2004A}, and a computer with PSpice 

Rapid Prototype Center 

The Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-31OA) is overseen by Product Development 
Center (PDC) aDd serves as a laboratory for both projects and Senior Proj ect 
teams (EGNR-491 and EGNR-495). majority of the equipment in the lab) with 
the notable the Stratasys Dimension RP was purchased 
the through a Michigan Economic Development Corporation 21st Century 
Jobs purchases between 2008 2010. 

A Stratasys Dimension 3D printer was purchased in late 2015 with donations 
largely from IAB. Using ABS+ plastic, printer can produce parts up to a 
size of 1 lO"x12" Fused Deposition Modeling. printer is used in a 
variety of engineering courses (notably, making parts for assembly 
ups in EGNR-491 EGNR-495), as well as for projects industry. 

A Roland MDX40, a desktop 2009, is used for many 
the same activities as machine. It serves as a printer to the 3D 

CAD software. This device can mill woods, plastics, and soft metals other than 
aircraft aluminum and This has a serviceable area of 12x.12x4 inches and 
a rotary axis as well. Prototype parts requiring materials other than can be 
made on this 

A 2013 Michigan for Innovation and 
seats of Pro board development software 

and printed circuit board artworks for electronic projects. Two licenses 
are in use by PDC and 8 are located in the computer LAB 2098, 

A Next 3D Laser Scanner purchased October, 2009 is used to scan 
existing parts a cloud-oi-points and from there to 3D CAD. EGNR-491 and 
EGNR-495, along with the PDC, use ofthis to scan that have 
no so modifications or documentation can be made. 
Two Dell workstations which are set up CAD and engineering are also 
located in the lab. 

major tools are supplemented by Dremel grinding, drilling and YV,."UU.lS 

tools and hand tools. 
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....... >-........ ,'5 has 27 dedicated office for use by facu1ty, 
support staff, and the Some of offices are used to house student 
engineering groups or storage, Additionally, Engineering House, a living-
learning community for approximately 30 students, is located about 100 yards from 
the CASET building and the SSMart Zone building is located about 1 mile north of 

areas are discussed in following sections. 

School Office 

The School Engineering and Technology office suite. has specialty office 
spaces that include reception, conference room, photocopy/scan equipment and 
supplies, and a storage room. 

Faculty Offices 

Faculty offices are furnished with that includes a desk and 
chair, additional chairs for computer, telephone, bookcase(s), and 
cabinet(s). Many offices being used for are available to house additional 
faculty members should enrollment andlor programmatic growth warrant 

Conference Rooms 

The School of and Technology utilizes several areas for conference 
rooms. These common areas are used for faculty and student meetings. Four areas, 
CAS-I06B, CAS-I06C, CAS-203, and CAS-20S, are routinely used for 

Room vary can 6-15 people at one 

Student Club Offices 

Office space has been made available to the engineering student clubs. is 
housed in CAS-316. ASME is housed in CAS-309A. is housed in CAS-l 17. 
S WE is housed in CAS-I031 The and Technology Honor society and 

student groups meet in the conference rooms. 

Engineering House 

The is a residence on campus which a select group of 
engineering and technology students inhabit. The house is adjacent to a number 
other living-learning communities from different academic areas. bouse costs 
the same as traditional dorms, but many advantages including larger 
bedrooms, a kitchen, a laundry facility, as well as common areas where students are 
able to The house is to and engineering 
technology students, both male and female (housed on separate floors with separate 
bathrooms) . 

of at in their academic careers (from 
Many of the students will be together, allowing them 

study together, The upperclassmen will also have taken many of 
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the same classes, and had many of the same experiences, making them a great 
resource for help and advice. 

In exchange for these additional amenities, the students are required to participate 
in a group project above and beyond their normal course work. The subject of the 
project is decided upon by the students themselves, but must be approved by the 
house advisors. While this project does require some additional work, it is an 
excellent opportunity to gain experience working in an engineering team. The 
current project is constructing a 3D printer. 

SSMart 

LSSU and SSMart, a Michigan Smartzone, have a collaborative use agreement in 
place that provides access to students and SSMart entrepreneurial clients of the 
combined equipment owned by the two entities. Specifically SSMart makes 
available a CNe Lathe (Haas TL-l), a150W Laser cutter/etcher, a consumer grade 
CUBEX Trio Fused Deposition Modeling 3D printer and high resolution OBJET 
30 Pro UV Polymer technology 3D printer. 

B. Computing Resources 

Lake Superior State University provides computer, network and internet services to 
members of the campus community. These services are intended to assist faculty, staff and 
students in the accomplishment of their University responsibilities and duties. The 
computing resources offered by the University adequately supplement those offered within 
the School of Bngineering and Technology and meet the needs of the students in the EET 
program. 

University-wide Computing Resources 

Located in the KJS Library, the Courseware lab has 39 Dell GX380 computers. All 
computers are running Windows XP and have Microsoft Office 2007 installed. Most 
of the software titles used on campus for classes are also installed on these computers. 
A high-speed black and white laserjet printer is also installed in the lab for use. 

Courseware Lab Hours 
jMonday '---"'" --- '18am --12a~' --- ! 
....--___ _ " ...•.... __ ._.--__ .. _____ 1 
ITuesday 18am - L2am I 
IWcdnes~j~y- '-r8~-=-12~--'- ! 
r;;-- '--- .-.-- --- - 1 
tThursday !8am -12am : 
Wr;d~y-··-----·.··· ·-···· 18~·~7p~ · ·· - · ----: 
!Saturd~'y- - - . -fi'l~ -7p;; ,- i 

rsunday - -- -. '!rpm -12a;'- -' - ! 
_ _ _ . _ __ _ _________ .J 

The Rathskeller lab has 4 systems that are part of a virtual cl ient platfonn using 
NComputing vSpace L-series thin clients and is located in the Walker Cisler Center. 
All computers are running Windows XP and have Microsoft Office 2007 installed. 
Most of the software titles used on campus for classes are also installed on these 
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computers. A high-speed black and white laseJjet printer is also installed in the lab for 
use. This lab is separated in to two sections. At times part of the lab is used for 
training purposes and may not be available for general use. 

Rathskeller Lab Hours 

[Monday -- ru~'- 12~ I 
r. ---"'-- - ' - ' .--_._-- ---
!Tuesday III am - 12am i 

rW~~esday "'- -~-I-~-:'-i2~--! 
(Th~d~y ---- - ill~-::'!2'~;'-- -: 
r,'-; -- - ._ ...... .. _--. . , --_. __ .- - .. ···1 

,Friday Illam-5pm! 

rSa~day - ---fl2Pm -5pm -I 
--.-..... - r--- '---" ··---1 

lS.u.~~ ______ ll~~~ ~~am __ J 

Additional Computing Resources for Students 

In addition to the School of Engineering and Technology Computer Lab and the two 
general LSSU computer labs, there are various computer resources available to EET 
students located throughout the Laboratories in the CASET building. 

Engineering Design Center (CAS-106B) 

The Engineering Design Center (CAS-1 06B) is equipped with up to eight 
computers (one for every senior project team). The computers placed in this room 
have full network access at 10/100 Mbit/s, have the necessary engineering software 
installed, typically are at least Intel is dual-core with at least 4GB of RAM, and are 
served by a common printer. Students enrolled in EGNR-491-49S have 24 hour 
access to these computers. 

Robotics and Automation Center (CAS125) 

The Robotics and Automation Center (CAS 124/125) is equipped with 14 
computers. The computers have full network access at 101100 Mbitls, are at least 
Core 2 Duo with at least 2GB of RAM, and are served by a common printer. 
Numerous software packages and progranuning languages are used in the Robotics 
and Automation Center. The Fanuc robots are progranuned in the Karel 
programming language and Teach Pendant language and the Staubli robots are 
programmed in the VAL3 language. The ladder logic programming for the Allen 
Bradley PLCs are programmed using the Rockwell software RSlogix. The 
laboratory also provides access to simulation software packages. The RoboGuide 
robotics simulation software package is used in EGRS-385 Robotics Engineering, 
and the WITNESS discrete event manufacturing software package is used in 
EGRS-381 Robotics Technology Lab. Students enrolled in the aforementioned 
courses have to these computers from at least 8:00 a..m. to 5:00 p.m_, but may 
receive additional after-hours access as needed. 

Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

The Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) is equipped with 13 computers. The 
computers have full network access at 10/100 Mbit/s, are at least Core 2 Duo with 
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at least 2GB of RAM, and are served by a common printer. Specialized software 
installed on these computers includes Quartus (digital synthesis), GoLogic (logic 
analyzer), and Code Warrior. All engineering and engineering technology students 
bave access to aLteast 8 a.m. to 5 

Analog Electronics Labs (CAS-306and CAS-309) 

The Analog Electronics (CAS-306 CAS-309) are each with 8 
computers and a printer. The computers have fun network access at 10/100 Mbitls, 

are at 2 Duo with at least 2GB of RAM. Specialized software 
installed on computers includes ORCAO PSpice. All Engineering and 
Technology students have access to these from at 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

All members have computers and network connections in their offices, and all 
faculty computers are at least at least Intel is dual-core with at least 4GB of RAM. 
minimum software on these computers includes Windows 7 or Windows 10, 
Office2010 or later Internet Google Chrome, or Fire Fox. Other 
software installed on the faculty computers is based on courses they 

Network connections are 10/100 Mbits/s. All faculty members full Internet 
access as well as Microsoft networking. There is at least one networked laser printer 
on each floor of the engineering building faculty to use for printing. There are also 

shared network drives for faculty to exchange information amongst themselves 
students. 

Several web fJ(l\',"-<1~~~ are available both faculty and use: 

a. Blackboard 9. a course allows faculty to 
supplement, or deliver wholly, the courses they are Students enrolled 
in courses with a Blackboard component have access to support materials 
posted by instructor (using syllabi and assignments), links to Web-based 

discussion boards chat rooms, online 
instructor customizes Blackboard for or her course, a variety 
"tools ll as mentioned above. Campus-wide, over 40 faculty members at 
use Blackboard for more than 100 blended or online courses, LSSU has 
recently transitioned from Blackboard 9.1 to self-hosted MoodIe 3.0 
will shortly to MoodIe 3.0 hosted by Moonami. 

b. The portal is beneficial to staff, students and faculty. It 
allows for single sign-on access to email. calendar, Blackboard (and soon 
MoodIe), Anchor Access (see item c. below) and FASS (student course 
scheduling systems). It also offers improved e-mail, groupsJ chat/message 
boards, course studio, sharing, targeted announcements 

portal is users access to tools and 
announcements related to role as a student or faculty 

c. Faculty and students regularly use Anchor a self-serve computer 
system, accessible through the 'my.lssu' portal. Anchor Access is just one part 
of Banner, which also handles [mance, advancement, financial aid and more. 
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Through students are able to view and pay bills online, print copies of their 
and view and print transcripts. Automated Graduation Verification 

has been implemented to students and staff the courses 
needed to complete a of study. This component is used in 
with paper-based Notably, it allows students their advisors to 
perform a "what anal ysis to see which courses would be to 
complete an alternate program. 

C. Guidance 

takes great pride in hands-on learning provided to its 
ensure the safe operation ofto01s, equipment, computing resources, and laboratories, it is 
standard practice for faculty members to first discuss safety procedures for a given 
laboratory in a classroom procedures are reinforced by demonstrations 

nr"."" t,,1"'t, For a particular laboratory the basics and theory 
a specific device or experiment is practices for the operation 

of a particular are subsequently discussed Students work 
under the tutelage of a faculty member or technician when operating device for the first 
time, during which time they may ask questions or request a review of the procedure. A 
faculty member or technician remains proximate in any laboratory where the 
possibility of bodily harm exists. Once rudimentary mastery of a device has been '~~L~V"", 
students are to use equipment with faculty/adjunct guidance present 
throughout the rest their courses. More detailed accounts of two 
settings are provided below. 

Preparation for correctly and safely operating equipment the Manufactun"ng Lab utilizes 
following steps: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

The safety procedures are covered 

The IS and 

and 

lab 

in lab 

basics and theory of the experiment or assignment is covered in class (i.e. 
the cutting speed and rpm calculation for 1010 mild steel being cut with a high 

and then it is shown lab as 

of equipment and the "UF.-U"U,,",,,,, is then aern011SlI 

The student is then instructed to do the assignment. If the student has any 
questions, they are to ask the instructor for further explanation, and jfneeded the 
procedure is covered again 

students are 
assignments. 

together, but are expected to do own on 

Similarly, preparation to and safely utilize equipment in Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Laboratories is summarized as follows: 
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Equipment 

Use of lab equipment is described and demonstrated in laboratory " ..... HH'!'>. 

students are required to use the equipment with faculty guidance throughout the 
rest of their courses. 

Software 

Cadence circuit Quartus digital are both demonstrated 
in the lab setting. students are required to use the software to solve 
and design different circuits the software packages. Cadence software is used in 
the analog circuits courses. Quartus is used throughout the digital course offerings. 

Laboratories 

The safety procedures are covered class, and again in lab. 

D. Maintenance and Upgrading of Facilities 

The University is committed to continually maintaining and improving the educational 
enviromnent and facilities used to deliver education. Funding for facilities maintenance 
and improvement are contained in University General Fund Grants from NSF, MEDe, 

and industry, donations have been instrumental acquiring new and 
lacemem equipment. 

While there is no annual equipment budget, per se, for the School and 
Technology, the laboratories are well equipped and receive adequate funding. The two 

sources of revenue that support laboratory facilities via University Fund 
are the cotITse fees fees come 
engineering technology courses. Between two, approximately $209,000 is 

year. Equipment, software and hardware are upgraded on an "as needed" 
has been sufficient. 

Most courses have a course on cost of maintaining the equipment 
software to support course. In courses have a lab component have higher 
course fees than those that do not. Approximately $57,000 was raised in course fees 
year. All courses having the prefix have a differential tuition of$70 credit hour 
called a program fee. Approximately $152,000 was raised program last year. 

Major acquisitions made within the 
are noted below. 

directly impact the 

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Laboratory (CAS-106A) 

2013 Core 2 duo computers 8 

2013 PLC Desktop 10 

2013 Panelview 6 

2013 Part Checkers 3 

8t 

new 
new 
new 

upgrade 
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2013 Stations 3 

2016 Additional PLC Trainers, Desktop 2 new 

2016 Additional Panelview Desktop 2 new 

2016 Additional Part Checker new 

2016 Additional Part Checker 1 new 

2016 Additional Computer 2 used 

Engineering Design Center (CAS-I06B) 

Quantity Status 
2014 7 [Jew 

Plastics Molding Lab and Wood Shop (CAS-lll) 

2015 Robotics Cell llsed 

Surface Mou.nt Assembly / EPIC Lab (CAS-124)}. 

Item 

2010 APS CS40 Surface Mount Robotic Assembly 1 new 

20W SPR-25 stencils 2 new 

2010 GF12HC reflew oven new 

2011 APS L40 Surface Mount Robotic Assembly new 

Robotics and Automation Center (CAS-125) 

2011 Staubli RX90 Robot 3 new 

2011 Staubli TX90 new 

2011 V AL3 Studio (Software 4 new 
20I! Bosch Rexroth I new 
2011 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Ann Tooling 4 new 
2011 A TT Robotics Tool Change System 4 new 

2011 Piab Vacuum End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2011 RS PLC Software new 

lOll 4 2 yrs old 

2012 Staubli RX60 Robot J new 

2013 Fanuc LR Mate Robot 2 new 

2013 Fanuc MliA Robot new 

2013 Dell Computers 4 I yrold 

2013 Allen Bradley Panel View new 

2014 Robotics Simulation software 10 new 

2015 Fanuc M I OiA Robo! 4 new 

20i5 Allen PLC 1 new 

2015 Fanuc 2d iRVision 4 new 

2016 Roboguide Robotics Simulation Software 5 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics End-of-Arm Tooling 4 new 

2016 SCHUNK Robotics Tool Change System 4 new 
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2016 Piab Vacuum End-of-Ann Tooling 4 new 

2016 Dell Computers 5 new 

2016 Panuc 3DL iRVision System new 

2016 Panue Line 2 new 

2016 Fanuc 1 new 

2016 Allen Bradley Pane! View new 

Computer Lab (CAS-209A-209B) 

2015 is computers 30 new 

20J6 Core 2 duo computers 3 used 

Digital Electronics Lab (CAS-304) 

2010 Altera DEI EVB fPGA boards 10 new 

2013 Corobot - mobile robot 1 new 

2013 Optiplex 745 - DELL PC 5 used. 

2013 Optiplex 780 DELL PC 8 used 

2014 Altera DEl-SoC boards 10 new 

2014 Altera Cycloue V GX Starter Kit new 

2014 Acute TL2118E - Logic Analyzers 10 new 

2015 Optiplex 3010 DELL PC 5 used 

Analog Electronics Labs 

Quantity 

2011 E3620A power 20 new 

20 II 33120A signal generator 20 Ilew 

2011 Fluke 8846A multimeter 10 new 

2011 BK Precision 2530B oscilloscope 20 new 

2015 DSO-X2004A 10 new 

Rapid Prototype Center (CAS-310A) 

2009 Roland MDX40 Desktop Milling Machine new 

2009 Next Engine 3D HD Laser Scanner new 

2013 EAGLE Pro Circuit Board Development Software 10 new 

2015 Dimension 3D Printer new 
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E. Library Services 

Kenneth J. Shouldice Library 

The J. Shouldice Learning provide the core n""_"..,,,r,,, 
materials needed to support the curricula "H""""'/1 by University. The 
is headed by Marc Boucher, Director of Library 

the fall of 1 a 35,000 square·foot expansion and remodeling of the existing structure 
to the University Library was fonnally opened and fun resources made available for 
faculty and use. facility includes ample space for study; over 32 personal 
computer stations with access to specialized library resource databases and the Internet; 
sroall and large study and rooms; an belp a small art gallery; 
campus's center for testing, tutoring, mentoring and the Faculty Center for 

Collections 

collection consists of over 140,000 volwnes and 850 periodical subscriptions 
bath electronic and as well as 75,000 micrafonns. library uses 

Libris' library and OCLC's WorldS hare as a 
layer to provide access to both and electronic through a user 
interface a ff a f the library's Websi to. 

Reference and InstrucdolUll Services 

service provided by professional Hbrarians, is available every day and 
evening the Library is open, other than weekends. The Us desk, formerly known 
as the desk, now also serves students looking for IT, tutoring, or 
any other academic literacy and research sessions are 
not only provided to University students, but local 12 students, students from Sault 
Ste. Marie; Ontario, and surrounding intermediate school district areas such as 
Paradise, St. Ignace, Pickford. All research databases are accessible to the general 
public on campus, and off campus access restricted databases is provided to all 

" ....... "A, .. ", faculty and 

Resource Sharing 

Resource sharing has always been a prominent aspect of Library operations at 
State University. A unique feature of this Library is that it is to the 

public (on both sides of international also offers users a joint library 
card that serves as both their checkout card library as well as an public 
libraries in Eastern Upper Peninsula. Our library catalog is with Northern 
Michigan University. Users can locate materials by specific library or collectively. If 
patrons find materials that are not available at the campus library, library staff will 
locate it through Interlibrary Loan. Students at Regional Center have direct 
access to a priority interlibrary loan and materials are shipped directly to 
the 

Resources, Special Facilities. and Services 

Resources available to students include access to Internet from any of the 
computers located the Library; but more importantly, over 50 research databases 

index thousands many ofwhich provide full text access to 
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scholarly journals. All of these through 
the library's proxy server. The library's home also links to 
plus additional resource information. are many group study rooms located 
throughout the library and the main floor also serves as a space for group interaction 
through the intentional layout of comfortable furniture and accessible technology to 

Throughout year Library hosts several lectures 

Reserve 

The Library maintains library reserve materials for faculty to place for 
"~ ..... '''' .... ,, This allows ali students to access materials that are of limited 

availability. Faculty detennine the loan period (one hour, in library use only, 
overnight, most cases, materials are removed reserve at the 
semester. 

Government PubliclltUms 

Library is a selective federal government depository library which means it does 
not receive all publications from the Government Office (GPO), but select 
publications that are chosen in addition to those required by the GPO. After evaluating 

depository program a years ago, it was decided to reduce number of titles 
selected to those that most directly serve our items i>vi'w"''''y 

,..",,.,, .. ,,,,, ... ,,f about 16 of the total available to us as a selective ITt'",'" ............ 
depository. 

Special Collections 

The Library area secured rooms on the third 
floor of the library. is The collection includes works about the 
Upper tbe Sao Locks, history, shipping, Governor 
Chase S. Osborn. A special room is dedicated to Senator Philip Hart and contains 
memorabilia of the late senator. While not extensive, the uniqueness these 
collections has attracted researchers from Ontario, Canada, within the state, and 
occasionally from bordering states. 

InformatWn Literacy Instruction 

Library is in a computerized room located on the 
third floor of the Library. Students are taught how to access and search the many 
electronic resources available through the KJS Library. While general instructional 
sessions are offered, most often instruction targets access and databases that directly 
relate to the members' special needs. When not being for 
information literacy room is a access lab all students. 

F. Overall Comments on Facilities 

As noted above, the School the and resources uC~;C;;:S:S·i1IY to meet 
educational obj ectives and student outcomes. 

As noted in Section C, detailed instruction on proper and safe equipment use and operation 
is provided to students prior to their utilization of any laboratory equipment. Once 
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rudimentary mastery been students are able to use 
equipment with faculty/adjunct guidance throughout the rest of courses. 
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CRITERION 8. SUPPORT 

A. Leadership 

described Criterion 6 Section decisions on the overall direction of the program are 
indeed province of the facility ofthe School of Engineering and Technology 
(SET), but primary responsibility for oversight of the program rests with 
five faculty the Department Electrical and 
the one faculty member who is coordinator of the and MfgET programs. 

Because the entire School of Engineering and Technology is comprised of only ten faculty 
members and there are three departments (ECE, ME, and ET) six programs (CE, 

EET, MfgET, and the curricula are intertwined and there is considerable overlap 
in the responsibili ties for than a 
somewhat between the various leadership roles that affect EET 
program, the de facto duties of the coordinator, the coordinator, and the 
chair, relative to the program will all enumerated. 

It coordinator to assume the following responsibilities that 
program: 

• coordinate course assessment for aU EGNR, EGRS listed courses which 
are either specific to the CE, and programs (i.e. without students from the 

or MfgET programs); 

• prepare curriculum proposals present them at the University level; 

.. course change proposals related to the and at 
University level; 

.. oversee the 
meetings; 

program by "..,U.LlJ..IS the "'.IS .... " .... ""' for running 

• assist School chair course scheduling for EET course offerings; 

• assist the School chair in assigning instructors to EET ~v,~~,_" 

for faculty vacancies 10 

departmental 

-lead the department in evaluating the attainment of student outcomes; 

• interview all graduating seniors; 

It has for the coordinator to asswne the following responsibilities 
impact the 

• represent the needs of the program at weekly "Chair" meetings (dean, School 
chair, program coordinators); 

.. lead discussion to the program at Industrial Board 
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.. recommend course substitutions, course 
EET students; 

and .... <U .• "H."'L credit evaluations for 

.. update all audit and plans of for 
program; 

• advise all students in the programs; 

It has been SET cbair to assume the following responsibilities that directly 
uU"''''J> the 

• lead discussion to the School of Technology at the 
Industrial Advisory Board meetings; 

.. coordinate course assessment (in School faculty for courses common to 
only to the EE, and programs; 

• assessment ofEET student 

.. serve as pre-approval authority for course substitutions and for 
students; 

.. set agenda and run meetings of the School Technology; 

., set the agenda and run weekly «Chair" meetings (dean, School chair, program 
coordinators); 

" represent the School of Engineering and Technology at weekly "provost Council" 

.. conduct scheduling course offerings; 

.. assign instructors to courses; 

.. advise all SET freshman and transfer students upon arrival; 

.. write review" for all SET programs on a five-year cycle; 

.. and maintain u~.~ .. ..,. equivalency ("aniculation") 
community colleges; 

.. determine equivalencies 
transfer courses; 

alJ engineering and engineering technology related 

is also a Dean (shared with Schools, as described 
below). With to the this position serves as a final "' .... , .......... ""'1 
on course scheduling (and changes to instructor, or room), course 
substitutions/waivers, and, of course, budget matters and purchases. The Dean also serves 
as an approval for curricular proposals (new courses, course changes, program 
changes, etc.) prior to submission to University-wide Curriculum committee 
the Provost's office final approval. is the formal for all 

and staff the out performance evaluations, and serving as an 
approval stage for hiring recommended by Search committees. 
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B. Program Budget and Financial Support 

Budget 

LSSU has a Strategic Planning and Budget Committee (SPBC), which is an advisory 
committee charged with assessing, developing, and monitoring the University's 
strategic plan, as well as prioritizing resource needs throughout the University. It is a 
shared governance committee, i.e., has membership representing students, faculty, 
staff, and administration. The activjties of this committee can be reviewed at 
<www.Lssu.edulsharedgoveroance/planningbudget/ >. 

The Vice President of Finance receives department/school budget requests (one of 
which is for the SET) and prepares the overall General Fund Budget and Auxiliary 
Budget Summaries for submission to the SPBC. The SPBC members, including the 
Vice President of Finance, review individual detailed departmental budgets, the 
General Fund and Auxiliary Budgets. Recommendations are taken to the President's 
Cabinet (in June each year) for review and flnalization prior to presentation to the 
Board of Trustees for approval in July. 

Recurring LSSU funding for the School of Engineering and Technology, broken down 
by source, is shown in Table 8- I below. 

Table 8-1: Summary of SET Funding, Recent Years 

Allocatillns 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 
Base Operation 33,984 33,984 33,984 33,984 
Carry Over 10,675 1,822 27,332 89,017 
Course Fees 42,040 48,310 47,970 57,180 
Program Fees 68,700 [26,788 134,191 152,216 

Total Allocation 155,399 210,904 243,477 332,396 

The program receives funding from three University sources (base operation 
allocations, course fees, and program fees), represented by rows in the table. When 
bona-fide plans for expenditure are articulated to the CFO, funds not utilized in the 
previous academic year are carried over to the next year, that amount also shown as a 
row. 

CSSM funds are LSSU allocated funds for the basic operation of the unit. These basic 
operations would include paper, phones, office supplies, copying, travel, small office 
related equipment, and other similar items. 

Students enrolled in Engineering or Engineering Technology courses also pay course 
fees and program fees, which the SET receives. The course fees vary from course to 
course but range from $10-$100, with a median of $60 (not counting the zeros); these 
are set for each course considering the extent of that course's usage oflaboratory 
equipment and expendables, large-volume printing (handouts), andlor renewable 
license software. The program fee is $70 per credit hour for courses beginning with 
an EGxx prefix. The School can adjust course fees yearly. Program fees and course 
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fees are adjusted in consultation with the Provost, and require Board of Trustee 
approva1. 

is evident from Table 1, the Base Operation component has stable 
On the other hand, course program 

each as the overall School of....,u, ................ u .. )', been 
growing. 

As noted earlier, all degree programs are closely-related, sharing resources. We do 
not out funding by program, but School Chair and Program Coordinators 
work closely the Dean to the needs program make 
appropriate allocations 

In addition, not shown Table 8-1, but consistent enough to as "recurring", 
LSSU is annually eligible to receive a Voe-Ed Grant. Most years, SET 
receives $1 OK; every fourth year, however, receives $30K. 

or irregularly recurring, sources of income, there have 
",",v,,,,,''''VH'' Over several a few thousand dollars 

retired equipment on Several donated 
including robots 

Occasional targeted donations have been For instance, a $lOk donation 
2013 donation paid for new trainers. As another example, a fundraising campaign 
by the IAB 2015 paid a printer. 

Teaching is supported by the occasional use of student and by 
availability of teaching workshops, both on-campus and nationally. 

class are used, occasionally, some workshop computer 
courses. Their roles have included students during labs with 
accomplishing lab work 01, 140. I), or in 
recitation/additional help hours (EGNR-265). would be students who had 
previously taken course, and done well enough to the current instructor. 

More exceptionally, two student "graders" were provided in the Spring 
of the lecture course Engineering Materials (not part 
but serving as a which had a large enrollment (38 initially), to 
checkl"pre-grade'" homework (give comments scores to worked 
problems for the instructor's review). This may serve as a precedent henceforth, and 

had verbally-stated that it would be dependent upon enrollment numbers in 
courses. To some extent, the student workers in EGNR140 have also reviewed and 
commented homework. 

Teaching workshops on title-III grant supported "Faculty Center 
--_ ••••• '15 , the extent of participation by faculty connected with program 
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IS are also usually workshops 
development week the Fall as are not yet underway at that 
time, attendance is relatively straightforward for most faculty members . 

....,"-,....,~ ...... J. workshops are also supported. Jaskirat Sodhi (2014) (no with LSSU) 
and Zakaria Mahmud (201 each attended the NET! (National Effective Teaching 
Institute) workshop sponsored by David Leach (2016) an ABET 

(Institute for the Development of Excellence in Leadership) 
workshop. David Baumann and Robert Hildebrand (2013) attended one-day ABET 
workshop (program Workshop). 

Finally, in indirect support of teaching, the University maintains a variety of student 
services, including counseling, library, placement, admissions, a learning 
center academic success strategies), and tutoring. 

Both course and program fees are used for major equipment purchases, computers, lab 
supplies, equipment maintenance, software, and other related items. Table 
provides a the expenses categories denoting how funds been spent 

the few 
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Table 8-2: Expense categories and spendlng 

Actual ......... " .. "',' - ~ ... .......................... , ..... - ~-
, ... _ ~ccountNum~I!E . ... _. _ ..... ~~~!!tl>.~s~p!lon. . .. ~9_1:3 ....... _ 
i7001 Supplies·Offlce 

:7002 'Reference Books - .............. .. ...... - ~ ~ 

·7003 'Central Stores - •............ _-- _ .... _ -,-•.. 
7004- Suppli es~lab 

7005 Supplies-Aud Visual 
;7006 Supplies-Photo·Print 

4,074.16 

914.55 : , 
.. __ -__ ..... __ ?-.. ~3..:.?5 

E 11!S58.03 
534.BO 

... ........... _-_ .••.. _ .. .... , • . '" , . . . . .•.. _ .. __ ._- - "'j 

Actual 
2014 

4,198.41 

23a99 

Actual 
2015 

3,62233 ! 
905.31 . 

VTO 

2016 
1,134.21 . 

624.81 ' 
- ....... • .... - I 

__ ~'.~??~~ ... _~,?~.O<?_ ' 1,840,00 ' 
22,427.05 21,372.t.I4.· 25,202.24 

1,190.25 428.46 14.95 

95.95 : 395.61 

I
l?O!9.. -... --- -- -- ..... - . .b.~~~~~~r~g .u.~~_... . .. _.. .. __ ... ,,, .. . ........ _ 
7Q1? , S~.epli(:! .. ~.=.~.~.~. ~~.I'T1_e-L?$~.!!f:!.I'T1~ ... _ .! ... 4,067.93 : ..... __ }~~:?~ .. _. ;!~9:.?9.. : __ .. _~~·.CJQ_ 

493,09 : 99.45 

l_?q~o_ mm _ _ .. _ ~~.epll-:~=C?!~.e.~_ ... _ ... __ .......... . _ 2?~9?'.t..:.~.~ '_ .. _~! .~~?:~~. _ J~,'.t.~9.:}~ .. : __ ~,~~.~~ : 
'7030 'Coples 12,595.20 13,448.32. 10, 913:S5 14,785.64 

:7031 
:7040 . 

~r.i _r1ting 

p.l:J .~ .t~~~__ . 
Telephone 

1,22H3 1,399.99},:J.34.52 , 2,558.41 

373.46 180.79 '1,~?5:~2 : ._ },099.S~ 
:7050 

;7055 

'7060 

;7061 

i7065 

5,604.12 4,291.85 5,204.88 4,~9~ .54 

Fax 
Software 

2.05 
57.90 5,000.00 

Software Ucenses and Maintenance U, 729.20 ~!~~?.45 _,,~,07?~~. · ~2,923.~ .. , 

~ (JI'T1PlJ!~.r.tt_~ ~~ ':'.a.rE! m .. __ ... ~l·80 __ },~_??:0?.. ._~L~9.~: 87. i .... 1?,~?~~ 
i?97Q _ 
i7101 

;7102 
17103 .. -- ..... 

. Eo. u I p m_~I1.!.<~?OO _ ....... ...... m... ... .. 
'Trave lin State 
Travel out of State 

Travel Students 

_g?~~9..o. .. 
4,117.76 

6,399.61 

i 7110 .. . ·.fVl~eti n~s-Luncheons _4,3<!8}3 
17111 ___ 'Guest Lod~i!".g-Meal_5 146.50 
" ,7112 Confe re n ces 585.00 
,"7131 Recruitment·-Student 958.36 :'-,211 ...... __ ._-_...... ... R i--E-~- .- ............... -... --... -.- .~~,-,. - ... " ... , ............ .. -;-----..... " , ... , ... . 
". . . ___ ... (:! .. ~!a...: .. . q.ul.e!1'el1.! ... __ .... ___ .... _. m . _! _ ... . 

~TJ...~ .... .... .. _ _ ~ . . ~el1~.a_~9!~~ .. ~ _ . ..... __ ........... .j. 
:7230 Product 'Development Center Services i 4,000.00 
!'7253 ; Contracted Services 
" :7261 
)00 - • 

:nn 
, EqlJip'm~I1~~~rlce_~_~9R_~ pa!~ ___ __ . 
Accred itati on 

r7290 linen Service , ,-, 

,7320 -Llcense·Permits-Fees 

.. ?,.~4.90 
67.99 : 

76.00 . 

6,364.00 

~!,~:~O . _!?~9~.:.?L _. 1~!:l_~?:~~ 
6,356.25 3,8?3.37 : 4,3~.7p 

5,833.01 10,891.48 ' 5,947.30 

53.00 
!),12R36 

14.73 

2,710.00 

302.88 

4,864.~1 , 10,776.89 

100.70 
5,168.87 : 2,945.00 

244.19 i 1,267.15 .. 

::~_=~:.~_"_'- ' . . : .:: :::- _ (=i:_399 :~_: ~ 
2,.?36.50 

200.00 ' 45,000.00' 

550.00 

292.50 292.50 

: ... A 

: 734{) . . _. _ ~~I'!1~~.~~~P~ 
[~i:'''~~= _ .. ____ m... ' Sub.~.~r.ip.!I."-I1_~=~~gazlnes 

... _ ... __ ... ! ~,~~Q:~ . .. _ .. ~,923.00 
539.50 ' 

__ ?~§?~:.21? .. '.... 7,387.04 
I 

.. .1 ...... ._ -- -- .. - ........................ ""." .... . _ ......... . ' ...•. -
77.55 : 

. ....... _____ ~_ .• __ .• • w" .. ,·", . ~7?i? ___ ....... . ~.9.y~. r:!l~~~$ __ ... . 
17365 Pr:of,~~sJg~~_~.Pe\l~J?pl'T1~ .. ~t ,' '''' .... __ : • . .. _ ~~,_QO_ -ri39S mm 

.. . --_- - Miscellaneous 
619.47 .. __ ~-,.~?~5.0 _ L .s" .¥?:Q9 

92.08 

:7399A ,. ... 
:7520 

r7960 
;Grand Total 

Aca~f!~i~ ~~s.~! .~rry,,-ve r .and Fe.~s . 
Haz. ~at~.riaJ Dis.pose 
.C~l?i~allz~d.Equ.ipment PlJ~ch 
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504.00 

4,982.50 55,900.00 
.. . - ... . 

i 134,594.62 . 183,581.64 148,717.18' 233,035.70 ' 
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also allowed the School and Technology to sufficiently 
of EET Although 

are adequate for occasional instances 
were necessary. 

budget has also allowed the ofEnginecring and Technology to sufficiently 
meet the equipment needs of EET program. Although no comprehensive 
ten equipment plan funding been adequate for .... u.V<.4. 

lltA.:,t:-l'j!S·ttry upgrades as well as activities. 

c. Staffing 

staffing of the School of Engineering and Technology is described in the following, 
terms of compensated positions (full or part time; salaried, release-time, or stipend 

evidently, as is typical additional is available 
by faculty members. All of the described 

some responsibility, to varying for the well as other programs). 

Clerical Staff 

Throughout vast majority of the cycle, support staff (for the School 
of Engineering Technology) has included 1-112 full-time positions, a full-time 
secretary and a Only very (indeed 

2016) was the 

The Secretary provides clerical support to faculty and Dean, manages 
day activities in the School's office, processes purchase requisitions and lu" ........ l:.'"''' 
faculty cardholder accounts, special events (e.g., annual ",,"'l"VVl 

banquet), provides coordination support for (camps 
and younger), and pursues various other as welL The 

assistant position provided marketing and 
recruitment, implementation of Engineering admissions policies, maintenance 
of assessment and accreditation records. Given the recent discontinuance of 
this position, it>s unclear to whom these duties will devolve, but undoubtedly, 
some will be expected to shift to the full-time some to the some 
to others, some may discontinued. 

Furthermore, there continuously been a part-time student assistant in to 
help the Secretary, including summertime. 

Dean. (see Criterion 8 A above for Dean's role) The School was 
at the onset of the 6-year cycle, by its own full-time but 

during most cycle the has been divided with the Lukenda School 
Business under the auspices of a combined college. Beginning July 1 (the date 
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this repon), a reorganization will SET with both and 
Criminal Justice within a Division of Professional Studies and Outreach under a 
Dean (position vacant, but led by the Interim Provost Dr. the former Dean 
of Business Engineering, assisted by the Provost, Myton, in the 
interim); academic unit will belong to a College of Professional 

Chair. The Chair 8 Section A above hislher role) is a 3-release 
hour (l14-time) appointment, plus $2721 per semester, $2000 
Summer stipend; that has been consistent during the entire 6-year cycle, 
for the Summer stipend, which has varied from $0 to $2000. 

Coordinators. During some early portions of the 6-year cycle, both Coordinators 
(see 8 Section for their roles) received 2 

(out of 12 for full time) were 116 
but during the majority of the cycle they 
most recently no release 

As of January 2016, the departmental coordinatorship is henceforth 
uncompensated, and the departmental coordinatorship is likewise 
uncompensated. is not presently any 
administrative work specific to and the 
Criterion 8 Section A above could not therefore accurately 
required "duties"; nevertheless, they accurately represent who is doing what work 
for the program, at least on a voluntary basis. 

Robotics Director. There is a hour O/4-time) assignment for 
the laboratory of the SET. that courses such as EGRS-381 
EET core) EaRS-2I5, EGRS-430, and EGRS-481 (in the Robotics 
Technology minor) extensive use of this laboratory. The director develops 

robotics laboratory through donations and grants, and plays key 
leadership roles nationally the Society of Manufacturing Engineers and the 
Robotics Industry Association. 

Instructional Staff. The ten full-time positions (all tenured or tenure-
track) already detailed in Criterion 5. 

In addition, some usage is made of adjunct faculty. In particular, two 
Laboratory Engineers act in this capacity, 
typically instruct co-instruct) all belong to the the 
lab components 110 Applied and Applied 
Electronics, project advising in capstone EGNR-491-495 sequence, and 
occasionally EGRS-365 

Center) of the Co lIege a full-The PDC (product 
tmfUneer and employed two most of the 6-year cycle; these have 
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sometimes served as adjuncts (notably for EGNR-245 Calculus Applications/or 
Technology, 41 Solid Modelling, with some lecturing in 
courses as well). 

adjunct is also sornetlm~~s used, especially 
L:.LJiVLl..:.-141 Solid Modelling: 

lecture 

Technical Sta.ff. Two-fuU time Laboratory are assigned to the School 
of Engineering and Technology. Electrical/Computer Laboratory Engineer is 
responsible for the maintenance and operation of all and computer 
equipment the laboratories. A Mechanical Laboratory Engineer is similarly 

the maintenance and operation of all mechanical equipment 
laboratories. Both Laboratory equipment for 
use by faculty in the laboratory, or the classroom. These positions are full-time, 
twelve month appointments. 

J.,;,U,&'U ........ L1.llE and Technology has had staffmg to meet 
program. However, the recent loss of the half-time 

administrative assistant may jeopardize this or result in diverting teaching and 
administrative resources away from the day-to-day needs ofthe academic programs. 

not be sufficient to meet the administrative staffing 
program. Although the School 25% release 

supplemented by a $2721 per semester stipend, that position encompasses 
administrative leadership for aU six programs in the School; furthermore the 
departmental coordinator and the program coordinator receive neither 
nor a stipend. 

The School and Technology currently sufficient instructional and 
technical staffing meet the needs of the EET program, provided the ten positions 
remain ftlled. ten regular faculty members, supplemented by the aforementioned 
adjunct instructors, are able to deliver all the courses that are required to support the 

Furthermore, the two full-time laboratory engineers have the resources 
to maintain all and by 

D. Faculty Hiring and Retention 

The reader is referred to appendix K Faculty Agreement, the contract between the 
faculty and the University, wherein its appendix B (appendix B of the Faculty 
Agreement, but appendix K of this document) provides a detailed description of 
procedure for and conduct a faculty hiring committee. This is a 
University-wide to which we for whole 
University was modelled after our longer-standing practices the School of 

& Technology), but it does not address some of the specific additional 
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.... "~" ..... '"''' that have developed for, the philosophy for conduct of, in 

within the School and Technology. Although there have been no 
searches conducted for faculty within the last 6 years, there have 
seven searches for ME/MfgET faculty during that time. 

Consistent with institution's primary mission of teaching, and the School's 
philosopby an applied emphasis in its and technoJogy 

the process employed the of new faculty 
places a greater emphasis on a candidate'S promise as an instructor on industrial 
experience than it does on academic research credentials (although the latter is also a 
factor oflesser weight), A faculty candidate is generally expected to have some 
teaching (either as faculty member or a assistant) and to possess 
excellent communication skills. 

After ofeVs, we extend invitations phone interviews to 
up to a dozen candidates. These are contacted by a committee member, by phone, at 
which time, as a matter of transparency, the (usu. about $65,000 for these 
openings, which is considered low on the market) is relate~ as well as something 
the and climatological features of region (rural and wintery), and the 
nature of position (heavy loads with little research emphasis). One or 
more these may cause some to withdraw at this point, 
saving them and the committee needless time expenditure, The phone 
interview candidates then speak with the entire committee on telephone for about 
20 minutes to half-an-hour, at which time we question them on teaching interests, 
inclinations to laboratories, capstone projects, etc. Up to 3 of those candidates, 
whichever are most (if enough are), are then selected for visits. 

During the campus visit, candidates give a sample lecture (on a topic specified by the 
hiring committee chair and generally kept the same all candidates); this 
lecture is ordinarily given to both students and faculty (including those not 

search committee). Feedback is thereafter solicited from 
is much weight in the subsequent 

consideration is also given to the candidate's 
in an informal (or professionaJ) to collegiality as 

observed at interactions throughout the day, including meals and one-on-one 
interviews (including with HR, the Provost, and sometimes the President, who convey 
their respective feedback), and to feedback from the candidates' references. However, 
it guest lecture most often decisive. 

Historically (and into the early phases of 6-year cycle), the committee 
would.select the best candidate, and also rank other candidates in case of an offer 
being declined happens fairly frequently). The and Provost then had formal 
authority to hire, but tended to support the VVil,U-l.U 

recently, the committees have been from 
of merely indicating "qualified" or "not qualified. 
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Retention of qualified faculty is partially a matter search and 
hiring Le., by identifying a "good faculty hire optimal 
faculty hire, the high instructional load, should be committed to 

to as well as adaptable to 
and climatological particulars of Michigan's Upper,Peninsula 

relative remoteness a wintery setting). Moreover, while such a may 
well be a subject matter expert, willingness to function as a generalist, and with 
bonafide laboratory and project skills, is Given these attributes, a faculty 
member is likely to find a of satisfaction in work that is conducive to 

A School~specific PD fund (beyond that the University), to bolster faculty retention, 
has also available the 6-year still 
form. 2012, to the EAC of ABET visit 
Engineering programs for of faculty (these the same faculty who 
cover the Engineering Technology programs), the SET committed to provide a fund 
for workshopslconferences, summer stipends far scholarly endeavors, other PD 
activities. Accordingly, for a portion of the cycle, these funds been available for 
the may be allocated to Technology-related PD 
just as well as to In the last however, stipends have been 
discontinued, so that the fund is now limited to travel reimbursement and 
materials/equipment. 

Retention for tbe Department, 
six However it has an 

and six (one due to faculty 
impacted the faculty workload somewhat. 

E. Support of Faculty Professional Development 

The "Agreement" appendix K) between Lake Superior State University and the 
Faculty ~l)i:!V\"'ltl.W'Ull provides each faculty with $1000 year 

IOP1DCIU; earlier the cycle (through 20 B), this was at 
1"1"' .. 0"1"1 ...... a $200 during the cycle. A faculty member's 

professional development fund can over from academic to academic year, but 
not to exceed $4,000 (unchanged). Expenditures from professional development funds 
must be related to faculty member's professional development or teaching objectives. 
In addition, faculty members, who are of professional organizations or n ...... """nr"' .. " 
at national have additional to travel to 

departmental and/or Dean's budgets. 

PD fund described in Criterion 8 Section For a couple 
years during these provided stipends for scholarly work., as well as 
and materials reimbursement. Although the stipends have discontinued, 
vVLJ,.'U'u.,",,, to for and 
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The "Agreement" between Lake Superior State University and the Faculty Association also 
provides a of up to three semesters of sabbatical leave at full pay per academic year (it had 
been four, through 20 13). A tenured faculty member is eligible for a Sabbatical Leave five 
(5) employment as a faculty at the University, so long as has 
not had a Sabbatical the five (5) A Sabbatical Committee 

U' .... (llU.;:I. appointed by the Provost, and faculty elected by the 
faculty shall the applications for sabbatical leave and recommendations to the 
Provost. One engineering faculty member, Professor David McDonald of the Electrical and 
Computer Engineering department, has awarded a sabbatical during the last 6-year 

received a full-time for 2011-20 academic year. 
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PROGRAM CRITERIA 

To satisfy program criteria for EET programs, it is, firstly, necessary that the curriculum 
contain courses that teach the specific topics mentioned, and, secondly, that the faculty 
maintain currency in these specialty areas. Criterion 6 of this self-study report documents that 
the LSSU EET program makes use of qualified faculty, with areas of specialty matching each 
of the requirements of program criteria, so attention in this section will be primarily devoted to 
an explanation of how the curriculum supports these criteria, and to an explanation of how the 
various elements of the EET curriculum are integrated into a coherent whole. 

Program Criterion (A) 

"Graduates ... must demonstrate knowledge and hands-on competence appropriate to 
the objectives of the program in ... the application of circuit analysis and design, 
computer programming, associated software, analog and digital electronics, 
microcomputers, and engineering standards to the building, testing, operation, and 
maintenance of electricallelectronic(s) systems, " 

Table 9-1 below shows how the courses.in the EET curriculwn relate to the technical skills 
enumerated in program criterion A. Note that the table only includes the engineering and 
engineering technology courses in the core of the BET curriculum and does not include 
technical electives. 

Table 9-1: Coverage of Program Criterion A in EET Curriculum 

Course 
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Program Criterion (B) 

"Graduates ... must demonstrate knowledge and hands-on competence appropriate to 
the objectives of the program in .. . the application of natural sciences and 
mathematics at or above the level of algebra and trigonometry to the building, testing, 
operation, and maintenance oj electricallelecfronic(s) systemso " 

Table 9-2 below shows how the courses in the EET curri9ulum relate to the science and 
mathematics competencies enumerated in program criterion B. Note that the table only 
includes the natural science, mathematics, engineenOng. and engineering technology 
courses in the core of the EET curriculum and does not include technical electives 0 

Tabl(' 9-2: Coverage of Program Criterion Bin EET Curriculum 

Cours~ 

EGEE-125 

EGEE-250 

EOEE-no 

EOEE-355 

£OET- IIO 

EOE1-175 

£OET-310 

EGME-141 

EGNR·IOt 

EGNR-I4<l 

EGNR-265 

EONR-310 

EGNR-491 

EGRS-365 

EGRS-380 

EGRS·381 

CHEM·108 

CHEM-109 

PHYS-22I 

PHYS-222 

MATH-III 

MATH-I 12 

MATH-l 31 
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Program Criterion (C) 

"Graduates ... must demonstrate ... the ability to analyze, design, and implement one 
or more of the following: control systems, instrumentation systems, communications 
systems, computer systems, or power systems. " 

Table 9-3 below shows how the courses in the BET curriculum relate to the areas of 
proficiency enumerated in program criterion C. Note that the table only includes the 
engineering and engineering technology courses in the core of the EET curriculum and 
does not include technical electives. 

Table 9-3: Coverage of Program Criterion C in EET Curriculum 

COUr3e 

EGEE-I25 

EGEE-2S0 

EGEE-320 

EGEE-355 

EGET-110 

EGET-175 

EGET-3JO 

EGME-141 

EGNR-IOI 

EGNR-140 

EONR·26S 

EONR-310 

EGNR-491 

EGRS-365 

EGRS-380 

EQRS-38 I 
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Program Criterion (D) 

"Graduates ... must demonstrate ... the ability to apply project management 
techniques to electricallelectronic(s) systems. )) 

Table 9-4 below shows bow the courses in the EET cumculum relate to management 
techniques required by program criterion D. Note that the table only includes the 
management, engineering. and engineering technology courses in the core of the EET 
curriculum and does not include technical electives. 

Table 9-4: Coverage of Program Criterion Din EET Curriculum 

Course 

EGEE-125 

EGBE-250 

EGEE-32 0 

I2GEE-355 

EGI::."T-I10 

EGET-175 

eGET-31O 

EGME-14 I 

eONR-IOI 

EGNR-140 

EGNR-265 
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EGRS-365 

EGRS-380 
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Program Criterion (E) 

"Graduates ... must demonstrate ... thE ability to utilize differential and integral 
calculus to characterize the performance of electricallelectronic(s) systems. " 

Table 9-5 below shows how the courses in the EET curriculum relate to the mathematics 
competencies enumerated in program criterion E. Note that the table only includes the 
mathematics, engineering. and engineering technology courses in the core of the EET 
curriculum and does not include technical electives. 

Tllble 9-5: Coverage of Program Criterion E in EET Curriculum 

Course 

EGEE-125 

EGEE-250 

EGEE-320 

EGEE-355 

WET-I 10 

EGET-175 

EGET-3!O 

EGME-141 

EGNR-IO! 

EGNR-140 

EGNR-265 

EGNR-310 

EGNR-491 

EORS-36S 

EGRS-380 

EGRS-38I 
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Signature Attesting to Compliance 

By signing below, I attest to following: 

That conducted an honest assessment of compliance 
and has provided a complete and accurate disclosure timeJy information regarding 
compliance with ABET's Criteriafor Accrediting Engineering Technology Programs to 
include the General and any applicable the Accreditation 
Policy and Procedure Manual. 

David R. Finley, Ph.D., P.E. 
Interim Provost, Lake Superior State University 
Dean, School of Engineering and Technology 
Dean, Lukenda School of Business 

Signature 

104 

July 1,2016 

Date 
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Filename (If emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program revlew: 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
BS Degree in Electrical Engineering Technology - Degree Audit 

(For Students Entering the Program in 2015 or later) 

Student Name: 

Student ID #: Advisor Approval: Date: 

In tended Month of GradWltlon: Chair Approval: Date: 

AU infonnalloll below should be from the srudent's most cecenc transcript and/or rcansfer evaluation , 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Communication Skins (9 credits required) 

ENGL 110 - 3 

ENGL 111 - 3 

COMM1 01, 201, or 225 - 3 

---- -
-

Humanities (6 credi~ required) 

Elective (see catalog) 

Elective (see catalog) ---- ---
Social Science (Also listed as Dept. Requirement) 

ECON30i - 4 

Social Science (3 credits required, cannot use EeON class) 

-Elective (see catalog) 

Diversi£y (3 credits required) 

Elective (see catalog) 

---- ---

-----
Mathematics (Also listed as Dept. Requirement) 

MATH111 - 3 

Narural Sciences (Also listed as Dept. Rcquirement) 

CHEM108 - 3 

CHEM109·1 

PHYS221 - 4 

o Geo-Ed Requirements met by MACRAO 

Slutienls 1J1I1St ,otiify all rif the follOWIng minimum requirements 
for graduation: 

02.0 ovo:rall GPA 
D 2,0 Go:netal Education GP A 
02.0 departmental GPA 
o 125 tObll credits 
032 credits earned at LSSU 
022 crechts 300/400 levelw major earned at LSSU 

t Theses courses may be offcred only every othu y= 
2 Technical deceive credits may be substicuted for this course 

if EGRS215 is nor offered. 

DEPARTJ\.f.ENT REQUIREMENTS 

Electrical Engineering Technology Core (81 credits required) 

CHEM108·3 EGET3101 
- 4 MATH111 ·3 -- --

CHEM109 - 1 EGME141 - 3 
(C or betler required-) --

-- -- MATH112 - 4 
ECON302 -4 EGNR101 - 2 --

-- -- MATH131 - 3 
EGEE125 - 4 EGNR140 - 2 --
(C or better requlred-) -- -- MATH207 - 3 

EGNR24S1 
- 3 --

EGEE250 - 4 -- MGMT371 - 3 -- EGNR265 - 3 --
EGEE3201 - 4 PHYS221 - 4 -- (C or better recommended) 

EGEE3SS1 -4 EGNR3101 
- 3 

(C or better reQUired-) --

-- -- PHYS222 - 4 
EGET1101_4 EGRS365 - 3 
(C or better requlred-) -- --
EGET1751 

- 4 
EGRS380 - 2 --

(C or better required-) -- EGRS381 - 1 --
Senior Year Experience (6-13 credits required) 

Indus trial ProJect 

EGNR491 - 3 

EGNR495 - 3 

or Cooperative PrQject 

EGNR250 · 2 

EGNR450·4 

EGNR451 - 4 

EGNR491- 3 

Technical ELectives (12 credits required) 

---- - --
. 

---

--

Recommended technical electives Include: CSCI163. EGEE36S, EGMEll0, EGME240, 
EGME275, EGME276, EGME410, EGMTZ1S 1

, EGME312, EGRS215·, EGRS430·. 
EGRS480·, EGRS481', and MATH215 or higher. 

• students wishing to complete the Robotics Technology minor should take EGRS21S2
• 

EGRS430, EGRS480, and EGRS481 as technical (or free) electives. 

Free ElecriVC1i (3 credits required) 

- - ---- - -- - -- - -- --- -

18·Nov·IS 
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School: Engineering and Technology 
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Filename (If emailed): 
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Question number: 

Briefly summartze the content of Provides a single example of a course report containing course and 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

Engineering and Technology 

EGET310 "Electronic Manufacturing Processes" (3,3) 
Spring 2017 

COURSE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
Offering Details 

Lectw:e Times: SU 5:00PM'" Lecturer: E. Becks 

Lab Times: SU 5:PM * Lab Instructor: E. Becks 

Recitation: None Number of Students: 4 (3-Sr, l-Jr) 

Textbook: None 

Lab Manual; None 

* Directed study meeting time 

Context within Curriculum 

Student Population: junior and senior -level MfgET, EET, EE 

Previous Courses Required: (EGET110 & EGET175) or EGEE21 0 

Current Courses Required: None 

Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

ETACofABET EACof ABET 
Student Outcomes Student Outcomes 

a *** '/'/01 (EET rep ort) A Not Applicable 
b * '/01 (EET rep ort) B 
c C 
d '" ,/ (EET report) D 
e * ,/,/ E 
f F 
g '" .,1,/ (EET repol1) G 
h H 
J I 
J ** ,/,/ (EEr report) J 
k K 

,/ = exposure (e.g., one graded assignment) .... = foundational - ready for further development 
,/ 01 = stress (e,g.. one course objective) .. = developed - prepared for practical application 

,/,/,/ = focus (e.g.. multiple objoctives. coursc title) ..... ;= high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

EGET310 Assessment Summary - Spring 2016 - ERB Page 1 of 11 
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Student Grades (4, no one dropped) 

F 0- 0 0+ C- C C+ B- B B+ A- A A + 

I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 II~ I:~ II~r I 0 I 0 I 

Course Objectives 

GPA 

3.325 

3,26 ($15') 

1. understand properties of insulators, semiconductors and conductors as applied to 

electronic components; 
2. perform schematic capture and circuit board layout using specialized CAD software; 
3. program SMT equipment to automatically populate circuit boards; 
4. perform feeder, stencil and oven setup; 
5. perfonn soldering and rework operations; and, 
6. effectively use assembly tools. 

Summary of Course Assessment 

• Assessment Results: (note only 4 responses) 

Measure Topic Q uantita tive Subjective 
Ohjecti~ 1 Conductors, 81 92.5 

Semiconductors & 
Insulators in electronic 
components 

Oijective 2 Schematic&Artwork 81 87.5 
Layout using specialized 
CAD software 

Oijective 3 Program SMT equipment 100 85 
for automatic board 
assembly 

Objettire 4 Perform feeder, stencil 78 80 
and oven setup 

Objective 5 perform soldering and 100 92,5 
rework operations 

Objective 6 effectively use assembly 100 85 
tools 

EGET310 Assessment Sunuru.ry - Spring 2017 - ERB Page 2 of 11 
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Analysis of Objectives 

1. ......... ,"'.""'LU basic properties of insulators. 
components. 

and conductors as applied to elecu'OtllC 

(Subjective) , .. " __ , .. , ... ' ... , .. 92.S% 
(Quan,tir.attve) ...... 81% 

411 in 

411 to cOUJ.:'Se. But Becks it a I 

.. I other might say too much time was on the subject. does lead to 
understanding of ____ ,..,_._, volume, voltage and power limitations in components for 
surfllce mount p.rocess. 

2. Perform schematic and circuit board layout using "'tJ.-.... , ... .,." ... ~ software. 

As:seSl,m(~nt. (Subjective) ... _,......... ....... 87.5% 
Work: (Quantitative) ........ 81 %) 

II Labs nec~aea to to SMT PtC)CeJss in final week 

3. Program SMT UIJl,mC!nr to automaticaUy populate circuit boards. 

(Subjective) .... _ ............... . 
... nli(1 P, ...... Work: (Quantitative) ....... . 

** Students elected to have quiz 4 appued to £inal project 
Q 4 solutions were provided as study guide for 
Power outages affected labs I final I quizes 

center situation prohibited independent scheduling of quiz 4 

III basic 

o 2017 ERB Page 3 of 11 
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• occurred the last two lab sessions so survey occurred prior: to lab 

4. Perform feeder setup on pick and place machine. 

Student .. .. ... .. .. .. . .... . .. 80% 
Faculty Grades of Student Work: (Quantitative) ......... 78% 

not demos 

• later: than planned so feeders were loaded instructor. Instructor walked through, 
feeder setups in lab just before running final project. 

5. Set up and use solder paste stencil and oven. 

Student Self Assessment (Subjective) . . .. ................ 92.5% 
Faculty Grades of Student Work: (Quantitative) .. ..... 100%) 

• I had soldering skills and this course increased it 

.. all completed the process boatds were aUU~~'~k'-.'-' correcdy except for a 
component orientation error due to a 

U ... j ..... J..Jlli~ can be this score on a 
......... , ....... u.v ...... <ti labs. 

6. Perform sot.l1ermg and rework operations and use assembly tools. 

(Subjective) ..... .. . .. . .. .. .. . 
Work: (Quantitative) ........ . 

10 "'~"u .... ,,"u.c Sumtru..ry - Spring 2017 - ERE 

student 

85%1 
100% 

by recording 

4 11 
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and 
vacuum 

Analysis of Pre-Requisite Courses 

Did your previous prerequisite '-U!;J..w .... \...L.~ o classes 
pro\l-ide you with adequate 

Student (Subjective) . ...... . . . ... ....... 92.5% 

• Made course prior circuit theory 

• Could probably get without since is at 1 has 
been taken at same time by several students in previous VU~LLK" 

Pact HI: The following questions relate to delivery as a directed study. 

during rerm. 

(Subjective) .......... ".. ..... 95% 

• I liked that I could the course at my own and it it to complete while 
taking 

• I liked the self paced structure 
• lab time but professor made time to be available if needed 

Faculty Comments 
III Initially kind of a disconnect in creating the lecture videos. Labs went efficiendy with only 

4 students. Final project was 1 team 4 ( 3 were.in senior projects) Each to do 
SMT their own copy of board. only one of 

General Comments 

o .ns~;ess:m Sumroary- 2017 - 5 11 
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course 111 off 
it 

Action Plans 

From Previous Offering (Spring 2016) targeted for 2018 

.. Moved circuit board activities closer to of but really to 
move final project earlier for student creation of board, instructo! 
merging boards and parts ordering process {ERB} 

.. individual boards 

Offering (Spring 2019) 

.. on test question wording to address outcome j. In the process of 
offering exam use with cuttent offering topic was retained 

for but could have elicited an answer that motc clearly addressed 
understanding of outcome j. {ERB} 

.. Consider board and to 

2017 - 6 11 
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Evaluation of ABET-ETAC Student Outcome a 

ABET Statement 

(EGET-310 Spring 2017) 

an ability to select and apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern tools of the 
discipline to broadly-defined engineering technology activities 

Extent of Coverage in Course 
y""y""y"" = focus 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 

*** = high - approaching that of a practicing engineer 

Perfonnance Indicator 
the ability to use Surface Mount Technology equipment to automate placement of electronic 
components on a printed circuit board {EET} 

Student Work to Evaluate 
the ability to interpret a section ofSMF program code to identify column and row information 
for th2 starting point fiducial mark of each board in a multi-board panel and to select 
appropriate handling parameters based upon component characteristics. 

Final Exam question 12 and Quiz 4 question 8 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated was a final exam question on detennining fiducial mark 
locations to program for a multi-board panel (Final Exam question 12) as well as 
programming for appropriate tool to handle component (Quiz 4 question 8). 

• For the assignment, the students were given information about the multi-board panel 
dimensions and, in question 8, infonnation regarding the tool required to properly manipulate 
the component. 

• The student work was evaluated by Eric Becks (ERB). 
Ffllilf Exam queSlio1l 12 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

ERB I EET 

• Only one EET was in this particular offering. 

(4) Exemplary Ave 

• There is a definite cause for concern since EET student perfonned "Unacceptable" on a key 
understanding of panelization which is widely used in industry . 

• As noted on page 3 # 3 only Quiz 4 was not given during this offering so only Final Exam 
question 12 was evaluated. 

Recommendations for Future Relative to Outcome 

• Continue to use similar problems. 

• Add more panelization example problems to future lectures. 

• merge question information into a single Final Exam question 

EGET310 Assessment Summ.ary - Spring 2017 - ERB Page 7 of 11 
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Evaluation of ABET-ETAC Student Outcome b (EGET-310 Spring 2017) 

an ability to and apply a knowledge of mathematics. science, engineering. and 
technology to engineering technology problems that require the application of principles and 
applied procedures or methodologies 

foundational- ready for further development 

the ability to apply knowledge of energy levels to determine whether materials are insulator, 
semiconductor or conductor { 

EGET-3iO Mid-Term Exam question 8 parIs a-c 

Evaluation of Work Relative Student Outcome 

" student evaluated was a mid term exam question on identifying whether the 
material reOiresent by band diagram would be Insulator, Conductor or Semi-
conductor. 

" The student work was evaluated by Eric Becks (ERB). 

• For assignment, the students were given a showing the probability 
density function~ band gaps charge indicators along with a line representing the Fermi 
level for this topic. 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard 

ERB 

"Only one was in this particular offering 

.. Materials correctly identified along with Level 

Recommendations Relative to Outcome 

.. Continue to use similar problems. 

o Assessment Sumtn.a.ry 2017 - ERB 8 11 
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Evaluation of ABET-ETAC Student Outcome d (EGET-310 Spring 2017) 

an ability to design systems, components, or processes for broadly-defined engineering 
technology problems appropriate to program educational objectives 

v = exposure 

*' = foundational - ready for further development 

Perfonnance Indicator 
the ability 10 design library objects linking the symbolic schematic representation to physical 
package and contact locations for creation of circuit board artwork { 

Library Object Lab - instructor selects specific component for which students will obtain 
datasheet web search - component is modeled in the library linking the symbolic 
schematic section to the physical packagers) for the component in the artwork section into a 
complete device that may be used in a circuit design SX1213 receiver integrated 
circuit). 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

.. student work evaluated was an EAGLE Library submitted by the student. 

.. student work was by Becks (ERE). 

• For the assignment, the students were given a component to look up and build into a library 
element. students were given access to internet and software for this topic. 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meet!! Standard 

ERB 

for an initial use of EAGLE to create a library element. 

was this particular offering 

Recommendations for Future Relative to Outcome 

• Continue to use similar problems. 

• Greater emphasis should be placed on aesthetics. 

o Assessment Summary - 2017 - 9 11 
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Evaillation of ABET-ETAC Student Outcome g (EGET-310 Spring 2017) 

,ABET Statement 
an ability to apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both technical and non
technical environments; and an ability to identify and use appropriate lechnicalliterature 

Extent of Coverage in Course 
-/ -/ = stress 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 

* = foundational - ready for further development 

Performance Indicator 
the ability to research and use technical specification sheets and application examples to 
implemenl a useful design element ( EET) 

Student Work to Evaluate 
Team Lab Project - students will obtain datasheet(s) from web search, will model 
component(s) in the CAD library then combine with other components to design a schematic 
and implement circuit board artwork and participate in verifying component place locations 
and rotations using the SMI' machine optical system and manual aqjustments. The schematic 
is to clearly communicaJe the flow andfunction o/the circuit in an organized manner. (e.g. 
Spring 2017 Bar Graph meter display circuit board). 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated were EAGLE Library, Schematic and Artwork files submitted 
by the team and participation in the SMT program verification and assembly process. 

• The student work was evaluated by Eric Becks (ERB). 

• For the assignment, the students were given a component to look up and build into a library 
element. The students were given access to internet and EAGLE software for this topic. 

Reviewer (I) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Moets Standard (4) Exemplary Ave 

ERB 11 _________ ~--~ __________ ~I-T-erun ___ co_m_p_n_·s_ed ___ OfL EET,MET,MET,EE 
----------~----~ 

3 

• Minor mistakes included text overlap 

• Final assembled board functions. 

• Only one EET was in this particular offering 

Recommendations for Future Relative to Outcome 

• Continue to use similar final lab projects . 

• Greater emphasis should be placed on aesthetics. 

• Move design portions of project earlier in semester for longer team collaboration and to 
relieve sourcing issues mentioned in general summary. 

EGET310 Assessment Summary - Spring 2017 - ERB Page 10 of11 
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Evaluation of ABET-ETAC Student Outcome j (EGET-310 Spring 2017) 

ABET Statement 
a knowledge 0/ the impact 0/ engineering technology solutions in a societal and global 
context 

Extent of Coverage in Course 
././ = stress 

Expected Level of Achievement in Course 
** = developed-prepared/or practical application 

Perfonnance Indicator 
the ability to recognize the Material Safety Data Sheet as a resource to understand lhe impact 
a/materials on individuals and the global environment. {EET} 

Student Work to Evaluate 
Final Exam question 2 on the Material Safety Data Sheet 

Evaluation of Student Work Relative to Student Outcome 

• The student work evaluated was a final exam question on the topic of the Material Safety 
Data Sheet 

• The student work was evaluated by Eric Becks (ERB) . 

• The various parts of example Material Safety Data Sheets are discussed identifying where 
the safety and environmental precautions are found. illustrations of older common practice are 
highlighted in the context oftoday's knowledge such as the common use of open vats of 
Freon ca. 1975 to remove flux residues left from the wave soldering process in circuit board 
cleaning and consideration of doping materials used in semiconductor fabrication such as 
Arsenic and how this presents regulatory challenges in some countries. 

Reviewer (1) Unacceptable (2) Below Standard (3) Meets Standard (4) ExempJary Ave 

ERE LI __________ ~ ____________ ~ __________ ~ _____ E_E_T ____ _L __ 4~ 

Recommendations for Future Relative to Outcome 

• Continue to use similar problems. 

• Question should be framed to determine the depth of the student understanding of the 
infonnation contained in a typical MSDS. 

EGET310 Assessment Summary - Sp.c:ing 2017 - ERB Page 11 of11 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form . One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT(Cillssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean . 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Senior Project Posters 
Filename (If emalled): 

This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides exampJe{s) of projects involving students in this major. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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PART 2: Degree-level Review 

Degree Program: _ Manufacturing Engineering Technology (AS) 

Explain how the program works to address each of the fallowing questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC and 4.Q 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

including "use 11 Attach 4-Column Program Assessment 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were to Improve the degree program. Include 

examples. 

Program review and feedback from students using course assessment summary documents allow 

faculty to note and improvements from prior as well as documenting future 

can be seen in the course assessment 
sum followlng an example, student performance and self-assessment in 

milling and turning feed and speed calculations for EGMEll0 Manufacturing Processes needed 

improvement. on of assessment data, and speeds calculation methodology has 

strengthened in both the laboratory and lectures, and improvements have been seen in student 

performance. Fall 2017, the MEllO laboratory projects were updated to include more NIMS-

based (National Institute Metalworking Skills) skills by Indud for a milling 

project and turning project that closely resemble certification training test parts. 

strengthens the technology skills focus of the MET-AS program. Also, laboratory activities and tools 

needed for laboratory project have been organized to improve efficiency. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an level. Attach including a degree for program. 

A plent of the AS degree in Manufacturing Technology will possess the fundamental 
technical skills in engineering technology, spanning mechanical, manufacturi and electrical 
appilcatlons, to either as an entry-level in industry, or to be in a position to 
complete a Bachelor's in an engineering technology diSCipline with two remaining of 11-
time study. These include engineering drawing, manufacturing processes, and 
mechanics. 

The objective identifies the requisite skills to follow either the paths (industrial employment or 

continued academic study) identified as appropriate to AS recipients in this discipline. Accordingly, 

PAGE 1 
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accomplishment the objective Is dependent on the degree to which the respective skills identified 

are, in acquired by the student. The of the assessment protocol herein is to assure 

that the courses in place in the program curriculum are the right ones to deliver the skills identified, 

that courses are effective In doing so, and that they are continuously Improved to ensure a 

consistent, continuous and long-term viability in doing so. 

Acquisition ofthe skills Is effected through a two-year full-time lum of study at LSSU, as 

specified In appendix A, "plan of study". It will be apparent that all of the skills identified in 

objective correspond to courses in that plan of study; specifically, 

Engineering Drawing is acquired from EGME141, EGM 

Electronics " 11 " EGET175, 

Manufacturing Processes EGME1l0 

Mechanics " /I /I " EGMT225 

Although mappings courses on to skills are solely on the basis of the course titles, 

further of any of corresponding course-specific. objectives will demonstrate the same. 

These objectives may be found in the respective course syllabi, which are maintained in the y:~drive of 

School of Engineering & Technology. Having established that the set of courses comprising the 

MfgET AS curriculum does impart the set of skills required by the objective, it remains then to establish 

that each identified course is effective In delivering its content, and undergoes continuous 

improvement. In other words} remaining assessment of the program outcome objective to 

assessment of the various constituent courses. All identified courses are regularly assessed according 

to the SchoolJs course assessment protocols, and continuously improved on the basis of 

assessments, with new action plans established after each offering. A sample degree audit, syllabi, and 
course assessment summary Is provided on the following pages. 

the following Appendix attachments: 

(I Degree Audit for MET~AS 

pie Syllabus - EGMEllO Manufacturing (F2018) 

(I Sample Course Assessment Summary - EGME110 Manufacturing Processes (52018) 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in co!iecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to 

Attach examples of research, projects, and work. 

courses In the Manufacturing Technology (AS) plan of study have laboratory 

components as well as student Laboratory students In collecting and 

analyzing data, as well as reporting data in laboratory reports. In EGMEll0 Manufacturing Processes, 

students analyze and calculate machine variables such as feeds and speeds using calculations, 

PAGE 2 
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machinery handbooks, and tool supplier data. These inputs are used to machine laboratory project 

parts using various manual and CNC machining Centers. In EGME141 Solid Modeling, first year and 

transfer students engage in a semester-long Human-Centered Design (HCD) project. Each student 

selects a community In need while building empathy, Identifying important problems, brainstorming 

product ideas, narrowing down product options, and developing concepts. Using their creativity and 

data collection, students then design a final product using 3D parametric CAD software with the end 

goal of improving the condition of their community. Below are student samples of the final poster 

deliverable in EGME141: 

Why did I do this? 
IlIII.l ~~i~t.t.~ht.tol lJWt, 

:=:~~C"':~f l~==~!:~~~ 
I~ • .,. ... fi'! W..o:c ~11"I 

""~;,I) 1~.'Olf,jJ~4(Ct""lIoOfln~$c.t'l':' 
1 ..... ~er'I~LI"~~M:a~ 
w~1jttf. n..'~'~~~~Co"C I \,"jot • ."r(t 
o~ ... u.~~t.Ct~ ~IWII.~j.ro-, ... OQI(~i" l 
til Dlk\.~0il~ __ ~fia61l 1 

.. "':CO~::::=Ir.!:rr:t:~ 
"-''''__._.-N 

Kenya R-ural Community Cooking Fuel 
Dalton Olicarlnerr. Loke Superior Stote U"lverslty 

thinking of Ideal 
lhft ~UUI fUlII'UI! L'lp'lllflthw •• p.bur...-b 

1ZICIfo,J~ I.-rdU j~~~t~ld..u.burr"ot,,..to 

,..~ .... woodPO:llt"lt I_r.nds'to_~~~ 
111:4. bot ,t;t. ~o bol'l..r.LII~:' era. al"lll NIw COI'IIRaI of bl!'Olll 

0.-.... .., 
SI!l'P~lt!lnylflCfwot~lW·tIw- .. !d>(.ltJItf.~ 

.""" 
Cl"".p(I'cl~~'01tupt~~ 
butMl"J..,ndIDtJ"JIQfI 

"'crt IlIItna ta~ 1~.(..il'Wlw 0I'I1bf 

lNtMdrs ~ MonI or. '. tJr\e i.add!l 
l) •• If. ~It krldbt. 10 i-.lld'...m Nrrdr-

n..C*'tW"w~I1~'lI,I~~ .. ''''rb::lOl'1lIs 
~·l'Il61o ,,..,..,. IhI! lJ1L1~!lf","~,* to be 
.blt.IOd&r ... n".1Wft\I' ... I!·Mlf:0t4~b;.,(fll)t1b 
.CI\rIltIOr« ..... J"IO~ 

Never lose Your Keys Again with a Lockable Hide A Key Box 

Oblective 
~ 411Minglt.c the f",,'Ltanon 6t 11)J,1",~our 
k;ys, h.hl:lng '(Q"Ji ~ ~J~eo. Jnd h.1. .. ,mK 

yD\tr old Jlll!IgI'IoPfIl h'd~ • Ire, bC)){ fall i ~ ""1 
ofTlhe.l(me:f~~IL 

RatiQ/I~ 
ftCCO!'dln.ato~ W""6\! tal/en of lOOOUf 

dlWNSj 26 p<~n\ 0' ~rhlt!rt t\aw Ion the-I, 
'lJ kc-rs ~h.: o.1u 1/\ 20 Nile 2\.)d th.:lr Q' 
>:i((fig(:I~. 

Of Ihr d(1't"e'T'\ \htlt N1: JOK \~lt h'Yl. 20 
~h.'fu..~ll ~td' it na-p~mcd ~t wo,l. 150 fl~rwnt 
I'I'II ... ob~ rh~ en wMe if\oppon£ .lI.,~ ,.} 
g-t'(:Wlt [Jisc.o\l"t:~!he. k.eyl 'I'Ier~ mh,d"i 
!:\t.r vklHf'l1 "Ic.ub Of qmHy, Owet" o.'1e- I ~ If) 
l'h:Id ~Id t~ tc- In b s:llu.atiO("l w"'a.~ \h~ 
nOQo (I~)(t to lr-~( GlJ. b..It ~d 110 ~ to 
CP"I\IL 

A Prodlol" Oe:.illn~ by HId: M).cArthur,. Student at Lau SV~ll' .sUit) UnIWI"lf(y 

-, .. ~+ . . ' .... ' 
.~ 

Hypothese. 
11"~ AT.:Jw~ '0 IM1t'.JQ lM pcrcu.c~p O\..K ~ad 
8f'Idtrd up HiII.,dll"lH.1'\.!!QC1 to lhalf ...ehlck' wktlCtit 

lhe-t( keyl WCloM bo 0 'IAolth (1'le-rcl:eoJC! of lh~ I"II,.-W 

PP"¢DU"-, 

Thl! n.S"IlltOduct b d.il8ru~d lOd~l.cIr lbl~~ In:! 
CUE' the Irlftds cf QeophJ wonted I)bout tilt ~ 
f,.~.ng oj, of r"iN, cor 
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Methods 
Jb.<:lIrnl,u,tc t.kc fru:st~ti.()n bf 10\01,.., yOur ~~ tho Hid~ A. 
Key a.ca IJ. ~ .. 1-p wftl"l ~ l./Ff.Y!1OGOmbl~ifI:l1Oh~llocr . Ttle 
B1AU t-umblcrJ, Jho.vh.beiOW llH!'bO;;llk.ll~ ~uJpw.1'h 
rour e.-UDfll~Jr"t'~ n'dnd duro~e e.lrU, tTt"~S Ut.aJ.. iln= 
,':.ted Ifl,i~(! 1M bodY of t~ bOx itse'1 rhi.s 'il4\ b~ vtewe4 
b~Saw .and to U'le 1e1\. 

Featuces 
16 f~1 t.ha~ '(OUT "pVt lI(lt toa.l rt,. I:h~·bo:r: co.mEt1 with .II 

I~nll",,(.,. when!..,.,;fIde!be 'IIfI\btOJ.evtv , •• 
1M", ~lItion vn Lhll ~~ ."d dtt. pilllodu [flrtl us.h !.he. 
lid ,.Idy '''"rI", tit. """. 

. I ~_ .-<~ 
• • j . ""~ : 

'~. 'm ' 
~ . ' •• I 

, 

Resu\t$ aod Discussion 
4s we ~n.~r rflt: lAUC!llSl1li.t'f~~nil; 
'tYCIl.4, tJtvt. ~!;C be:oerr:~ (J\tP'OG~11 
l:wl.~. The Wide I-. ~ ~ \o\I~i oO~p[ni;>C 
WIIlh J \I,I'i!jcr OiIQtJ d~r bOdy 10 .<!i"t.ept 

1I1shU~ hi r~r ~ "-, p~.s.~ Mxhn\!na nb.o 
~4S. 1M problem DI your b.>yi 0' «.her 
Itrou &C\b""»et "",hllo'MttlJI\ ch~ 
~nYlr'01'lm"'·t'l.t Q~ an Ir'lner 'l"l'Idl!'.f \Wt!1!. 'il..<f 
r'ir) I \h~ J'rQ(1lJ("l nlU bP YflWlt.'IJ hfl'lu ~~ 

Final TlJougots 
wah ~t5: 1\.t'W Inv~tiDn,,..., Dl"lt ~h,,,,k1 t\lftr 
have- to be ~tt.moa:S QlJu..dc rh~lr GoI,. 

w.It1lo,"" mci'~' lJpl~. (Vetygnr:' m!b:s 
mll>~. 1m lh.l.otbbl~ H'a~ A 1l('y.O(.Ql" 
m~~ 'pOUI ~ JU!t it I.1USe bit be~( 
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Hydraulics That Save Lives 

Tragedy 
fvery dlIy "..ore ~nd more people die'" "", tom ,"glOM or 
r/lc _ Id_ ~nv 01 them I ~ the Middle east, IIlAng I~ ClUes 

ccmprtsed 01 <tone house. StIU~_ 

Often rile "I(gets of "" bombs or mIlitary 
bOmbings, th""e W\IClUres collapse unaer 

.se1S11\Jc Etr"CSS, trapPII,.g occu~nts undt:r tons: Qf 
rubl<\. 

We see picl\lrcs Ol -domns or peopl. WVg!l1l1l9 
ruU!.P.ly to II~ ~ ~tl ofT a Vl~ml h ,J \(Jng 00 tooll 

n~lortl1.Job. 
Un!;( Now 

Steve Lucas 

The Solution 
Rcscve ",orke.-. o~ed a loot that Is dul3blc. port_bl., dnd 

roIlobfe. 
TIle I\osevo )otic Is Ille perted. toof for lIT. Job. 

It "..,.; ~ collapllible .""ljIn. ITydraullG, .... d manval power to 
lift the h ... vlost of deb~< offal victims. 

N;rnble J ' (011111\ ,..It"" ""uopscd 
Deploys \0 a effective 9.5' Ott 
AI. manu~ r power 
eomacl" Jl~:ro' ., •• 
fllgh strength casl steal .nd lightw«lght 
a.)umlnum construction 

Mass Produci bility 
Eoslly r.aot ."e"'ls. simple shapes, and 
low oost m."" tilts ." BOry to prod u ce 

aM d Istribult' tool 
Oo<l9n.o tD III In goa' MaS, Chi. cou I d 
be a ~ple of every r1:st'Ue kit, ()r tlr1i:1 

rcsponsl! vehtcJe 
E.sy 10 "". safelv .nO EtlectJIIOlv, \lie 
~""''''' .lack will be sav;ng IIv ... rouo~ 

tho WD~d 

In EGME240 Assembly Modeling and GO&T, students work on a final project that culminates a 

semester-long course in assembly modeling and the application of geometric tolerancing and 

dimensioning, Sample final posters of student work are included below: 

Project Description 
Team Big Blowel'S has successfully 

,cdeted the components of a 
Cel'ltrffugal Industrial Fan. Design was 
made with intention of complying with 
laws of fluid dynamics and air 
movement ,and control association 
(/\MCA) standat:ds. All parts have been 
assembled and animated. for a total of 
20 unique pat1."i, In addition, part and 
assembly drawings have been created 
In order to effectively communicate the 
design. Finally, a Geometric 
Dimensioning and Toleranc/ng (GD& TI 
scheme has been applied to those 
drawings. 

The Fan 
Centrifugal, fans are used in a wIde 
Viirlety of applicaUons, the main for 
ventUa·tion in buildings anj:! vehicles. 
They·are also used to vansport air and 
gases. Centri(ugalfa!lS can have 

veral dIfferent arrangements of their 
components, and can vary in size, 
-olume, and speed. 

The Big 8Iowers~~ 
EGME 240 P . cts S18 In compliance with the EGME 240 

rOJe - project requirements. the team applied 

Team Members geomE:lfic dimensioning anti 

PAGE4 

tQlerancing to various drawflllgs. 
Several of the components needed to 
fit together in a precise manner. 
allowing for eHicient rotation or the fan 
shafts. and fan blades. An example of 
B GO 8< T drawing can be f,l)llnd below. 
Tilis drawln'g Is (or the fan sMail. 

, 
,.". 

Challenges 
e maIn challenge that the team 

faced was time. Participating In ~enior 
projects at the same time prese~ted a 
major time management problem. 
Another challenge was not having a 
real life model to measure, so the 
model was designed from memory. 
Flnany, the teem wanted to make sure 

e design was mechanically correct 
nd would be able to operate 

efficiently as it would In Industry. 
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Use a copy ofthls cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option Is to use 
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as a hardcopy to your dean. 
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supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (Co IS) - Manufacturing Eng Technology AS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Paul Weber, Chair 

Mission Statement: A recipient of the /l.S degree in Manufacturing Engineering Technology will possess the fundamental technical skills in engineering technology, spanning 
mechanical, manufacturing, and electrical applications, required to either work as an entry-level technician In Industry, or to be in a position to complete a Bachelor7s degree in 
an engineering technology discipline with two remaining years offull-time study. These skills include engineering drawing, electronics, manufacturing processes, and mechanics. 

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 
.---------.. ----- _ ._----- - - -_._-- -----_. _ _ . > -_._. ----- - ----

Communication - Students will be 
able to communicate in a technical 
environment. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student leamlng 

Goal Level (8Ioom/Webb): level 2 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb} 
Institutional learning: IlOl- Formal 
Communication - Students wil l 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 
Assessment Year: AV16-17, AY17-18, 
AY18-19 

09/04/20l8 

Performance Indicator; ability to 
compose a technical log 
Evaluated MaterIal: final project 
team logbook produced in 
Introduction to Engineering (EGNR-
101) 

Criteria Target: Target: an average 
grade of 70% or higher 

DIrect - Writing IntensIve 
Assignment - Performance Indicator: 
abUity to write written lab reports 
Evaluated Material: Students In 
EGET17S [Applied Electronics] will 
develop written lab reports based on 
results from experiments. 

Criteria Target; An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET17S is an 
alternate year rourse. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2017 : 78% (01/01/2018) 
,_.,---",._ - _._., .. _-------
Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2016; 80% (01/01/2017) 

FindIng Reporting Year: Z016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Spring: Average of 89% on student for this objective. 
(05/01/2017) 

Ge neratec! by Nuvenllve Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fall 
2018. (09/04/2018) 

Use of Result: No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fait 
2017 (01/01/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at th is 
time. Need more direct means to 
measure outcome. Reassess in 
Spring 2019. (05/01/2017) 
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,-.------
Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Use of Technical Tools - Students will Direct - Laboratory, Clinical, 
be able to use technical tools to solve Skill/Competency Assessments -
engineering problems. Performance Indicator: Be able to 
Goal Status: Active create three-dimensional parts using 
Goal category: Student Learning advanced techniques of CAD 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid- software, like draft, sweep, variable 
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] section sweep, boundary blend, 
Institutional learning: IL03 - warp, project and surface modeling. 
Analysis and Synthesis -'Students will 
organize and synthesize eVidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Assessment Year: AY16-17, AY17-18, 
AY18-19 

Engineering System Analysis -
Students wilt be able to analyze 
mechanical systems by applying 
math, science, and/or engineering 
equations and techniques. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Leamlng 

Institutional Learning: I L02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 

Evaluated Material: lab work in 
EGM E 240 Assembly Modeling and 
GD&T 

Criteria Target: Target: an average 
grade of 80% or higher 

Direct - Laboratory, Clink.d, 
Skill/Competency Assessments· 
Performance Indicator: 3. 

Students will be able to 
perform basic set-up and operation 
of the machines for the following 
processes: Casting and Molding, 
Welding and Cutting, Metal Forming, 
Turning, Milling, Grinding 

Evaluated Material: lab assignments 
in EGMEll0 Manufacturing 
Processes 
Cl"iteria Target: An average of 80% 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Performance Indicator: 
Students in EGETl10 [Applied 
Electricity] will apply analysis 
techniques to series and parallel 
resistor circuits under DC conditions. 

Evaluated Material: final exam 
problem that solely measures the 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
An average of 92.0% on this objective, (05/01/2018) 

Rndlng Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
90% average on this objective (05/01/2018) 

Anding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met.: Yes 
Fall 2016 (01/01/2017) 

09/04/2018 Gen~raled bv Nuverrtive Improve 

- ---, 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Most of the 
modeling topics were a review 
from the solid modeling course 
and the students seemed to have 
retained the material across 
courses. There are no concerns at 
this time. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: We made 
improvements to standardizing 
each lab to include having all the 
tools and materials needed for 
each lab in one spot (tool box 
area). This improved lab 
efficiency- There are no concerns 
at this time. (09/04/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. Continue to evaluate In Fall 
2018 (01/01/2017) 

I 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 
Assessment Year: AY16-17, AV17-18, 
AY18-19 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

performance indicator 

Criteria Target: Target; an average 

grade of 70% or higher 

Schedule/Notes: EGETlI0 is an 
alternate year course. 

Direct · Exam/Qua - within the 
course - Performance Indicator: 
Students in EGMT 225 [Statics and 
Strength of Materials] will be able to 
calculate stress and strain in axial 
loading of a bar 

Evaluated Material : exam 3, problem 
on axial loading 
Criteria Target: An average of 3 out 
of4. 
Schedule/Notes: 1- Unacceptable, 2-
Below Standard, 3-Meets Standard, 
4·Exemplary 

.-----,---------
Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Fall 2017: 2.0 [09/04/2018) 

Generated by Nuventlve Improve 

Use of Results I 

Use of Result: There is definitely a 
cause for concern since only two 
out of seven student work 

samples were "Meets Standard" 
or higher, while the coverage is 

extensive and expectation for 
achievement is high. 
(01/01/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted . Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option Is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT(a>lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 
Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit Form - Manufacturing Engineering Technology - AS 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation Is relevant to 15 
Question number: 
Briefly summarize the content of Degree Audit form with required courses listed for program 
the file and its value as evidence completion. 
supporting program review: 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
Associates Degree in Manufacturing Engineering Technology Fall 2016 & Later 

Name: -----------------------------------
ID #: _____________ _ 

Intended MonthlY ear of Graduation: ____ ___ 

Plan of Study Advisor Approval Date 

All information below should be from the student's most recent transcript and/or transfer evaluation sheet. Attach 
substitution/waiver forms as necessary. 

GEN-ED REQUIREMENTS (24) 

Communications (9) 

COMM!O! -3 

ENGLlIO - 3 

ENGLIll - 3 

Mathematics (3) 

*MATH207 - 3 

Other GeneraJ Education Requirements (12) 

*CHEM108 - 3 

·CHEMI09 - 1 

*PHYS221 - 4 

H I.l.IJ1aI1 i ti es - 4 
OR 

Social Science - 4 

* Thr MQlh. Chemistry, lind PhY5ics cour~ llited ntbfy 
tbe gencnl educ.ation and department.al requiremenbi. 

Chair Approval Dale 

November 8, 2016 

DEPARTMENTAL REQmREMENTS (49) 

*CHEMi08 - 3 EGNRIOI - 2 

• CHEMI09 - 1 EGNR265 -3 

EGEE125 -4 

EGETlIO - 4 MATH] 11 -3 

EGETl75 - 4 MATH131 -3 

EGMEIIO - 3 *MATH207 - 3 

EGMB141 - 3 *PHYS221 - 4 

EGME240 - 3 

EGMT225- 4 lTech Elective - 2 ---

'EGRS21S RobotiCll Tochnology I (2 credits) O~ ynol.ller approved coune can be 
used as 1I tuhnleal elective 

2.0 Overall GP A 
2.0 Dept. GPA 
62 Total Credits 
Residency 
(16 cflas! 20) 

!REGISTRAR'S AUDIT AT GRADDA TIoNj 

Total Credits: 
Department GPA: 
Overall GP A: 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Sample Syllabus - EGME110 Manufacturing Processes 
Filename (If emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample syllabus for EGME110 Manufacturing Processes showing 
the file and Its value as evidence course requirements and learning objectives 
supporting program review: 
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R 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME no Manufacturing Processes 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

COURSE OUTLINE 

,wUJlV.u- 141 and MATH 111 

Instructor: David Leach Office: CAS 129 

Office Hours: 

lO-llAM,3-4PM 

Phone: 906-635-2635 
E-mail: dleach@lssu.edu 

Textbook: Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing, Groover, Mikell Sixth John 
Wiley Sons, Inc, 2016 

stu~::Ien:tS to basic manufacturing prOlcesses. theory and 
lecture laboratory. Topics include: 

.. Metal 
• Plastic forming processes 
II Welding and prclce~.ses 
II 

1. Students will able to common terms ass()cla:teawith the following 

2. 

Rev Data 8/28117 

Molding 
and 

Forming 

.. 1v!illing 
II Grinding 
.. Qualley Control 

(CNq 
.... "'''''-'-''1 .... the following 

Molding 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGME 110 Manufacturing Processes (2,3) 

.. Welding Cutting 

.. Forming 

• 
• Milling 
• 

Fall 2018 

3. Illdlen:ts will able to nPl"tf"ll'"1m basic operation the machines the 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

following 
---"''''"'''1<. and J.VJ.U'J.u..uu;: 

• We1dingand Cutting 
.. Metal 

.. Mjlling 

speed formulas to 

able ro accurately measure dimensions 
able to create fot eNC 

milling with 
insrructor assistance. 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGME 110 Manufacturing Processes (2,3) 

Fall 2018 

Three Exams .................................. __ . . . ...... . .............. 300 points 
................. _ . _ ............................................ 200 points 

handout questions and projects" ...... _ .................. 850 points 
Homework .......... _ ............................... " ...... ,. " .............. 100 points 

Grading: 
98-100 A+ 70-77 C 
92-97 68-69 
90-91 A- 66-67 D+ 
88-89 B+ 62-65 D 
82-87 B 60-61 
80-81 B- 0-59 F 
78-79 C+ 

1. Attending class, completing assignments on time, and up material is 
important for success in course and in college. The method of how an instructor chooses 
to late or assignments is left up to instructor. Generally, late or missed 
assignments except for legitimate (pre-approved when possible) reasons 
as determined by the instructor. Examples of legitimate reasons are: illness, death family, 
etc. The method of handling late or missed work is determined by instructor and listed in 
below 

2. A (60% or more) must be in both lecture (exams) the laboratory 
(lab assignment/projects) to the course. 

3. are closed book and notes. Missed exams will not repeated and a zero will be 
recorded the exam. 

4. A sheet must be handed in with 
5. will a grade of 

zero It is difficult, if not impossible, to repeat lab 
demonstrations. Excused absences require prior approval from lab instructor. 

6. are to all work themselves. caught cheating will 
receive an "F" the course. 

7. Multiple safety violations and/or housekeeping violations, as determined by the lab instructor, 
lab engineer, or other LSSU fuculty or staff could result in a decrease of your final course grade. 

8, Cell phone use is to videotaping demos. Cell phones must not used during class 
otherwise required in the event of an ... ...."i'>1"n-, ..... I""H 
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College of Engineering and Technology 
EGME 110 Manufacturing Processes (2,3) 

Policies, including those below, are posted on the Provost's website 
www.lssu.edu/provostlforms : 

• Academic Integrity Policy 
• Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 
• The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations' 
• IPASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 
• Policy on Student Absences 

Honor Pledge: 

Fall 2018 

As a student of Lake Superior State University, you have pledged to support the Student Honor 
Code of the School of Engineering & Technology. You will refrain from any form of academic 
dishonesty or deception such as cheating, stealing, plagiarism or lying on take-home 
assignments, homework, computer programs, lab write-ups, quizzes, tests or exams which are 
Honor Code violations. Furthennore, you understand and accept the potential consequences of 
punishable behavior. 

Tentative EGME 110 Syllabus 

Session Week Da Date Topic Reading LAB 
Number y Assignment ACTIVITY 

Lee 1 1 M 8/27 Course Introduction, Chapters 1, Casting 
Manufacturing Processes & 2.5,3 
Materials 

Lee 2 1 W 8/29 Casting Processes Cha~ters 10,11 
NO Class M 9/3 LABOR DAY 
Lec 3 2 W 9/5 Casting, Sawing, & Drilling Chapters 13, Gas Cut 

Processes, Fabrication of 21.3, 21.6.3, 
Plastics 22.3.2 

Lee 4 2 M 9/10 Fundamentals of Joining, Gas Chapters 28,29 
and Flame Processes 

Lee 5 3 W 9/12 Resistance and Solid Sta.re Chapter 30,31 MIG 
Welding Processes and Other Welding 
Welding Processes, 
Mechanical Assembly 

Lec 6 3 M 9/17 Fundamentals of Metal Chapters 17, 18 
Forming ,Sheet Forming, Bulk 
Porming 

Lee 7 4 W 9/19 Sheet Forming, Bulk Forming, Chapcers 19 Plasma Cut 
Review Exam 1 

Lec 8 4 M 9/24 EXAM 1 
Lee 9 5 W 9/26 Numerical Control Chapter 21.5, CNC Plasma 

37.3 

Lee 10 5 M 10/1 Fundamentals of Machining Chal?ter 20,21.6 
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College of Engineering Technology Fall 2018 
EGME 110 Manufacturing 3) 

6 W 10/3 Chapter 21.1, 
21 21.3 

M 10/8 
T 10/9 

W 10/10 Lathe 
M 10/15 
W 10/17 Lathe 

8 

9 Tram Mill 
9 21.4.2 

10 W feeds for Millin 21.4.2 Mill 
10 M Machining Chapter 24 

Processes 
W Wricin CNC Code Mill 
M CNC Code & Exam 3 review 
W EXAM 3 

M 12/10 3:00pm-5:00pm CAS10? 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Sample Course Assessment - EGMEll0 Manufacturing Processes 
Filename (If emailed): 

This documentation Is relevant to 
Question number: Question "15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample course assessment summary from EGMEll0 
the file and Its value as evidence Manufacturing Processes, Spring 2018. Shows student self-
supporting program review: assessment and faculty assessment of learnIng objectIves, as well 

as action plans for improvement. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

EGME110 Manufacturing Processes (2,3) 3 Credits 
Spring 2018 

COURSE ASSESS:MENT SUMMARY 

Offering Details 

Lecture Times: Lecturer: David Leach 

MJW 1:00pm to 1:50pm 

Lab Times: Lab Instructor: David Leach 

Lab A: M 2:00pm to 4:50pm 

Lab B: W 2:00pm to 4:50 pm 

Lab C: R 3:00pm to 5:50 pm 

Number of Students: 26 Evaluator: David Leach 

Context With-in Curriculum 

Student Population: ME, MET, GE 

Previous Courses Required: EGMEl41 (pre or Co-Req) and MATHlll (Pre or Co
Req) 

Subsequent Courses: EGME240, EGMT216, and EGNR4911495 

Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

ETAC of ABET EACofABET 
Student Outcomes Student Outcomes 

a ./ .. a ./ e 
b ./ • b 
c c 
d d 
c e 
f f 
g g 
h h 
i i 

J J 
k k ,; • 
./ = exposure (e.g., one gr.adcd assigmneol) • = foundatiooal- ready for further development 

././ = stress (c. g., one course obJeclive) .. = developed - prepared for prac1ical appUCUlion 
./././ = focus (e.g., multiple objectives, course title) ••• = hlgh - approachIng thai ofa practicing engineer 
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Student Grades 

General Comments 

Faculty Comments 

GPA 

3.28 

FJ7 3.57 

• Good group of freshman. Many of these students will be great contributors to future 
courses. 

• Overall, the lecture content is dry. As an instructor, I will find a way to improve 
student engagement, while introducing more manufacturing topics and calculations 
to increase active learning. This semester I introduced more videos on 
manufacturing subjects and the student response was positive. 

EGMEll0: Outcomes Average Student A verage Student Average Faculty 
Grade Self Assessment Subjective 

Assessment 
Objective I (define 

95% 
manufacturing processes 91% 90% 
termsl 
Objective 2 (describe 

89% 94% 90% 
manufacturin~ processes) 
Objective 3 (set-up and 

90% 94% 90% 
operation of machines) 
Objective 4 (apply speeds and 

88% 91% 85% 
leeds (ormulasl 
Objective 5 (accurately 

97% 98% 95% 
measure parts) 
Objective 6 (create CNC code 

82% 83% 90% 
lor plasma and miln 
Objective 7 (operate CNC 

84% 97% 95% 
plasma and mill) 

Action Plans 

For Next Offering 

• Prepare samples oflab projects at different stages 

• Purchase BobCAM V30 for plasma machine 

• Update lab manual 

• Include more manufacturing topics and calculations in lecture 
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From Previous Offering 

.. More book and handout style homework assignments (done) 

.. Transition the course to include more content on Moodle (done) 

.. Show videos of manufacturing processes (done) 

.. Update lecture slides & perform more chalkboard calculations (done) 

.. Prepare samples Lab projects at different stages (forward to FI8) 

• Investigate CAM plasma (Bobead V30 is in budget) 

.. Continue to tools for ( done) 

Analysis of Obj ectives 

1. Students will be ablL! to define the common terms associated with the following 
processes: 

.. Casting and Molding 
• Welding Qlld Cutting 
• Metal Forming 
• Turning 
• Milling 
• Grinding 
• QUality Control 

Faculty Grades of Student Work ......... 91% 
Self Assessment. ................. 95% 

• Learned through lectures and hands-on labs. 

• I can complete because we have completed all tasks in lab. 

• The lectures were very informative and easy to follow. 

• labs and bomework helped. 

• We covered this a lot 

• Ran out of time to discuss grinding. 

• It was taught. 

• Everything was demonstrated clearly. 

• Got to use aU these machines and carry out all these processes in lab. 

• I know those processes. 

• Very familiar witb all of these, except we did not spend much time on 
grmding. 

• Not 100% positive about metal forming. 

• With the lecture and help in labs I can define and do mast tasks. 
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.. Was taught well enough to me. 

• Covered this in class. 

was covered in was not covered lab, as 
previous semesters. We will consider ........... ,,"1'> it back to the lab activity. 

2. Students will be able to describe the following processes: 
.. and Molding 
• Welding and Cutting 
• Metal Forming 
• Turning 
• Milling 
• Grinding 

Faculty Grades of Student Work .......... 89% 
Student Self Assessment. .................. 94% 

.. We covered this well in class. 

• Was taught lab. 

• Grinding was not talked about a Jot:. 

• Not sure about: metal forming. 

• These are very broad topics. 

• I have a solid understanding of what these processes are. 

e I know these processes. 

a Experience doing it was great. Defining it 
too. 

• All info is always available. 

III It was taught. 

a Didn't go over grinding ran out of time. 

a We practiced these in lab. 

slides in class was helpful 

a process was cover for at least a full lecture period making for a lot 
of information given to us. 

e Had bands on experience. 

• Practiced most processes by band and on paper. 

Students who have had previous shop experience perfonned at a high level. 
lectures were designed to discuss lab just before the were 

in the lab. 
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3, Students will be able to perform basic set-up and operation of the machines for 
the following processes: 

l1li Castillg and Molding 
• Welding anti Cutting 
l1li Metal Forming 
.. Tunring 
l1li Milling 
l1li Grinding 

Faculty Grades Student Work"" ...... 90% 
Student Self AS!ieSsme'nt .................. 94% 

........ u ........ repeatedly in class. 

• Lab instruction was very informative along side the lecture. 

• The practice in lab helped with this. 

• well explained in lecture/lab. 

• I know from first hand experience. 

• Good demonstration. 

• Lots of experience. 

• r was taught how to do them in lab. 
.. Very familiar with all except metal forming. 

a Still don!t have enough experience will them to do it alone. 

.. Learned in labs. 

.. Metal forming up is? 

.. All done in lab. 

a This was taught well dass. 

For the most part, students pa.id attention to lab demos and did not need one on 
one help for each step in their projects. We made improvements to standardizing 

to having the tools and for lab in one spot 
(tool box area). improved lab 

4. Students will be able to apply speed andfeedformulas to dete,.min~ proper 
machining rates. 

Faculty of Student Work ....... .. 
Student Self Assessment: ................. . 

l1li This was covered well in class. 
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" Don't fully understand for tbis. 

" Don't have the equations memorized. 

" Basic matb, information always sufficiently provided. 

.. formulas and utilized tbem on tests and in lab. 

.. Speed and feed didn't ever seem like a deal lab. 

.. Yes, I was taught in class • 

.. Very 

.. I to do tWs multiple times in lab and at work. 

• Learned formulas and used them in labs. 

Speeds and feed used to be a high risk / high failure rate topic. Through proper 
instruction (and,encouragement); it is not so scary fOT students 
NIMS metbods (machining certification) have employed to simplify 

the approach to and feeds. 

5. Students will be able to accurately measure dimensions o/parts. 

Faculty Grades of Student Work ......... 97% 
Student Self Assessment: .................. 98% 

.. We were sbown bow to do this in class. 

• Taught in lab. 

.. With help. 

.. I can do it, might screw up. 

.. I know how to measure 

• Lab ~YW'll"'l"ip 

.. Yes, I was taugbt and practiced in lab. 

• Very easy. 

.. I have done it II lot. 

.. Offered multiple of measurement tools. 

Measuring was in handouts, and lab. Students, for the most 
part, wen to the instruction. 
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6. Students will be ahle to creo.te basic code for CNC plasma torch and milling 
machines. 

of Student Work ........ 82% 
As:ses:smcmt: .................. 83% 

III This was taught in class. 

III Still a little on this. 

III Basic understanding, Dot much in depth. 

III I know roughly, but I could definitely use practice. 

III Never did it. 

III Was shown how. 

,. Very well explained in handouts and lab demos 

III I didn't do enough to COMPLETELY remember each step. 

,. Learned haDds--on. 

Students usually perform well here and new software would 
handout is self-explanatory. 

although the 

7. Students will be able to operate the CNC plasma torch and milling machine with 
instructor assistance. 

Faculty Grades Student Work ........ 84% 
Student Self Assessment: ........... ' , .... 97% 

!III Practiced multiple times 

III The torches were a little scary hut it worked ouL 

III Instructor does excellent job at assisting. 

III I can do this because I was taught. 

III I can do it with Master Leach walking me througb the steps. 

!III I have able to that. 

III We were taught well. 

III With assistance it was fairly easy. 

!III With help yes. 

!III This was covered in class. 

intent is to have the instructors assist the students. Not all students 
completed this project, however. The ones that did, ran around 100% ftrst 
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. . 

A. Do you feel comfortable with basic manufacturing processes and could you work 
safely in an industrial environment? Explain your response.. 

(I Yes, this course taught a lot and was very helpful with the basic 
manufacturing processes. 

(I Yes, was aU taugbt to me in class 

(I Yes, this class was very informative. 
(I Definitely, because that's what we learned. 
(I Maybe Pm not comfortable enough yet. 
(I I Il great deal about the onrall atmosphere and processes 

in a manufacturing facility. 
" Yes, because we learned how to properly use all the machines safely. 
• Yes, I have buic understanding of all processes. 

• Yes, lab safety was important and lab gave me experience with all sorts 
of processes. 

• Yes, the skills I learned make me comfortabJe in the industry. 
" Yes, I learned a lot from this course, especially about safety. 
• Yes, we bad a lot of practice. 
(I Because of the lab, yes. lab for this course was very practical and 

helpful as well as very fun. Would recommend. 
• this class helped. 
(I Basics yes but I would like more experience with welding and other 

processes. 
(I Yes, projects lab helped me to understand how machines worked. 
• Ye5, because I was instructed well and was given opportunities to 

skills. 

B. Do you have suggestions to improve accomplishment the course objectives? 

For the Lecture/Class 

• No. 
• N/A. 

1.8 boring. 

• Yes with both my background experience and what I have in 
this class I safe in an industrial environment 

• Better speakers in class videos. 

• More videos for better visual representation of concepts. 
.. No. 

(I Yes, we were taught safety and how to perform 
manufacturing processes. 
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.. 

.. I was bored often, really enjoyed review packets to study for exams. 
Slides were also helpfuL 

.. Really drive home t.he formulas and equations. 

.. More handouts each lecture. 

.. More homework from book/slides. 
41 The videos were a nice break in the lecture. 
41 More videos of processes. 
41 More videos. 

• No. 
• CNC lathe project. 

• A few more lab times. 
.. Milling shorter. 

.. Get more milling machines. 

• Maybe have more instructors to help with the labs. 
.. No suggestions., great experience. 

• No. 
.. Maybe more practice handouts like the sheet metal handout. 
.. Provide refreshments, it's a long class period. 
41 No suggestion. 

• Maybe one less lab a8signment. Although there was extra time, if any 
mistake were made then a time issue could easily occur. 
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PART Degree-level Review 

Degree Program: General Engrneerlng Technology (AS) 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 

question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.9 and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide that outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, Including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

14. Explain how results from 

specific examples. 

assessments were used to improve the program. Indude 

Program review a feedback from students using course assessment summary documents allow 

Ity to note and improvements from the prior assessment, as well as documenting 

for the next course assessment. details can be seen in the sample course assessment 

summary inciLided in the following pages. As an example, student performance and self-assessment in 

milling and turning feed and speed calculations for EGMEll0 Manufacturing Processes needed 

improvement. Based on review of assessment data} speeds calculation methodology has 

been in both laboratory and lectures, improvements have seen in student 

performance. For Fall 2017, the EGM laboratory projects were updated to include more N IMS-

(National Institute for Metalworking Skills} skills training by including activities for a milling 

project and turning project that closely resemble certification training test parts. change 
strengthens the technology lis focus of the M IT-AS program. Also, laboratory activities and tools 

needed for each laboratory project have been organized to improve efficiency. 

Quality, Resources and Support 3.A) 

15. how program ensures that program-level course-level outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

A recipient of the AS degree in General Engineering Technology will possess the fundamental technical 
skills in engineering technology, spanning both mechanical and electrical applications, required to 

work as an entry-level technician industry, or to be in a position to complete a Bachelors 
degree in an engineering technology discipline with two remaining years of full-time study. skills 
indude drawing, electronics, as well as other technology or engineering topics. 

The objective identifies the requisite skills to follow either ofthe paths (industrial employment or 

continued academic study) identified as appropriate to AS recipients in this discipline. Accordingly} the 
accomplishment of the objective is dependent on the degree to which the respective skills identified 
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are, in fact, acquired by the student. The goal ofthe assessment protocol herein described is to assure 

that the courses in place in the p curriculum are the ones to deliver the skills Identified, 

that the courses are effective in doing so, and they are continuously improved to ensure a 

consistent, continuous and long-term viability in doing so. 

Acquisition of the skills is effected through a two-year full-time curriculum of study at LSSU, as 
specified In appendix A, "plan of study'. It will be apparent that all the skills identified in the 

objective correspond to courses in that of study; speCifically, 

Skill 

Engineering Drawing 

Electronics 

Other Engrg/Techn 

is acqui 

" 
/I 

from the course 

" 1/ /I 

courses 

Course 

EGME141 

EGXX (9 cd 

Although mappings courses on to skills are solely on the of the course 

further examination any of the corresponding course-specific learning objectives demonstrate 

same. A sample syllabus with student outcomes can viewed in appendix attached 
to this document. 

Having established that the set of courses comprising the GET curriculum does impart set of 

skills called for by the it then to that each identified course is effective in 
delivering its and undergoes continuous improvement. In other words, the remaining 

assessment of program outcome objective reduces to assessment of various constituent 

courses. All identified courses are regularly according to the School's course assessment 

protocols, and continuously improved on the basis ofthese assessments, with new action plans 
established after each offering. A sample such course assessment summary can also found In the 

appendix attached to document. 

See the following Appendix attachments: 

.. Audit for 

!III Sample Syllabus - EGMEI41 Solid Modeling (F20I8) 

.. Ie Course Summary EGME141 Solid Modeling (S2018) 

IntelJectuallnquiry (CC 3.8). 

Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of Inquiry or work; developing skills integral to the 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Some of the courses in the General Engineering nology (AS) plan of study have laboratory 

components as well as student projects. Laboratory experiences engage students in collecting and 

analyzing data, as well as reporting data in laboratory reports. In the EGME14I Solid Modeling course, 

students develop 3D models using dimensional data and software tools. Data is then 
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applied directly to model parts assigned during the laboratory sessions. In the solid modeling course, 

first year and transfer students engage In a semester-long Human-Centered Design (HCD) project. 

Each student selects a community in need while building empathy, identifying Important problems, 

brainstorming product ideas} narrowing down product options, and developing concepts. Using their 

creativity and data collection, students then design a final product using 3D parametric CAD software 

with the end goal of Improving the condition of their community. Below are student samples of the 

final poster deliverable in EGME141: 

filter Funnel 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option Is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT(a>lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Four-Column Report 
Filename (if emailed): 
This dorumentatlon is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Brieflv summarize the content of Evidence that Four-Column Report was completed. 
the file and Its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (eo IS) - General Engineering Technology AS 
._--------_... --------------------.------- _ .. __ ._-_._---------------_ ... _- -.----.. .... -------------

Mission Statement: A recipient of the AS degree in General Engineering Technology will possess the fundamental technical skills in engineering technology. spanning both 
mechanical and electrical applications. required to either work as an entry-level technician In Industry, or to be In a position to complete a Bachelor?s degree in an engineering 
technology discipline with two remaining years of full-time study. These skills include engineering drawing, electronics, as well as other technology or engineering topics. 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Paul Weber 

[;
._-----

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Communication" Students will be 
able to communicate in a technical 

environment. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 2 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb] 
Institutional learning: IlOl- Formal 
Communication· Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 

presentations. 
Assessment Year: AY16-17. AY17-18, 

AV18·19 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 
-- -_.----- - ---_. __ ...• -- _ ._--_ .. _ .-- --

Performance Indicator: ability to 
compose a technical log 
Evaluated Material: final project 

team logbook produced in 
Introduction to Engineering (EGNR-
101) 

Criteria Target: Target: an average 
grade of 70% or higher 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2016: 80% (01/01/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
FaJl2017: 78% (01/01/2017) 

Use of Technical Tools - Students will Performance Indicator: ability to Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
be able to use technical tools to solve create three-dimensional parts using Goal met: Yes 
engineering problems. CAD software Fall 2017: 83% (08/30/2018) 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Leaming 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 

08{30/Z018 

Evaluated Material : final project 
documentation and CAD work in 
Solid Modelling (EGME-141) 

Criteria Target: Target: an average 
grade of 70% or higher 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2016: 80% (0l/01/2017) 

Generated bv Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: No concern at this 
tIme. Continue to evaluate in Fall 

2018. (OI/01/l0l7) 

l 
Use of Result: No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fait 
2017. (08/30/2018) 

Use of Result: No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fall 
2018. (08/30/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. ContInue to evaluate in Fall 

of 2017. (01/01/2017) 
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Student Learning 

Outcomes 

ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Assessment Year: AV16-17, AY17-18, 
AY18-i9 

Engineering System Analysis -

Students will be able to analyze 

electro-mechanical systems by 
applying math, science, and/or 
engineering equations and 
techniques. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Institutional learning; IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 
Assessment Year: AYl6-17, AY17-1B, 

AY1B-19 

08/30/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Performance Indicator: 
Students in EGETllO [Applied 
Electrir::ity] will apply analysis 
techniques to series and parallel 
resistor circuits. 

Evaluated Material: final exam 
problem that solely measures the 
performance inditator 

Criteria Target: Target: an average 
grade of 70% or higher 

Schedule/Notes: EGETll0 Is an 
alternate year course. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2016: n% (01/01/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: No concern at this 

time . Continue to evaluate in Fall 

2018. (08/30/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form) also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu,edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 
Document Title (If attached) or Degree Audit Form - General Engineering Technology - AS 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation Is relevant to 15 
Question number: 
Briefly summarize the content of Degree Audit form with required courses listed for program 
the flle and its value as evidence completion. 
supporting program review: 

PAGES 
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School of Engineering and Technology 

AS Degree in General Engineering Technology 
(Students graduating 2017 - 2018) 

Student Name: 

Student ID #: Advisor Approv~: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: Chai.c Approval: Date: 

All informacion below should be from the student's most recent cranscript and/or tr":1nsfcr evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Commwrication Skills (9 credit!! required) 

COMM101 - 3 

ENGL 110 - 3 

ENGL111 - 3 

Mathematics (Also listed Il!I Dept. Requirement) 

MAn1111 - 3 

Natural Sciences (Also listed 9.8 Dept. Requirement) 

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

General Eogineuing Tcchnology Core (34 credits required) 

CSCI101 - 3 MATH111-3 CHEM108 - 3 --
EGET110 -4 

(C or better re.:juired-) --

--
EGNR101 - 2 

MATH112 -4 -- CHEM109 - 1 
-- MATH131 - 3 

EGME141-3 ---- MATH207 - 4 --

Engineering TechWcal Electives (9 credits required) 

--

--

PHYS221 -4 

CHEM108 - 3 

CHEM109 - 1 ------ - ----"- - ------ -

Approved Humanities or Social Science Elective 

(4 crcditll required) 

-----

Total credits required in Gen Ed =: 24 

SftltkfflS must satiify the following/or grruiJlaJiM: 
o 2.0 OveraU GPA 
a 2.0 Dept. GPA 
o 62 Total Credits (minimum) 
o Residency (15 credits at LSSU) 
o Residency (50% departmental credits a.c LSSU) 

Choose any EGxx course. 

Additional Technical Ele.ctive8 11 crc:ditll required) 

" ---- ----
Choose PHYS222, MATHISl or higher, or any EGxx course. 

Additional Electives (4 credits re.quired) 

----- ---------- -

26-Oct-17 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Sample Syllabus - EGME141 Solid Modeling F2018 
Filename (If emalled): 
This documentation Is relevant to 
Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample syllabus for EGME141 Solid Modeling showing course 
the file and Its value as evidence requirements and learning objectives 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2,2) 

Pre- or Corequisite: MATH 1 02 

Instructor & Meeting Times: 
Mr. David Leach, CAS 129, 635-2635, dleach@lssu.edu 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Section 001: Lecture MIW 11 :OOAM-ll :50AM, Lab A: 12:00PM-12:50PM CAS209-B 

Office Hours: 

Tuesday Wednesda 
9-10AM 9-10AM 

Required Texts: Dally Course Handouts via Shared Folders and MoodIe LMS 

Recommended Text: None 

Course Description: This course covers an introduction to creating 3D computer models of 
mechanical parts and the creation of 2D drawings, with proper dimensioning, for the models. The 
course utilizes 3D solid modeling software to cover the above content. The current software is 
CREO/Pro Engineer version 2.0. 

Course Objectives: At the conclusion of EGME 141 students will be able to: 

1. Create three-dimensional parts using CAD software with tbe following techniques: 
a) Sketching of basic shapes. 
b) Creation of datum lines and planes. 
c) Use of extrude and revolve. 
d) Creation of boles. 
e) Creation ofpattem and mirror features. 
£) Use of blend and sweep methods . 
g) Use of shell methods. 

2 . Use the history tree to mod.ify solid models and drawings. 
3. Create and identify standard 2D views of a 3D model. 
4. Apply dimensions and notes to models using 2D drawings. 
5. Create assemblies using mUltiple parts. 
6. Animate assembly models. 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-00J Solid Modeling (2,2) 

FaU 2018 
3 Credits 

Point Values: 

..... "', .. "",<>...,,, (Attendance) 5 points 
20 points each session 

50 points each week 
] 00 points each 

120 points 
430 points 
650 points 
300 points 

Final HCD Project points 

Total 1975 points 

98-100 A+ 70-77 C 
A 68M 69 c· 

90-91 66-67 D+ 
88-89 B+ 62~65 0 
82-87 B 60-61 0-
80-81 B- 0-59 F 

c+ 

I. class, completing 

2. 

for success in this course and in late or missed be accepted 
except (pre..approved when possible) reasons as determined by the instructor. 
Examples of legitimate reasons are: illness, death in family, job interview, etc. 

LSSU sanctioned travel related absences conference presentations, corlfel~enl::;e ..... "'" ........ J,,, ... ) 
are by the Provost. Instructors are expected to .. ,,~'VUU,"J"'G, ..... 
However, are to make with the instructor 
Failure to do so may result in "F" grades being assigned for the missed work. 

unless otherwise noted. Any form of 
" .. ", .. "', .. .., policy 00 Academic 

3. All course work will be submitted electronically to your Y drive EGME141 folder. Work must be 
placed in your HW, and Project folders, respectively. Work will be reviewed by 
the instructor and a will in Moodie, or out individually. Grades will posted 
within 1 week of completion, when possible. 

4. Exams will printed during the exam period, with a exam documen t and a screen shot 0 f the 
solid mode! and history tree. Exams will also be saved in your Y drive Exam folder. rffiles are not 
saved to your Y drive folder, it will be assumed that you not the work. 

5. All2D must be printed in an 8.5" x 11" pdfformat, where applicable. This is so 
feedback can be provided. 

2 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2,2) 

6, All courses at LSSU are required to provide an erlucationaI1y 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

culminating typically referred to as a final exam. The flnal exam period for this course is 
scbedulerl on: Wednesday, December 12, lOAM-12PM. CAS209·B. Final projects wilt be 

the final exam 

7. General Electronic Device Policy: Tablet computers, cell phones, and personal laptops may be used 
dwing class to display lecture and lab hand-outs. 

8. Phone Cell phone usage other than displaying hand-outs class is not 
unless under emergency situations. No cell phones are allowed exams. 

Your syllabus may either contain the full statements of the sbO"WIl OR you may 
choose to provide students notification of the policies by directing them on the syllabus to the 
Provost's web where policies are provided. ££~~!..!::!;!;:.!.!!~£!::!.!::!:.!::.!.£! 

Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 

3 

Students in or blended 
Moodle) 

Management System (e.g. 
Add/Drop 

The Americans 
In compliance with Lake access disability-related 
accommodations or services are available to students with documented disabilities. 

If you are a student with a disability and you think you you must 
wiLh (AS), whIch is located in KJS Library, Room 233, (906) 

on will provide with a letter of of your V<.;LHlI:;U 

w.",i:LUJ.l.I.W and authorize recommended accommodations. must be presented to 
any accommodations can be 

~,..r.."r/·<: should meet with instructors in II. timely manner, preferably during 
ro Ul;, .... U:'" Any who feels an 

llccommodation is needed of a disability - should meet with instructors 
privately to needs. 

IPASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 
at m.id-tettn your that you are at for 

be contacted by a representative IPASS. The IPASS 
over your through 
intentional learning and study habits, and accountability. 

of your you will 
ro help you gain control 

of 

or email ipass@1ssu.edu you would to sign up eady in the semester or If you have any 
Or concerns. 

HONOR K J..LQ ....... U'-'-" 

a student of Litke Superior University, you have pledged to support the Student 
School of & will any form or I'iF("'I"f"lT1f"1f1 

such as or on takehome assignments, homework, computer programs, lab 
reports, quizzes, tests or exams which are Honor Code violations. you 
the potencial of punishable U<:.I.l"-VlUL 
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School of Engineering lind Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2,2) 

Tentative EGME 141 Syllabus 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Note: Weeks shown below are actual calendar weeks, not course weeks. There are 14 weeks ofinstrucwm 
in 15 calendar weeks due to holidays 

Session Week Day Topic Reading Assignment 
Number Assignment Due 
Lee & 1 M Policies, Creo Introduction, Handout 1 Class & Lab 
Lab 1 Definitions) Basic Skills, Exercises Due 

Dimensioning End of Period 
Lee & 1 W Darums, Holes, Sketerung, Handout 2 Class & Lab 
Lab 2 Extruding, References Exercises Due 

HeD lntto / Empathy. End of Period 
Lec& 2 M Datums, Holes, Sketching, Handout 3 HWl Due at 
Lab 3 Extruding, References, Midnight, 

Cons train ts Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lee & 2 W Datums) Holes, Extrude, Handout 4 Class & Lab 
Lab 4 Sketching, Constraints, Exercises Due 

Histor\, Tree. Storytelling. End of Period 
Lee & 3 M Centerlines, Datums, Holes, Handout 5 HW2Dueat 
Lab 5 Pattern, Sketching, History Start of 

Tree. Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lcc& 3 W Datums) Revolve, Sketching, Handout 6 Class & Lab 
Lab 6 Constraints, Patterns, History Exercises Due 

Tree. Personas. End of Period 
Lee & 4 M Datums, Construction Lines, Handout 7 HW3 Due at 
Lab 7 Sketching, Extrude, Start of 

Constraiots, Patterns, History Period, Class 
Tree & Lab 

Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lec& 4 W Datums, Sketching, Revolve, Handout 8 Class & Lab 
Lab 8 Patterns. Team Building. Exercises Due 

End of Period 
Lee & 5 M Exam #1 HW4Due at 
Lab 9 Midnight, 

Exam Due 
End of Period 

4 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) 

Session Week Day Week Topic 
Number of 
Lee & 5 M 9/27 Sketching, Revolve, Lettering 
Lab 10 Relations 

Lee & 6 W 10/2 Sketching, Patterns, Mirror 
Lab 11 

Lec& 6 R 10/4 Sketching, Shell, Rib 
Lab 12 Brainstorming. 

T 10/9 No Class -Attend Monday 
Classes 

Lec& 7 R 10/11 Blends, 2D Sweeps 
Lab 13 

Lec& 8 T 10/16 Helical Sweeps, 3D Sweeps 
Lab 14 

Lee & 8 R 10/18 Sweep-Blends, Helical 
Lab 15 Sweeps, Sketching 

Conceptual design. 

Lee & 9 T 10/23 Blead, 3D Sweeps 
Lab 16 

Lee & 9 R 10/25 Exam #2 
Lab 17 

Lee & 10 T 10/30 Final Project, MuJti-View 
Lab 18 Drawings & Dimensioning 

Lee & 10 R 11/1 MuJti-View Drawings, 
Lab19 Tolerancing, & Dimensioning 

Final Design. 

Reading 
Assignment 
Handout 10 

Handout 11 

Handout 12 

Handout 13 

Handout 14 

Handout 15 

Handout 16 

Handout 18 

Handout 19 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Assignment 
Due 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HWS Due a( 
Starr of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Gass & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

HW6 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Cws & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW7 Ducat 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
Ead of Period 
HW8 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Exam 
Due End of 
Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW9 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

5 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2,2) 

Session Week Day Week Topic 
Number of 
Lec& 11 T 11/6 Multi-View Drawings, 
Lab20 Section Views, & 

Dimensioning 
Lec& 11 R 11/8 Multi-View Drawings, 
Lab21 Section Vjews, & 

Dimensjoning 

Prototype. 

Lec& 12 T 11/13 Multi-View Drawings, 
Lab22 Section Views, & 

Di mensiorung 
Lec& 12 R 11/15 Exam #3 
Lab23 

Lee & 13 T 11/20 Assemblies 
Lab 24 

No Class R 11/22 Thanksgi~ Bteak 
Lec & 14 T 11/27 Assemblies 
Lab25 

Lee & 14 R 11/29 Assemblies 
Lab26 Posters. 

Lec& 15 T 12/4 Assemblies and/or Final 
Lab 27 Project 

Lee & 15 R 12/6 Final Project, Assessment 
Lab28 
Exam 16 Final Project 
Week 

Reading 
As8~ent 

Handout 20 

Handout 21 

Handout 22 

Handout 24 

Handout 25 

Handout 26 

Handout 27 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Assignment 
Due 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HWlO Due at 
SUttof 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW11 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Exam 
Due End of 
Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

HW12Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW13 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

HCD Project Presentation and 
Poster session 

6 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Sample Course Assessment Summary EGME141 Solid Modeling, 
Filename (if emalled): Spring 2018 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample course assessment summary from EGME141 Solid 
the file and its value as evidence Modeling, Spring 2018. Shows student self-assessment and faculty 
supporting program review: assessment of learning objectives, as well as action plans for 

i m provem ent. 
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"LAKE S1.JPERIOR 
USTATE UNIVERSITY 

EGME141 Solid Modeling (2,2) 3 Credits Spring 2018 

COURSE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 

Offering Details 

Lecture Times: Lecturers: Masoud Zarepoor 

MjW 2:00pm to 2:50pm Section 001 

Lab Times: Lab Instructors: Ma.soud Zarepoor 

MjW 3:00pm to 3:50pm Section 001 

Number of Students: 15 Evaluator: Masoud Zarepoor 

Context within Curriculum 

Studenr Population: ME, EE and MET(required) 

Previous Courses Required: None 

Subsequent Courses: EGME240, EGME350, EGME315, EGNR491, and EGNR495 

Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

TACofABET EAC oEABET 
Student Outcomes Student Outcomes 

a * 

b 
c. -
d 
e 
f 

g -
h 
j * 

J 

k ~ 

= expO'Ute (e.g., one g<lldod a«ignme(1r) - = found.tioAAl- rCJtdy for further devclopmeot 

'" mes. (c.g., OIlC co=e obje<:oVl:) ,. '" developed - preptred for praccic~ application 

= focus (c.g., rnuhiple ohiccti\'C<i, course tide) ..... = high - approaching that of ~ prncrieing en~ccr 
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Context Within Curriculum 

StUdent Population: freshmen ME, Manufacturing, and Electrical Engineering 

Previous Courses None 
Current Courses Required: None 

Subsequent Courses: EGME240, EGME350, EGME315, EGNR491, and EGNR495 

Student Grades 

EGME141 

F D- D D+ C- C C+ B- B B+ A- A A+ 

~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~_1~ __ 2~_1_2 __ c==J 

Analysis of Objectives 

GPA 

3.91 

EGME141: Outcomes Average Student Average Student Average Faculty 
Grade Self Assessment Subjective 

Assessmen 
Objective 1 (11Je oj CAD tooLr for 97% 98.6% 98% 
3D parts) 
Objective 2 (history tree) 100% 99.3% 100% 
Objective 3 (multi-vieJv drawiRJ!.s) 93% 95% 92% 
Objective 4 (dimensionin.V 93% 98.6 % 95% 
Objective 5(a.ssemh/iu) 98.5% 95.7 % 95% 
Objective 6 (animation) 100% 90.7% 95% 

1. Students will be abu to create three-dimensional parts using CAD software with the 
followz"ng techniques. 

1. Sketching of basic shapes. 
2. Creation of datum lines and planes. 
3. Use of extrude and revolve. 
4. Creation of holes. 
J. Creation of pattern and mirror features. 
6. Use of blend and sweep methods. 
7. Use of sheD methods. 

Faculty Grades of Student Work. .. ...... 97% 
Student Self Assessment: ... .. . . ........... 98.6% 

Srudent Comments 
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.. I have 5 experience with a similar program 

.. Help is provided. easy to follow instructions 

.. Clear lectures with detailed and notes 
• I knowledge in order to use all u;;,,~uU'-l 
.. I was taught how 
.. PowerPoints along with instructo! aid was sufficient for iI1UU-U-j;:; how to 

complete the reclml~ed 

on Labs 1-12 

2. Students will be able to use the history tree to modify parts. 

Work ......... 100% 
","""."~'_H"" .......•• ,' , ...... 99.30/0 

back to history tree to edit p~ because lecture notes gave a clear 
understanding 

.. I can use this to edit one and do with it as I 

.. I was how 

.. as previous 

Faculty Comments 

on and lab 
aPI)ro·prtate objective, it is very 
use it all the time in all classes. 

J. Students will be able to create and itkntify standard uiews of an object. 

Faculty Gtades of Student Work ......... 93% 
Student .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 95% 

• how to move objects and some created view 
.. 1 can create multiple of a certain part 
• I am ok, but could use more r"'"rrlrp 

.. as previous 
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grade based on class exercises from Labs 18-22 (lectures corresponding to generate 2-D 
drawings of 3D 

4. Studentr will he able to dimension parts. 

I""""","U1WJ,C. ................. . 

.. I know how to create drawings and use dimensions tool 

.. I can edit parts however I need to 

.. Taught how 

.. Same as previous 

Faculty grade based on class exercises from 18-22 

J. Students will he able to create assemblies. 

Paculty Grades of Student Work... . .. 98.5% 
Student Self Assessment: .................. 95.7% 

II I understood how to assemble parts and apply the knowledge in final project 
.. I can make assemblies of multiple 
.. Was shown 
.. Same as n.rf~VI(·H 

grade based on course final project. 

6. students will he to create a simple animation Q{ an assemblY. 

Paculty Grades Student Work ... " ... ' 100% 
Student .................. 90.70/0 

.. Moderately new, not much 

.. 1 know how to assemble multiple parts to fit together and how to make the 
move 

411 I can create a moving of my assemblies if need be 
.. Was taught 
... Same as previous, however limited practice on this task 
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grade on 26, which the student how to create a.nimation of an 

7. Do you feel comfortable in creating solid models with the CAD software? Explain your 
Response. 

\Vhy or why not? 

Self Assessment: ."........ ....... 97.1 % 

• I feel with creating solid models with CAD software. My high 
school offered CAD course so I had a idea of what I am 

• r know how to do the but have with it 
• I understand many of the tools and how to use them to create a designed part 
• once you get used to it, is a simple, easy to use program that: is 

for making models 
• Yes, I feel like I can create solid models with CAD because I learned hands on 

how to do it 
.. Yes I do, with weekly and new problems I feel comfortable 
• Class did a good job teaching this 
• teacher was helpful with helping out if you didn't understand something 
• I feel comfortable with making solid models because of the material I have 

leamed in the 
• Have worked a lot with 3D CAD software. a of '-..... , ... '"".,~"'. 

This kind of really helps by a lot of small detail 

Action Plans 

From Previous Offiring 

• No comments. I think the current teaching dass style works fine. 

Comments on Implementation 

For Next Offering 

.. The used software for this class should be updated from 300 5 version. 
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PART Degree-Level Review 

Program: Electrical Engineering Technology (AS) 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 

question} respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment 4.B and CC 4.C) 

Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

including the "use of results." Attach 

14. Explain how 

specific examples. 

from degree assessments were 

4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

to improve program. Include 

Program review and feedback from students using course assessment summary documents allow 

faculty to note improvements from the prior assessment, as well as documenting future 

changes the next course assessment. details can seen in the sample course 
summary included In following pages. As an example, complex numbers and phasors were not 

only introduced, but (and continue to be used) in EGET110 and plans have made for their 

continued use in EGET175. More reinforcement of and K-Maps was added to EGEE 

125. design were also added to EE In EGEE based on assessment 

students were provided with more assembly debugging tools through an lab. These are only 

a few Assessment reports are stored in CAS 203 for further reference. 

Quality, Resources and Support 3.A) 

15. Explain how the m ensures that degree program-level and course-level outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. including a audit for the program. 

A recipient the in Technology will possess the fundamental 
technical skills in engineering technology, spanning both mechanical and electrical applications (but 
with emphasis on electrical to either work as an entry-level technician 
in industry, or to in a position to complete a Bachelor's degree in an engineering technology 
discipline two remaining of full-time study. skills Include engineering drawing, 
electronics, as well as other technology or engineering topics. 

objective identifies the requisite skills to follow paths (Industrial employment or 

continued academic study) identified as appropriate to AS recipients In this discipline. Accordingly, the 

accomplishment of the objective is dependent on the to which the identified 

are} in fact} acquired by the student. The goal of assessment protocol h described is to assure 

that courses in in the program curriculum are the right ones to deliver the skills identified; 
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that the courses are effective in doing so, and that they are continuously improved to ensure a 

consistent, continuous and long-term viability in doing so. 

Acquisition of the skills is through a full-time fum of study at LSSU, as 
n",,"TlJ::,n in appendix A, "plan of study". It will apparent all of the skills identified in the 

objective correspond to courses in that plan of study; specifically, 

Drawing is acquired from th e course EGME141 

Electronics /I " 11 II ET 

Microcontroller Fund. If II courses EGEE 250 

Although these mappings of courses on to skills are suggested solely on the basis of the course titles, 

·further examination of any of the corresponding course-specific learning objectives will demonstrate 

same. A sample syllabus with student learning outcomes can viewed In the appendix 

to this document. 

Having established that the set of courses comprising the EEl AS curriculum does impart the set of 

skills called for by the objective, it remains then to establish that each identified course is effective in 

delivering content, and undergoes continuous Improvement. In other words, the remaining 

assessment of the program outcome objective reduces to of various constituent 

courses. All courses are regularly according to the School's course assessment 

protocols, and continuously improved on the basis of assessments, with new action plans 

established after each offering. A sample such course assessment summary can also found in 
appendix attached to this document. 

See the following Appendix attachments: 

It Degree Audit for EET-AS 

It Sample Syllabus - EGM Solid Modeling (F2018) 

• Sample Course Assessment Summary - EGME141 Solid Modeling {S2018) 

InteUectuallnquiry (CC 3.B}. 

16. Explain what program does to students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of Inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and work. 

Some of the courses In Electrical Engineering (AS) plan of study have laboratory 

components as well as student projects. laboratory experiences engage students in collecting 
analyzing data, as well as reporting data in laboratory reports. In the EGME141 Solid Modeling course, 

students develop 3D parametric models using dimensional data and software tools. Data is then 

applied directly to model parts assigned during the laboratory sessions. In the solid modeling cou 
first and transfer students engage In a semester-long Human-Centered Design (HCD) project. 
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Each student selects a community in need while building empathy, identifying important problems, 

brainstorming product ideas, narrowing dawn product options, and developing concepts. Using their 

creativity and data collection, students then design a final product using 3D parametric CAD software 

with the end goal of improving the condition of their community. Below are student samples of the 

final paster deliverable In EGME141: 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Tltle (If attached) or Four-Column Report 
Filename (If emalled): 
This documentation Is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Evidence that Four-Column Report was completed. 
the file and Its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (eoIS) - Electrical Engineering Technology AS 
~-----------.. ------ .. -~" ... --.. ._---_ ...... _._ - _. __ .- -------_._ .. _._ ............ _ -.-----_. __ ..... _ ... _-----

Program Nates: A recipient of the AS degree in Electrical Engineering Technology will possess the fundamental technical skills in engineering technology required to either work 

as an entry-level technician in industry, or to be In a position to complete a Bachelor?s degree in an engineering technology discipline with two remaining years of full-lime 

study. These skills include testing and utilizing of electrical hardware, programming microprocessors, writing computer code, and using engineering software. 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Paul Weber, Chair 

Mission Statement: To produce sought-after engineers and technologists by providing a rigorous undergraduate learning experience characterized by dose student-faculty 
interaction. 

r
S~Ud~ntLearning---'- Assessment Criteria & 

Outcomes Procedures 
-----

Electrical Systems - Students w ill 
have the ability to describe and 

analyze circuits and other electrical 
systems and exptain their use . 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Level 2 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 

Evidence - Students will identify the 

need for, gather. and accurately 

process the appropriate type, 

quality, and quantity of evidence to 

answer a complex question or solve 

a complex problem. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Within the 

course - Students in EGET 110 
[Applied ElectriCity] will apply 
analysis techniques to series and 
parallel resistor Circuits. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 

Schedule/Notes: EGET 110 is an 
alternate year course. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 

course - Students in EGET 175 
[Applied Electronics] will be able to 

explain the concept of RLC circuits. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET 175 is an 

altemate year course. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 

Falf: Average of 77% on student work for this objective . 
(08/10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
Spring: Average of 64% on student work for this objective. 

(08/10/2017) 

Direct - Exam/QuIz· within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

08/25/20l8 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

--------
'--- l 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 

time. Reassess in Fall 2018. 

(08/10/2.017) 

Use of Result: This topic is a good 

review from EGET 110. Students 
struggled with converting parallel· 

series to parallel correctly and 
struggled with phasors. A variety 

of actions are included in the 
c.ourse assessment summary 

including providing more on-line 
resources and identifying student 
engineers as tutors for the 
learning center. (08/10/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at thIs 

Pace 1 of 3 
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-_._- - -- - _. 
Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

course - Students in EGET 175 
[Applied Electronics] will be able to 
describe the operation of DC and AC 

motors. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET 175 is an 
alternate year course. 

Technology - Students will be able to Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
use computers, electronic 
instrumentation and coding to 
analyze, synthesize and solve 
problems in engineering. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyz.lng/ Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organile and synthesize eVidence, 
'Ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

course - Students in EGET 110 
[Applied Electricity) will use 
electronic instrumentation to 
analyze circuits. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 

or higher on student work on this 

objective. 
Schedule/Notes: EGET 110 is an 
alternate year course. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Students in EGEE 25D 
[Microcontrotler Fundamentals) will 
be able to describe input/output 
hardware ports built into the 9512, 
and the Interfacing and 

programming of simple I/O devices. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 

Direct - Exam/QuiZ - within the 
course - Students in EGN R 265 ["C" 
ProgrammingL will be able to write 
moderately involved computer 
programs in the C programming 
language to meet design 
s peclfi cations. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 

------- .--~--~.--.-~ ----- .'---'-

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 
Spring: Average of 83% on student work for this objedive. 
(08(10/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall: Average of 70% on student work for this objective . 
(08/10/2017 ) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall : Average of 78% on student work for this obJective. 
(08/10/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall' Average of 81% on student work for this objective. 

(08/10/2017) 

Anding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall: Average of 79% on student work for this objective. 

(08/10/2018) 

Anding Reporting Year: 201&-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall: Average of 73% on student work for this objective. 
Spring: Average of 75% on student work for this objective . 
(08/10/2017) 

Use of Results 

time. Reassess in Spring 2019. 
(08/10/2017) 

Use of Result; No major concerns 

at this time . There was some 
difficulty with complex 
calculations. (OB/10/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. (08(10(2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 

time. Plan to introduce basic I/O 
prior to I/O communications. 
(08/10/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 

time. (08/10/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. (08(10(2018) 

08/25/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve Page20f 3 
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--- ---_._-,- - ----
'Student Learning 

Outcomes 

Communication - Students will be 
able to apply written communication 
in technical environments. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Level Z 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb] 
Institutional learning: IL01 - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 

08/25/2018 

- - -_ . __ ._------ -, ---------_ ._------ ---- ----- ---._ - --

l Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

objective. 

Direct - Homework, Writing 
Assignment - Students in EGET175 
\Applied Electronics) will develop 
written lab reports based on results 
from experiments, 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 
Sthedule/NDtes: EGET175 is an 
alternate year course. 

Direct - Homework, Writing 
Assignment· Students In EGEEZSO 
[Mlcrocontroller Fundamentals] will 
be able write reports that consist of 
commented code, flowcharts, and 
executive summary. 
Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work on this 
objective. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Spring: Average of 89% on student for this objective. 
(08/15/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall: Average of 91% on student for this objective 
(08/1S/l018) 

Generated bv Nuventlve Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. Need more direct means to 
measure outcome. Reassess in 
Spring 2019 . (08/15/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. Reassess in Fall 2018. 
(08/1S/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu. with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit 
Filename (if emalled): 

This documentation Is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Scbool of Engineering and Technology 

AS Degree in Electrical Engineering Technology 
(For Students Entering the Program in the 2016-2017 Academic Year) 

Student Name: Advisor Approval: Date: 

Student ID # : Chair Approval: Date: 

Intended Month of Graduation: Dean Approval: Date: 

AU information below should be from the scudeo.t's most rccenc transcript and/or transfer evaluatiof\. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS (24) DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS (48) 

Communication Skills (9 credits required) Electrical Engineering Technology Core (48 credits required) 

COMM101 - 3 --
ENGL 110 - 3 CHEM108 - 3 -- EGET110 -4 -- MATH1i1-3 

-- (C or belter required) (C or belter required-) --

ENGL111 - 3 CHEMi09 - 1 ---- EGET175 - 4 MATH112 - 4 
EGEE125 - 4 (C or better required-) -- --

Mathematics (AlBo listed as Dept. Requirement - 3 crcdits) 
(C or better required-) -- MATH131 - 3 --

MATH111-3 
EGEE250 - 4 

EGME141 - 3 -- PHYS221 - 4 -- -- EGNR101 - 2 (C or better required-) --Natural Sciences (Al9o listed liS Dept. Requirement - 8 --
credits) EGNR140 - 2 -- PHYS222 - 4 --

CHEMi0a - 3 EGNR265- 3 ----
CHEM109 -1 --
PHYS221 - 4 --

Additional Gencral Education Requirement (4 creditll) Free Electivc:s (1 credit required) 

Humanities .. 4 --
OR - - - - --- -- - -- -
Social Science - 4 -- EGRS215 Introduction ro Robotics I (2-c.redirs) is recommended for those srudents 

intencl.iog CO pursue 3 BS-EET degree. 

StlldentJ 11111!I salisfy the flllowingfor grruUlaiion: 
2.0 Overall GPA 
2.0 Dept. GP.A 
62 Total Credits (minimum) 
Residency (16 of final 20 credits) 

\!1 .. Nov-18 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthls cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean} or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Sample Syllabus - EGME141 Solid Modeling F2018 
Filename (if emalled): 
This documentation Is relevant to 
Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample syllabus for EGME141 Solid Modeling showing course 
the file and its value as evidence requirements and learning objectives 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2,2) 

Pre- or Corequisite: MATHl02 

Instructor & Meeting Times: 
Mr. David Leach, CAS129, 635-2635, d/each@lssu.edu 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Section 001: Lecture MJW 11 :OOAM-ll :50AM, Lab A: 12:00PM·12:50PM CAS209·B 

Office Hours: 

Wednesda 
9-10AM 

Required Texts: Daily Course Handouts via Shared Folders and MoodIe LMS 

Recommended Text: None 

Course Description: This course covers an introduction to creating 3D computer models of 
mechanical parts and the creation of2D drawings, with proper dimensioning, for the models. The 
course utilizes 3D solid modeling software to cover the above content. The current software is 
CREOlPro Engineer version 2.0. 

Course Objectives: At the conclusion ofEGME141 students will be able to: 

1. Create three-dimensional parts using CAD software with the following techniques: 
a) Sketching of basic shapes. 
b) Creation of datum lines and planes. 
c) Use of extrude and revolve. 
d) Creation of holes. 
e) Creation of pattern and mirror features. 
f) Use of blend and sweep methods. 
g) Use of shell methods. 

2. Use the history tree to modify solid models and drawings. 
3. Create and identify standard 2D views of a 3D model. 
4. Apply dimensions and notes to models using 2D drawings. 
5. Create assemblies using multiple parts. 
6. Animate assembly models. 
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School of Engineering Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) 

Point Values: 

Class Exercises (Attendance) 5 points each 
Lab 20 points session 
Drawing Assignments 50 points each week 

100 points each 
Project 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

120 points 
430 points 
650 points 
300 points 
475 points 

Total 1975 points 

98-100 A+ 70-77 C 
92·97 A 68-69 
90-91 A- 66-67 
88-89 B+ D 
82-87 B 
80-81 B- F 
78-79 

Attending completing on time, and keeping up with the class is 
success in course and in college. Generally, late or missed be acceptl~ 

for legitima.te (pre-approved when possible) rea.sons as determined by the instructor. 
Examples of reasons are: illness, death family, job interview, etc. 

sanctioned travel related (athletics, conference attendance) 
are approved by the Provost. Instructors are expected to accommodate students in these ,""J""""U,", 
However, students are expected to make arrangements with the instructor before the travel occurs. 
Failure to do so may result in being assigned the missed work. 

2. Students are to "''''l''fnrm all assigned work themselves unless noted Any 
'-U<;;"Hj.L'", or plagiarism be handled in accordance with the University policy on Academic 
Integrity: ~~~~~~E 

3. All course work will be electronically to your Y drive Work must be 
placed in your Lab, HW, and Project respectively. Work will be r,",""'''JPfI 

the instructor and a grade will be posted in Moodie, or handed out individually. Grades will be posted 
within 1 week of assignment completion. when possible. 

4. will be printed during the exam period, with a exam document and a screen shot of the 
solid model and tree. Exams will also be saved in your Y drive Exam folder. [f files are not 

it will assumed that you not the 

5. A1l2D drawings must be printed in an B.S" xiI" pdf format, where applicable. This is so appropriate 
feedback can be provided. 

2 
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School of Engineering and Technology 2018 3 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) :3 Credits 

6_ All courses at LSSU are required to provide the students with an educationally oha11enging 
culminating typically referred to as a fmal exam. The fmal exam period for this course is 
scheduled on: Wednesday, December 12, lOAM-12PM. CAS209-B. Final projects will be 
presented during the final exam period. 

7. General Policy: Tablet ",.....,,, .... ,,t"''"'" laptops may be used 
class to display lecture hand~outs. 

8. CeU Phone Policy: phone usage other for displaying LLa.LU."-'yu,,", cLass is not aLLowed, 
unless under emergency situations. No celJ pbones are allowed 

YOU!' syllabus may either contain the full statements of the policies shown below OR you may 
choose to provide notification of the by directing them on the co the 
Provost's web where these policies are also provided . .\2!:i!~~~~~~~:.2. 

Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 
C,",,"',",LJ.L;> in online or blended 

Moodie) and at 

in to the Course Management System (e.g. 
within the Add/Drop period. 

In compUance with Lake Superior State University policies and equal access laws, QlSaCHilrv'-re,ia[(~Q 
acc:onlmod:atl(lnS or are available to students with documented 

If you are :at student with a disability you think you may require accommodations you must 
with Accessibility (AS), which is the Room 233, (906) 635-

on campus. AS staff provide you of confin:ru!.tlon of your verified 
disability authorize accommodations. must be to 
YOU! instruCtor before any can 

should meet with 
individual disability 

in a timely manner, 

based on the of a disability 
Any student who 
should meet with 

[PASS (Individual Academic Student Success) 
at grades are at for failing some Ot all of your classes, you 

be contacted by a represencative ofIPASS. The IPASS is designed to help you gain control 
over your learning through development of 

and 

questions or concerns. 

HONOR PLEDGE 

As a have pledged to support Code the 
School of cnglO.eerlIl,f; of academic dishonesty or deception 
such as cheating, stealing, plagiarism or lying on takehome asst,grUDI::.m:s, 

tests or exams which are Honor Code violations. 
punishable behavior. 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) 

Tentative EGME 141 Syllabus 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Note: Weeks shown helow are actual ClJlendar weeks, not course weeks. There are 14 weeks o/instruction 
in 15 calendar weeks due to holidays 

Session Week Day Topic Reading Assignment 
Number Assi~ent Due 
Lee & 1 M Policies, Creo Introduction, Handout 1 Class & Lab 
Lab 1 Definitions, Basic Skills, Exercises Due 

Dimensioning End of Period 
Lee & 1 W Datums, Holes, Sketching, Handout 2 Class & Lab 
Lab 2 Extruding, References Exercises Due 

Hen Intro / Empathy. End of Period 
Lee & 2 M Datums, Holes, Sketching, Handout 3 HWl Due at 
Lab 3 Exttuding, References, Midnight, 

Constraints Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lee & 2 W Datums, Holes, Extrude, Handout 4 Class & Lab 
Lab 4 Sketching, Constraints, Exercises Due 

History Tree. Storytelling. End of Petiod 
Lee & 3 M Centerlines, Datums, Holes, Handout 5 HW2 Due at 
Lab 5 Pattern, Sketching, History Start of 

Tree. Period, Gass 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lee & 3 W Datums, Revolve, Sketching, Handout 6 Class & Lab 
Lab 6 Constraints, Patterns, History Exercises Due 

Tree. Personas. End of Period 
Lec& 4 M Datums, Construction Lines, Handout 7 HW3 Due at 
Lab 7 Sketching, Extrude, Start of , 

Constraims, Patterns, History Period, Class 
Tree & Lab 

Exercises Due 
End of Period 

Lee & 4 W Datums, Sketching, Revolve, Handout 8 Class & Lab 
Lab 8 Patterns. Team Building. Exercises Due 

End of Period 
Lee & 5 M Exam #1 HW4 Due at 
Lab 9 Midnight, 

Exam Due 
End of Period 

4 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) 

Session Week Day Week Topic 
Number of 
Lec& 5 M 9/27 Sketching, Revolve, Lettering 
Lab 10 Relations 

Lec& 6 \Y/ 10/2 Sketching, Patterns, Mirror 
Lab 11 

Lee & 6 R 10/4 Sketching, Shell, Rib 
Lab 12 Brainstorming. 

T 10/9 No Class -Attend Monday 
Classes 

Lee & 7 R 10/11 Blends, 2D Sweeps 
Lab 13 

Lec & 8 T 10/16 Helical Sweeps, 3D Sweeps 
Lab 14 

Lee & 8 R 10/18 Sweep-Blends, Helical 
Lab 15 Sweeps, Sketching 

Conceptual design. 

Lee & 9 T 10/23 Blend, 3D Sweeps 
Lab 16 

Lee & 9 R 10/25 Exam #2 
Lab 17 

Lee & 10 T 10/30 Final Project, Multi-View 
Lab 18 Drawings & Dimensioning 

Lec& 10 R 11/1 Multi-View Drawings, 
Lab19 Tolerancing, & Dimensioning 

Final Design. 

Reading 
Assignment 
Handout 10 

Handout 11 

Handout 12 

Handout 13 

Handout 14 

Handout 15 

Handout 16 

Handout 18 

Handout 19 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

Assignment 
Due 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
I-IWS Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

HW6 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW7 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Class 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW8 Due at 
Start of 
Period, Exam 
Due End of 
Period 
Class & Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 
HW9 Duear 
Start of 
Period, Oass 
& Lab 
Exercises Due 
End of Period 

5 
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School of Engineering and Technology 
EGME141-001 Solid Modeling (2, 2) 

Number 
Lee & 

Lee & 
Lab21 

Lab23 

Lee & 
Lab24 

Week 

Week Day 

11 T 

11 R 

T 

R 

13 T 

R 
14 T 

14 R 

15 T 

R 

Week Topic 
of 
11/6 Multi-View Drawings, 

Views, & 

11/8 

11 Multi-View Drawings, 
Section Views, & 
Dimensioning 

11/15 Exam #3 

11/20 Assemblies 

11/22 ThankSl'TI"V'lrI& Break 
11/27 Assemblies 

Final Project 

Fall 2018 6 

3 Credits 

Reading Assignment 
Assianment Due 
Handout 20 & Lab 

Due 
End of Period 

Handout 21 HWI0 Due ar 
Start of 

Handout 24 

Handout 27 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu,edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or Sample Course Assessment Summary EGME141 Solid Modeling, 
Filename (If emailed): Spring 2018 
This documentation Is relevant to 
Question number: Question #15 

Briefly summarize the content of Sample course assessment summary from EGME141 Solid 
the file and its value as evidence Modeling, Spring 2018. Shows student self-assessment and faculty 
supporting program review: assessment of learning objectives, as well as action plans for 

Improvement. 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

EGME141 Solid Modeling (2,2) 3 Credits Spring 2018 

COURSE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 

Offering Details 

Lecture Times: Lecturers: Masoud Zarepoor 

M/W 2:00pm to 2:50pm Section 001 

Lab Times: Lab Instructors: Masoud Zarepoor 

M/W 3:00pm to 3:50pm Section 001 

Number of Students: 15 Evaluator: Masoud Zarepoor 

Context within Curriculum 

Student Population: ME, EE and :MET(required) 

Previous Courses Required: None 

Subsequent Courses: EGME240, EGME350, EGME315, EGNR491, and EGNR495 

Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

TACofABET EAC of ABET 
Student Outcomes Student Outcomes 

a .. 
b 
c * 
d 
e 

f 
g .. 
h 
[ * 
j 
k .. 

'" eJ<posur< (o.g., one gradtd ... ,ignmeDl) • '" found.nonal- ready for £Uune:< dc\'dopment 

= str= (e.g., one course objective) ,z '" dcvclopcd _ prepared for pc<etlcal ~pplicanon 

= foeu! (e.g., mulcple objective., course ride) .... '" high - approaching th.t of a pf3ccicin& engineer 
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· ' 

Context Within Curriculwn 

Student Population: freshmen ME, Manufacturing, and Electrical Engineering 

Previous Courses None 
Current Courses Required: None 

Subsequent Courses: EGME240. EGME350, EGME315, EGNR491, and EGNR495 

Student Grades 

EGME141 

F D- D D+ C- C C+ 8- B B+ A- A A+ GPA 

3.91 1 2 12 

Analysis of Objectives 

EGME141: Outcomes Average Student Average Student Average Faculty 
Grade Self Assessment Subjective 

Assessmen 
Objective 1 (1m if CAD tools for 97% 98.6% 98% 
3D /Jam) 
Objective 2 (history tree) 100% 99.3 % 100% 
Objective 3 (multi-view drawin/!,s) 93% 95 % 92% 
Objective 4 Cdimcl1sioninJU 93% 98.6 % 95% 
Objective 5 (assemblies) 98.5% 95.7% 95% 
Objective 6 (ammation) 100% 90.7% 95% 

1. Students will be able to create three-dimensional parts using CAD software with the 
following techniques. 

1. Sketching of basic shapes. 
2. Creation of datum lines and pldnes. 
3. Use of extrude and revolve. 
4. Creation of holes. 
f. Creah·on of pattern and min'Or features. 
6. US8 of blend and swsep methods. 
7. Use of shell »uthods. 

Faculty Grades of Student Work... .. .... 97% 
Student Self Assessment: ........... . ...... 98.6% 

Student Comments 
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• I have 5 years' 
• Help is provided. easy to follow 
• Clear lectures with detailed examples and notes 
• I gained sufficient knowledge in order to use all techniques 
.. I was taught how 
• POWetPoints along with instructor aid was for learning how to 

the requited 

on class .... ""'k'-J"'-" 1-12. 

2. Students will be able to use the history tree to modify parts. 

Faculty Grades Work ."..... 100%) 
Studem Self Assessment: .................. 99.3% 

II I often back to history tree to edit lecture notes gave a clear 
understanding 

• I can use to em t one and with it as I please 
II I was shown how 

as 

6. Although this not seem to be an 
apl:Jropoate objective, since it is very easy to modify the part using history and they 

in all classes. 

J. Students will be able to create and identify standard of an object. 

Work ......... 93% 
................. 95% 

II I understand how to move objects and some view 
II I can create multiple views of a certain part 
II I am o~ but couid use more 
II as previous 
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Faculty grade based on 
of 3D pam) 

4. Stu.dents will be able to dimension pam. 

18-22 

Work ......... 93% 
98.6% 

C01:re!;p()lnam~ to 

.. 1 know how to create and use din:lensions tool 
nwevf~r I need to III I can edit 

III Taughthow 
.. Same as previous 

Faculty grade based on class exercises from Labs 18-22 

J. Students will be abu to create assemhlies. 

Faculty Work ......... 98,5% 
Student Self Assessment .. , ............... 95.7% 

III I understood how to assemble parts and apply the knowledge in final project 
III I can make assembUes of multiple parts 
III Was shown 
III as previous 

6. T/w students will he abkJ to create a simpu animation of an assembly. 

of Student Work ......... 100{l/o 
""" . ....,"LI.< .... ". ... ............ 90.70/0 

III Moderately new, not much experience 
• I know how to assemble multiple to fit and how to make the parts 

move 
III I can create a moving animation of my assemblies if need be 
III Was taught 
.. as previous, however limited practice on this task 
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Faculty grade based 011 lecture 26, which teaches the student how to create animation of an 
assembly. 

7, Do you feel comfortable in creating soUd models with the CAD software? Explain your 
Response. 

Why Ot why not? 

"LU'Ot:l"U Self Assessment: , ...... " ..... " 97.1 % 

III I feel comfortable with creating solid models with CAD software. My high 
school offered CAD course so I had a basic idea of what I am. doing 

III r know how to do the things, but limited with it 
., I many the tools and how to use to create a designed 
II software, once you used to it, is a simple, easy to use program that is 

great for making models 
., I feel I can create soUd models with CAD because I learned on 

how to do it 
II Yes I do, with weekly practice and new problems I comfortable 
II did a good job this skill 
III Yes, teacher was helpful with helping out if you didn't understand something 
III I feel comfortable with making solid models because of the material I have 

learned in the class 
II Have worked a lot with 3D CAD software. This class offered a lot of experience. 

This kind of thing really by and doing a lot of small detail 

Action Plans 

From PreUlous Offering 

II No comments. I think the current t~cbing class style works fine. 

Comments on ImpJementatitm 

For Next Offering 

., The used """"'-'<1" .. ,,, should updated 3 to Creo 5 version. 
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PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: General Engineering (AS) 

Explain how the program works to address each oj the fol/owing questions. For each 
questionl respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are dearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report . 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

Program review and feedback from students using course assessment summary documents allow 

faculty to note changes and improvements from the prior assessment, as well as documenting future 

changes for the next course assessment. These details can be seen in the sample course assessment 

summary included in the following pages. Here are a few examples. In EGEE 210, oscilloscope usage 

was added on a lab practicum in order to better assess their actual ability with regard to a course 

learning outcome. Mentorship activities were added to EGNR 101. Projects specifications were posted 

sooner in order to give students more time to prepare in EGNR 265. In EGNR 340, more opportunities 

were added in each lesson for students to work on a hand-written exercise that was completed before 

moving on to writing MATlAB code to Implement the algorithms of interest. This worked very well and 

was received well by students. 

More detailed assessment reports are stored In CAS 203 for further reference. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

A recipient of the AS degree in General Engineering will possess the fundamental technical skills in 
engineering, spanning both mechanical and electrical applications, required to either work in an entry
level position In industry, or to be in a position to complete a Bachelor's degree in an engineering 
discipline with two remaining years of full-time study. These skills inciude mathematics, physics, 
numerical methods, statics and programming. 

The objective identifies the requisite skills to follow either of the paths (industrial employment or 

continued academic study) Identified as appropriate to AS recipients in this discipline. Accordingly, the 

accomplishment of the objective is dependent on the degree to which the respective skills identified 

are, in fact, acquired by the student. The goal of the assessment protocol herein described is to assure 
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that the courses in place in the program curriculum are right ones to deliver the skills identified, 

that the courses are effective in doing 501 and that they are continuously Improved to ensure a 

continuous and long-term viability in doing so. 

Acquisition of the skills is effected through a two-year full-time curriculum of study at LSSU, as 

specified In appendix A, "plan of study". It will be apparent that all of skills Identified in the 

objective correspond to courses in that plan of study; specifically, 

Mathematics is acquired from the course MATH 151, 

Physics " " 1J II PHYS 231, 2 

Numerical Methods /I 1/ 11 course EGNR 340 

Programming " " " course R 265 

" II 11 course EGEM 220 

Circuits " II II course EGEE 210 

Although these mappings of courses on to skills are suggested solely on the ofthe course 

310 

further examination of any of learning objectives will demonstrate 

the same. A sample syllabus with student learning outcomes can be viewed in the appendix attached 

to this document. 

Having established that the set of courses comprising the curriculum does impart the set of skills 

called for by the objective, it remains then to establish that each identified course is effective in 

delivering its content, and continuous improvement. In other words, the remaining 

assessment program outcome objective reduces to assessment of the various constituent 

courses. All identified courses are regularly assessed according to the School's course assessment 

protocols, and continuously improved on the basis of these assessments, with new action plans 

established after each offering. A sample such course assessment summary can also be found in the 

appendix attached to this document. 

See the follOWing Appendix attachments: 

• Degree Audit for GE-AS 

.. Sample Sylla 210 Circuit AnalYSis (52018) 

• Sample Course Assessment Summary- 210 Circuit Analysis (52018) 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3,B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 
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Some of the courses in the General Engineering (AS) plan of study have laboratory components as well 

as student projects. Laboratory experiences students in collecting and analyzing data, as well 
as reporting data in laboratory reports. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu. with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Sample Course Assessment Summary EGEE 210 
Filename (If emailed): 

This documentation Is relevant to 
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supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
~_STATE UNIVERSITY 

ENGINEERING & 
TECHNOLOGY 

EGEE-2l0 Circuit Analysis (3,3) 
Spring 2018 

COURSE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 

Offering Details 

Lecture Times: MWF 11:00-11:50 

Lab Time: W 3:00-5:50, R 2:00-4:50 

Number of Students: 19 

Context Within Curriculum 

LectUIer: D. Baumann 

Lab Instructor: D. Baumann 

Student Population: sophomore-level BE and junior-level ME 

Previous Courses Required: "MATH-1S2, EGNR-l01, EGNR-140 
Current Courses Required: none 

Subsequent Courses: EGEE-310-330-34S -370, EGRS-430--460 

Student Grades 

W F D- D D+ C- C C+ B- B B+ A- A A+ GPA 

ME EET ME CE EE ME CE CE ME EE EE 2.39 

CE ME EE ME ME ME 
ME ME 

EGEE-210 Assessment Summ.ary - Spring 2018 Page 1 of9 
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Relationship to ABET Student Outcomes 

ETACofABET EACofABET 
Student Outcomes Srudent Outcomes 

a ././ roSc 

b ./ • 
c y' · 
d ./ · 
e .I · 
f 
g .I * 
h 
i 
j 
k .I • 

.I ,. exposure (c.g.. one gtaoed IlSSignmcnc) • = fOW1dational- rel.dy for further development 
.1.1 :; stress (c.g~ one course objective) •• = devdoped - pl'<."jY'..rcd for pracocal application 

.1./.1 = foru.< (e.g.. multiple objectives, cOlme tide) .- = high - .ppro~ching that of 2 practicing engineer 

Summary of Course Assessment 

Meeting Course Objectives: 

Objective Student Faculty Faculty 
Self-Evaluation Gtades Subjective 

1 (Electrical Principles) 89 85 83 
..2ifircuit Theorems) 87 71 7S 

3 (Dependent Sources) 75 79 76 
4 (Transient Analys.is] 77 75 75 
5 (AC Circuits) 82 77 77 
6 (Ae Power) 78 78 78 
7 (Laboratoty) 90 76 82 

Meeting ABET-EAe Student Outcomes: 

Objective Analysis of Student Work 

(1) Unacceptable (2) Below al:llOdud (3) Meets at;md=\ (4) ExemplQ.!'y 

Meeting ABET -ETAC Student Outcomes: 

Objeccive Anall'sis of Student Work 

(1) UrtlIcccplAblc (2) Below stlVlclard (3) Meets standard (4) &~'f"O!'\2J; 
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Course Objectives 

the course, the 

rneorems to calculate 

3. Analyze 
a) 
b) 
c) 

4. 
a) 
b) '-' .w.u,-,-" 

c) Explain 
d) Calculate the 
e) Formulate and 

S. Analyze sinusoidal 
a) Define and 

NOilon 

should able to: 

DC C1!'CUlts 

current sources. 

sources. 

b) Explain of sinusoidal waveforms. 
c) Express sinusoidal waveforms as phasors and vice versa. 
d) Describe the voltage-cu:ttent relationships of passive by impedances. 
e) Use circuit theorems to calculate and current phasors in circuits containing 

complex itnpecLl.nces. 

6. Analyze sinusoidal steady-state power delivery in electric power circuits. 
a) and calculate complex, average, reactive and apparent power. 
b) Analyze the transmission of power the single-phase circuits. 
c) Describe operation of ideal transformers and their use in transmission of 
d) the basic concept of three-phase circuits. 

7. Construct, test, simple "'l"''-I.l..1.'-'<U Lll.'_UJ.,.." 

a) Use 
b) a 
c) Use a 
d) Use an OSC:lU<.:~sc()pe 
e) 
£) Compare 
g) Use a "u.'u.I:-l-....... J>; 
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General Comments 

U"~''''-'-J-U.'''_'''' course, very 

.. I don't think test scores showed I ,\;-""cu."' ...... 

.. was very helpful. 

.. Signal processing. 

.. helped some =f.'<:C<"U> 

.. I understood the material much clearer this time thanks to having physic.al note taking and 
various example problems to demonstr.J.te. Most ettors a result personal mistakes and not 

U.l4LL..LL ...... taught. 

41 If possible, use a wider 
every component examples). 

.. I think 232 is sufficient 

(II I only wish tha t I had more time 
have done better significantly. 

.. I I 

.. You should go over 

.. I like 

.u.LLLlUJ-";'''' tn don't use the same 

forME to 

tests/shorter tests. that I would 

course r was able to 

non-flipped} 

it hard to see. {oral} 

.. 
{oral - Y12-N1} 

lew()rk:' {Y13-N1} 

(planned) lectures, neady homework two or three 
.I.V.I.·.LU."C of was 12 regular sessions, 1 

41 ODe lecture was missed due to snow. Still was covered although coverage of 
three-phase power and transformers were each reduced by one lectw:e. 

tests is good in some ways (more 
fot assessrnc:n 

~~ .... , ...... "'"" seem to like 

.. With so many students, grading daily homework was time consuming even though I only 
graded one of the (usually) three assigned problems. Since students seem to it, I 
continue 

(II The course is no to be made. 
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Analysis of Objectives 

.. Thanks to a clearer visualization flow through various components to dete.rmine 
proper node currents . 

• It was taught 

• I had knowledge of basic analysis ta.lcing class and it was reinforced 
with this class. 

were and organized. 

.. The faculty above was by 1 week two of the comse and 
Question #1 on the exam. By the end the semester all could do chis 
faldy well. students - more than usual had difficulty voltage polarity and 
currem direction. 

2. Apply ri .. "... .. it theorems to ........ ''"''''''''"''', .... voltageJ c.;urTC;;:lJ.I.~ and power in linear DC 

3. 

I.SSI;SSlnelll: • . . • .. . .... 

• I to ron out of time on this 

Tl1:4"U'ZI"'Jinear DC 

. was only 

.. Still a little iffy. 

.. was a new topic for me, but I 

87% 
71'% 
75% 

75% 
79% 
76% 

and practiced . 

the topic but I tend to run out of 

-Spring 8 

for it 
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4. Calculate 
sources. 

was cletennined Questions #1 
this is somewhat 

removed to make room? 

of linear RC and RL 

#200 3in 
be 

and DC 

well to signal processing .... taught very will 

the to display 

41 The faculty 
Question #4 on final exam. 
beneficia~ although perhaps """""1-'"'."'''' 

5. Analyze sinusoidal r;;;.::Jl.lt.lLllU;; of linear AC 

II I understand how to use 

.. helped me 

many of the to 
never understood the 

82% 
77% 
77% 

thoroughly. 

methods 

Summary - ulJi.ililo! 2018 

analysis ~pply them to 

it represents. 
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6. .Analyze sinusoidal steady-state power delivery in electric power circuits, 

7. 

Student Self Assessment: ............ ...... 78% 
Faculty Grades of Student Work.. .... ... 78% 
Faculty Subjective ............ 78% 

.. This tluough too 

.. better understanding calculations for peak, 

.. It was well. 

41 The of complex and reactive power seem a little 

41 in notes were well. 

~de above was by 
#6 on the exam. As usual, this 

the semester due to 

.. Lecture phasors were helpful. 

if my hand "' .......... ....,. ... u.,J""'" 

figuring out 

90% 

76% 
82% 

wrong. 

.. Practiced and executed on multiple occasions. 

II lab helped a lot with LJ.lt.llll". 

amplitude, etc .... 

tome. 

of the course and 
at the end of 

or measured r 

II I enjoyed the lab portion of the class very much and am confident: in my ability to do 
so. 

.. I I I 

faculty grade was determined by Lab Practicum. Because I deducted points 
for not reporting results with the correct ........ ,.u ............ of significant figures, gra.de under 
represents the students' true capabilities. 
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Analysis of Pre-Requisite Courses 

1. Did MA.17-l-152 Calculus II provide adequate preparation? 

.. Plenty tnath . 

.. Math 152 was 
~== 

the class. 
It 

.. Yes, basic integration is all 
would 

so technically business calc or calc 1 is you 

.. Calculus was 
although I did not take 

Taylor were also used, 

ae!JIDI:elV ""'L.U<U.U a 

Did EGNR-140 Linear Algebra. and lklATLAB provide adequate preparation? 

It NO . 

.. Nope . 

.. Yes. (2) 

.. No. (2) 

.. Not really needed. (2) 

.. Not helpful. 

It Yes, knowledge of complex numbers were necessary. 

.. Yes, but we did not use we 140. 

• using formulas with x unknown is important in the course. 

.. a1gebta was in mesh 

.. I don't remember much of this class . 

.. 

.. Never used Matlab & 
So no ~ 140 did not n ... ",·,.v"",,, 

.. Only .... "'Uy·u<> helped. {oral} 

.. Now that EGNR·140 covers complex numbers it is definitely U .......... L.'-U ..... 

coverage of solving a system of is also helpful. 

o Assessment Sum.maty - Spring 2018 8 9 
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3. Did EGNR-l01 Introduction to Engineering provide adequate preparation? 

.. I went through a EGNR 101 at my community and it was very different from 
LSSU but did not make an impact on this course . 

.. No based on but EGNR 101 should still 

41 Not really needed . 

.. Not u<:.t;uc;u. 

.. '-u'.u. .... n necessary, bur U'-'.jJUil • 

.. 

only other circuits 

but did not need 

no 

{oral} 

the mtottnatton 

course """,>Mr,,,,"; me 

equally divided. 
it is ensure tha t 

class was high 

as a pn:re,qUl'51 

Action Plans 

Previous Offering 

{Done) 

5 (Wavefottlls) from foU! lectures to two lectures 
of transient and/ or AC power and/ or 

""'-'1"'1-'1;;,"" and only sinusoids and 

work out at all. The four were u'-',,, .. "'o ........ v 

Offering 

.. Expand of and one leCtUI'e to two lectures. 

• Plan on nor covering single-phase power flow (section 16.4). 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

EGEE-210 (3,3) Circuit Analysis Spring 2018 

Prerequisites: 

MATH-152, EGNR-140, and (EGNR-101 or EGNR-103 or CSCI-103) 

Instructor: 

Dr. David Baumann 
Phone: 635-2142 

Office Hours: 

MONDAY 

Office: CAS-204A 
Email: dbaumann@lssu.edu 

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

Office hours are subject to change, which will be posted on my office door. I have an open door 
policy so anytime you have a question please come and see me. 

Required Text: 

The Analysis and DeSign Of Linear Circuits, 7th Edition, by Roland E. Thomas and Albert J. Rosa, 
2009, John Wiley & Sons Inc., ISBN: 978-1-118-06558-7 

Recommended Texts: 

A Guide to Writing as an EngIneer, 4th Edition, by David F. Beer and David A. McMurrey, 2014, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., ISBN: 978-1-118-72261-9. Used In EGNR-101. 

Course Description: 

This course is an introduction to the analysis of linear circuits. Topics include: basic circuit elements 
and their terminal relations, Kirchhoff's laws, nodal analysis, mesh analysiS, superposition theorem, 
Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits, DC transient analysis of RC and RL circuits, phasors, 
sinusoidal steady-state response of RLC circuits and single-phase and three-phase AC power 
analysis. 

Course Goals: 

The student should be able to: 

1. Understand basic electrical relationships between voltage, current, resistance, power for 
various signal types and for basic circuit elements. 

2. Evaluate the input/output relationships of basic electric circuits, both AC and DC. 

3. Evaluate circuits containing operational amplifiers and linearly dependent sources. 

4 . Evaluate elementary three-phase circuits. 

S. Set up experiments and analyze bread-boarded circuits using standard lab equipment. 
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EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,3) Spring 2018 

Course Objectives: 

At the conclusion of EGEE-210, the successful student will be able to: 

1. Explain and apply basic electrical principles to analyze linear DC circuits. 
a) Explain and apply the voltage-current relationships for resistors and sources. 
b) Explain the difference between supplied i'!nd dissipated power. 
c) Calculate the power supplied or dissipated by passive elements and sources. 
d) Explain and apply Kirchhoffs Voltage and Current Laws. 
e) Explain and apply circuit equivalency (series, parallel) and source transformations . 

2. Apply circuit theorems to calculate voltage, current, and power in linear DC circuits. 
a) Use voltage and current division. 
b) Use mesh analysis. 
c) Use nodal analysis. 
d) Use superposition. 
e) Use Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits. 

3. Analyze linear DC circuits containing dependent sources. 
a) Analyze circuIts containing dependent voltage and/or current sources. 
b) Explain the operation of the Ideal op-amp. 
c) Analyze circuits containing ideal op-amps. 

4. Calculate the transient response of linear RC and RL circuits with switches and DC sources. 
a) Identify step, exponential, sinusoidal and composite waveforms. 
b) Understand the basic principles of capacitors and inductors. 
c) Explain and calculate the time constant of RC and RL circuits. 
d) Calculate the initial and final conditions of RC and RL circuits. 
e) Formulate and graph the transient response of RC and RL circuits. 

5. Analyze the sinusoidal steady-state response of linear AC circuits. 
a) Define and calculate the frequency, period and phase of sinusoidal waveforms. 
b) Explain and calculate the average and effective (rms) values of sinusoidal waveforms. 
c) Express sinusoidal waveforms as phasors and vice versa. 
d) Describe the voltage-current relatIonships of passive elements by their Impedances. 
e) Use circuit theorems to calculate voltage and current phasors In circuits containing 

complex impedances. 

6. Analyze Sinusoidal steady-state power del/very in electric power circuits. 
a) Explain and calculate complex, average, reactive and apparent power. 
b) Analyze the transmiSSion of power in the sIngle-phase circuits. 
c} Describe the operation of ideal transformers and their use in transmission of power. 
d) Explain the basic concept of three-phase circuits. 

7. Construct, test, and sim ulate slm pie electrical circuits. 
a) Use lab instrumentation to wire circuits containing resistors, capacitors and inductors. 
b) Use a dIgItal multi-meter to measure Voltage, current and resistance. 
c) Use a signal generator to produce a specified voltage waveform. 
d) Use an oscilloscope to measure amplitude, frequency and phase of periodic signals. 
e) Use electrical circuit simulation software to simulate electric circuits. 
f) Compare theoretical calculations, circuit simulations and measured results. 
g) Use a soldering Iron to connect electrical components together. 
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EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,3) Spring 2018 

Grading: 

Homework 10% 90% 97% A- A A+ 
Tests 40% 80% 83% 87% S- B B+ 
Final Exam 30% 70% 7.3% 77% C- C c+ 
Labs 15% 60% 67% D- D D+ 
Lab Practical 5% below 60% F 

100% 

Homework: 

Homework is assigned each class period and is due at the start of the following class period (i.e. 
homework for lecture #115 due at the start of lecture tl2). It is your responsibility to communicate 
that you understand problem and solution to it. Late homework will not be 
unless prior have been made. 

It often helpful to work in study groups when doing homework problems to the 
Homework is for your (to ensure you understand material), therefore, It is 
that you work problems until you nd topic. You must write-up the homework by 
yourself. 

Tests and final Exam: 

The tests and the final exam will be closed book and closed notes. However a single-page 
equation sheet of your own making and without worked problems may be used. Approved 
calculators (see Corse Policies) may be used during exams. 

Labs: 

Some laboratory exercises may include a graded, pre-lab component. This pre-lab will include 
preliminary calculations, and detailed plans for testing will occur during the lab exerclse. The 
thought planning that Is Invested into the will enhance the understanding and results 

during lab. Some labs will the 

Course Policies: 

Attendance: Attendance will be taken at each lecture and laboratory session. It is important that 
students attend class regularly In order to do well in the course. Perfect attendance will result in a 
1% (out of 100%) increase in your final grade. Any absence beyond three will result in a 1% (out af 
100%) In your final grade. Two will count as one absenCE!. 

All calculations must be performed In a and logical manner such that 
instructor can follow the to determine the solution is more important 
than final answer. to show your work In a and logical manner will result in a 

or total loss of points. 

==~=.:= A minimum 60% is required in the lecture portion of the course} of the 
in to pass the course. 

A minimum of 60% is required in the laboratory portion of the course, 
of the lecture In to pass the course. 
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EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,3) Spring 2018 

Calculators: Only those calculators which are permitted for the Fundamentals of Engineering exam 
(Casia fx-115, TI 30X, TI 36X, HP 335, or HP 355) may be used during exams and quizzes. No 
exceptions will be made. Other calculators may be used in the laboratory, but you are strongly 
encouraged to use one of these calculators there as we". 

Disturbances: All portable electronic devices (cell phones, MP3 players, PDAs, etc.) must be turned 
off or put on silent mode for all class and lab sessions. If the device is on and Interrupts class, the 
student may be asked to leave the class for the day which would count as an absence. 

Policv Change: The instructor reserves the right to modify the course outline and policies 
mentioned in this syllabus at any time during the semester. A" modifications will be discussed with 
the students. 

University Policies and Statements: 

Policies, including those below, are posted on the Provost's website www.lssu.edu/provost/forms: 

• Academic Integrity Policy 
• Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 
• The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations· 
• IPASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 
• Policy on Student Absences 

Honor Pledge 

As a student of lake Superior State University, you have pledged to support the Student Honor 
Code of the School of Engineering & Technology. You will refrain from any form of academic 
dishonesty or deception such as cheating, stealing, plagiarism or lying on take-home assignments, 
homework, computer programs, lab reports, quizzes, tests or exams which are, Honor Code 
violations. Furthermore, you understand and accept the potential consequences of punishable 
behavior. 
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EGEE-210 Circuit Analysis (3,3) Spring 2018 

Lecture Schedule 

SESSION TOPIC SECTION HOMEWORK 

1 I ntroduction, Circuit Va ria bles 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 l.S, 1.19, 1.22 

2 Circuit Elements, Kirchhoffs Laws 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 2.26,2.27,2.30,2.32 

3 Equivalent Circuits 2.4 2.36, 2.41, 2,46, 2.47 

4 Voltage and Current Division, CircuIt Reduction 2.S,2.6 2.54,2.56 

5 Test #1 

6 Nodal Analysis 3.1 3,4,3.5,3.12 

7 Mesh Loop Analysis 3.2 3.13, 3.14 

8 Superposition 3.3 3.28,3.28,3.38 

9 Thevenin and Norton Equivalent Circuits 3.4 3.47, 3.48, 3.52 

10 Maximum Power Transfer, Interface Circuits 3.5,3.6 3.71,3.72 

11 Test #2 

12 Linear Dependent Sources, Circuits with Dependent Sources 4.1,4.2 4 .7a,4.8 

13 Operational Amplifiers 4.3 

14 Analysis of Op-Amp Circuits 4.4 4.25,4.28,4.39 

15 Impulse, Step, and Ramp Waveforms S.l, S.2 S.2,5.4 

16 Exponential and Sinusoidal Waveforms 5.3,5,4 5.14,5.16,5.22 

17 Composite Waveforms 5.5 5.28,5.30 

18 Waveform Descriptors 5.6 5.40,5.42 

19 Test #3 

20 Capacitors 6.1,6.4a 6.2, 6.4. 6.6, 6.8 

21 Inductors 6.2,6.4b 6.10,6.14 

22 RC and RL Circuits 7.1 

23 First-Order Circuit Step Response 7.2,7.3 7.8,7.10,7.16 

24 Test #4 

25 Review of Trigonometry and Complex Numbers 

26 Sinusolds and Phasors 8.1 8.2.,8.4 

27 Phasor Circuit Analysis 8.2 8.16,8.18 

28 Basic AC Circuit Analysis with Phasors 8.3 8.26,8.36 

29 AC Circuit Theorems with Phasors . 8.4 

30 General AC Circuit Analysis with Phasors 8.5 8.40, 8.42, 8.54 

31 AC Energy and Power 8.6 8.78 

32 Test #5 

33 Average and Reactive Power 16.1 16.2 

34 Complex Power 16.2 16.4 

3S Single-Phase Circuit Analysis 16.3 16.12 

36 Single-Phase Power Flow 16.4 16.21, 16.22 

37 Three-Phase Circuit Analysis 16.5 16.31, 16.32 

38 Three-Phase Power 16.6 16.42 

39 Ideal Transformer 15 15.2 

40 Transformer Circuit Analysis 15 15.12 

41 Test #6 

42 Evaluation and Assessment 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (CoIS) - General Engineering AS 
-------_ ... _-_._---- ._. __ ._._ .. .. _ ...... __ ...... _----_ . .. _----_ .... __ ...... _---_ .. ----------.----------

Assessment Contatt Dr. Paul Weber 

Mission Statement: A recIpient of the AS degree in General Engineering will possess the fundamental technical skills in engineering. spanning mechanical, electrical and 
computer-re lated subject areas, required to be in a position to complete a Bachelor?s degree in an engineering discipline with two remaining years of full-t ime study. These skills 
include computing, numerical methods, electrical circuit analysis, and mechanical force analysis. 

[ 
-- -- -- -'"-----

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

.--~------.-. 

Engineering System Analysis -
Students will be able to analyze 
electrical and/or mechanical systems 
by applying math, science, and/or 
engineering equations and 
techniques. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (AnaIYling!ApplyingllBloom] 
Institutionalleamlng: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence· Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 

process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a comple)( question or solve 
a complex problem. 
Assessment Year: AY16-ll, AY17-1S, 
AY18-19 

Communication - Students w ill be 
able to communicate in a technical 
environment. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

09[04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 
,,-----------,-.------.----~. ----_ .... ------_ ... _-------_ .. -

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Students in EGEE210 [Circuit 
AnalySis] will app ly analysis 
techniques to series and parallel 
resistor circuits as measured by a 
final exam problem on that tOp iC. 
Criteria Target: an average grade of 
70% or higher 

Direct - Portfolio Review - Students 
in EGNR101 [Introduction to 
Engineering] will compose a 
technical log of their flnal project as 
demonstrated in a team logbook 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
Fall 2016: 65% 
Spring 2017: 82% (09/03/2018) 

Flnding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Fa1l2D17: 62% 
Spring 2018: 87% (09/03/2018) 

FInding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2017: 78% (08/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 

Gen" ... ted by Nuventive Improve 

-------- -·-.. -.. · .... ·-·--1 
Use of Results ..... J 
Use of Result: One semester's 
group did not meet the target 
whereas the other did. Each was 
taught by different Instructors. 
The two should come up with an 
action plan and the results should 
be monitored in 20ll-2018 .. 

(09/03/2018) 

Use of Result: There is some 
concern at this time since the fall 
class again did not meet the 
target. Moving from 2 exams to 3 
exams may give students more 
feedback and help them ·Improve. 

Continue to evaluate in Fall 2018. 
(09/03/2018) 

Use of Result; No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fall 

2018 . (08/30/2018) 

Use of Result: No concern at th is 
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- - - --- - -_._----_. 

Student Learning Assessment Criteria & 
Outcomes Procedures 

Goal LeveIIBloom/Webb): Level 2 
(Skills and Concepts) [Webb) 
Institutional learning: IL01 - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
prese ntations. 
Assessment Year: AVl6-17, AY17-18, 

AY18-19 

Criteria Target: An average of 70% 
or higher on student work 

High Impact Program Practices 1: 
First-year Seminar and Experiences 
High Impact Program Practices 2: 
Collaborative Assignments, Projects 

Use of Technical Tools - Students will Direct - E)(am/Quiz - within the 
be able to us technical tools to solve 
engineering problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb); Mid
Level (Ana lyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learnin~ IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
drtlwa conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantia l work of art. 
AssessmentVear: AY16-17, AY17-l8, 

AY18-19 

cou~e - Performance Indicator: 
ability to solve a recursive problem 
bV writing a program In a structured 
programming language, 
implementing the rec.ursion in an 

iterative loop on an eKam question 
from Numerical Methods fo r 
Enginee rs (EGNR-340). 

Criteria Target: an average 
evaluation of 3.0 out of" on the 
performance indicator for at least 
one of the seme>1:ers with no 
performance indicator below 2.0 

Assessment Results 

Fal l 2016: 80% (01/01/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year. 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2017: 3.1 
Spring 2018: 2.0 (08/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Fall 2016: 2.3 
Spring 2017: 3.0 (08/30/2017) 

09/0tl/2018 Genera ted bV IIIuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

time. Continue to evaluate in Fall 

2017 . (01/01/2017) 

Use of Result: Target met overall 
for the year. No concern at this 
time. Continue to evaluate in Fall 
2018. (08/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Target met overall 
for the year. No concern at this 
time . Co nt inue to evaluate in Fall 

2017. (08/30/2017) 
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as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Engineering and Technology 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit 
Filename (if emalled): 

This documentation Is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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School of Engineering and Technolo 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN GENERAL ENGINEERING 

(For Freshman Fall 2015 oelarer) 

Student Name: Overall GP A: GPA: 

Student ID #: Advisor Dare: 

Intended Month of Graduation: Chair rlUl.l[{)V:<'- Date: 

All information bclow should be from the srudeat's mose (eceGr cm.o:SC[lP! and/or t(ansfer evaluation. 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQIDREMENTS (21 CREDITS) 

Communication SkilIlI (9 credits) 

ENGL 110 - 3 

ENGL111 -3 

COMM1 01.201, or 225 - 3 credits 

General Edncation Elective (12 credits required) 

CHEM115 - 5 (also used for dept requirements) 

RemainIng 7 credits to be chosen from Humanities, Social 

ScienCe or Diversity Electives 

DEPARTMENT REQIDREMENTS (49 CREDITS) 

CHEM115 - 5 EGNR340 - 1 

EGEE210 - 4 IVIATH151 - 4 

EGEM220-3 MATH152 -4 

EGNR101 - 2 MATH251 - 4 

EGNR140 2 MATH310 - 3 

EGNR265 3 PHYS231 4 

PHYS232 -4 

Designated Elcctive$ (6 credits required) 
See sdrl.'!UJF lOr approvsl 

2.0 Overall GPA ............................................................... C Yes C No 
2.0 Dept. GPA Yes [] No 
65 Total Credits Yes 0 No 
KeSJQency (16 of final 20) ................................ ., ............. [] Yes 0 No 

\..J<OW.:'L;,U 1.-'.H~J.l<;;':'L" "1'> - Associates May, 2015 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

Academic Program Review 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT(a>ls5u.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: School of Engineering & Technology 

Document Title (If attached) or EGNR265 Project 3 Example Student Work 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation Is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This document showcases an example of student work of an 
the fIle and its value as evidence undergraduate project within the A.S. General Engineering 
supporting program review: program where the student has developed a skill (coding in this 

case) that is integral to the program (no pun Intended). 
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EGNR165 

Programming Project #3 
Runner Log Management 

Fall 2017 

Student: Date of Submission: 12) ?-Ict 
• 

Compiled on: (J""CodeBlocks, 0 other: ; #4 of fns: ~ lines of code: q~ q 
See attached code listing for detailed comments. 

Grade summary: 

PART INSTRUCTOR NOTESIVERIFICATION POINTS SCORE 

Functional: ----

Read file, 
~roper file access . 
, create/populate node 

Sort list, ~build linked list 15 (~ 

Build list ~ sorted chronologically 

I2'f display list (organized) 
Display list, ifsearch date range and string fields 

10 {O 
Search list [2( proper match/display of search 

I2J query (and verify) for new info 
,wt ~"f <::u.Jv'd Add & edit ~roper node create/add/insert 

~rocess to find 1 node 15 1'-1 events proper update means ofnodellist 

Run report 

~rocess to find 1 person(runner) 
proper date range and report generation 10 

,0 

cr save list to file (proper format) 

~ .0?L+-; f'~ Save list, o-tielete list (deallocate memory) ~ 
10 I Delete list 

(j > 10 functions ')&~-ct ~ b~ 
QUality of c1 < 1000 lines 

15 iC;-
program i2. warnings 

o codecheck issues 

Code Style 
Gv..);d... 1.....i...h"'4 / .... .:. f-' ~~ 

10 'I 

V~ ~ ·fu .-w .. ---i. - ~J~ ~...:L-:, 
Conunents 10 to 

User ;L<U.- jk.dbc4.c. 

friendly 
5 S-

C:k1... i""-../~W 
Extra credit I .... S~~~ + Y 

&,Q.-.:G.- t'..,...~ ili ==-

Out of 100 points TOTAL ( vlO 1 ') 
-
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EGNR265 - project3 

1*-----------------------------------------------------*1 
I*Name:.... * I 
I*Class: EGNRLC~ *1 
I*Project: proje~~ */ 
I'" Da t e: 12/6/2017 * I 
I*Purpose: runners log *1 
I*Compiled on: Codeblocks *1 
I*used files provided by Dr. Jones *1 
1* *1 ----------------------------------------------------------

#define TERM PC 
II#define TERM MAC 
II#define TERM-LINUX 
II#define TERM-UNKNOWN 
iHnclude "run support. h" II defining structure, constants for proj ect 3 

II define other constants, function prototy~es, and libraries here 
int input_confirmCint low,inL high); 
struct Event *create_list(struct Event *head~tr,FILE *ptr); 
FILE *load file()i 
struct Event *sort_list(s~ruct Event *head-p~r); 
void print_li st (struct Event *head-ptr); 
int date_to_jnt(int day,int month , int year); 
int count lis~ nodes(struct Event *head ptr); 
struct Event *delete_linked_list(struct-Event *head-ptr); 
struct Event *add_event(strucc Event *head-ptr); 
struct Event ask for date(struct Event athlete) i 

struct Event *find_edit_event(struct Event *head_ptr); 
struct Event *edit_or_delete_evenc(strucc Event *cur-ptr, 
struct Event *prev-ptr,struct Event *head~tr,int entry_num); 
int runner_report(struct Event *head-ptr); 
void print_event_norm(struct Event *cur-ptr); 
void save_to_file(struct Event *head-ptr); 
float input_confirm_float(float low/float high); 
void instructions (void) ; 

int main (int Argc, char **Argv) 
{ 

II main program - add variables here 
int cyear, cmonth, cday; 
struct Event *head~otr ~ NULL; 
int enter=9,file_load_indicator=O,event_num=Oi 
char yes or no; 
FILE *fptr;-

1* begin the main program *1 
Set Screen Size (SCREENX,SCREENY) i II set console size - do NOT modify 
Se(::Screen=:Title(If -- Graham Runners Log -- If) i II modify 

do 
{ 

Clear Screen 0 ; 
event:num=count_list_nodes(head-ptr); 

Ilprint main menu 
Set Color (Ox07) ; 
printf(N\n\t Log Menu - First edition\n If); 

Get Current Day (&cyear, &cmont:h, &cday) i / 
printf (" \nToday is: or); 

Print Dayofweek(Day Of Week(cyear, croonth, cday) +1) i / 
print!(", ") i --

Print Month (cmonth) ; 
print!(" %d, %d\n\n", cday, cyear); ---

-1-
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257 
258 
259 
260 

{ 

} 

EGNR265· proJact3 

printf("file is corruptedl\n"); 
fclose(ptr) ; 
exit(-l); 

if (scan check==EOF) 
break ; 

cur~tr=(struct Event -)malloc(sizeof(athlete»{ 
if(cur-ptr NOLL) 

{ 

Set_Color(OxOC); 
printf("\nfailure in data allocation!\nrr) i 

exit(-l) i 

Ilcopy data to the node 

61 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
28 1 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
"'88 

cur_ptr->date.d=athlete.date.d; 
cur-ptr->date.m=athlete.date.m; 
cur~tr->date.y~athlete.date.y; 

cur_ptr->type=athlete.type; 
cur_ptr->distance=athlete.distancei 
cur~tr->duration=athlete . duration; 

cur~tr->comment=(char *)mal1oc(strlen(comment)+1); 
if (cur_ptr->comment NULL) 

( ( 
u~ d.t-~ - . 

....... -.. _._-'-

{ 
Set_Color (OxOC) ; 
printf(rr\nfailure in data allocation!\n"); 
exit (-1) i 

8 9 
L90 
291 
292: 
293 
294. 
29 :, 
2 96 
29 
298 
29 
30 0 
30 1 
-02 
30 3 

strcpy(cur-ptr->comment,comment); 
strcpy(cur~tr->person,achlete.person) i 

cur-ptr->next-ptr=NULLi 

if (head-ptr NULL)llfirst iteration 
{ 

head-ptr=cur-ptr; 

elsellother iterations besides firsc 
{ 

} 

tail-ptr=cur-ptr; 

304 £close(ptr);llclose file 
305 return'(head-ptr) ; 
306 
307 II gOt most from lec~ure note ###### 
308 II*sort list() 

\ 

) 

----_.-

309 Ilaccepts the head pointer of a linked list and goes through 
310 Iia bubble sort to sort the list by chronological order 

, b.() c~ 311 Ilreturns head pointer 13 ~ ~ 
312. s~ruct Event .sor~_list (struct Event *head-ptr) ~' 
313 ( 
314 Iideclare local variables 
315 int out,in,lengthl=O,countl=O; 

16 int first,second; 
17 scruct Event *cur_ptr,*temp-pLr; 

318 SLruct Event **arrayl; 
319 
320 lengthl=count_list_nodes(head-ptr); 

-5-
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} 

EGNR265 - proJect3 

strcpy{cur_ptr->comment,comment) ; 
strcpy{cur_ptr->person,athlete.person) ; 
cur_ptr->next_p~r=NULLi 

/Idouble checking t h e user 
,print_list(cur~tr) i 
·printf("Is the above correct? (YIN): ") i 

4flush (stdin) ; 
~es_or_no=getchar()i 

2--FfluSh ( stdin ) i 

\ lyes_or_no=toupper(yeS_OL_nO) ; 
\ if (yes_o L_no=' Y' ) i'{ 
I 
I 

1 _ 
I-i..._} 

temp-ptr=jead-ptr; 
head-ptr=cur-ptr; 
cur_pLr - >next-ptr=temp-ptr: 

~_~lse 

free(cur-ptr->comment); 

I- free (cur-ptr) ; 
~L-} 

Ireturn(head-ptr) ; 

II* find_edit_event () 
Il accepts head poin t er of the linked list 
li the user is asked tor parameters to search for a specific event 
lithe user can edit o r dele,te it 
Ilreturns the head pointer 
struct Event *find edit event(struct Event *head_ptr) 
( 

/Ideclaring local variables 
struct Event athlete1,aLhlete2,*cur-ptr,*temp-ptr=NULL; 
int datel,date2,date3,temp,temp-y,entry_num=O; 
int entry_select,color_ change=O; 
char find str[MAX STR_ LEN1,temp_str(MAX_STR_LEN] ,type [MAX_STR LEN ] ; 

//asking user for parameters of ~he srearch 
printf(" \ n \ n Entered Find Event '_ 0 edit \ n"): 
printf("Enter date r a nge of e-.renc: \ n"); 
printf("Early date . . ,\n"): 
athletel=ask for date (athletel) ; __ 
printf("Later date ... \n" ); 

./' 
athlete2c ask_for_date(athlete2) ; 
date1=date to_ int(athlete1.date.d,athletel.date.m,athlete1.date.y); 
date2=dace to_ int(athlete2.date.d,athlete2.date.m,athlete2.date.y); 
if (date1>date2) / /if dates were i mputed backwards 
{ 

Set_Color ( OxOE ) ; 
printf(" \ n ser entered a date that occured before the 'Early date' \ n"); 
printf("wil l set the earllest dat e t o early date and the ~aLest\nrr ); 

printf{"daLe t o the 'la ter date' . \nn); 

} 

Set Color (Ox07) ; 
terr,p=date2 ; 
date2- datel; 
datel=temp; 

printf ("Please en~er runner name (e ven if partial) : PI) 

fflush (stdin) ; 
gets (find_str) ; 

strupr(find_str) ; 
CUI_ptr=head_ptr ; 
/Istart of printing matches 
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EGNR265 - proJect3 

cur-ptr->date. d=AthleLe.date.d; 

if (enter==2)//edit run type 
{ 

printf(" Enter run type ... \ nn); 
printf (" 1. Long \n lf); I 
printf(" 2. Easy\n"}; 
printf{" 3. Race\n"); 
pri.r:tf (" 4 . Tempo\n"); 
printf{" 5 . Interval\ntr); 
printf(" 6 . Hills \ n"); 
printf (n 7 . Other\n"); J • 

cur tr->type=input_confirm{1,7); 

if (enter 3 )//edit name 
{ 

printf{" \ nenter runner name:"}: 
fflush(stdin); 
gets (new name); 
strcpy{cur-ptr->person,new_narne) ; 

if {enter==~)//edit distance 
( 

printf("enter ne ", distance in i le s 0 . 10 to 100.00) :"); 
cur_ptr->distance=input_confirm_f loat (. l , l OO.O ) ; 

if (enteL--5)/ /e dit duration 
( 

printf{rrenter new duration in minutes 11.00 to 1440.00) ;"); 
cur ptr->duration~input_confirm_float(1. 00 /1440.0); v 

if (enter--6}I/edii: comment 

} 

printf{nenter ne ',.; comment:"); 
f£lush(stdin); \ 
gets (temp_comment);---
free (curY1:r->comment) ;./ 
cur~tr->comment=(char *)~allOC(strlen(~emp_cornment)+l») 
strcpy{cuT_ptr->c orr®ent, 1:emp_comrnent) ; 

if (en~er==7)//delet e node 
( 

printf("are you sure?(Y/N):"); 
fflush(stdin}; 
yes_or_no=getchar() ; 
fflush (stdin) ; 
yes or n~toupper (yes_or_no) ; 
if(yes Dr_no== 'Y') 

{ 

if (prev_ptrl=NULL) 
( 

prev-ptr->next-ptr=cur_ptr->next-ptr; 
free(cur_ptr->comment); 

} 

free (curytr) ; 

if (prevytr NULL ) \ 
{ 

head_ptr=curytr->nextytr;) 
free(cur_ptr->comrnent); 
free (cur_ptr) ; 

if (ente r=O) / /leave / 
{ 

-13-
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.. . 
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1024 
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strcpy(typeJ"Ea.sy"); I 
if (cur_ptr->type==3) 

st:rcpy(type,"Race") ; 
if (cur-ptr->type==4) ! 

strcpy(type,"Tempo") ; 
if(cur p~r->type==5) I 

strc~y(type,~Intervaln)b 

EGNR265 - pt'oject3 

if (eur-ptr->type==6) ! 
strcpy(rype,"Hills") i 

if (cur-ptr->type==7) 
strcpy(typeJ"Other"); 

if(cur-ptr->type<1)&&(cur-Ftr->type>7» 
( 

} 

printf(" \ nCor r upt File! closing program") ; 
exit(-I); 

if (cur-ptr->date.y>2000) 

fall 2017 

.'" 

temp_y=cur~tr->date.y-2000;llto print the year value in 2 digits 
printf(t!%2 . 2d/%2.2d/%2.2d %-8.85 ~-13.13s -%5.2f %8.2f %5.2f %-17 . 17s\n",cur-PLr 
->date.d, 

cur-ptr->date.m,temp-y,type,cur-ptr->person, 
cur-ptr->distance,cur_ptr->duration, 
«(cur-Ftr->distance)/«(cur-ptr->duration)/60» ,cur~tr->comrnent:); 

/Isave to file() 
Ilacce~ts-head poi nter of linked list 
II prints the data of each node into a record of a file 
Ilreturns nothing 
void save_to_file(struct Event *head_ptr) 
{ 

} 

I/dec~ are local variables 
FILl:: *new_fpLr; 
char file name[HAX STR LEN]; 
struct Event *cur_ptr;-

Ilask for file name 
prin~f("Enter file name to save' to : "); 
fflush(stdin) ; 
get9(file_name) ; 

Ilopen file 
new fptr=fopen (file name, "1>.''') ; 
if (new_fptr--NULL)- Ilresi: to see if the file succesfully opened 

{ 

} 

Set Color(OxOC); 
pri~tf(Herror reading file~); 
exit(-l)i 

Wait For Enter(); 
cur~tr=head~tr; 
Ilprint to file 
while (cur-ptr!=NULL) 
{ 

ipr.intf(new fptr,"%d,%d,%d;%s,%d,~.3JJ..%.3f,%s\n",cur~i:r->date.d, 
eurytr->date~m;cur-p-tr":->date. y ,curyt:r->person, cur-ptr->type 
,cur-ptr->distanee,cur-ptr->duration,cur-ptr->co~~ent); 

cur-ptr=cur-ptr->nextytr; _ 

} 

Ilelose file 
fclose{new_fptr) ; 
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